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" But let me to the vale once more descend,

And mingle with the wood choir, and join

Their various song, and celehrate with them

The woods, the rocks, the streams, the hosky hourne,

The thorny dingle, and the open glade

;

For 'tis not in their songs, nor in their plumes,

Nor in their wondrous ways, that aU their charm

Consists ; no, 'tis the grove, their dweUing place,

That lends them half their charm, that still is linked

By strong association's half-seen chain.

With their sweet song, wherever it is sung.

And while this lovely, this congenial theme,

I slightly touch, oh, may I ne'er forget.

Nature, thy laws I he this my steady aim,

To vindicate simplicity, to drive

All affectation from the rural scene."

Grahame.

" The heart is hard in nature ...
that is not pleased

With sight of animals enjoying Mfe,

Nor feels their happiness augment his own."

COWPER.

" What is man,

If his chief good, and market of his time.

Be but to sleep and feed ? A beast—no more.

Sure He that made us with such large discourse.

Looking before and after, gave us not

That capability and godlike reason

To rust in us unused."

Shakspeabe.
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some, 2784 ; of New Zealand, 2793,

2853; nocturnal, flight of, at Ply-
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rare, in Nottinghamshire, 2803; fri-

gate, in the Zoological Gardens, 2811
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Engadine,2834 ; extraordinary flight
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Bustards, great, immigration of, 2472,
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ral History of, 2693
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of, 2561

Capelin, 2556
Cat, tree, note on the habits of the,

2762
Cetaces, 2550
Chaffinch, 2861 ; song of, 2867
ChalcidioB, notes on the, 2429
Cheiroptera, 2540
Chifl'chafi', early, 2607
Chouf^h, alpine, 2836; common, id,

Clupea eloiigata, 2557
Cockchaff'er, 2791
Cornioiani, 2662; inland in Somerset-

shire, 2810; breeding inland, 2852
Cottus Groenlandicus, 2554
Courser, creamuoloured in Northumber-

land, 2522, 2562
Crab, hermit, note on the young of the,

2685
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Crake, com, 2859; is it polygamous?
2869

Crane, 2533; used as food in 1770,

2562; seen in South Devon in 1869,

2683
Creeper, wall, 2837
Cricket, field, 2792
Crocodiles, Indian, notes on, 2862
Crossbill, 2636,2803
Crow, hooded, 2484, 2631, 2653, 2861

;

carrion, 2631,2782
Crows, hooded, at Flamborough Head in

June, 2728
Cuckoo in December, 2766 ; singling in

February, id. ; in Seplembcr, 2868
Cuckoos, notes on, 2832
Curlew, 2654, 2782; pigmy, 2496
Cuttle-fish, large slate stone in the

stomach of a, 2647
Cystophora crislata, 2548

Darwin, Charles, M.A., F.L.S., &c.,

'The Descent of Man, and Selection

in Relation to Sex,' 2613
Delphinidae, 2553
Dineura Alni, 2514
Dipper, 2657; at Rye aud Bridlington,

2848
Diver, blackthroated, 2663, 2828; al

Folkestone, 2528; redthroated, 2603,'

2663, 2782; great northern, 2663
Divers al Elstree Reservoir, 2645
Dogfish, 2554
Doi, 2695
Dotterel, 2539, 2654; al Dungeness,
2851; ring, breeding inland, irf.

Dotterels in Somersetshire, 2441
Dove, ring, beautiful variety of, 2521

;

turtle, 2533, 2540, 2831; food ol,

2767
Duck, king, in Leadenhall Market, 2443;

tufied, at Henley-on-Thames, 2526
;

late occurrence of, in Devonshire,

2645; longtailed, 2562,2601; scaup,

2595; eider, 2601 ; ferruginous, on

the East coast of Ireland, 2645 : wild,

2655; summer, irf.; scoter, 2782
Dunlin occasionally swimming, 2495;
and ringed plover, 2783

Eagle, golden, 2835; whitetailed, in

Alderney, 2866
Eagles on the Grampians, 2764
Egg, pheasant's, doul)le embryo in, 2770
Elephants: letter from Calcutta, 2560
Entomological Society, proceedings of,

2445, 2489, 2529, 2564, 2609, 2648,

2685, 2729, 2872

Entomology in 1709,2670; two hundred
years ago, 2787

Eupilhecia irriguata, description of the

larva of, 2812

Falco tinnuncultis, 2735
Falcon, peregrine, 2519; Greenland,

2816; Iceland, 2819
Fieldfare, 2654 ; variety of, 2607
Finch, snow, 2837; mountain, 2861
Finches and redwings, 2536
Fish, big, 2812
Fishes, salt-water, stray notes on a few,

2553 ; voracious and cannibalistic pro-

pensities of some, 2647
Flamborough and the Bird Act, 2822
Flycatcher, 2794; pied, in Somerset-

shire, 2439 ; in Herefordshire, 2681

;

spotted, 2782
Fowl, barn, and common pheasant,

hybrid between, 2769
Fox, 2754
Foxes, litter of, 2638
Frog, frozen, restored to animation,

2647; edible, 2749

Gadwall,2603; in East Yorkshire, 2525 ;

in Dublin Bay, 2644
Galalhea Andrewsii off Lamorna, 2812
Gallinae, 2837
Gannet, 2665
Gasterosieus aculeatus, 2554

„ biaculeatus, id.

„ pungitius, id.

Geese, Egyptian, in Cornwall, 2523;
brenl, 2602, 2643; wild, 2861

Godwit, bartailed, 2654
Goldeneye, 2603
Goosander in Yorkshire, 2526 ; in Nor-

folk, 2527, 2600, 2603, 2828; in

Oxfordshire, 2810
Goose, whitefronted, at Cliddesden,

2486; Canada, at Glastonbury, id.;

at Enys, near Penryn, id.; brent,

2495 ; redbreasted, in Essex, 2513
;

Canada , 2523 ;
graylag, 2524, 2829

;

bean, 2602, 2603
;
pinkfooled, id.

Goshawk, 2835; American, 2524
Grampus, 2758
Graylags, weight of, 2810
Grebe, rednecked, in East Yorkshire,

2527; in Somerset, 2563; near Yar-

mouth, 2833; in Norfolk, 2872;
Sclavonian, 2603; eared, in Devon.
shire, 2646; little, 2662

Greenshank near Barnstaple, 2809
Greyhounds, coursing bustards with,

2512
Grosbeak, 2637
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Grouse, sand, 2641 ; hazel, 2837

Guillemot, Bnmnich's, on the Dublin

coast, 2609; ringed, near Flum-

boroiigh,2729

Gull, browoheaded, 246!), 2784; Ice-

land, in East Yorkshire, 248S; in

Somerseishire, id.; glaucous and Ice-

land, ill Yorkshire, 252G ; little, in

East Yorkshire, 2528; in Dublin Ray

and in Londonderry, 2646; black-

headed, 2599; herring, seal capturing

a, 2762; lesser blackbacked, 2782,

2783
Gulls, rare, &c., at Bridlington, 2488

;

glaucous, in EastYorkshire, jci. ; little,

abundance of on the Norfolk coast in

the winter of 1869-70, 2499

Haddock, 2555
Hiiirtail, silvery, iu Mount's Bay, 2444

Hairtails, silvery, at Looc, Polperro, &c.,

2444, 2529; on the coast of Devon,

2529
Halichoerus gryphus, 2549
Hare, 2756
Harrier, hen, 2535,2601,2829; Mon-

tagu's, 2638; marsh, at St. Mary's,

Scilly, 2847; in East Yorkshire, id.

;

in Somersetshire, 2866
Harriers, 2481

Hawfinch, 2699; at Great Bealings,

2439; breeding in Suffolk, 2641 ; in

Herefordshire, 2682; nesting at Kes-

grove, 2!S67

Hedgespariow singing by night, 2608
Heron, 2538, 2660; squacco, at the

Lizard, 2684 ; night, breeding in ini-

nialure plumage, &c., 2807
Herring, American, 2557
Hippopotamus, birth of a, at the Zoolo-

gical Gardens, 2529
Hirundines, late-staying, 2450
Hobbies, supposed orangelegged, 2482;

in Norfolk, 2487
Hobby, 2520, 2831,2832
Hooper, 2563, 2594, 2()01, 2602, 2662
Hooper's beak, anatomical peculiarity

of, 2504
Hoopers in East Yorkshire, 2486, 2643;

at Hull, 2487
Hoopoe, 2638 ; near Bridlington, 2611

;

near Norwich, 2849
Hyperodon butzkopf, 2758

Isosoma graminicola, 2435

„ lineare, id.

„ sociabile, id.

Jackdaw, 2632; flycatcher's nest in the

body of a dead, 2847
Jay, 2632

Kaka, 2799
Kea, 2855
Kestrel, 2520, 2833
Keulenians, J . G., ' A Natural History of

Cage Birds,' 2773
Killer, 2758
Kingfisher, 2a96
Kite, 2519
Kittiwake, 2663
Knot, 2495, 2535, 2655, 2783

Ladybirds? 2791

Lagenorhynchus albirostris, 2758
Landrail, 2537
Lapwing, 2782
Lark, American meadow, in Great

Britain, 2551 ; sky, 2636 ; wood, id.

Larks, shore, 2498, 26DI ; migration of

in East Yorkshire, 2639; white, 2640
Leadenhall Market, 2528
Lo])hias Americanus, 2555
Lucas, llev. S., F.G.S., &c., 'The

Biblical Antiquity of Man ; or, Man
not older than the Adaniic Creation,'

2667

Mackerel, fall, 2555; horse, id.; spring,

id.

Magpies, 2483
Mallotus viUosus, 2556
Mammalia and llcjitilia of Norfolk,

2751
Man, the descent of, 2613; Biblical

antiquity of, 2667
Marten, commim, 2754
ALirtin, sand, white variety of, 2440;

and swallow, arrival of, 2609; mor-
tality amongst, 2830; house, white,

2806
Megaptera, longimana, 2551
Merganser, redbreasted, 2601, 2604; in

Cornwall, 2562
Merlin, 2596
Merrin, Joseph, ' The Triumph of Evo-

lution and other Poems,' 2624
Migrants, arrival of, 2638, 2679, 2680,

2763 ; spring, dates of arrival in N.E.
Lincolnshire, 2653; summer, in York-
shire, 2726; arrival of at Great
Bealings, 2865 ; summer, departure

of from the coast of Suffolk, 2866
Mole, 2752
Moorhen, early nest of the, 2771
Moth, cabbage, 2694 ; swallow-tail,

2788
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Moths, British, an Illustrated Natural
History of, 2693

Mouse, harvest, 2756

Natural History tour in Spain and
Algeria, 2712

Nest of wren on a pulpit, 2641 ; of

sparrow in a slab of elm limber, 2682

;

of redle^ged partridge on a pier, id.
;

of starling, in a fir tree, id.; of quail,

near Bury St. Edmunds, 2683; be-

tween Hampstead and Kentish Town,
id.; near Henley-on-Tbames, id.;

in Wiltsbire, 2728 ; of moorhen,
early, 2771 ; of flycatcher iu the body
of a dead jackdaw, 2847; of thrush,

wood pigeon building in, 2869 ; of

teal, partridge laying in, id.

Nestor meridionalis, 2799
„ nolabilis, 2855

Newman, Edward, ' An Illustrated

Natural History of British Butter-

flies,' 'An Illustrated Natural History

of British Moths,' 2693
Newt, common smooth, 2759 ; palraated

smooth, 2760
Newton, Alfred, M.A., F.R.S., ' A His-

tory of British Birds, by the late

William Yarrell, V.-P.L.S., &c.,'

2813
Nightingale, 2634,2654; in Northum-

berland, 2765; late singing of, 2867
Nightjar, 2533, 2659, 2831
Notes, miscellaneous rural, for 1870,

2673, 2702; from Scilly, 2679; on

the Scilly Isles, 2839; from Instow,

North Devon, 2845 ; on Indian croco-

diles, 2862
Nutcracker, 2836
Nuthatch, singular nesting of, at East

Grinstead, Sussex, 2850

Oriole, golden, at Scilly, 2639; near
Tainworih, id.; in confinement,

2681 ; at Ixworth, 2765 ; in Warwick-
shire, id.; near Norwich, 2849

Ornithological notes from North Lin-
colnshire, 2469, 2495, 2594, 2653,

2782, 2859; frOm Norfolk, 2496,

2597, 2828; from Shetland, 2523;
from the vicinity of Torquay, 2629;
from Futtehgurh, N.W.P. India,

2677; from South Devon, 2679;
from Aldeburgh, SuEfolk, 2804; from
Cobham, Kent, 2844; from Guernsey,
2866

Ornithology, British, of the year 1870,

2437; Continental notes on, 2465,
2606

Osmerus viridescens, 2556
Osprey, 2S30, 2832 ; in Kent, 2847
Ospreys in East Yorkshire, 2847
Otler, 2753
Ouzel, ring, 2536, 2634 ; early nesting

of, in Devon, 2639; water, 2634; in

Guernsey, 2870
Ouzels, ring—correction of an error,

2607; pied, 2805
Owl, scops eared, near Hayle, 2482

;

shorteared, 2537,2861; snowy, 2537;
in County Mayo, 2765; lougeared,

2540, 2606; American red, identity

of with the mottled, 2606; lawny,
2631; white, id.; mottled and red,

2680 ; eagle, 2835 ; fern, 2861
Oxytelus fuivipes, 2531

Pagophilus groenlandicus, 2541
Paradoxurus musanga, 2762
Parrot, green mountain, 2855
Partridge, 2859; redlegged, 2660; nest

of, on a pier, 2812; French, and
pheasant, 2728; rock, 2837; laying
in a teal's nest, 2869

Passeres, 2836
Pastor, rose-coloured, 2539, 2833; near

Bexhill, 2765 ; in Somersetshire, id.
;

in Norfolk, 2849
Pavo cristatus, 2786
Peewit, 2660
Petrel, forktailed, at Brighton, 2443;

in South Devon, id.; storm, 2540,
2603, 2665; near Wantage, 2563;
Leach's, 2665

Phaeton Belherius, 2666
Phalarope, gray, near Taunton, 2442;

near Henley-on-Thames, id.; at

Niirtham Burrows, 2485 ; near Nor-
wich, 2833; at Boultibrook, 2852;
rednecked, 2471 ; in Kent, 2847

Phalaropes in Plymouth Sound, 2442
Pheasaut and French partridge, 2728
Pheasants egg, double embryo in, 2770
Phoca vitulina, 2541
PhocidsE, id.

Physalus Antiquorum, 2757
Physeter raacrocephalus, 2758
Pigeon, wood, 2596, 2599, 2861 ; early

nesting of, 2609 ; food of, 2768, 2868

;

building in a thrush's nest, 2869;
white variety of, id. : in Guernsey,
2870

Pigeons, wood, and waterhens succes-

sively occupying the same nest, 2770
Pimpla graminellae, 2434
Pipii, rock, 2470 ; meadow, 2595, 2859

;

tree, 2636; aquatic, 2837
Plover, golden, 2536, 2594, 2653, 2783,
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2860; large flock of at Bedford,

2806; gray, 2338, 2655, 2783; ringed,

breeding at a distance from the coast,

2770, 2807; in Lincolnshire, 2783;
breeding inland, 2851 ; Keuiish, near

Penzance, 2806
Polecat, 2754
Polybvius Hensloii off Latuorna,28l2
Poriunus corrugatus near Penzance,
2646

Pratincole, collared, at Whitby, 2870
Priiiia Stewarti, 2785
Puffin, 2534

Quail, food of the, 2484 ; near Norwich,
2521,2832; in Norfolk, 2601 ; nest-

ing between Hampslead and Kentish
Town, 2683; near Bury St. Edmunds,
id.; near Henley-on-Thames, id. ; in

Wdtshire, 2728; in the Engadine,
2837

Quails, abundance of, 2440 ; in South
Devon, 2484; in North Lincolnshire,

2496; in Norfolk, id.; in Lundy
Island, 2521 ; in Devon and Corn-
wall, id.; in Wales, id.; breeding
near Hampslead, 2728

Rabbit, 2757
Rail, water, 2537, 2662
Ra paces, 2835
Rat, black, 2756
Raven, 2537, 2631

Redshank, 2534, 2653
Redstart, grav, 2727; black, 2836;

Tiihys, 2867
Redstarts at Scilly, 2849
Rhipidura flabelli'fera, 2794
Roach, weight of, 2445
Roller in Orkney, 2561
Rook, 2631

Rooks breeding in October, 2439 ; nest-

ing in November, 2483
Rotterdam Zoological Gardens, a visit

to the, 2838
RuflF in Middlesex, 2852; and reeve

in Middlesex, 2806; in Norfolk,

2829
Ruffs, 2852; and reeves at Yarmouth,

id.

Salmo fontinalis, 2555

„ salar, id.

„ trutta, id.

Salmon, 2555
Sanderling, 2470, 2784

Sandpiper, wood, in Somersetshire, 2441

;

at Braunton Burrows, 2851'; Schinz's,

at Barnstaple, 2441 ; at Eastbourne,

2442; green, peculiar scent of, 2470;
at Scilly, 2485; near Barnstaple,

2809; purple, 2470; at Noilbam
Burrows, 2485; common, 2534;
spoiled, near Bury St. Edmunds,
2684 ; yellowshanked, near Marazion,
2807; pectoral, at Braunton Burrows,
2808

Sawflies, life-bistories of, 2478, 2514
Scomber grex, 2555

„ vernali-i, id.

Scoter, velvet, 2600, 2603; near New-
bury, 2526; common, inland, id.;

near Beverley, 2644
Sculpin, 2554
Scymnus borealis, 2553
Sea-fowl, preservation of, 2444
Sea-lion of Southern California, 2493
Seal capturing a herring gull, 2762
Seal, harbour, 2541 ; harp, k/.; liooded,

2548; square-tipper, 2549; common,
2755 ; floe, id.

Sebastes Norvegiciis, 2555
Selandria melanoccpbala, 2478
Shark, Greenland, 2553
Sharpe, R. B, F.L.S., and H. E.

Dresser, F.Z.S., 'A History of the

Birds of Europe, including all the

Species inhahiiing the Western Palae-

arctic Region,' 2733
Shearwaters, Manx, wholesale destruc-

tion of, 2646
Shoulder-knot, rustic, 2696
Shoveller, 2860
Shrew, oared, 2753; valet, id.

Shrike, great gray, 2439, 2633; red-

backed, 2538, 2633 ; breeding near
Wastwater, 2505; great gray, in

Shetland, 2561 ; at Ware, 2607; near
Clifton, 2726; gray, 2836; lesser,

gray, id.

Shrikes, great gray, in East Yorkshire,

2482
Sibbaldius borealis, 2551

„ tectirostris, id.

Siskin, 2637
Siskins in Wales, 2521
Skua, Richardson's, 2829
Slow-worm, 2759
Smelt, American, 2556
Smew on the Wandle, 2487; in North

Lincolnshire, 2495 ; in Shetland,
2537

Smews in East Yorkshire, 2487 ; in

Norfolk, 2527, 2600
Snake, common, 2759
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Snipe, jack, 2540, 2596, 2654, 2860

;

common, 2595 ; great, 2833
Snipe-shooting at St. Mary's, Sciliy,

2852
Snipes, solitary, in Norfolk, 2852
Sparrow, house, variety of, 2483; nest

of, in a slab of elm timber, 2682
Spicier or mouse? 2763, 2802
Spider, mouse or bat, 2844
Spinax acanthias, 2554
Spoonbill at Sciliy, 2522; on Breydon,

2830, 2832; at the Lizard, 2851;
near Yarmouth, 2871 ; near Alde-
burgh, id.

Starling:, 2595,2632; nest of, in a fir-

tree, 2682
Stevenson, Henry, F.L.S., 'The Birds

of Norfolk,' 2413, 2453
Stickleback, two-spiued, 2554; three-

spined, id. ; ten-spined, id.

Stilt, blackwinged, near Bury St. Ed-
munds, 2684

Stint, little, on the Dublin coast, 2609;
Temminck's, at Aldeburgh, 2871

Stoat, 2754
Stonechat, 2469, 2599
Storks, white, near Lydd, 2643
Surmullet, large, 2812
Swallow, chimney, 2860
Swallow and martin, 2830
Swallows, late, 2440
Swan laying nine eggs, 2771
Swan, wild, 2472 ; in Leadenhall Mar-

ket, 2487; black, near Deal, 2563;
Bewick's, 2601, 2603 ; near Beverley,

2644; mute, number of young pro-

duced by, 2810; Bewick's, 2828
Swans, wild, on the Thames, 2525 ; in

Ireland in the winter of 1870-71,

2644
Swift, 2782, 2831 ; alpine, in Durham,

2767; in Wiltshire, id.

Tapir, new species of, at the Zoological

Gardens, 2802
Teal, garganey, in East Yorkshire,

2644 ; in Norfolk, 2831, 2832
Tern,common, 2664 ; black, at Henley-

on-Thames, 2684 ; at Elstree Reser-
voir, 2810

Terns at St. Alban's Court, 2684 ; in the

Humber, 2783; whitewinged black,

2829
Thamnobia cambaiensis, 2784
Thrush, White's, in Somersetshire, 2607

;

in Norfolk, 2848; song, 2633; missel,

2639 ; accident to a, 2639; rock, 2836;
common, 2861

Tit, greater, preying on a bat, 2439;
bearded, 2600 ; longtailed, disap-
pearance of the, 2607 ; crested, on the
Spey, 2608

Titmouse, crested, 2837; northern, id.

Tortoiseshell ? 2788
Trichecus rosmarus, 2550
Trout, brook, 2555 ; salmon, id.

Turnstone, 2784
Turtur cambayensis, 2786
Turtle, fossil, in the Isle of Wight, 2685
Twite, 2533, 2537

Variety of sand martin, 2440; of house
sparrow, 2483 ; of ring dove, 2521

;

of fieldfare, 2607; of pied wagtail,

2783; of house martin, 2806; of wood
pigeon, 2869

Vespertilio subulatus, 2540
Visitants, winter, 2498; cold-weather,

arrival of in India, 2502
Vole, field, 2756 ; water, id.

Vulture, bearded, 2835 ; griflfon, id.

Wader, name of a, 2772 ; at Whitby,
2806 ; the Whitl)y, 2851, 2870

Waders on Breydon, 2829; autumn,
2833

Wagtail, grayheaded, nesting of near
Newcastle, 2483 ; at Brighton, 2639

;

white, at Northam Burrows, 2608;
common pied, 2636; pied, white
varieties of, 2783

Wagtails, pied and gray, 2535
Walrus, 2550
Warbler, aquatic, at Dover, 2521

;

garden, 2533, 2634;- grasshopper,
2634; sedge, suspended nests of,

2681 ; alpine, 2836; bluethroated,irf.;

reed, twin nests of, 2867
Warblers, summer, 2831
Water-fowl, arrival of, 2535
Waterhen submerging itself, 2522
Waterhens and wood pigeons succes-

sively occupying the same nest,

2770
Waxwings at West Hartlepool, 2805
Weasel, 2754
Whale, fin-back, 2551 ; humpbacked

id.; sulphur-bottom, id.) barnacle
2552; pike or lesser fin, 2757; razor
back common fin, id.; right, id.

northern sperm, 2758
Wheatear, 2635, 2860
Whimbrel, 2654, 2783
Whiuchat, 2635
Whitethroat, lesser, 2634 ; late singing

of, 2867
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Wigeon, 2469, 2860
Wild-fowl, 2652; in the Soulhampton

waters, 2528 ; on the Gironde, id.

Wolf, history of the, in Scotland,

2760
Woodcock, 2537, 2661 ; in Guernsey,

2870
Woodpecker, great black, 2766, 2806;

black, 2837

Wren, 2535 ;
goldencrested, 2536, 2540,

2635
Wren's nest on a pulpit, 2641
Wryneck, 2538

Zoology of Newfoundland, notes on

the, 2540
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The Birds of Norfolk ; tvith Remarks on their Hahils, Migration
and Local Distrihution. By Henry Stevenson, F.L.S, In
three volumes. Vol. II. John Van Voorst, Paternoster Row.
1870. 450 pp. demy 8ro, and three litho. plates. Price
ten shillings.

If my readers will take the trouble to turn to p. 747 of the
present series of the « Zoologist,' they will find that I have fully

expressed my favourable ojnnion of Mr. Stevenson's ' Birds of
Norfolk.' Every word I then wrote, every opinion I then expressed,
is abundantly confirmed by this second volume; indeed, the
author's careful, and as they may be called exhaustive, researches
seem to become more and more apparent as he proceeds with his

labours, and as they culminate towards completion. Nevertheless
I must confess to feeling considerable disappointment from two
causes; first, the length of time that has been suffered to elapse
between the publication of the first and second volumes; and
secondly, the announcement, so evidently a matter of fact, that
the work is still incomplete, the water birds being reserved for

a third volume, which has yet to make its appearance. There
can be no doubt of Mr. Stevenson's original intention of com-
pleting his 'Birds of Norfolk' in two volumes, as announced on
the title-page of the part previously published, where the work
is said to consist of two volumes, of which that was the first.

Mr. Stevenson, however, thinks himself compelled by the in-

crease of materials before him to depart from this intention, as

SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. B
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he could only adhere to the original plan by cutting out portions

of his descriptions in this second volume, and thus sacrificing the

uniformity of plan. There is much reason in this ; and yet I cannot

help observing that much saving of space might have been effected

by the omission of matter that was not absolutely essential to

ensure uniformity, and indeed not absolutely germane to the matter

in hand : I would, for instance, have suggested the entire omission

of such passages as the account of ihe creamcolourcd courser

(pp. 48—51), a bird that has never been obtained in Norfolk, and

one that has scarcely any claim to a place in the British list : its

omission would consequently have been regarded as a matter of

course, while its presence in some degree seems a departure from

that uniformity which it is the author's avowed object to maintain.

In maldng these objections I have a double motive—;^rs/, the

success of Mr. Stevenson's undertaking, and therefore his own

advantage; and secondly, the interest of his subscribers, who have

been induced to take the work on the understanding it was to be

completed in two volumes, and at a cost of twenty shillings: to

myself who receive the work gratuitously, through the kindness of

Mr. Stevenson, this is no personal objection, but to a large circle

of subscribers, to whom the work is not offered gratuitously, and

to whom its i)ossession is all but a positive necessity, it must

appear a grievance : but enough of this.

The second volume begins with the bustard and ends with the

phalaropes. The bustard has been connected, in name at least,

with the county of Norfolk ever since the first notice of Ornithology

within the compass of the United Kingdom. How pleasant are

our boyish recollections of the fables of coursing bustards with

greyhounds—so exquisitely embodied by Bewick that one is hardly

able to imagine that he had been clothing a palpable fiction in the

garb of reality ! wo have never possessed an artist who could so

charmingly give apparent reality to the creations of his teeming

brain. Concerning the bustard, Mr. Stevenson, notwithstanding

the mass of information he has collected, leaves several points of

interest in the domestic economy of the bird undecided : he has

been unable to ascertain with certainty whether it is monogamous

or polygamous, and whether the female lays two eggs or more. In

this country, where the bustard, when it appears, is pursued with as

much ferocity as if it were a "dragon of Wantley," these problems

will never be solved, but surely in Spain, where as Lord Lilibrd says
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the species " is extremely common," where he has " seen a hundred
together," and where they "collect in the autumn in immense
numbers," there must be abundant opportunity for a naturalist

to work out all such details. The gnlar pouch of the bustard,

concerning the existence of which so many doubts have been
expressed, and which Messrs. Owen, Yarrell, Bartlett and Dr.

Giinther could not discover, is only mentioned in a foot-note.

This singular apparatus, if 1 may apply that name to the part under
consideration, seems to be still very imperfectly understood, not-

withstanding the apparently careful examination by Dr. Culleu.

The Rev. A. C. Smith, during his 'Spring Tour in Portugal,'

availed himself of the rare opportunity of examining a recently-

Ivilled bustard, with the express object of discovering the secret

of the pouch ; and here is his report of the investigation :

—

" With the assistance of Dr. Suche, whose anatomical skill was of the

greatest service to me, I spent several hours in examining the soft wattle-

like protuberance which hung below the cliiu and throat, and gave the

whole neck a thick puffy appearance : the result was that I entertain no
doubt whatever, and (what is of far more value) Dr. Suche was equally

positive, that this male great bustard possessed a pouoh of considerable

capacity, or rather (as it seemed to me) a number of membrane-divided

sacs, which appeared capable of extending to almost any dimensions, and
the larger of which would apparently contain many quarts. I am quite

aware that my own attempts at dissection were very poor, and I should not

venture to speak thus positively on so disputed a point, but for the able

assistance in the work, and the positive conclusions deduced therefrom, by
Dr. Suche. To this I may add, that on mentioning our work and our

unanimous conclusions to Professor du Socage, he not only cordially con-

curred with us, but declared that it was impossible for any one to examine
the throat and neck of an adult male Otis tarda without being convinced
by his own senses that such a pouch did exist. Even previously to

removing the skin of my bird, the position and size of the large goitre-Hke

excrescence standing out from the neck, though concealed by feathers,

could be plainly discerned, and when handled at once betrayed the soft

yielding nature of its substance."—' Sjn-inff Tour in Portur/al,' p. 207.

Even after reading this passage, evidently written with great

care, and as evidently also the result of anatomical examination,
one does not quite see the object of this apparatus : that it is a sac
or pouch intended to contain seven quarts of water, as I have seen
stated, or even the smaller quantity of two quarts, seems incredible

:
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for it is difficult to conceive why a bird of such powerful flight as

the bustard should prefer to carry about with him fourteen or even

four pounds of water; and the two proposed solutions of this problem

seem far from satisfactory, viz. that it may fill this pouch with water

" as a supply in the midst of those dreary plains where it is accus-

tomed to wander," and that it may make a further use of the water

in defending itself against the attacks of birds of prey ; on such

occasions " throwing out the water with such violence as not un-

frequently to baffle the pursuit of its enemy." Does not the

structure pointed out by Mr. Smith suggest the idea of a reservoir

of air rather than a reservoir of water? a number of membrane-

divided sacs reminds one of the pouter pigeon, the object of whose

apparent deformity has, I believe, never been determined.

It is gratifying to learn from so high an authority as Mr. Steven-

son that the stone curlew still maintains its ground in Norfolk

:

the sight of one hundred and fifty in a flock must have been a

great treat. I will quote the passage in which this fact is stated,

as well as a second on the breeding habits of the bird.

" From Thetford, their main stroughokl, as in days gone by, Mr. Bartlett

writes, ' I do not think the stone curlew has decreased since I have been

here, some twenty years. I see as many as ever, but plantations have got

up in the neighbourhood year by year, tending to take from its wildness,

and so diminish both the curlew and ring dotterel. On my warren they are

quite as numerous, when the season is favourable, but its bleakness is

undiminished.' From the Feltwell country, also, I hesir tlie same satis-

iiictory account from my friend Mr. Newcome, who states that in the

autumn of 1867 he saw about a hundred and fifty in one flock on his own

estate. From these facts, then, we may conclude that if, on the eastern

side of the county, the stone curlew, in a few yeai-s time, should cease to

be reckoned amongst our summer visitants, there is little fear that, as

regards the southern and ^cestern portions, its presence in summer will

still enliven the waste for many generations to come."—P. 57.

" Lly o^vn opportunities of observing this species have been somewhat

limited, but in May, 1804, in company with my friend Mr. Dk (who, as a

resident at that time at West Harling, was well acquainted with their

haunts), I had every facility, with the help of a good glass, for studying

their habits in a wild state. In that neighbourhood, on the open ' brecks,

'

the eggs are usually laid on some slightly rising ground, whence a good look

out is kept, and where it is almost impossible to come upon the birds

by surprise. If the exact spot is known, long before any near approach

can be made, the old bird may be seen to rise slowly to its feet, and with
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arched back, like a Freucli partridge, walk slowly off for a few yards, when
if further pressed, the pace quickens, and joined probably by its mate, from

you know not where—so like are their tints to the surrounding soil—the

pair rise on the wing, and with a strong quick flight, and outstretched legs,

betake themselves to some distant part of the field, uttering at intervals

their loud tremulous whistle. As ground-breeders they are necessarily

exposed to many dangers, their eggs being so generally taken when dis-

covered; and though carrion crows are scarce in this game-preservin^

county, the rooks, especially in dry seasons, are scarcely less active as egg-

stealers. In this respect Mr. Dix considers that the eggs are safer when
laid in the middle of a wide open field, than, as is often the case, when
situated within some fifty yards of a large fir ' slip ' or plantation. In the

former case he has known the curlew fight off the rook when suspiciously

approaching its treasures ; on the other hand, the rook, quietly perched on
the trees, watches the curlew leave her nest, and at once descends to

plunder it. The shepherds, when driving their sheep on to the lands,

always mark the spot where the curlew rises, and, by her alertness or not
in doing so, judge whether the eggs are fresh or set upon. Nearly all the

e'ggs Mr. Dix has had brought to him at different times have been taken in

this way by the shepherds or their lads, but when a single sheep has
approached too near to a nest he has seen the old bird flutter its win^s,

and thus, by menacing attitudes, attempt to drive off the intruder. Unless
sought for, or come upon accidentally in their wild haunts, these birds are

but rarely heard or seen during the day, but towards evening they become
exceedingly clamorous, and as nocturnal feeders cliiefly, as evidenced by the

large prominent eye, their loud vibratory whistle may be heard at all hours
of the night. By moonlight their cries become even more incessant, and
amongst many treasured recollections of rural sights and sounds, is the
dehght with which, on the 21st of May, 1864, 1 first heard them, at West
Harhug, under circumstances peculiarly favourable to a lasting impression,

for

" Summer was the time, and sweet the hour,"

when, long after midnight, I still sat listening at my open window, as,

borne on the soft breeze from the neighbouring 'breck' lands, their

tremulous notes blended with the wail of the lapwing ; and, in strano-e

contrast to such wild melody, the rich soft notes of the nightingale came up
from the garden, whilst the air was filled with the scent of the honeysuckle,

and paths, shrubs and buildings shone white in the reflection of the full

moon."—P. 01.

The golden plover is a bird that was sure to attract the notice

of so good an observer as Mr. Stevenson, and indeed this bird
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seems to have always been a favourite with uaturalisls and sports-

men. Mr. Johns, in his ' British Birds and their Haunts,' dwells

lovingly on the aerial evolutions of this familiar bird; his descrip-

tion is both poetical and truthful—happy combination where it can

be found. Mr. Stevenson has also written well and lovingly on

this species, and has invited especial attention to a feature in its

history which he thinks has " until very recently escaped the notice

of British ornithologists ;" he alludes to its whistling while passing

in its nocturnal flight over gas-lit towns. This observation applies

to book-making ornithologists only. I cannot imagine " an out-of-

doors man"—a man who looked and thought beyond the musty

dusty cases of a museum,—I cannot imagine such an one to have

been unobservant of the weird night-whistle of the golden plover:

it is one of those sounds which has " harrowed many a soul," and

caused many a sleepless night. The unknown is ever the sensa-

tional, and there can scarcely exist the ornithologist who has not

over and over again heard of this nocturnal wonder.

"Their southward movement, as is the case also with many of the

Triuga;, commences far earlier iu the autuoiu than is generally supposed,

and, considering also their late stay with us, at times, iu the spring, their

nesting duties in more northern localities must be performed in a very

limited period. It is by no means unusual to hear the well-known notes of

these birds, at night, by the middle of August, as the vanguard of their

migratory forces passes over this county, and stragglers occasionally lulled

at such times leave no doubt as to the identity of the species. -= =^^= * It

is not, however, until the end of September, or more usually in the following

month, that such flocks as frequeut our stubbles and fallows tempt the

sportsman to leave the partridges for a time, and endeavour, by careful

stalking, to obtain a shot. This, however, as the plover generally alight in

the middle of a field, is extremely imcertain, but by walking round and

round them, each time gradually narrowing the circle, they may sometimes

be approached near enough for a successful shot. Not unfrequently, also,

by firing one barrel at random, a fair chance is ofi'ered for the second, as

golden plover, as well as lapwings, invariably sweep downwards in a body,

and theu scatter in all directions after the first report. I have generally

found them more abundant during November than in any other month,

when, as Mr. Lubbock remarks, ' they seem to divide their time between

the marshes and uplands. If they are in a marsh all day they often move

off to a ploughed field just as it is dusk, and vice rcrsd, if upon arable land,

they go down to the mareh for the night.' My own experience exactly

confirms this statement, as some year's smce, when in the habit of shooting.
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late ill the season, at Framliughara, near Nonvich,!! used frequently, after

leaving the turnips, to await the chance arrival of plover on the hiah
grounds, where they roosted, at times, in large 'congregations.' In the
vicinity of the coast they are also found in great plenty duriu" the winter
months, both at the mouths of our tidal rivers, and on the iiat shores of the
'Wash,' alternating between the 'muds' and marshes, as the tide ebbs or
flows. As before remarked, their numbers, like many other winter visitants

depend much on the severity of the season, a sudden change to frost and
snow bringing large accessions from more northern localities. * * :;=

There is one point connected with the migratory movements of this species
•which would seem, until very recently, to have escaped the notice of British
ornithologists—it is their whisUing by night over our cities and towns,
when attracted by the glare of the lamps on their nocturnal passage. The
very early autumnal migration of these birds is thus clearly indicated in
some seasons, as well as fresh arrivals during the winter months. Probably
many of my readers have remarked, at such times, the melodious notes of
these plover, which would seem to be uttered incessantly in order to keep
the whole body together ; and as this always occurs Avhen the nights are
extremely dark, I believe the birds, once drawn within the radius of the
city hghts, become perfectly bewildered, and fly round and round for hours,
till at daybreak the spell is broken, and they resume at once their direct

course of flight
;

for in no instance have I known, under such circum-
stances, any unusual number observed in the neighbourhood on the following-

morning. I have heard them myself on more than one occasion, when
sitting up late, or from some cause unable to sleep, i)assing and repassing
over the house-tops throughout the night, their plaintive cries now dyin^
away in the distance, and now again so loud and clear overhead that it has
seemed as if a gun fired upwards at the sound must inevitably do some
execution amongst them

; since, though lost in the darkness, the noise of
their wings is at times quite perceptible."—P. 67,

Here follows a list of the dates on which these nocturnal
visitations have been more particularly observed in the city of
Norwich.

" That the above dates, copied from my own note-books for the last
seventeen years, represent all the occasions on which these birds have been
heard, at night, over the city, during that period, I do not pretend to say

;

but inasmuch as a dark night at the exact period of their migration, alone
brings them under the influence of our city lamps, it is quite possible that
one or more seasons may elapse without their presence being thus indicated
by their clamorous cries. Accustomed, however, as I have been for some
years to listen for these well-known sounds at the beginning of autumn,
I never remember noticing any particular mingling of notes—aIthou'>h at
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times the goldeu plover aud lapwings seemed massed together—until the

23rd of August of 1SC5, -when the feathered host which theu visited our

city aud neighbourhood exceeded not only in numbers, but in combinatiou

of species, anything before recorded in this part of the kingdom. The

night was extremely dark, and the close sultry air foretold the storm

•which, about 2 a.m., culminated in one terrific tlasli of lightning, accom-

panied by a deafening peal of thunder aud a perfect deluge of rain. Between

nine and ten o'clock I was first attracted by the ordinary whistle of the

plover, but on stepping into the garden became aware at once of the

unusual character of this migratory flight. The air seemed literally filled

with birds, but, though at times they were apparently within a few j^ards

of one's head, it was impossible to see anything, even when standing close

to the gas-lamps, on the road. Different flocks appeared to answer each

other, and their confused clamour was so great as to attract attention from

the least observant, and foi'med a general topic of conversation for days after.

Although, judging from the sound, they appeared to come and go, there

was nothing to indicate a du-ect movement in any particular direction, but

rather, as observed ou former occasions, a hovering round, their cries never

altogether ceasing, though occasioually almost dying away in the distance.

From subsequent enquiries, I found they had been heard in all parts of the

city, and for at least two or three miles round in every direction. The

main body evidently consisted of golden plover, and with them were also

lapwings aud redshanks, in much smaller quantities. Occasionally the

unmistakable ' crake ' of a tern was heard, quite apart from the rest, and

I believe I also recognized the scream of the blackheaded gull ; whilst in

the general Babel of sounds came the murmuring of smaller migrants, such

as thrushes aud finches. Many strange rumours were, of course, circulated

at the time, but, with the exception of such species as 1 have here named,

I could not ascertain that any others had been satisfactorily identified.

Amongst them, owls were said to have been heard hooting by the road-side,

and early in the evening large flocks of birds, like thrushes or redwings, to

have been seen settling on trees aud houses in the neighbourhood of the

city : but none appear to have been shot. The extraordinary noise of the

plover, induced most probably by the coming storm, was sufficient to

awaken many people during the night, and thus afforded evidence of the

presence of these birds for many hours, but it is difficult to imagine what

became of them in the early morning, when the rain fell in ton-ents. The

next day no trace whatever remained of our nocturnal visitants, which, with

their marvellous instinct, seemed to have passed on, to a bird, to their

winter quarters."—P. 72.

The nesting of the ringed plover is alluded to in an interesting

paragraph, which I canuot forbear quoting, although at the expense
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of passages fmther on which I had niarlied for citation, but which

must be sacrificed on the altar of economy.

" The ringed plover, or ' stonehatcb,' as it is locally termed, breeds from

March to Julie on Thetford "Warren. "Whether the same bird lays more

than once in the season I cannot positively say, but I have little doubt

that such is the case. It certainly is so if the first eggs are destroyed or taken

away. The 7th of February is the earliest date on which the species was

ever observed by my brother or myself in that neighbourhood, and the 1st of

September the latest. "We have known the first egg to be laid on the 23rd

of March, and have found several nests with eggs (one with a single fresh

egg) on the 8th of June : this was in 1851. "When the birds first arrive in

the district they are generally seen on the fallows, or on laud from which

turuips have recently been fed off. After a few days they betake themselves

to the warrens, and remain there for the summer, frequenting the most

barren spots. The uests are somewhat deep holes, apparently formed by

the birds themselves, and having at the bottom a considerable number of

small stones, almost enough to fill half the hole, and neatly arranged. On
this pavement, whence they derive their ordinary appellation, the four eggs

are laid, with their pointed ends invariably meeting in the centre of the

nest. The cock bird has a regular song, in which he indulges during flight

at this season."—P. 84.

1 should forbear making further extracts about plovers, but Mr.

Stevenson has touched on a subject which is one of peculiar and

especial interest to myself, the possible existence of two species

mixed up together and having a number of characters in comraonjyet

perfectly and permanently distinct. 1 have wearied entomologists

with this subject, endeavouring to show them that two insects may

approach so nearly in appearance that in a mixed series even the

eye of a Doubleday might fail to separate them, and yet that they

ever maintain that distinctive difference which I have suggested is

the only infallible characteristic of a species, that they reproduce

through countless ayes perfectly euyenesic offspring : colour, size,

and even conformation—the very shape of the skull itself may vary

indefinitely ; and yet if, as with our pigeons and our dogs, there is

no limit to the perfect fertility of their descendants, I can entertain

no doubt whatever that differences, whether naturally or artificially

produced, are of less than specific value: some will plead that the

skill of man might by perseverance create a species; others that

geographical or ciimatal conditions might effect the same undesir-

able object ; others again that " natural selection," the choice of the

SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. C
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prettiest, the largest, the strongest, the best, achieved this end ; but

if the descendants bear the eugeuesic test, there is no reason to

regard them as specifically distinct; indeed, the current of opinion

seems already to have taken another direction, and it is happily

more common to hear an observant naturalist observing that he

" cannot consent to accept blank or blank as species" than that he

"observes a difference in length of tarsus, formation of skull or

colour of feather that must be specific:' This is particularly the

case in Entomology ; and when I hear Mr. Bond or Mr. Greening

assert, in direct opposition to my own conviction, that he cannot

accept the two phases of Bombyx Quercus or of Boarmia rhom-

boidaria as species, I feel that this very scepticism acts as a safe-

guard to Science, and, in some degree, also as an antidote to that

multiplication of specific names which has become so intolerably

irksome to the coleoiUerist. In the present instance the two

phases of ringed plover—but Mr. Stevenson must speak for him-

self.

" Many of m\ rcadoi-s arc probably aware that the naturalists at Brighton,

and other parts of the south coast, have for some years distinguished a

smaller race of ringed plovers, which make their appearance in May and

again in August, and are said to differ also in note from the ordinary bird,

which have eggs and even young, at times, before the arrival of these later

migrants. It is not, however, I believe, generally known that this smaller

race is occasionally killed on Breydon ; and I believe for the most part in

May, although a rccentlydiilled specimen was shown to me on the II th of

March, 1807. Unfortunately, I have had no opportunity of examining

these birds in the flesh, and cannot say, therefore, if there is any diliercnce

in plumage between males and females, or give suificieutly accurate measure-

ments for comparison with those of the larger race. I am desirous, however,

to draw the especial attention of Yarmouth ornithologists to this suliject, that

the habits of this smaller race may be closely observed ; more particularly

as to the date of its arrival in spring aud autumn, and whether seen, at

such times, in separate flocks or in company with the larger kind. I am
not certani that the smaller race has ever been found breeding on the south

coast, but in this county I have looked for it in vain during the nesting

season, and as before stated, the birds of the warrens are identical with

those which frequent the sea-shore. All the Norfolk examples, also, of this

smaller ringed plover that I have yet seen in collections have been killed at

Yarmouth, including one iu the Dennis Collection at Bury St. Edmunds.

Judging from specinieus of each bird in my own and the Museum collection,

the larger bird differs rather in its general bulk than iu the comparative
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length of wings, feet or legs. The smaller riuged plover, as far as one can

tell from stuffed specimens, has not the large round head and broad forehead

of the ordinary race ; the dark marlciugs on the head and breast are more

pure and sharply defined ; the whole of the upper surface of the plumage is

darker in tint; and the bird has altogether a brighter and more dapper

appearance. The outer tail-feathers, in all that I have seen, have a dusky

spot or two on the inner web, wliich is always white in the larger birds

;

the character of the beak appears much the same in both races, liaviug the

base of the upper and lower mandible yellow, which colour is permanent

after death, but although there is scarcely any difference in the size of the

legs and feet, the claws in the smaller birds are remarkably fine and long as

compared with those of the larger race."—P. 93.

This is tlie right spirit of inquiry, and in a foot-note I observe

Mr. Stevenson has cautioned his readers against a pitfall into

which some have already fallen as regards this plover, and into

which others are so likely to fall, the mixing up of a third species,

the Charadrius minor, so admirably diflferentiated by Mr. Harting,

at p. 151 of his 'Birds of Middlesex,'

And now I must cease for a time, hoping hereafter to return to

this fascinating book, which is without exception the most valuable

contribution to our knowledge of British Ornithology that it has

ever been my good fortune to peruse.

Edward Newman,

Bird Haunts of the Outer Hebrides.

By T. C. Walker, Esq,

(Coutinued from Zool. S. S, 2171.)

On issuing from the light-keeper's house next morning, the air is

filled with fog, which wreaths round the lighthouse as the gusts

from the Atlantic drift it up from the sea, and the damp and gloom

and cold seem more fitting for November than June : the cold and

fog have a very depressing effect on our spirits. Issuing from the

lighthouse and climbing to the edge of the precipice, the fog closes

round, shutting me out from the world ; the lighthouse close by is

invisible, and I am alone on the point of rock which bears the old

ruined fori, the stronghold of the brave old sea kings, who have

passed away like the mist from off the earth, while the old rocks

stand gaunt and grim with the battle of the tempest, ever the same.

Far, far below me the Atlantic is foaming and seething in the caves,
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and the cries of the rock birds are mingling with the angry roar of

the waves, as the mist wreaths up horn beneath. Now and then a

razorbill or guillemot is driven up by the wind, as a spark from a

furnace, and brushes past me, as it wheels round and drops under

the lea of the rocks.

As I stand watching and listening the wind freshens, the cloud

gets lighter, the sun peers through, the restless waves are seen

through the watery mist, and the awful gulf of Sloch-na-page yawns

beneath me, while from its moulh the fog curls upward to join the

driving cloud. I am standing on the extreme edge of the Island of

Bernera, where a gulf of sea runs in between precipices of 600

or 700 feet in height, leaving a chasm so narrow that a stone can

easily be thrown across ; the eye runs down the immense depth,

from ledge to ledge, from crevice to crevice, the rock birds getting

smaller and smaller with the distance, till the eye is unable to dis-

tinguish individuals, and only the white patches can be discerned,

and the telescope has to be used to distinguish the species. The

birds are breeding in the same order hero as on other parts of the

cliffs; guillemots at the base, where the ledges are broader, and

where they can crowd closer together; then razorbills intermingled,

and a few puffins on the upper portions ; the kittiwakes build their

nests from near the base to the top, singly and in small groups.

I climb a little way down to get shelter from the wind and find a

nest of the hoodie crow, with four young ones nearly fledged, the

nest being placed in a cleft of rock and very conspicuous. This

chasm has been the haunt of the peregrine falcon from time im-

memorial. The falcons of Barra Head used to be held in such

estimation that it is said the rent of the island was paid with the

young. Alarmed at my approach, the tercel daslies out from the

opposite precipice, rushes past, and whirls the rock birds about, so

that they can hardly settle, and high above the roar of the waves

beneath, loud above the mingled clamour of the rock birds, his

shrill cry, "hac, hac, hac, hac!" is heard. The nest is on the

opposite side of the chasm, a hundred yards off, and I can see his

mate sitting on her nest, and a wee downy peregrine poking its

round pate from under her feathers: with a telesco])e I observe

every glance of her eye as she looks across at me. It forms a

picture to delight the heart of a lover of nature ; the angry tercel

screaming above, his mate guarding her young one, while countless

rock birds are breeding in security beneath and around her or
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flyuig around, under the eye of thai angel of death ; but the rock

birds know no fear when they have eggs,—they only see the one

dear spot and fly straight home, sometimes within a few feet of

that terrible enemy. Shouting at the top of my voice, the sound

echoes in the chasm and rouses the peregrine, who, fiercer than the

tercel, dashes about, wildly screaming; then, hovering in the misty

air by the side of her mate, her superior size is seen. The nest is

on a grassy ledge about two feet wide, merely a very few morsels

of heather-twigs, containing one egg besides the unfledged bird :

the young one crawls about the ledge, but seems to be quite aware

of the danger of falling, as it shrinks back beside the egg again,

cowering down, and seems to feel the absence of his mother's

wing. I am surprised at the rock birds flying close to their dreaded

foe, as they hang quivering their wings above the opposite preci-

pices : the kittiwakes, razorbills and guillemots fly within a few

feet, and, greatly to ray astonishment, two or three pairs of

razorbills are sitting on eggs within ten yards of the nest, the

razorbills flying off" and on while the peregrines are hatching or

resting. The tercel seems to lake its quarry at some little distance,

and not to disturb the birds in the immediate vicinit}'. Its habit

of swooping on its quarry from above, perhaps, makes the sitting

birds less afraid of it, as it would not take birds while sitting on
the cliffs, but only when they are flying. The same pair of pere-

grines have bred on Sloch-na-page for several years: they arrive

soon after the rock birds in April, and leave in August. Each of

the neighbouring islands, Mingalay, Pahba and Muldonich, has also

its pair of peregrines.

After breakfast, as I am covetous of that peregrine's egg, Mac
and 1 take off" our boots and creep along the ridge, and cautiously

descend, my brother, on the opposite side, directing ns to the right

spot, a very narrow ledge of slippery grass, with nothing but the

yawning chasm below us. Mac leads the way, having often

traversed it in v.inter to succour his sheep, as when the snow is on
the ground they stray on these ledges in search of the grass, and,

not being able to get back again, often perish. Suddenly the tercel

dashes out from the cliff" as wc come into sight, and his warnin"
and eager cry alarms the female, who, directly she sees us, darts

off'just overhead, then with screams of rage she passes backwards

and forwards, almost grazing our heads. A few yards more bring

us to her larder, where, in a hollow, are bones and feathers in
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abundance, and a puffin, fresh killed, with the head off and half

plucked. INIac says the male brings the birds when the female is

silting, and that she plucks them away from the nest. Eight yards

further on is the nest, with the young one cowering down as it sees

us approach. The nest consists of two or three small pieces of

heather-stalk laid on a dry corner of the ledge, where the grass has

been scraped off. Close below, and within six or eight yards, are

several pairs of razorbills, which fly off" on our approach. The

nest is in a very perilous position,—the narrowest possible ledge of

rock, with bare hold for the fingers,—and il is with breathless

suspense that I watch Mac nimbly climb the last two yards and

take the egg and young bird and place them in his bosom, while

both the parent birds dash with wild erics of rage, just grazing his

liead, and they follow us every step till we reach the lighthouse,

which is close to the precipice.

Towards evening INIac, ray brother and I walk to the north end

of the island, where the land slopes gradually into the sea, ter-

minating in a reef of rocky islets, where the storm petrel is said to

breed, but we did not observe any. We explore several caves and

find many pairs of rock pigeons, with young in various states of

growth. Walking to the north-east end, we explore the reef, and

find several nests of the oystercatcher, and two of the herring gull

built upon the rock ; and a flock of ringed plover are flying back-

wards and forwards, but we do not find any of their eggs.

At the landing stage, where the refuse of fish is cast, are many

kitliwakes, mostly in adult plumage, which, being seldom interfered

with, are very tame ; and several herring gulls are also on the look

out for food. A few pairs of " gera-brec," as they call the black

guillemot, are diving off" the lower cliffs, and odd pairs of "scarts,"

or green cormorants, arc fishing near.

We return to the lighthouse by the west side of the island,

gradually ascending till we conae to the burial-place, facing the

Atlantic, and a wilder grave-yard could scarcely be found, the rude

blocks of stone, all lichen-covered and worn, guarding the tombs

of the old sea kings, who in life battled with the wind and waves,

which ever chant their lullaby. Close under the burial-ground the

land slopes quickly into a deep chasm, with grassy sides, on which

myriads of puffins are breeding. This corner of the island seems

entirely devoted to the puffins, which are here in thousands. It is

a ludicrous sight to see the little fellows emerge from their burrows
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and toddle along the grassy slope ; but as I have before described

their breeding-places 1 need not recapitulate. I had many a talk

with Mac, who also took notes of the arrival of the birds, and he

said that when the young are hatched, the puffin goes to sea and

catches "soils," or young herrings not exceeding one inch in

length, and carries them by their heads, the tails jHojecting on

each side of the bill, sometimes taking as many as twenty at once.

Proceeding to the hole, it lays down all the fishes and gives the

young birds one at a time till they are all eaten. When the female

is hatching the male feeds her in the same way. The young are

generally three weeks old before they are seen at the entrance of

their holes: in fine weather they may be often seen sitting at a

little distance from the hole ; they can then run as fast, or even

faster, than their parents, and being enticed down to the sea by

the old birds they leave the island in three or four days.

The habits of the razorbill and guillemot are very similar; they

both take about three weeks and four days from the time they are

hatched until they leave the islands. When once they are enticed

down they do not return again to the rocks; not being full fiedged

ihey could not very well fly up. They generally fly down to the

sea before sunrise : I have seen scores fly down to the sea on a fine

morning. At the time they leave they are not full fledged, only the

wing and tail being feathered ; the neck and line of the spine from

the wing to the tail is still downy. I observed one razorbill on

Sloch-na-page enticing her young one to follow her down to the

sea. I don't think it got any food that day, as it ran about from

one bird to another, crying all day and all night: until nearly day-

light it was still crying, but by the time I put out the light it was

nowhere to be seen ; doubtless the mother had returned about that

time and enticed it off with food.* Sometimes when the young one

is obstinate the mother will take it by the back of the neck and fly

down to the sea : it is great fun watching the old bird teaching

the young to dive; the mother takes it by the neck and dives

with it; up comes the young one again, only to get another dose
;

but the young bird cannot remain so long under water as the

mother, and it often dodges her by diving for an instant. The
young birds remain in the sea for one or two days, when they

all prepare to leave, the old birds getting restless and taking

short flights. One can generally tell the night before they leave,

as they make such a noise : should the wind be favourable they
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take their departure before sunrise in small strings, and these

islands are left to fight out the long dark tempestuous winter

uncheered by their presence. Then the gale drives in from the

Atlantic, and the wild waves dash high up the precipice, sending

the foam and spray in clouds so high that, as I sit in the light-

house, 700 feet high, it beats against the glass, and the wind yells

and strains like a giant at the lighthouse, as if it would tear it from

off the ground, and for days we cannot venture beyond the four walls

for fear of being blown into the sea. At such a time no mails can

come to us for weeks, for the Sound of Bernera is a very chaos of

fiercely fighting waves : last year it was so bad that a great wave

dashed right over Sinclair's Rock and washed off all the sheep.

Then for long days together wc are in the clouds, being so high

up, and the cold and damp and storm, without the face of a friend

to cheer one, arc so very trying; and we eagerly look for the

winter migrants, and bring the telescope to bear on any stray bird

flying or swimming. Sometimes a great northern diver sports

under the rocks, or a red- or blackthroated shoots southward with

the speed of thought, and we arc longing to follow j or an eagle

stays about the island for a day or two ; or a flock of bcrnicle or

graylag geese goes by ; and in the Sound the scoter ducks, the

goldeneye, the longlailed harold, and many others sport about ; or

a flock of " snow-flakes," as we call the snow bunting, flutters about

us fearlessly. One winter, I remember, more than a thousand rooks

came across the Minch from Skye, but they did not stay more than

two days ; and often we have large flocks of berniclc geese stay

here for weeks together, and then we tax every exertion to snare

or shoot them. But the winter is " a sair cauld, dreary time,

and we're aye glad when we see the first bonnie 'patie' come, as

then we know that winter is past." I fully entered into the feelings

of the light-keeper, and felt very thankful thai 1 was not doomed to

bare, stormy Barra Head in winter.

I will just add, in bringing these bird-haunts of Barra to a close,

the time of the arrival of the rock birds, as furnished me by the

light-keeper last year.

April 5. Some puffins have arrived.

„ 7. A great number of guillemots and razorbills have come.

„ 11. They have all left again.

„ 25. About half the number have returned to-day.

„ 28. They have all gone away again.
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May 5, They have all returned ; I observe that they do not stay

when the wind is east.

„ 8. They are all away again.

„ 9. They are all returned again, puffins, razorbills and

guillemots.

,, 11. Their numbers have been greatly increased.

„ 17. I got fifteen guillemots' eggs to-day ; they are about a

week later this year than last; last year being earlier than a series

of years past.

„ 20. Got 183 eggs for eating and preserving to-day, as also

five puffins' eggs; they have all commenced to lay nearer one time

than they have done for three years past, for when they came to

stay this time they came all together.

If the wind blows strongly from the north, north-east, or east, if

the roclv birds have laid no eggs, they all go away, for as the

Mingalay and Bernera precipices face the south and west, the birds

cannot rise from the rocks so well. ^,^„. r< wr.^^^^Iheo. C. Walker.
Woodside, Leicester.

[In the ' Zoologist ' for 1868, Dr. Giintber has shown, and I believe to the

perfect satisfaction of ichthyologists, that the whitebait [Clupea alba) is the

young of the herring [Clupea Harenr/iis). The passage in the Report of the

Zoological Society which conveys this information is as follows :
—" The

facts on which Dr. Giintber bases this conclusion are these : the dorsal and

ventral fins are situated as in the mature herring; the lateral scales are the

same in number ; there is the same arrangement of teeth on the vomer, the

same number of vertebrae, namely fifty-six, a number not found in any other

Clupeoid ; and finally, whatever the size of whitebait, they are never taken

in roe, and an adult or mature fish has never been seen." (S. S. 1323.)

Now, in this paper of Mr. Walker's {ante, p. 2427), he speaks of " soils, or

young herrings," as something familiar to the fishermen of the North

Atlantic ; and the existence of such a fish either proves the " soils " are not

young herrings or entirely disposes of Dr. Giinther's theory : it wo\ild be a

matter of the greatest possible interest to procure a few of these little fishes

and transmit them to Dr. Giintber for examination."

—

Edivard Xewman.]

Notes on the Chalcidice.

By Francis Walker, Esq., F.L.S., &c.

Part I.

—

Tsosoma.

The natural liietory of Isosoma has lately become more inte-

resting than that of other genera of its tribe, statements having

SECOND series—VOL. VI. D
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been published that it is herbivorous, and thus different from all or

nearly all other Chalcidiae, for they are carnivorous in the larva

state. The following extract from Nees von Esenbech's ' Hynien-

opterorumlchnenmonibus aflBnium Monogvaphia,' voh ii., indicates

that the species mentioned (Isosoraa verticilkxta) forms galls on the

rose-bush or is parasitic on a gall-maliing insect:
—

" Feminam, in

galla parva globosa sanguinea folii Rosa3 insidentem, misit CI.

Gravenhorst, hoc situ a sese prope Brunsvicum captam." One

species is said to be very injurious to corn and another to the

grape.

From 'The Practical Entomologist' (vol. i., Philadelphia,

18G5) :
—"For many years back it has been known that whole

fields of wheat, rye and barley have been destroyed in the Slates

bordering on the Atlantic by a minute insect popularly called the

' joint-worm.' All accounts agree in slating that this so-called

'worm' is found in considerable numbers imbedded in a small,

gall-like swelling in or immediately above the second joint of the

straw, or at all events some joint not far from the grotnid; and

that, in consequence of its operations, the ])ortion of straw above

the gall-like sn'cUing withers and comes to nothing. Both Dr. Fitch

and Dr. Harris were originally of opinion that the joint-worm was

the larva of a Cecidomyia or gall-gnat, the same genus of insects

to which appertain the common Hessian fly and the wheat-midge.

Subsequently, however, because from a large quantity of the

diseased straw they never bred anything but Chalcis flies, they

both of them came to the conclusion that it must be the Chalcis

flies that were the cause of the disease. We have referred this

subject to Mr. Benj. D. Walsh, of Rock Island, Illinois, who has

paid special attention to the natural history of galls, and has pub-

lished papers in our Proceedings on the galls of the willow and the

oak. He answers as follows :
—

' I strongly incline to believe that

the joint-worm must be the larva of some gali-gnat, and not, as

certain authors have supposed, of a Chalcis fly, for the following

reasons,'" &c.

Dr. Walsh subsequently published a detailed history of the joint-

worm in the 'American Entomologist,' vol. i. p. 149 (April, 1869),

from which the following are extracts;—
" In certain years, and in particular Stales, the crops of wheat,

of barley, or of rye, are observed to be greatly injiiied by a minute

maggot, popularly known as the 'joint-worm.' It inhabits a little
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cell, wliich is situate in llie internal substance of the stem of tlie

affected plant, usually a short distance above the first or second

knot from the root. .

"The damage occasioned by the joint-worm is, in certain

seasons and in certain localities, ruinously great. In the year 1851,

throughout a large part of Virginia, ' many crops of wheat were

hardly worth cutting, on account of their attacks.' The loss

occasioned by this insect often amounts to one-third of the average

crop, and is sometimes much greater; and in 1851 ' some farmers

did not reap so much as they sowed.' In 18G0 the rye crop was

considerably injured in Lycoming Co., Pennsylvania, and the

species is very common upon rye in Connecticut, and probably

the other New England States. As long ago as 1829 it had been

noticed in various parts of New England to attack the barley,

although since that lime it does not appear to have been materially

troublesome in that region. But in Central New York, formerly

the great barley-growing district of America, it has been ruinously

destructive to the barley since about 1850. In Canada West, in

the neighbourhood of Grimsby, it was very abundant upon barley

in the years 18(56 and 1867. It is a curious fact that— so far as

can be at present ascertained— this destructive insect does not

seem to have reached the Valley of the Mississippi. It is very

possible, however, that the joint-worm may have been confounded

in the West with the Hessian fly {Cecidomyia Desiniclor, Say), the

larva of which infests precisely the same part of the wheat plant,

namely, the space immediately above one of the lowermost knots in

the straw. But this last may be distinguished from the joint-worm

by living in the open space between the stem and the sheath of the

blade, although it occasionally imbeds itself pretty deeply in the

external surface of the stem; whereas the true joint-vvorm always

inhabits a smooth egg-shaped cell in the internal substance of that

stem.

"It may also seem a strange thing that—so far as is known—the

joint-worm should in Virginia attack wheat exclusively, and in

New England barley exclusively. This, however, may be partly

due to the fact that but very little barley is grown in Virginia, and

but very little wheat in New England. The senior editor of this

journal (Dr. Walsh) published in the 'Canada Farmer' for 1867 a

letter on the barley joint-worm, in which he disavowed and

repudiated his former scepticism (as given to the world in the
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'Practical Entomologist,' vol. i. pp. 10— 12 and 37, 38) on the

subject of this insect being a true gall-mal<er: 'We are now fully

persuaded that the idea originally entertained by Dr. Harris and

Dr. Fitch, and subsequently fiivoured by the senior editor of this

journal, namely, that these galls are in reality made by some undis-

covered gall-gnat, upon which the so-called joint-worm is a parasite,

is a false and fallacious one. Both Harris and Fitch afterwards

became of opinion that the joint-worm fly was the real author of

these galls ; and wc think it right to bear this public testimony to

the correctness of their entomological inferences.'"

Dr. Walsh then argues at length that there is only one American

joint-worm fly, and that the Eurytoma Hordei of Dr. Harris and

three species instituted by Dr. Fitch arc merely varieties of one

and the same species. The four so-called species are :

—

1. The Joint-worm Fly [Einyloma Tritici, Fitch). On wheat.

Front shanks dull pale yellow; middle and hind shanks black.

2. The Rye Fly {Euryloma secalis, Fitch). On rye. Front and

hind shanks dull jjale yellow; middle shanks black.

3. The lilack-legged Barley Fly [Euryloma Hordei, Harris).

On barley. Front shanks of the same dusky or blackish colour

as the middle and hind ones.

4. Tiie Yellow-legged Barley Fly {Euryloma Julvipes, Fitch).

On barley. Ergs, including all the shanks, bright tawny yellow.

Dr. Walsh, lastly, writes at length on the unity of habits in

insects and other animals, and observes that there is no exception

to this law in the case of the joint-worm fly, for it belongs to the

genus Isosoma, and not to the parasitic genus Eurytoma.

In the 'Canadian Entomologist' (vol.ii. p. 25, November, 1869),

Mr. W. Saunders writes:

—

"In vol. i. p. 20, of the 'Canadian

Entomologist,' I published a dcsciiplion of a larva found in-

I'esting the seed of the gra])c, and in the ' Canada Farmer' for

October 15, 1868, page 316, a fuller description of its habits and

destructive powers, and.ventured the opinion that it would probably

produce, when mature, a small Curculio. In this I was in error,

for the perfect insect proves to be Hymenopterous, a small four-

winged fly belonging to Isosoma, and, as it is believed to be

undcscribed, I propose for it the name of I. Vitis."

This paragraph is followed by some observations on its economy
and a description of the species.

The following extract is from Mr. Riley's ' Second Report on the
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lusecls of Missouii,' p. 92:

—

"In my first Report (pp. 125— 131),

I gave an account of a minute maggot which had been found by

Mr. W. Saunders, of London, Canada West, to infest the seeds of

growing grapes, and to occasion much damage around London and

Paris, by causing the berries of the Clinton, Delaware, Rogers'

No. 4, and some of Mr. Arnold's seedlings, to shrivel up without

maturing. There are so many noxious insects, common in Mis-

souri, that occur also in the southern portions of Canada West,

that it was deemed necessary to give the grape-growers of the

State a diagnosis of its work, in case it should at any day make its

appearance in our vineyards."

In the ' Verhandlungen der Zoologisch-botanischen Gesellschaft

in Wien' for 1863, Dr. Giraud mentions that he observed on Triti-

cum repens some swellings, which he believed to have been formed

by one of the Diptera, and from which he reared four species of

Hymenoptera.

The following extracts are translated from Dr. Giraud's *' Notice

sur les deformations galliformes du Triticum repens" (Verh.z.-b.

Ges. xiii. 1289):—
" 111 the month of April I noticed, in the vessel in which I kept

some of the galls, two specimens of a species of Diptera which

Dr. Schiner recognized as Ochthiphila polystigraa, Meif/en. I sought

at once by opening all the galls to discover their origin. I found

no traces of a solid pupal covering, but two small white silky sacks,

of very loose texture and easily torn, which it seemed to me could

only have belonged to the Dipteron, for the parasites had nothing

like it. I saw also, in the hollow of a third gall, a small whitish

larva, round which were some white silky filaments, like those which

formed the two sacks which I have mentioned : it was dead and

already somewhat shrivelled, but still recognizable ; it was that of

a Dipteron, and to all appearance that of the Ochthiphila. I think

it probable that that insect is the real author of the galls, for it is

the only one of all the number to which I could assign that part;

but I express this opinion with reserve. If it be well founded, it

is surprising how enormous the quantity of individuals which fall a

prey to their enemies, in comparison with the small number of

those which escape. The smallness of the Diptera, in reference to

that of its presumed parasites, which are all of larger size, does

not in my view negative the part of victim v/hich I assign it,

for what I have to add on the mode of life of these parasites
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easily explains this disproportion. I have observed the following

parasites :

—

" 1. Pimpla graminelhe, Grav. The larva is so frequent in the

galls of Triticum repens that, without linowing the insect it pro-

duces, one would be tempted to regard it as the lawful owner. It

is a curious circumstance, and one which I have observed else-

where but very rarely, that this larva seems to derive the greater

part of its sustenance from the plant itself. This is a departure

from the ordinary laws which govern the economy of parasites,

but the exception appears to me incontestable, and several species

of very different genera furnish instances of it. Surprised to find

the larvae constantly alone in the tube of the galls, without being

able to find the slightest trace of those which I supjiosed had

served them for food, I repeated my researches at a lime of year

when I might hope to meet them still young. From the month of

August 1 have seen them in different stages of growth, often not

more than a third or even a quarter of their size when adult; but

here again there was not a vestige of the victim that I was looking

for. The larvos were found with the body extended in a straight

line in a hollow proportioned to their size and entirely filled by

them. The walls of this hollow were very fresh, and seemed to

have been quite recently begun. I observed also that very often

the larvee were placed upside down or with the head downwards,

and similarly I saw several of the nymphs in that jiosition. Having

regard to the absence of any victim whilst the larva is young and

growing, and to the augmentation of the cavity which encloses it

commensurate with its growth, it must be admitted that the larva

is phytophagous, at all events during a large portion of its existence.

However this may be, the insect which ])roduces the gall must have

perished in the first days after the hatching of the larva, or perhaps

even in the egg state. Have we not a parasitism analogous to that

observed in other cases, where one hostile larva consumes the pro-

vision destined for another whose death it causes in its cradle and

whose place it tal<es ? This appears ]n-obable. I have had the

opportunity of making a similar observation on a very pretty Chal-

cidian {Auloyynnuis Aceris, Forst.), which frequently inhabits the

round or crimplcd galls in the leaves of Acer pseudoplatanns

which Schrank attributes to his Cynips Aceris, an insect which that

author never saw, and which I have been unable to obtain, though

1 have carefully watched more than a thousand galls.
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" 2. Isosoma grnminicola, Givaud. The pavticulavs given of the

larva of the preceding species apply also to the larva of this

Isosoma. It grows and undergoes its transformations at the same

time. At whatever age I have observed it, I never met with a

victim near it, and it appeared to me evident that it also drew

its nourishment from the plant, at least during tlie greater part

of its growth. This mode of life is in contrast with that of

larvae of the genus Eur^toma living in the galls of Cynips, for

the latter are constantly zoophagous, and may be found fixed

on the body of their victim the whole time that they require

food.

"3. Isosoma lineare, Walker. I obtained only a small number

of females of this species which is much more rare than the pre-

ceding one in the galls of Triticum vepens. I did not distinguish

its larva, which doubtless closely resembles the preceding and lives

under the same conditions."

The following relates to a new species of Isosoma which

Dr. Giraud reared from a Festuca :—
^^ Isosoma sociabile, Giraud. In a somewhat thin piece of the

stalk of a grass, the species of which has not been ascertained with

certainty, but which very probably belonged to the genus Festuca,

I found, in the month of March, assembled at one part of the tube,

eight larvae like those of Isosoma graminicola. The space they

occupied, rather less than a centimetre in length, was not marked

with any stain, but the medullary membrane had disappeared, at

this spot, whilst all the rest was in a normal state. After having

examined them, I closed their dwelling by re- adjusting the bits of

straw which had been displaced and retaining them by a ligature.

Impatient to see what they had become, I again opened the haulm

in the month of May, and found four individuals of this species,

alive and already escaped from the pellicle which covered the

nymph, with the exception of the antennte which retained their

covering. The other larvae had perished. In this case, also,

I could not discover any trace of victim, and it appeared to me
evident that the larva? must have drawn their nourishment from the

substance of the plant, as' we have seen in the case of Isosoma

graminicola; but with this difference that they lived in society,

whilst the others were solitary. One is inclined to think, after

these observations, that these insects are not parasites j but their

systematic position and their atfinity to the Eurytoma?, which
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are evidently parasitic, make this supposition scarcely probable.

Further researches are necessary."

The supposition wliich Dr. GiraucI thought scarcely probable,

that the Isosonia is wholly herbivorous, has been ascertained in

America to be a fact. One more, and as yet unpublished, discovery

has been made as to the economy of Isosonia. Mr. MoncreafF has

reared Isosoma hyalipennis and Bracon tenuicornis from galls on

Triticum repens. He also reared Decatoma mellea, Pteromalus

fulviventris and P. Festuca) (n. sp.) from galls on Festuca.

It appears then that Pimpla graminella) (an ichneumon fly

abundant in England) is a noxious rather than a beneficial insect;

for even if, as Dr. Giraud thought, it is carnivorous and feeds on

Ochthiphila in early life, it soon becomes herbivorous and is more

injurious to the jilants than the little two-winged fly which it

succeeds. There is need of much inquiry to ascertain whether

many species of Ichneumonida) resemble it in this particular.

As Isosonia feeds chiefly on grasses, it is probabl}' an inhabitant

of most parts of the globe. Three species have been discovered

by Mr. Darwin in Australia. In America Isosoma diminishes mucli

the materials for bread and wine, but Mr. Rile}', as appears by the

following extract, is of opinion that such is not likely to be the

case in Europe :
—

" Since, then, it can be demonstrated by hard,

dry facts, that American plants and insects do not become natu-

ralized in the Old World with anything like the facility with which

the plants and insects of the Old World are every day being

naturalized in America, there must be some cause or other for this

singular state of things. What is that cause ? It is, as we believe,

a simple fact which is pretty generally recognized now as true by
modern naturalists, namely, that the plants and animals of America
belong, as a general rule, to an old-fashioned creation, not so highly

improved and developed as the more modernized creation which
exists in Europe. In other words, although this is popularly known
as the New World, it is in reality a much older world than that

which we are accustomed to call the Old World. Consequently,

our plants and animals cannot stand their ground against European
competitors imported from abroad. There is another reason why
the insects which are imported into this country multiply at a

prodigious rate, and soon acquire herculean power of doing harm,
though they may never have stepped beyond the limits of propriety

in their own native home—a reason too palpable and evident to
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savour of the theoretical. It is that, whenever an injurious insect

is introduced in our midst, as a general rule the particular parasite

or parasites which kept it in check abroad, are not introduced

with it." ('Second Report on the Insects of Missouri, 1870,'

pp. 12, 13.)

The preceding extracts are suggestive of a few remarks. Tlie

species of Pim])la and of Isosoma were formerly considered to be

wholly parasitic and carnivorous. Dr. Giraud observes that Pimpla

graminellae and Isosoma are only carnivorous in very early life, that

this foundation soon ceases, and that they are herbivorous during

the rest of their growth. According to more recent observations,

Isosoma is wholly herbivorous. Is Pimpla graminellae also wholly

herbivorous, or is I. graminicola its prey in its incipient state?

I. graminicola is a synonym of I. hyalipennis, and the latter has

not been reared in England with P. graminellae, but with Bracon

tenuicornis, which may prey upon it. Are other Ichneumonidoe

and Chalcidite partly herbivorous and partly parasitic, like P. gra-

rainellce ? and are there times and occasions in which some of the

parasitic Hymeuoptera become wholly herbivorous ? Decatoma

has been reared from different kinds of oak-galls, and has been

supposed to be always parasitic. Is the species of Decatoma

above-mentioned parasitic, or is it the cause of the gall from which

Pteromalus fulviventris has been reared with it?

Francis Walker.

British Oi'uilliology of tlie Year 1870.—At the close of the year, a

review of its past Ornithology becomes interesting to the working naturalist

:

he compares it with other years, and takes stock of the additions it has made

to his experience. Few lovers of birds will deny that 1870 has been a year

rich in occurrences of rare visitants to our shores ; rich therefore in oppor-

tunities of gleaning fresh knowledge of comparatively unknown species.

The transitions of temperature during the whole of the year have been

abrupt and abnormal; and it cannot be a matter of surprise that they

should have had effect upon the migrations of birds. The sudden and

severe frost of mid-February sent a number of grebes to the tidal rivers of

all parts of the coast. The Sclavonian and rednecked grebes occurred

abundantly during the latter part of February and beginning of March along

the whole sea-board of the 8.W. peninsula of England. The spring was

remarkable for the large arrival it witnessed of the beautiful garganey. The

summer will be long remembered by Euglish ornithologists and sportsmen

SECOND SERIES—VOL, YI. E
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for the number of quails that appeared in all parts of tlie kingdom. The

great number of these birds would alone constitute 1870 a year to be marked

off, and if worthy of no other name, it might be set down by sporting natu-

ralists as " the quail year. ' In a parish near to the writer, six; nests ^Yere

mown out in June in two contiguous fields, and a late straggler was picked

up in Bishop's Lydeard on the :30th of November. The end of the summer

and early autumn proved singularly rich in the occurrence of rare Tringae,

especially in the oft-favoured West. The pectoral sandpiper, the rare buff-

breasted sandpiper, and tlie true Schinz's sandpiper of America [Tringa

Buonapart'd of Yarrell), until then almost unknown to English ornithologists,

were all obtained on the coasts of Cornwall and Devon. Tlie severe gale of

mid-October drove a greater number of the gray phalarope to our shores

than had ever before been recorded. To all the birdstuffers of the West of

England the gray phalarope became a complete drug: one birdstuffer in

North Devon had to refuse to see any more after sixty specimens of this

beautiful little bird had been brought in. The year also furnished our

ornithologists fresh opportunities of studying the difficult group of the pipits

by the capture in Eugland of new (but perhaps hitherto overlooked) species.

It is also to be noted for the almost universal decision arrived at by our

ornithologists respecting Sabine's snipe. This abnormal bird is now

regarded as no more than a melanism of the common species.- We must

not forget to mention that the year commenced by producing another speci-

men of the Japanese thrush (White's thrush of Yarrell), thus seeming to

herald the other rarities of this memorable year. This bird, after escaping

great perils after it had been shot, luckily passed into the hands of

Mr. Cecil Smith, of Bishop's Lydeard, who prizes it as the gem of his large

collection.— (Eer.) M. A. Mathew ; Bishop's Lydeard Eectory, Dec. 2, 1870.

Binl-battiiii;.—In answer to the editorial query to my note on the gray

phalaropes in Somerset, in the December number of the ' Zoologist' (S. S.

2410), I ought perhaps, instead of the somewhat local term " bird-batting,"

to have used the better-known and more Shakspeariau "bat-fowling":

—

" Gonzalo. You would lift the moon out of her sphere.

Sebastian. We would no, and then go hat-fowling."

Tempest, Act ii. Scene 1.

The facts of the case were as follows :—A man saw a gray phalarope

swimming in a pool of water near Taunton ; not knowing what it was he

ran off and borrowed a bird-batting net. On his return, he found the bird

still swimming about the pool, and succeeded in throwing the net over it

and capturing it before it rose from the water.

—

Cecil Smith ; Lydeard

House, Taunton.

* There is a very interesting snipe in the Museum at Kxeler which supplies

a link between Seolopax Sabini and s. gallinngo.

—

M. A. M.
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Coiumou Buzzard near Cauterbiiry.—Eiglit common buzzards have beeu

captured during the present month on the adjoining estates of Godmersham

and Chilhara Castle, near Canterbury. It is my opinion that a migration of

these birds has taken place.^

—

Charles Gordon ; Museum, Dover, Xov. 24.

Great (liray Shrike.—It is not often one can get near enough to the

great gray shrike [Lanius excuhitor) to observe the strange way in which it

strikes its prey. On a fine day in the early part of November, having three

linnets and a redpoll in cages, I put them out in the garden on the ground.

About ten in the morning I came out of the cottage to see if the birds were

all right, when I observed a strange-looking bird cutting some queer gambols

among my cages. At first sight I took it for a jay, but soon discovered it

was a specimen of the great gray shrike. I got within about eight yards of

him,- when he flew over the hedge with something in his beak. I waited a

little while to see if he would return, which he did in about ten minutes

:

he immediately made up to a liunet's cage and began springing up about a

yard high and dropping again, with his claws distended, on the cage. This

performauce he repeated several times. I thought he meant no good to my
linnet, so drove him away, but he soon renewed his attack on another cage.

I was now within six yards of him, so I tried to take him with a net; but

he was not to be had, and flew over the hedge. But what did I behold ?

My poor redpoll hanging in the cage without his head. It was this that he

flew over the hedge with when I lirst observed him. In about two hours

after this he again returned and played the same antics as before. I again

tried to take him, but he was too wide awake, and flew up to return no

more.

—

H. J. Hardinrj ; 131, Lower Street, Deal.

Pied Flycatcher in Somersetshire.—During the last summer I had from

the birdstuffer in Wells a good specimen of the pied flycatcher, shot in

the neighbourhood during the spring.— F. D. Power; Wells, Somerset,

November 14, 1870.

Greater Tit preying on a Bat.—Early in the morning of the 13th of

November, 1870, I noticed a greater titmouse [Parus major) fly down from

the house-top with a living bat in his beak, and to our astonishment he set

to work pecking at it, evidently for the purpose of killmg it, which eventually

he did, the bat making only a weak resistance by gently flapping its wings.

The bird then flew away with its prey to a rose tree some ten yards off.

Revisiting the spot in two hours time, wc found that its little beak had

penetrated the bat's skull and cleared its brains out.

—

{Eev.} E. Charles

Moor; Great BeaUnij6, Wuodbridgc, Suffolk.

Uawfinch at Great Bealiugs.—On the 19th of November, 1870, I shot

on an oak tree a splendid male hawfinch [Coccothraustes vulgaris), in winter

plumage. This bird is very uncommon in this locality.

—

Id.

Rooks breeding in October.—A remarkable instance of the mildness of

the season is to be seen at the village of Birdenbury, Warwickshire, where
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two pairs of rooks have built their nests, aud arc now (October Gtli) sitting

on their eggs : one nest is in the rookery adjoining the Hall, the other near

the Vicarage.

—

{Rev.) W. J. Kerr; IVelton, Nortlicunptonsluie.

[There are numerous well-authenticated instances of rooks building,

laj'iug, sitting, hatching and rearing their young in October, and even in

November. Such instances are recorded repeatedly in Loudon's ' Magazine

of Natural History,' ' Zoologist,' ' Naturalist,' Yarrell's ' British Birds,' and

the ' Field ' newspaper. It is difficult to explain why such a phenomenon

should occur year after year, totally irrespective of temperature ; aud the

fact can only be placed on record for the instruction of those naturalists

who stay at home and have not our facilities for observation.

—

EJaard

Newman.]

Late-stayiug llirnndines.—I send you an extract from a letter received

this day from Brighton:—"I yesterday (November 17th) took a walk on

the Shoreham Koad, and there, to my surprise, I saw not one but thirty

swallows and martuis Hying about under the low clifls, as strong and hearty

as if it was midsummer; snow from the full on Tuesday morning was still

lying on the hills, but the sun was sinning beautifully, and was so powerful

that walking, with the very light wind, was downright hot woi'k. In this

merry group of birds, martins were decidedly in the majority, but there

were at least ten or twelve swallows, aud some of both birds were in such

capital plumage that I really think they must have been old birds.

I watched the group for half an hour, and was really sorry to leave them.

I afterwards saw single birds of both species."

—

Frederick Bond; 203,

Adelaide Road, S. Hawpstead, NAV., Noveinber 19, 1870.

Late Sflallows.—On the l"2th of November, 1870, I saw two swallows

flying about in Foxhall, near Ipswich.

—

(Rev.) E. C. Moor.

White Sand Martiu.—On the 18th of July I shot a beautiful white

variety of the common sand martin (Hirundo rijmrici) at Abelour, on the

Spey, in Morayshire. The bird was a delicate pure white all over, but not

a true albino : as the eyes were of the usual hazel colour, most probably it

would have assumed the natural plumage alter the next moult. A'arieties

of the sand martin do not seem extremely uncommon, as I remember

shooting a cream-coloured one a few years ago, aud Mr. Glennpn, of Dublin,

tells me hardly a summer passes that he does not receive one or two

specimens.

—

A. B. Brooke ; C'olclrooke, Ireland.

Abundance of Uuails.—Having read Mr. Dix's extraordinary account of

the number of quails killed this last autumn in Pembrokeshire (Zool. S. S.

2394), and having myself collected similar statistics for Norfolk, where, if

not quite so abundant, they have still appeared in unprecedented numbers,

I would suggest the im])ortauce of getting returns from all parts of the

United Kingdom, which the numerous readers of the 'Zoologist' might

easily supply. From these some idea might be formed (as in the case of
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the sand grouse iu 1803) as to the direction of flight and distribution of the

immense body of quails that, from some cause difficult to arrive at, must

have reached our shores last spring, and remained to breed. My own notes,

though by no means complete at present, prove these birds to have been

scattered all over the county : in places where they have never been known

before, and in the feu district, on the western side, between two and three

hundred birds have been killed, and over a thousand eggs taken besides.

With such returns, then, from East and West,—Pembrokeshire and Nor-

folk,—it is most desirable to ascertain whether the ilidland and Southern

Counties have been visited in like manner. The localities recorded up to

the present time in the ' Zoologist ' comprise Scotland East, Yorkshire

East, Lincolnshire North, Norfolk, Suffolk, Denbighshire, Pembrokeshire,

Bedfordshire and Sussex (Lewes).

—

H. Stevenson; Norwich, Dec. 12, 1870.

Dottorels iu Somcisctsliire.—On the 1st of May, IBO'J, I obtained five

dotterels, shot the day previous on the Mendips, about a mile and a half

north-east of Wells : they were taken to the town birdstufter, and from him

I received them. When first seen the flock consisted of nine or ten, and

seven were killed. All the specimens I received were in a state of moult,

in two of them the summer dress fast attaining completion. There appeared

to be two males and three females, but this was not proved by dissection.

These birds are said to occur here very seldom ; however, on the 21st of

August last, I saw one specimen and heard another on the same hill where

the five were obtained the year previous. This would be an early return for

this species, supposing them to have bred northwards, and not in this

district.

—

F. D. Foiver.

Wood Sandpiper in SomerscfsLire.—A few days ago I was in a bird-

stuffer's shop at Taunton, and saw a bird which I could not quite make

out hanging up in a dark corner. On asking to have it handed down,

I was told it was " only one of them little summer sandpipers." However,

I found it to be a very fair specimen of the wood sandpiper. On making

further inquiries, I was informed that the birdstutTer, Mr. Petheric, had shot

it himself on the 9th of May last near the village of Cheddou, about three

miles from Taunton, and had brought it home and stuffed it, thinking it

was only a summer snipe. I of course immediately carried it off with me
and added it to my collection, as being the only Somerset wood sandpiper

I had yet either seen or heard of.

—

Cecil Smith; Deceniher 15, 1870.

Scliinz's Sandpipci" at Barnstaple.—Four specimens, in all, of Schinz's

sandpiper [Triiuja Buonapartil of Yarrell) occurred during the month of

November at Barnstaple. Two are in the possession of Mr. Cecil Smith,

of Lydeard House, Taunton ; one came into my hands ; and the fourth was

unfortunately too much injured by shot to be preserved. The engraving iu

Yarrell, and also the coloured picture in Morris, give a faithful representa-

tion of this straggler from America. In addition to the white rump, there
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may be pointed out the longer tail : the clearly defined wliite superciliary

line; the semi-ciicular patches of colour on the crown and back of the

head (reminding one a little of Tringa rufescens) : and the bright rufous

edgings of the scapulars, as marks of distinction between this Tringa and the

common dunlin.

—

{Rev.) Murray A. Mathciv.

Schiuz's Sandpiper at Eas(I)ouriie.—Schinz's sandpiper {I'riiif/a Bona-

jntrtii, Schl. ; T. lichinzil, Bp., nev 13rehm., nee Naum.) was shot on the

12th of November in the vicinity of Eastbourne. It was by itself standing

on one leg, which made the gentleman notice it at first, and he wavered

about shooting it, as he thought it was only a dunlin. The first thin

I noticed about it was its white rump and short bill. It is a beautiful

specimen ; according to Morriss plate, it is as nearly perfect as can be. It

has rather longer legs above the knees than the dunlin, and the spots on

the breast are different : its back is very similar to the dunlin's in winter

plumage. It was a male bird.

—

B. Bates ; J'Jasthounie, Xovonbcr 15, 1870.

[Communicated by Mr. J. H. Gurney, jun.]

(iray Phalaropc near Taunloii.— A gray phalarope was lulled near

Taunton as late as the last week in November, but showed no further

advance towards winter plumage than those previously mentioned (S. S.

•2ilO).—Cecil Smith.

(iray Pbalaropc near Hcnlcy-on-Thamcs.— 'J'oday I saw a very nice

specimen of the gray phalarope, which was shot near Wargrave Ferry on

Monday, the 24th of October. This is only the third instance of its

occurrence in our neighbourhood that has come under my notice.

—

Charles

E. Stiibbs ; Henleijon-Thames, October 26, 1870.

Phalaropes in Plymouth Soinul.—The Plymouth Sound and adjoining

estuaries arc now being visited by the gray phalarope [Phalarupus lobatus)

in considerable numbers. On Friday, October 21st, whilst out in my friend

Mr. James' yacht, I saw about a dozen Hying and swimming near the

entrance to the Catwater. As we had no gun with us, we did not then

molest them ; but going out early next morning, we procured seven, and

later in the day Mr. James shot two more. When shot they were within

fifty yards of the shore in a small inlet of the Catwater called " Dead-man's

Bay," and appeared to be feeding on some floating substances. Finding

that specimens were in request, I went out again on the following Wednes-

day, and obtained six more : these were found further from the shore, about

the middle of the Catwater : some of them were much larger than others,

one measuring nine inches in length, and several retained on the back

and greater wing-coverts a few of the feathers of their summer plumage.

Having still a friend wlio wanted specimens, I went out again last Monday,

and found three almost within stone's-throw of the Barbican, whence I took

the boat : these were obtained without difficulty, indeed in each instance

the birds were easily approached. Whilst skinning one I noticed sevei'al
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drops of a very clear oil, siuelling like cod liver oil, exude from its Leak,

aud found in its crop, partiall3- digested, the remains of some grub or worm.

The birds were quite fat. The boatman wlio took me on the last occasion

said that he bad noticed several small parties of these birds swimming near

the Breakwater within the past few weeks. I have heard of their having been

seen in like numbers from the Hoe and at Millbaj', and niany have been

shot by others, so that they must have been scattered over nearly the whole

of the Sound.

—

F. H. Bcdkivill ; 13, Princes Square, Plymouth, Nov. 4,

1870.

King Duck in Leadcnhall Market.—On the 17th of November Mr. Gat-

combe purchased a female king duck {Somatcria spectahiUs, L.) in Leadenhall

Market. It appeared to have been dead not more than four days ; there is

therefore every probability that it had been killed in British seas. The

female king duck is a far smaller and redder bird than the female eider.

It may also be distinguished by the ridge of skin on the top of the beak

going further than that on the side, the reverse being the case in the eider.

Degland states that the feet in the (female) king duck are yellow, which, if

true, would be another distinction, but in my specimen they are dark olive.

Mr. Gatcombe also informs me that, according to Macgillivray, the eider

duck has sixteen tail-feathers, and the king duck fourteen, but none of the

eiders in my collection have so many as sixteen.

—

J. H. Gnrney, jun.

;

2, Beta Place, Alpha Boad.

little Auk, &c., near Dorer.—x\ little auk was taken last week: its

capture was very singular; a party fisliing saw the bird close to the boat,

and on throwing the bait for fishing the bird tried to seize it ; the party then

threw the bait again towards the bird, and succeeded in bringing it to the

boat's side, and then caught it with his hand. Last mouth Baillon's crake,

three gray phalaropes and the common cormorant were taken in the Hytbe

Canal by Mr. F, Young.

—

Charles Gordon ; Museum, Dover, November 24,

1870.

Forkedtailcd Petrel in South Devon.—A forktailed petrel was obtained

near Paignton, South Devon, on the 2Gth of November, and sent to Mr.

Shopland, bird-preserver, Torquay. — J. H. Gurney; Marldon, Totnes,

December 3, 1870.

Forkedtailed Petrel at Brighton.— On Thursday, November 24, a

forkedtailed petrel was taken alive on the sand opposite West Street, in this

town, aud brought to Mr. Swaysland. It appeared quite lost and exhausted.

The sea being very rough prevents these birds from feeding, and when weak

from want of food they try to shift their quarters, and the wind overpowers

them. But this event appears always to happen to them in November, and

I find my notes full of cases of this species being picked up, alive and dead,

here and inland—always, however, in this month.— Geo. Dawson Bowley

;

Chichester House, Brujhton.—From the ' Field' of December 3rd.
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Pi'cservatiou of Sea-fowl.— Under tliis headiug appears a very Idml

article (Zool. S. S. 2387), in which the writer hopes the "close season" for

the destruction of sea-fowl may be extended to the 1st of September.

Though 1 am quite as fond a friend of these birds as Mr. Menncll, I cannot

at all see the necessity of an extension of " close time." Wlien gulls and

other sea-fowl are allowed to breed normally, few if any birds are unfit for

the sea by the 1st of August; but no doubt where the eggs are taken as

late as the 14th of June, and the birds compelled to lay two and even three

nests, the young birds will be to some pairs nil, and to others as late as a

month or six weeks. Because parties renting islands can make money by

keeping the birds back by destroying their eggs, is that any reason the

public, and naturalists in particular, should be compelled, in districts

where none of this goes on, to wait tiU the birds have quitted the country

before they can shoot? Let Mr. Mennell visit any of our normal bird

rocks, and he will be of my opinion, for here there is no " preserving," and

yet the birds are strong and away by the 1st of August. Instead of

extending tlie " close " season, I would curtail (in both senses) the egging

season, and allow no eggs to be taken after the first week in May ; or, better

still, let the Parliamentary pets quietly incubate their first eggs. It seems

to me quite unfair that A., 13. and 0. may breakfast, dine and sup off eggs,

while I, as good a man, cannot " pot" or even " stuff" a chicken. The Sea-

fowl Act is a triumph to every true naturalist; it is a genuine good law,

but still there is a proverb, " Too much of a good thing."— //. Blake-

Knox.

Silrery flaii'tail lii Mount's Bay.—A specimen of the silvery hairtail

[Tricliiunis lepturus) was taken on Satui'day, the 3rd instant, in a pilchard

drift-net in deep water oif ]\Iousehole, Mount's Bay. It was perfect, and

two feet five inches in length over all. I have no remark to add to the

description of this rare fish which I gave on the occasion of the capture of

my former specimen in 1807. I hear from ]\Ir. Clogg, of Polperro, that a

specimen was taken off that place the week before last, which lie forwarded

to the Editor of 'Laud and Water.'

—

Thomas Cornish; Penzance, Dec. 5,

1870.

PS.—I have to-day received another specimen of the silvery hairtail, two

feet six and a half inches over all. This specimen was taken in a drift-

net, just as the one was which I mentioned to you yesterday.— 1\ C. ;

December (Jth.

Silvery Hairtaiis at looCj Polperro^ &c.— On Tuesday evening, the

29tli of November last, a specimen of the silvery hairtail was taken in

Whitsand Bay, about a mile and a half off Downderry, and four miles from

Looe, by one of our fishermen in his herring-net ; it was brought to me
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within two liours of its capture in perfect condition. I immediately sent it

oiT to Mr. F. Bucklaud, for bis ]\Iuseum at South Kensington. A day or

two ago, on visiting Polperro, the Lirth-plnce and long-life residence of the

late Mr. Jonathan Couch, where he wrote his well-known ' History of British

Fishes,' in which he describes and gives a figure of " the only representation

that has been derived from an undoubted British specimen," I was surprised

to find that three specimens had been taken by the fishermen there and

were preserved by Mr. Loughran, as well as another sent to him from

Plymouth. These, with the previous captures, make eight specimens taken

within a few days of each other,—a somewhat remarkable circumstance that

so many should have been taken within a few months of Mr. Couch's death,

whilst during his long life he met with but one specimen, and that not

quite perfect. Mr. Cornish has given such an excellent description of a

specimen (supposed to be the second British) taken in Mount's Bay in 18G7

(see 'Zoologist' for that year, S. S. 793, 79-4) that I need not enter into

details, but merely say that the specimen taken here measured thirty inches

in length, whilst those taken at Polperro were about the same length, with

one exception, which I should think about three inches shorter. I could not

measure the Polperro specimens.

—

Stephen Clorig ; Looe, Decemher 1'3,

1870..

Weight of Roach.—I can vouch for the accuracy of the weight of the

roach caught in our river, the Avon, which you noticed in the 'Zoologist'

(S. S. 2388). The person who caught it was a Mr. Louter, of Margate;

he was lodging with my foreman, who saw the fish weighed : it was

preserved by an amateur birdstuffer of this city, but completely spoiled.

—

Henry Blackmore ; Crane Street, Salisbury, December 3, 1870.

Proceedings of the Eutomologiral Society.

November 7, 1870.—H. \V. B.\tes, Esq., Vice-President, in the chair.

Donations to the Library.

The following donations were announced, and thanks voted to the

donors :—Catalogues of Lepidoptera, Hemiptera Heteroptera, Dermaptera

Saltatoria, and Myriapoda, in the Collection of the British Museum;
18 parts, presented by the Trustees of the Museum. ' Proceedings of the

Pioj'al Societ}',' Nos. 121, 122; by the Society. 'Transactions of the

Linnean Society,' vol. xxvi. pt. 1, vol. xxvii. pts. 1 and 2 ;
' Journal of the

Linnean Society,' Zoology, No. 49 ; by the Society. ' Journal of the Agri-

cultural Societj^' 9nd ser., vol. vi. pt. 2 ; by the Society. ' Journal of the

SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. F
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Quekett Microscopical Club,' Nos. 11 aud 19 ; b}' tbe Club. ' Amiales de

la Societe Entoraologique de France,' 1809, parts 2— 4 ; by tbe Societj'.

' Bullettino della Societa Entomologica Italiaua,' 1870, pt. 2 ; by tbe Society.

' Meraoires couronnes de I'Academie Royale de Belgique,' voL xxxiv.

;

' Bulletins de I'Academie de Belgique,' vols, xxvii., xxviii. ; by the Academy.
' Bulletin de la Societe des Naturalistes de Moscou,' 1809, No. 4 ; by tlio

Society. ' Horaj Societatis Entomologicaj Rossica),' vol. vi. No. 4; by tbe

Society. ' Entomologiscbe Zeitung,' 1870, Nos. 9—12; by the Entom.

Soc. of Stettin. ' Monographs of tbe Diptera of North America' (Pt. 4, by

R. Osten-Saclien) ; by the Smithsonian Institution. ' Proceedings of the

Essex Institute,' vol. vi. pt 1 ; and ' Bulletin of the Essex Institute,' vol. i.

;

by the Institute. ' Annals of tbe Lyceum of New York; ' by the Lyceum.

'Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History;' by the Society.

• Report of the Peabody Academy ;

' by the Academy. ' Report of the

United States Commissioner of Agriculture for 1808
;

' by the Department

of Agriculture. ' Record of American Entomology for 1808-9,' and ' Guide

to the Study of Insects;' by Dr. Packard. 'Memoir of Thaddeus W.
Harris

;

' by S. H. Scudder, Esq. ' The Canadian Entomologist,' vol. ii.

Nos. 8 and 9 ; by the Editor. ' L'Abeille,' vol. vii. No. ; by the Editor.

'Petites NouveUes Entomologiques,' Nos. 20 and 27; by tbe Editor.

Hewitson's ' Exotic Butterflies,' part 76 ; by W. W. Saunders, Esq.

'Lepidoptera Exotica,' pai"t 0; and ' Cistula Entomologica,' part 3; by

E. W. Jauson, Esq. 'Notes on the Habits of Hymenopterous Insects

from the North-West Provinces of India
;

' by the Author, C. Home, Esq.

' Balaniform Oak-galls and Cynips Curtisii
;

' by tbe Author, Albert MiiUer,

Esq. ' The Silk Supply Journal,' vol. i. Nos. 7 and 8 ; by the Association.

* The Zoologist,' August to November; by the Editor. ' The Entomologist's

Monthly Magazine,' August to November ; by the Editors.

Election of Meviher.

T. H. Briggs, Esq., of Lincoln's Inn, was ballotted for, and elected a

Member.

Exhibitions, cOc.

Mr. M'Lacblan e.xhibited coloured drawings by Mr. Buckler of the larvae

of Deilepbila Galii and D. Celerio. Of the former no less than sixteen

different varieties were represented, all found during the present year.

Mr. Bond exhibited specimens of Nouagria brevilinea, of which a dozen

were taken by Mr. G. H. King, at sugar, in the first week of August, 1870,

at Horning Fen, Norfolk. Tbe hitherto unique specimen was captured by

Mr. Fenn at Ranworth, on the 4th of August, 1804, and was described by

him' in Ent. Mo. Mag. i. 107, and figured in the Entomologist's Annual

for 1865.
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Mr. Bond also exbihited a male Caradriua cubiculaiis and a female Senta

ulvsc, which were captured in copula, at Horning Fen, in August last.

Mr. Howard Vaugliau exhibited a specimen of Plusia acuta, Walker,

captured in May last, by Mr. H. P. Robinson, at Tunbridge Wells ; it flew

through the drawing-room window, attracted by the light. -=

Mr. H. Vaughau also exhibited Leucania albipuncta from Folkestone

;

and two remarkably dark varieties of Tryphsena orbona, from Mr. Norman,

of Forres. And the following four species, new to the list of British

Lepidoptera :

—

1. Acidalia ochrata, ScopoU; captured near Pied Hill ; see Ent. Mo. Mag.

vii. 138.

2. Trachouitis (?) Pryerella ; taken in London in August and September.

3. Homoeosoma seuecionis ; the larA'a of which was found in Essex,

mining in the stems of ragwort.

4. H. saxicola; reared in 18C7 from larvie found in September, 18GG, in

the Isle of Man, feeding in flower-heads of chamomile. These three species

of Phycididfe are described by Mr. Vaughan in Ent. Mo. Mag. vii. 130.

Mr. F. Smith, referring to his previous remarks on Meloe rugosus (Proc.

Ent. Soc. 1809, p. xx.), mentioned that he had again visited Prittlewell

this autumn, and taken tw-enty-five specimens of this beetle; they were

found under the herbage, and never came into daylight, only the top of the

abdomen of the female being visible ; the males appeared to fight furiously

with one another, not only when in confinement, but in a state of nature

;

most of the females were full of eggs, and Mr. Smith placed two in a flower-

pot, in the hope of breeding the species; instead of depositing eggs, they

had burrowed into the earth and there remained, so that it became a question

whether they do not hybernate in the ground, and lay their eggs in the

spring, at a time when there would be a better supply than in the autumn

of eggs and larvfe of the Anthophora.

Prof Westwood said both sexes of Meloe violaceus were found in the

spring; and suggested whether these had hybernated underground.

Mr. Pascoe mentioned that near Narbonne he had once seen a dozen

specimens of Meloe maialis impaled on Cactus opuntia, and as they were

quite uninjured except by the spines of the Cactus, the impalement could

not have been the work of shrikes.

Mr. Dunning exhibited Anobium paniceum, both larva and imago, living

in and consuming Cayenne pepper; and read the following note respecting

it:—

* To au aunouucemcnt by Mr. Henry JMoore of tliG capture of this insect, the

Editors of the Entomologist's Monthly Magazine (vii. 138) append the following

note:—" This species, which is not mentioned in either of Guenee's Catalogues, is

represented in the British Museum Collection by a single specimen from Congo, in

Africa. Mr. Moore's example was no doubt imported in the pupa state."
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"lu Kirby and Speuce (Intvod. i. pp. 190, 199, eil. 1843) it is mentioned

that Anolium paniceiun has been known to consume Cayenne pepper. On

the 5th April, 1847, Mr. W. W. Saunders exhibited to this Society a bottle

of capsicum from Bombay, which was greatly infested by Lasioderma

testaceum ; and it is added that when Kirby and Speuce stated Cayenne

pepper to be subject to the ravages of Anobium paniceum, that species

was probably mistaken by them for the former insect, which it greatly

resembles." (See Proc. Eut. Soc. 184 7, p. viii.j. It is clear that this passage

3neans the reverse of what is said—that Lasioderma was mistaken for

Anobium, not Anobium for Lasioderma. The authority for Kirby and

Speuce's statement is Mr. Iladdon, who on the 1st January, 1838, exhibited

to this Society "a quantity of Cayenne pepper, in which a number of

specimens of Anobium paniceum had been reared." (See Proceedings, p. Ixi.)

I have now the pleasure of exhibiting larvte and beetles in Cayenne pepper,

forwarded to me in August from Woolston, near Southampton ; they were

described as " sent over in some Cayenne pepper, and, much to the disgust

of the village grocer, they bred and multiplied, the beetles boring holes in

the drawer in wliich the pepper was placed, previous to the discovery of the

inmates." Notwithstanding the doubt expressed in 1847, I venture, in

corroboration of Mr. Puiddon's observation, to exhibit these beetles as

Anobium paniceum."

Mr. Bond exliibited specimens of a small Dipterous insect, Chlorops

lineata, and read a letter respecting it from Mr. J. Brown, of Cambridge.

In the month of September, a room in the Provost's Lodge at King's College

was found ' literally swarming with them ; the ceiling and windows were

covered ; there must have been millions of them ; " they were said to occur

regularly every season, and to have been noticed by the late Provost,

Dr. Thackeray (who died in 1850).

Mr. F. Smith mentioned that he had received half a dozen communica-

tions during the autumn respecting swarms of this insect. Mr. Stainton

enquired how and why it was that an insect which feeds in grasses or on

vegetable substances is found in houses? Prof. Westwood thought the long

hot summer and dry autumn might account for the unusual prevalence of

this species during the present year; as to its getting into houses, he

thought it was with a view to hybernation. Mr. Jenncr Weir thought it

was only for temporary shelter, on the fu'st approach of cold weather.

Mr. Albert MiiUer exhibited some reuiform spangles on the under side

of oak-leaves, found near Shirley, on the 10th October last, and produced

by Cynips reuum (Hartig, M.S.); also pea-galls (about seventy-five in

number) of Cynips agaraa, on the under side of the leaves of an oak

seedling of two or three years' growth. Mv. MiiUer observed upon the fact

of a Cynips attacking so young and healthy a plant.
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The Secretary read letters from the Rev. W. H. Wayiie, of Much Wen-
lock, Shropshire, respecting the injury caused in July last to his plum,

cherry and pear trees by a small gelatinous grub, doubtless Blennocampa

cerasi (Tentbredo cerasi, Limu) It was first observed three or four years since

in small numbers on a plum tree ; in 1869 they caused the fall of nearly

all the leaves of a pear tree, and the total ruin of the fruit; in 1870 two

large pear trees were totally spoilt, and not only pears, but large crops of

plums and cherries were rendered worthless.

Mr. Edward Saunders exhibited a specimen of a gigantic Prionid beetle

from the Feejee Islands ; it was described by Dr. Dohrn in the Stettin

'Entom. Zeitung' for 1868 (p. 201), under the name Macrotoma lieros, but

was scarcely referable to the genus Macrotoma.

Mr. Bates said the insect was a Xixuthrus, the only other known species of

that genus being from the Malayan Archipelago. He remarked upon the

fact that the Feejee Islands contain so many large and remarkable forms,

whilst Tahiti and the Sandwich Isles appear to have a very limited and

poor ftiuna.

The Secretary exhibited some buttertlies from Basuto-land, in illustration

of the paper by Mr. Trimen mentioned below. They were Leptoneura

Bowkeri (n. sp.), Erebia Narycia, Lycteua Letsea (n. sp.), L. Macalenga

(u. sp.), L. MahaUokocTena, Zeritis Molomo (n. sp.), Z. Leroma, Callosyne

Evenina, Pyrgus Mafa (n. sp.), and Cyclopides Tsita (n. sp.).

The Secretary exhibited a small collection of Lepidoptera captured by

Mr. HoldSwortli, of Shanghai, in April last, at Snowy Valley, which is at a

height of 1200 feet above the level of the sea and surrounded on all sides

by hills. Amongst the butterflies were Charaxes NarciBus, Papilio Mencius,

Euchloe Scolymus, other species of Euchloe and Terias, species of Anops,

Dendorix and Polyommatus, Thanaos rusticans, and Pyrgus maculatus.

Amongst the moths were Brahmasa undulata, and a Bombyx allied to

Heterusia and probably new.

The Secretary also exhibited coloured drawings sent by Mr. Holdsworth

from Shanghai of an Argyunis, and of a species of the butterfly-mimicking

genus of moths, Epicopeia. The Argynnis was determined by Mr. Butler

to be the A. japonica of Menetries, a variety of the Indian A. Budra of

Moore, which was itself only a local form of the European A. Laodice.

The Epicopeia was a fine black species, the hind wings caudate and

(together with the body) adorned with bright crimson markings, the whole

forming a good imitation of the above-mentioned Papilio Mencius ; the

following note on its habits was sent by Mr. Holdsworth :

—

" The female is very similar to the male. Larva full grown, 2^ inches
;

perfectly white and profusely covered with fine white powder, which comes

from the body at the slightest touch, leaving the dark skin underneath

;
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fouiul in October, changed to pupa same mouth, collectiug two or three

leaves and making a kind of envelope of the powder; imago made its

appearance in June following."

In a letter dated " Shanghai, 3rd August, 1870," Mr. Holdsworth men-

tions that both Papilio Xuthus and P. Xuthulus are found in that neigh-

bourhood ; and referring to the silk-worm cocoons mentioned ante, p. xxi.,

writes as follows:—"I am glad the boxes of cocoons reached you, and

I hope the moths have come out successfullj' long ere this ; all mine came

out at the end of April and first week of May. I failed to rear any larvae,

owing to not being able to procure the proper oak. Tlie moths out of the

Honau cocoons are very little ditferent to ihose from Szechuen, the chief

distinction being the ground colour of the wings." As previously conjectured,

both the Honan and Szechuen cocoons were doubtless the same species,

Bombyx Pcruii ; of those sent by Mr. Holdsworth to this country, Mr.

Dunning mentioned that he had not reared a single moth, and that

the same fate had attended Mr. h^hoolbred appeared from the following

letter.

The Secretary read the following extract from a letter from Mr. W. A.

Shoolbred, jun., dated 29th August, 1870 :

—

" I am sorry to say that not one of my Pernyi cocoons has produced a

moth. I liope you have had better success. I at first hung mine up in a

cool greenhouse in the sun, along with cocoons of B. Cynthia and Cecropia.

One day I fancied, from the way that one of the cocoons rattled on being

shaken, that the pupa inside must be dead. On cutting open the cocoon

I found it was so ; one or two others which I opened were also dead, and

another or two looked doubtful, but none of them looked decidedly alive.

Thinking they might be too hot, T moved them into a shady place in the

greenhouse. Seeing that they did not emerge, I opened two or three others

some time afterwards, and tlicy were dead. I have now given up all hope

of any emerging. This year I have been very successful with Cecropia

;

some of the larva) are enormous, about the size of the larvtc of Achcrontia

Atropos. I have kept them out of doors, on branches of apple trees

protected with bags of coarse muslin. Cynthia has not done so well this

year ; on account of the larvEe having demolished all my Ailanthus foliage,

I have had to finish them off on laburnum and castor-oil plant, and they

have not profited by the change. I have tried Saturnia Pavonia-major

this year, but have only reared three worms to cocoous, out of fifty eggs."

Papers read.

The following papers were read :

—

" Notes on Butterflies collected by J. H. Bowker, Esq., in Basuto-land,

South Africa; with Descriptions of some new Species;" by Mr. Roland

Trimen.
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" Contriljutious to an lusect Fauna of the Amazon Valley" (Coleoptera,
conclusion of the CerambjcidiB) ; Ijj' Mr. H. W. Bates.

" Descriptions of some new Genera and Species of Australian Curcu-
lionidfe ; " by Mr. F. P. Pascoe.

" Notes on the Eurytoiuinge
;

" by Mr. F. Walker.

New Part of ' Transactions.'

Part 3 of the ' Transactions for 1870," published in August, was on the
Table.

21 Xovemher, 1870.—A. R. Wallace, Esq., President, in the chair.

Donations to the Library.

The following donations were anuouuced, and thanks voted to the
donors :—

'
Proceedings of the Royal Society,' No. 123 ; and ' Catalogue of

Scientific Papers (1800—1863),' vol. iv.
; presented by the Royal Society.

'Bullettino della Societa Entomologica Italiaua,' 1870, jjart 3; by the
Society.

.

' Horse Societatis Eutomologicte Rossic^,' vol. vii. Nos. 1—3

;

by the Society. ' Die Orthopteren und Xeuroptereu Kurland's,' ' Beitrage
zur Kenntniss der Hyraeuoptereu-fauna Russlands,' 'Die genuinen Ich-
neumonideu verwaudten Tribus in Russland, vorzugsweise in Kurland,' and
'Enneas Ichneumouidarum Curiouaj

;

' by the Author, Pastor J. H. Kawall.
' On the Cultivation of Silk iu the Australian Colonies

;

' by the Author,
Captain T. Hutton. ' Oribata geniculata, Latr., a mite injurious to Pinus
sylvestris iu Scotland,' and ' The Teachings of Galls

;

' by the Author, Albert
Miiller, Esq.

Exhibitions, lic.

Mr. Butler e.xhibited a large number of Diurnal Lepidoptcra, in illustra-

tion of the paper mentioned below. They were chiefly Hesperiid*, from the
Kaden Collection, now in the possession of Mr. Herbert Druce.
Mr. Bond exhibited both sexes of Psyche reticella, taken near Gravesend

in 1870, by Mr. D. J. Button, the female being now for the first time
known : in colour it is quite different from the female of any other British
species of Psyche, being of a clear yellowish horn-colour, with bands or
rings on the body of a dark vandyke-brown or nearly black ; in fact, it is

very similar when alive to a small larva of Euchelia jacobtefe, but after death
it becomes nearly black.

Mr. Bond also exhibited Acidalia strigaria, Huhn., from Gravesend,
and PempeHa obductella, F.-v.-B., from Norfolk ; these were also taken by
Mr. Button during the present season, and were both new species to the
British list.

Mr. F. Smith exhibited some comb from a wasp's nest sent to him in
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October from Gloucestersbive, the larviT? and pupte in which had been

destroyed by a Dipterous parasite, Phora florea : on a single larva or pupa

of the wasp, for both were attacked indiscriminately, there were in some

instances twelve or fourteen larvse of the Phora, and the whole inside was

consumed, leaving a mere shell, like the cast-off skin of a shrimp ; out of

QOO—300 cells, not more than a dozen wasps escaped.

Mr. Verrall mentioned that he had once put a hornet in a box, and on

looking at it after a considerable time, found four or five specimens of a

Phora had emerged; so that all three stiiges of larva, pupa and imago

seemed to be liable to the attacks of Phora. Bouche also liad recorded the

breeding of Pliora from a species of Crabro.

Prof. Westwood mentioned that he had recently been breeding in numbers

the continental olive-feeding Phla'otribus olea) from an ash tree growing

near Halifax. Tlie tree, however, was imported from France, so that the

beetle could not yet be regarded as British, though it would doubtless

become naturalized here. He had dissected it, and found that it really

belonged to the Tomicus group.

Mr. Albert IVIiiller exhibited, in "spirits, a full-fed larva of iEgosoma

scabricorne ; and a piece of the bark of a lime tree, showing the exit-hole of

the imago.' On St. Peter's bastion at Basle there were formerly some lime

trees, and on the Stli of ]\[arch, 1808, one of the old trees was blown down

during a hail storm ; the larvte thrown out of the shattered trunk were

picked up by Herr Stehclin Imhoff, and that exhibited was one of them.

In the spring of IhOO all the trees were felled, and in one, of much smaller

si/e than that blown down in 1808, were a considerable number of the

larvie in all stages of development. The larva is of the usual Prionid form,

and is described by Mulsant in Ann. Soc. Linn, de Lyon for 1835,

reprinted in his Opusc. vi. 40. The habit of the beetle was to fly in the

twilight, and rest during the day on the bark, by preference in a cavity

sheltered from the sun : it occurred in July, August and September : in

July, 1863, Mr. H. Knecht took thirty-eight specimens at Basle ; in August,

1800, twenty-five specimens, whilst in 1808 only a single specimen was

captured, on the 8th of September. At the same spot, Osmoderma eremita

occurred both in 1805 and 1800; and in the latter year, Aroraia moschata

was plentiful.

Paper read.

The following paper was read :
—" Descriptions of Diurnal Lepidoptera,

chiefly Hesperiidie," by Mr. A. G. Butler. Besides eleven new species of

Nymphalida?, and one of Papiliouidic, the characters are given of two new

genera and sixty-nine new species of Hesperiidse, a considerable proportion

of them from Venezuela.

—

J. W. D.
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^oiias of fcto §0olis.

The Birds of Norfolk ; with Remarks on their Habits, Migration

and Local Distribution. By Henry Stevenson, F.L.S. In

three volumes. Vol. II. John Van Voorst, Paternoster Row.

1870. 450 pp. demy 8vo, and three litho. plates. Price

ten shillings.

(Second Notice.)

I FOUND it SO difficult to get clear of the plovers that I could

only review Mr. Stevenson's volume as far as p. 95 in my first

notice. I will endeavour henceforth to be less diffuse, although

I confess there is no knowing to what length of quotation I may
be led by Mr. Stevenson's seductive pen. I heartily agree with

him in lamenting the decrease of the pretty lapwing, the "peewit"

of my boyish days. " In the Broads the falling off of their numbers

is very marked. Drainage and egging combined have here almost

exterminated them in places, and throughout the great extent of

marshes between Norwich and Yarmouth the lapwing has become

almost as scarce as the redshank." This, however, is by no means

universally the case in England, and probably from the absence of

the causes assigned. In that vast meadow through which the

railway passes from Hereford to Kington, a district I have known
for half a century, the lapwing feels as much at home as ever; and

it is impossible to wander there without disturbing these familiar

birds. I suppose there is small temptation to turn into arable,

meadows that will fatten a Herefordshire ox, and so they escape

the almost universal drainage now going on : the question is simply

one of pounds, shillings and pence, and the pervading sentiment in

Herefordshire seems to be in favour of beef rather than of wheat as

a source of revenue, otherwise these flats would be ploughed and
the lapwings driven to find homes elsewhere. I lately talked with

a farmer in the eastern counties on this subject, and tried to

convince him that excessive drainage is incompatible with en-

hancing the price of wheat,—a consummation, by the way, devoutly

wished by every agriculturist, and in which every mealman has the

most unwavering faith ; to him it is always " the good time coming."

When my friend pointed with pride to the mouths of concealed

drains through which the water was incessantly flowing to return

SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. G
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to the rivers, and triumphantly dwelt on the increase of wheat that

must result, I admitted the probability, but I told him my own
opinion that his return from milk, butter, cheese, beef and mutton

would diminish in proportion. He believed it only the mistake of

a cockney writing in a garret, and I left him under the firm con-

viction that he could at the same time obtain a shilling a pound

for liis beef and a shilling a quartern for his bread—two things

that I believe incompatible : but to return to our waders.

The large number of sanderlings occasionally seen near Hun-
stanton is worth noting for a moment. Mr. Dowell found them

frequenting the beach " in flocks of from one or two to five hundred

together, thousands of them, in fact." Mr. Stevenson could not

fail to observe the protective mimetic colouring of this bird's

plumage. "I was much struck on one or two occasions with the

wonderful similarity in colouring between the plumage of these

birds and the shingle of the beach, which, consisting of minute

fragments of flint and pebbles mixed with the debris of shells, was

as prettily varied with red, while and black as the backs of the

sanderlings ; and it was by no means easy to detect a specimen,

even when intentionally placed among the smaller stones." Mr.

Stevenson considers the pretty sanderling essenlially a bird of the

sea-shore, and he says :

—

" I know no locality better suited to its habits and necessities than that

where I first met with it on our coast between Holme and Hunstanton. On

these flat shores an immense tract of saud is^laid bare at low water, abounding

in little pools and streamlets, and teeming with those minute forms of

MoUusca, Crustacea, kc, which form the chief food of the smaller waders.

Here, with the mussel-scalps on the one hand, and the submerged forest on

the other, where huge trunks of trees lie buried iu the dark peaty soil, or a

stratum of soft blue clay crops out amidst the sand, a daily renewed banquet

is aflbrded to every species of shore bird. On these moist level sands the

sanderlings are distinguishable by the whiteness of their breasts, at a great

distance, looking at fii-st sight, when feeding towards one, like littie lumps

of white chalk dotted over the surface, which however, on a nearer approach,

become sti-angely animated, and the hght and dark shades of the upper and

under plumage, alternately presented to the eye, have a beautiful effect on a

bright sunny day. Although, as compared with dunlins and tunistones, I

alwavs found these birds extremely tame, yet, from the very nature of the

ground, it was almost impossible to obtain a shot at them on the open sands,

as without showuig any particular alarm, they would always manage, by
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running on and feeding in advance, to keep just out of range; but occa-

sionally I surprised a solitary bird by the edge of the mussel-scalp, or when

too busily engaged -with the last bit of sea-weed thrown up by the waves.

At high water, however, in small flocks of from five or six to about double

that number, they were much more accessible, and the raised banks of

shingle, or the sand hills beyond, afforded means of approach. Their

actions when feeding are exceedingly pretty, occasionally raising their wings

over the back like golden plover, without attempting to fly, running and

stopping with quick nervous steps, and apparently travelling with as much
ease over the large shingle as over the smooth sands. "When disturbed by

the water's edge, they invariably flew out to sea, uttering their shrill and

pleasing cry on the wing, and ckcliug round would alight again on the beach

some hundred yards further on. At such times, however, lilie the ringed

plover, their most favourite place of resort was the margin of that tidal basin

at Holme, to which I have before alluded, which, though at flood-tide

presenting a wide sheet of water, has a swampy marsh at one end, covered

with coarse grasses, glasswort {Salicornia herbacea), locally called samphire,

and other marine vegetation. Here, when scattered amongst the rank

herbage, and not seen at times till they rose, I obtained most of my speci-

mens."—P. 120.

I cannot resist the temptation to quote a passage about that

great favourite of mine the oystercatcher : what ornilbologist

would not be enamoured of a scene like this ?

"At Hunstanton, on the 16th of May, 1863, I counted over a hundred

in a flock at low water, busily feeding at the edge of the great mussel-scalp.

From the flatness of the shore it was impossible to approach them within

shot, wary as they always are when in large bodies, and the tide had already

fallen so low that I question if even a Breydon punt could have been worked

up wuthin range for a big gun. Thus, fortunately for them, and I think

equally so for myself, I was obliged to be content with watching them
through my glass, and they certainly presented one of the most animated

groups of feathered life I ever witnessed, from their varied attitudes, sharply

contrasting coloui-s and loud ringing cries. They all disappeared when the

tide rose, and from that time only a few were seen at different times

until the 4th of June, when I again saw a flock of over sixty, but, like the

former number they were no doubt migrants, resting for a while on their

passage northwards, and were all gone on the following day,"—P. 1^3.

The curlew affords our author the opportunity of making a very

effective pen and ink sketch. The stay-at-bouie naturalist, the
" cockney writing in the garret," be who is bound by ties of duty
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to his desk or his profession, owes a debt of gratitude to those who

will thus make him a sharer in their pleasures, and bring as it were

before his very eyes scenes witnessed far, far away.

"In the spring of 1863 I found them (the curlews) rery plentiful at

Hunstanton, though almost unapproachable on those level sands, but their

daily visits to the mussel-scalps, with that marvellous punctuality observable

in such sjjecies as regularly frequent the sea-coast, proved a constant source

of amusement. Scarcely was the thin black line visible above the waves,

which marked the outline of a lai'ge submerged mussel-bed, than curlews

and sea gulls appeared in the distance, the former in small detachments

and in Indian file, slowly flapping over the waters to tlieir expected feast,

which their long legs and beaks enabled them to commence on at once, not

waiting, like the hovcriug sea-gulls, for a drier surface. First to arrive,

they were also the last of their kind to quit their feeding-grounds, seeking

the highest spots as the tide rose, and taking wing only when the scalps

were barely visible, when, uttering their loud cry of ' cour-lieu, cour-lieu,' a

sound, however wild and shrill, not less grateful to the ear on the bleak

range of ooze or shingle, than on the scarcely less desolate moorland,—they

would betake themselves once more to their inland haunt."—P. 19G.

Every ornithologist knows how discrepant are the accounts of

the nesting of the red.shank. Mr. Stevenson docs full justice to

the accounts of other authors, and especially invites attention to

the best liitherto published, those by Mr. Thompson, in his ' Birds

of Ireland,' and Mr. Legge in the 'Zoologist,' p. 602. How often

have I regretted that lliis gentleman's " Oological Notes from

South-east Essex " so soon came to a close ; no writer has shown

himself to be a better observer, or has recorded his observations

with greater fidelity. Nevertheless, Mr. Stevenson has found an

opportunity for adding some personal experiences that cannot fail

to interest his reader and mine.

" Time was no object on that bright summer's morning, so that I seated

myself glass in hand, prepared to match my patience against their parental

soUcitude. Although at a considerable distance, they seemed quite aware of

my presence, and with a rapid sweeping flight circled over the marsh, some

times soaring high in the air as if about to leave altogether ; at others swooping

close to the ground, but never stopping for an instant in any one spot. At

length the area of their flight diminished by degrees, though their agitated

cries were loud as ever, and first one bird alighted, with a quick short run

and vibi-atory motion of the wings and tail ; then another, but far apart, and

both stood motionless as a ring dotterel on a ridge of shingle. Presently,
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one which I supposed to be the male, agaiu took wing, and dashing too and

fro, even more wildlj than before, and with redoubled clamour, seemed

desirous to attract all attention to itself, but whilst admiring the cleverness

of this little ruse, I took care to keep my glass fixed ujion its mate, and

soon had the satisfaction of seeing her run hastily to a thick grassy tuft,

and there with trembling wings caress her young ones. Marking the spot

exactly, I started from my post, but long before I reached it both birds

were again on the wing, now dashing over my head in the wildest excite-

ment, and loudly wailing as I stooped to search amongst the long coarse

grasses. There they were sure enough, three little downy things but a few

days old, though not in the nest, wliich I subsequently found at a short

distance, and even then, but for their bright, bead-like eyes I might have

passed them by unseen. After all my trouble, I could not help stopping a

few minutes longer to examine these beautiful little creatures in their soft

russet coats, barred on the backs and wings with two shades of brown, and

their legs as strangely disproportioued to their bodies as those of a foal in

its earliest stage. Then with something of regret, as I very much wanted

a specimen, I put the youngsters back into their tuft of grass, but was fully

repaid by witnessing, from my former vantage ground, the meeting between

oldandyoung."—P. 212.

The recently-discovered life-history of the green sandpiper was
sure n attract the attention of such an ornithologist as Mr.

Stevenson, but notwithstanding his evident desire to contribute

from personal observation some additional scraps, he has been

unable to do so ; he therefore refers us back to the singular facts

which have already been made public. His account of this species

is, however, unusually complete and diffuse, yet borrowed from

other sources: the i"eaders of the 'Zoologist' have already had

these rather sensational details laid before them at p. 9115, where

it will be found that this eccentric sandpiper prefers to deposit its

eggs in the deserted nest of a missel thrush, song thrush, jay or

crow, entirely deserting the "banks of limpid streams" and such-

like scenery, where in garret natural history, she is bound to

educate her little ones. One new fact, or rather suggestion, is

given us as to the mode in which these juvenile waders descend

from their arboreal cradle : it is, however, nothing better than a

quotation from a quotation, and the authorities are a sporting

magazine and a gamekeeper, the first a questionable, the second a

more than questionable source for scientific information ; but there

is a simplicity in the course of the proceeding indicated that

commends it to our acceptance : the gamekeeper avers that he
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found the eggs of the greenshank in a squirrel's drey, and that the

nestlings reach the ground by the very simple process of being

thrown down by their parents while quite young, their thick downy

clothing protecting their light bodies from harm.

JMany readers of the 'Zoologist' will recollect the figure of the

avocet at page 225 of the first series movving an imaginary swarth on

the smooth sand of the sea-shore. Well ! these curious and beautiful

birds, now so scarce with us and so highly prized by the collector,

once abounded in Norfolk, and might possibly do so again but for the

exterminating processes which Mr. Stevenson has described; only

think of stockings filled with the eggs of avocets ! only think of

their destination, "puddings and pancakes"! only think of

slaughtering ten or twelve avocels at a shot

!

" I have conversed " says Mr. Stevenson, " with an octogenarian fowler

and marshmau named Piggott, who remembered the ' clinkers,' as the avocet

was there called, breeding in the marshes ' by hundreds,' and used constantly

to gather their eggs. Mr. Dowell, also, was informed by the late Harry

Overton, a welldinown gunner in that neighbourhood, that in his young

time he used to gather the avocet's eggs, filliug his cap, coat-pockets and

even his stockings ; and the poor people thereabouts made puddings and

pancakes of them. The birds were also as recklessly destroyed, for the

gunners, to unload their punt-guns, would sometimes fire at and kill ten or

twelve at a shot. No wonder then, if the avocets thus constantly persecuted

gradually became scarce."—P. ^40.

Passing on to the wood sandpiper, which Mr. Stevenson informs

us is getting scarcer and scarcer in the county of Norfolk, I cannot

forbear quoting a liltle contribution to its biography from the

interesting pen of the " Old Bushman," now alas no more. " The
wood sandpiper" thus he writes "is very common here (Quickiock,

in Lapland) ; and far different are the quiet, unobtrusive habits of

this little bird during the breeding-season to the boisterous noisy

behaviour of its congener, the green sandpiper. Early in the

summer the wood sandpiper has a new, pretty little song, which it

trills out whilst seated on a tussock of grass or when rising in the

air in the vicinity of its nest. I have much oftener seen this bird

seated on a tree or a rail than the green sandpiper, although that

bird will occasionally perch." This reminds me of the long and
somewhat acrid controversy that was carried on some years back

both on the perching and singing of snipes, some writers feeling
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convinced that these accomplishments were possessed by all the

heather bleaters of their own locality, without exception as to age

or sex ; others deriding the idea of musical and perching snipes as

the creation of some diseased brain. It is not a point for me to

settle, but knowing that sandpipers of various kinds may be
detected in the display of these accomplishments, and never having

seen them exhibited by a snipe, I cannot avoid a suspicion that

the advocates of this eccentric conduct may have mistaken one bird

for another. But now I have arrived at the snipe in Mr. Stevenson's

volume, and its habits are admirably set forth. I know the snipe

well as making a constant demand for "physick, physick" directly

he leaves his congenial marsh-bog; and I know him also as the

author of that mysterious drumming which has exhausted the

speculative powers of sportsmen and naturalists, and which has, I

believe, at length found a solution from the pen of Mr. Meves, as

recorded at p. 6244 of the ' Zoologist' for 1858. But I have never

been able to recognize him in either alleged character of songster

or percher. Let us hear Mr. Stevenson on the aerial evolutions of

the snipe.

" Often have I watched by the half-hour together, till my eyes fairly

tired of looking up into the bright sunny sky, the strange ' play ' of the

snipes in spring and summer. Sometimes one only, at others several may
be seen at a considerable height, now curving upwards with a wide circling

flight, now rapidly falling from their highest pitch with quivering wings and
outspread tail, whilst simultaneously with the downward movement, and
then only, a tremulous buzzing sound falls upon the ear, which ceases the

moment that the bird, recovering itself, ascends once more. The same
performance is repeated again and again, sometimes for hours, and occa-

sionally the snipe takes so lofty a flight as to be scarcely visible to the naked
eye ; but in the final descent the flight is extremely rapid, and, making a

slight detour as it nears the ground, the bird drops abruptly into the

sheltering herbage of the marsh or reed-bed. From the earliest dawn this

sound, so peculiar to our marshy districts, and associated always with the

wail of the lapwing and the redshank's whistle, may be heard at intervals

throughout the day, but towards evening many more seem to indulge in

this resonant flight ; and still more strange is that buzzing in the air, if

heard after dark, with the birds of course invisible even in a starlit sky. I

was first aware of this nocturnal habit when staying near Horning Ferry,

in the middle of April, 1860 (an unusual number having, as before stated,

remained to breed in this county), but then, every evening, as late as nine

or ten o'clock at night, the noise of the snipes was as incessant and
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remarkable as a frog's concert. It is noticeable, however, tliat this peculiar

action is not altogether confined to the breeding season. Mr. Blofield, of

Hoveton, an unquestionable authority on such matters, assures me he once

heard a snipe drumming in the depth of winter, and on drawing the

attention of his marshman, William Hewitt, to what he then considered a

very strange occurrence, the old man assured him that he had remarked the

same thing on several occasions, and that he regarded it as a sign of stormy

weather ; which in that instance proved correct. I think there can be no

doubt that this is a purely ' amatory signal,' but just as some birds sing in

autumn or winter, so cock snipe will, no doubt, at other than breeding

times."—P. 315.

This is followed by an explanation of the driimraiug to which

I have already referred ; it attributes this phenomenon to the

peculiar structure, stiff and sabre-like, of the outer feathers of the

tail, which being passed vapidly through the air in the bird's

descent produce the sound in question : following this account,

with which the readers of the 'Zoologist' are already familiar,

Mr. Stevenson enters on the subject of occasional scarcity or

abundance of snipes, alternations that have puzzled our best

sportsmen almost as much as the mysterious drumming, the

exclamation of the. marshman, "Lor, sir! if you'd only been

here yesterday the marsh was pretty well all snipe," affording the

disappointed sportsman neither clew nor consolation in the absence

of all game. The frequent slii fling of their ground has always

been inexplicable: "here to-day and gone to-morrow" is a motto

which the snipe adopts without any question of its propriety.

" Snipes, however," saj-s Mr. Stevenson, " without leaving us altogether,

appear to be constantly shifting their ground under 'skyey influences,' a

sudden flood in the low-lying marshes often driving them in ' wisps ' into

the turnip-fields, or occasioning tbera to congregate in unusual numbers on

such marshes as may chance to lie higher and dryer than the rest. On the

23rd of November, 1853, a ftiir sprinkling of snipes having been reported in

that fine district, I was asked to shoot with a friend at Ranworth, but

although we walked all the best ground, tbe water had so risen on the

previous night that scarcely a bird was to be seen, and up to one o'clock we

had only two wild shots. As a last resource it was suggested that we should

try some marshes on a higher level at Horning, even though much time

would be lost in going so far. As it turned out we were amply paid for our

trouble. No sooner had wc landed on one marsh, of no great extent, than

the snipes rose on all sides, not in a body, but two or three at a time. If
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we walked on too quickly, they rose behind us; if the dog fetched one he
sprang several more, so reluctant did they seem to take wing at all, and
their numbers were so extraordinary and so unlocked for that the eye
became altogether confused, and it was difficult to determine which to shoot
at first. In the excitement of this novel scene I well remember missincr
five shots m succession with my first barrel, and killing them all with the
second; and though in a very short time we had secured twelve or fourteen
couples, had I been as good a snipe shot as my companion, and daylight
had lasted, we might easily have bagged eighteen or twenty couples."—
P. 320.

'

One additional note on the snipe is not only truthful but inte-
resting: I allude 10 its predilection for some particular spot: this
IS not new to sportsmen, but I do not recollect previously readinc^
of it.

f J o

" The partiality for some particular spot is as marked in the snipe as in
the woodcock, and most snipe-shooters can recall some pit-hole, drain or
spring-head, where invariably as the season came round a snipe (and more
particularly a jack) could be found. If the soil is but suitable to their habits,
any moist situation contents them, and I remember some years back a little
swamp close to a residence at Hardiugham, where snipes were always to be
found in autumn. So confined was the space that at the first shot the
' whole ' snipes would rise in a wisp, and two or three jacks would be
flushed by close walking. If revisited again in an hour or two, they were
sure to have returned to the same spot, and thus in two or three ^^'sits as
many couples might be bagged in the day; but drainage has, I beUeve.
since accomplished what constant shooting failed to effect, and banished them
for ever."— P. 328.

With regard to the jack snipes breeding in this country, Mr.
Stevenson seems as sceptical as myself; he discredits the state-
ment in Paget's 'Natural History of Yarmouth' and Yarrell's paper
on our British snipes in Loudon's 'Magazine of Natural History,'
and does not even mention the anonymous records in the ' Field,'
one of which, if I recollect, assigned eleven as the number of eggs
to be found in a nest. On the subject of another snipe, Sabine's,
he is very diffuse, having carefully collected and collated a number
of records, entering also into the question of its distinctness as a
species: this subject is one of great interest, and well worth all the
trouble expended on it. In the 'Field,' a fortnight ago, is a sum-
mary of the published occurrences of this curious bird—a summary
which I propose transferring to the 'Zoologist' when lean find

SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. H
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leisure to incorporate a few additions now scattered about here and

there, in rather a bewildering manner ; but it seems to me that by

a combination of these records with a sketch of the opinions

expressed by leading ornithologists, a very readable paper might be

compiled, without assuming anything approaching to anlhoritative

teaching: there is a great advantage in collecting and preserving

such details, for they cannot fail to be useful hereafter. It will,

indeed, be a note-worthy fact in Ornithology should it hereafter be

shown that this very marked type exists only in the British islands
;

yet this appears to be the general impression at the present day.

Of Temminck's stint several specimens appear to have occurred

in Norfolk, and all to have been carefully chronicled. Mr. Steven-

son recites the familiar but very pleasant passage, from Mr. WoUey's

pen, of its breeding haunts in Northern Europe, which Mr. Hewitson

has quoted in his ' Oology,' but it will not, T trust, be considered

altogether out of place if I make an addendum from ' A Spring and

Summer in Lapland,' by the Old Bushman, who found its nest

and eggs. " The nest, placed on a tussock of rushy grass in a

swampy part of the meadow, was nothing more than a few bits of

dry grass. Eggs four ; very pyriforin ; chocolato-brown, covered

with a deeper shade of small fine spots all over. This stint does

not appear to be confined to the northern tracts of Scandinavia, for

I have taken the nest in Wermland. Strange to say that we none

of us can find out the breeding- place of ihe little stint, nor have I

ever seen a well-authenticated egg of this bird. We meet with

them not only on all the Swedish coasts, during the periods of

migration, but even occasionally inland. I fancy their breeding

haunts must be somewhere on the northern coasts of Norway, for

early in August they are seen all along the Norwegian coast, and

often in considerable flocks." This latter bird has occasionally

been obtained in Norfolk, perhaps some score of specimens. Mr.

Gurney obtained one when shooting at Sallhouse : being but

slightly wounded in the wing he carried it alive to Cromer, and

turned it loose in his room, where, to his surprise, it exhibited so

little uneasiness in its new quarters that on the same day it ate

Hies out of his hand without the least symptom of alarm.

Under the dunlin Mr. Stevenson has given some account of a

mode of capturing dunlins and other birds that is quite new to me,

although probably not equally so to my readers. Be this as it may,

it seems desirable to reproduce it here, for I feel very sure that it
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will be read by many with much interest, more especially as birds
taken by the same means have been found to be perfectly uninjured,
and have been transferred to the Zoological Gardens and to Mr.
Guruey's aviaries at Catton; for instance, owls, larks, golden and
gray plovers, curlews, redshanks, bartailed godwits, woodcocks,
knots, dunlins, oystercatchers, storm petrels, shellducks, wild ducks,
wigeons, teal, kittiwakes, and blackheaded, common, herring and
great blackbacked gulls. The plan was practised at Lynn by Mr.
F. J. Cresswell and others, and is described as follows :

—

" On the flat shores of the Wash, at the mouth of the estuary, long nets
some six or seven feet deep, are stretched upright on poles, and the birds
in their nocturnal flight strike the nets, and, becoming entangled in the
meshes, are taken alive in the morning. Some, however, are occasionally

drowned should the tide rise higher than is expected or the nets be placed
beyond a certain level on the ooze. From Mr. J. H. Gurney, juu., who in

December, 1862, spent a night on board Mr. CressweU's yacht, with the
view of visiting the nets in the early morning, I learn that a dark night in

mid-winter is reckoned the best time for netting, and the north side of the
Wash is considered most favourable. The night should be very dark and
still, as the birds would avoid the nets if visible at any distance, and in
stormy weather the poles are liable to be blown down, or even washed away.
The meshes are large, so that various gulls and wild-fowl are caught by them,
but the smaller TriugiB and even larks are taken in some quantities, being
entangled by their struggles. I have heard of as many as sixty dunlins
having been secured at one haul, and on one occasion as many as one
hundred and forty head, principally sea-gulls. Nocturnal migrants, as well

as the ordinary shore birds of the neighbourhood would seem to meet with
a like fate, judging from the species which are occasionally captured."

P. 370.

This statement is as wonderful as it is evidently truthful. What
an illustration of the axiom that " truth is strange, stranger than
fiction!" Who would have dared to imagine an atmosphere of
diurnal birds floating over the ocean in the dark, dead, silent, still

nights of winter .? Yet so it is : and that which in the garb of

fiction, or of hypothesis, would find small credence, when stated in

the beautiful simplicity of truth is all-convincing; it will not be
disputed. What becomes of the hypothesis that day-feeding birds

fly only by day ? What becomes of fixing migratory seasons ?

What laws can we lay down by which Nature shall be bound ?

One more passage remains that I cannot forbear quoting : it is
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closely connected with these nocturnal wanderings of birds, and

yet more so with the migratory movements of plovers, which I have

noticed in the proper place : it refers to the hosts of dunlins

passing over the city of Norwich on the 18th of August, 1869.

Mr, Stevenson thus describes the event :

—

" I was awakened about two o'clock iu the morning by tbe noise of birds

apparently pursuing a direct course over tbe house-tops from east to west.

On opening ray window tbe sky looked bright and starlight, not dark and

stormy as is usually tbe case on such occasious, and the flight at no great

elevation was stiU passing, altbougb, as was soon apparent, the rear-guard

was close at band. I remember being aware of some disturbing sound,

before I became sufficiently aroused to detect the cause, and can therefore

form no correct idea of tbe time occupied by this clamorous host in passing

over my bouse and garden. To tbe westward as far as the ear could detect

their cries, myriads of small Tringae were filling tbe air with their incessant

whistlings, and tbe impression on my mind, at tbe time was that tbe old

birds were calling to keep the young ones together, and that tbe latter,

answering in low murmuring notes, occasioned tbe confused sound which in

a remarkable manner marked tbe passage of these migi-ants. Now and then

I detected tbe cry of a redshank, but always singly and apart from tbe main

body, accompanying but not joining their forces ; in like manner, apart from

the rest, I could dibtiuguish stray dunlins by their notes, as if passing to and

fro along their ranks, perhaps acting as aides-de-camps to this great feathered

army."— P. 378.

And here 1 lay down a volume that has afforded me infinite

pleasure and instruction, and one which I can most cordially

commend to the perusal of every ornithologist. But I cannot con-

clude without acknowledging my profound obligation to the author

for the uniformly courteous manner in which he has spoken of the

* Zoologist,' and the handsome way in which he has acknowledged

extracts from its pages. Not only to myself and to those who
work with me does he give full credit for every record utilized or

passage quoted, but in emphatic and graceful language he acknow-

ledges the obligation. He handsomely avows, because he deeply

feels, the inestimable value of such an organ for the preservation

and promulgation of scientific facts, and his just reward will be the

high estimation in which his labours will ever be regarded by the

lovers of truth.

Edw.\rd Newman.
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Continental Notes on Ornithology.

By John Gatcombe, Esq.

Having within the last few weeks returned from a long trip

through parts of Belgium, Holland, Germany, France, Switzer-

land, and Italy as far as Venice, and back through the Tyrol,

1 fancy that a iav^ ornithological notes made by the way might

perhaps interest some readers of the 'Zoologist.'

In the first place, I must remark that I was (more than on any

previous occasion) struck by the scarcity of small birds to be seen

in a wild state on the Continent, although I passed through

apparently the most likely localities in which one might expect to

find them ; and no wonder, for on visiting the different towns

I was truly grieved to find that the game-shops and markets

contained thousands of them. For instance, at Milan I observed

more than one hundred robins in a bunch on many of the stalls in

the streets. How they can manage to trap so many I cannot

conceive. I will, however, give a list of the different species

I detected among the poor little victims destined for the table

;

indeed, the stall-keepers seemed to be plucking small birds all the

day long ; and I was disgusted on seeing a party of men, after

a good dinner at an hotel, crunching the bones of a large dishful

of little birds, by way I suppose of a bonne houche—I only hope

they disagreed with their delicate stomachs. I am aware that large

numbers of larks, blackbirds and thrushes are eaten in England,

but when it comes to robins, common and goldcrested wrens,

I think it is too bad. But I must go on with my list :—Tree

sparrows (the most numerous of all) might be counted by thousands,

blackbirds, thrushes, redwings, ring ouzels, robins, black redstarts,

stonechats, sky larks, titlarks, wagtails, sparrows (of the common
and Italian variety), hedgesparrows, buntings, hawfinches, green-

finches, chaffinches, mountain finches, goldfinches, linnets, siskins,

great, blue, marsh, cole, longtailed and bearded tits, goldcrested

and common wrens, lesser spotted woodpecker, creeper and nut-

hatch. There was also a sprinkling of hawks, owls, crows, magpies

and jays—all to be eaten.

With regard to the black redstart, I may mention that I remarked

the same scarcity of old males with the black breasts to prevail

among the plain brownish gray plumaged birds that I have observed
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to be the case in England ; indeed, among the dozens which

I examined, I only found one, which I skinned and brought home

with me ; but I did not detect a single example in the purer gray

plumage said to be observable in Sylvia Cairii.

Among the buntings on a stall at Lugano I detected a fine pair

of Emberiza Cia, the first I had ever seen in the flesh ; and at a

birdstu tier's shop in Munich I bought a beautiful female goshawk,

in the flesh, for something less than a shilling: this very rare

species in Britain seems to abound in some parts of the Continent,

as the birdstuffer's shops and museums contain numerous specimens

in every stage of plumage.

The common buzzard was the most plentiful bird of prey

I observed in a wild state: it might be seen daily flying over

the woods on the mountain sides or perched on stones in the

meadows : I observed one fine specimen nailed above a cottage

door in a small town. 1 also saw some marsh harriers and one

hen harrier.

At the museum of Swiss birds in Lucerne there was a magnificent

whitetailed eagle, in the flesh, just killed on a neighbouring moun-

tain : it measured about eight feet across the wings, and I was told

by the proprietor of tlie museum that it was much rarer than the

golden eagle in that locality, which rather surprised me. He also

showed me a beautiful male sand grouse {Si/rrhaptes paradoxus),

which had been killed some time during the past summer near

Lucerne, and an immature pomarine skua, obtained on the

Lake.

When ascending the Pass of St. Gothard I observed a iew black

redstarts flitting about among the rocks, but nothing else worthy of

note. At the little village of Andermatt, approaching the top of

St. Gothard, 1 found out another museum of Swiss birds, the owner

of which, F. J. Nager Donazians, showed me a fine collection of

skins and eggs, some of which I bought, and found him by far

more reasonable in his prices than any other collector I had met

with on the Continent.

At Bellinzola I observed, hanging outside a game-shop, a

beautiful hybrid between the capercaillie and black grouse, for

which they had the conscience to ask forty francs, and would

not take one farthing less, which price of course 1 would not

give, but on my return to London bought one equally fine for ten

shillings.
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Strange to say, 1 did not find any crested larks among the heaps

of small birds in the markets, but in many parts of Germany 1 had

the pleasure of watching their habits when alive; and, as far as

I could observe, they preferred alighting on roads, lanes and

quays to the open fields, and that when on the wing they might

be readily known by their ample wings and short tails, giving them

the appearance of very large wood larks. I have somewhere seen

it remarked that the crest of the crested lark is always erect, dead

or alive ; but I found this nut to be correct, as I saw some with

their crests depressed, and, as it were, sticking out at the back of

the head.

On the 20th of October I observed swallows crossing the Rhine,

and many on the 21st flying round a church at Worms; and on

the 6th of November a large flock of house martins flying across

the valley between the snowy mountains at Inspruck, in the

direction of Italy.

I observed the water ouzel as high as the top of the Brenner

Pass and at Inspruck. The Swiss variety of this species has the

under parts below the white breast of a rusty black, instead of the

more decided chestnut colour on English specimens.

Inside the beautiful Public Gardens at Milan there is an aviary,

a division of which contained full thirty mountain finches and
chaflinches, all varieties, more or less variegated with white and

yellow, some of which were very curious and beautiful. In Milan,

too, I was most kindly allowed to visit Count Turati's private

museum, which, among countless rarities, contained the finest

great auk I had ever seen. Indeed I had no idea of there being

such a magnificent private collection in Europe.

Passing through France and Germany, of course I could not

resist going out of my way to see the effect produced by bombard-

ment during the present dreadful war; and on entering Strasbourg

1 recollected having been told that there was an account given in

one of the London papers of a collection of stuffed birds having

been destroyed, and that the remains of the birds formed a sight of

the most extraordinary description. Now I was determined, if

possible, to find out the house (or rather what remained of it) in

which this took place, and after a search of an hour succeeded

;

and I am sorry to say found the account fully verified, for a more
extraordinary and melancholy sight I never beheld. The house is

a mere ruin, perfectly riddled by shot and shell; and amongst the
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debris on the floor of the room which contained the collection

I found remnants of smashed glass-cases, and the heads, tails,

bodies, legs and wings of hundreds of birds and butterflies, some

of the rarest description, portions of which, with some horrid

looking fragments of shell that had caused the damage, I picked

up and brought home as sad souvenirs of my visit to Strasbourg.

I had forgotten to say that we found the owner of the shattered

collection in the Public Museum, of which I think he was curator,

who, with tears in his eyes, told us how many years he had been

in forming it, and that now he was ruined. I bought a i'ew birds

which he had saved from the wreck, and a kind-hearted young

Englishman, who had joined us on the way to Strasbourg, gave him

a sovereign, just to cheer him up. The Public Museum, I am glad

to say, was I believe not much injured, only the glass of a few

cases broken. Among the birds there I saw the great auk and a

magnificent specimen of the redbreasted goose, which the poor old

man of whom I have just spoken pointed out and seemed to value

more than the great auk, saying it was worth some hundreds of

francs.

On my journey I kept a sharp look out for butterflies, but, owing

to the lateness of the season and the chilliness of the air, I did not

observe more than two or three common garden whites all the way

froiti Antwerp to Venice ; but on our return, when nearing Verona,

it being a remarkably fine day, I observed a great many of various

kinds flying along the banks of the railway, and having three hours

to wait at the Verona Station I thought I would occupy the time

iu catching some, and succeeded in netting many species, among

which were Edusa, Hyale, Lathonia and Daplidice, almost all,

I am sorry to say, much worn, but this might be expected on the

4th of November. I also caught many different species of locusts,

some of which I think were of the same species which visited

England last year.

John Gatcombe.

Lower Durnford Street, Stonehouse,

Plyraouth, December 13, 1870.
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Ornithological Notes from North Lincolnshire.

By John Cordeaux, Esq.

(Continued from Zool. S. S. 2393.)

November and December, 1870.

Grmj Wagtail (Motacilla boarula). — November 1st. First

appearance.

Stonechat.—November 2nd. Great numbers of stonechats have

visited these marshes during the autumn : they are females, young

birds, with a sprinkling of mature males. Some few have remained

to winter here, and these I see are all in pairs and mature birds

:

one pair have attached themselves to my sheep on the turnips,

where I have seen them almost every day up to the end of the year :

they have all the tameness and familiarity of the redbreast. A
very frequent perching place is on the top of a turnip-net stake or

on the handles of the men's tools left sticking in the ground.

From these stations they fly down to examine the fangs of the

freshly-pulled bulbs for the larvse or eggs of various insects, and

are usually accompanied in their search by a pied wagtail and two

pipits. The terribly severe weather of ihe last fortnight in the year

must have tried them severely, yet so far they look in good health

and condition ; but as the soil at the root of the turnips is frozen

almost directly they are dragged from under the snow, the birds

must have hard work to obtain a full supply of food. Directly the

men commence throwing the bulbs together, preparatory to cutting

them, the stonechats and wagtails alight on the heap and search it

over, and it is marvellous how they succeed in escaping the almost

constant shower of falling bulbs.

Snotv Bunting.—November 2nd. First seen. A flock of about

one hundred in the Great Cotes marshes. I saw hundreds of these

little birds (provincially known as ' Norway sparrows ') on the

sand-hills at Spurn on the 17th. There had, I was told, been large

arrivals within the week.

Brownheaded Gull.— Numerous in the marshes and on the

Humber through November: they have, however, almost entirely

left the district since the commencement of the severe weather in

December. I have on two or three occasions during the autumn
seen these gulls perched on rails and gates.

Wigeon.— November 2nd. Some large mixed flocks on the

Humber.

SECOND SKEIES—VOL. VI. 1
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Lark.—Novenaber 8th. Many thousands have come during the

last day or two into these marshes.

Rock Pipit.—November 10th. Saw a rock pipit this morning

flitting along the edge of our main drain. Occasionally in the

autumn come across an odd bird or two of this species about the

Humber embankment, but never at any other season find them

within the Humber: they are, par excellence, the pipit of the

sea-shore.

Peculiar Scent of the Green Sandpiper.—November 12th. A
friend who was snipe-shooting with me in the Stallinborough

marshes killed a green sandpiper, which I took home. I am
unable to account for the very strong and peculiar semi-aromatic

smell of this bird, an odour resembling musk, and very similar to

that of the fulmar petrel. It was so strong in this specimen as to

scent the room. 1 have noticed this smell before in other speci-

mens, but never to the same extent.

Purple Sandpiper.—November 12th. Got a beautiful specimen

from the embankment this morning. Is rarely seen within the

Humber.

Sanderling.— November 17th. Saw several on the coast at

Spurn this afternoon: were very wild and quite unapproachable

within gun-shot.

Blackbird.—\n the 'Zoologist' for 1865 (p. 9406), I gave some

account of a favourite roosling-place of the blackbirds in this

parish. The plantation is still used by them for this purpose, but

in' greatly reduced numbers, in consequence of the underwood

having been partly cleared away, and the lower boughs of spruce

trimmed. I copy from my note-book the results of an hour and a

half spent there on the afternoon of the 27lh of November:

—

3. 5 P.M. Curlews returning from wolds to the Humber.

Flock of chaffinches came into ])lantalion.

Some magpies.

First blackbird.

Flock of ten sparrows.

Six blackbirds up to this time, and several thrushes

and one missel thrush.

Flight of redwings.

Forty-five blackbirds up to this lime.

Five magpies.

Fifty-lwo blackbirds in all from 3.55 to 4.25.

o.xu
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Rednecked Phalarope.—December 12th. I came quite suddenly

this morning on a beautiful little phalarope swimming in a drain

near the Hiuuber. I saw at once by its small size (about as large

as a dunlin) and plumage, that it was not the gray species. The
little bird rode as buoyantly as a gull upon the water, with head

thrown backward like a duck. It was the first occasion that I have

seen a phalarope in these marshes : I observed all its movements

intently. It was shy but not wild, diving^ on ray approach for

twenty yards up the drain, when it came out on the mud at the

side of the drain, running over the ' warp ' like a sandpiper. On
my walking up it again entered the water, diving further up the

drain, but this time under the opposite bank ; the dive was again

repeated, when I lost sight of it round a sharp bend in the stream.

For the next ten minutes I stood at this corner vainly looking both

up and down stream for its reappearance, and had nearly given it

up when I caught sight of the little creature directly opposite, and

within a few feet ; so near that had I reached forward I might have

touched it with the gun-muzzle. No wonder that I had overlooked

it, for it had now exactly the appearance of a small lump of earth

fallen from the bank : the whole of its body was sunk below the

water, excepting the upper part of the back and the head from just

below the eyes, which were level with the surface ; the bill and

fore part of the forehead also immersed, the water covering the

hind part of the neck between the back and head. The deception

was perfect, and, had I not been specially looking, might have

passed the place scores of times without noting anything unusual:

as it was I had stood within a few feet for several minutes, and had

passed my eyes over and over again across the place without

finding it. Once, and once only, it raised its head and almost

* Macgillivray in his ' History of British Birds,' vol. iv. page 290,

remarks, speaking of the phalaropes, "they have not the faculty of diving."

I was not aware of this fact before this notice was written, which makes me

now doubly regret not having procured it, and settled the question beyond

dispute. That this bird was, however, the rednecked phalarope I am

certain. The observations I made on the plumage of the upper surface

when I stood within a few feet of it exactly agree with the description of the

rednecked phalarope in winter plumage, and all the under parts as it ran on

the mud appeared white. The pecuhar form of the bill and the general

appearance of the bird when swimming were also to me couvincing evidences

of its identity.
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immediately afterwards dived, going under very quietly and leaving

hardly a ripple ; this time I saw it emerge on the drain side about

the same distance, namely twenty yards : just at this time a flight

of plover passed, at which I fired, and I think the report must have

caused it to rise, as, although I spent an hour in looking up and

down the drain, and returned again at a later period in the day, I

saw it no more.

Wild Swan (Cygnus ferus and Bewickii).—The intense frost

and severe weather of the latter part of the month has driven

several swans into the river. There is one flock of sixteen off our

coast, another of fourteen and one of five, also another company of

eleven : these last are the small species or variety {Cygnus

Bewickii).

January 2nd, 1871. When on the "flats" this morning, eleven

swans flew across the "muds," but far out of shot: ten of these

were adult birds, the other an immature one in the blue-gray

plumage. They alighted on the river a short distance from the

coast, their exquisite and dazzling snow-white plumage having a

most beautiful eflfect as they floated_^buoyantly in a cluster on the

dark river ; a sight not soon to be forgotten, and one which I wish

all my zoological friends could have witnessed. From their small

size they evidently belonged to the smaller species. On the water

they look fully one-third shorter than the hooper, but swim higher.

They are also much tamer than the larger species, and in this case

permitted an approach of within one hundred yards before taking

flight.

John Cordeaux.
Great Cotes, Ulceby,

January 10, 1871.

Immigration of Great Bustards.

[An event of such unusual occurrence as the immigration of a flock of

bustards could uot fail to excite great interest among the ornithologists of this

country, and with their invariable courtesy aud kindness my correspondents

have forwarded for publication in the ' Zoologist ' every particular they could

ascertain respecting this remarkable event. I have thought it desirable to

associate these communications under one general heading, but without either

abbreviation or alteration, indeed any attempt to make them accordant or

consecutive, and I am perfectly aware that some slight repetition has thus

been rendered unavoidable. It seems almost a matter of certainty that
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additional observations have been made in different parts of the country,
and I trust the pubHcation of this prehminarj paper will induce still further
inquiries, such for instance as to whether there have been more flocks than
one, the cause of their immigration, the direction of their flight, &c. It
is essential that the ' Zoologist

' should preserve all such details.-Edward
Newman.]

In Middlesex.—k few days since I had the pleasure of seeing,
in the flesli, a splendid specimen of the great bustard {Olis tarda).
The bird was shot by a labouring man named Burnham, at Felt-
ham, near Hounslovv, on the 28th of December, and was purchased
by Mr. Alfred Crystall, an industrious and intelligent birdstuffer,
of Hammersmith. It was in beautiful plumage, especially the tips
of the wing and tail feathers, proving that it could not have escaped
from confinement, even if it were possible for it to have been kept
in such slate. It weighed eight pounds. Length from tip of bill
to the end of the tail 35 inches; from lip to tip of extended wings
5 feet 7 inches. The sex a female, and apparently not a very old
bird. No food was found in its crop. It has been set up hand-
somely, and would be a great ornament in any ornithological
collection.— Jflwes Button; 2, Theresa Place, Hammersmith,
January 11, 1871.

Tlie same Specimen.—k iew days ago there was brought to the
'Field' office a specimen of the great bustard [Otis tarda) that had
been shot at Feltham, Middlesex, on Wednesday, the 28th of
December, 1870. Mr. Tegetmeier's attention being drawn to it,

it was exhibited by that gentleman at the meeting of the Zoological
Society on Tuesday last. The bird was a female, and in rather
poor condition as regards flesh. It bore every evidence of being a
wild bird, and was accepted as such by Mr. Harting, Mr. Dresser
and other practical ornithologists present at the meeting, and also
by Professor A. Newton.—£'rf<7or of ' Field; in issue of 7th Jan.
In Northumberland.—\Yhen up at Holy Island, on the North-

umberland coast, last week, I heard that a great bustard had been
shot by Mr. Harvey, of Fenham. On inquiry I find it to be a very
fine large female. It is now in the possession of Mr. Gregg, of
Low Lynn, Northumberland. Whilst there we saw, I suppose
owing to the severe weather, exceptionally large numbers of Brent
geese, ducks and waders,, and nine swans: we obtained, amongst
other birds, one longtailed and numerous scaup ducks, a gray
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plover, Sac—J. Watson, jun.; 9, Seymour Terrace, Gateshead,

January 16, 1871.

In Devonshire.—I have this morning received a note from Barn-

staple, North Devon, stating that two great bustards were killed,

and one severely wounded, out of a flock of seven, at Braunton

Burrows, last week, and that the hats of the children in the neigh-

bourhood were ornamented with their feathers ; so I much fear they

cannot have been preserved. The wounded bird is supposed to be

concealed in the neighbourhood, but the remainder of the flock

made off. There can be no doubt of the species, as a beautiful

feather from the back of one of the birds was inclosed in my noter

1 had the honour of noticing the capture of the last great bustard

in Devonshire, on the 31st of December, 1851, I thought it better

to send you an account of so interesting and rare an occurrence at

once, but will endeavour to send further particulars as soon as

possible.

—

J. Galcombe ; 8, Louer Durnjonl Street, Stonehouse,

Devon, January C, 1871.

Postscript.— In my note a short time since on the occurrence of

great bustards in North Devon I promised (if possible) to send you

further particulars concerning them, and a ^aw days afterwards my
friend the Rev. W. S. Horc, living at Barnstaple, who sent mc the

first intimation of their appearance, kindly invited me to his house,

so that I might see the two birds which had been killed and visit

the locality in which they were obtained. This I did, and was

much surprised and pleased to find that Mr. Rowe had managed

to make such cai)ital specimens of them, notwithstanding their

plumage had been so maltreated by the country people, and I must

add great praise is due to his skill. At Braunton we ascertained

that the flock consisted of eight when first observed, and that they

alighted in a field at Croyde, where one was killed by Mr. William

Quick and another shot, and one wounded by Mr. Wells near

Braunton. The remainder of the flock then alighted near some

boys who were sliding close to (or alm.ost in) the town of Braunton,

who pelted them with stones, upon which the birds flew off, and

have not since been seen or heard of. The two killed weighed

upwards of nine pounds each. Their sex unfortunately was

not ascertained when opened, but, judging from their appearance,

I should say they were male and female, and young birds of the

year. The flesh of one, if not both, was eaten, and said to have

proved excellent, but considered to resemble various kinds of meat,
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one of which was beef. I was much pleased with the sight of
Biaunton Burrows, an extensive tract of sand-hills bordering the
sea, and once the famed locality for Deilephila Euphorbic©, and the
varied character of the country in the vicinity appears suitable and
attractive to all kinds of zoological rarities. Richard's pipit and
Pallas' sand grouse have been killed there; and on calling at the
house of a gentleman in Braunton we were shown a lovely specimen
of the elegant creamcoloured comser {Cursorius Isabellitnis), ^Yen
mounted and in nearly perfect adult male plumage, showing only
a few faint semilinear markings peculiar to the young. The last
great bustard killed in North Devon previous to the above men-
tioned occurred at Bratton Clovelly in 1851, and was recorded by
me in 'The Naturalist:' I saw that bird in the flesh, and examined
the contents of its stomach, which consisted of turnip-leaves mixed
with a quantity of flat stones, some about the size of a sixpence.
The down at the base of the feathers of this as well as those
of the Braunton birds were of a beautiful rose-colour, which soon
faded to a dull yellow. Most of the country people in the neigh-
bourhood of Braunton considered the bustards to be wild turkeys,
and a paragraph worded as follows appeared in the ' North Devon
Journal:'—"Wild Fowl.—During Christmas week a flock of eight
wild turkeys visited this parish, and alighted in a field at Croyde.
They were seen by Mr. William Quick, who followed and shot one,
which weighed upwards of 9 fts., and was much admired. The
others soon took their flight to the west, and have not made a
second appearance." When at the Barnstaple Railway Station
we observed a man with some feathers in his hat, and on speaking
to him concerning them he replied, taking off" his hat and pointing
to a particular one, " This here, sir, belonged to one of them turkey
buzzards."—J. G.

In Devonshire.—The most interesting ornithological event since
the irruption of the sand grouse is certainly the occurrence of a
flock of as many as seven great bustards at Braunton, near Barn-
staple. Two out of the seven (both, I am told,* females, one
weighing seven pounds, the other nine pounds), were shot, one at
Braunton on the 31st of December, 1870, and the other at a place
called Croyde, a kw miles off", where the seven had been seen that

* One of them I have not seen, and the other I only received after it was
stuffed and set up.

—

C. S.
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morning and on the next day : both of these were preserved by

Mr. Rowe, the gunmaker, at Barnstaple, from whom I received

these particulars. I have been fortunate enough to obtain one of

these birds; it is, 1 should think, a young bird of the year, as

I have seen larger specimens : its weight, mentioned above, would

also lead to the same conclusion. A few of the tail-feathers have

been plucked out, probably for the purpose of ornamenting the

Sunday hats of the young ladies of Brannton and Croyde ; with

that exception, it is a very good, clean, brightly marked specimen.

As I was not lucky enough to see the bird in the flesh, I could not

note the colour of the eyes and other soft parts. The breast-bone,

which I was fortunate enough to obtain, measures 7 inches 3 lines

in length, including the carenoids, and 2^ inches in breadth ; depth

of heel not quite 2 inches. In these it resembles the sternum of the

plovers much more than that of any of the Rasorial order of birds,

with which the great bustard is classed. The tarsus is 4 inches

8 lines, and the middle toe 2 inches 1 line. One more bird out of

the flock is supposed to have been killed and eaten, as no trace of

it is to be found. The four which remain alive, probably not

liking their rough usage at Braunton, have made themselves

scarce, at least no more has been heard of them up to the 13th of

January, Though we may regret this attack on these birds as soon

as they made their appearance on our shores, we cannot be much

surprised at it when we look at their great size and conspicuous

plumage. Seeing how soon these birds were attacked and how

they were followed up, there does not appear to be the slightest

chance of our ever again numbering the great bustard amongst

our resident British birds. A few wanderers from the Con-

tinent may from time to time make their appearance, but there

can be no reasonable hope of their being allowed to remain to

breed : the number of guns about almost everywhere, in spite of the

gun tax, would in itself be almost sufl^cient to prevent their

remaining in any quantities, but high farming, horse-hoes, drills

and reaping machines are more formidable enemies to the great

bustard than even breech-loaders. In the days of flint and steel

guns, broad-cast sowing and much wild uncultivated land, he

might have had a chance, but

" Nature brings not back the mastodon,

Nor we those days."

Cecil Smith ; Lydeard House, near Taunton.
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In SomersetsJiire.—The great bastard, although formerly a resi-

dent species, is now so rarely met with in Great Britain that any
details in connection with its irregular visits cannot fail to interest

naturalists. In September last I was in Somersetshire, and on the

27th of that month, whilst journeying by rail from Bishop's Lydeard
to Wells, I unexpectedly fell in with a great bustard on the low flat

country by Shapwick, My attention was first arrested by seeing

the bird crouch at the approach of the train, it was then at a

considerable distance, and, seeing only the head and back, 1 at

first thought it must be a pheasant. Had it been in any other part

of the county, I should probably not have looked at it longer; but,

as there was no copse in sight and no hedgerows (the country
being divided by dykes as in the Fens), it struck me as being a

most unlikely place for pheasants. I was thus led to keep my eyes

upon the bird until the train had decreased by two-thirds the

distance between us. Frightened, no doubt, at the approaching
noise, the bird then jumped up and ran swiftly away, exhibiting to

my astonishment the long legs and white flanks of a bustard.

—

J. E. Hariing, in 'Field'' of January lUh.
In Wiltshire.—Mx. Lywood, of the Manor Farm, Maddington,

brought me yesterday a great bustard, which was killed the pre-

vious day (23rd instant) near Maddington, a village in the heart of

Salisbury Plain : he had observed the birds, three in number, the

previous day, and watched them for some time, but having his gun
loaded only with ordinary shot, did not fire for fear of disturbing

them : it was shot by Stephen Smith, a labourer in his employ, who
was bird-keeping. Smith put a marble into his gun, and when he
fired the three birds were over 130 yards from him; the marble
broke the wing of one, and after it fell one of its companions
passed round near the spot, not more than fifteen yards from the

man's head, and he described its flight as similar to that of a

curlew. The bird, which is a female, is in excellent plumage and
very fair condition, although she had nothing whatever in her

crop. Weight 7|- fts.; spread of wings 62 inches; and 31 inches

from beak to end of tail. Mr. Lywood has presented the specimen
to our Museum, and it was this morning sent to Mr. King, of

Warminster, to be preserved.

—

Henry Blackmore ; Crane Street^

Salisburyy January 25, 1871.
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Life- Histories of Sawflies. Translated from tlie Dutch of M. S. C.

Snellen van Vollenhoven, by J. W. May, Esq.

(Continued from Zool. S. S. 1996.)

Selandria melanocephala, F.

Fabriciufs, Si/sf. Piez. 26, 20. Coqueheri, Illustr. Icon. i. 16,

tab. 3, fig. 6. Reaumur, Memoires, v., Mem. 3, p. 94, tab. 12,

figs. 7—12. Dahlbom, Clavis novi Hym. Si/s-t. p. 83, No. 49.*

Hariig, Blatt-und Holztvespen, p. 271, No. 17.

Notwithstanding several collectors have taken the female of this

species, and some entomologists have reared the imago from the

larva, the male remains unknown. Selandria melanocephala

appears to occur pretty frequently in the larval slate, but is

exposed to so many dangers during its existence that only a small

number of imagos remain to propagate the species. Rearing on a

large scale would probably produce the male, but this can only be

undertaken by some one who has the advantage of living in the

country, and not by a town dweller : thus, in order to supply these

larvaj with proper food, it is necessary to procure the little tender,

soft, pale green or reddish leaves, which are found on the shoots of

old and large oak trees ; and one can understand how difficult it is

for the inhabitant of a town, having no wood in the neighbourhood

in which such trees occur, to find a supply of this food fresh every

day. A necessary consequence of the difl5culties attending the

development of this insect, even in the free state, is that in some

years the larvaj are scarcely to be found at all. I only remember

to have seen the larva once in very great numbers, together with an

incredible quantity of Tephrosia crepuscularia : this was, however,

a considerable lime ago, and must have been between 1830 and

1834 : since that time 1 have only seen the larvae in small

numbers.

The larvae occur of two different tints, pale green (as shown in

figs. 1 and 2), and sordid grayish green (as in fig. 6), the latter

being the more frequent. I have reared the same imago from

either. The first variety I have only taken at Warmond or received

* As Dahlbom quotes Reaumur, " furculis uigris " must be read in the

description for " furculis albis."
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it from that locality ; the gray variety I have found in the wood at

the Hague, and along the road-side at that place, also in the wood

at Haarlem, and at de Beele, near Vorst; and it has been sent to

me by my friends Wttewaal, de Roo van Westmaas and Verloren

from Utrecht and Velp. It is certainly very singular that there

should also be some corresponding difference in the spines with

which the body of the larva is clothed; for on the gray larvae

I found, besides the forms shown at figs. 3, 4 and 5, also the forms

8 and 9, which the pale green larvae appeared not to have. How-
ever, in order to be able to state for certain that these latter

never had spines of these forms, it would be necessary to have

examined more larvae than I have had the opportunity of doing.

The larva in question is at most 15 mm. long; it has twenty-two

legs, and previous to the last moult the entire body is covered with

spines. The head is round, a little depressed on the forehead,

shining black or brown, and finely hirsute to just past the eyes;

in some cases a longitudinal olive-brown line is found on the

vertex, as shown in fig. 6. Further and downwards the face is

glabrous and sordid green, with brown cheeks.

In the gray-green larvae the ventral surface was olive-brown.

In some examples the first segment of the body has a transverse

row of furcate spines, white with black tips ; others have a row of

black simple spines, then a transverse row of black furcate spines.

There are four longitudinal rows of spines on the body (these are

represented at figs. 3 and 4), or, otherwise expressed, two trans-

verse rows of spines on each segment. There are besides,

on the projecting folds of the skin above the legs, a number of

furcate and simple spines, sometimes greenish white, sometimes

black.

Figs. 2 and 7 and the forms of the spines, represented by figs.

3, 4, 5, 8 and 9, will aid in forming an exact idea of this arrange-

ment. The spiracles, of which one is indicated at a fig. 7, have

greenish or colourless margins, which makes them difficult to

distinguish.

The thoracic legs, fig. 10, have brown claws, and close to them

rather thick tubercles below the last joint; they are very sparsely

hirsute.

The last moult takes place in the middle of June, somewhere

about the lllh. After this moult they are entirely without spines,

almost smooth, of a yellowish green colour, having an orange tint
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on the middle of the back, with the head somewhat more gray-

green (fig. 11). In the place of the spines the body is covered with

very small, round, brown warts. The eyes, as before, are inserted

in ronnd black spots. The mandibles and the claws of the anterior

legs retain their brown colonr.

Reauranr has represented one of these larvae in its last moult

(it may be here remarked that in general the spines in both his

figures are drawn somewhat thin and angular) ; I think it would

have been more interesting if he had observed and represented the

moulting of a spinous larva before the last change of skin, for it is

still a question whether the spines beneath the old skin are soft

and lie flat, and become erect and hard immediately after the

moult, as is known to be the case with the hairs on the larvae of

the " woolly bear." I have also had no opportunity of observing

this circumstance.

A few days after this last moult the larvae descend into the

ground, where they spin up among the grains of earth. I have

never been able to collect a sufl^cient number of these cocoons

(if they deserve the name) so as lo be able to open them in the

spring for the purpose of examining the pupa, so that I cannot

say anything as to its appearance.

The imagos creep up out of the earth about the end of April or

beginning of May. In inifavourable seasons thoir appearance is

delayed until somewhat later. As already mentioned, the male is

unknown. The female, represented at fig. 12, is 6.5 mm. long,

expanding lo 13, and is of a short and compressed figure. Head
black, with the exception of the labrnm, which is yellowish brown.

The forehead, cheeks and the sides of the head behind the eyes,

are clothed with silky hairs. Antennae black, not exceeding in

length the head and thorax together, nine-jointed, the third joint

being the longest. Eyes rather large and black ; the ocelli are

small, and have a topaz hue on the outer side. Prothorax yellow;

mesothorax bright red and shining, with a black spot on the

breast, and on both sides below the lateral lobes a deep pear-

shaped black fovea. The scutellum is distinctly punctate. The

melathorax is brownish black, with large white cenchri. The first

segment of the abdomen is blackish, the remainder brownish

yellow, which becomes darker after the death of the insect. The

base of each segment appears of a greenish tinge, as seen through

the yellow skin of the preceding one. The margins of the spiracles
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on the sides are black, and on the ventral surface are four rows of

black dots. The ovipositor is deep black.

Wings transparent, the auterior wings of a yellowish tinge ; the

costal and post-costal, as also the anal nervure and its branches,

are pale yellow ; the externo-uiedial nervure, on the contrary,

together with the end of the radial and cubital nervures, with the

branches between these three, are brown. In the posterior wings

only the anterior nervure and the bases of the middle nervures are

yellow. Legs yellow, with reddish-yellow femora and brown

claws; on the posterior coxae are some longitudinal black lines,

and similar but transverse lines occur on the apophyses and bases

of the femora of all the legs. The libiai are clothed with a thin

silky pubescence.

It need not be said that this insect has but one brood in the

year.

Buzzards^ &c., at €obham daring 1870.—In the month of November we

were visited by a large flight of buzzards, several of which are still

frequenting the extensive woods about here. Two specimens were trapped

on the adjoining estate, belonging to the Rev. J. Formby, whose keeper

supposed them to be kites. Two hue specimens have also been caught in

our woods in vermin traps. I have examined the birds myself, and believe

them to be immature birds. They are midoubtedly the common buzzard,

and measure forty-niue inches across the wings. The rest of the flight are

constantly seen about the woods, and there must be at least seven, if not

nine, for on one beat five have constantly been observed together and

separately, and on another beat two others are constantly seen which are

undoubtedly different, one of them being of an extraordinarily light colour.

I attribute this unusual flight to the disturbance of the French woods by

the war, for though in former year's we have had six or seven at a time, we

have never had as many as eleven before.

Harriers.—During September and October we had several harriers about,

which is also unusual. There was one pair of brown harriers, very long

and slender in shape, which I imagine to have been Montagu's harrier;

anotbei", a male, in the conspicuous blue and white plumage, looked more

like a hen harrier, being rather a stouter bird

—

l. e., stouter than the

smaller bird of the other pair, which I suppose was the male. I noticed

that they perched occasionally on trees, but not often ; more often on the

ground or on the bushes stuck in the fields to prevent netting. They were

generally to be seen hovering at no great height over the fields, or skimming

low along the stubbles at about six inches from the ground.
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Merlin.—Once or twice seen during the winter, as also was the hobby

during the summer.

Peregrine.—Once seen this autumn.

Supposed Orangelegged Hobbies.—We occasionally see here a veiy small

hawk, which differs entirely from the common small hawks, and wliich I

believe to have been the orangelegged hobby. Indeed, on one occasion I

am pretty sure I saw a pair of these hawks. It was in August, 1869 ; I

was standing on an elevated spot with woods stretching down below me, and

I had an excellent view through a glass of two hawks hovering about just

over the tops of the trees, evidently a pair, one of a brownish colour,

the other of a very dark blackish colour, with reddish orange under tail-

coverts. Tliis last point I observed when the bird turned half over in some

aerial evolution. But previous to this, and more especially in the preceding

spring, we had observed a strange small hawk, whose characteristics I will

describe. To begin with, it is far too small and long in the wing to be a

male kestrel or sparrowhawk ; it is also too dark for a hobby, and rather a

smaller bird with narrower and sharper wings. It is more the size of a

merlin, but the wings are longer and more pointed. Its flight almost

exactly resembles that of the swallow, and at a certain distance it might

almost be mistaken for that bird. I have generally seen it either flying at

an immense pace at a considerable elevation, or else hawking up and down

for some aerial prey with many little tunis and evolutions, like the swallow

or nightjar. I am acquainted with the habits of the hobby and merlin, my
pei'soual observation confirming the statements of authors, but this hawk

was something strange to me altogether, until it struck me that it must be

identical with the pair of hawks previously described, and therefore be the

orangelegged hobby.

—

Clifton ; Cobham Hall, Kent, December 23, 1870.

Scops Eared Owl near Uayle.—A good plumaged specimen of this little

owl was captured at Trevethoe, on our north coast, a fortnight since.

This is the second specimen that has come under my notice from Cornwall

;

the first, which I have, was killed in the Scilly Isles.

—

Edtvard Hearle

Eodd; Penzance, January IG, 1871.

Great Gray Shrikes in East Yorkshire.—On the 17th of October last a

beautiful old male of the above species was shot at Easington, a village in

this Eiding, by Mr. Henry Chubley, of that place. I think I never saw so

mature and finely plumaged a bird, and, through the kindness of Mr.

Lawton, of the above-mentioned village, I have been enabled to add it to

my collection. There were also killed, about the same time and place, two

others ; I saw one of them, a female, shot by Mr, John Chubley, the other

was, unfortunately, allowed to be wasted. On the 15th of November

following, Mr. Richardson, taxidermist of this town, received in the flesh a

female that had been shot near Brands Burton, a village about eight miles

from Beverley. Also, about the 4th of January, an old male was captured
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at Leconfield, a village in this neighbourhood, and, like the last, was
received in the tlesh by Mr. Richardson for preservation.—F. Boyes;
Beverly, Januanj 23, 1871.

Blackcap at Scilly in December.—My nephew, who has been staying at
the residence of Mr. Smith, at Trescoe Abbey for some weeks, observed in
his garden on the 17th of December a male blackcap feeding on myrtle
berries. The bird was very near him and appeared to feel the cold of the
season, being ruffled in ]A\im?ige.—Edward Hearle Rodd.

Nesting of the Graylieaded Wagtail near Newcastle.— Mr. J. Watson
says that " if acquainted with our British wagtails " I ought to know that
though the grayheaded wagtail might be mistaken for the yellow wagtail,
" it could by no possibility be mistaken for M. boarula " (S. S. 2406). Now'
I venture to say that I have seen, shot and skinned more of all three species
than he has. In particular I have had many opportunities of observing the
grayheaded wagtail, which being a rare species in England, may not be so
well known to Mr. Watson ; and I have no hesitation in saying that it
bears a very near resemblance to the gray—nearer in some respects than to
the yellow. However, my reason for suggesting the gray wagtail was
simply because I knew what a common species it was in the north of
England. If Mr. Watson is satisfied that it was the rarer species which
has bred at Newcastle, I am quite content to believe him. Only I think in
recording a new fact too much information cannot be given, and Mr.
Watson's first intimation was so brief that many must have felt sceptical,
who, like myself, were not aware of any previous instance of the grayheaded
wagtail's breeding in Britain, and under the circumstances will be glad of
the additional particulars which my letter has elicited.—J. H. Gurney, jun.

;

January 3, 1871.

Variety of the Eouse Sparrow.—December 6, 1870. Noticed on a barley-
stubble near Woodbridge, Suffolk, amongst a very unusual flock of sparrows,
three handsome varieties ; two birds having their wings perfectly white, a
third with partially white wings. A similar flock in a neighbouring parish
(Playford) has two, if not three, very pretty varieties.

—

E. C. Moor; Great
Bealings Rectory, Woodhridye, Suffolk.

Rook Nesting in Norember—November 18, 1870. Two pairs of rooks
commenced building their nests, which were finished, and, as the villagers
affirm, eggs were laid and hatched. The nests are placed near one another,
but are many hundred yards from their usual rookery, Playford, Suffolk.—Id.

pies.—It is commonly held in many parts of the country that these
birds are very destructive to newly-dropped lambs, by picking out their
tongues

; they are not held to otherwise touch the carcase whilst fresh. In
June last I had a long conversation with a country squire, not a naturalist,
and he maintained the above-stated as an undoubted fact, mentioning many
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cases, which on closer scrutiny proved as is usual only hearsay. I asked

him to put on record any facts connected with the above of which he had

personal knowledge, and the result was the following note :

—

" Roden, Wellington, Salop, 18th June, 1870.

Dear Sir,—Referring to our conversation last evening about the magpies,

I have seen several hopping about sheep at the time of lambing, and on one

occasion I noticed the magpie go to the lamb just when dropped and fly

away, and on my going up to it I found it without its tongue and bleeding.

On speaking to my shepherd he said that he had also seen the same thing,

and always watched them.—Yours truly, P. H." Mr. Yarrell, in his

'History of British Birds' (vol. ii. p. 115), speaks of "young lambs"

destroyed by magpies by first " plucking out their eyes," but how they are

to get at the tongue I do not well understand. At any rate I send this

note to ventilate the subject, and perhaps some of your readers will be able

to prove and confirm the supposed fact.

—

Charles Home.

Uoodcd Crow.—On October 17th, 1870, I saw a hooded crow iu one of

my fields; at first the bird was alone, but afterwards it joined the rooks in

another field. I tried to get a sliot at it, but to no purpose, it was too shy

for me to get within reach with the gun. After some time it flew off towards

Chilton ; it was seen a few days afterwards by some of the men. Tliis is

the third hooded crow I have seen iu this locality during the last ten years.

—A)ithony S. Bradbi/ ; Preston Candover, Hants.

(inails in South Devon.— During the past year quails seem to have been

less numerous iu South Devon than in many other parts of England. Mr.

Shopland, bird pi-eserver at Torquay, informs me that he has had only

three sent him to stuff from that neighbourhood, on the respective dates of

September 17, October 19 and November 3. I quite think with Mr.

Stevenson (as suggested by him in the last number of the ' Zoologist ') that

it is desirable to preserve the record of the occurrence of the quail in various

localities, during a year when the movements of that species have been so

exceptional as in 1870, and I therefore send this notice. The statistics to

be collected on this subject should of course include Scotland and Ireland.

—J. H. Gurney ; January 7, 1871.

Food of the (tnail.—When out shooting at Moundsmere on October 1st,

1870, I shot a quail ; its crop was very full, so I opened it and was greatly

surprised to find in it nine of the large grubs {Ayrotis Seyetum) that have

been so destructive to the root crop this season. The bird was in some

rape when I shot it.

—

Anthony S. Bradhy.

Bittern in East Yorkshire.—When on the river side, on the 6th of

January ,1 was informed by two persons that a large bird had been seen the

day before to pitch in the bottom of a hedge on the river side, and after

walking in and out of the hedge for a considerable distance was disturbed

and took flight to another hedge about a couple of hundred yards off ; they
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pursued it and shot at it, but missed. The bird was represented to rae as

large and not unlike a heron, but in colour like a hare, for which they told

me it might easily have been mistaken when on the side of the hedge. On
going to the place and examining the footmarks, which wei'e very distinct

on the snow, 1 was immediately convinced that the bird had been a bittern.

—Frederick Boijes ; Beverley, East Yorkshire.

Greeu Sundpiper at Scillj.—About a fortnight ago, when passing a

poulterer's shop in Clifton, I observed a greeu sandpiper hanging up

amongst a string of snipe, and upon making inquiry ascertained that it had

been shot a few days previously by a farmer, on a stream at Yatton, when
out snipe-shooting. The specimen was much mutilated, so I did not

purchase it, as I otherwise should have done, for my collection. About a

week afterwards, as I was passing the same shop, the man showed me
another bird of the same species, which he informed me had been shot by

the same person at the same place, and this specimen, being in good

condition, I purchased. I record this circumstance in order to show

conclusively that this species is, at all events, an occasional winter visitor to

this part of the country, for I observe that Mr. Cecil Smith, in his ' Birds of

Somersetshire,' although referring to statements by other writers in proof of

the occasional occurrence of the species during the winter months, treats it

as a summer visitor to this county. My own impression is that this bird

must be considered as far more of a winter than a summer visitor to any

part of England ; that it returns home from its breeding-haunts in the North

eaiiier in the season than most of the other Totani and Tringae is certainly

the case, frequently in the very beginning of August, when the summer is

still almost at its height, l)ut its breeding in this country is, I believe,

generally admitted to be of but very exceptional occurrence, and I do not

think, therefore, that it can be considered as a " summer \'isitor," strictly so

called.

—

Marcus S. C. Bickards; 2, Seymour Place, Clifton, Jan. 18, 1871.

Purple Santlpiper^ dray Phalarope and Snow Bunting at Northani

Burrows.— When at Northam Burrows towards the latter end of last

October, I obtained a pair of purple sandpipers, out of a small flock which

frequented the coast for some days. I have never before observed this

species except upon a gravelly, sandy, or rocky shore, and was much surprised

on one or two occasions to come upon the flock in question, or some

individuals out of it, upon a salt-marsh at some little distance from the sea,

or upon the mud-flats adjoining. No doubt, however, they had been driven

from the coast, their usual haunt, by the severe south-westerly gales which

were then prevailing. I also observed a great number of gray phalaropes,

doubtless a portion of the flock recorded by Mr. Murray A. Mathew

(S. S. 2385), and was much interested on several occasions in watching the

habits of these graceful and elegant little birds, which, in nearly every

instance, allowed of a sufficiently near approach to enable me to observe

SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. I.
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them closely. On the last day of my stay at Northam, the 28th of October,

I shot a snow bunting, within a few yards of the spot where T had obtained

two specimens of the same species in two preceding years, at about the same

period of the year ; the present specimen, however, is far handsomer and

much less advanced towitrds the winter plumage than any in my collection

shot at the same time of year.

—

Marcus S. C. Rickards ; January 11, 1871.

TTbitcfronted Goose at Cliddesden.—A fine male specimen of this goose

was shot by Mr. T. Palmer, at Cliddesden, on the '28th of Deceml)er, 1870.

It was first observed by a shejdierd, in company with another bird of the

same species: they settled in a turnip-field, and stayed there very quietly

for two or three hours. When Mr. Palmer went to them they both got up

and flew ofl" in an opposite direction, but some man passing along the road

turned them back to him ; they flew over his head, and he succeeded in

shooting the one nearest to him : the other bird, being considerably higher

was out of shot. He tells me it flew over its dead companion several times,

at a considerable height.

—

Anthony S. Bradby.

Canada Goose at Glastonbury.—I had the opportunity of examining,

to-day, at the shop of Mr. Charbonnier, the birdstuffer here, a fine specimen

of the Canada goose, which he had received from Glastonbury', near which

place it had been shot towards the end of last week. It was a male bird

and in very fine plumage and condition. This is, I think, the first reported

occurrence of this species iu this county, as I do not find it noticed by Mr.

Cecil Smith in his 'Birds of Somersetshire.'

—

Marcus S. C. Rickards;

January 18, 1871.

Canada Goose at Enys, near Penryn.—Mr. F. Enys shot a fine-plumaged

bird of this species at his place near Falmouth, on Friday last, and sent it

to me. You can of course note the occurrence, but I have (perhaps wrong-

fully) an opinion averse to this bird's legitimate claim to belong to our

Fauna. The specimen now under notice has every appearance, in the

character and state of its plumage, of a wild bird. — Edward Hearle

Rodd; January 23, 1871.

Hoopers in East Yorkshire.—On the 5th of January last a flock of

fifteen hoopers was seen to alight on our river by two shootei"s, named

Thomas Holmes and George Brown : these persons were enabled, by means

of the shelter afforded by the river bank, to approach within fifteen or twenty

yards of them, when they succeeded in shooting two, and also in so severely

wounding a third that it was afterwards picked up dead in a plantation not

far from the place where they shot at them. The men say the hoopers

made a great noise before they pitched, and i-eminded them of a pack of

fox-hounds. One of these birds is a splendid old male, measuring over

5 feet in length, 7 feet 8 inches in expanse of wings, and weighed SO? lbs.

The other two were females and much smaller in size : both of them have

rust-coloured spots on the back of the head, yet they both appear to be old
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birds, the rest of the plumage being entirely white and the eggs in the

ovaries large, varying in size, and in one of them there were five or six a?

large as B shot. Are these ochreous spots on the head characteristic of the

female? and are they lost with age? A hooper was shot at Bridlington on

the 6th, and one at Flamborough on the same day. The latter bird I saw

in the flesh : it was an adult male, but much smaller in size than the one

above mentioned, measuring only 4 feet 9 inches in length, but 7 feet 9

inches from tip to tip of wings, and weighed 15| lbs. ; its plumage is pure

white. This bird was shot by Thomas Leng, of Flamborough, and was

alone when shot, but as he had previously fired four times at a flock of

eight, it might have been one of them that had been wounded. The legs

and feet of all these birds were of a very dark chocolate-colour, certainly not

black, and the birds themselves were quite iat. Since the above were shot,

two or more flocks have been seen on our river, and one bird shot. I also

hear of many flocks having been seen on the coast ; one of these flocks con-

sisting of no less than forty-two individuals. One or more flocks have been

observed on the Humber, and I am informed that one flock passed quite

near the pier at Hull. That all these birds are hoopers I will not venture

to say, but it is a long time since swans have visited us in such numbers as

have lately been observed on the Yorkshire coast.

—

Frederick Boyes

;

January 14, 1871.

Hoopers at Dull.—On Sunday, the 8th instant, T saw a flock of hoopers

pass over here, forty-two in number ; they passed within one hundred yards

of where I was standing, and came direct from the sea, taking a westerly

course. I have also seen during the last fortnight flocks numbering three,

twelve, eight and eleven respectively; the last-mentioned lot I saw this

morning. I have had a male bird of this species sent to me, which was

shot at Flamborough by Thomas Leng on the 6th instant. I have also seen

one which was shot near Bridlington, and have heard of others being

captured in this locality.

—

Thomas Boynton ; Ulrome Grange, Lowthorpe,

Hull, January 18, 1871.

Wild Swan in Lcadenliall Market.^Yesterday, passing through the

market, I saw a hooper, an immature bird, which the salesman told me he

had received from Lincolnshire. I also noticed a goosander and several

shieldrakes.

—

A. H. Sinee; January 12, 1871.

Smew on the Waudlc.—Our gai-dener shot, on the morning of the 2nd

of January, a female smew, which was swimming almost in the mill-head at

WaUingtou Bridge, Carshalton.

—

Id.

Smews in East Yorkshire.—On the 6th instant, whilst up the river on

the look out for wild-fowl, I had the good fortune to shoot a fine old female

smew (Mergits alhelhis). Its stomach contaiued three or four water-beetles

and in the gizzard was a quantity of coarse flinty gravel. The bird was

alone when shot. Two males had previously been seen on the river, and
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were reported to me as extremely shy, but ou the 11th iustant they were

both shot wheu swimming uear each other : they were adult birds, aud the

gizzard of one of them that I examined contained very coarse flinty gravel,

one or two pieces being almost as large as a horse-bean, and some fine dead

grass, like tow, tightly matted together.

—

F. Boyes; Jan. 23, 1871.

Rare Gulls^ &c., at Bridlington.—On the 15th of December I received

an immature male of the Iceland gull, which was shot at Bridlington by

M. Walkington. On the 19th I shot a male glaucous gull, aud on the

20th a female, both immature : I have seen a fine adult specimen of this

bird, which was shot on the 2Tth, by H. Machin, Bridlington, and I have

heard of one being captured at Flamborough. We have had great numbers

of wild ducks in the Bay during the late severe weather, amongst which

I could recognise the mallard, scaup, goldeneye, pochard and scoter ; there

have also been a number of goosandere, some few of which have been shot,

but they are all either females or young birds.

—

T. Boynton.

Iceland dull in Somersetshire.—On the 28th of December I received,

from ^Veston-8uper-Mare, a very good specimen of the Iceland gull, which

had been shot at that place on the 24th, whilst marauding about the sprat-

nets. It was a bird in second year's plumage. Judging from the change of

plumage in the herring gull, it must be about eighteen months old, as

many of the pale gray feathers were making their appearance on the back,

and taking the place of the pale brown, more mottled feathers of the young

bird.

—

Cecil Smith; Lydenrd House, Taunton, January 6, 187).

Iceland Gull in East Yorkshire.—On the 20th of December last Mr.

Richardson, taxidermist of this town, received in the flesh, for preservation,

an immature male of the above gull. It had been shot in the neighbourhood

of Bridlington, and apparently only a day or two before. This is decidedly

a rare bird on this coast, and, like the glaucous, occui-s almost e.Kclusively

in the immature stale, and which Ijird it also greatly resembles in plumage.

1 have no record of an adult bird having been captured in East Yorkshire.

—F. Boyes.

Glaucous Gulls in East Yorkshire.—A grand old male of the glaucous

gull was shot at Bridlington on or about the Cth of January. I had the

pleasui'e of examining it in the flesh, and a noble example of the Laridje

it looks, with its pure white breast and pale blue back. It measui'ed 2 feet

4 inches in length and 5 feet 3 inches in expanse of wings ; head spotted

and streaked with ash-gray, similar to the common gull in winter ; back and

wing-coverts pale bluish gray ; irides light orange ; upper ridge of beak

yellow ; inferior angle of lower mandible orange-yellow, the rest white horn-

colour; legs and feet pale flesh-colour. This is the first really mature bird

that I have known to be procured on this coast. It has passed into the

collection of Sir Henry Boynton, Bart., of Burton Agnes.

—

Id.
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Proceedings of the Eutoniological Society.

5 December, 1870-—F. P. Pascoe, Esq., V.-P., iu the chair.

Donations to the Library.

The following donations were announced, and thanks voted to the

donors :—
' Bulletin de la Societe Imperiale des Naturalistes de Moscou,'

1870, Part 1 ; presented bj the Society. ' Report of Experiments made in

18G8 with the Japanese Silkworm, Bombyx Yamamai ;

" by the Author,
A. G. More, Esq. ' The Zoologist,' for December ; by the Editor. ' The
Entomologist's Monthly Magazine,' for December; by the Editors.

Election of Member.

G. H. Verrall, Esq. (already an Annual Subscriber) was ballotted for,

and elected a Member.
Exhibitions.

Mr. Edward Saunders exhibited three species of Hemiptera Heteroptera
recently added to the British list; Salda arenicola, found on the moist parts

of the cliffs to the east of Bournemouth ; Plociomerus luridus, two specimens
captured by Mr. G. R. Crotch in the New Forest ; and Hadrodema pinastri,

found by Dr. Power at Weymouth, and since by Mr. E. Saunders in Surrey,

at Gomshall and near Reigate, on Scotch firs. The last-mentioned insect

was interesting as adding not only a new species but a new genus to the list

of British Hemiptera. Mr. E. Saunders also exhibited British specimens
of Strachia festiva, which Messrs. Douglas and Scott incorrectly give as a

synonym ot S. ornata ; and several allied continental species, to show their

distinctness from S. ornata.

Mr. Butler exhibited a dwarf Vanessa Urticae, about half the usual size,

and very dark in colour, especially on the hind wings. It was one of a

brood reared during the present season, the rest of which were of the

ordinarj' size and colour.

Mr. F. Smith exhibited six specimens of Calodera rubens captured at

Lewisham iu March ; and Baridius scolopaceus captured on the Kentish
coast iu June ; both in the present year, by Mr. Champion. The latter insect

is new to the British hst of Coleoptera, and differs from other species of

Baridius by its elongate snow-white scales.

Mr. Pascoe exhibited two new Longicorns, brought from the Himalayas
by Captain Lang." One was to all appearance a South-American form,

resembling Cosmisoma, but probably near to Sphseriou ; the other was
quite a novel form, a Cerambyx with the aspect of a Dorcadiou, probably

allied to Dynamostes.

Mr. Albert Miiller exhibited some photographs of American galls, sent

by Mr. H. F. Bassett, of Waterbury, Connecticut ; namely, galls caused by
Cyuips duricoria on Quercus bicolor, by C. spongifica on Q. tiuctoria, by
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C. strobilana and C. forticornis on other species of oak, by C. pedunculata,

on Q. cocciuea, by C. ilicifolife on Q. ilicifolia: and by Ehodites bicolor,

R. radicum and R. verna, on Rosa Carolina.

Mr. S. S. Saunders exhibited a living specimen of Eresus ctenizoides,

a large spider from Greece, of remarkable beauty : it was of a rich velvetty

black, with a dull golden border to the abdomen. It was brought from

Syra, and its habit was to live under stones, and feed on large grasshoppers.

Owing perhaps to the smalluess of the English grasshoppers, it had remained

without food since July.

Mr. F. Smith mentioned that he had found on Woollacombe Sands,

North Devon, a silvery species of Asilus whose habit it was to prey upon

grasshoppers ; the latter were numerous in the grassy spots adjoining the

sands, and were carried off by the Asilus, which flew with its prey down to

the sands, and there devoured it. The species had been determined by

Mr. Verrall to be the Asilus albiceps of Meigen, and belongs to Loew's

subgenus Philouicus, the only other described species of Philonicus being

the P. dorsiger of Wiedemann, from Egypt. Mr. Smith added that Asilus

crabroniformis was in swarms at Woollacombe, but appeared to confine its

attacks to small Diptera.

Paper read.

The following paper was read:—"A Monograph on the Ephemeridte"

(Part I. The Nomenclature); by the Rev. A. E. Eaton.

After enumerating the various collections which he had had the oppor-

tunity of consulting, the Author gives a bibliographical history of the group

from the time of Clutius (1G31) to the present day, indicating under each

book the species therein for the first time named and characterized, and

when possible the places where the type specimens if extant are deposited.

Then follows a list of all the described species arranged in the alphabetical

order of the genera ; together with remarks on the fossil species, and a list

of names of the fossils hitherto reputed to be Ephemeridae. In the next

portion of his paper, the Author gives the general characters and habits of

the Family, followed by Tables of the geographical distribution over the

globe of both genera and species, and arrives at the conclusion that " the

number of described recent species of Ephemeridte is about 178, exclusive

of ten which are either hardly determinable or probably mere conditions of

well-characterized forms which have been otherwise named ; there are three

fossil species determinable." The whole of the recent genera and species

(including four new genera, and twenty-five new species) are then charac-

terized; and the descriptions are elucidated by numerous drawings of

structural details. On a future occasion the Author hopes to give a detailed

account of the organization and development of some characteristic British

species of the Family.
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2 Jamutry, 1871.—A. R. Wallace, Esq., President, in the chair.

Additions to the Library.

The following donations were announced, and thanks voted to the

donors :
—

' Tijdschrift voor Entomologie,' ser. 2, vol. v. Nos. 2—6, vol. vi.

No. 1 ; presented bj the Eutom. Soc. of the Netherlands. ' Nederlandsche

Insecten ' (continuation of Sepp), ser. 2, vol. ii. Nos. 39—50, vol. iii.

Nos. 1, 2 ; bj the Author, Dr. Snellen van Vollenhoven. ' Stettiner

Entomologische Zeitung,' 1871, Nos. 1—3 ; by the Entom. Soc. of Stettin.

'Resume dune nouvelle Classification des Cordulines
;

' by the Author,

M. E. de Selys-Longchamps. Hewitson's 'Exotic Butterflies,' part 77;

by Mr. W. Wilson Saunders. ' The Natural History of the Tineina,' vol.

xii. ; and 'The Entomologist's Annual,' for 1871; by Mr. Stainton. 'The

Zoologist,' for January ; by the Editor. ' The Entomologist's Monthly

Magazine,' for January ; by the Editors.

By purchase :
—

' Bericht der Entomologie, 1867— 68,' 1st part; ' Record

of Zoological Literature,' 1869, Part 2 (Arachnida, Myriopoda, Insecta).

Election of Member.

Alex. Milton Ross, Esq., M.D., of Toronto, was ballotted for, and elected

a Member.

Exhibitions, dx.

Mr. Butler exhibited several species of Lepidoptera, part of a collection

containing some novelties and various rarities, recently sent to Mr. Swanzy
by Mr. Ussher, from Fantee, West Coast of Africa. Amongst them was a

Brahmsea, allied to B. Luciua, but differing in its comparatively shorter and

less arched front wings and more pronounced markings, the central white

band more continuous and on the hind wings half the width of that in B.

Lucina and not macular, in the narrower discal series of dark wavy lines

and the obsolescent character of the submarginal ocellations near the apex

of the front wings; Mr. Butler regarded it as a new species, intermediate

between B. Lucina and lunulata, and proposed to call it Brahmsea Swanzii.

There was also a new species of Massaras, M. virescens, allied to M. mari-

tima. And Mr. Butler made some remarks on the mimicry of Danais

Leonora by Godartia Eurynome, and of Belenois Sylvia by Mylothris

Agathina (especially the male)—the latter being remarkable as a case of

mimicry of one species of the Pieridiuse by another species of the same
sub-family.

Mr. Bates suggested that the resemblance between the Mylothris and

the Belenois was only a relation of affinity. And the President also doubted

whether this was a case of mimicry.

Mr. W. C. Boyd exhibited some varieties of several British Lepidoptera;
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amongst them, a female Colias Edusa with the black spot on the front wings

almost obliterated, captured in the Isle of Wight in 1859 ; a dwarf Pieris

rapfE, captured at Cheshunt ; a dwarf Liparis auriflua ; the dark form of

Miselia oxyacanthae ; a very pretty and curious Polia chi (?) ; and an

Agrotis aquilina with the stigmata joined by a distinct brown line.

Mr. Verrall exhibited a specimen of Plusia interrogationis, captured by

Mr. Jeniier at Battle, Sussex—a new locality for the insect.

Prof. Westwood called attention to the fact that in the continuation of

Sepp's Nederlandsche Insecten (Ser. 2, vol. ii. pi. xlii.), Dr. Snellen van

Volleuhoveu had recently figured an Agrotis with a Dipterous parasite

of the genus Anthrax. Though familiar as a parasite on Coleoptera

and Hymenoptera, Anthrax had not hitherto been known to attack

Lepidoptera.

Paper read.

The following paper was read :
—" New American Species of Diurnal

Lepidoptera," liy Mr. Hewitson. The new species were five in number,

Heterochroa Makkeda from Para, H. Zalniona from New Granada,

Eurygona argentea and Pyrihopyga Crida from Nicaragua, and Pyrrhopyga

eximia from Venezuela.

New Part of ' Transactions.'

Part 4 of the ' Transactions for 1870," published in December, was on

the Table.

Annual Meeting, 2'drd Januari/, 1871.—A. R. Wai.l.\ce, Esq., President,

in the chair.

An Abstract of the Treasurer's Accounts for 1870 was read by Mr.

Verrall, one of the Auditors, and showed a balance in favour of the Society

of £l2y 8s. 8d.

The Secretary read the Report of the Council for 1870.

The following gentlemen were elected Members of the Council for

187 1 :—Messrs. Butler, Dunning, Fry, Grut, Higgins, M'Lachlan, Parry,

Pascoe, E. Saunders, Stainton, S. Stevens, A. R. Wallace and Westwood.

The following officers for 1871 were subsequently elected :— President,

Mr. A. II. Wallace. Treasurer, Mr. S. Stevens. Secretaries, Messrs.

M'Lachlan and Grut. Librarian, Mr. E. W. Janson.

An Address was read by the President.

Votes of thanks were given to the President and to the other officers for

1870, coupled with the name of the retiring Secretary.
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On the Sea-lion of Southern California.

By J. H. GuRNEY, Esq., F.L.S.

I HAVE been receutly indebted to the kindness of a friend

resident at Santa Barbara for a copy of a work, which I believe

is scarce in this country, entitled 'A Sketch of the Settlement

and Exploration of Lower California,' by J. Ross Browne,
published at San Francisco, 1869; and in reading it have met
with the following remarks, which 1 think are of sufficient interest

to the naturalist to deserve being transferred to the pages of the

'Zoologist':

—

"The food of the seal is principally fish, but occasionally birds:

this is the case with the sea-lion particularly ; the manner in which
they decoy and catch the white and gray gulls exhibits a high

order of instinct : when in pursuit of these birds, the seal dives

deep under water, swims a short distance from where it dis-

appeared, then rises slowly again, just showing the tip of its nose

above the surface, giving it a rotatory motion, as we often see a

water-bug at play. The unwary bird on the wing, seeing the

object, ahghts near by to catch it: at that moment the animal

again settles, and at one bound, with extended jaws, seizes its

prey."—P. 130.

The above extract is from a report contributed to the work by
Captain C. M. Scammon, of the U. S. Revenue Service ; the

following is from a report similarly furnished by Dr. John A.

Veatch :

—

"Towards the north end of Cerros Island is a great breeding-

place for sea-lions : it is a small bay two or three miles in length,

and perhaps three-fourths of a mile in breadth, surrounded on the

land by a perpendicular cliff, and on the ocean side by a belt of

kelp : it is thus protected from both wind and waves and it is

bordered with a sandy beach some two hundred paces in breadth.

* * * My first visit to this interesting locality was in the latter

part of July : seals in countless numbers literally covered the

beach ; they were of every conceivable size, from the young one,

seemingly a few days old, up to the full-grown animal. So uncon-

scious of danger were the little ones that they scarcely made an

SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. M
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effort to get out of the way : I picked up many of them in my
hands : after a brief struggle the little captive would yield, and

seemed to fear no further harm. Hundreds slept so soundly that

I rolled them over before they could be induced to open their great

baby-eyes ; while thousands slept and basked on the shore, an

equal number floated lazily in the water, or dipped and dived

about in sport. The mother seals were more timid than their

young, but seemed less alarmed than surprised at my approach
;

the look of startled inquiry was so human and feminine, nay lady-

like, that I felt as an intruder on the privacy of the nursery. I

could not discern any individual claim set up by the mother for

any particular little one, but like a great socialistic community,

maternal love seemed to be joint-stock property, and each infant

communist had a mother in every adult female. The fathers of

the great family appeared in point of numbers to be largely in the

minority, counting, as I judged, not the hundredth part of the adult

animals. A few bearded, growling old fellows tumbled about in

the water, yelling and howling in a most threatening manner, and

approaching within a few feet of where I stood : a pebble tossed

at one of them, however, would be answered by a plunge beneath

the surface and reappearance at a safer distance. I witnessed an

unexpected act of tenderness on the part of one of the largest and

most boisterous old thrcatcners for a little young one that seemed

to claim him for papa : he was blowing and screaming at me fear-

fully, when a young one at my feet bustled into the water, glided

off to the old one, and child-like placed its mouth up to his : the

old savage ceased his noise, returning the caress, and seemed for

several seconds to forget his wrath at the unwelcome intruder.

* * * I will observe here that the males are fully four times as

large as the females."—P. 150.

Dr. Veatch proceeds to discuss the species to which the Cali-

fornian sea-lion should be assigned, and gives reasons for believing

that it has not as yet been satisfactorily identified with any

described species.

J. H. GURNEY.
Marldon, Totnes, Jan. 25, 1871.
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Ornithological Notes from North Lincolnshire.

By John Cordeaux, Esq.

(Continued from Zool. S. S. 2473.)

January, 1871.

Dunlin occasionally Swimming.—I was watching lately a flock

of dunlins feeding along the foot of the embankment at a spot

where the flats are broken by several small pools of salt water,

six to eight inches in depth, left by the receding tide : as a rule,

these lively little birds skirted the pools either to the right or left,

and sometimes took a short fliglit over. In one case, however,

where the pool was rather larger than the average, I observed

several enter the water and swim across. I have seen dunlins,

when feeding along the tide-edge and overtaken by the advancing

swell, swim for a few strokes, but never, before to-day, take to the

water from choice.

Brent Goose.—There are several small flocks of brent geese off"

the coast. 1 saw seven this morning (January 3rd) near the end

of our creek feeding on a shell bed just laid bare by the tide, but

had no means of getting within shot. 1 walked towards them, but

it was no use, as they also kept walking away, but did not take to

flight till I had got about eighty yards off. They may readily be

distinguished from ducks by their goose-like manner of poking out

the head and neck.

Knot.—January 6th. The gizzard in this species is, compared

with the size of the bird, remarkably large and muscular. I find

them crammed with broken and some entire shells of a Tellina.

Redshanks, Sfc.—January 6th. Redshanks, knot, dunlin, gray

plover and bartailed godwit seen on the muds this morning.

Goosander.—January 6th. A pair or two off the coast; also

some sheldrake.

Smew.—January 7th. A mature female smew, one of a pair, was

shot from a drain in the Stallingbrough marshes this morning.

Likewise another mature female near the embankment, which I got

from one of our shooters. The ovary contained eggs as large as

No. 4 shot; the gizzard, fine vegetable fibre, quartz stones and a

feather.

Golden and Green Plovers.—We have had neither golden nor

green plovers in the marshes since November, and of the former
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scarcely any since the commencement of the season. I have so

far killed only a single bird.

Snipe.—I do not recollect any winter when we have had so

ievf snipe. Up to the commencement of the snow and frost in

December we found about an average in the marshes; since this

period scarcely any.

Woodcock.—From all I can learn from my shooting friends, this

is the worst woodcock season that has been known for very many

years in Lincolnshire.

Quail.—A friend informs me that he has himself bagged eight

couple of quails this season in the neighbourhood of Caistor, on

our north wolds. On a farm in that neighbourhood two or three

large bevies were found, doubtless bred there, as several eggs had

been taken in the same locality in grass-mowing time.

John Cordeaux.
Great Cotes, Ulceby, Lincolnshire,

February 2, 1871.

Errata.— ' Zoologist,' S. S. 2470, line 34, /or " flock of ten sparrows" read "flock of

tree spaiTOWs." Page 2472, line 10, for "in the blue-gray plumage" read "in the

trou^n-gray plumage."

—

J. C.

Ornithological Notes from Norfolk—September to December, 1870.

By H. SxiiVENSON, Esq., F.L.S.

(Continued from S. S. 28CC.)

September.

Quails.—As shown by my note on the abundance of these birds

in Norfolk daring the past summer (see Zool. 2440), the number

killed by sportsmen at the commencement of partridge-shooting

formed the chief ornithological feature of the month. Until my
statistics, however, are more complete I must reserve further

comment.

Landrails.—A considerable number were killed in the early

part of the month, as usual when much second-crop clover

remains standing after partridge-shooting begins.

Cormorant.— Sept. 0. An immature bird was shot on the lake

at Kimberley Park, very far inland.

Pigmy Curlew.—On the l.Slh Mr. Gunn received four immature

specimens from Yarmouth, and about the same time, in Leadenhall
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Market, Mr. J. H. Gnrney, jun., saw thirty more, all young birds,

which were said to have come from Yarmouth. The occurrence of

this species in such numbers is very unusual on our coast. On the

20th a single bird was shot near Lynn.

Little Stint and Godtvit.— At the same time with the pigmy

curlew, four little stints and two bartailed godwits, all immature,

were shot on Breydon.

Pomarine Skua.—A fine adult bird was shot near Lynn on

the 20th.

Crossbills.—On the 24th a fine red male crossbill was shot, out

of a lurnip-field, near Hanworth. See also ' Zoologist' (S. S. 2383),

for a curious note on the same species.

October.

Wryneck.—A single example was killed as late as the 3rd of

this month, in a garden at Lammas.

Spotted Crake.—A young bird shot at Somerton on the 12th.

Ring Ouzels.—Two shot on Mousehole, near this city, on the

14th.

Gray Phalurope.—An immature bird, from Yarmouth, seen in

Leadeuhall Market, by Mr. J. H. Gurney, jun., on the 17th; and

another, also immature, was killed at Stalhara on the 19th.

Pomarine Skua.—An immature bird in Leadenhall Market on

the 17th, and four more on the 26th, all from Yarmouth.

Gannet.—A young bird was caught in a field at Dunton, near

Fakenham, by two crow-keeping boys, about the 10th of October;

no gales at the time to account for its appearance inland.

Shore Larks.—These birds again made their appearance on our

coast about the middle of this month, when I saw two apparently

young birds from Sallhouse beach, and heard of two or three more

having been killed.

Rednecked Grebe.—A fine bird with reddish throat was shot at

Yarmouth on the 9th.

Longtailed Duck.—An immature female was killed at Yarmouth

on the 17th.

November.

Little Auks.—One shot at Salthouse on the 16th, another at

Cromer on the 11th, and four later, in the neighbourhood of

Lynn.

Green Sandpiper.—A single bird shot at Loddon on the 16th.
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Shore Larks.—On the 16th I received four from Sallhouse, and

on the 19th four more, some of them fine old males with rich

vinous tints on the back and shoulders. On the 22nd Mr. F.

Norgate received twelve more from the same place, but all females

and mostly young birds, and Mr. H. Upcher had four about the

same time. Altogether, up to the close of this month, as far as

I can ascertain, at least forty have been shot; and from the gunner

who procured most of them 1 learn that they appeared first about

the middle of October. He had seen thirteen together on one

occasion, but usually six or seven, as if in family groups. They

did not mingle with snow buntings or other small birds. I have

not heard of them on any other part of the Norfolk coast.

Winter Visitants.—As though forewarned of Ihe severe weather,

our ordinary winter migrants ai)peaved somewhat earlier than usual.

A single brambling was seen on the 3rd of October, and a hooded

crow on the same date, although some young house martins had

not then left the nest. By the 9th of November redwings, fieldfares

and the smaller finches appeared in immense flocks, and on the

11th we had the first fall of snow followed by two or three sharp

frosts at night.

Peregrine.—A young male shot at Ormesby towards the end of

the month.

Longtailed Duck.—An immature bird in the Norwich Market

on the 19th.

Hen Harrier.—On the 1 8th a young female was sent to Mr.

Gunn from Hickling. I may here also correct an error in my

previous notes (Zool. S. S. 23G5), having since ascertained that

the nestlings of this species sent by Mr. Gunn to Lord Lilford,

though delayed on their journey, arrived all safe.

Velvet Scoters.—This species has been observed in unusual

numbers off the coast: two young males were killed at Hun-

stanton on the 30th.

December.

Goldeneye Ducks.—A young male in the Norwich Market on

the 3rd, and a fine old male on the 30th : sharp frost at the

time.

Common Buzzard.—One immature was shot near Holt about

the first week in this month, and I heard of two others about the

same time.
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Bittern—One was killed near Holt early in the month, and
another at Stalhara on the 29th,

Roughlegyed Buzzard.—A fine young bird was shot near North
Walshara on the 17tl).

Smeiv.—Xxi old female was shot on the 30th.

Goosander.—A fine female, with rich salmon tint on the breast,
was shot on the 23rd.

Haujfinch.—One shot at Carlton, near Norwich, on the 22nd.
Green Sandpipers.—Three were shot in various localities during

the intense frost between the 24th and 30th.

Redthroated Diver.—An immature bird was shot on the 10th,
and an adult bird, with much red on the throat, on the 29th.

Longtailed Duck--A fine adult male was shot in Ljun Estuary
on the 11th.

Henry Stevenson.

On the Abundance of Little Gulls on the Norfolk Coast in the
Winter of 1869-70. By Henry Stevenson, Esq., F.L.S.

(Read before the Norwich Naturalists' Society, January, 1871.)

It is rarely a year passes that is not at one period or other
remarkable for some ornithological occurrence of special interest—either the advent of a new or an extraordinary excess in the
number of some other species commonly looked upon as a rare or
uncertain visitant. Thus, of late years, we have had an invasion
of sand-grouse, a plethora of waxwings, shore larks and storm
petrels; during the present autumn a surfeit of quails; and in the
winter of 1869-70, such an influx of little gulls as had probably
never been known up to that date. Judging from former records
of specimens obtained, this small and very elegant species has
been observed occasionally on our coast, the stragglers procured,
from time to time being, almost invariably, young birds ; but sup-
posing that even a few—mingling with the large flocks of common
and blackheaded gulls which in autumn and winter frequent our
shoals, sandbars, and tidal estuaries—may have annually visited

us, still their appearance in February, 1870, both here and in more
northern counties, in such extraordinary numbers, is a fact worthy
of special record.
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In the ' Zoologist' for last March (S.S. 2056), I stated that a little

gull, in immature plumage, had been sent me from Salthouse on

the 23rd of October, 1869, and that another, in similar plumage,

was also killed at Blakeney on the 30th of the same month ; both

of these, as is commonly the case, were solitary specimens, and no

more appear to have been remarked until about the end of

December or beginning of January, when another immature bird

was shot somewhat inland at Gooderstone, near Fakenham, and

preserved by Mr. Ellis, a birdstuffer, at Svvaffham. The weather

up to that time had been miid and open, but from the middle to

the end of January we experienced severe frost and snow. With

the 1st of February, however, came a few warm sunny days like a

foretaste of spring, and then again, on the 6th, the wind veered to

the N.E., with heavy snow storms on the 8lh and 9th, followed on

the night of the r2th and throughout the following day by a biting

wind frost, more severe during the short time it lasted than had

been experienced for many years.* On the 13th tlie wind from

the N.N.E. blew a heavy gale, drifting the frozen snow like sand,

in places sweeping it clean off the roads, and in others heaping it

up above the banks and hedges.

It was at this time, storm-driven and suffering from the severity

of the weather, that the main body of little gulls appeared on our

coast; and of the numbers which fell victims to the gunners between

Lynn and Yarmouth, the larger portion were procured between the

12th and 14lh, and others during a period extending from the 10th

to the 28th.

On the 11th, as stated by Dr. Lowe, in the 'Field' of February

26th, a flock of at least a dozen were seen in Lynn Harbour,

sheltering from the gale outside, of which several are, no doubt,

included in the following list, supplied me by Mr. Wilson, bird-

preserver, of that town:—February 11th, two shot in Lynn Har-

bour; 12th, one on the Estuary Bank; 14th, two ditto, and one

in Lynn Harbour; 15th, one on the Estuary Bank. All these were

in full adult plumage, five males and two females. About the same

date Mr. Baker, a bird-preserver at Cambridge, received three

adult specimens from Hunstanton, where a guuner is said to have

shot thirteen in one day, but, considering them too small to make

plumes for ladies' hats, threw them all away. Mr. Micklefield, of

* Mr. Cordeaux, in the ' Zoologist' for 1870, remarks " the 13tli, 13th and Utb of

February were the roughest days I ever recollect on our Liucolushire marshes."
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St. John's College, Cambridge, also killed three at Hunstanton the
same week, a male and female adult and an immature male, and
some eighteen or twenty were seen. Mr. Baker, although too late

to procure any himself, believes that he saw two or three flying

inland when travelling by rail to Hunstanton on the 19lh.

On the 12th I received an adult male and a male in immature
plumage, from Sallhouse, both shot on the previous day, and
another adult male was killed at the same place on the 10th. On
the 12th, also, Mr. J. J. Winter, of Norwich, shot an adult male on
Cromer beach, the wind, as he tells me, blowing a heavy gale at the
time, and many large gulls were driven in by the storm, but no
more little gulls appeared amongst them. On the 14th Mr. H.
Upcher received an adult male from Cley, and on the 15th an
immature female from Salthouse; and the same day an adult

female from Sherringham beach. A pair now in my collection,

male and female, adult, were also killed at Hasborough on the

I5th.

At Yarmouth the large number procured were nearly all killed

between the 12th and 14lh, but, the market being somewhat
glutted, they were still offered for sale up to the 19th and 20th.

As far as I could ascertain at the time, at least twenty specimens
were shot on the beach during the height of the gale, of which six

couples, all adult birds, came under my notice, and some were,

I believe, sent up to Leadenhall Market, where, from first to last,

about thirty specimens were received, chiefly from the Eastern
Counties. A pair of adult birds, killed at Hickling, near Yar-
mouth, on the 17th, were the only examples, to my knowledge,
which in that locality were not shot on the beach. Amongst the

birds sent to our Norwich bird-stuffers three were from different

localities in Suffolk,—Wendling, Beccles and Lowestoft,—but all

these were amongst the latest birds killed; indeed, the last that

I saw in the flesh was shot on Guuton beach, near Lowestoft, by
Mr. Fowler's gamekeeper, on the 18th, when others were seen,

possibly passing further south after the storm had abated.

Altogether, as far as one can judge from fairly reliable "hear-

say" evidence, over sixty specimens were killed in this county;

forty-two I can vouch for, having handled most of them myself;

and, judging from the various records in the 'Zoologist' and

'Field' Bridlington Bay, on the Yorkshire coast, appears to have

been the only other locahty in which these gulls appeared in any
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numbers,* and there also the same wholesale slaughter awaited

them as on our own inhospitable coast. Mr. Cordeaux (Zool. S. S.

2081), on the authority of Mr. Richardson, of Beverley, states that

twenty-nine little gulls, nineteen adult and ten immature birds,

were shot near Bridlington early in February, and these, from

Mr. Boynton's statement in the ' Field' of February 26th, seem to

have appeared simultaneously with the large numbers that visited

Norfolk, and were driven in by the same severe easterly gales.

The few specimens of this gull which in previous years have

been procured in Norfolk have appeared both in autumn and

winter, from August to the end of January; but, extraordinary as

was the influx on this occasion, it was attributable, I think, far

more to accidental circumstances than to any unusual abundance

of the species during the previous nesting season. With gulls, as

with most wild-fowl, the young birds arc more accessible, and, as a

rule, are procurable earlier in the season than the old ones, which

are "driven in" only by stormy or frosty weather. Thus the three

immature birds shot in December and January represented the

ordinary stragglers from the main body of migrants, which, pro-

bably in most seasons, disport themselves off our northern coasts,

and, regulating their movements by the mildness or severity of the

weather, pass on, almost unnoticed, to more southern quarters.

The eggs of this species have been lately received by Mr. Dresser

from Lake Ladoga, where they nest in great numbers ; and, as at

present, 1 believe, it is not known to breed anywhere further to the .

north or west, we may presume that those which, in autumn and

winter, appear upon the coast of Great Britain, form part of that

colony, and that, migrating in a westerly rather than a southerly

direction, they have passed from the Baltic into the North Sea. In

this instance, however, the main body of them appear to have been

suddenly driven by the irresistible force of the gale upon our

shores and estuaries, and thus afforded a chance to our local

collectors, -which, except under similar circumstances, may not

occur again.

• The few notes of the occun-enee of sti-agglers in other parts of England are only

such as are ordiuaril}' met with during the autumn and winter mouths. An unusual

numher of these gulls were shot at Bridlington, Filey and Flamborough, on the

Yorkshii-e coast, in October, 18G8, as recorded by Mr. J. H. Guriiey, jun., in the

' Zoologist ' for that year, but at that time I believe only one specimen was procured

in Norfolk.
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The great predominance of adult birds, amongst the specimens
procured, still further marks the accidental character of their
visitation, the proportion being-amongst such as I can speak of
with cerlaintj-six immature to twenty-nine fully adult; but it is
difficult to account for the great predominance of males, as proved
by dissection, the females presenting about the same proportion in
numbers to the males, as the young to the old. In plumage the
young exhibited the usual variations, from the mottled plumage of
the bird of the year, with its brown head and collar, the gray of the
back sprinkled with brown, and the dark primaries but sparingly
relieved with white, to that more mature and interesting stage
vvhen the head and back have assumed the gray tints of the adult
plumage, and the gray and white are gradually extending to the
secondaries and primaries. In this stage, however, each wing is
barred with brown as in the young kittiwake, and the tail is still
broadly t.pped with the same colour. The old birds, one and all
presented the exquisite contrast of gray and white that marks the
winter dress of this species in both sexes, the crown and back partof the head smoke-gray, with a dark spot below each ear-covert:
the sides of the neck and breast, back and upper surface of thewings pure French gray, relieved by a white margin to the tips ofthe primary and secondary quills. The under surface of the win^sdark slate-gray, showing the same white edging, and the tail andundei parts, generally, pure white, with the breast and vent in most
specimens, when freshly killed, suffused with a lovely tint of rose-co our. But one bird out of all I examined in this gray plumageex liib, ed the slightest variation from these general f'atiues ofI
kid t'V , ^^^'^V"'*""^ ^ '^™^'^' ^" '^y -- -"-tion,

showi
'\,^7'^'^^'^"S'^' -'^^ Pl"»^age is particularly interesting ashowH.g he ast trace of immaturity in the primary quills. Eacho these feathers, though broadly tipped with white! has a patch ofblack of more or less extent, forming, with the wing closed, three

alternate bands of black and white towards the extremity 'of th
feathers; but in this transition state the gradual encroachment ofthe pale gray, and absorption, as it were, of the dark patches, by anactual change of colour in the feathers, and not by moultin. isvery remarkable-a process, moreover, which is clearly perceptTble
in far less mature specimens. The tail-feathers in this bird arepure white, but the feet and legs were somewhat less vivid in
colour than in other adult specimens.

)
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In the adult bird the beak is dark brown, becoming reddish

brown on the lower mandible; inside of the mouth rich salmon-

colour; feet and legs vermilion-rcd, inclining to orange in some

cases. In the young bird the beak is almost black throughout

;

the inside of the mouth lighter in tint than in the adult: legs and

feet livid pink. The irides in both old and young dark brown, but

no colouring round the eyelid at this season of the year.

The stomachs of some of those dissected contained remains of

small fish, shrimps and sand-worms, with sand and gritty sub-

stances. In the stomach of one were five sticklebacks, some of

which could be identified as the ten-spined species; in another

was a small fragment of chalk with sea-weed attached, and some-

thing very like a minute portion of mutton fat. Examples in the

flesh, weighed by Mr. T. E. Gunn, varied from three ounces in

immature birds to four and a half ounces in adults.

n. Stevenson.

Norwich, Pecember, 1870.

Anatomical Peculiarity of the Hooper^s Beak.

By Frederick Botes, Esq., and W. W. Boulton, Esq.

1 HAVE just had the pleasure of seeing three or four hoopers, in

the flesh, and on a careful examination of these noble birds I find

an arrangement in tiicir upper mandibles that I believe has not

been previously recorded. 1 have pointed this out to my friend

W. W. Boulton, M.R.C.S., and he has kindly written me the

enclosed letter on the subject.

F. BovES.
Beverley, East Yorkshire.

Beverlej', Yorksliire, January 9, 1871.

My attention was for the first time called to a ))cculiarity in the

beak of Cygnus ferus the other day, by Mr. Frederick Boyes, of

Beverley. I was not, unfortunately, i)erniitted to dissect the head

careCully, as it was intended for preservation, but of several facts

(I believe hitherto unnoticed) I was able to make myself pretty

confident.

First, I obseived that about an inch beyond the feathers of the

forehead, forwaids across the cere, is a tuberosity, most prominent
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on either side of the upper mandible. This apparent tuberosity is

in reality part of a hinge-like yo/wf, having in itself but slight play,

still an undoubted joint. Beyond this joint the upper mandible

terminates, as in other swans, geese and ducks, in the nail ; but

projecting backwards and slightly outwards from the lower facet of

the joint on either side are two rami or long bony processes,

thus

—

1. The hinge-like joint.

2. The bony processes or rami.

3. The tendon or cheek-string to the backward passage of the processes.

4. The lower mandible.

5. The ascending ramus of lower mandible.

6. The little hook-like process of bone, attached to the processes on either side,

and provided with muscles to limit and regulate the action of this wonderful

mechanism.

These rami, or processes projecting backwards and outwards,

glide upon and over the superior or alveolar border of the lower

mandible, checked in their backward progress by a sort of cap-

sular ligament in front of, and just external to, the ascending

ramus of the lower mandible itself; also in front by a band of

tendon attached as a check-string (see No. .3) above to the skull

itself and below to the bony process; also, thirdly, by a sickle-

shaped bony process projecting inwards, which, whilst it serves to

check and regulate the action of the ramus, and through it of the

whole upper mandible, has doubtless other offices which it would

be most interesting to investigate more thoroughly. These pro-

cesses appear to be kept in situ, and to have their movements
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regulated by an anangenieut of muscles. When the mouth is

opened the gape can be extended, if needful, also fixed at any

angle by this arrangement or provision : the upper mandible being

raised, the rami are drawn forwards and fixed as required by the

muscles attached for that purpose. When the m.outh is closed, the

processes glide back again over the upper borders of the lower

mandible until checked by the mechanism arranged for that pur-

pose. The object of this joint would appear to be, to give greater

powers of extension and distension to the mouth, to enable the

lower mandible when fixed to act as a sort of shovel whilst feeding

along the sandy shingle of the river's bed, whilst the readily mobile

upper mandible can act as a sieve and a trap upon it to filter

matters passed through it and retain those portions fit for food,

also to accommodate its capacity to the varying size of the prey

captured.

Whatever may be the real objects for which an Allwise Pro-

vidence ordained it, this arrangement is undoubtedly so interesting

that I ardently desire an ojiportunity of examining its details more

minutely by means of a thorough dissection.

W. W. BOULTON.

Continental Notes on Ornithology.

By J. II. GuKNEY, jun., F.L.S.

1 CAN fully confirm Mr. Galcombe's remarks on the scarcity of

oirds in France, and on the Continent generally. I think this

paucity is caused by the absence of hedges, and partly by the

prevalence of the poplar tree, which gives no perching room.

Magpies are almost the only birds one sees from the train

windows.

Having recently returned from Metz, I think a few remarks on

the birds of that district may not be uninteresting, though T had

not much leisure for Natural History, my time being fully taken up

with more in)porlant matters ; but, as in some sort supplementary

to Mr. Gatcombe's able paper, 1 shall proceed to give a sketch of

some of the more noticeable birds in Lorraine, concluding with

some notes on the museums visited by me.

Mr. Gatcombe says that the common buzzard {Buteo vulyaris,

Bechst.) was the most plentiful bird of prey he observed in a wild
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state. It was just so with me : I could not go far without seeing a
pair. The hundreds of dead horses may have attracted more than
usual, though no carrion of that kind was left above ground
for them when I arrived at Metz. On January 29th, between
Thionville and Metz, I must have seen upwards of fifty. All the

roads here are lined with poplar trees, and these are their favourite

perches. Again and again as we rode under we had to shout
to make them rise; nor did they always select the upper branches.
They are birds of slow flight and sluggish habits. The hard
weather, about Christmas, produced a visible diminution in their

number; but they began to come back again as soon as the frost

abated. No bird varies more in plumage. I saw specimens which
were pure white to the claws ; specimens with white bellies •

specimens with barred breasts ; and specimens in which red was
the prevailing hue.

Not only in the fields might flocks of half-starved rooks be seen
but by the river's side, and wherever the ground was soft enough
for their beaks to penetrate. I never got any proof of their

attacking the graves, though many nasty stories of insufficient

burial were afloat.

As observed by Mr. Gatcombe, the tree sparrow is the most
numerous of all small birds. It totally takes the place of the
house sparrow in the country. I only once observed any in a
village.

The cottagers put up pots of earthenware against the walls

of their houses for the sparrows to nest in, not by way of
encouraging them (as the English encourage martins), but to

make them into a pie when the young ones get big enou'^h. This
is for the house sparrow, for, as I have said, its congener will not
enter villages.

I frequently saw crested larks (Alauda cristata, L.) pecking
about in the snow, and even in a village on a house-top. Their
crests are as often depressed as erect ; but never so much so as to

be quite invisible. I should, probably, be right in attributing their

presence to the hard weather, as Hollandre states that "
it appears

very accidentally" in the environs of Metz (' Faune de la Moselle'
p. 93) ; and Fournal says, "rare in our environs, and of passao-e"
(' Faune de la Moselle,' p. 200) ; and Malherbe says, " nous arrive

tres accidentellement" (' Zoologie de la Moselle,' p. 45). In Alsace
it is rare, but sedentary (Kracner).
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Bramblings [Fringilla montifringilla, L.) must also have been

plentiful, judging from the number in the Metz mavliet.

On the 14th of January I saw a greater spotted woodpecker

{Picus major, L.), which had been "limed;" and on the 30th a

gray-headed one [Picus camis, L.) ; its eyes were red. At the

village of Laquencxy I saw a small fruit tree, from the upper part

of which the bark had been literally stripped in shreds, which

shreds were lying on the ground beneath it. On close examination

it appeared that this had been done by a bird, and in all probability

by a woodpecker.

I had expected to find the French, or red-legged, partridge

pretty common in Lorraine ; but it appears to be exceedingly

rare there. On the other hand I often saw a small covey of the

gray species {PerclLv cinerea, Lath.), and was informed that during

the fighting they were so alarmed by the firing as to allow

themselves to be caught by the soldiers.

Another bird worth mentioning, which came once under my
notice, was the gelinotte or hazel-grouse ; and with a fine pair of

hooper swans, killed at Aubone, concludes my list.

Mr. Gatcombe has ofiored some interesting remarks on the

museum at Milan ; and I shall pass on to say something about

that at Metz. The great auk {Alca iinpennin) is very badly

stuffed, and not in by any means good condition : the back is

covered with mould (its value is not known, and c6nsequently

no care is taken of it) ; the head has been badly chafed by the

shelf above it; but I do not say that it might not be made a good

specimen by judicious re-stuffing. It bears an inscription in the

hand-writing of Malhcrbe : but he was not the donor, nor could I

ascertain who had presented it, though 1 made particular inquiries

of many persons. It is, of course, in summer plumage (' Ibis,'

April, 1870, p. 258).

Mr. Gatcombe slates that a sand grouse {Syrrltapies paradoxus)

was killed near Lucerne during the past summer, which appears to

me very interesting, when taken in connexion with the fact that

there are two in the Metz museum, labelled "June, 1866." If

both these dates are right it is very remarkable, but I fear there is

too much probability of an error. The person who stuffed the

Metz specimens—M. Buchillot—informed me that they were shot

from a boat. They were so tame at first, and so near together, that

the fisherman thought to take them with a casting-net, but they
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unfortunately separated while he was gone to fetch it: he was

obliged, therefore, to have recourse to his gun, with which he

killed them both at one shot. My father iufonns me that the

curator of the museum at Lille, Mr. Marin,—a native of Metz,—
told him that a sand-grouse had been actually taken with a casting

net at Metz ; but probably he alluded to one of the above-

mentioned ones.

As it would take too long to enumerate every bird of interest in

the museum, I will only say that there is a fine collection of wood-

peckers—the duplicates of Malherbe (who lived at Metz), and also

a collection of pigeons, collected by him with the intention of

publishing a monograph. The types of his work on the wood-

peckers he sold to Count Turati, of Milan, with the exception

of Picus numidicus and Chloropicus Vaillantii, which remain at

the museum, together with four other Algerian species :—Parus

caeruleanus, Parus Ledoucii, Fringilla spodiogena, Pica mauri-

tanica.

The museum at Nancy contains the longtailed titmouse, with

and without the white head {Acredula caudata and Acredula

rosea), killed in the province of Lorraine ; and I saw others in

a private collection at Metz. It also contains two ring ouzels with

pied heads ; and I cannot help thinking that there is an hereditary

race in German Alsace of ring ouzels so marked, as 1 saw several

others, particularly in the museum at Carlsruhe.

On the 16lh of December I saw the museum at Strasbourg.

I regretted that my time was short, as, in a cursory glance

through, I observed many rarities. The great auk—which belonged

to Johannes Herman, professor in the Argentine Academy, and

founder of the museum— is, without exception, the worst specimen

1 ever saw. Part of its neck is bare, its lower mandible is without a

sheath, and there are several old grease spots upon the breast. They

have a very complete series of Alsace birds, each species being

illustrated by eight or ten admirably stuffed specimens, bearing the

date, locality and sex, which show the various grades of plumage.

This model collection was formed by M. Kraener, the taxidermist,

whose house was set on fire during the siege.

J. H. GURNEY, JUN.

2, Beta Place, Alpha Eoad, N.W.

SECOND SEEIES—VOL. VI.
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Immigration of the Great Bustard.

(Continued from Zool. S. S. 2477.)

[I HAVE received a number of communications on this interesting

subject : some of them are headed " Private," and thei'efore I may not

print them : the facts contained in the others are, I believe, incorporated

in the communications printed below, from which it appears that two addi-

tional specimens have been killed—one on Salisbury Plain, the other at

Instow.

—

E. Newman.]

In Northumberland.—As the occurrence of a great bustard in

Northuniberland, recorded in the last number of the 'Zoologist'

(S. S. 2473), is mentioned without the date when the bird was

obtained, I applied for this information to the purchaser of the

specimen, Mr. Henry Gregson, of Low Lynn, near Beal, Northum-

berland, who has been so good as to inform me that it was a

female bird, and was shot on the 2nd of January last by a man
named William Harvey, at Fenhara, on the coast of Northumber-

land, about ten miles from Berwick-on-Twecd ; also that the

specimen is now in the possession of Mr. Valentine Knight, of

Folkestone, for whom it was purchased by Mr. Gregson.

—

J. H.
Gurneij ; Marldon, Totiies, February 13, 1871.

Ill Devonshire.—My father writes to me from Instow that he

recently had some conversation with a gentleman who had been

invited to sup off a great bustard, so that it is really a fact that the

third of the Braunlon bustards was doomed to the spit. The flesh

of the bird was described as very good, and dark like that of a

hare. The bird which met this ignominious fate was shot on wing,

and fell with a broken pinion, and is said to have been one of a

flock of eight.

—

Murray A. Mathew; The Vicarage, Bishop's

Lydeard, January 29, 1871.

[Instow is a parish in Devonshire, about four miles N.N.E. of Bideford

and S. of the joint estuary of the Taw and Torridge. Braunton, where the

flock of eight bustards was seen, is on the north bank of the same estuary.

—E. Newman.']

In Wiltshire.—You will be interested to learn that two great

bustards were seen on Thursday, the 26th of January, at Berwick
St. James, near Mr. Eilysman C. Piuckney's house. Mr. Pinckney
and two of his men went in pursuit, and his bailiff, Liudsey,

succeeded in shooting one of the birds with a bullet; the other
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pitched on the Down, and then flew off in the direction of Chit-
teine

: they were flying about fifty feet from the ground. The bird
killed is a male, and in good plumage; weight fifteen pounds;
length from beak to end of tail forty inches ; spread of wing from
tip to tip seven feet, Berwick St. James is an adjoining village to
Maddington, where the other bird was shot that I sent you an
account of last week. I have not yet seen Mr. Pinckney's bird,
but the above particulars are to be relied upon, as Mr. Pinckney
brought them to me himself a few days ago. I omitted to tell you
we had quite a feast off Mr. Lywood's bird on Tuesday (eleven of
us) : we were unanimous in praising the excellence of the meat: in

flavour it more nearly approached golden plover than any other
bird we could compare \i lo.—Henry Blackmore ; Crane Street,
Salisbury, February 4, 1871.

PS.—I saw Mr. Pinckney, the owner of the bird I wrote you
about on the 4th, a few days ago, and he told me the crop was full

of turnip-greens and the young blades of wheat; the gizzard was
quite empty

: he invited some friends to partake of it, and they all

agreed in considering the flavour of the bird excellent, and
resembling teal or very good leveret. In the gizzard of Mr. Ly-
wood's bird, Dr. Blackmore, who dissected it, found two small
pieces of flint, one an inch long by half an inch wide, and the
other rather less, and some turnip-greens: its crop, I think I

named in my former letter, was empty. Dr. Blackmore has
preserved the breast-bone, &c. ; but I have not been able to see
him before posting this letter, to furnish you with the particulars as
to size, &.C.—H. B.; February 17, 1871.

In Wiltshire.—Miex a lapse of some fifty years, a bustard has
been shot on Salisbury Plain. It was shot yesterday on Mr. Lv-
wood's farm, near Yarnborough Castle, an old Roman encampment,
about three miles N.E. of Wylye Station on the Salisbury branch
of the Great Western Railway. It was being exhibited in Salisbury
to-day, but I did not hear of it till I was on the point of leaving
the town. My informant tells me he thought it was a young hen
bird, as far as he could judge, and that there were two others in

company with it when shot. It is in the possession of Mr. Stevens,
of Salisbury, who I have no doubt will have it preserved, and add
it to his interesting museum.

—

John Wyndham ; Sutton Mande-
ville, Salisbury, January 24.— ' Field' of January 28.

In Wiltshire.—A bustard was moved four times on this farm on
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Monday last. I see, in 'Devizes Gazette,' that one has been

killed about five miles away by a gentleman who was more

fortunate than myself.—-F. Slrailon ; Gore Farm, Lavingion,

Devizes.—Id.

[Both these records, as well as a third somewhat obscurely worded, and

caUiug the bird a " little bustard," appear to relate to the first specimen

recorded by Mr. Blackmore (S. S. 2477).—JE. Newman.']

Coursing Bustards with Greijhounds.—It will be recollected by

some of my readers that, in the 'Zoologist' for January last,

I somewhat ridiculed the idea of coursing bustards, treating dear

old Bewick's engraving as the mere embodiment of a fiction : the

following note from the pen of Mr. Dresser, which appears in this

day's ' Field,' will show how dangerous it is to doubt theories

merely because we cannot corroborate them by our own observa-

tion.

—

E. Newman; February 18, 1871.

" When last in Russia I travelled with a Cossack oflScer from

the Volga, who, I soon ascertained, was an ardent sportsman, and,

as may easily be imagined, we soon began to discuss all sorts of

sport. One day, after some talk, I asked him if many bustards

were found in his part of the country, to which he replied that

plenty of the great bustard were found on the low plains, and

afiforded excellent sport. Speaking of the modes of capture, he

said, 'Have you. ever seen bustards run down with dogs?' I re-

plied that I did not believe it possible, as the bustard, like a wise

bird, would immediately take to wing, and laugh at the dogs.

'But,' said he, 'we sometimes do capture them thus, and I will tell

you how. At certain seasons of the year we have heavy wet fogs

morning and evening, and severe frosts during the night. The

bustards get their plumage clogged with wet, and at early dawn it

is frozen hard, thus preventing the bird from fl\ing. This being

the case, we start out very early in the morning, and run the birds

down before the thaw comes.' I tell this tale as it was told to me,

but must say that I have good reason to believe it, and give it to

your readers, in hopes that it may to some extent explain matters.

Of course in sunny Spain or England this mode of capture would

not be lieasible now ; but when we recollect how much severer the

frosts were in the days of our ancestors, it may be possible that,

after a frosty night following a damp Scotch mist, some of these
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worthy old gentlemen may have run down the bustards with grey-
hounds. At the same time, however, I am far from stating that
such was the c.se."-H. E. Dresser; The Firs, South Nonvood,
iebriiary 10, 1871.

'

On the recent Occurrence of the Redbreasted Goose (Anser
ruficollis, Pallas) in Essex.

By James Edmund Harting, Esq., F.L.S., &c.

Since 1845 no example of this rare goose has been procured in
Great Bnta.n. In that year, according to a statement of MrHogg, m h.s ' Catalogue of the Birds of South-Easlern Durham '

one was shot in Cowpen Marsh, Durham; two having been
previously observed on the Tees, near Durham. Macgillivray
who published the fourth volume of his « History of British Birds'
in 1852, stated in that volume that some years previously a red-
necked goose had been observed in the vicinity of Loch Strathbev
but It was not captured. Indeed, the occurrence of this species in
England is so infrequent that, from the date of its first recorded
visit m 1766 down to the present time, eleven instances only have
been made known. They are as follows :—

One, near London, winter 1766.-Montagu {fide Latham),
Orn. Diet.

"

One, near Wycliffe, Yorkshire, about same time.-Bewick
Hist. Brit. Birds, ii. p. 280.

'

One, Halvergate, Norfolk, 1805.—Shepherd and Whitear Cat
Norf and Suff. Birds, p. 55.

'

One, or more, Cambridgeshire, winter, I813.-Stephens, Shaw's
Zoology, xii. p. 53, pi. 43.

One, near Berwick-ou-Tweed, I818.-Fleming, Hist. Brit An
p. 128.

One, Kenton Warren, Devonshire, 1828.-Moore, Cat. Birds
Devon.

One, Ireland, previous to March, 1833.—Thompson, Birds Ire-
land, iii. p. 64.

One, Teign Marshes, Devon, Feb. 1, J 837.—Moore 1 cTwo seen on the Tees, Durham, "of late" (1845).-Ho^£. Cit
Birds, S.-E. Durham, p. 31.

^^'
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One, shot in Cowpen Marsh, Durham, about same time.

—

Hogg, 1. c.

One, seen, Loch Strathbey, some years ago (1852).—Macgillivray,

Hist. Brit. B. iv. p. 636.

To this list may now be added. "One, Maldon, Essex,

January 6, 1871." The bird, which is now in ray collection, was

shot out of a flock of Brent geese. It is possible that others may

have been in company with it and escaped, for no one can compare

the two species without being struck by the similarity of their

structure, and the consequent adaptation of such structure to

similar habits. Unfortunately this specimen was not sexed, nor

was the sternum preserved, hence an opportunity has been lost of

comparing the internal structure with that of allied species. The

skin, however, is a very perfect one, and was quite fresh when it

reached me.

J. Edmund Harting.

February 4, 1871.

Li/e-Hislories of Sawjlies. Translated from the Dutch of M. S. C.

Snellen van Vollenhoven, by J. W. May, Esq.

(Continued from Zool. S. S. 2481.)

DiNEURA AlNI, L.

Fahricius, Syst. Viez. 31, 12. King, Die Blaltivespen u.s.w. in

Magazin, Ser Jahrg. p. 83, No. 74. St. Fargeau, Monographie,

p. 71, No. 217. Hartig, Blall-und Holzwespev, p. 288, No. 6.

Dahlbom, Clavis novi Hym. Syst. p. 25, No. 26.

The larva of this species seems to have been described, before

Dahlbom, by Bergman, in the 'Transactions' of the Swedish

Academy of Sciences (1763, p. 161), under the name of Canal

grafvare (channel digger) : this paper is quoted by Dahlbom.

Klug and St. Fargeau refer to this species, figs. 1—3 of Reaumur,
' Memoires' V. (Mem. 5, pi. 11) : this is, however, incorrect, as has

been suggested by Hartig, loc. cit. The larva occurs, on the

whole, not unfrequently ; and it may be considered strange that it

has so seldom attracted the notice of entomologists, as its method

of consuming the leaves on which it feeds—the channel-making of

Bergman—is well calculated to catch the attention of the passer
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by. It is true Hartig describes it as " nicht haiifig," but he is
speaking of the imago, as he was not acquainted with the larva:
with regard to the former I admit that it is but seldom observed.
I have never seen the eggs of this species; but, judging from the
marks in the petioles of leaves on which very young larvae were
living, I consider I am pretty accurate in stating that the egg
IS concealed in a little excavation in the leaf-stalk. In the last
week of August I found a larva on the leaves of the common alder
{Almisglutinosa); it was not more than a couple of days old, and
had the appearance represented at fig. 1 (natural size) : it was
resting on the edge of elliptical spaces eaten out of the leaf,
a a, fig. 2. It held on to the leaf by the six thoracic legs, and was'
particularly active in transferring itself to the side of the leaf away
from the person observing it : the legs remained quite, or almost,
without change of place, but solely by a movement of the body it
was placed on the unobserved side of the leaf. If the leaf were
then observed from the opposite side, the larva placed itself,
without apparent exertion, on the side turned away from the'
observer. The young larva, not more than a few millimetres
long (represented, magnified, at fig. 3), was dark green on the
back, having the sides, the ventral surface and the tail pale green.
The head was sordid black, and had on each side a round black
spot, in which the eye was situated. The six thoracic legs were
blackish at the base, becoming paler towards the claws. I counted
twenty legs in all. The body was strongly wrinkled on the back,
chagrined with extremely minute spinous points, and the anal
valve (fig. 4, highly magnified) was divided by five incisions into
six projecting points.

Fourteen days later this larva had obtained the size of fig. 5. It
now curled up the acuminate posterior extremity of the body,
more tightly than ever, under the ventral surface, and ate longer and
more especially broader strips out of the alder leaves, as repre-
sented at b in fig. 2. The head was now pale brown, and the back
no longer spinous, but pretty strongly wrinkled, and olive-green.
The sides of the body, the ventral surface and the terminal
extremity were bluish green.

When the larva has attained this size, and has, probably, under-
gone its third moult, it usually quits the leaf, which had hitherto
served it as a dwelling-place as well as for food, and, selecting a
fresh leaf, undergoes a change of skin, and, at the same time, alters
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its method of gnawing the leaf. A larva, at this stage, is repre-

sented at fig. 6. The head was olive-brown; mandibles dark

brown; the eyes seated in brownish black spots,—these were

round, with a prolongalion in the direction of the neck ; on the

head were a few white hairs. The body had twenty feet; the

thoracic legs were brownish green, with a blackish line on the

first joint, and were terminated by brown claws. The body was

greenish on the back, pale at the insections of the rings and at

the neck ; the sides, the ventral surface, and the abdominal and

anal legs being bright green ; there were some little hairs on the

back. The trachea) could be seen through the skin ; the stigmata

were white. Above the second and third pair of legs, on either

side in the dark green, was a small, round, pale green wart. The

dentate anal valve was the chief characteristic ; this is now seen

to have eight projecting points, and is represented at fig. 7 in

profile. The larva now ate holes in the fresh alder leaf, in the

manner represented at fig. 8. After the following or last moult it

slowly consumed the space between the hole and the margin of the

leaf The peculiar manner of feeding at different periods of its

existence had also struck my friend Wttewaall, who has preserved,

in his entomological herbarium, several alder leaves, which had

been attacked by larvae of this species. Among them is a leaf, to

which the following notice is attached :
" the caterpillars of this

species eat first channels (like our fig. 2), and then quit the leaf to

eat out broader pieces from another." I, however, once found a

leaf, in which the same caterjnllar seemed to have eaten out

channels of both patterns.

After the last moult, when the larva consumes the leaf up to the

margin, it assumes the appearance represented at fig. 9. It is then

yellowish green, the first and last two segments being yellow. The

head is olive-brown, with a round black spot on either side, in

which is placed the shining black eye (see fig. 10). The mandibles

are brown ; the thoracic legs pale green with black claws. The

anal valve has eight points. There are eight pairs of abdominal

legs,—thus twenty-two in all ; whereas before there were but

twenty. I consider myself quite certain upon this point, although

I mention it with some appearance of doubt : it has been hitherto

quite unknown among the sawflies that an additional pair of legs

should be developed at the last moult. When one reflects, however,

bow difficult it is to see the last pair distinctly,—in the genus
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Nematus, among others,—on account of their being wholly with-

drawn under the skin, some light is thrown upon the subject. The
penultimate pair of legs existed, indeed, before, but were always
kept drawn up under the skin of the abdomen. Head and abdomen
are now entirely without hair; the larva has a thick sausage-like

appearance, and is very slow in its movements on account of the

great quantity of fatty matter pervading the body. The larva is

full grown by the end of September or the beginning of October,

when it descends from the leaves and spins, just below the surface

of the ground, a cocoon, in which grains of earth are included,

something like that of Nematus septentrionalis.

The imago appears in May of the following year, and is readily

recognized by its colour. The head is orange-red ; eyes black
;

antennae brown ; ocelli ruby-red ; labium and mandibles brown.
The clypeus is emarginate below. The upper surface of the pro-

and mesothorax is orauge-red ; breast and metathorax purplish

black, with the exception of the cenchri, which are white ; the

abdomen is also of this tint, and is somewhat lustrous. The
ovipositor is black; but the posterior styles or spinous dermal

appendages of the last segment are red. All the coxa3 are black;

further, the anterior legs are red, with a brown mark on the

under side of the femora ; the intermediate legs are black, with

little orange spines at the extremities of the tibiae.

I first found the imago at Eotterdam. I afterwards received it

from Utrecht from M. Six, and from Voorst, in Gelderlaud, at

which place it was taken by M. Wttewaall. The larva is common
near Leyden and Houten. I conclude it has many enemies, as few

full-grown larvae are met with. The larva always lives solitarily

and unsocially.

Birds of the Malvern District, Resident, Migratory or Occasional

Visitors. By Edwin Lees, F.L.S., F.G.S.*

" My friends, the woods and feathered race."

De Lille.

Except in the * Illustrations of the Natural History of Wor-
cestershire,' published in 1834, no full account of the birds of

Worcestershire has ever appeared, and no particular catalogue

* Keprinted from the ' Transactions of the Malvern Naturalists' Field Club,' and
communicated by the Author.
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of the birds of the Malvern district at all. No doubt, had

attention been paid to the subject in past years, more curious

particulars could have been obtained than are able now to be

presented; but it will be better to give an imperfect list than

none at all, and a note of any omission can be readily made by

resident members of the Club, or additions marked that occur

from time to time. The gun and the gamekeeper scare away many

species that haunted the woods of the Chace in former times, and

the habits of birds can only be studied by a careful observer ; yet

although the indiscriminate destiuction of the feathered tribes is

to be deprecated, yet, on the other hand, flocks may congregate

rather too numerously, even for their own subsistence in winter,

and specimens for study in the museum are desirable, and must,

where necessary, be procured for identification. Without pressing

the poetry of the subject into service, as to the pleasure to be

derived from the contcmplalion of the feathered tribes when the

country is explored by the naturalist, it may be well for the gentle-

man only anxious for game, and the occupier of land who thinks

most about his crops, to duly consider what Mr. Cecil Smith, in

his ' Birds of Somersetshire,' has said, even when mentioning the

Raptorial order of birds. He thus remarks :
—

" That the game-

preservcr and his keeper are not always doing the best for their

own cause by the total destruction of these birds, I think will

appear from the short notices I have been able to give of the food

of the different species, and in some cases they are doing absolute

mischief to themselves as well as to the farmer by this destruction,

which allows the increase of various insects and animals mis-

chievous to both." The case is even stronger as to insectivorous

birds.

This list is necessarily made up from various sources. I have

myself made memoranda as to Worcestershire birds for many years

past, and have received information from ornithologists and pre-

servers of birds in Worcester. Mr. Blyth, well known as an eminent

ornithologist, when resident at Malvern a few years since, was

careful to notice the birds he saw ; and Dr. Grindrod, in a publica-

iion on ' Malvern Past and Present,' has recorded his observations.

Mr. Edwards, the librarian to our Field Club, has sent me a notice

of all the species he has met with up to 1870, and these I have

drafted into the list.
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Kite -This fine bird frequented the Malvern Hills in the middle

leftl
'. M ""T^''

^"' ^'"J'""" Stillingfleet, the naturalist, in a

ay "°i?l"h-n "7r' 'f " ""'''' ''^'^'"•"' ''''y ^«^'^' 1^^^'"

eraJ'p- \ Vt
"" ^^ '^''^^' ^^^'"^ ""^ ^'^^'-^ ««•"« <=attlegraze overhead I see my favourite bird, the kite, sailing "* The

o. .ed tad of the kite is unmistakable, but it is not to be seenabout Malvern now. One was, however, shot in Croome Park, in

th" I /" " °™'' '^ *'" '^^^ ^^'•- -^^b- Allies that,

Great M T' ',''';"' ^"''^ '* ^^'"'='' ^^°"^ «^^ '-'- -''^h ofGreat Malvern, kites frequented a wood there, and were often heardn.ak,ng a peculiar " mewing" noise ; they had, however, been perse-

Tf^tr7''n"'' '"'t'"'^^
'"°"^^^^' "'^^"' ^^«"^ *-^"'y ^'^^'^ ago

(1850 the Gnmsend estate was unoccupied for a considerable
time, the kites returned to their old haunt, and remained till the
Grimsend again received a tenant: of course they were then soon
dislodged.

[men lately passing leisurely through Herefordshire and Radnorshire
1 louud the kite by no means so rare a bird as I had been led to believe'
the unmistakably forked tail of this species enables the merest tyro in
Ornithology to recognise it at a glance. Two pairs bred in Eadnor Forest
in 1870, but the desolate sheep-walks known by this name are so bare of
trees that the kites are sadly puzzled to find one sufficiently lofty or suffi-
ciently sheltered to escape notice : the young in all the instances that came
under my notice were in paii-s, or supposed pairs-i e. male and female •

it
IS certain they were always two. At the warrener's house at Water-break-
its-neck IS a fine stuffed specimen, and several ragged ones are nailed to the
trees and buildings in the warren. At the inn at Llaudegly there were two
young birds nearly full-grown

: at Ponterwydd there are living specimens •

and throughout the district young kites are reckoned a marketable article'
and produce a guinea each. I was rather pressed to buy them at this
price, and should have done so, but for the difficulty of transit to London.-
E. Newman.]

Peregrine Falcon. — I saw a specimen of this elegant but
fierce bird that was killed in Croome Park some years ago, and
several instances of its appearance there and in the vicinity are
recorded. It has been presumed that the preservation of pheasants
on the Croome demesne tempted the occasional visits of the

* Stilliiigfleefs letter is given at length in Chambers's 'History of Malvern,'
pp. 376-7.
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peregrine. It is l^nown to breed upon the coast of Wales and on

the raarilirne rocts of Somerset.

Honey Buzzard.—This is rare in the district, but there is a

record of a fine female specimen shot in 1856 at Newent Wood.

Probably this bird might have meant to breed there.

[I have never met with any instance of this bird occurring in Hereford-

shire : a few specimens so called have turned out to be the common buzzard

;

the region about the eye, called the lore when naked, is covered with small

imbricated feathers in the honey buzzard, but not in the other species. In

the eastern counties until the past year the lioney buzzard has been quite

as common as the common buzzard, perhaps more so.

—

E. Newman.]

Common Buzzard.— This sluggish member of the rapacious

tribe may be occasionally met with lurking in thick coppices ; but,

though not uncommon formerly, it has by degrees become a com-

paratively rare bird.

Hen Harrier.—This is another species that is now of very rare

occurrence. It has been seen about Worcester.

Hobbi/.—K\\]ed at Stoke Edith in May, 1867. Mr. Edwards

states that "Last year (1868) a nest was taken at Mathon, and

the unfledged nestlings tried to be reared, but unsuccessfully.

One lived to be six weeks old, and then fell to my lot for

preservation."

Kestrel.—The kestrel, although lessened in numbers, yet, from

its being known to feed principally on mice, has escaped the

general destruction to which all birds of prey are devoted by the

gamekeeper, and may be often noticed hanging motionless in the

air, no doubt warily intent upon any movement on the ground

below its lofty location. It breeds with us, and I was told by an

old shepherd of the hills, some thirty years ago, that he always

knew of a nest every year on the Ivyscar rock. The influx of

visitors to the walks on the North Hill, and probably the continual

robbing of its nest, has for a long tin)e past scared the kestrel from

the Ivyscar rock, and it would take a keen searcher to find its nest

now.

Sparrowhnwk.—Generally distributed through the woods about

the Malvern Hills, where it breeds.

Merlin.—A specimen shot at Madresfield (Mr. Edwards).

(To be continued.)
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Raptorial Birds in Norfolk.—On the 9th of November, 1870, 1 received

a female specimen of the hen harrier from the neighbourhood of Hickling

Broad; and on the 27th of January last an adult male, in splendid

plumage, from the same locality. I also received from this neighbourhood

an adult male merlin that was shot on the 23rd of November last. The

adult male of this latter species is rarely obtained in this county.

—

T. E.

Gunn ; 5, TJpjier St. Giles, Nonvich.

Aqaatic Warbler at Dorer.—On the 2ud instant I detected an aquatic

warbler {Calamodijta aquatica, Latham), among the British birds of the

late Dr. Plomley, at the Dover Museum, which Mr. C. Gordon, the

Curator, informed me had been shot by him (Mr. Gordon) in the vicinity.

The date is lost, but I have no suspicion of a mistake. Its specific identity

is confirmed by Mr. Gould, for whose inspection Mr. Gordon kindly per-

mitted the bird to be brought up to Loudon.

—

J. H. Gurney, jun. ; 2, Beta

Place, Alpha Eoad, N.W., February 4, 1871.

Beaotifiil Variety of the Ring Dore.—On the 3rd of January Mr. Blake

Humphrey shot at Wroeham an entirely pure white variety of the ring

dove, which he brought to me for preservation : he also informed me that

he saw another bird, also an albino, with it at the time, but did not succeed

in bagging it. The specimen on dissection proved to be a female.

—

T. E.

Gunn.

ftnail near Norwich.—On the 27th of January a male quail was sent me
that had been shot at East Harliug.

—

Id.

^aails in Lundy Island.—I see that you are anxious to collect as much

information as possible concerning the past autumnal immigration of these

birds. T therefore write to give you some particulars, which were com-

municated to me by Mr. Heaven, the proprietor of Lundy Island. This

island is annually a resort for quail during the periods of migration, but

never have they been so numerous there as during the past summer and

autumn. Mr. Heaven himself knew of thirteen or fourteen nests, and

others doubtless escaped his notice. When shooting in September and

October he repeatedly flushed and killed quails, sometimes as many as

three brace and a half in one day. In the neighbourhood of Taunton

quails were unusually numerous last summer, and several nests were

found.

—

J. Edmund Hurting; 24, Lincoln s Inn Fields, London, W.C,
Januaiy 10, 1871.

(luails in Devon and Cornwall.—Quails appear to have been unusually

plentiful in Devon and Cornwall during the past season, as I heard many

instances of their capture. ^\lien with some friends partridge-shooting in

September last, near Lipton, Devon, I saw one raised, but it was not shot

at, the keeper and others of the party mistaking it for a lark.

—

J. Gatcombe

;

8, Lower Durnford Street, StoneJiouse, Plymouth, February 17, 1870.

(taails and Siskins in Wales.—Having read of your proposed census of
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quails, it may perhaps interest you to hear that, besides those that have

occurred iu this county, I have heard from reUable information that they

also were observed and shot iu Carnarvonshire and Merionethshire. It

may also interest some of the readers of the ' Zoologist ' to know that we

have lately been visited by a large flock of siskins : they may be seen any

day frequenting the alders which border a stream close to the house.

I also twice observed a large flock on some alders about three miles off,

and on i-eturning immediately have still found the other flock at home, so

I suppose that there must be two distinct flocks within three miles of each

other. I have also obsen^ed several brambliiigs about.

—

W. J. Kerr;

Maesmor, Denbighshire, Januanj 17, 1871.

Creamcolonrcd Courser in Northumberland.— I am indebted to Mr,

Gregson for the following interesting note :—" A creamcoloured courser

was shot at Low Lynn, near Beal, in Northumberland, two mouths ago,

and is now in the Berwick Museum."

—

J. H. Gurney ; Marldoit,, Totnes,

February, 1871.

Bittern in Somersetshire.—The bittern has now become so much more

uncommon than in former times, that the occurrence of two of these birds

iu this county during the firet two weeks of this month,—one at Washford,

near Willitou, and the other near Taunton,— seems worthy of notice.

—

Cecil Smith; Li/deard House, Taunton, February, 1871.

Spoonbill at Scilly.—In my nephew's notes on his sport at Scilly, which

I sent you last month, and which appeared iu the December number of the

'Zoologist' (S. S. 2405), there was a reference to a small isle called

Hedge Rock being frequented by herons. Amongst these herons was

obsened a white bird, about the same size, for some considerable time, but

at intervals : we were all iu hopes that, if captured, it would turn out to be

the great white egret, but a few days since Mr. Smith wrote me word that

it had been shot by his relative Mr. Orlando Spencer Smith, and that it

proved to be a spoonbill. The spooubill has before been captured at

Scilly.

—

Edward Hcarle Eodd ; Penzance, January 30, 1871.

Watcrhcn submerging itself.— I had the opportunity the other day,

under very favourable circumstances, of witnessing a waterhen submerge

itself. When I first saw the bird it was swimming in a small, clear and

swift-running ditch, but on my approach it dived, and though there was not

the slightest shelter on either side, yet it managed to elude detection for

some time. I was carefully watching for some movement on the water,

when a slight ripple apprised me of its whereabouts, so, walking within a

few yards, I halted to see what the bird would do. I had not long to wait

before I saw it gently put its head above the surface, but almost imme-

diately withdraw it again. Being now aware of its exact position, I walked

up and stood over the place where I had seen the head appear, and the

water being clear I looked amongst the weeds at the bottom, expecting to
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see the bird : presently I descried something looking white partly concealed
amongst the weeds at my feet : this I made out to be the waterhen, and
the whiteness arose from small globules of air with which it was covered.
As the weeds amongst which the bird was partly hid were not more than
three or four inches beneath the surface of the water, I put down my hand
and brought it up by the beak, when the water immediately ran off it like

quicksilver, and the feathers seemed as dry as ever. On releasing this
" artful dodger," it made off as fast as its long legs and feet could carry it.

F. Boyes; Beverley, February 16, 1871.

Egyptian Oeese in Cornwall.—In the early part of last month, a report

reached me that two spurwinged geese had been shot at Seatou, in the
parish of St. Germans. At that time, being very unwell, I was unable to

make enquiries as to the truth of the report : about ten days since I met
in Looe, the person who was said to have shot them, and on makinw
enquiry of him, he told me that " the birdstuffer of Devonport " who had
set them up pronounced them to be spurwinged geese, and that they were
very valuable. I now felt very amxious about them, and on Saturday last

I rode out to see them, and was much disappointed to find a pair of
Egyptian geese, tolerably well set up, and in good feather ; when killed

they weighed together eleven pounds, being evidently male and female.
They were shot on the 1st of October of last year : they were seen to come
in from the sea and alight on the beach, where they were shot at and the
goose wounded, the gander taking flight, but quickly came back over the
wounded bird, when he was killed : they do not appear as if they were
birds escaped from confinement, and if they are wild birds their appearance
with us is sufficiently rare to warrant a notice ; and at the same time it

shows the necessity of enquiry as to the true species of reported rare birds,

although " birdstuffers " may have pronounced their i^eniiij.—Stephen
Clogg ; East Looe, Cornwall.

Canada Goose.—I see, in the February number of the 'Zoologist ' (S. S.

2486), a notice, by Mr. Marcus S. C. Rickards, of the occurrence of the
Canada goose near Glastonbury, in which he observes that this is pi-obably

the first reported occurrence of this bird in Somerset, as I had not included it

in my ' Birds of Somersetshire.' Perhaps you will allow me to give my reason
for this omission, as it bears upon what at present is rather a moot point
amongst ornithologists, namely, what birds may properly have a claim to

be placed in the list of British birds. My reason then for not haviuc^

included the Canada goose amongst the birds of Somerset was not that I

had not heard of its occurrence in the county in an apparently wild state

but from the very natural reluctance expressed by Mr. Rodd in the same
number of the ' Zoologist ' to admit its legitimate claim to belong to our
Fauna. This reluctance was increased in my case, as I knew of many
escapes from ponds in this immediate neighbourhood, including my own

;
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indeed, ia tliree of the ponds about here—mine, Cotheleston and Sandhill

—these birds bred freely, and the young ones, not being pinioned, used

constantly to migrate between the three : some were shot occasionally on

their passage, and others went off and were no more heard of ; now they

have all disappeared. I have always been more ready, therefore, to attribute

the occasional appearance of the Canada goose in this county to such escapes

as these rather than to its appearance in a bond fide wild state. I think

it not at all improbable that some of the escapes may have bi'ed in places

suited to them, and that thus, if remaining unmolested, this bird may
eventually establish as good a right to be considered British as the pheasant

and some other imported birds. The Egyptian goose (which I own I

admitted with some reluctance, knowing of so many escapes) I think stands

on different grounds, as large flocks, numbering as many as eighty birds,

have been seen at large in England as long ago as 1823 and 1824, before

large collections of live water-fowl were as numerous as they are now ; this

alone seems to me to give the Egyptian goose a status which the Canada

goose does not possess. This difference you seem to recognize, as in the

last ' Zoologist List ' you have placed the Egyptian goose in the first part

and the Canada in the second part, amongst the birds which you say " have

no claim to be called British."

—

Cecil Smith.

Graylag Goose and American Goshawk.—In my paper on the " Natural

History of Wicklow and Kerry," in the ' Zoologist ' (S. S. 2281), I find I

made a mistake in considering the flock of wild geese I mentioned there to

be the common bean goose {A. Segetum). I have within the last month had

great opportunities of observing them, and succeeded in shooting a good

series of specimens. They all turned out to be graylags [A. Jerus), which

are generally considered one of the scarcest of the common geese that winter

in this country. A flock of these birds visit the Murrough of Wicklow

every year, varying in numbers according to the severity of the weather;

this year I counted, with a telescope, eighty-six in one flock, and feel sure

that on several occasions there were over a hundred, but had no opportunity

of counting them : all the people about said they had not seen so many for

years. In calm weather they sit all the daytime in one or two large flocks

on the sea, generally about three or four hundred yards from the land, and

fly in to feed on the low-lying flat bogs and swampy fields soon after dusk,

usually scattering in small flocks of fifteen or twenty ; the broad lake at

the lower end of the Murrough being a favourite feeding-place. In the

morning, before the sun rises, all that happen to be within call generally

collect together in one flock, and after great washing, drinking, flapping of

wings, &c., get up with loud cackling and fly out to sea, where they sit for

the remainder of the day, with the exception of a short flight frequently

taken duiing the afternoon, alighting opposite the place where they intend

to feed that evening. When there is any wind, and the sea is at all rough,
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the geese sit in one of five or six well-known flat fields, where they feel by
experience it is impossible for anybody to get near them : if much disturbed
they fly out to sea, but return again in a short time. The largest bird I
shot, an old gander, weiglied eight pounds eight ounces; and the smallest, a
young goose, sk pounds ten ounces, the latter a bird of the year I should
think. Graylags thus appear to differ greatly in their habits from bean
geese, the latter, as far as I am aware, never sitting on the sea, excepting
during very hard frosts, but always on the large flat bogs, sometimes three
or four hundred acres in extent, which are found through different parts of
Ireland. In the stomachs of several graylags that I examined, I found
salt water, gravel, grass, and what I at first took for some land of earth-
nut or root, but was kindly informed by Mr. A. G. More, of the Dublin
Society, they were " tubers produced by the salt-mareh club-root {Scirpus
marltimus), a plant which is common everywhere in marsh ditches along
the coast." One morning, just as the hard frost was breaking up, I saw
five Brent geese {A. torquatus) join the graylags on the lake, but with this
exception I did not see any other species of geese along that part of the
coast. I also wish to correct au other mistake, since discovered, in the same
paper. The goshawk, referred to there as being mentioned in ' Land and
Water,' March 5, 1870, was afterwards recognized by my brother as being
the American goshawk (A. atricapillm). This is the first time this bird
has occurred in this country. A second specimen, a female also, was shot
shortly afterwards near Parsonstown, King's County.—.i. B. Brooke;
Colebrooke, Brookehoro\ Fermanagh.

Wild Swans ou the Thames.—During the hard weather at the beginning
of the year, several flocks of swans were seen at the mouth of the river.

Twenty-six were seen in one flock by the Nore light-ship; another flock of
ten were seen on the mud-flats opposite Leigh. The fisherman called them
the " little swans," evidently meaning Bewick's. As far as I can learn
three specimens only have been shot,—two Bewick's and one hooper. A
Bewick was shot by a fisherman with a hand-gun at the lower part of Leigh
Bay on the 94th of January (this bird weighed thirteen pounds) : another°of
the same species was shot on the 13th of February (this bird also weighed
thirteen pounds). The hooper weighed twenty-three pounds, and was °shot
during the third week in January. On the morning of the 1 5th of
February, just after daybreak, I came across a hooper (judging from the
size, which appeared to be as large as the mute swan) in the upper part of
Hadleigh Rey, but was not able to get nearer than 120 yards, owing to the
shallowness of the water.—^1. H. Smee; February 20, 1871.

Gadwall in East Yorlishirc.-On the 31st of January last a fine old male
gadwall [Anas strepera) was shot at Skerne, a village situated near the
Driffield trout stream, and about ten miles from Beverley. I saw the bird
at Mr. Richardson's, to whom it had been sent for preservation, and on
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opening the gizzard, -which was weak iu structure, I found it to contain

nothing but fine sand. This bird, which is an extremely rare species in

this Riding, will be added to the collection of Mr. F. Hoare, Trauby

Park, Hull, who very kindly sent me word of its capture.

—

E. Boyes;

Fehruarii 15, 1871.

Tafted Duck at Ileiilej-ou-Thamcs.— I saw a fine specimen of the

tufted duck tbat was shot here on the 23rd of January. The crest

differed considerably from the figure in Yarrell ; it was much longer, and

divided, hanging down on both sides of the head ; the irides were brilliant

golden. A pochard was shot a few days ago, and several teal and wigeon

have fallen to the gun this past few weeks ; also a few coots.

—

Charles E.

Stuhbs ; Henlcij-on-Tha)nes, Echruary 1, 1871.

Velvet Scoter near Ncwbary.— A fine female specimen of the velvet

scoter was killed near Newbury, in the first week in January, by a friend

of mine, and I have it in my collection.

—

W. H. Herbert ; Wyjield Manor,

Boxford.

Coniniou Scoter Inland.—On the morning of the 13th instant I shot an

old male scoter ( OtV/ewu'a niyra) on our river; it was in company with a

young male, which was also secured. On the following morning another

adult male was shot near the same place. These ducks gave a shrill

whistle of alarm previous to taking wing, which they did reluctantly. They

had no doubt been diiven inland by the fearful storm which raged on this

coast on the 10th instant.

—

E. Boyes; Eebruary 20, 1871.

Goosander iu East Yorkshire.— Several fine old males of this species

have been shot on our river during the winter, and more of them seen.

These old birds are very shy, taking wing on the slightest alarm, and

seldom aligliting again without a deal of manoeuvring backwards and

forwards over the place selected for that purpose, which is generally a bend

in the stream. They seem heavy-tiding birds, and get off" the water by no

means quickly, yet their evolutions previous to pitching are frequently

rapid and graceful, as their breasts (the rich colour of which is seen a long

distance) and their backs are alternately presented to you. The j'oung

males and females, which arc generally pretty numerous on the river, have

been scarce this winter, owing perhaps to the severe weather having driven

them further southward. Is it not singular that the redbreasted merganser,

a species breeding rather connnonly in some parts of Scotland, should be so

rare here ? But such is really tlie case, and no bird of the kind has been

shot on our river that I am aware of.

—

Id. ; Eebruary 17, 1871.

Goosander^ Glaucous Guli and Iceland Gull iu Yorksliire.—Jan. 28th.

I saw a splendid old male goosander, which had been shot on that day by a

man on the shore near Bridlington : the bird was purchased by Mr. T.

Machen, of Bridlington. Feb. Jst. I shot on this day a very fine immature

specimen of the glaucous gull, which I have sent to Mr, Reeks, of Thruxtou,
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Andover. Feb. 4th. To-day I had brought to me a Bewick's swan, which

had been shot a short distance from here : it is a male bird. Weight lOi fbs.

Length 3 feet 10 inches ; spread of wing 6 feet ; carpal joint to end of wing

19i inches ; length of bill on the ridge, from the tip to the first feather,

8f inches; tip to gape 3i inches. The black on the bill at the sides

extends half an inch behind the nostrils and all the length of the ridge,

having a few yellow spots intermixed near the base. The second and third

quill-feathers are longer than the first and fourth. Number of tail-feathers

nineteen. Irides dark ; legs, toes and membranes black. It has a few rust-

coloured feathers on the head and breast, which indicate that it is not a

fully matured specimen. I saw on Saturday, the 18th instant, at Mr.

Eilotson's, Bridlington, an immature Iceland gull, which had been shot by

a man when at plough, a few days previous ; and Mr. Ellotson informs me
that the crop of this bird was full of the pickings of Swede turnip.

—

T. Boynton; Ulrome Grange, Lowtlwrpe, Hull, Fehruanj 21, 1871.

Goosanders aud Smews in Piorfolk.—During the last fortnight I have

received several goosanders and smews, shot in various localities in Norfolk,

including three most beautiful males of each species in the adult plumage

;

the salmon-colouted breasts of the goosanders were extremely lovely. All

the specimens were very fat.

—

T. E. Gunn; Fehruanj 4, 1871.

Albatross in Derbyshire.—It is stated in a local paper that an albatross,

measuring nine feet from tip to tip of its wings, and weighing fifty-six

pounds, was shot near Chesterfield on the 2ud instant.

—

'Field,'' Nov. 26.

Albatross in Derbyshire.—I have this morning received a letter from the

gentleman who shot the albatross in Derbyshire, and with whom I am
acquainted. I send it to you for publication.

—

Henry Smith; H. Heaton,

December 1, 1870. Dear Sir,—I received your letter yesterday respecting

the albatross, and I beg to inform you 1 shot this monstrous bird near

Claycross Station, and had several shots before I could capture it, having

nothing but No. 4 shot to shoot with. I have had it exhibited at Grass-

more, likewise at Chesterfield. We measured the bird after capture, and

from tip to tip of his wings near nine feet, and three feet six inches in

length, and its bill six inches long, and its weight upwards of fifty pounds.

This bird is now open for inspection at the " Sportsman Inn," Grassmore,

kept by Mr. J. Platts, and will be this week out.—C West; Tupton,

November ^<d.—' Field,' December 4, 1870.

[Mr. Gurney has very properly objected to the first of these records as

improbable ; the second, however, cannot be rejected on the single score of

improbabiUty.

—

E. Newman.]

Rcdneclied Grebe in East Yorlishirc.—On the 0th instant I purchased

a good specimen of the rednecked grebe (Podiceps rubricollis), which had

been shot on our river a day or two previously. It was an old female, and

of course in winter plumage.

—

F. Boyes ; February 20, 1871.
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Blackthroated Direr at Folkestone.—A specimen of the blackthroated

diver [Colymbus arcticus) was shot by Mr. Frederick Tolputt, of Folkestone,

on the 11th of February. It was observed by that gentleman swimming in

front of the harbour, and shortly after secured. It proved to be a female in

perfect spring plumage. The bird measured from tip of beak to tail two

feet two and a half inches, and weighed three pounds two ounces. It is to

be added to the collection of Mr. V. Knight, of Folkestone, who is also the

possessor of the Northumberland bustard, of which I forwarded you an

account.

—

Charles Gordon; Museum, Dover, February 15, 1871.

little Gull iu East Yorkshire.—A few days ago an adult little gull

(Larus minulus) was shot on the east coast near Skipsea, a village iu this

Eidiug. This species, like the shore lark, appears to be yearly becoming

commoner, not I believe through any increase iu the numbers that now

visit us, but rather from the greater interest that is gradually being

manifested in all matters relating to birds.— F. Boijes; February 14,

1871.

Leadenhall Market.—On the 11th of February I noticed the following

birds for sale iu the market:—One pinkfooted goose, two whitefrouted

geese, seven hoopers, one Bewick, four goosandei*s, besides several shel-

drakes and three bitterns : these latter had been received from Holland,

the othei-s from Norfolk and Lincohishirc.

—

A. H. Sinee.

Wild-fowl ill the Southauiptoii Maters.—We have had great numbers

of wild-fowl about these waters during the severe winter, and there are still

numbei-s of ducks, &c., to be seen in this neighbourhood. Brent geese have

been particularly numerous. I had a wild swan to preserve, an immature

bird, shot out of a little party of three. One specimen of the longtailed

duck has also been obtained. But, although I have kept a sharp look out

for rarities at the game-dealers, &c., I have seen nothing else. JMountain

finches and siskins have been rather numerous ; the latter are obtained

in this neighbourhood every winter, arriving early in November.

—

T. H.

Goailey : 4, Strand, SouthawjHon, February 12, 1871.

Wild-fowl on the Girondc.— I have just returned from a trip to Bor-

deaux by sea from Liverpool, and wliile steaming down the Gironde

observed very large flocks of wild ducks on the waters of that fine river

;

amongst them I observed a totally different bird from the rest, and using

our captain's binocular I was enabled to pronounce it a very fine smew.

I do not know if it is customary to find these birds associating with the

common wild duck, but I could not perceive any other smew amongst the

crowd of ducks, and never have seen them in company before : I should

be glad to know if it is an ordinary occurrence.

—

W. Taylor ; Chad Road,

Edgbdstou, Birminfihai)>, February 6, 1871.

Two more Bustards.— Mr. Blackmore, of Salisbury, informs me that

two bustards, a male and female, were seen at Winterbourne Stoke, on
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Weduesday, the 22nd of February : they were not molested.

—

Edward
Newman.

More Specimens of the Silrery Hairtail at Penzance.—After writing to

you last month, a third specimen of the silvery hairtail, taken in Mount's

Bay, was brought to me, and to-day I have received another from St. Ives,

—Thomas Cornish; Penzance, January 18, 1871.

Silvery Hairtail on tlie Coast of Devon.— In the 'Field,' a fortnight

since, mention was made of two specimens of that rare fish the silveiy hair-

tail {Triehiurus leptvrus) having been taken in Ireland ; and I beg to to say

that I have received notice from a friend of three of these fish having been

taken during the past autumn near Seaton, on the coast of Devon, and one

in Cornwall.

—

J. Gatcomhe ; February 17, 1871.

Birth of a Hippopotamus at the Zoological Gardens.—On Tuesday, the

21st of February, 1871, the female hippopotamus was safely confined, and

was reported to have been " as well as could be expected
;

" but it is my
painful duty to announce, on the authority of the ' Times ' newspaper, that

the little one died yesterday morning: no reason is assigned.

—

Edward

Newman; February 25, 1871.

Proceedings of the Entomological Society.

February 6, 1871.—A. R. Wallace, Esq., F.Z.S., President, in the

chair.

The President nominated Prof. Westwood and Messrs. J. W. Dunning

and H. T. Stainton as Vice-Presidents.

Donations to the Library.

The following donations were announced, and thanks voted to the

donors :
—

' Eemarks on Synonyms of European Spiders,' No. 1 ;
' Araneae

nonnullse Novae Hollandise descriptae
;

' presented by the Author, T.

Thorell. 'Lepidoptera Exotica,' Part vii. ; by E. W. Janson. ' The Gall

Midge of the Ash' {Cecidomyia Botularia, Winnerz); by the Author,

Albert Miiller. ' Silk Supply Journal,' No. 9 ; by the Silk Supply

Association. ' Proceedings of the Royal Society,' No. 12-1 ; by the Society.

'The Zoologist' for February; by the Editor. 'The Entomologist's

Monthly Magazine' for February; by the Editors.
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Election of Member.

Pastor J. H. Kawall, of Pusseu, Kuiiand, was Lallotted for, and elected

a Corresponding Member.

Exhibitions, <&c.

Mr. Bond exhibited several species of Lepidoptera taken in Perthshire,

last season, by Mr. Eedle, viz. Pachnobia alpiua, being the third known

British example ; a fine variety of Larentia cresiata ; a very dark form of

Thcra juniperata, being its ordinary condition in that district, and remark-

able also for the time of its appearance, which was nearly two months

earlier than in England; Gelechia boreella; and finally Hyponomeuta

evonyraella, L. fpadi, Zcller), the larva of which Mr. Eedle had observed to

cover the trees of bird-cherry with its webs to a remarkable extent,—a piece

of web exhibited was a yard long.

Mr. Bond also cxliibited an example of Vanessa Atalauta, bred by

Mr. Jackson, which still retained the larval head.

Prof. Wcstwood said that this form of monstrosity was very rare. Ho
could call to mind only four recorded instances : (1) Nymphalis populi,

(2) Gastropacha quercifolia and (3) Dytiscus margiualis in the British

Museum, and (4) a Syrphus in the Oxford Museum.

Mr. Bond laid before the Meeting some beautifully executed photographs

of the eggs of bird parasites, taken from microscopic slides, prepared by

Mr. Norman, of 178, City Road.

Mr. Miiller exhibited several galls, collected by Mr. Trovey Blackmore

in Morocco, as follows :

—

Firstly. On the cork tree {Qtiercus subcr), a monothalamous, terminal,

bullet gall, standing on a peduncle of an inch in length, emanating from a

thin twig: colour dark gray, with irregular fuscous veins ; surface rough,

greatest diameter 15 mill. Undoubtedly the home of a true Cynips.

Mr. Blackmore informs me that he " cut it from a cork tree, near Cape

Spartel : many others were on the same tree."

Secondly. On an undetermined species of oak {Qiierciis ?} ; on the

under side of a leaf, and attached to the lateral ribs. A.—Monothalamous,

pea-shaped, flattened galls : ground colour mahogany-brown, irregularly

sprinkled all over with small darker spots, some of which are reddish and

ocellate, with a pale dot in the centre ; surface more or less polished and

shining (four specimens) ; size variable
;

greatest diameter of the largest

specimen 15 mill ; of the smallest 6 mill. These galls show great affinity

to those of Cynips agama, Hartig. B.—Deeply wrinkled, flat, brownish

spangles seated right across the lateral ribs
;
greatest diameter 5 mill. If

not a very immature stage of the gall A, these spangles may belong to a
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Neuroterus. Mr. Blackmore observes of A and B that " he remembers
obtaining them all from one oak tree in the Gibel-el-Kebir, a small

mountain near Tangier, either in March or April."

The Rev. H. S. Gorham exhibited a beetle new to the British hst,

concerning which he made the following remarks :

—

" Oxi/telus fulvipes, Erichs. Kafer der Mark B. 590 : Genera et species

Staph. 787; Kraatz Naturg. der Ins. Deuts. ii. 852. Of the indigenous

species most allied to 0. rugosus, Fab., from which it differs as follows:

—

The head, thorax and elytra are much less closely punctured, especially the

former, which also lacks the depression of the clypeus, conspicuous in

rugosus ; this part also being shining instead of opaque. The thorax is

proportionally shorter and more narrowed towards the base ; the lateral

margins obsoletely crenulate. The legs and first four joints of the antennae

are testaceous ; these joints, however, in my specimens are spotted with

pitchy. The third joint is shorter than the second; whereas the reverse is

the case in rugosus. In the male characters beneath, this species presents

considerable differences,—the fifth segment being simple (in rugosus tlie

margin bears a conspicuous tubercle), and the seventh has the margin

simply bisiuuate. One male and three female specimens, found by myself,

near a wet spot in a wood, near Needwood, Staffordshire, January, 1870. It

is found also in Germany, Austria and France."

Prof. Westwood exhibited drawings of a species of Coccus, infesting

Cypripedium niveum, from Siam. These Cocci were situated on the under

side of the leaves in groups of four or five, or more. The body of the scale

was very small, apparently composed of waxy exudation ; on the surface

were six raised radiating white lines, corresponding to the legs of the

insect, and each of these raised lines was produced into a spiue-like process

extending beyond the margins of the scale; beneath there was an oval

receptacle, which contained the pupa or perfect insect, but always of the

male sex. On the under side the mid-rib of tlie same leaves were

differently formed, and not stellate scales, which probably were those of the

female. Some of the first-described scales were altered in form, the raised

lines being obhterated, and the surface swollen : these he considered to be

infested with parasites. He proposed to name the insect Coccus stellifer.

Mr. Staiuton remarked that at a recent Meeting of the Scientific

Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society there were exhibited samples

of lemons, from Palermo, infested with a Coccus distinct from that which
ordinarily affects the orange. The rind immediately around the scales

never acquired the yellow colour, so that the lemons appeared to be

sprinkled with green spots. The presence of these Cocci was of consider-

able importance, inasmuch as it rendered the fruit useless for preserving

purposes.
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Prof. Westwood furtber exhibited a minute species of Corixa, destructive

to tbe ova of fisbes iu India, received from Mr. H. S. Tbomas, respecting

wbicb tbat gentleman made tbe following remarks :

—

" Its habitat is fresh water in tbe rivers of Canara, though, I dare say, it

may also be found iu other rivers of the Madras Presidency. I observed it

myself in a still hollow in a rock, where tbe water was quite clear, and only

two or three inches in depth. The insects kept tossing the ova up from the

bottom, and following them closely up to tbe surface, whence they gradually

subsided to the bottom by their own weight, the insects apparently adhering

to the eggs all the time ; but the moment they were at the bottom they

were vigorously tossed up again. I daresay it attacks other spawn also ; but

the ova I saw it engaged with were those of tbe ' Masheer barbas mosal,'

commonly called ' Masheer,' tbe most valuable fish iu tbe Indian rivers."

Mr. Thomas sent also an extract from the report of Pisciculture in

South Canara, detailing experiments made by an intelligent observer to

test the destructive habits of tbe insect. In one instance a hollow was

watched, in which were many freshly deposited ova, but no Corixae. The

next morning the latter were there in large numbei-s, and nothing left but

the empty egg-shells. In another experiment the ova were placed in a

finely woven basket, and the Cori.\a3 immediately came in quantities and

endeavoured to penetrate from the outside. This insect, which is deposited

in the British Museum iu accordance with Mr. Thomas's request. Prof.

Westwood characterized as under :

—

" Corixa ovivora, sp. n. Minuta, supra griseo-fusca, infra (cum pedibus)

pallide lutea; capite lutesceute; hemelytris griseo-fuscis, apicibus pauUo

pailidioribus, margine antico lineis uonnuUis punctoque apicem versus

nigris, notato ; femoribus intermediis longis, tibiisque gracillimis ; mctasterno

profunde bisiuuato, angulis posticis lateralibus elongatis. Long. corp.

hn. IJ ; exp. hemelytr. liu. 2J. Habitat in fluviis India orientalis copiose,

ova piscium devorans" [Doin. H. S. Thomas).

Paper read.

" Description of a new genus, and of six new species of Pierinae," by

Mr. A. G. Butler.

The new species were described as Ixias venatus, from the White

NUe ; Kricogonia fantasia, from Nicaragua ; Callidryas foruax, from Chili

;

C. Jai'esia, from Para; Eucbloe limonea, from Mexico; and Larino-

poda (n.g.) lycreuoides, from West Africa,—this latter form seemed, in

some respects, intermediate between the Erouia group of Pieriufe and

the genus Deloneura among the Lycsenidae, accoi'ding to Mr. Butler.

—

R. M'L.
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Ornithological Notesfrom Shetland. By Henry L. Saxby, M.D.

(Continued from S. S. Vl&L)

1869.

Turtle Dove.—Almost every year two or three stragglers appear

in Shetland. One which visited the garden at Halligarth about the

end of May remained until the middle of June, when it left one

calm night.

Crane.—A crane, probably one of the two mentioned in the

'Zoologist' (S. S. 1763), was observed in various parts of Unst as

late as the end of June. It was most frequently seen upon the

hill-sides facing the north, at Cliff and Watley. It was so ex-

tremely wild that not one of the numerous gunners who unweariedly

followed it was able to obtain even a distant shot.

Nightjar.—About three o'clock in the afternoon of the 22nd of

June, the sun shining brightly at the time, I shot a female nightjar

—a very rare visitor to Shetland—on a piece of rough moor near

Belmont. It rose suddenly from beside a small stone, upon the

slope of a hill facing the east. A careful examination convinced

me that the poor bird was not breeding. The stomach contained

the remains of small Coleoptera.

Garden Warbler.—On the 27th of June a garden warbler came

to Halligarth, and remained there about a fortnight, delighting all

hearers with its melodious notes. Shetlanders who have heard this

bird or the blactcap warbler in their gardens still boast of a visit

from the nightingale; indeed so obstinate are they in this belief,

that even to suggest the possibility of a mistake is to risk a serious

quarrel.

Twite.—At Baltasound twites are becoming even more numerous

than in former years within my own recollection. They now nest

regularly every year among the trees and shrubs. This season

there are many nests in the elders and gooseberry bushes, and one

in the top of a young ash, about ten feet from the ground. T am
anxious to know whether similar habits have been observed in

other parts of Scotland. Two sets of eggs are laid every season,

the same nest being used on both occasions when the birds are

unmolested. When once a brood has been hatched, the parents

will return to the spot year after year—often to the very same fork

of the branch from which the nest of the previous season has been
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blown by the winter's gales. The nest is never placed near the

extremity of a branch : I cannot call to mind one instance in which

it has not been close against, and partly surrounding, the trunk.

Two eggs are usually laid, often six, but seldom four. I observe

that those of the second set are nearly always of a rounder form

and more sparingly marked than those of the first. The sitting

bird will sometimes allow itself to be stroked with the hand, but

the slightest jar against the branch is the cause of instant flight.

As a rule, those nests which are built in trees and bushes are much
larger than others, often twice the size, at least, the greatest

difference being at the lowest part. The bottom of one taken from

an elder, and now in my possession, is just four inches iu thickness,

while that of one found under a clod in a ploughed field is so thin

that in some parts the lining was in contact with the bare ground,

the outer part of the nest consisting of a mere ring of twigs and

fibrous roots. In lining the nest, it is the habit of the twite

com])letely to fill the cavity with hair and roots before commencing
to work the mass into shape: the feathers are fixed into their

places singly as thoy are brought. Both male and female take an

equal share in the task of carryiug the materials.

Redshank.— 1 have mentioned elsewhere that the redshank occa-

sionally breeds with us. Several pairs were noticed among the

rocks and upon marshy ground near the sea during the month of

June.

Common Sandpiper.—The question whether the common sand-

piper breeds with us is now decided, though it is to be regretted

that the information was only obtained by the destruction of a pair

of the birds during the breeding season. On the 2nd of July a lad

told me that he had just shot two birds resembling small " plover

pages" (dunlins) near the loch of ClifT, and that on going to pick

them up he discovered among the long grass four young birds,

which, though still covered with down, ran so fast, and led him into

such soft ground, that he was compelled to give up his attempt to

capture them. He brought the two birds to me next day, when I

immediately recognized them as common sandpipers. In previous

summers I had often heard the notes of this species in the neigh-

bourhood of the loch, and had on rare occasions seen the bird, but

my attempts to discover a nest were always unsuccessful.

Puffin.—Puffins left about the second week in August. They
arrive early in February. No matter what may be the state of
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the weather, they keep their times of arrival and departure with

marvellous exactness.

Wren.—Early in September wrens were singing cheerily at

Halligarth, They never breed there, but merely resort to the

garden as soon as the leaves begin to fall, remaining until the

winter fairly sets in, when they betake themselves for shelter to the

thatch of cow-sheds and the crevices of rocks near the sea.

Pied and Gray Wagtails.—A considerable number of the former

and a iew of the latter species visited us on the 19lh of September,

and remained for about a fortnight.

Hen Harrier.—Although the hen harrier formerly bred here, it

is now rare, even as a visitor. A beautifully marked female

appeared here on the 18lh of September.

Knot.—Small parties of knots began to arrive on the 13th of

October. The greater number were, as usual, birds of the year.

Some of the old ones still exhibited the red tints of the summer

plumage upon the upper parts.

Arrival of Water-fowl.—A larger number of mallards than usual

bred with us this year, possibly on account of the very iew gunners

who now venture to disturb their haunts, but they received con-

siderable reinforcements about the middle of September, from which

time until the second week in October goldeneyes constantly arrived.

Tufted ducks and pochards are comparatively scarce here, and

seldom appear before the frosts and snows of winter have fairly

set in.

Snow Bunting.—The heavy and continued gales, accompanied

with snow, which occurred at the very time when the grain was fit

for reaping, brought our usual winter visitors early and in large

numbers. It was sad indeed to behold the strange harvest scene

on the first morning of the change in the weather. Every man and

boy who was able to use a scythe was out with the first daylight,

and it was truly pitiful to see the poor fellows labouring without a

pause to secure the remnant of their scanty crop, until they sank

exhausted upon the snow. Then when the straw—for it was little

else—was carried to the yards, and the snow had vanished, the

ground appeared yellow with the shaken grain. The small

quantity which usually falls always attracts numerous flocks of

snow buntings; but large as these flocks are, they appear almost

as nothing in comparison with countless multitudes which now

descended upon the cultivated grounds. There they remained for
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several weeks, feasting so luxuriously and becoming so fat that,

perhaps from some degree of envy, though certainly no less from

downright hunger,—the weather having delayed the vessels with

provisions,— I, and certain individuals whose disgrace need not

here be augmented by the publication of their names, devoured

whole flocks of these beautiful and harmless birds. It was easy to

procure them ; a single raking shot at a rising flock was sure to

cause a long white line of twenty or thirty birds among the stubble.

I think of all this with regret now

—

hut the provision vessels have

arrived very regularli/ of late.

Golden Plover.—Although large additions were made to the

native flocks in autumn, the number was considerably less than

that of the three preceding seasons. I saw one bird with a great

many white feathers upon the upper parts, and with pure white

quills and wing-coverts, but such variations in plumage are by no

means uncommon.

Ring Ouzel.—On the 3rd of October a moderate breeze from

N.W. brought three ring ouzels—au adult female and two young

birds of the year. They remained for several days, only taking

their departure when they had finished the last rowan-berry in the

garden.

Goldencrested Wren.—Considerable numbers of goldencrested

wrens arrived with the ouzels, remaining in the garden for about a

fortnight.

Finches and Redtvings.—On the 5th of October, the wind still

continuing to blow steadily from N.W., chaflinches (both male and

female), bramblings, greenfinches and redwings arrived. I easily

caught as many as I required,—sometimes as many as thirty in a

night,—simply by means of a common lantern, of course setting

them all free as soon as I had copied or taken down descriptions

of some of the most perfect. Even when the night is not very

dark it is easy for one person alone to take them by hand from the

branches where they are roosting. It is only necessary to turn the

light of the lantern among the trees, walk up briskly when a bird

is seen, keeping the light full upon it, and then, as soon as within

arm's reach, suddenly lower the lantern with one hand, and with the

other snatch the dazzled and bewildered bird from its perch. The
finches and redwings submit very quietly, but the impudent sparrows

try hard to revenge themselves upon the fingers of their captors.

One drawback to this method of procuring specimens is that when
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the birds become alarmed and take flight they are apt to injure

themselves by dashing against the branches or the dark garden

walls,

Shorteared Owl.—In September and October shorteared owls

were to be met with upon the hills and in turnip-fields. There is

sometimes great variety in the plumage of different individuals

killed at the same season, some being very dark, others exceedingly

pale, as if bleached.

Woodcock.—Now that certain lands are preserved woodcocks are

becoming more plentiful every year. The keeper at Hermaness
tells me that a pair hatched there last June.

1870.

Smew.—No observer, so far as I am aware, has hitherto recorded

the smew as a visitor to Shetland. About the end of February

a lad saw a pair in the fresh-water loch at Quoyhouse, and shot the

female, which is now in my possession.

Water Rail.—Water rails were rather numerous in the early

spring. Long before winter fairly sets in the whole of the herbage,

even that in the ditches, is so closely cropped by starving animals

that not even water rails can find shelter from observation ; there-

fore they are very frequently seen here. Being in want of specimens,

I shot two within half an hour on the loth of March.

Snowy Owl.—Snowy owls have often been seen, but the gun-tax

has made the people rather unwilling to go in pursuit. Two, how-

ever, were killed ; one about the end of April, the other a little

before Christmas.

Twite.—Early in May a pair of twites built a nest in the green-

house at Gardie, in the island of Bressay. It was placed in the

branches of a juniper growing in a large flower-pot. Two eggs

were laid, and the female sat closely, quite regardless of the frequent

presence of admiring visitors, becoming so tame indeed as to feed

while they stood by. Of course she was killed by a cat.

Landrail. — Landrails, usually so numerous, have not been

heard at Baltasound for the last two years. The very backward

state of the rye-grass may possibly have been the cause.

Ravens.—Ravens are now comparatively scarce in Unst, the

sheep-farming mania having brought about one good result in the

destruction of these mischievous birds. Great numbers were
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poisoned in the breeding season, a reward of threepence for each

head having been offered.

Heron.—For several years past seven herons have regularly

appeared in the little island of Hnnie about the end of July,

remaining there until the following spring. They are nearly always

to be found together among the high rocks, to which they resort

partly for shelter, but mainly, I suppose, for the purpose of feeding

among the shallow pools left by the falling tide. When disturbed

they rise high and then sail off to a considerable distance, and

although they will then perhaps remain in some undisturbed spot

for the remainder of the day, they invariably return to the rocks in

Hunie as night approaches. That herons finding one particular

locality peculiarly suited to their habits should therefore take up

their abode there during a certain portion of the year, is not very

remarkable, but the annual appearance of the exact number of

seven compels us to the conclusion that a pair go regularly south-

ward to breed, and return at the close of each season with five

young ones to the spot which they have proved to be secure from

danger and abounding with food.

IVryneck.—At Gardic House there is a well-stuffed specimen of

this hitherto unknown visitor to Shetland. It was shot in an

adjacent field by Major Cameron, some few years ago.

Gray Plover.—The gray plover being a very scarce bird in

Shetland, I was surprised to meet with about a dozen, in company
with golden plover, last July, upon the top of the Vallafiel hills.

Nothing more was seen of them until the first week in September,

when a small number appeared in the meadows, which they left for

the sea-shore as soon as the tide began to fall. The few that were

shot varied considerably in plumage. In one specimen many of

the light spots were so strongly tinged with yellow that at first

sight it resembled a faded golden plover. The stomachs contained

small periwinkles and fine gravel.

Redbacked Shrike.—On the 9th of June, while walking along

the low cliffs above the sands at Barrafirth, I caught a glimpse of

a bird flying up the grassy slope, uttering a short chirping noise,

and carrying something in its bill. It disappeared behind a ruined

wall, and immediately returning picked up some article of food

near the edge of the cliff, and again flew back to the old wall.

I then recognized the bird as a female redbacked shrike, and,

following her up, beheld to my astonishment three young birds,
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tolerably strong upon the wing, yet clamouring loudly for food.

The whole family was very shy, and it was only when I crouched

behind a distant rock that the feeding process was resumed. In

Macgillivray's time this species was unknown in Scotland, yet this

is the second occasion on which 1 have observed it in the island

of Unst (Zool. S. S. 689). I am quite at loss to account satis-

factorily for the presence of young birds here. For some weeks

previously there had not been an hour's rough weather, so that

they could not have been driven over, and it is almost impossible

that they could have crossed the sea voluntarily, the Shetlands

lying a hundred miles at least from the nearest land. There was

nothing in the shape of a bush in the neighbourhood, and I can

only imagine that, if the brood was really hatched there, it must

have been placed among the long heather which fringes the low,

rugged cliffs. About a month afterwards, observing some dead

bees fastened among the twigs of a willow hedge at Halligarth,

I watched the spot, and soon discovered a young shrike, in all

probability one of the Barrafirth three, but the others I never saw

again. It remained about the garden for nearly three weeks, and

then disappeared during the night.

Dotterel.—The dotterel is another addition to our Shetland list.

About the middle of June I observed one among some golden

plovers upon the hill of Crushafiel, immediately above Baltasound.

Never having seen this species alive, I got a neighbour to come

out and shoot it for me. It proved to be an adult male.

Rosecoloured Pastor.—This rare species has again visited us.

On the 27th of July I saw a beautiful male in full plumage, flitting

about a stony field near Ernesdaal. It was very shy, and although

it kept close to the walls, I was for a long time unable to get a

shot at it, a broken arm preventing me from shooting without

resorting to the shabby expedient of resting my gun. The attempt

deservedly resulted in a severe "kick" and the escape of the bird,

I am glad to say, without injury, or even the loss of a feather. It

remained in the neighbourhood just nine days, feeding under the

shady sides of the walls, and as night approached retiring to the

garden for shelter. During the whole time of its slay it still con-

tinued very shy, when disturbed seldom flying less than three

hundred yards before alighting. Sometimes it was seen feeding

among cows, and when starlings happened to be there also, ming-

ling with them : though it would rise with the flock, it invariably
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separated from it after flying for a short distance, and seemed

quite careless about rejoining.

Turtle Dove.—An adult female was killed upon the beach at

Haroldsvvick on the 28th of September. Being somewhat ex-

hausted, as if from a long flight, it was easily approached.

Longearecl Owl.—On the 3rd of November I procured a fine

pair of longeared owls in the garden. During the day they sat

close in the bushes, and when disturbed were rather difficult to

approach, not from their ability to perceive me so much as from

the impossibility of preventing my footsteps among the frosty

leaves from being heard.

Goldencrested Wren. — Several goldencrested wrens arrived

during the last week of October.

Storm Petrel.—Storm petrels ,are very late breeders. I have

found fresh eggs as late as the middle of August : it is therefore

not to be wondered at that young birds driven inland by the

October gales are not always iu complete ])lumage, the abdomen

being covered with a large fluffy mass of blackish down.

Jack Snipe.—Jack snipe have been very abundant since the

frosty weather set in. During the snow at Christmas they were

constantly to be met with upon low gravelly beaches, as well as at

the springs inland.

Henry L. Saxby,

Baltasound, Shetland, February",23, 1871.

Notes on the Zoology of Neurfoundland.

By Henry Reeks, Esq., F.L.S., &c.

(Continued from Zool. S. S. 2049.)

Cheiroptera.

The Common Bat (Vespertilio subulatus, Say). A notice of this

bat—the only species I obtained in the island—should have headed

my previous article on the Mammals of Newfoundland, but the

specimen, brought home in alcohol, had not then been identified :

since then it has been presented to the British Museum, and I am
indebted to Mr. G. R. Gray for the above nomenclature. It

appears to be a rare animal on the N.W. coast, as the only speci-

men either seen or obtained was that brought home, and which

was captured and brought into the house by a cat: the settlers,
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however, seemed perfectly familiar with it, and its nocturnal habits,

but stated that it was the only "sort" (? species) found on the

island : this statement, however, I very much doubt.

Phocid^.

The Harbour Seal (Phoca vitiilina, Linn.) Very common along

the coast, and especially in the sheltered bays, from the time of the

disappearance of the drift-ice in the spring of the year until its

reappearance in the fall. It whelps on ledges of rocts and islands

in the month of June. The young, which are then called " puppies,"

after shedding their first coat, are beautifully spotted on the back

and sides, and are caught in nets in large quantities for their skins

and fat; the former selling at a dollar each when nicely stretched

and dried clean, and the latter, when melted into oil, usually sells

for half-a-dollar, or sometimes seventy-five cents a gallon.

The settlers affirm that the sexes copulate in September: if this

is correct the period of gestation would be nine months. It is only

in the spring of the year that either sex will " float" when killed in

the water; and this fact is favourable to the assertion of the

settlers respecting copulation, as at this season the males, or as

they are called in Newfoundland " dogs," would have regained

their lost fat, and the "bitches" would be enlarged by pregnancy.

The harbour seal, as well as other species, is very tenacious of

life, and must be struck in a vital spot by either ball or heavy

charge of shot—not smaller than B—to kill it on the spot: hence

I have been often amused at published accounts of seals shot in

the Thames, and elsewhere, but which " sank immediately." What

seal, or other amphibious animal, would not do so if " tickled" with

the greater part of, perhaps, an ounce of No. 5 shot ? I have never

shot, or even seen, a seal so poor which, if killed dead on the spot,

would not have floated from five to ten seconds, and this, if the

animal was killed with shot, would give ample lime for rowing

alongside, supposing, of course, the boat contained two "hands."

The Harp Seal (Pagophilus groenlandicus. Gray, ex-Linn.) This

is by far the most abundant species of seal on the coasts of New-

foundland, where, however, it is only seen during its periodical

migrations. It whelps on the ice in the month of March, and

forms the chief object of the seal "fishery," in which hundreds of

sailing vessels and steamers are annually engaged at the ice on the

coasts of Newfoundland alone. Large quantities are also captured

SECOND series—VOL. VI. S
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in nets, which are called " seal-frames." Three long nets of strong

seal-twine are required to construct a frame. One net is firmly

secured by anchors parallel with the shore, and at such a distance

that the remaining nets, placed one at each end, will just reach the

shore, thus forming a kind of oblong figure, the longest net being

on the outside. If in the spring, when the seals migrate from the

westward, the net nearest that point is sunk to the bottom ; but if

in the fall, when the seals migrate in the reverse direction,—the

shores of the island running nearly N.E. and S.W.,—the eastern

net is sunk. Two men are required to constantly watch the nets.

As soon as a herd of seals has been seen to cross the sunken net

the top of it is immediately raised to the surface of the water by

means of a pulley, and so fastened in that position : the men then

commence shouting and firing off guns loaded only with powder, to

keep the seals under water and cause them to "mesh" in the nets;

otherwise they would spring over the nets and escape. When it is

seen that no seals rise to the surface the men launch their boat into

the pound and take the seals from the nets, most of them being

drowned, while others again have to be killed.

As soon as the seals are got on shore the net is again sunk, and

the men, or others employed for the purpose, occupy themselves

" pelting," or skinning, the seals until another herd is impounded.

In a succcssfid season as many as eighteen hundred seals have

been captured in one of these "frames." The skins fetch from

a dollar to a dollar and a half each {i.e. from four to six shillings

sterling), and the oil from half a dollar to two shillings and six-

pence sterling.

As my accident prevented my fulfilling an engagement to go to

the ice seal-hunting, perhaps I may be pardoned for reproducing the

experiences of a few days, out of about six weeks, spent at the ice by

two lamented naturalists, the late Professors Stuwitz and Jukes, and

graphically described by the latter gentleman, in his ' Excursions

in Newfoundland,' and which also accords so well with the descrip-

tions of many of the " skippers" and settlers that I have conversed

with on the subject. Stuwitz and Jukes left St. John's in a

brigantine, the "Topaz," Captain Furueaux, on March 3rd, 1840.

Nothing of interest occurred until

—

" March 5th. Tliis morning was dark and foggy, with the wind

at south-east. At seven o'clock, after making a tack or two about

an open lake, and finding no channel, we dashed into the ice with
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all sail set, in company with two other vessels, on a N.N.W. course.

The ice soon got firmer, thicker and heavier, and we shortly stuck

fast. 'Overboard with you ! gaffs and pokers !' sung out the cap-

tain ; and over went, accordingly, the major part of the crew to the

ice. The pokers were large poles of light wood, six or eight inches

in circumference, and twelve or fifteen feet long : pounding with

these, or hewing the ice with axes, the men would split the pans
near the bows of the vessel, and then, inserting the ends of the

pokers, use them as large levers, lifting up one side of the broken

piece and depressing the other, and several getting round with

their gaffs, they shoved it by main force under the adjoining ice.

Smashing, breaking and pounding the smaller pieces in the course

the vessel wished to take, room was afforded for the motion of the

larger pans. Laying out great claws on the ice ahead, when the

wind was light the crew warped the vessel on. If a large and
strong pan was met with, the ice-saw was got out. Sometimes
a crowd of men clinging round the ship's bows, and holding on to

the bights of ropes suspended there for the purpose, would jump
and dance on the ice, bending and breaking it with their weight,

shoving it below the vessel, and dragging her on over it with all

their force. Up to their knees in water, as one piece after another

sank below the cutwater, they still held on, hurraing at every fresh

start she made, dancing,jumping, pushing, shoving, hauling, hewing,

sawing, till every soul on board was roused into excited exertion.

After looking on some time I could stand it no longer; so, seizing

a gaff, I jumped overboard, but soon got a damper, as, in my first

essay to cross before the vessel, I did not distinguish the sound
pieces from the mere broken mash and lolly, and in I went to my
middle before I was aware of it. One of the men caught hold of

me, and I scrambled up the side of the vessel, a little cooler than

I went down. Every fresh hand, they said, has to pay his footing

for his first dip; so I was obliged not only to lose my footing in

water myself, but give it afterwards in rum to the crew. They con-

tinued their exertions the whole of the day, relieved occasionally

by small open pools of water; and in the evening we calculated

that we had made about fifteen miles ! It continued foggy all day,

and at night it began to rain. We had seen no vessel since the

morning—nothing but a dreary expanse of ice and snow stretching

away into the misty horizon."

Thus they continued day after day, with little variation, and
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without seeiug or hearing seals, until the 11th, when in the

morning two men came on board "from a vessel at no great

distance, but which we could not see for the fog. It was singular,

in such apparent solitude and desolation, to see two human beings

making their appearance. After a chat with their friends on board

the Topaz, and a glass of grog, they went off again into the fog to

return to their vessel." In the evening the watch on deck " heard

the cry of a young seal." * * * *

"March 12lh. Again foggy with a S.E. wind. As we stood on

deck this morning before breakfast, we heard a cry down to

leeward, like the cry of a gull, which some of the men said

it was. It became, however, so loud and continued, that both

Stuwitz aud I doubted its being the cry of any bird, and one of

the men took a gaff and went to look. We watched hira for some

distance with our glasses, as he proceeded slowly tlirough the fog,

till he suddenly began to run, and then struck at something, and

presently returned dragging a young seal alive over the ice, and

brought it on deck. It was of a dirty white colour, with short

close fur, large dark expressive eyes, and it paddled and walloped

about the deck fierce and bawling.* A Newfoundland dog called

Nestor, belonging to the captain, approached it, but it snapped at

Lis nose and bit him, though its teeth were but just beginning to

appear. After taking it down to the captain, to demand the usual

quart of rum for the first man who caught a seal, one of the men

knocked it on the head and skinned it. Stuwitz then cut off its

*fippers,'t or paws, and its head, and alter breakfast we took it

into the 'after-hatch,' or steerage, where he drew and dissected it.

In the middle of the day we heard from some of the men, who had

been out on the ice, that a vessel a few miles ahead of us had

already 2500 seals on board, so we pushed on through the ice, and

shortly came into a lake of water. On the borders of this many
young seals were lying, and two or three punts were hoisted out to

despatch and collect them. I shot one through the head that was

scufl3iug off a pan of ice, but the crew begged me to desist, as they

said the balls might glance from the ice and injure some of the men
who were about. Having picked up the few which were imme-
diately about us, we hoisted in our punts again, as there were

* This was a young harp seal (P. gnvnlaiidicus).—H. B.

+ Should, perhaps, be spelled " dippers," but is always pronounced "fippers."—

H.E.
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several vessels near us, and more coming up, and bore away
farther north through an open pool of water. In passing through

a thin skirt of ice one of the men hooked up a young seal with his

gaff. Its cries were precisely like those of a young child in the

extremity of agony and distress, something between shrieks and
convulsive sobbings. It thrilled one's nerves at first, but when
I found that their sole employment, when alone on the ice, was
uttering similar cries, and that nearly the same cry was expressive

of enjoyment or defiance as of pain and fear, I became more
reconciled.* We soon afterwards passed though some loose ice

on which the young seals were scattered, and nearly all hands
were overboard, slaying, skinning and hauling. We then got into

another lake of water and sent out five punts. The crews of these

joined those already on the ice, and dragging either the whole
seals or their 'pelts' to the edge of the water, collected them in

the punts, and when one of these was full brought them on board.

The cook of the vessel and my man Simon, with the captain and
myself, managed the vessel, circumnavigating the lake and picking

up the boats as they put off one after another from the edge of the

ice. In this way, when it became too dark to do any more, we
found we had got three hundred seals on board, and the deck was
one great shambles. When piled in a heap together the young
seals looked like so many lambs, and when occasionally, from out

of the bloody and dirty mass of carcasses, one poor wretch still

alive would lift up its face and begin to flounder about I could

stand it no longer; and arming myself with a handspike, I pro-

ceeded to knock on the head and put out of their misery all in

whom I saw signs of life. After dark we left the lake and got

jammed in a field of ice, with the wind blowing strong from the

N.W. The watch was employed in skinning those seals which
were brought on board whole, and throwing away the carcass. In

skinning a cut is made through the fat to the flesh, a thickness

generally of about three inches, along the whole length of the

belly from the throat to the tail. The legs, or ' fippers,' and also

the head, are then drawn out from the inside, and the skin is laid

out flat and entire, with the layer of fat or blubber firmly adhering
to it, and the skin in this state is called the 'pelt,' and sometimes
the 'sculp.' It is generally about three feet long and two feet and

* The cries of paiu and pleasure in the young seal appear identical to the human
ear, but are readily distinguished by the parents.

—

H. R,
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a half wide, and weighs from thirty to fifty pounds. The carcass

when turned out of its warm covering is light and slim, and, except

such parts as are preserved for eating, is thrown away.

" March I3lh. As soon as it was light this morning all hands

were overboard on the ice, and the whole of the day was employed

in slaughtering young seals in all directions and hauling their pelts

to the vessel. Tiie day was clear and cold, with a strong N.W.

wind blowing, and occasionally the vessel made good way through

the ice, the men following her and clearing off the seals on each

side as we went along. The young seals lie dispersed here and

there on the ice, basking in the sun, and often sheltered by the

rough blocks and piles of ice, covered with snow. Six or eight

may sometimes be seen within a space of twenty yards square.

The men, armed with a gaff and a hauling rope slung over their

shoulders, disperse about on the ice, and whenever they find a seal

strike it a heavy blow on the head, which cither stuns the animal

or kills it outright. Having killed, or at least stunned, all they see

within a short distance, they skin, or as they call it, 'sculp' thera

with a broad clasp-knife,* called a sculpiug-knile, and nicking two

holes along the edge of each side of the skin, they lay them one

over another, passing the rope through the nose of each pelt and

lacing it through the side holes, in such a manner that when pulled

light it draws them into a compact bundle. Fastening the gaff in

this bundle they then put the rope over the shoulder, and haul it

away over the ice to the vessel. In this way they bring in bundles

of pells, three, six or even seven at a time, and sometimes from a

distance of two miles. Six pells, hovever, is reckoned a very heavy

load to drag over the rough and broken ice, leaping from pan to

pan, and they generally contrive to keep two or three together to

assist each other at the bad places, or to pull those out who fall

into the water. The ice to-day was in places very slippery and in

others broken and treacherous, and as 1 had not got my boots

properly filled with 'sparables' and 'chisels' I stayed on board

and helped the captain and the cook in managing the vessel and

whipping in the pelts as they were brought alongside. By twelve

o'clock, however, my arms were aching with the work, and on the

lee-side of the vessel we stood more than knee-deep in warm seal-

skins, all blood and fat. Some of the men brouglit in as many as

* A knife called a sheath-knife, and caiiied in the waist-belt, is generally used for

sculping seals.

—

H. E.
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sixty each in the course of the day, and by night the decks were

covered, in many places the full height of the rail. As the men
came on board they occasionally snatched a hasty moment to drink

a bowl of tea or eat a piece of biscuit and butter ; and as the sweat

was dripping from their faces, and their hands and bodies were

reeking with blood and fat, and they often spread Ihe butter with

their thumbs, and wiped their faces with the backs of their hands,

they took both the liquids and the solids mingled with the blood.

The deck of course, when the deck could be seen, was almost as

slippery with gore as if it had been ice. Still there was a bustle

and excitement in the scene that did not permit the fancy to dwell

on the disagreeables, and after a hearty refreshment the men would

snatch up their gaffs and hauling ropes, and hurry off in search of

new victims; besides, every pelt was worth a dollar!* During

this time hundreds of old seals were popping up their heads in the

small lakes of water and holes among the ice, anxiously looking for

their young. Occasionally one would hurry across a pan in search

of the snow-white darling she had left, and which she could not

recognise in the bloody and broken carcass, stripped of its warm
covering, that alone remained of it. 1 fired several times at these

old ones in the afternoon with my rifle from the deck, but without

success, as unless the ball hits them on the head, it is a great

chance whether it touch any vital part, the body being so thickly

clothed with fat. In the evening, however. Captain Furneaux

went out on the ice and killgxl two with his sealing-gun loaded with

seal shot. The wind had now sunk to a light air, and the sun set

most gloriously, glancing from the golden west across the bright

expanse of snow, now stained with many a bloody spot and the

ensanguined trail which marked the footsteps of the intruders on

the peacefulness of the scene. Several vessels came up near us

from the south, in the afternoon ; but notwithstanding all the

slaughter the air as night closed in resounded with the cries of the

young seals on every side of us. As the sunlight faded in the

west the quiet moon looked down from the zenith, and a brilliant

arch of aurora crossed the heavens nearly from east to west, in a

long waving line of glancing light, slowly moving backwards and

forwards from north to south across the face of the moon. The
evenings after a north-west wind are certainly most lovely, the

* This, of course, refers only to young skins : the skins of adults being worth a

dollar and a half.

—

H. R,
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atmosphere clear and transparent, and having that dry crispness

and elaslicitj- that raalies every breath send the blood dancing

with fresh vigour from the heart. It is on a clear night, moreover,

beneath the milder light of the moon, and contrasted with the

deeper blue of the sky, that ice scenery looks best. In daylight it

is too dazzling, garish and monotonous: the moon and the stars,

and the quivering aurora, are its fittest accompaniments.

" March 14th. Wind north-east, with fog and snov^^ Early in

the morning the crew were out on the ice, and brought in 350 seals.

The number hauled in yesterday was 1380, making the total number

now on board upwards of 2000. After suffering the pelts to lie

open on deck for a few hours, in order to get cool, they are stowed

away in the hold, being laid one over the other in pairs, each pair

having the hair outwards. The hold is divided by stout partitions

into several compartments or ' pounds' to prevent too much motion

among the seal-skins and keep each in its place."

Thus they continued daily with varying success, until they had

loaded the vessel with between 4000 and 5000 seals, when they

returned to St. John's. Professor Jukes further remarks, " It was

a very good season : one vessel in two trips brought in eleven

thousand seals; and the total take this year must have been con-

siderably upwards of five hundred thousand!" In the spring of

1866 I remember its being current in Newfoundland that one

vessel, which had made two successful trips to the ice, had brought

into St. John's Harbour 25,000 seals!

When first whelped the pujjpies of this species are generally

called " while- coats," but I was informed that they shed this coat

when about a month old, after which they assume a spotted and

smoother coat, when they are distinguished by the name of

"young harps." When one year old they are called " bellamers;"

but both sexes of young until, I think, they are three years*

old, resemble the adult female, after which the male assumes the

"harp" mark upon his back.

The Hooded Seal, Cyitophora crislaia, Nilsson, or Erignathus

barhatus, Gill, ex-Fabricius. Very common, but not so abundant

as either of the preceding species. It is usually taken on the ice,

where the females whelp apparently about the same time as the

harp seals, although a great many in the spring of the year are

* Professor Jukes says two years, but either be or I must have been misinformed.
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shot by the settlers along the coasts. The males are provided

with a most extraordinary kind of crest or " hood," consisting,

beneath the loose sliin, of a large pulpy mass resembling fat, and

which can be inflated to a considerable size, at the pleasure or will

of the owner, which makes it very difficult to kill them with the

ordinary " seal-bat," or gaff, or even with a heavy load of shot

:

they are also, at times, very savage, and it requires great dexterity

on the part of the seal-hunters to keep from being bitten. The
hooded seal is larger than either the harp seal or the harbour seal.

The skin of the adult is very handsome, being of a light silvery

gray, irregularly spotted with dark brown. The young has the

belly white, and the back a very dark uniform silvery gra}'.

I brought home skins of the old and young of this and the two

preceding species.

The Square-fipper Seal, Halichcerus gryphus, Nilsson, ex-

Fabricius. This is undoubtedly the largest species of seal with

which I am acquainted, and probably the largest in the northern

hemisphere, some skins being considerably larger than that of an

ox. It is comparatively rare in the Straits of Labrador and Belle

Isle, although very ievr seasons pass without a few being captured

either at the ice or in the " seal-frames." There appears, even at

the present day, to be a considerable amount of confusion in the

nomenclature of some of our Atlantic seals. Dr. Gray, whose

writings on the Phocidas are well known, assures me that this

species is the Phoca barbata of Miiller— the " great seal " of Pro-

fessor Bell, who figures and describes Halichcerus gryphus under

the local name of the "gray seal"; while Professor Gill, of the

Smithsonian Institution, to whom also I am much indebted for

valuable information on the seals and whales of Newfoundland,

informs me that the synonyms should stand as written in this

article. Mr. A. B. Brooke (Zool. S. S. 2282) mentions having

obtained a species of " gray seal," which he calls Halichcerus

gryphus, but this cannot be identical with the "square-fipper,"*

as the "very fine old male" shot by Mr. Brooke appears scarcely

more than half the length or girth of H. gryphus of Nilsson—if

indeed Nilsson refers to the " square-fipper" of the Newfoundland

and Labrador settlers. Should 1 be spared to revisit these coasts

I will endeavour to bring or send home skins and skulls of each

* This word is usuallj-, and perhaps properly, spelled " flipper," hut I have here

—

as Professor Jukes has hefore me—adopted the provincial pronunciation.

—

H. JR.
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species, to which the local names should invariably he attached,

as by this means only can the conflicling opinions, at present

existing, be satisfactorily set at rest. The males and females of

all the seals are called "dogs" and "bitches" respectively; the

young are called " puppies."

Another species (?) of seal is mentioned by the settlers under

the local name of the " horse-headed seal," but I was unable to

identify it, from their description, as either Phoca lagura or

P. hispida ; probably those specific names are only synonyms of

one or other of the above-mentioned seals. From all I could learn

respecting this so-called " horse-headed seal," which appears to

differ from P. vitulina only in the shape of its head, that it will

prove to be nothing more than very old specimens of that species.

Tt seems to be rather rare on the coast, as I only heard of one

being captured on the N.W. coast during my residence there, and

this was shot about fifteen miles west of Cow Head while in the

act of robbing a salmon-net, and, although a boat was launched

immediately, the carcass was immediately cut in two by a shark.

I saw the two halves of the skin the next day, but the skull had

unfortunately been thrown into the sea for the benefit of the

lobsters.

The Walrus (Trichecits rosmarus). From the quantity of" tusks"

picked up on the coasts of Newfoundland, the walrus must have

been an inhabitant of the island, or perliaps, like the harp seal,

migrated thither on the drift-ice. One specimen was driven ashore

in St. George's Hay during my residence at Cow Head, and Dr.

Gilpin, of Halifax, Nova Scotia, has described another in the

' Proceedings of the Nova Scotia Institute of Natural Science,'

which was recently taken from the ice off the coast of Newfound-

land. The tusks are frequently used as "row-locks" by the

settlers: I saw many that had evidently been used in this way for

many years.

The Cetace^, or Whales.

Unfortunately during the time I was at Cow Head no species of

whale was washed on shore, or rather driven on shore bj^ the drift-

ice closing in on it from seaward, although 1 heard the " bellowings"

of some, evidently in great distress, among the drift-ice in April,

1868. To "bellow like a bull" is a common provincial expression

in some parts of England, but to " bellow like a whale" is the usual
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phrase in Newfoundland, and this last undoubtedly expresses the

superlative degree of bellowing, for I never heard any moi'e dismal

or distressing roar than that of a mighty Cetacean being crushed,

as it»were, in a field of ice.

Whales, like seals and other mammals, vary greatly in their

degrees of fatness. Sometimes some of those washed ashore are

carcases abandoned in a gale of wind by the whalers, and as

whaling is generally carried on in the late spring and summer

months decomposition often sets in before they are found by the

settlers.

Five species of whales are said to occur on the coast of New-
foundland, and Professor Gill has kindly endeavoured to identify

the provincial names as follows :

—

Sulphur-bottom Whale {Sihbaldius borealis, Fischer). This

species is tolerably common. Five (said to be " sulphur-bottoms")

were driven ashore by drift-ice at Great Codroy River in April, 1868.

Some of them reach a large size and yield a great quantity of oil.

One that was discovered floating dead on the water, near Cow Head,

was towed into the harbour : it measured seventy-five feet long, and

yielded fifty-five barrels, or sixteen hundred and fifty gallons, of oil-

The jaws of this monster were eighteen feet in length.

Fin-back Whale (S. ieciirosiris, Cope, or related species). Not
so common as the preceding or following species.

Humpbacked Whale {Megaplera longimana, Rudolphi, or

M. osphyia. Cope). Perhaps not so common as the "sulphur-

bottom," but equally well known to the settlers. A specimen

seventy-five feet long, but which had lost a large quantity of oil

from decomposing and bursting, yielded forty-lwo barrels nineteen

gallons. Ten barrels of oil were dipped up in buckets from the

inside of this whale, which had not escaped from the bursting of

the carcass. The presence of this dead whale was discovered by
following the track of a wide " streak" of oil, which was carried by
the tide on the surface of the water by the harbour of Cow Head.

I have often seen these oily streams visible on top of the water for

at least half a mile, and that only from the decomposing carcass of

a young seal, perhaps not more than three feet in length, and whose

whole body would not yield the third part of a barrel of oil. This

will give some idea of how far these oil-streams may be traced to

the body of a whale, from which, perhaps, fifteen or even twenty

barrels of oil may have escaped.
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Black or Greenland Whale [Baltena mysticetus, Linn.) This

appears to be the largest species of whale in the northern hemi-

sphere. A very poor specimen, seventy feet long, yielded sixty-six

barrels, or nineteen hundred and eighty gallons of oil. The fat, or

" blubber," of the Greenland whale is said to be more productive

and of more value than any other species. The oil of the one here

mentioned realized upwards of £250 : had the same whale been

very fat it would have been worth more than double this amount.

A "calf"

—

i.e. young whale—of this species, which drove ashore

at a settlement called Daniel's Harbour, and which had previously

been partly "sculped" by some whalers, realized, I was told, the

handsome sum of £400. This specimen when entire was valued

by an old whaler at £1000 Nova Scotia currency, or about £800

sterling

!

Barnacle Whale (B. cis-artica, Cope, or Ar/nphelus gibbosus,

Cope). Not so common as the "sulphur-bottom" or "hump-

backed," but more so, perhaps, than either the " Fin-back," or

Greenland whale. Jaw-bones and vertebrae of whales are " common
objects of the shore" in Newfoundland, although the settlers utilize

the former by sawing them into long narrow strips, which they nail

on to the "runners" of their sledges—a process which is termed

" shoeing with whalebone." A pair ofjaw-bones lying on the beach

at Cow Head (but of which species I cannot say) measured nearly

eighteen feet long.

As wilh the Phocida; so with the Cetacea:, great confusion exists

in their nomenclature, it is no easy matter to transport the .skeletons

of these unwieldy mammals to the portals of our public museums, or

to the studios of distinguished naturalists. Where practicable, cor-

rect drawings—or, better still, good photographs—should be taken

before the animal is "sculped," and afterwards of the skeleton, or,

at any rale, of the most desirable portions of it. This, perhaps,

could only be accomplished with "stranded" whales. The great

emporium for the study of these leviathans is, undoubtedly, the deck

of a whaler, where it would certainly be very difficult, if not almost

impossible, to get a correct portrait of a floating carcass, and even

more so of any portion of the skeleton. The dead whale is fastened

wilh ropes to the side of the vessel ; the upper surface of the body,

which floats above water, is first "sculped"; the remaining half

is then turned over by ])ulleys, to undergo a similar process of

sculping.
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The weight of an adult whale of some of the larger species,

such as the Greenland or "sulphur-bottom," must be something
enormous. I saw the skeleton of a whale, only fifty feet in length,

at Barnet's Museum, Niagara Falls, the weight of which, in its

entirety, was estimated at seventy tons ! The jaws of this speci-

men were only twelve feet long, but stated in the Catalogue to be
" sufficiently wide at the base for eighteen people to sit between
them," but in my humble estimation the "people" must be in-

habitants of Lilliput rather than Brobdignag. Near this skeleton

was the under jaw of a sperm whale, which (the jaw) measured
eighteen feet long, and contained forty-two teeth in situ.

Delphinid.e.

Delphinus Janira, Gray. No description.

D. delphis,G\diy. This is probably the "puffin pig" of the

settlers, which has a " white belly."

BELUGID.E.

Beluga catodon, Gray. No description.

N.B. Unless the above synovyms, taken from Dr. Gray's ' Whales
and Dolphins,' in the British Museum, refer to the " puffin pig,"

" herring hog" and " white porpus" of the settlers, I am unable to

identify thera with any known scientific nomenclature. It must be
observed that I obtained no specimens, my identifications being
based on the very meagre descriptions of the settlers, who, however,
were particular in describing the "puffin pig" with a white belly,

and the "herring hog" as yellow underneath. I often saw por-

puses playing round the bows of schooners off the coasts of New-
foundland, and especially when crossing the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
but their visibleness was too transitory to remark much beyond
their outline; sometimes they would disport themselves and turn

over, showing either a white or yellow belly.

Stray Notes on a few Salt-water Fishes.

Two species of sharks are reported by the settlers to be
frequently caught in the herring-nets, but I saw no specimens:
teeth, however, which were given me from a fish captured in Bonne
Bay appear to belong to

Greenland Shark {Scymnus horealis, Flemming). This species,

which is said to grow to a very large size, is frequently found
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entangled in tlie hevring-nets. The liver of a shark, perhaps of this

species, which was captured on the western shore of Newfoundland,

is said, when cut up, to have filled ten barrels ! The settlers make

inoccassins of the skins, but they do not wear so well as those made

from the skin? of seals.

Dogfish [Spinax acatithiaa, Linn.) Within the last five or six

years this species has almost disappeared from some parts of the

coast of Newfoundland, where, within the memory of man, it had

always been most abundant. It is a popular opinion among the

settlers that it has been " ciirsed" away ! From what 1 could learn,

it appears that the rough skin of the dogfish was most destructive

to their salmon-nets; but 1 think that the immense quantity of oil

obtained from the liver of this species quite compensated for any

damage done to the nets, although, when it is said that "every

mesh contained a dogfish," it certainly u)ay have prevented so

large a take of salmon as was desirable.

Sculpin {Coitus Grcsnlandicus). Abundant all along the coast,

and used by the fishermen as bait for codfish. It is very rarely

eaten on the N.W. coast of Newfoundland. Juveniles amuse them-

selves "sculpin catching," using lobsters for bait! Such is the

inherent love of sport in the human species that a most delicious

crustacean is wasted to catch a worthless fish ! It is very pro-

bable that the C. Virginianus occurs on the coast of Newfound-

land.

Two-spined Stickleback {Gasterosteus biaculeatus). Common,

especially in the estuaries of rivers.

Three-spined Stickleback {G. aculeatus). Common. I brought

home specimens of this species, which, across the Atlantic, Dr.

Giinther inforins me, had only been recorded from Greenland.

Ten-spined Stickleback [G. puvgitius). Common in fresh as

well as brackish water. I obtained some from small brackish

streams near St. Paul's Bay. One which I preserved in alcohol,

with some of the preceding species, and forwarded to the British

]\Iuseum, appears to have been lost or overlooked, as it was not

observed by Dr. Giinther, who obligingly examined the contents of

the bottle for me. If I remember rightly I never found a specimen

with more than nine spines, but I certainly captured more than

one on which I could not detect more than eight spines, and I fully

believe that the specimen referred to above had only the latter

number : I am grieved thai it is lost, as it may have proved a
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distinct species. With regard to the " nuptial dress" of the New-

foundland sticklebacks, I am sorry to say that I paid insufficient

attention to the subject, and collected my specimens, I think, in

October.

Haddock {Sebastes Norvegicus). Not common on the N.W.

coast, where I never knew it captured by the settlers, although

I have seen specimens washed ashore dead.

Spring Mackerel [Scomber vernalis) and Fall Mackexel {S. grex).

Mr. Perley, in his ' Report of the Sea and River Fisheries of

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick,' says, " Mackerel were formerly

abundant near the coasts of Newfoundland, but none have been

taken there since 1837." This is quite a mistake, as 1 saw speci-

mens taken at Green Point and Bonne Bay in the months of July

and August, 1867, but of which species I am unable to say: they

were very fine mackerel, but I am fully aware that they are not so

abundant as formerly.

Horse Mackerel [Thynnus vulgaris). Occasionally seen off the

coasts of Newfoundland, and sometimes specimens of large size

are picked up dead on the shore, especially after severe gales.

Swordfish {Xiphias gladim). Occasionally picked up on shore.

Wolf-fish [Anarrhiciis lupus). Not uncommon along the coasts,

and frequently called "cat-fish" and "sea-wolf."

Angler, or Sea-devil [Lophias Ainericamis). Frequent. A speci-

men, about three feet in length, which was washed ashore at Cow

Head in June, 1868, had in its stomach an indigested codfish

nearly twenty inches in length.

Brook Trout, or Charr [Salmo fontinalis). Abundant in all the

brooks and lakes. In September, 1866, I watched two young men

fishing for trout with the most wretched specimens of home-made
" flies" I ever saw, being composed of a small gull's feather and a

piece of red woollen lining from an old coat. They captured

seventy-five trout in less than two hours. This little fish is

delicious eating.

Salmon Trout [S. triiita). Abounds all along the coast, and is

usually taken in nets by the settlers.

Salmon [S. salar). Although the salmon is still abundant on the

shores of Newfoundland it is not nearly so plentiful as it was a few

years since. It is a strange fact that, although salmon, like other

migratory fish, comes from the westward in the spring, it is in-

variably caught in the nets with its head pointing to the west

—
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i. e. the fish al\va3s enters the net on the eastern side, while, at the

same time, codfish enter indiscriminately on either side. The

salmon spawns in Newfoundland in July and August. The harbour

seal iPhoca viiulina) is a great pest to the salmon-fishers by

robbing their nets.

American Smelt {Osinerus viridescens). As soon as the ice dis-

appears in the spring these little fish ascend the smaller streams in

" countless thousands," and become an easy prey of bears, gulls,

trout, &c. The smelt possesses a strong smell, resembling that of

cucumbers, and probably this peculiar odour may be obnoxious to

some of its would-be enemies, for I had a specimen of the American

roughlegged buzzard, Archibuteo Sancli-Johannis (Gmelin), which

I fed chiefly on trout {S.fontbialis), and of which it seemed par-

ticularly fond, but it would not eat smelts, either dead or alive,

even when almost starved to do so.

Capelin [Mallolus villosus). This, although the suiallest, is

certainly the most abundant of the Salmonidac ; but, unlike the

majority of that valuable and interesting family, the capelin never

enters the fresh-water streams. Mr. Perley, in his ' Reports of the

Sea and River Fisheries,' says, "The manner in which the capelin

deposits its spawn is one of the most curious circumstances

attending its natural history. The male fishes are somewhat

larger than the females, and are provided with a sort of ridge

))rojocliug on each side of their back-bones, similar to the eaves of

a house, in whicl) the female capelin is deficient. The latter, on

approaching the beach to deposit its spawn, is attended by two

male fishes, who huddle the female between them, until the whole

body is concealed under the projecting ridges, and her head only

is visible. In this position all three run together with great

swiftness upon the sands, when the males, by some inherent im-

perceptible power, compress the body of the female between their

own, so as to expel the spawn from an orifice near the tail.

Having thus accomplished its delivery, the three capelins separate,

and paddling with their whole force through the shallow water of

the beach, generally succeed in regaining once more the bosom of

the deep, although many fail to do so, and are cast upon the shore,

especially if the surf be at all heavy."

The following interesting account of the arrival of the capelin

schuU in Conception Bay is taken from the Rev. Mr. Anspach's

work on 'Newfoundland':

—

"It is impossible to conceive, much
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more to describe, the splendid appearance, on a beautiful moon-
light night, at this time. Then the vast surface of the bay is

completely covered with myriads of fishes, of various Icinds and
sizes, all actively engaged, either in pursuing or avoiding each

other. The whales, alternately rising and plunging, throwing into

the air spouts of water; the codfish, bounding above the waves,

and reflecting the light of the moon from their silvery surface ; the

capelins, hurrying away in immense shoals to seek a refuge on the

shore, where each retiring wave leaves multitudes skipping on the

sand, an easy prey to the women and children, who stand there

with barrows and buckets, ready to seize upon the precious and
plentiful booty ; while the fishermen in their skiffs, with nets made
for that purpose, are industriously engaged in securing a sufficient

quantity of this valuable bait for their fishery."

Cod-fishing may be said to be at its height during the capelin

season. Like the smelt, the capelin possesses, although in a less

degree, the cucumber smell. Large quantities of capelin are dried

in Newfoundland and exported to England and elsewhere.

American Herring [Clupea elongata). Abundant all along the

shores, and spawns, in " countless thousands," in many of the bays
and harbours. Thousands of barrels of spring and fall herrings are

annually exported from Newfoundland, and form the chief means
of subsistence of the settlers.

Henky Reeks.
Thruxton, Andover, March 3, 1871.

On the Occurrence of the American Meadow Zor^- (Alauda magna
of Wilson) in Great Britain. By Edward Newman.

On the 1.3th of February I received from that excellent naturalist

Mr. J. W. Lloyd, of Kington, the description of a bird which
I could not make out: after some little correspondence, he most
obligingly sent it to the 'Field' office in London, when it was
immediately recognized by my friend Mr. Harting as the American
meadow lark [Alauda magna of Wilson) a bird that had only once
before been obtained in the British islands. This well-known bird is

also the Stuinus ludovicianus of Linneus, the Cacicus alaudarius of

Daudin's ' Traile Elementaire,' the Sternella ludoviciana of Swain-
son and of Gray's ' List of Genera of Birds,' and the Sternella

SECOND series—VOL. VI. V
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collaris of Vieillol's 'Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux de TAmerique

septentrionale.' It has a very extensive range in the New World;

Wilson says he has found it in Upper Canada and in each of the

United States from New Hampshire to New Orleans. Bartram

also informed him that the species was abundant in East Florida.

The favourite places of resort with these birds are pasture fields

and meadows, particularly the latter, which no doubt supply them

with the seeds and insects on which they feed. They are rarely or

never seen in woods, unless where the ground is covered with rich

grass, as in Choctaw and Chicl^asaw counties, where Wilson found

them in considerable numbers in May and June : the extensive

and luxurious prairies between Vincennes and St. Louis also

abound with them.

These birds are partial migrants in the middle and southern states,

but probably more decidedly so in the higher northern latitudes.

Wilson found thera in the meadows which border the Delaware

and Schuylkill at all seasons of the year, even when the ground

was deeply covered with snow. During the month of February

they swarm in the rice jilantations of South Carolina and Georgia,

running about tlie yards and outhouses, accompanied by the kill-

deer plovers {M,'jialiles vociferus), as if quite domesticated. On

the plains of Texas, as Mr. Dresser informs me, they also occur by

myriads in the autumn.
" These birds, after the building season is over, collect in flocks

;

but seldom fly in a close compact body: their flight is something

in the manner of the grouse and partridge, laborious and steady,

sailing and renewing the rapid action of the wings alternately.

When they alight on trees or bushes, it is generally on the top of

the highest branches, whence they send forth a long, clear and

somewhat melancholy note, that, in sweetness and tenderness of

expression, is not surpassed by any of our numerous warblers.

This is sometimes followed by a kind of low, rapid chattering, the

particular call of the female ; and again the clear and plaintive

strain is repeated as before. They aff"ord tolerably good amusement

to the sportsman, being most easily shot while on the wing, as they

frequently squat among the long grass, and spring withhi gunshot.

The nest of this species is built generally in or below a thick tuft

or tussock of grass : it is composed of dry grass, and fine bent laid

at bottom, and wound all around, leaving au arched entrance level

with the ground; the inside is lined with fine stalks of the same
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materials, disposed with great regularity. The eggs are four, some-
times five, white, marked with specks, and several large blotches
of reddish brown, chiefly at the thick end. Their food consists of
caterpillars, grub-worms, beetles and grass-seeds, with a con-
siderable proportion of gravel. Their general name is the meadow
lark

;
among the Virginians they are usually called the old field

lark. The length of the bird is ten inches and a half, extent
sixteen and a half; throat, breast, belly and line from the eye to

the nostrils rich yellow ; inside lining and edge of the wing the
same

;
an oblong crescent of deep velvety black ornaments the

lower part of the throat; lesser wing-coverts black, broadly
bordered with pale ash; rest of the wing-feathers light brown,
handsomely serrated with black ; a line of yellowish white divides
the crown, bounded on each side by a stripe of black, intermixed
with bay, and another line of yellowish white passes over each eye
backwards

; cheeks bluish white ; back and rest of the upper parts
beautifully variegated with black, bright bay and pale ochre ; tail

wedged, the feathers neatly pointed, the four outer ones on each
side nearly all white; sides, thighs and vent pale yellow-ochre,
streaked with black; upper mandible brown, lower bluish white;
eyelids furnished with strong black hairs; legs and feet very large,

and of a pale flesh-colour. The female has the black crescent
more skirted with gray, and not with so deep a black. In the
rest of her markings, the plumage differs little from that of the
male."

—

Wilson's American Orniihology, p. 175 of Jameson''

s

Edition.

The specimen in question was killed by a man when snipe-

shooting close to the town of Cheltenham, twenty-five or more
years ago : it rose from a swampy piece of ground frequented by
snipe. A well-known ornithologist, writing in the 'Field' news-
paper, observes that the bird has nothing to do with the family
of larks (Alaudidce), but is an aberrant form of the hang-nests
[Icterida] : it is a curious compound of several widely different

families. With the beak and feet of a starling it has the rounded
wings of a gallinaceous bird, and rises with the same whirring
sound; the dorsal feathers are those of a hemipode, the win«^-

coverts, tertiaries and tail those of a snipe or sandpiper, while the
colouring of the under parts, yellow with black pectoral band, is

much like that of a Macronyx, a remarkable African genus of
gigantic pipits.
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Mr. Sclater, the learned Secretary of the Zoological Society,

records, at p. 176 of the 'Ibis' for 1861, the previous occurrence

of two specimens of this bird ; one at Brandeston, in Suffolk, the

other at Walsham, in Norfolk.

Edward Newman.

Elephants ; Letter from Calcutta.—I heard the other day of an elephant

charging a ti'ain, throwing it off the line, and being injured so much itself

that I fancy it must have died, though I did not hear so. Elephants live to

a good old age, but, as they are expensive animals to buy and to keep, the

loss when one dies is a large one from more than one point of view. Many
die within six months of their capture, the younger ones being most liable

to succumb to restraint : after that period a tamed but vmtrained elephant

will fetch, according to its size and disposition, from £80 to £150: a

powerful and experienced draught elephant costs as much as £'250, while a

howdah elephant, trained for tiger shooting, costs as much as £350. These

animals have a naturally strong aversion to each other, and elephants

require a careful education before they will even cross the track of a tiger

without a fuss. In Cachar, where tigers were numerous and harmless, my
elephant has often refused to pass over the track of a tiger, and whether

marks were visible or not, according to the nature of the ground, it was

easy to perceive, from the creature's uneasiness, the reason for stopping

:

his sense of smell is very keen, and through its means he will, like a dog,

recognise people. Their intelligence is as well known in the world as day-

light, but a residence among them is necessary to form a proper estimate

of their wonderful sagacity. To their own drivers they will render perfect

obedience to the extent of their power ; but when they find that to move an

object unaided is beyond their strength, they will refuse to make a second

attempt without assistance. One elephantine friend of mine would curl up

the end of his trunk for his mahout to stand on, and then raise him care-

fully on to his head, and I am sure the beast was well aware that this

arrangement saved him the trouble of kneeling; he would pick up and

hand to the man anything that was pointed out to him, and at feeding time

they all used to bring their own baskets from the stable to my bungalow,

opposite which I saw them fed, after the rice had been weighed out from

the store-room. One year, on the occasion of an elephant drive, one

hundred and fifty were captured or rather confined in the stockade, which

had been formed by cutting down trees about twenty miles from my
plantation : they broke bounds three times, however, and eventually but

thirteen were tied up, of which number two died soon after—one, with

a want of courtesy, taking up his last quarters on the track from my house

to the river. It was at the commencement of the rainy season, when
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sometimes as much as twenty-four inches of water would fall in the same
number of hours, and any attempt to bury the huge beast would have been

unsuccessful. Fortunately for my comfort, the spot was more than five

miles away, and I had no occasion to go down to the river more than two

or three times till the rains ceased and the sun dried.

—

Calcutta, January,

1871. [Communicated.]

Continued Occurrence of Buzzards in Kent.— The extraordinary

abundance of buzzards in Kent still continues. I have this day seen a pair

in the woods here, and they have been fi-equently seen in numbers varying

from one to five from the time that I first wrote to the ' Zoologist.' Never

till this winter did I realize what a very large bird a buzzard looks on the

wing. The hooded crows, which are their constant persecutors, seem quite

dwarfed by the side of them, and seem little bigger than jays. I see that

a gentleman writes from Canterbury to the 'Field' to say that eleven

buzzards have been killed near there. I quite agree with him that this

extraordinary flight is due to the war in France. They seem chiefly to

feed on carrion and small rabbits, probably also moles and mice. From the

accurate observations I have now been able to make, I am convinced that I

hardly ever, if ever, saw this bird previous to this winter, and I confess

myself to have been wrong about the supposed roughlegged buzzards in

1867 : I now consider that those birds were hen harriers in the brown

plumage, which, having the rump and upper tail-coverts white, might be

said to have the upper part of the tail white. I had no idea then what a

heavy-looking bird a buzzard was. Another supposed common buzzard,

which frequented the shrubberies here a few years ago, and was generally

found on the ground, was probably a honey buzzard, for though too heavy-

looking for any other genus of the FalconidaB, it was too long in the tail and

too narrow in the wing for a common buzzard

—

Clifton; Cohham Hall,

Kent, JSLarch 16, 1871.

fireat Gray Shrike in Shetland.—On the 26th of December, as I was

standing on the beach at Baltasound, loading my gun, a gray shrike came
flying across the Voe in a southerly direction, and, passing within ten yards

of me, continued its flight until lost to sight against the hills. It flew

heavily, as if wearied with a long journey, and kept very low, even when
crossing the water. The wind was blowing moderately from N.E. at the

time, and the ground was covered with snow.

—

Henry L. Saxhy ; Balta-

sound, Shetland, January 13, 1871.

Roller in Orliney.—About the end of October, 1869, Mr. Peter Anderson,

one of the light-keepers on the island of Sandag, shot a roUer there, after it

had been in the neighbom-hood for several days. Not long ago he kindly
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sent me the wings, by means of which identification of the species was, of

course, easy. This rare bird has now been obtained upon three occasions

in Orkney, but only once in Shetland.

—

H. L. Saa-hy.

Cirl Bunting and Longtailcil Duck in Bedfordshire.—I obtained from

a birdstuffer in Bedford, early in February, a specimen of the cirl bunting

in good plumage, one of a small flock which were seen in the neighbourhood.

He tells me that during his eight years of business he has never had one

before. Yarrell records but few instances of the occurrence of this bird so

far north. I also saw a female of the longtailed duck, a female goosander,

and a female redbreasted merganser at the same shop, all killed on the

river Ouse.

—

W. J. Chalk; Wilden Bectory, February 23, 1871.

Further Note on the Cream-coloured Courser recently killed in

Northumberland.—The notice of the creamcoloured courser recently killed

in Northumberland as inserted in the last number of the ' Zoologist ' is not

quite correct. Mr. Gregson did not inform me that it was killed at

Lowlynn, but in that neiylihourhooiJ, and I find from that gentleman that

the actual locality was " the sea-shore at Goswick, parish of Holy Island":

the date was the first week in November, 1870.

—

J. H. Gurney ; March

21, 1871.

Erratnm.—When describing the plumage of the creamcoloured courser

in my notice of the great bustards in the ' Zoologist ' of the present month,

I made use of the term semilunar markings, which has been misprinted

semiliitear.—J. Gatcombe.

Bustard and Crane used as Food in 1770.—I have recently seen a small

manual of directions for carving, whicli appears to have been published in

London a. d. 1770, and in which the following birds are mentioned amongst

others as in ordinary use for the table, viz., bustard, crane, bittern and

heron. That the bustard and crane should be thus referred to at so com-

paratively recent a date, is, T think, a circumstance worthy of record in the

pages of the ' Zoologist.'

—

J. H. Gurney.

Bustards in Cornwall, &c.—It is reported that four bustards have been

shot recently in Cornwall, and others seen in Doi-sctshire. This account is

taken from the ' Salisbury Journal, 1871.

—

W. S.—' Science Gossij),' No. 75,

March 1, 1871, p. 60.

[Will some of my correspondents inquire into the truth of this statement,

for which I have no authority but that contained in the foregoing extract?

Can these four specimens be additional to those recorded in the ' Zoologist'?

In neither instance was the county of Cornwall mentioned.

—

Edward

Newman.]

The Redbreasted Merganser in Cornwall.—We have had an unusual

number of these birds this winter, and in two or three instances with the

males in their full ornamental plumage ; one in this state was brought to

me this morning. This is the first winter that I remember seeing the
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fuU-plumaged birds in Cornwall : those that have hitherto come under my
notice have been birds in the immature [AiimsLge.—Edward Hearle Rodd;
Penzance, March 3, 1871.

Rednecked Grebe and Bittern in Somerset.—Mr. Bidgood, the curator
of the Museum at Taunton, has a very fine rednecked grebe in his
possession, whicli he bought of one of the public-house keepers at Taunton,
•who was vainly endeavouring to delude his customers into having it for

dmner, under the impression that it was a wigeon. It is a very fine

specimen, with much of the red of the full adult plumage appearing on the
neck

:
it had been shot at North Curry, on the 16th of February. The

bittern I saw at the Museum on the 4th ; it had been shot that morning on
the Sandhill estate, near here, and brought in for Mr. Bidgood to stuff.—
Cecil Smith; Lydeard House, Taunton, March 6, 1871.

Blacli Swan and Kooper near Deal.—During the late frost about nine
swans visited the marshes : three were shot, but they were in very poor
condition, weighing about fifteen pounds : one was a black swan {Cygnus
atratus).—H. J. Harding; 131, Lower Street, Deal.

Storm Petrel near Wantage.—March 7. To-day I saw a specimen of
the storm petrel that was found dead near Wantage a short time since : the
body was quite dry and hard, and could not be skinned.— IF. H. Herbert

;

Wyfield Manor, Boxford, March 16, 1871.

Albatross in Derbyshire.-1 copy the following from the ' Field ' of the
17th of December, which I shall be much obliged if you will reprint, as it

proves my father to have been quite right :—" The simple facts of the case
are that the bird in question {i. e. the albatross) was never shot by Mr. West
until long after its death at the hands of some other imitator of the ' Ancient
Mariner.' The bird was brought to Clay Cross, as I am informed, by a

guard in the employ of the Midland Railway, who had picked it up after it

had been ejected from some museum on account of its bad condition. It
had no feet, and had been badly stuffed, whilst its weight was certainly not
over 10 lbs., instead of 50 lbs. as West represented." The above letter is

signed by the Editor of the 'Derbyshire Times.' According to the
' Analyst

' (vol. vi. pp. 160, 161), an albatross was once shot on the Trent
at Stockwith. For some very judicious remarks on the right of this species

to be included in the European list, see Schlegel's 'Revue Critique,'

Partii., p. 111.

—

J. H. Gurney, jim. ; Hanover Square, March 3, 1871.
[Referring to my note (S. S. 2527), where I have said, " the statement

cannot be rejected on the single score of improhahiUty,'" I intend to convey
the idea that there is a graver reason for rejecting it. Mr. West declares,

" I shot this monstrous bird near Claycross Station, and had several shots

before I could capture it, having nothing but No. 4 shot to shoot with.

* * * Its weight was upwards of fifty pounds." This I rejected, and
still reject, not as "improbable," but as obviously untrue. His statement
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may be mildly called a "hoax," but I thiuk our language supplies a more

explicit term.

—

E. Newman.]

Proceedings of tbe Entomological Society.

February 20, 1871.—A. R. Wallace, Esq., President, in the chair.

Exhibitions, dc.

Mr. Bond exhibited a hybrid between a male Borabyx Pcrnyi and a

female B. Yamamai, bred by Dr. Wallace. In colour it more resembled

that of its male, in shape that of its female, parent. He also exhibited a

crippled example of Bombyx Mori, likewise bred by Dr. Wallace, stiU

retaining the larval head.

Mr. M'Lachlan called attention to what was, in all probability, the first

record of a similar arrest of development, viz. a paper in ' Der Natur-

forscher' for 1781, by 0. F. Miiller, intituled, " Entdeckung eines

Schmetterlings mit einera Raupenkopfe," and which related to a female

example of Hypogymna dispar.

Mr. F. Smith mentioned that Prof. Owen had narrated to him how the

hieroglyphic inscriptions on the ancient monuments in Egypt are obliterated

by being filled in with mud composed of fine sand used by a common Egyp-

tian wasp, Rhynchium brunueum, in forming its nests. And in connection

with this subject he exhibited an example of the same wasp, which had been

found by Dr. Birch when unrolling a mummy, there being every reason to

believe that the insect had remained in the position in which it was found,

ever since the last rites were paid to the ancient Egyptian.

Mr. Smith further mentioned that he had recently discovered a passage

in ' Pepys's Diary,' which was, probably, the earliest record of the use of

observatory bee-hives. The passage runs thus:—"May 5, 1665. After

dinner to Mr. Evelyn's ; he being abroad we walked in his garden, and a

lovely and noble ground he hath : and among other rarities, a hive of bees

which, being hived in glass, you may see the bees making their honey and

combs mighty pleasantly."

Papers read.

Mr. Miiller read a paper on the " Dispersal of Non-migratory Insects by

Atmospheric Agencies," in which he had collected together many records in

support of his opinion that various atmospheric phoeuomena played a con-

siderable part in the wide dispersal of insects, and explained many points

connected with their present geographical distribution.

In tbe discussion which followed, the President said he was quite of

opinion that currents of air were the chief agencies in the peopling of
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oceanic islands with the smaller forms of animal life ; though, no doubt,

floating timber had the same effect, but in a lesser degree.

Mr. Bates and Mr. Pascoe asked how it was that the Coleopterous fauna

of the opposite sides of high mountains, and mountain-chains, presented

such marked differences, if their insect-inhabitants were liable to be carried

over the summits by atmospheric agencies? And Mr. F. Smith, Mr.

Pascoe, and Mr. M'Lachlan remarked on the extreme difficulty of natu-

ralising insects in localities which apparently present no important

climatic differences from those in which the species experimented upon

are abundant.

Mr. Miiller, agreeing with the suggestion thrown out by several members,

explained this by the hypothesis, that though many individuals are dispersed

in the manner he indicated, yet, owing to causes difficult to comprehend,

the strangers are unable to cope with the pre-existing denizens of the

locality, and thus only very few are able to maintain their position, and

most of these die out before they are able to give birth to new varieties or

incipient species.

Mr, Bates said that this explanation quite accorded with his own views

on the subject.

Mr. Smith enquired the exact meaning attached to the terms " migratory"

and " non-migratory," as applied to insects, m connection with Mr. Miiller's

paper.

Mr. Stainton suggested that in the one case the insects might be

considered fi'ee agents, whereas, in the other, compulsion was necessary to

force them from their customary habitats. But it was remarked that the

terms were ill chosen, inasmuch as migration, in the sense in which the

term is applied to birds, does not exist with insects, much of the so-called

migi'ation of these being dependent upon the supply of food being insufficient

to satisfy the wants of vast hordes of a particular species ; this, in some

cases, as in the locusts, being the normal condition, rendering them habitual

wanderers, whereas, in others, it was of only occasional occurrence.

Mr. H. Jenuer-Fust communicated a supplement to his paper " On the

Distribution of Lepidoptera in Great Britain and Ireland."

New Part of ' Transactions.'

Part 5 of the ' Transactions' for 1870 was on the table.

March 6, 1871.—A. R. Wallace, Esq., President, in the chair.

Donations to the Library.

The following donations were announced, and thanks voted to the

donoi-s :
—

' Proceedings of the Royal Society,' No. 125 ;
presented by the

SECOND SERIES—VOL, VI. X
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Society. ' Bullettino della Societa Entomologica Italiaua,' anno secondo,

trim. iv. ; by the Society. ' The Journal of the Linneau Society,' Zoology,

No. 50 ; by the Society. ' The Journal of the Quekett Microscopical

Club,' No. 13; by the Club. 'The Canadian Entomologist,' vol ii.,

Nos. 10 and 11 ; by the Editor. ' Species of the genus Buprestis of

Linneus, described previous to 1830;' by the Author, Edward Saunders,

Esq., F.L.S. ' Considerations sur la classification et la distribution

geographique de la faniille des Ciciudelites,' par A. Preudhomme de Borre

;

by the Author. ' Synopsis Coleopterorum Europae et confinium,' anno

1868, descriptorum, Auctore G. E. Crotch, M.A. ; by the Author. ' The

Spangle of the Mango leaf,' by Albert Miiller ; by the Author. ' The

Zoologist ' for March ; by the Editor. ' The Entomologist's Monthly

Magazine ' for March ; by the Editors.

Election of Members,

The following gentlemen were ballotted for, and elected :—Baron E. de

Selys-Longchamps, as Honorary Member; the Rev. T. A. Preston, M.A.

(formerly a Subscriber), as Ordinary Member; and G. C. Champion, Esq.,

as Annual Subscriber.

Exhibitions, dx.

Mr. Jenuer Weir exhibited a small collection of butterflies, taken by Mr.

Poole, in Madagascar.

Mr. F. Smith exhibited portions of two small branches of ash, from

which the bark had been neatly remoyed all round. He had received them

from the Rev. J. Hcllins, of Exeter, accompanied by a note, in which Mr.

Hellius stated that, one day last summer, he had observed a hornet busily

engaged in removing the bark from these branches. Mr. Smith could not

believe that the hornet was providing building-matciials for its nest, as he

had invariably found this to be composed of friable paper, apparently formed

from dead or decayed wood. Upon referring to Reaumur's ' Memoires,' he

found that that keen observer had recorded a precisely simikr circumstance,

and he, Mr. Smith, was inclined to think the insect was endeavouring to

extract the sap, from the inner wood, as food.

Mr. Smith further called the attention of the Meeting to a letter from

the Marquis Spiuola, published in tlie ' Revue Zoologique ' for 1844

(p. 240), in which the writer maintained his beUef in the luminosity

of Fulgora, statiug that M. Kaffer, who accompanied Prince Eugene
de Cariguau on his voyage, had observed, at Santos, in Brazil, a very large

Fulgora emitting a brilliant light. On the strength of this and other

statements, especially that of Baron Ransouuet respecting a Chinese

species, Mr. Smith was quite of the opinion that Fulgora is luminious, at
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any rate occasionally, notwithstanding all that had been said and written to

the contrary.

Mr. Dunning exhibited a parasite, which he had recently taken from a

peacock. This was evidently the Pediculus pavonis of Linne and the older

authors ; but, by all recent writers on these insects, it was termed

Goniodes falcicornis of Nitzsch ; and Nitzsch, in Germar's ' Zeitschrift,'

actually gave Linne's name as a synonym, for what reason he knew

not.

Mr. Lewis exhibited examples of antennal malformation in Lepidoptera,

comprising (1) a specimen of Melitsea Cinxia, in which the apical half of

one antenna was aborted
; (2) Cymatophora diluta, with one antenna

congenitally wanting ; and (3) Scopelosoma satellitia in the same condition,

and, in this specimen, the corresponding eye was enveloped in a cuticle. He
also exhibited Melitsea Cinxia, with malformed hind wings.

Mr. Butler exhibited examples of Ccenonympha Satyrion from the

opposite sides of the Gemmi. These individuals showed marked variation,

and he thought it probable they represented the ordinary condition of the

species on either side of that mountain-pass.

Mr. Albert Midler communicated the following notes on a Cecidomyia,

causing galls upon Campanula rotundifolia :
—

"Mr. James W. H. Traill, of Old Aberdeen, has sent to me several

specimens of Campanula rotundifolia, Linne, gathered by him in August

last on exposed braes, two or three miles to the north of that city,

which specimens are infested by the larvae of a Cecidomyia. They occur

both in the seed-vessels and in green, small, globular, monothalamous

axillary galls, developed from buds. On some shoots almost every bud is

appropiated by the gall, and one specimen presents a terminal cluster of

them. Mr. Traill has suggested to me that the galls are, probably,

abortive flower-buds, and I am inclined to concur in his opinion, owing to

the presence of the larvae in the seed-capsules as well. One of the latter

disclosed an immense number of unripe seeds, each one tenanted by the

very young oval-larva, the smallest quite white ; older ones 1 milhm. in

length, flattened, the centre of the body longitudinally purple-red, the

remaining parts almost transparent. Kt this stage the larvae looked very

pretty in the seeds, of which they had consumed the contents, presenting

the appearance of living rubies, cased in flat capsules of transparent horn.

Adult larvae—taken singly from "the galls, and in number from the seed

capsules—were 3 millim. in length, 14-jointed, elongated, reddish, with

darker intestine ; their first segment very slender, beak-like. In the full

grown state they were lively ; but in the earlier stages they appeared rather

sluggish. I regret that mildew killed the whole brood ; but I hope, with

Mr. Traill's kind assistance, to rear the perfect insect this season. In the

meantime I propose for it the name of C. Campanulas, as its peculiar mode
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of life warrants my considering it a new species, distinct from all those

whose economy is known to me."

Papers read, dx.

Dr. Sharp communicated " Notes on some British species of Oxypoda."

After remarking upon the extreme state of confusion that existed respecting

the species of this genus, Dr. Sharp proceeded to critical notes upon most

of the previously recorded British species, and described four as probably

new to science, viz., 0. petita, hitherto confused with 0. cunicularia, Er.,

generally distributed in England and Scotland ; 0. edinensis, from near

Edinburgh ; 0. verecunda, from near London and in the feus ; and

O. tarda, from salt-marshes near Dumfries.

Mr. Lowne (who was present as a visitor) read, " Observations on

immatui'e sexuality and alternate generation in insects." The author

thought that species originated occasionally from the maturity of the sexual

organs before the acquirement of the adult characters. He had been

induced to believe that such is the case, from the early j)eriod at which the

sexual organs first make their appearance in the embryo and larva, from the

fact that some larvae have been taken in copula, and from an analogous

phoenomenon which had been observed among the Echinodermata. In the

course^ of the paper he had occasion to enter largely into details of correlation

of development between the cutaneous and sexual organs in insects. He
stated his belief that such correlations often gave rise to secondary sexual

characters. The paper concluded with a comparison between acquired and

direct larval forms. The author thought the larva and pupa of insects were

probably all acquired, and not direct, stages of development.

With reference to Mr. Lownes remarks on the early development of the

sexual organs in insects, and with a view of disproving a not uncommon

idea that the sex is determined by the supply of food (or its quality)

furnished to the larva, Mr. Briggs detailed some experiments he had

made. A number of larvae of Liparis dispar were separated into two

divisions, about sixty in each. One lot were fed upon hawthorn ; the other

upon elm. In the elm-fed larvre the imagos produced were about equal as to

eex, but there were only two perfect females ; the males of the ordinaiy size.

In those fed upon whitethorn, the sexes were again about equal in number,

but tbe males were much smaller and paler, whereas the females were much

finer, and scarcely any of them imperfect. Again, with a view of determining

whether any truth e.xists in the statements of old authors that larvae differ

in colour according to sex, Mr. Briggs experimented upon two forms of the

larva of Tricliiura cratsegi ; one form being ringed, somewhat like the lai-s^a

of Bombyx rubi ; the other mottled. These forms were figured by Hiibner

as of different sexes ; but the first-named seemed to be dying out, and was

described by none of the more I'ecent writers. From a batch of eggs, Mr.
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Briggs obtained about thirty larvte of each form: firstly, a male imago,
produced from a larva of the riuged form, was paired with a female of the
mottled form; secondly, these conditions were reversed: thirdly and
fourthly, each form was paired with its like. From these four experiments
in no one instance was the ringed form of larva obtained ; and it did not
reappear after breeding in to the third generation.

March 20, 1871.—A. R. Wallace, Esq., President, in the chair.

Election of Members.

Prof. P. M. Duncan, M.D., F.R.S., &c., and Ernest S. Charlton, Esq.,
were ballotted for, and elected Members of the Society.

Exhibitions, dc.

Mr. Dunning read the following letter received from the Ptev. L. Jenyns,
of Belmont, Bath :

—

" I see in the Proceedings of the Entomological Society (Part v. 1870,
p. xxxiv.) notice of a communication, made at the Meeting of the 7th of
November, respecting large swarms of flies, referred to Chlorops lineata,

which had appeared in September in a room in the Provost's Lod^re at
King's College, Cambridge. It may be worth drawing the attention of the
Society to the circumstance of the same phenomenon having occurred,
probably in the same room, in 1831, thirty-nine years ago, where it was
witnessed by myself, the late Provost, Dr. Thackeray, having invited me to
come in and see it. Of that phenomenon I published a full account at the
time in Loudon's 'Magazine of Natural History ' (vol. v. p. 302), and it was
afterwards reprinted in my 'Observations in Natural History' (p. 275),
published in 1840.

" In reference to the occurrence of this fly in King's Collef^e Lodge in
September last. Prof. Westwood ' thought it was with a view to hybernation.'
This in itself seems not improbable; but the remarkable thin^ is, in this

case, that the same house, if not the same room, should have been selected
by this species of insect for the above purpose over a period of nearly forty

years, during which time there must have been a succession of many
generations. On the occasion of the swarms in 1831, it was about the 17th
of September, so far as could be remembered, that these insects first

showed themselves ; and it was thought that they had entered the room
very early in the morning, by a window looking due north, which had been
open during part of the night, having been first observed between 8 and
9 A. M. For further particulars I would refer those who are interested in
the matter to my original notice of the phoenomenon."
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Mr. Miiller made some observations on the varieties of Coenonympha

Satyrion, from the Gemmi, exhibited by Mr. Butler at the last Meeting.

He had compared the specimens with those taken by himself in other parts

of Switzerland, and with the descriptions given by Swiss authors, and found

the species showed a considerable general tendency to variation.

Mr. Verrall exhibited a dipterous insect, Pipiza noctiluca, taken by him-

self at Eannoch, to the head of which was adhering a foreign substance,

apparently a fungoid growth. Several members dissented from this

explanation of the nature of the substance in question, and thought it was

probably the pollen-mass of an orchid.

Mr. Miiller exhibited a gall on a species of Carex, concerning which he

read the following notes :

—

" The present Lord Walsingham kindly sent to me, in the middle of

September last, a growing plant of an undetermined species of Carex,

collected near Thetford, in Noi'folk, pointing out to me at the same time

some curious galls on its leaves. They may be described as oblong, of the

size of a grain of wheat, and as attached longitudinally to the blades of the

Carex, sometimes in groups together. When fresh they were of a paler

green than the plant itself; in their present dry state they are coffee-brown,

and remind one vividly, by size and colour, of the brown cocoons of certain

Nemati. But this resemblance is only superficial ; they form part and

parcel of the plant, and derive, in their fresh state, their sap direct from

its tissues. They are monothaalmous. I potted the plant immediately on

arrival, but notwithstanding my constant attention I have failed to rear the

maker of these excrescences, so I record my observations so far, in the hope

that other naturalists will be luckier than myself."

Papers read, dc.

Mr. C. 0. Waterhouse communicated a paper " On a new genus and

species of LucauidiB (Apterocylus honolulensis) from the Sandwich

Islands."

Mr. Wollaston communicated a memoir " On additions to the Atlantic

Coleoptera." In this paper he recorded the additions to the combined fauna

of the Madeiras, Salvages and Canaries, noticed since the publication of

his ' Coleoptera Atlandidum' in 1865. The new species were thirty-three

in number, but he had expunged two species from the list, leaving the total

number at 1480, as against 1449 in 1865 ; sixteen of the additions he

described as probably new to Science. The total number of species were

distributed thus :—IMadeiras 691, Salvages 27, Canaries 1013. Mr. Wol-

laston proceeded further to notice certain changes in nomenclature that had

become necessary ; and alluded to the discoveries of Mr. Godman in the

Azores, which, according to the list published by Mr. Crotch, seemed to

affiliate this group with the more southern Atlantic archipelagos. The
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introductory portion of the paper terminated with an examination of the

origin of the beetle-fauna of these islands, according to the theories of

Mr. Murray, as enunciated in his treatise ' On the geographical relations of

the chief Coleopterous Faunae,' and of Mr. Wallace, as explained in his

recent presidential Address. From obsei'vatious made m situ, establishing

a remarkably homogeneity of character in the fauna of the several groups,

up to a certain nucleus, and then diminishing towards the south, Mr. Wol-

laston adhered to his original idea of a former land-connection between the

groups, afterwards broken by some gigantic catastrophe; and in this

respect he favoured the views of Mr. Murray more than those of Mr.

Wallace, who contended that the insect-population had been chiefly

influenced by atmospheric phcsnomena, such as storms and hurricanes. He
remarked, in support of his opinion, that storms were of very rare occurrence

in that part of the Atlantic, the wind blowing as a moderate breeze almost

uninterruptedly from the north-east, with an occasional storm from the

south ; and he was willing to admit that these storms might possibly

account for the slight Afi'ican element in the fauna ; but the large number

of Mediterranean types could not, in his opinion, have originated from

atmospheric causes. Floating timber, and human agency, especially the

introduction of plants from Europe, and from one island into another, no

doubt played a not inconsiderable part both in the character of the fauna as

a whole and in its details.

A lengthened discussion followed the reading of this paper, in which the

President, Mr. Bates and Mr. Murray, who was present as a visitor, took

part.

Mr. Bates considered that Mr. WoUaston had adduced no new facts

calculated to convert those who do not believe that the present community

of species in these islands is to be explained by former land-connection

inter se and with south-western Europe. Mr. WoUaston had not endea-

voured to meet the objection to his theory, raised by Sir C. Lyell in his

' Principles of Geology,' viz., that the Atlantic Islands, and especially the

Azores, are separated from the continent of Europe by a sea of from 10,000

to 15,000 feet in depth. It was pretty generally acknowledged that all

great geological changes were exti'emely slow in their operation, and this

being the case, a land-depression of that magnitude must have occupied a

length of time that could only be measured by geological epochs ; in fact,

would throw back the operation to a period probably prior to the origin of

the now existing insect fauna of the islands. It was not in accordance with

the present state of Science to call to our aid the idea of " great catas-

trophes," and if that course be adopted, we should be prepared with facts

in support of the theory.

Mr. Murray agreed with Mr. Bates with regard to his remarks on " great

catastrophes," and thought Mr. WoUaston in that respect had chosen a
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wrong position ; but he did not agree with him in his estimate of the length

of time necessary for the operation of great geological changes. Fossil

shells, &c., from Solenhofeu were referrible to recent genera, and Prof.

Heer had identified the fossil plants of the miocene of Madeira with genera

now existing there. Furthermore, it was known that Cardium edule was

found in a fossil state in the Aralo-Caspian region and in the Sahara, and

he thought the elevation demonstrated by this fact was not opposed to the

idea of a corresponding depression in the Atlantic. The great objection to

his mind, to the theory of population by atmospheric means, was the

remarkable homogeneity of form in the fauna of the various groups. If the

fauna were derived from atmospheric agencies there would not be this

community of form. As a proof of this he would cite Keeling Island,

which has an insect fauna of nineteen species, belonging to almost as many

orders.

Mr. Bates could not consider the argument of the existence of Cardium

edule in the Aralo-Caspian basin as of much weight, it not proving the

operation of great elevation within a comparatively recent period, the district

in question being still eighty-three foot below the sea-level.

The President said it was impossible with him to overcome the geological

difficulty in the way of a supposed former land-connection ; for though he

could readily believe in great elevation or depression, either continuous or

alternate, yet it was a generally received opinion that the great depths

between these islands and the continent of Europe had existed since the

secondary period. The example of Keeling Island, as noticed by Mr.

Murray, was of little importance, because, being a coral island, it was

of very recent date, and, as there was little variety of vegetation, it was

impossible for the insects to show great increase ; but, let the island become

more elevated, and its fiom more varied, then its few involuntary insect

immigrants would each become the nucleus of a group of generic forms.

Mr. Murray had not explained the greatest objection to Mr. WoUaston's

theory, the wonderful absence in the Atlantic Islands of indigenous mammals

and reptiles, which, if the islands be the remnants of a once-existing

continent, ought certainly to be represented ; neither did he account for

the absence of the apterous groups of bulky European heteromerous

beetles, such as Blaps, Pimelia, etc., an absence the more remarkable in the

face of the fact that genera, and even species of other families, became

apterous in the islands, though they are winged in Europe.

In connection with the absence of mammals, Mr. Bates alluded to the

almost total want of coprophagous beetles, a group very numerous in species

in those parts of Europe that approach nearest to the Atlantic islands.

—

B. WL.
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List of Birds collected and observed in the Province of Constan-
tine, Algeria, during a Journey between the end of November,
1866, and the end of April, 1867. By L. Taczanowski,
Curator of the Zoological Museum in Warsavr.

(To THE Editor of the ' Zoologist.')

Sir,—I had the accompanying paper on the Ornithology of Algeria

translated by Mr. Cooke, from the 'Journal fur Ornithologie' for January,

1870, for my use when working up the birds which I collected in that

country ; and I have much pleasure iu communicating it to the ' Zoologist,'

that other ornithologists besides myself may have the benefit of it.

Yours truly,

J. H. GURNEI, JuN.
2, Beta Place, Alpha Eoad, N.W.

The ornilhological fauna of Algeria is already so well known
that, during so short a stay, we had but little opportunity of

observing much that was new. As our principal aim was to group
together all the species which winter in those parts, so as to be
able to add thereto some facts concerning their local habits, we
determined to spend as little time as possible upon distant journeys,

in order that we might the more closely examine suitable localities.

Count Constantin Branicki, who had previously visited this country,

and who is possessed of much experience in that respect, so

arranged our expedition that we had not to traverse widely sepa-

rated districts, and consequently such as would have presented the

most extreme differences of condition. This circumstance alone

rendered it possible for us to get together, in so short a time,

a tolerably rich collection.

We commenced our researches at Philippeville, after a iew days
proceeding by Jerainapes to Ajmokra, on Lake Fezzara, in order to

shoot marsh and water birds. This lime, however, we were dis-

appointed in our expectations, as the water in the lake was very

low and the surrounding marshes were dried up. We met with

very iew birds, and, moreover, shooting on the lake was rendered

impracticable by the want of boats suitable for such shallow water.

This circumstance, taken in connection with the fact that during

our sojourn at other lakes we had but little better fortune, furnishes
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the reason why, in this list of birds, the waders and the swimmers

are so imperfectly considered.

From Ajmokra we rode across the plain to the sea-coast, and

thence, over elevated tracts, to the Mahuna Mountains, celebrated

as the abode of lions and leopards. Here again our wishes were not

fulfilled, for the natives had burned down the thick bushes, which

formed the favourite dwelling-places of those wild beasts, in order

to be rid of such troublesome neighbours. This district, likewise,

was little favourable for ornithological researches, as the inaccessi-

bility of the mountain-passes prevented us from making any further

excursions. After a stay of a few days, which we devoted chiefly

to Entomology, we descended to Ghelma (Guelma), which is situated

on a rather extensive plain ; but here, too, we found nothing new,

beyond what we had already acquired on the coast. Taking a foot-

path of the Arabs out of Ghelma, and hastening towards Con-

stantine, we entered upon broad and fertile table-lands, promising

to the ornithologist. We found there many species which we never

met with again. Two localities we must here especially notice

—

a valley, about the middle of our route, bounded on either side by

fruitful plateaux, and traversed by a stream, whose banks were

inhabited by a vast variety of birds; and, secondly, a meadow, for

the most part covered with water, situated at the village of Khroup

(El-Khroubs), 7 metres distant from Constantine.

From Constantine we betook ourselves towards Batna, which

stands on a moderately wide cultivated plain, 1100 metres in

elevation. Round about we saw dense forests, chiefly of Scotch

fir, cedar and oak, which promised us some rich prizes.

After a two days' march we found ourselves at El-Kan tara, in a

totally different region, as regards climate and general conditions.

This beautiful table-land, just bordering upon the desert, possesses

an entirely distinct ornithological fauna from the mountains : many

other interesting details were likewise presented by the first oasis

upon which we touched. A brief stay in this region about the

period of the New Year was amply rewarded. After this we made

for Biskra, through the Valley of El-Outaja. In Biskra, which lies

on the borders of the desert, we passed the months of January and

February, and half of March, during which time we made trips to

the adjacent parts of the desert and a longer excursion to the

mountains of Bonarif.

We returned to Batna by another route ; after a three days'
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march eastwards along the border of the desert, arriving at the

mountainous district in the direction of Ghemina, the celebrated

seat of the Kabyls, where human habitations may be seen sus-

pended, like swallows' nests, against perpendicular walls of rock.

When the country was surprised by the Arabs, the natives (the

Berberans) fled thither, and continue to reside there, in company

with vultures, rock pigeons, swifts and choughs. They are hauled

up to their dwellings by ropes. After this we came across the

mountain-chain of Aures to Lambessa, and at length to Balna.

From Batna we made our way to Constantiue, along a succession

of salt-lakes lying to the north of the main route which joins the

above towns with one another. These lakes are known on account

of the abundance of flamingos and various other birds and water-

fowl. By reason of a continuance of bad weather, it was com-

paratively seldom that we could go out shooting ; another drawback

to us being the circumstance that the lakes were shallow and but

scantily covered with vegetation, so that, after the first shot, almost

all the birds took wing, not to return until the next day. One
could only count upon richer spoils from this region by making a

more protracted stay, which we were by no means invited to do by

the continuance of wet weather. The mountains in the neigh-

bourhood of Constantine were covered with snow on the 1st of

April. The wet weather lasted until we at length reached Philippe-

ville, where we remained till the middle of the month.

The subjoined list contains all the species of birds which we
obtained in the above-mentioned districts, together with a small

number of such species as we saw and determined with certainty.

This list is incomplete, since, besides those species which pass the

winter elsewhere, not a few escaped our notice altogether. To the

fauna of this country we have added only two species, which no

one has hitherto observed. As far as the condition of the birds of

these regions is concerned generally, I came to the conclusion that

the greater number of insectivorous birds penetrate from Central

Europe further towards the south, whilst the birds peculiar to those

parts (such of them at least as are of a similar habit), as well as

those which inhabit the coasts of the Mediterranean, also winter

there.

Notwithstanding the continuous heat which prevails in the desert,

the birds deport themselves just the same as they do with us during

the winter— they live gregariously, and their song is but seldom
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heard. Their breeding time, it appears, begins later here than in

Central Europe; for even the sparrows live in flocks during the

entire month of May, nor did we see any preparations being made

by them for nesting. The vultures only had laid their eggs by

tlie beginning of April. Besides the completed nests of Fringilla

spodiogenia, which, however, as yet contained no eggs, I discovered

those of no other species. The birds of that part are, generally

speaking, more cautious than with us : I observed that even those

species which are by no means shy, as Tringa variabilis, T. rainuta,

T. Temminckii, An thus pratensis and A. rufogularis, could never

be approached within gunshot.

Neophron percnopterus, Savigny.—Found throughout, even on

the borders of the desert, though never in large numbers.

Gi/ps Julvvs, Bp., and J'nllur tnonachus, L.—Both common
everywhere in mountainous districts, but most numerous in the

vicinity of Constanline.

Gijpaelos occidentalis, Schleg.—Seen in many places in the

mountainous country, as in Mahuna, near Ghelma, in Ghemina,

about Constantine and El-Kantara; most plentiful, however, in the

neighbourhood of Batna, where every day numbers might be seen

settling upon the rubbish-heaps outside the gales of the town : they

drop down suddenly from the mountains to a slaughter-house half

a kilometre away from the town, and carry off thence whatever they

can seize. We made a stay, therefore, of several days amongst the

surrounding rocks; but Count Constantin Branicki was the only

one who succeeded in killing a single specimen. This bird, although

it is not particularly shy, is nevertheless a difficult one to obtain.

We saw the same species day after day in the neighboining as well

as in the more distant cedar forests.

Aqiiiln chr//s(ie(os, Pall.— We fell in with this bird several limes

near Batna and in Bonarif.

A. Bonellii, Temm.—Repeatedly met with in the mountains, and

still oftener in the desert. He gives chase to hares and houbaras,

of which we were more than once eye-witnesses. Once, in the

mighbourhood of the deseit-forest of Sada, we saw, in company

with Count Alexander Branicki, a female pounce upon a hare

{Lepus isabellintis), killing it immediately, so that a male bird, who

was on the spot in a moment, was prevented from taking his share

in the prize. On another occasion, dining a chase of houbaras by

falcons, we noticed that the latter refused to seize the prey ; the
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reason of tliis being that a Bonelli eagle suddenly dropped down
from above, killing the houbara in an instant. In such cases one

of these birds will allow a rider to approach almost close to him,

but he is more shy towards those on foot.

A. pennatn, Cuv.—Seen rather frequently in the neighbourhood

of Lake Fezzara, being seldom met with in other parts of the

mountainous country during this season.

Pandion haliceetos, Cuv.—In April I saw a pair near Philippe-

ville : they appeared as if they were about to nest in a neighbouring

cliff, as they were continually resorting thither.

Bitteo tachardus, Viell.—Common in mountainous regions near

Constantine, in Balna and in Bonarif. Loche, in his List, mentions

Buteo vulgaris, which species I have never been able to find, all

the individuals which I saw belonging, without exception, to the

African form.

B. rvjinus, Kaup. (Buteo leucurus, Naum., Buteo cirtensis,

Leraill.)— In the same districts as the foregoing, but less numerous.

All that I saw were smaller than the Asiatic birds.

Milvus regalis, Briss.—First seen, in passing flight, in February

and the beginning of March.

M. niger, Briss.—Common during the winter on Lake Fezzara.

We came across it also in many other parts.

Elan us melanopterus, Bp.—Observed singly on the coast be-

tween Philippeville and Bone in December. Like the hen harrier,

he is fond of flying over the fields, though usually at a greater

altitude. He often perches on the tops of detached trees and on

the telegraph-posts. In the interior I did not see a single individual

during the season.

Falco communis, Briss.—To be met with in mountains and on

the borders of the Sahara, but everywhere rare.

F. barbarus, L.—The commonest of all the falcons in the moun-
tains as well as in the desert. This species is employed by the

Arabs in the chase. They catch him easily, b}^ means of a net

constructed of packthread and horsehair. As soon as a falcon is

descried they throw towards him a pigeon attached to such a net

and weighted with a stone, so that he cannot fly too far : the falcon

pounces upon this prey, and so entangles himself in the meshes of

the net that he is unable to escape. These falcons are generally

trained to the chase with no special care ; they are, moreover, I am
convinced, little adapted for it ; even the peregrine falcon would be
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much more fit for that purpose. They are used principally for

catching hares, houbaras, stone curlews, and occasionally partridges.

They take their prey only on the ground or at the instant of its

rising; if a bustard or a plover has already risen he can make sure

of escape. In March, when the hunting season is at an end, the

falcons are given their liberty, and in September they are again

caught as they are wanted.

HypolriorcJns concolor, Bp.—We saw a few individuals in the

woods on our way from Jeminapes to Ajmokra. An old bird was

shot in Batna, but the skin was unfortunately destroyed.

H. subbuteo, Boie.— Seen only once or twice during our stay.

H. (Bsalon, Boie.— I once saw an adult male in Mahuna about

the middle of December.

Tinnunculus alaiidariiis, Bp.—Everywhere common, in the Tell

and on the borders of the desert.

7'. cenchris, Bp.— I saw an old male bird for several days

together in Ajmokra. Loche mentions Southern Algeria as the

temporary habitat of this bird, but 1 met with it exclusively iu the

north.

AccipUer nisus, Pall.—Rarely to be met with in the forests of

the mountainous country. 1 saw a pair iu Aures, about the middle

of March, busy restoring an old nest.

Circus (eruginosus, Bp.— Found everywhere about water and

marshes.

Siriyiceps cyaneus, Bp.—Common in the Tell and in the desert.

S. cineraceus, Bp.—Much rarer than the last species.

Athene meridionalis, Risso.—The most common owl in the

mountains and in the desert: these owls, when met with in the

deserl, are generally lighter in colour than those seen on the

coast.

Scops zorca, Sws.— 1 saw only a single example in a wood near

Ajmokra.

Ascalaphia Saviynyi, Geoff.— Difficult to be met with this

season: we obtained one specimen at Biskra.

Bubo Alheniensis, Daud.—We did not meet with one of these

birds; but I saw a freshly-stuffed specimen at the Town-Com-
mandant's iu Biskra : it is not in any way to be distinguished from

our species.

Brachyotus paluslris, Gould.—Met with everywhere, especially

in the desert: they are only seen one at a time. As we were
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returning towards Europe, early on the morning of the second day
of our voyage, whilst about half way towards Marseilles, an owl
from Africa overtook us, and, after circling twice around the ship,

seemed inclined to alight upon the mast ; but it did not venture to

do so, and hurried away in the direction of Sardinia. Notwith-
standing that he held nearly the same course as the steamer, he
was soon lost to our sight ; so much way does a bird make whose
movements appear to be but slow.

Strix Jlami7iea, L.—General, but not easy to meet with during

the present season : those we saw were quite white on the under
part of the body.

Cypselus melba, 111.—Seen, for the first time, on the 28th of

March, after two days' journey south from Conslantine.

C. apus, 111.—First seen, near Philippeville, on the 8th of April.

Hirimdo rustica, L.— I saw one of these birds in December in

company with a martin, on Lake Fezzara. In the middle of March
vast flocks were seen flying northwards through Biskra ; at the end
of that month, and in the beginning of April, the birds were in their

accustomed breeding-places again ; by the end of April they had
already begun to build their nests.

ChelidoH urbica, Bp.—At the beginning of March I saw a few
of these birds flying over barley-fields round about the oasis of
Biskra: in April I saw them in the Tell.

Cotyle riparin, Bp.—Arrived in April along with the last species.

C. rupestris, Bp.—The only species of swallow which in this

country passes the winter among the mountains near the desert.

In El-Kantara and El-Outaja we saw them continually over the

oases and corn-fields : they approached to the oases of Biskra

Seriana and Sidi-Okba, but did not stay there long.

Upupa epops, L.—I never saw one of these birds in the moun-
tainous districts: on the lOlh of January we met with ten pairs in

the oasis of Satscha, but never again, with the exception of a single

bird, which visited our ship at sea, and rested there for some hours.

Cuculus canorus, L.—We saw this species for the first time on the

8th of April, in great numbers, near Philippeville. They deported

themselves then just the same as they do with us in the autumn.

Jynx torquilla, L.—Seen only once or twice, at different times.

Gecinus Vaillaniii, Bp.— Like our green woodpeckers, not

plentiful, yet they might be met with in the woods everywhere.

A male, shot by Count Constanlin Branicki, near Lambessa, had
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a few red feathers on the cheek. Two other local species of wood-

pecker, Picus numidicus and P. minor, we could never reach, not-

withstanding that we watched them closely ; the same with respect

to the nuthatch, although we visited the greatest variety of woods

which are to be found in this country, such as pine, cedar, oak and

mixed forests. They are evidently rare, for it is difficult to avoid

noticing such noisy birds. I was shown the first of these two

species in private collections in Constantine, and was assured that

it was taken in the neighbourhood.

Alcedo ispida, L.—As with us, not numerous, but to be found

everywhere about brooks.

Certhia familiaris, L.—Not plentiful, but might be seen uni-

versally in pine and cedar forests. The upper side of this bird is

of a dark rust-colour, like our European form, the under side being

strongly marked, as in the latter, with the same rusty hue. I give

below the dimensions of two specimens from the neighbourhood o.

Balna :

—
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Alatida arvensis, L.—Still more numerous than the last-named

species, and like it keeping in flocks and in the same localities.

Only once, in December, I saw a male, which rose and began

singing ; otherwise they remained quiet. Towards the end of

January they became scarcer, and at the end of February they

were only to be met with here and there.

A. arborea, L.—We saw and killed only a single specimen in

Bonarif.

Calandrella brachydactyla, Bp.—Not seen during the whole

winter. In the beginning of March we caught sight of a small

flock, for the first time, near Biskra, and shot one of them.

i C. Reboudii, Loche.—This species is very common in the desert,

where it may be seen, in flocks consisting of a larger or smaller

number of birds, in districts covered with small shrubs. They

are continually alighting upon the bushes, pecking off the leaves

and searching for insects and seeds. These birds are not at all

timid.

Ammomanes isabellina, Bp.—We first met with them on the

southern slope of the Atlas : on the middle of our way from Batna

to Elkantara they suddenly appeared in great numbers. They

chiefly inhabit strong places at the foot of the mountains, and on

rising ground. We also came across them in the desert, about

inhabited spots of a like character. 'I'he habits of these birds are

similar to those of the crested larks: like them they go in pairs;

they collect on foot-paths to pick up food, whereupon each pair

flies off to its own quarter : they are timid birds ; their flight is

similar ; and they twitter on in a most agreeable manner. The other

species mentioned in Loche's list I have not met with anywhere.

The crested larks are widely distributed throughout the whole

country, and would prove very interesting objects for closer

investigation. Loche distinguishes three forms among them

—

Galerita cristata, G. Randoni and G. isabellina. On one rather

narrow strip of country visited by us we met with four birds

presenting among themselves very significant differences, each

occurring in certain circumscribed districts, so that where one of

them disappeared another took its place, the first never again being

seen. Of the three species mentioned above I could not find the

G. Randoni, described by Loche as an Algerian bird, its place being

supplied by the similarly long-beaked form of Tristram. That

form, which has been considered to be identical with the European,
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does not, however, agree with it. In the meanwhile I give it

under the same name as my predecessors.

Galerita cristata, Boie.—Beyond Philippeville I met with this

form continually along the whole coast as far as Constantiue, and

still farther towards the south. This is the short-beaked form,

similar, as far as size and general appearance are concerned, to the

Spanish G. striata of Brehm. It is darker on the under side than

ours, with large compact spots on the neck and breast : the belly

is of a darker colour than in the other forms ; the crest is short.

G. arenicola, Tristram.—This somewhat larger form than the

last is found on the southern slope of the Atlas below Batna. Like

the preceding species this one is short-beaked, but it may readily

be distinguished by its much lighter sand-colour. It is as much

spotted on the breast, which spots, however, do not reach as far as

the belly, that part being slightly tinted with a sandy colour. This

form is common, but it is the only one of its kind throughout the

whole high ground of El-Kantara.

G. macrorhyncha, Tristram.—This new form first occurred about

the middle of our way from El-Kantara to the heights of El-Outaja,

our attention being drawn to it by the length and slenderness of its

body, by its more sandy colour, and especially by the length of

its curved and strongly arched beak. It has a longer crest than

the last species, and longer, narrower and paler spots on the breast.

This form appears exclusively on the Plain of El-Outaja and on

the heights round about, near Biskra, and on the borders of the

desert, in the vicinity of the oases. It is like the G. Randoni of

Loche, only that its beak is narrower and not so short as that of

the latter.

G. isahelUna, Bp.—Seldom seen far into the desert: we mostly

found it on sand-dunes and stone-covered hills. It is the smallest

of the genus, with a short and straight beak, and is possessed of the

brightest and least uniform colouring. The spots on the breast are

very narrow and very bright. The following are the dimensions of

the above four species :

—

Lengtli of the folded wing .

.

tnil ..

„ beak from the

angle of the mouth
Length of the hinder toe ? .

.

1st Form.
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Each of these forms presents some distinguishing peculiarities of

habit: some might even be recognised by their note; thus, for

instance, at the commencement of our excursions into the environs

of Ajmokra, I fancied I could perceive some resemblance to the

note of Carpodacus erythreus. It has already been noted on

another page how varied are the crested larks even in the region

of Northern Africa : it would be interesting to collect together

and compare with one another not only all the African, but

also the European and Asiatic forms which are found on the sea

coast.

Certhilauda desertorum, Bp.—We saw these birds one at a time

on bushy sand-hills in the desert. When one of them is frightened

away he most frequently settles on the highest part of the bush,

and, hopping oflf directly after, runs away so quickly that, in most

cases, he cannot be further traced. On the lOth of March the males

began to sing : their singing is peculiar, but it is decidedly the best

to be heard in those parts. During the intervals of his song the

bird raises himself some fifty feet high, sounds three consecutive

notes of the gamut, repeating these three times, each clearer and

louder than the preceding, and finishing with a shake: he then flies

down and perches upon a bush. As 1 listened to this song for the

first time my curiosity was not a little excited.

Octocoris bilopha, Bp.—Once only I saw, close to the Oasis

Tolga, a flock consisting of eight of these birds : they were seeking

for food in a valley grown over with small plants, in the midst of

the stony desert : they were so tame that I killed six, one after

another; the rest, which, after the shot, flew off to a distance of

about one hundred paces, soon settled again, and we were able

to approach them within gunshot three times. I was sorry that

the remaining birds were killed ; but, although I allowed the

young Arabs to shoot, I have the birds in a good state of

preservation.

Agrodroma campestris, Bp.—Met with in small numbers on
slight eminences.

Anthus pratensis, Bernst.—Everywhere common about pieces

of water.

A. cervinns. Keys, et Bias.—Frequently seen, in company with

flocks of the last-named species, on Lake Fezzara.

A. aqualicus, Bechst.— Seen many times near Biskra, in river-

puddles.
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A. arboreus, Bechsl.—This bird was seen by me coulinually

from after the month of March.

Budytesjiava, Bp.—Seen, for the first time, at the end of March,

on the lal<es between Batna and Constantine. The other neaily-

allied forms mentioned by Loche 1 could never calch sight of, in

spite of very careful search for them.

Pallenura sulphurea, Bp.—To be met with throughout the

whole winter about mountain-streams, though, generally speaking,

not numerous.

Molacilla alba, L.—Might be found everywhere during the whole

winter: we did not succeed, however, in getting a sight of the

local variety,* M. algira of De Selys.

Cinclus aquaticws, Bechst.—We saw only a single individual,
,

in December, by a mountain-stream between Ghelma and

Mahuna.

Ixos obscurns, Teram.—Found throughout Algeria, in the

thickets of the hill-country, especially in those districts bordering

on the sea: round about Batna we did not see one of these birds,

neither did we in the desert. Throughout the whole season these

birds kept in flocks. The males sang continually.

Turdus viscivorua, L.—We met with these birds in many spots

in the hill-country, especially near Batna, in Bonarif, in the Aures,

but they were nowhere numerous.

T. merula, L.— Winters in large numbers in the oases, yet

rarely to be seen in the hill-couniry.

Sphenurafulca (Maluius nuiuidicus, /^'dvj///. Crateropus fulviis,

Bp.)—This species is found everywhere throughout the desert, on

sand-hills which are thickly covered with bushes, in tamarind

woods, and sometimes on the borders of the oases. These birds

keep in flocks consisting of about twenty pairs ; continually

changing their places, liiey fly down into a thick bush, and run off

with great agility one after another, into another bush : as tliey

shriek incessantly, however, one may easily find out where they

are. They differ somewhat in their colouring from the Egyptian

Sphenura Acaciae of Licht.

Drymotca saharcc (Malurus Sahara;, Loche).—Common in the

desert, in bushy sand-hills. They keep for the most part in flocks

consisting of a few pairs : they run along quickly on the sand and

hide themselves in thick shrubs : the males hop with uplifted tails

and sing beautifully.
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Cisticola schceiiicola, Bp.—To be seen in the desert everywhere,

in barley-fields round about the oases : more rarely one finds them

in the heights of the mountainous country, as well as in the grassy

tracts of low land.

Cetlia sericea, Bp.—We found them among reeds on Lake Fez-

zara, in the desert, in thick bushes lying close to water even in the

oases near Seggien. These birds are fond of hiding themselves:

they sing the whole winter through.

Lusciniopsis Savii, Bp.—We killed one on the 26th of March,

and saw some more among the reeds on a lake between Batna and
Constantine.

Calamodyte phragmitis, Bp.—We came across some of these

birds on the 28th of March on a marsh in the last-named locality.

Phyllopiieusle trochilus, Bp.—Common everywhere all through

the winter.

P. rufa, Bp.—Much rarer.

Regulus igiiicapUlus, Brehm.— Common everywhere in the

forests.

Melizophilus provincialis, Bp.—Common in the Tell and in

the desert.

Pyrophthalma sarda, Bp.—Count Constantin Branicki killed a

male bird near Batna at the end of December.

P. melanocephala, Bp.—The commonest of the Sylviadae in the

whole country : these birds sing during the winter.

Sylvia curruca, lialh.—From after March 1 met with this bird

here and there in Biskra.

S. cinerea, Lath.—Made its appearance at the same time as the

foregoing species.

S. conspicillala, Marmora. — Not uncommon all through the

winter on bushes in the desert.

S. leucopogon, Meyer.—Common on heights contiguous to the

desert, in valleys which here and there are grown over with

grass and rushes : we met with it also in small bushes in the

desert.

Rubecula faiiiiliaris, Blyth.— I saw these birds only once or

twice in the mountainous country : during our return voyage, in the

middle of April, one alighted on our ship, and remained lor some

hours on the rigging.

Philomela luscinia, Bp.—We met with a single individual, in

Bouarif, in the month of January.
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Cynnecula suecica, Blyth.—In March I saw some of these birds

above the streams.

Ruticilla pJiuenicura, Bp.— Only rarely to be fallen in with in

the mountains.

R. tithi/s, Bp.—To be found everywhere in the mountains up to

the desert.

R. Moussieri, Bp.— Below Batna we found them everywhere at

the base of cliffs, on eminences, in valleys, and in the border-

territory of the desert. They take up their quarters not only in

small bushes close to water, but also in those in dry situations, and

even on heaps of stones. These birds, so far as their habits are

concerned, are very similar to the Pratincolae.*

Petrocincla saxalUis, Bp.—Seen a few times on rocks.

Peirocossyphus cyaneus, Bp.—A male was killed by Count Con-

stantin Brauicki on the edge of the oasis of El-Kantara, close to the

rocks : this bird visits also the oasis of Biskra, which is distant some

kilomelrcs from the mountains.

DromolcBu leucura, Bp.—To be found everywhere on rocks, from

Batna up to the desert.

Saxicola wnanthe, Bechst.—During the winter I did not see

any of these birds: in March I met with single individuals for the

first time.

S. lugens, Licht.—Common on the heights of the southern slope

of the Atlas: they sing all through the winter.

S. deserti, Riipp.—Common in the desert : they deport them-

selves just like the preceding species.

S. philothamiia, Tristram.—Rare. The first male was killed by

Count Alexander Branicki on the middle of the way from Batna to

El-Kantara ; his accompanying mate flew off into one of the

lurking-holes of a jumping-mouse. In the desert they were always

met with in pairs.

Pialincola riibetra, Koch.—I saw some for the first time in

March.

P. rubicola, Koch.—Common throughout the whole winter in

mountains and in the desert.

Telephoitus cucutlatus, Gray.—Not uncommon during the winter

in thick woods and bushes in the mountainous country. They

remain solitary, among the thick foliage of the trees, and fly away,

* See 'Journal fiir Ornithologie ' for 1853, extra part, p. 7, note.
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On one's approaching them, to within a certain distance : as they

shriek incessantly, however, ihey at ouce betray the spot where

they have settled. On the 5th of April I heard them singing for

the first time : in respect of their song these birds are superior to

the longbeaked lark.

Enneoctonus ruftis, Bp.—We first met with them during the last

few days of the month of March.

Lanius AlgerietisiSfljess.—Very common upon an extensive plain

by Lake Fezzara. We found it in corresponding localities on

the southern slope of the Atlas. It is not so shy as our shrike,

whilst, like that species, it impales insects on thorns.

Z. dealhalus, Defilippi.—This species takes the place of the

preceding on the southern slope of the Atlas and in the desert. Its

habits are exactly the same as those of the last-named bird.

Garrulus cervicalis, Bp.—Tolerably common in the forests of

the hill-country : it is a shy bird, and not so talkative as our jay.

Pica Mauritanica, Malh.—Like the European species, common
in isolated spots, whilst in others, on the contrary, it is never to be

met with. I saw the greatest number of these birds in Bonarif

and in the Aures, fewer round about Batna. They are shy, keeping

mostly in bushes, and seldom approaching human habitations.

Lycos monedula,Bo\e.— Very numerous round about Constantine.

Some of those seen were (quite) black; one was whitish.

Corviis sp.—In Loche's Catalogue C. corax and C. corone are

given, but I did not see either of these species; on the contrary,

I found in large numbers, on the heights between Ghelraa and

Constantine, round about Batna and Elkantara, in Biskra, and

universally throughout the mountainous districts, a species inter-

mediate in size between the two above mentioned. This bird,

however, has a beak like a raven's, though somewhat shorter; it

likewise has a strong rounded tail; the feathers of the neck are

bipartite; those covering the nostrils are directed forwards, just as

in the European raven, in this respect differing from C. affinis of

Riipperl. Its habits are similar to those of our species, although

differing in some minor particulars. Being more sociable birds

than the latter, they collect in large flocks on fields near towns and

on roads : in each such flock, however, every pair of birds keeps

distinct from the rest, and flies off in like manner, so far resembling

in habit the true ravens. Although they had not yet nested, I was

shown several nests, in the neighbourhood of Batna, on a hill
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immediately over a valley, which were built on small fir trees

within 10 metres from the ground: I counted twenty of them in a

very limited space. At the end of March I saw that these birds

had not yet commenced sitting, and I was assured that their eggs

are not hatched before May. They are not so cautious and shy as

our raven : a great number of them were always to be seen about

the slaughter-house at Balna. Once, as 1 was sitting in a hiding-

place for the purpose of watching for a Gypaetos, my attention was

drawn to an unusual stir among these birds on a neighbouring

height ; they were continually flying upwards and dai'ting down to

a certain spot on the ground. I suj)posed they were after carrion

of some kind, and, in the hope of lighting upon a vulture or a

Gypaetos, I betook myself thither with a companion. On our

arrival, however, we convinced ourselves that this was a grasshopper

hunt, the birds catching the insects with their claws, while in flight

as well as when on the ground, and devouring them on their

continued flight upwards. Amongst them there were some choughs

{Fregilus\ which took part iu the hunt.

Dimensions of Corvus sp., as described above

:

—
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Fringillaria striolata, Licht.—Common, but not plentiful, in

El-Kantara and on mountains further south, in Biskra, and in the

oases. It is here a very bold and familiar bird, continually taking

up its quarters close to human habitations, perching upon houses,

and even entering them in search of food : as soon, however, as a

person moves it flies off, to return immediately afterwards to the

same spot. These birds are said to build their nests under the

roofs. They sing from the beginning of February.

Coccolhrausles vulgaris, Briss.—Rare in woods.

Chlorospiza cldoris, Bp.— Common throughout the whole of

the Tell. The colouring of the male is much brighter than in

our bird.

Petronia stulta, Strickl.—We saw them in woods in the Tell,

also on rocks and on houses, but nowhere did they appear in

great numbers.

Passer dornestica, Bp.—Everywhere common.

P. salicicola, Bp.—Quite as common as the last, and often seen

in the same flock with it. It is found also in the desert, on

thickets remote from human dwellings. Neither species builds its

nest till after April. Two of the species of sparrow mentioned by

Loche I did not see.

Fringilla coelebs, L.—Rare : I killed one male in Mahuna.

F. spodiogenia, Bp.—Everywhere common in woods : it is a

more shy bird than the preceding.

Carduelis elegans, Steph.—Ver}' common in districts bordering

on the sea, of rarer occurrence further inland : in Biskra I saw only

a single pair.

Linota cannahina, Bp.—Common everywhere in the Tell.

Dryospiza serinus, Cab.—Very common throughout the whole

of the mountainous country and on the oases of the desert. The
males sing all through the winter.

Erythrospiza gilhaginea, Bp.— Occasionally to be seen on

heights lying near to the desert, and on thickets in the desert.

They keep in small flocks, seeking their food on the ground under

bushes.

Columha livia, Briss.—Common on rocky mountains, especially

on the southern slope of the Atlas.

C. palumhus, L.—We saw these birds in March in the forests of

Aures and round about Batua.

Ttiriur Senegalensis, Gray.— Very common all through the

SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. 2 A
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winter in the desert-oases; on the contrary, it is never to be found

in the more elevated oases, as in El-Kantara.

Pterocles arenarius, Tenim. — Common in the desert, less

plentiful on the neighbouring heights.

P. seUirius, Teiiiui.—This is the commonest of all the species

inhabiting the sauie districts.

P. Senegalensis, Licht.—Common in the desert.

Turnix Andalusica, Bonn.— Not a rare bird among s'nall
,

clusters of bushes at the foot of the mountains, yet difficult to

find.

Coiurnix dactylisonans, Mey.—Met with here and there all

through the winter on the sea-coast, in all parts of the Tell, and in

the tamarind-forests. In February they come from the far interior

of Africa, in large numbers, to the fields around the oases, at the

season of bailey-sowing, where they are to be seen in great nuilli-

tudes towards the end of March. If these birds were to be destroyed,

as they are in Biskra, they would at last become extinct in Europe.

During their autumn flight they remain about the sea-coast, avoiding

the date-zone.

Caccahis petrosa, Bp.—Very plentiful in many districts of the

mountainous country ; found also, but in small numbers, iu the

tamarind-forests of the desert: in the neighbourhood of towns, and

all the French settlements, it has already become rare. Like our

partridge, this bird passes the winter in family parties.

Chlamydotis houhara, Less.—Not uncommon in the desert and

neighbouring districts. The bird has many enemies, and is

becoming rarer: the Arabs chase it with falcons.

Telrix canipestris, Leach.—Found, in inconsiderable numbers,

on heights of the Atlas.

(Edicnemus crepitans, Temm.—Common in the desert. This

bird is so shy with us that, upon its catching sight of a falcon,

whilst in pursuit, it becomes confused and does not attempt to

fly away ; in which case a person may approach near to it, though

at times it will, even at a distance, raise its wings and shriek fear-

fully. Here, on the contrary, it defends itself courageously by
means of its beak, and very adroitly parries the attacks of the

falcon.

Cursorins isahelUnus, Mey.—Rare, keeping in pairs on sand-

hills : when running away from men, the birds run continually past

each other, but, when they rise, they fly close together.
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Grus cinereus, L.—They pass the vvitUer in large numbers in
many districts: in the valley of El-Outaja we used to see large
flocks every day, which migrated in the evening towards the north,
and in the morning towards the south. They are met with also in

the desert in pairs.

Anthropoides virgo, Vieill.—We saw a iew only in the desert
near Biskra.

Ardea cinerea, L.—One finds single birds in various districts.

Buhulcus ibis, Bp.— At another season they are said to appear
in great numbers on Lake Fezzara : whilst we were there, in

December, one of.these birds remained for a few days near some
cattle, and this 1 killed. Count Brauicki, at the same time, killed

three others near Bona.

Botaunis slellaris, Sleph.—To be met with on lakes in the
mountainous country and in desert-swamps.

Ciconia alba, Briss.—Seen singly and only occasionally during
the winter; found universally in March. In Constantine the nests
of these birds may be seen in numbers upon the dwellings of the

Arabs.

Leploptiliis sp.—Whilst we were at Ajmokra, in December, an
Arab brought to the market-place a freshly-killed marabout, de-
manding for it five francs; unfortunately I was not at home, and
our huntsman did not purchase it, in the belief that we should not
want it. When, shortly afterwards, I returned from hunting and
learned this, I could not find out where the Arab (who was indignant
that no one would buy the bird of him) had gone to. I was very
sorry, as no one had up to that time seen a marabout in this

country, and consequently I could not tell what species it was,
though the huntsman assured me that it was the same as is found
in Egypt.

Phoenicopterus antiquornm, Temm.— In March these birds

were plentiful on the salt-lakes between Batna and Constantine.

The Arabs shoot them from places of concealment built of

stones.

P. erythreiis, Verr.—In the same localities, but rarer : Count
Alexander Brauicki killed one young bird.

Numenius arquata, Lath.—Common about Fezzara, near Con-
stantine, and in many other parts.

N. phceopus, Lath.—Rarer than the last.

A^^. ienuirosiris, Viell.—Not numerous on Lake Fezzara, but on
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the lakes between Batna and Constantine we saw immense flocks,

like those of starlings. The species is less shy than the rest.

Totanus glottis, Bechst.—Everywhere on lakes.

T. stagnatilis, Bechst.—Common on Lake Fezzara.

T.fuscvs, Leisl.—Common in the same region.

T. calidris, Bechst.—The commonest of all.

T. ochropus, Temm.— Found, just as in Europe, on rivulets

throughout the whole country.

T. glareola, Temm.—Common on Lake Fezzara.

AciUls hypoleucos, Bp.—To be met with universally in the

mountains and in the deserl.

Machetes pugnax, Cuv.—Seen everywhere about large streams

of water.

Tringa variabilis, Mey., T. minuia, Ijcisl., and T. Temtninckii,

Leisl.—Seen in mountainous country and in tlie desert.

Scolopax rusticoln, L.—Plentiful in forests bordering on the sea-

coast, rarer in the interior of the country.

Gallinago major, Bp.— We saw it in March on the lakes

between Balna and Constantine.

G. scolopaciinis, Bp.—Most numerous in the valley of Lake

Fezzara, near Constantine, and on desert-marshes : this year, how-

ever, they were not so plentiful as at other times. We also saw

them throughout on the brooks between the mountains.

Ascalopax gallinula, Keys et Bias.— Li December on Lake

Fezzara ; in March on the lakes between Batna and Constantine :

not plentiful.

jEgialites Caiitianus, Boie.—We saw flocks of these birds on

the salt-lakes between Batna and Constantine (near Batna).

^. minor, Boie.—Common everywhere.

Eudromias morinelliis, Boie.—We saw numerous flocks on the

heights between Ghelma and Constantine : we found them nowhere

else.

Vanellus cristatus, Bechst.—Very plentiful everywhere and on

every marsh, even in the mountainous country.

Himantopus vielanopterus, Mey.—Common on Lake Fezzara

and on other lakes.

Recurviroslra avocetta, L.— Seen a few times on the lakes

betvvceu Batna and Constantine.

Rallus aquatictis, L.—Here and there, alone, in marshes.

Oriygometra porzana, Steph.—Found everywhere.
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Porzana marginalis, Harth, (' Syst. Oin. West Africa,' 1857,

p. 241).—The solitary example (a young bird in its first plumage)
I fouiid in January on the oasis of Biskra. The Arabs affirm that

it is rare, being only found on " seggias." *

Crex pratetisis, Bechst.—I killed a single specimen, in March,
on the oasis of Biskra.

Gallinula chloropus, Lath.—Common on lakes and marshes in

the highlands as well as in the desert.

Fulica atra, L.—Very common on lakes and on extensive desert-

marshes.

F. cristata, Lalh.—Less numerous on lakes.

Porphyrio hyaciitthiniis, Temm.—Common on Lake Fezzara.

Sterna hinmclo, L.—Rarely seen on Lake Fezzara and behind
Constantine.

Gelochelidon anglica, Brehm.—In small numbers on the sea-

coasl, and in flocks in March, on the lakes behind Constantine.

Chroicocephahis mimctus, Eyt.—Common at all times in Stora
Bay.

Gavia ridibunda, Briss.—Common on the sea-shore, and along
rivers towards the mouth.

Rissa tridactyla, Macgill.—Seen sometimes on the sea-shore.

Lnrus canus, L.—Very common on the shore : I saw some flocks

in passing flight over Lake Fezzara.

L. argeiitatus, Briinn.—Seen frequently in Stora Bay, but in

small numbers.

Lestris parasitica, Temm.—I saw one example in the bay near

Philippeville.

Tlialassidroma pelagica, Vig.—I saw a pair in Stora Bay.

Pitffinus obscurus, Boie.—I saw a few pairs, near Stora, in

November.

Cheimlopex Mgyptiaca, Steph.— I saw a flock on the first lake

behind Batna.

Auser cinereus, Mey.—On Lake Fezzara in December.

A. Segetmn, Mey.—More numerous on Lake Fezzara than the

foregoing species.

Casarca rutila, Bp.—On the lakes round about Batna.

Vulpanser tadorna, Keys, et Bias.—In the same localities as the

last species.

* A " seggia " is a branched canal for the irrigation of the oases.
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Anas boschas, L.—Common everywhere.

Mareca Penelope, Selby.—Everywhere, on lakes,

Chauledasmiis strepeia, Gray.—Rather plentiful on Lake Fez-

zara and near Constantine.

Dajila acuta, Eyt.—It was seen in the markets at Ajmokra and

Constantine.

Querqueclula crecca, Sleph.—On lakes and rivers in the high-

lands as well as in the desert.

Pteroctjanea circia, Bp.— Much rarer than the preceding

species.

Rhynchaspis clypenia, Leach.—In the markets at Ajmokra and

Constantine.

Aithya ferina, Boie., and Nyroca leitcophfhabiios, Flem.—In

the markets.

Podiceps crislalus, Lath.—Common on the lakes, especially on

Lake Fezzara, where the shooting is leased chiefly to obtain the

crested grebe, used for furs.

P. subcrislaiux, Jacq.—Less numerous on Lake Fezzara.

P. auritus. Lath.—Common on Lake Fezzara.

Sylheocyclus minor, Bp.—Wo saw some of these birds on a

small stream in the desert.

Ornithological Notes from North Lincolnshire.
' By John Cordeaux, Esq.

(Continued from Zool. S. S. 2496.)

February and March, 1871.

Golden Plover.—February 8. S])ring note first heard. 11. Wind

S.E., sharp frost. Considerable (locks of this species have been

crossing the river and marshes during the morning, going south-

ward.

Hooper Swan.—February 10. Heavy gale from the S.E. to E.

and N.E., accompanied with much drifting snow all along the

eastern sea-board, and committing great devastation amongst the

shipping. It is rather remarkable that this storm was confined to

the neighbourhood of the coast. I am told that out in the North

Sea it amounted to little more than a stiff breeze. During this gale

one of our gunners was fortunate in shooting three hoopers on the

shore in this parish : two of these he got, the other, which was
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badly wounded, escaping. They were sitting at the foot of the

chalk embankment, and he shot several times before bringing them

to bag. One which I examined a few days afterwards was a mature

bird ; the other, I am told, exhibited several gray feathers in its

plumage. If a single swan is shot from a flock, and left on the

ground or in the water, the others will often fly round and round

the place, frequently alighting again close to their wounded
comrade, and in turn fall victims. This was the case with

these birds, and I have known an entire flock, numbering six,

killed in the same manner at one time by a single gunner.

Hoopers vary considerably in weight. A good mature bird will

weigh from twenty to twenty-two pounds; above this weight they

are quite exceptional.

Snow Bunting.—February 13. Last appearance.

Ringed Plover.—February -21. Heard the spring note of the

ringed plover on the flats: are now in pairs.

Common Snipe.— March 2. Snipe are returning. I found

them plentifully to-day in the bogs and about the marsh " blow-

wells." They were in pairs, and laid almost as closely as

"jacks."

Green Sandpiper.—March 2. A pair this morning on our main

drain.

Starling.—March 6. There have been for the last two or three

days some immense flocks of starlings in the Humber marshes,

probably ujigrants, as their stay was limited.

Meadow Pipit.—March 7. Although resident with us throughout

the year, there is always a considerable immigration of this species

into our marshes in the early spring. I see they are returning to

all their summer haunts.

Scaup Duck.—March 14. There are several flocks of scaup off

the coast. More daily come in with the tide, but manage to keep

at a safe distance from the embankment. With the aid of the

telescope T see that they are in pairs,—males and females in mature

plumage,— but in the same flock are others in the immature dress,

also in pairs, male and female ; from which circumstance it is

probable that this species occasionally breeds before obtaining the

full plumage. With reference to the common English name of

this duck, I believe it was Mr. Yarrell who suggested that it may
be derived from their habit of scooping up the mud in search for

shell-fish, &c. I think, however, it is more likely that we get the
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name from the word "scalp," through the well-knowu partiality

shown by these ducks for the neighbourhood of the mussel-scalps

and other shell-beds along the coast.* When on this subject,

I may add that I shall be obliged to any of my readers who can

suggest the probable derivation of the word " godwit." Montagu
gives " Godwin," or " Godwyn," as one of the provincial synonyms

of this species. Can the name have any connection with that of

the famous Saxon Earl ? We have a precedent for this in the

knot, which Camden says derive their name from King Canute

(Knut, Knot), probably because they were a favourite dish of that

monarch.

Wood Pigeon.— March 14. Wood pigeons have paired and

are building. I found some newly-constructed nests in a larch

plantation to-day, but without eggs.

Golden Plover.—March 21. Last observed.

Jack Snipe.—March 22. I flushed four couple this afternoon

from a small morass about forty yards square, in the low lands near

the beck, and have no doubt that by carefully looking the ground

over others might have been found, as they laid till almost stepped

upon. It was a very hot afternoon, and as they rose and flitted

over the marsh the lovely n)etallic tints of the upper plumage

glittered brilliantly in the blaze of sunshine.

Merlin.—March 22. Noticed one of these little falcons, the first

I have seen this winter, beating across some wild boggy land near

the stream.

Kingfinher.—March 22. Not observed during the winter, but

have become tolerably plentiful since the commencement of this

month both on our streams and marsh-drains.

Lesser Blackbacked Gull.—Marsh 25. Several pairs observed

about the foreshore this morning.

Wheatear.—March 28. First seen—a pair, male and female.

I have only once previously recorded them in March in North

Lincolnshire—namely, in 1867, on the 30th.

John Cordeaux.

Great Cotes, Ulceby, Lincolnshire,

April 3, 1871.

* Willughby, I find, says they take their name from fueding on " scaup," or

broken shell-fish.
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Ornithological Notesfrom Norfolk—January and February, 1871.
Bj Henry Stevenson, Esq., F.L.S.

(Continued from Zool. S. S. S477.)

The late severe winter, both in the degree of cold experienced
and the prolonged frost and snow, much resembled that of 1860-61,
but in the number of wild-fowl and other northern visitants—
rarely met with in such abundance—it reminded me rather of
1854-55, at which time I recorded, in the 'Zoologist' (p. 4660),
a goodly list of specimens obtained in this county.

With us the hard weather commenced on the night of the 20th
of December, 1870, with a heavy fall of snow, increased day by day,
till the ground was covered more than a foot deep on the level, but
from an absence of wind, and therefore of drift, the traffic was but
httle impeded. The frost at this time was intense, at limes only
just above zero, and, with but little abatement, lasted up to the 12th
or 13th of January. A rapid thaw on the 14th cleared off nearly
all the snow, and, with only occasionally severe frosts at night, the
weather continued open till the 24th, when a second heavy fall of
snow lasted till the 28th, and the broads and smaller streams were
stdl thickly ice-bound up to the first week in February. We had
then an interval of warm sunny weather from the 6th to the 10th,
but only to be followed by more snow, with a biting wind-frost, even
more trying, whilst it lasted, than we had yet experienced, whilst
the severity of the gale and the blinding snow-storms of that fatal
Friday strewed the eastern coast with wrecks from the Humber to
the Yare. In the afternoon of that day a large flock of wild geese,
driven inland by the storm, took shelter in the Yarmouth Cemetery,
from whence they were flushed by the sexton; and immense
numbers of fowl were driven close in shore. From that date,
however, the weather moderated, and we experienced only slight
frosts at night, or an occasional fall of snow, lasting only a iew
hours.

In such a winter it is not surprising that our ordinary visitants
from more northern locahties should have poured in upon us in
immense numbers. The quantity of snow buntings and bram-
blings was something extraordinary ; siskins and lesser redpolls
were also plentiful, but not mealy redpolls; and the influx of sky
larks, missel thrushes, blackbirds, stock doves and wood pigeons,
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making our coast by day, and passing inland about the first

week in January, sufficiently marked the severity of the season.

Many of the sky larks and other small birds alighted ex-

hausted on the boats of the gunners at sea, and dunlins and

other Tringse, in their enfeebled state, were run down and killed

with sticks.

In our Norwich Market we had the usual bunches, at such times,

of greenfinches, blackbirds, thrushes and starlings, as well as stints,

knots, gray plover, and .such like ; and gulls, large and small, snipes,

coots and waterhens (in regretful numbers), with every ordinary

species of duck or diver, showed the miscellaneous and extensive

bags of our local gunners. The number of fowl from inland waters,

however, was far less than usual, the shallow waters of most of the

broads being early frozen over, and everything driven for sub-

sistence to the coast and salt-marshes.

Several little merlins made their appearance in different parts of

the county, and a few hen harriers, both adult and immature. King-

fishers, green woodpeckers, barn owls and other residents suffered

as usual, both from the privations of the season and the indis-

criminate slaughter of birds in general : little grebes and water

rails, also frozen out from their haunts, met a like fate.

I may here remark that, of such birds as came under my notice,

there was an absence of that weather-beaten, blanched look, which

is so commonly observable in hard winters; but this, I think, is to

be accounted for by the absence of wind-frosis during the chief

part of the time, and the birds, tliercfore, though poor, were not

frozen on their perches at night, nor found dead and stiff" under

the stacks and fences.

Partridges, both English and French, during the first deep fall

of snow, which remained so long on the ground, began to suffer

considerably, and large numbers, particularly of "Frenchmen,"

were shot out of the fences. Rooks and jackdaws were also hard

put to it to obtain food, and hooded crows were more carnivorous

than ever.

Off the coast the quantity of sea-fowl, of various kinds, was

greater than has been known for many years. On the north-

western side, from Holkham to Lynn Wash, brent geese and

common scoters appeared in immense numbers : of the former

1 never remember so many in our markets, although the chief

portion of those killed were sent to London. Scaups were also
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very plentiful, and goldeneyes (some fine old males), tufted ducks,

duck and mallard, with a few teal and pochards frozen out

inland, and wigeon (the latter very scarce), may be added to

the list.

Shieldrakes were extremely numerous, and the notes I have

appended as to hooper swans will show their unusual abundance.

The occurrences of Bewick's swan have been but few, and these,

as is usual in such winters, appeared only after a long duration

of severe frost. Of other kinds of geese besides the common
brent, the pinkfooted has been very numerous, especially in its

accustomed haunts about Holkham Bay. Bean geese have been

scarce, and are, I believe, becoming more and more so in this

county; and the whitefronted has, from some cause, been equally

rare this winter; and, as far as I can learn, the bernicle has been

absent altogether, as well as the graylag. The abundance of

goosanders and smews, in adult male plumage, I shall have

occasion to notice below; and of the divers, the redthroated

and great northern, in an immature stale, have been pretty

numerous.

January.

Wood Pigeon.—A pure white variety was shot at Wroxham,
near Norwich, on the 2nd, and another was said to have been seen

at the same time.

Buzzard.—An immature specimen of the common buzzard was
shot at Ormesby, near Yarmouth, about the first week in January.

Two for sale in Leadenhall Market, on the 12th, were said to have

come from Yarmouth.

Hawfinch.—An adult male was shot at Wreningham on the 9th.

Stonechat.—Two or three were shot at Lakenham, near Norwich,

during the severe frost at the beginning of the month.

Blackheaded Gull.—Numbers of these birds were killed during

the severe weather, proving that in the hardest winters they still

frequent our coast, together with the common, great blackbacked

and herring gulls. A blackheaded gull shot at Beeston, near

Cromer, on the 2nd of January, exhibited an unusually early

state of change from the winter to the summer plumage. The
whole of the upper part of the head, as far as the mask generally

extends, was more or less dark gray, the white tips to the feathers

remaining only in places, and chiefly in the region of the bill.
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The chin and throat were still pure white, and an entire change

of colour from gray to brown, was necessary to complete the

nuptial dress.

Bearded Tit.— A ie\v were shot, as usual, on the broads,

during the sharpest weather, when almost everything else was

frozen out.

Smew.—I never remember a winter in which so many adult male

smews have been killed, as will be seen by the following list of

specimens sent to our Norwich birdstuffers during the month of

January :—On the 14th an adult male was shot near Yarmouth,

and another on the 21st. One at Kimberley on the 22ud ; one at

Wroxham and one at Yarmouth on the 28lh ; and another, about

the same date, making six, was sent up from some other part of the

county. A young male, shot in the estuary at Lynn, was sent me
on the 9th, by Mr. J. Cresswell, and another was killed about two

miles up the river. An adult male was also shot near Lynn about

the same time; and a young male, on the 10th, at Blickling, near

Aylsham.

Bittern.—One was shot at Winterton, near Yarmouth, about

the 9th ; another near Lynn about the same time, and one on the

28th.

Goosander.—On the 5th two adult males and one female were

shot at Hunstanton. About the same time a flock of at least twenty

frequented the lake at Gunton Hall, near Cromer, with large

numbers of other fowl. On the Uth a party of eleven alighted on

Breydon, of which five were shot, but singularly enough all females

—not a single male in the flock was hit. An old male was shot at

Hickling on the 12th ; one at Yarmouth on the 22nd ; another at

Hickling on the 17th; and a young male at Burgh on the 21st;

an old male, on the 28lh, at Rockland, and a female at Hickling

;

also an adult male at Yarmouth about the same date, and two on

the river at Feltwcll. Most of these male birds were in perfect

plumage, and the old females were quite as rich in the salmon tint

of the breast-feathers when first brought in.

Purple Sandpiper.—An immature bird, killed either at Blakeney

or Salthouse, was sent up to Norwich on the 13th, with one or two

sanderlings.

Velvet Scoter.—A fine old male was shot at Hunstanton about

the 4th of January. Females and young birds were not uncommon,

in flocks of twelve or fourteen together.
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Eider Duck.—A fine adult female was shot at Hunstanton, in

company with a solitary brent goose, dining the first week in

January ; and a nearly adult male, at the same place, on the 9th.

Other immature birds or females are said to have been seen.

Longtailed Duck.—Two adult birds, male and female, were shot

at Hunstanton early in January; and a fine old male, in ray own
collection, was killed at the same place on the 10th.

Bewick^s Swan.—An adult bird in Leadenhall Market on the

7th was said to be from Yarmouth ; and an adult male was killed

at Hickling about the 20lh : it weighed 12^ fts.

Hen Harrier.—An adult female was shot on the 12th, also a

very beautiful adult male, on the 28th, at Hickling.

Redbreasted Merganser.—Two old females in the Norwich

Market on the 21st; but although adult male goosanders were

plentiful at this time, the old male mergansers were not procurable

till some weeks later, and then but ie^f.

Shore Lark.— Seven more specimens were shot at Salthouse

about the 6th of January, of which the sex of but three was dis-

tinguished—two males and one female. Several were also seen

by Mr. H. Upcher, in that neighbourhood, about the same time;

and Mr. Bond informs me that a friend of his received sixteen

from Norfolk early in the present year.

Quail.—An old male was flushed and shot at East Harling on

the 28th, which had braved the intense cold and deep snow of the

previous fortnight.

Hooper Swans.—Some idea of the very unusual number of these

birds that have visited our coast this winter may be formed from the

following notes, which I have received from various correspondents,

and also from a list of such specimens as have come under my own
notice. Just after Christmas a flock of forty were seen passing

along the coast at Horsey, near Yarmouth. At Hunstanton, during

the first week in January, a flock of twenty-six were seen on one

occasion, feeding close in shore off" Holme Point, and another lot

of seven frequented the entrance to Heacham Cieek. On the 12th

several were observed off" the Sherringham beach passing along the

coast; and on the same day, far inland, a considerable flock were

both heard and seen over the town of Wymondham, near Norwich.

1 have also heard of a flight, of which sixty are said to have been

counted, having passed over Aylsham, some ten miles from the sea,

about the same lime. A small party of seven made their appearance
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on the river at Bowthorpe, within three miles of Norwich, during

the first week in January, and though constantly shifting their

quarters on the same stream, and losing three or four of their

number from the persecution of gunners, were observed in the same

neighbourhood as late as the 26th of February. On the 18th of

January eighteen were seen together on Breydon, near Yarmouth,

and of those killed in this county no doubt a very considerable

number were sent to the London markets. Mr. J. H. Gurney, jun.,

was informed by a dealer in Leadenhall Market that he had received

as many as a hundred hoopers during the frost, and chiefly from

Lynn. One poulterer at Lynn has had thirty. A fine adult bird

was shot on the lake at Kimberley Park, near Wymondham, about

the 20th of January; but none appeared for sale in the Norwich

Market till early in the following month.

Brent Geese.—As before remarked, the abundance of this species

was extraordinary during the hard weather, being obtained by

hundreds off the coast between Lynn and Hunstanton. Many of

those killed were sent to the London markets, but both at Lynn

and Norwich the poulterers' shops were well supplied. On the

13th I counted sixteen in our fish-market, besides others sent to

the birdstuffers.

Bean Goose.—An adult male was shot by Mr. H. Upcher at

Blakeney, on the 11th—one of three feeding by the side of a

marsh drain.

Pinkfooled Goose.—This species, now fully established as our

most abundant gray goose, has been very plentiful, and, as usual,

more widely dispersed during the sharp weather. On the 2nd

I received an old bird killed out of a flock of eleven that were

feeding in a turnip-field at Anmer, near Westacre ; and I am in-

formed on good authority that, during the snowy weather which

prevailed at Christmas time, more than a hundred of these geese

were killed in the neighbourhood of Holkham. An adult and an

immature bird, shot out of a small flock at North Wootton, near

Lynn, on recently reclaimed land, were sent me on the 3rd of this

month.

February.

Hooper Swans.—A fine old bird in the Norwich Market on the

2nd; a young and an old bird on the 11th. Several were hanging

for sale in Leadenhall Market on the 6th, said to be from Norfolk
j
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and about that time some were shot on Breydon. On the 12th
a fine specimen was killed at Hunstanton j and another was sent
up to the Norwich Market on the 25th.

Goosander.—A fine old male was shot at Stalham on the 3rd.

Bittern.—One was shot at Horning on the 1st.

Redthroated Diver.—An immature bird fi-om Warham on the
1st; an old bird, in winter plumage, on the 4th, and another,

immature, from Yarmouth, on the 11th.

Velvet Scoter.—An adult female in the Norwich Market on
the 11th.

Bean Goose.—An adult bird, shot out of a small flock at

Castleacre, was sent me on the 9th.

Bewick's Swan.—An adult female bought in Norwich Market on
the 13th weighed nine pounds. On the 24th Mr. J. H. Gurnej, jun.,

saw one in Leadenhall Market : this bird, unlike all I have seen
this winter, had no rust-colour on the head.

Sclavonian Grebe.—Two adult birds, in winter plumage, were
killed, one at Burgh on the 15th, and the other, about the same
time, at Burlingham.

Purple Sandpiper.— One shot at Burgh about the 15th, and
another, on the same day, near Lynn. The latter was feeding
on a small bank or island covered with mussels, and was ob-
served to swim from thence to the mainland, some iew yards
distant.

Goldeneye.—Several fine old males, as well as females and young,
appeared in our market during this month, or were sent to the

birdstuffers.

White/routed Goose.—The only specimen I have seen this

winter I purchased in our market on the 18th : a fully adult

bird.

Pinkfooted Goose.—On the 16th a young bird was killed out of
a flock of at least two hundred feeding on a field of rye at

Wretham. They were extremely wild, but a small party of five

or six having separated from the rest this one was secured by a

long shot.

Gadwall.—An adult male was shot at Hunstanton early in the

month.

Storm Petrel.—Several of these birds are said to have been
noticed inshore, at Yarmouth, during the terrific gale and snow
storm on the 10th.
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Redbreasted Merganser.—A fine adult male was purchased on

the llth in Norwich Market; another on the 15th ; two females on

the 18th and another on the 25th. Immature birds, as usual, have

been pretty numerous.
Henry Stevenson.

Norwich, April 15, 1871.

A List of nncommon Birds seen or captnrcd iu Yorlishire during tlie

Year 1870.—

Waxwincj.— Several observed at Farnbara, near Knaresborougb, on the

5tb of January.

Bittern.—One shot at Newmillerdam, near Wakefield, early iu January.

Peregrine.—Oue shot at Flamborough on the 15tb of Jauuary.

Smew.—Oue seen uear Beverley ou the 1st of February.

Blackthroated Diver.—Oue shot on the River Ouse on the 10th of

February.

Rednecked Grebe.— Oue shot uear Beverley ou the lOtli of February.

Common Buzzard.—Oue shot at Cockliugbam, uear Beverley, ou the

21st of Februaiy.

Sclavonian Grebe.—One shot ou the River Ure (North Yorkshire) in

February.

Rednecked Grebe.—Oue caught ou the River Esk (North Yorkshire) in

March.

Green Sandpiper.—Oue obtained at Newland Hall, uear Wakefield, on

the 2Gth of March (Geo. Luiub).

Niijhtin/jah'.—Oue heard uear Horbury in May.

Quail.—Nested near Barley iu July. Nested ou the Haigb, uear Leeds.

Nested iu East Yorkshire. Several shot about here. A great number of

quails have beeu shot this year iu differeut parts of the country.

Pomarine Skua.—Oue shot at Carlton, near Leeds, ou the 7tli of October.

Merlin.—Oue caught here, in an exhausted state, on the 25th of October.

Heron.—Oue shot on the Haigh, near Leeds, on the 5th of November.

Bittern.—Oue shot near Wakefield on the 25th of November (G. Lumb).

Solitarij SnijK'.—One shot at Shaftou, uear Baruslcy, on the 31st of

December (T. Lister in 'Country Words' for February).

—

Geo. Roberts;

Lofthouse, near Wakefield.

Birds observed in tlie Thames^ &c., in the Winter of 1870-71.—I find,

on reference to my notes, that the following birds visited the mouth of the

Tliames duiiug the past winter. My notes were chiefly made at Leigh

from personal observations at fortnightly intervals : iu a few cases the

information has been derived from the punt-gunners, but only of birds which

had absolutely fallen to their guns.
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Wigeon.—The earliest date of tlie arrival of vvigeon I find to be the 17th

of September, on which day I bagged two young females. Ve-y few wigeons

have been seen, and not more than twenty brace have fallen to the gun

during the whole winter.

Gray Plover.—The first notice I have of this bird was towards the end

of September, and during the next month a fair number were seen. Since

Christmas they have been very scarce.

Dunlin.—This bird appears to be getting less numerous every year : the

flocks have been very small.

Brent Oeese.—First seen in the second week of October ; large flocks

have frequented the mud-flats about Blacktail and Nore sands ; the largest

flocks numbered over two hundred birds. It is ten years ago since such

large flocks visited the estuary of the Thames. The punt-gunners have

made a good hviug from the numbers they have shot. A large flock was

seen flying high in a N.E. direction on the afternoon of the 24th of March,

evidently migrating ; none had been seen for nearly three weeks previous to

that date.

Bernicle Geese.—A few seen in February in company with the brent

geese.

Eedshank.—Less plentiful than usual.

Godwit.—Two or tln-ee small flocks were seen in January : this bird,

however, is only seen about the mud-flats at Leigh during the hard weather

or during the autumn migration : it is never very numerous.

Scaup Duck (the dun bird).—A large flock of about a hundred frequented

Leigh Eays during January and February: although constantly shot at

they refused to leave the cockle-grounds.

Curlew.—Very numerous, and as wild as ever.

Sicans.—Some flocks seen about the Nore, but only four birds were

brought into Leigh ; three out of the four turned out to be Bewick's, or, as

the fishermen called them, the " little " swans.

Scoter.—I only saw two birds of this species during the whole winter.

Divers.—Very scarce ; not one-fourth the number seen last year.

Mallard.—About an average number.

Teal.— Several small flocks seen, but veiy wild.

Gray Croiv.—Less abundant than usual : I only saw four or five during

the whole winter. Five or six years ago this bird was to be seen constantly

in the mud-flats, and was a perfect pest.

Heron.—An average number.

Twite.—Scarce : some winters they rise from the saltings in tens of

thousands.

Gulls.—The blackheaded, common, greater and lesser saddle-back gulls

maintained a full average number, increasing, however, in number in

March.
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From a study of the foregoing list, the winter will be remembered by the

number of swans, geese and scaup ducks which visited the mud-flats about

Leigh, to the exclusion of the other species of fowl ; wigeon, more especially,

having been almost totally absent.

—

A. H. Smee; April 3, 1871.

Note on the alleged Identity of the American Bed Owl with the

Mottled Owl.—I cannot help thinking that in my correspondence with

brother-ornithologists on the subject of the supposed American owl seen iu

Kent, we were talking of two ditfereut birds the whole time. It is useless

for me to try and prove that my bird was as small as a scops, for it certainly

was not. Now Captain Hadlield says the mottled owl is very little, if at aU,

larger than the scops ; Mr. Stevenson and Mr. Hobson (in the ' Naturahst

'

some years ago) inform us that in two several instances a mottled owl has been

mistaken for a scops. Now the length of the scops eared owl is well known
to be about seven or seven and a half inches. Sui^posing the mottled owl

to be only about this size, and to be identical with the red owl, the American

little owl, &c., of American authors, how do you account for the following

statements? Liuueus, Pennant, and I think Shaw, agree in separating

the red and mottled owls, and tell us that the former is ten inches and a

half, the latter eleven inches long ! Catesby does not mention any mottled

owl, but tells us that the little owl of CaroUua, which exactly answers to

the red owl and to my bird, is of the size of a jackdaw ! Now these authors

ai-e generally very trustworthy in the measurements they give, and Catesby,

it should be observed, was describing the common every-day birds of Carolina,

omitting the rarer and less-kuowu species. Assuming, therefore, the length

of my bird when dead and stretched out to be eleven inches, I might,

without any great absurdity, have guessed its apparent height as it sat to

be eight or nine inches—^a calculation in which I very likely left out the

tail, which would be below its perch. Audubon gives us a coloured plate in

support of his theory that the mottled and red owls are identical, but makes
the red bird quite a dillerent shape from the gray, the red one being a stout

thickish bird in comparison with the other, which is more slender, like a

scops. In short, I beheve he has figured two different birds, and I believe

my bird to be identical with Catesby 's little owl, rather than with, the

mottled owl of modern authors. The bird I saw must have been very nearly

a third shorter than the lougeared owl, judging by stuffed specimens, and,

judging by the accounts of authors, a third larger than the scops. I should

say it bad shorter and rounder wings in proportion than Strix otus.

I hope some ornithologist will tell me what he thinks about Catesby 's httle

red owl, " the size of a jackdaw."—C^//io?t ; Cobham Hall, Kent, March Si9,

1871.

longeared Owl.— March 20. Took six eggs (rather hard sat on) of

the lougeared owl from a deserted nest of a carrion crow. To take six

eggs is both lucky and very unusual, as most authors state that from two
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to four is the numter of eggs generally laid.

—

Edward Charles Moor;

Great Bealings, Woodhrklge, Suffolk, March 20, 1871.

Great Gray Shrike at Ware.—I saw a male specimen of the great gray

shrike in my garden at High Oak House, Ware, during last November : it

is the only specimen I have ever seen alive.

—

C. E. Holford.

White's Thrush in Somersetshire.—A second specimen of this wanderer

from the far East was killed in this county on the 6th of January of this

year, at Langsford, near the Meudip Hills : it was in open ground, but near

a wood, feeding on hawthorn berries, at the time it was shot. I had heard

rumours of this bird for some time, but did not like to record it until I had

satisfied myself, not only that it was the bird, but also that it was not a

foreign skin made up for sale. I had, however, an opportunity of examining

it on Saturday, and am quite satisfied on both points. It in every respect

resembles the bird killed near Taunton in January, 1870, and recorded by

me in the 'Zoologist' for that year (S. S. 2018).

—

Cecil Smith; Lydeard

House, near Taunton, April 20, 1871.

Variety of Fieldfare near Beverley.—In the latter part of January last

a nice variety of the fieldfare was shot near this town, and received by

Mr. Richardson, the birdstuffer, to be mounted. The whole of the head

and neck was pure white, with the exception of a few speckled feathers of

the normal colour on the thi-oat ; the rest of the plumage was variegated

with white. This is the second variety of this species that has occurred in

this neighbourhood witbin the twelvemonth. The other one, shot on the

2nd of June last, was also prettily marked with white, and T noticed that

the white feathers were freshly moulted : this was very observable in the

wings, as some of the white feathers were shorter than the rest, not having

got their full growth ; white feathers were also cropping up in various parts

of the body, leaving one to suppose that the bird would eventually have

been pure white. No doubt the bird was prevented ^om migrating at the

proper time through being in such a moulting state.

—

F. Boyes ; Beverley,

March 2, 1871.

Ring Ouzels: Correction of an Error.—In the 'Zoologist '(S. S. 2509),

I remarked on having seen a good many ring ouzels with pied heads in the

foreign museums. Since I came home three others have come under my
notice, viz. two in Mr. Bond's fine collection and one in Mr. Gunn's. It is

therefore evident that this variety is not confined to the Continent, as

I supposed.

—

J. H. Gurney, jun. ; 2, Beta Place, Alpha Road, London,

N.W., Ajn-il 11, 1871.

Early Chiffchaff.—I think the arrival of the chiffchaff on March 24th, and

singing every day since, is a very early and remarkable occurrence, being

three weeks at least earlier than in other years.

—

E. C.Moor; March 27th.

Disappearance of the Longtailcd Tit.— Through the medium of the

' Zoologist,' I am desirous of ascertaining whether the disappearance of the
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longtailed tit (Mecistura caudata) has been anywhere noticed as it has been

in our neighbourhood : for the last two years I have not taken a nest or

even seen a specimen. In 18G8 these birds were common, both in summer

and winter. I think the disappearance somewhat remarkable.

—

E. C. Moor.

Bedgesparrow singing by Plight.— March 25. Returning from the

Bealings Station at 9.10 p.m. on Saturday evening, I was somewhat

astoiyshed on hearing a bedgesparrow [Motacilla modularis) all of a sudden,

from a hedge quite near me, utter its usual spring song, just as if it had

been disturbed in its sleep. Is it usual for them to sing thus ?

—

Id.

Wliitc Wagtail at Piortham Burrows.—When at Northam Burrows last

week I observed, intermingled with the pied wagtails which frequent the

sand-hills adjoining the beach, a few individuals of the white wagtail, and

succeeded in obtaining two good specimens for my collection. The two

species bear an interesting comparison when associated together, and I can

scarcely think that any person who has seen them side by side, under as

favourable opportunities for observation as I was fortunate enough to obtain,

could doubt the identity of each. The difference in plumage, although

sufficiently pronounced after death, appears still greater in life; the pearly

gray back and more extended white of the forehead and cheeks of the white

species, showing in strong contrast to the uuiform black of the upper parts

of our native bird. I observe that most authors treat the white wagtail as

the smaller bird of the two : this may be so generally, but certainly not

invariably, as one of my specimens is larger, and the other quite as large,

as two specimens of the pied wagtail obtained at the same time. The white

species is of a slenderer make, and, as far as my observation goes, is livelier

in its habits and movements. It vibrates its taU when on the ground more

frequently, and walks more rapidly than the other species, takes to flight

more readily, and is more vociferous, although its note is not quite so shrill

as that of its native congener. All the individuals that I saw (about six in

number) were, from the clearness and depth of colouring of their plumage,

unmistakably males, and (although there were several of both sexes of the

pied wagtail) I feel confident, from my close and continued observation, that

there were no females in that locality, from which it may be concluded that

the flock in question was either a casual immigration of this species on its

way to its breeding haunts elsewhere, or that I had lighted on a small bevy

of males immediately upon their arrival in this country for nesting purposes,

and before they were joined by any of the opposite sex.— Marcus S. C.

Rickards: Clifton, April 21, 1871.

Crested Tit on the Spcy,—I received to-day (April 20th) three crested

tits [Lophophanes cristatus), in the flesh, from a locality on the Spey.

I think of resident British birds this is the very rarest, for it appears

to be confined to one limited locality in Eastern luvemesshire.

—

J. H.

Gurney, jun.
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Arrival of the Martin and Swallow.—On the 19tli of April I observed

the first martin {Hintndo urhica) flying high in the air, and the following

morning I saw two moi'e of these birds passing over our garden. On the

evening of the 20th I also noticed a swallow {H. rustica) near one of the

Hampstead ponds.

—

II. M. Lahouchere ; Hampstead, April 21, 1871.

Early Nesting of Wood Pigeon.—On the 26th of February I obtained

two eggs of the common wood pigeon, which is unusual, though the season

up to this time has been a forward one.

—

E. C. Moor.

Little Stint on the Dublin Coast.—A few floclis visited us this autumn,

from which I procured specimens.

—

H. Blal;e-K)io.v.

Brnnnich's Gnilleniot on the Dublin Coast.—In June an adult female

was found floating off the Dubhn coast : the bird had been dead many days.

I hardly call this a fair Irish bird.

—

Id.

Proceedings of the Entomological Society.

April 3, 1871.—A. E. Wallace, Esq., President, in the chair.

Donations to the hihrary.

The following donations were announced, and thanks voted to the

donors :
—

' Proceedings of the Royal Society,' No. 120 ;
presented by the

Society. ' The Zoologist ' for April ; by the Editor. ' The Entomologist's

Monthly Magazine ' for April ; by the Editors. ' Report of the Fruit-

growers' Association of Ontario for the year 1870;' by the Association.

•Exotic Butterflies,' part 78; by W. W. Saunders, Esq. 'Lepidoptera

Exotica,' part viii. ; by Mr. Jauson. ' Die Alpenkafer und die Eiszeit,' by

P. V. Gredler; by Mr. Miiller.

Exhibitions, dc.

Mr. F. Smith exhibited examples of gynandromorphism in Aculeate

Hymenoptera, and read the following notes :—

" 1. In 1836 I took Anthophora acervorum, in the month of April, at

Barnes, Surrey. In this example the male characters are very conspicuous,

and are all situated on the left side, most conspicuously so in the head,

thorax and legs. This specimen is figured in the ' Zoologist,' vol. iii., and

also in my book on British Bees.

" 2. A second example of Anthophora acervorum is in the collection of

the late Mr. Walcott, of Bristol ; but the sexual peculiarities of structure

are much less apparent than in that exhibited.
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" 3. Andrena thoracica. In this specimen the male characters are on

the right side, and are observable in the antennae, head and legs.

"4. Nomada baccata. In this specimen the male characters are found

to he on the left side; the head is about equally divided sexually; the

antennae having in the male sex the front side white, and also a white line

at the inner margin of the eye, and the face covered with silvery hair ; the

male mandible is longer and pointed at the tip ; in the female it is blunt.

The thorax is coloured as in the female. The abdomen exhibits a strange

peculiarity ; the apical segment above is blunt, as in all the females of the

genus, whilst beneath it is acute ; there are the usual six segments above,

beneath there are seven. Taken at Weybridge in 1845.

" 5. Apis mcllifica. A monstrosity, partly male, partly worker. Antennae

worker on both sides ; eyes worker ; left anterior leg male ; the right inter-

mediate leg and also the posterior one male ; the abdomen has the silky

gloss of a male, and is in form partly so, being more blunt at the apex : the

male organ of generation is partly protruded. This specimen was sent to

me by Mr. Woodbury, of Exeter."

Mr. W. A. Lewis called attention to the ravages reputed to he occasioned

to books by Lepisma saccharina, with reference to Mr. Quaritch's statement

made before the Society at the Meeting held on the 3rd of January, 1870.

Although it was acknowledged that Lepisma damaged books by eating the

paste of the bindings, thus causing them to fall to pieces, yet it had been

considered impossible for it to bore holes in the boolcs, as stated by

Mr. Quaritch, such ravages being considered due to Auobium. However,

upon referring to Dr. Packard's ' Guide to the Study of Insects,' Mr. Lewis

found that the author (p. 623) endorsed the opinion that Lepisma is a

borer.

Mr. Home alluded to the damage done to sUk garments in India by

Lepisma ; the insect evidently attacking the silks on account of the stiffening

matters in them, but, nevertheless, making holes in the fabric.

The Secretary exhibited a number of beautiful coloured figures of Chinese

Lepidoptera, executed by Mr. E. Holdsworth, of Shanghai.

Papers read, dc.

Mr. W. A. Lewis read a paper on the order of the groups of the Macro-

Lepidoptera. He criticised and condemned the arrangement introduced by

Mr. Doubleday's List of 1859, and accompanied the statement of his views

with a variety of comments on the modern works dealing with his subject,

particularly Dr. Knaggs' 'Cabinet List of Lepidoptera' and Mr. Newman's
' Natural History of British Moths.'

The paper first stated the order of arrangement by different authors from

Linnaeus to the present day, the conclusion amved at being that the

Linnean order was followed almost without deviation by every author down
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to the year 1859; also that the Liunean names of the different groups

were adopted very generally until the same date. Mr. Lewis remarked that

since 1859 we in England had been subjected to the discomfort of having

two rival systems of arrangement, the followers of neither of which take the

smallest recognition of the other. He noticed severally the groups of

Doubleday's List, and stated, successively, reasons against the acceptance

of the names Diumi, Nocturni, Drepanulse and Pseudo-Bombyces ; con-

tending, in effect, that, in the case of the two first-named groups, the new

names wei-e, from their history, inapplicable; and as to the others, that

both divisions had prior names. He also objected to the name " Pseudo-

Bombyces," on the further ground that the scheme of classification of

which that group forms part does not acknowledge a group " Bombyces,"

and therefore a group " Pseudo-Bombyces," in the same scheme, is a

solecism.

Mr. Lewis expressed his belief that the existence of the group Pseudo-

Bombyces was entirely owing to the necessity, in M. Guenee's view, of

maintaining the order of the Noctuse which he, and other authors, had

observed. To do this it was necessary to place them in the old position

next after some Bombyciform genera, as the group had been arranged to

" face towards " Bombyx. Mr. Lewis contended that the course followed

was empirical, and was, besides, a failure, because the order of the Noctuae

still led one to expect the Geometrae at the end of the group. He con-

tended, also, that the division of Bombyx had become a necessity when

M. Guenee determined to place Geometra next to Bombyx without

re-arranging Noctua, and that the jjarf of Bombyx separated was then

never in doubt, since Platypteryx (as everyone had remarked since

Linnaeus) would easily join the Geometrse and Cerurae. He showed that

M. Guenee had (in 1852) admitted that in order to give effect to the

affinity of Geometra to Bombyx, it would be necessary to re-arrange

Noctua, and in his plan, then proposed, made no suggestion that it would

be necessary to divide Bombyx. Mr. Lewis also gave a variety of reasons

against the new order.

He also mentioned that some of the species now grouped as " Pseudo "-

Bombyces had, by Latreille, been denominated " Bombycites Legitimae,"

and some by Hiibner "Bombyces verse"; that the twenty-seven species

now separated from the Bombyces by the whole of the Geometrae were, by

Westwood and other writers, considered so closely akin to the "true"

Bombyces that they were included in the family Arctiidae ; and that the

Linnean order, from which the order of 1859 showed so great a departure,

had received illustrations of its propriety in the nomenclature adopted by

Denis and SchiffermiUer, by Hiibner, Horsfield, Boisduval, and many
others, viz. Noctuo-Bombycid8e,&c., Semi-Geometrae,&c., Semi-Noctuales, &c.

Mr. Lewis then expressed his opinion that, considering the concord among
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first-rate entomologists in favour of the Linnean order, the introduction of

the new arrangemeut " siih sUentio in a mere labelling list " was " an

affront to Science."

Considering recent publications, Mr. Lewis showed that Dr. Knaggs (in

his ' Cabinet List of Lepidoptera ') had failed to observe, in a number of

instances, his own canon requiring preference of the female name when two

names are simultaneously given to the two sexes of a species, instancing,

besides others, the names " Janira," " Ai'cuosa," which should have been

" Jurtina," Linn., " Minima," Haw. He also complained that this

publication, like Mr. Doubleday's Lists, assumed, though published with

an object altogether different, to introduce changes in arrangement.

With reference to Dr. Knaggs' proposal to place Pterophorus after

Pyralis, he remarked that " if such a change was to be so brought

about it was a waste of time ever to write a book." Remarking on

a passage in Mr. Newman's ' Natural History of British Moths,' as to

Mr. Doubleday having " approved " certain changes, Mr. Lewis declared

that what entomologists want is not that changes should come to them

"stamped with the approval of tliis or that leading man, but that an

author, who proposes any change in nomenclature or arrangement, would

fii-st state all his reasons, and then leave the approval to them."

M"r. Lewis strenuously protested against any changes in arrangement

being introduced in a mere list of synonyms, and quoted M. Guenee as

satirizing the practice. As to changes in names, he suggested that the

legal maxim " Communis error facit jus" might with advantage be apphed

in cases of long-forgotten specific names, as he felt assured it would, in

effect, be, in the case of tlie misaj^phed generic names detailed by

Mr. Crotch in the Eut. Soc. Trans, for 1870 ; and he also condemned the

insufficiency of the information given by all the English lists, showing that

none of the lists stated the reason for a change of name, or whether the

discarded name was supplanted by a prior one, or found to refer to a different

species.

With reference to Mr. Lewis's criticisms on recent changes in the

ai'raugement of British Lepidoptera, Mr. Briggs remarked that Mr. New-

man, in his ' Natural History of British Moths,' had united Tapinostola

Boudii and Miana arcuosa into a genus termed Chortodes, giving no

reason for this change excepting Mr. Doubleday's " approval." Mr. Briggs

had examined the palpi of these two species, and found they were very

dissimilar : he considered, therefore, that this union of the two into a

special genus was unnatural.

New Part of ' Transactions.'

Part i. of the * Transactions for 1871 ' was on the table.

—

R. M'L.
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The Descent of Man, and Selection in Relation to Sex. By
Charles Darwin, M.A., F.R.S., &c. In two volumes.

900 pp. 8v'o; 76 illustrations on wood. London: John

Murray, Albemarle Street. 1871.

Twelve years have elapsed since the publication of Mr. Darwin's
* Origin of Species,' which was at the time fully, but not ap-

provingly, noticed in the pages of the ' Zoologist.' Then, as now,

I felt convinced that the hypothesis broached by Mr. Darwin had

no foundation whatever on which to stand ; and a naturalist, who
was in every respect fully competent to the task, wrote for the

'Zoologist' a notice of the work in entire accordance with my own
judgment. Now a sequel to the 'Origin of Species' comes before

us; and it is in all respects an ap]iropriate sequel to the introduc-

tion by jvliich it was preceded. It completes and crowns the work

of which the 'Origin of Species' was the foundation stone. Finis

coronat opus. The conclusion is not new to me: it is in exact

accordance with my anticipations. Man is declared, as I expected

would be the case, to be descended from an ascidian : and the

process by which Mr. Darwin arrives at this conclusion is care-

fully and advisedly set forth by himself in the quotations which

follow.

"We have thus far endeavoured rudely to trace the genealogy of the

Vertebrata by the aid of their mutual affinities. We will now look to man
as he exists ; and we shall, I think, be able partially to restore during

successive periods, but not in due order of time, the structure of our early

progenitors. This can be effected by means of the rudiments which man
still retains, by the characters which occasionally made their appearance in

him through reversion, and by the aid of the principles of morphology and

embryology. The various facts to which I shall here allude have been given

in the previous chapters. The early progenitors of man were no doubt once

covered with hair, both sexes having beards ; their ears were pointed and

capable of movement ; and their bodies were provided with a tail having the

proper muscles. Their limbs and bodies were also acted on by many

muscles which now only occasionally reappear, but are normally present in

the Quadrumana. The great artery and nerve of the humerus ran through

a supra-condyloid foramen. At this or some earlier period, the intestine

SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. 2 D
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gave forth a much larger diverticulum or caecum than that now existing.

The foot, judging from the condition of the great toe in the foetus, was then

prehensile ; and our progenitors, no doubt, were arboreal in tbeir habits,

frequenting some warm forest-clad land. The males were provided with

great canine teeth, which served them as formidable weapons."—Vol. i.

p. 206.

This, it will be seen, is the announcement in the first volume,

and the conclusion thus announced is repeated still more ex-

plicitly, but with a slight variation, at the close of the second

:

here it is.

" By considering the embrj-ological structure of man,—the homologies

which he presents with the lower animals,—the rudiments which he retains,

—and the reversions to which he is liable, we can partly recall in imagina-

tion the former condition of our early progenitors ; and can approximately

place them in their proper position in the zoological scries. We thus learn

that man is descended from a hairy quadruped, furnished with a tail and

pointed ears, probably arboreal in its habits and an inhabitant of the Old

World. Tbis creature, if its whole structure had been examined by a natu-

ralist, would have been classed among the Quadrumana, as surely as would

the common and stiU more aucieut progenitors of the Old and New World

monkeys. The Quadrumana and all the higher mammals are probably

derived from an ancient marsupial animal, and this through a long line of

diversified forms, either from some reptile-like or some ampbibian-like

creature, aud this again from some fish-Iike animal. In the dim obscurity

of the past we can see that the early progenitor of all the Vertebrata must

have been an aquatic animal provided with branchiae, with the two sexes

united in the same individual, and with the most important organs of the

body (such as the brain and heart) imperfectly developed. This animal

seems to have been more hke the larvae of our existing marine Ascidians

than any other known form."—Vol. ii. p. 389.

Most of ray readers will agree with me on two points. First, that

it is extremely unwise to intermingle Darwinism and Theology;

aud it therefore may be most plausibly and fairly asked. Why then

seek to intermix them ? the answer is that, Secondly, It is im-

possible to keep them separate. If man be lineally descended

from an ape or some ape-like creature or ape-like progenitor,

and if at some remote period his ancestors underwent a change

from jelly-fishes, or from fish-like animals, or amphibiau-like

creatures, or reptile-like creatures, or from marsupial animals,

or from Old World monkeys, and this lineage is expressly

set forth, then it follows that the assertion so emphatically made in
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the book of Genesis (i. 27) must be untrue. Now this ape-descent

of man is not only asserted in the passages I have quoted, but is

assumed as proven in dozens of passages scattered throughout the

volumes before me ; for instance—" It is probable that the early

ape-like progenitors of man were likewise social" (vol. i. p. 85)

:

again, " the social instincts which must have been acquired by man
in a very rude state, and probably even by his early ape-like

progenitors, still give an impulse to many of his best actions" {id.

p. 86). 1 will not stop to notice an obvious objection to this senti-

ment, but pass on :
" We may infer that when, at a remote epoch,

the progenitors of man were in a transitional stale, and were

changing from quadrupeds into bipeds" [id. p. 121): again,

" These several reversionary as well as strictly rudimentary

structures reveal the descent of man from some lower form in

an unmistakeable manner" (irf. p. 130): or again, "If then the

ape-like progenitors of man" {id. p. 1.36): again, "the ape-,

like progenitors of man" {id. p. 161); and so forth. Well, then,

if we grant that these passages assume the truth, then assuredly

there could have been no creation of a God-like man— a man "in

God's image"; there could have been no garden of Eden; no tree

of knowledge ; no forbidden fruit; no temptation; no transgres-

sion ; no expulsion; no need of a Saviour; no prophetic announce-

ments of the advent of that Saviour; no fulfilment of those

announcements; no reconciliation ; no salvation : the entire Scrip-

ture history of man's occupation of the earth, the entire scheme of

his redemption, the entire fabric of our faith, falls and crumbles

into dust if that one verse is false, and false it must be if man were

called into existence as the larva of an ascidian, or as some fish-

like animal, or as a hairy quadruped furnished with a tail and

pointed ears.

It is obviously no part of my duty as a zoologist to teach

Theology, nor shall I attempt it ; but it seems to me that the

science of Zoology—certainly not the Bible—is endangered by

Mr. Darwin's teaching ; for every work that brings on Science the

contempt or disapproval of the wise and good, is an attack on

Science itself. Now Mr, Darwin has attempted to prove, by

appealing to a systematically arranged series of facts, taught him

by Science,—almost the whole of them indisputable, and all

adduced in evident sincerity,—that man was not created at all;

and in doing so he has availed himself of zoological science,
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a science which I cherish and love, as an engine for the subversion

of a religion which I also cherish and love, and in which I

devoutly believe. I decline to bolster up my position by adducing

proof that others share ray belief in this religion, and in the Bible

as its exponent; but I regard Mr. Darwin's exposition of a new
faith as a private and individual grievance, inasmuch as he has

done this through the instrumentality of a science I have always

been studying and whilom attempting to teach. In reply it may
be truthfully objected that Mr. Darwin has expressed no intention

of conlravening the statements or subverting the authority of

Scripture
;
yet this appears to me the inevitable result of accepting

as true the principles of man's evolution which he has laid down.
Now if this be the tendency of legitimate science, then Science or

Scripture must be given up. Antagonistic principles cannot be

welded together: no sophistry, however ingenious, can possibly

reconcile them : it is disingenuous to attempt it. Science is true ;

in other words, it is a simple and single-minded search after

truth. Whenever it shall be made manifest to my mental per-

ception that the Bible and truth are antagonistic, I must give up
the Bible, and range myself under the banner of truth. At
present I sec no necessity for this. I cannot consent to give

up truth. But Mr. Darwin has not proved the ape-descent of

man. I consider that his work is characterized throughout by
what 1 believe is called a pelitio principii, or, in more common-
place parlance, " a begging of the question" : he reasons in a circle,

and his cincle, like every other, returns into itself. It will be seen

that the brief but very unmistakeable passages I have quoted occur

at the commencement of his own laboins ; and although they per-

fectly accord with the longer passages which I previously cited, it

will I think be found that this method of reasoning is altogether

unsound. Mr. Darwin assumes tliat his view of what we call

"creation," or the world of organized beings, is the correct view,

and therefore that he is at liberty to base every argument on the

assumption. I would suggest that the logical mode of solving so

profound and so difBcult a question is not to assume that we had
hairy-bodied ancestors furnished with a tail, but to prove that it

was so : the only passage in the entire work in which 1 can find a

tendency in this particular direction has reference to our de-

scendants and not our ancestors; for the unborn human baby, in

whom this character was discovered, could never have become
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a progenitor at all, and its parents were not known to have possessed

this abnormal appendage.

Supposing a man to be writing a history of England, he would

consult every previous history, every previous record ; he would

sift all accessible evidence as to dates, names, and relationships,

and would compile his pedigree of our gracious Queen from

authentic sources, or would be silent. Now there is one source

of information for the "Descent of Man," and that Mr. Darwin

ignores. True, there is the " Testimony of the Rocks," but that is

worse than silent, it is adverse. He has therefore reduced himself

to the pecessity of inferring, assuming, guessing; and I contend

that inferences, assumptions and guesses, however subtle, however

ingenious, however plausible, can only obtain the most unsatis-

factory of all verdicts, that of " Not Proven."

Touching this theory of pedigree, this chain of linear descent,

Mr. Darwin is thoroughly aware of the vast gap that exists

between the highest ape and the lowest man ; and he makes no

attempt to prove that an intermediate creature ever stood in this

gap : not only is literature silent on the subject, but Geology

emphatically denies the existence of such a creature. It is easy to

imagine "a hairy quadruped, furnished with a tail and pointed

ears, probably arboreal in its habits and an inhabitant of ihe Old

World," but it is quite another thing to prove it, and in the entire

absence of proof we cannot accept conjecture. The nearest

approach of a brute to man is scarcely to be found in the chim-

panzee, gorilla or ourang, but rather in the genus Hylobates, the

gibbons, and perhaps especially in the extinct European Dryo-

pithecus, a creature that Mr. Darwin has not overlooked, and one

of which St. George Mivart has very recently pointed out the

anthropoid characters; but even Dryopithecus will not answer

Mr. Darwin's purpose : this miocene chiropod, as Mr. Mivart

has well observed, confirms the claim of the gibbons to be placed

at the head of all the apes, deposing even the gorilla from his

throne of preeminence, but certainly is no connecting link between

apes and man.

There is another very marked characteristic of the volumes

before me : 1 allude to the introduction of such an enormous mass

of matter that might be called irrelevant. The author's own

resources, his own fund of zoological lore, seem well nigh inex-

haustible; but, not content with this, he has laid his friends under
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contribution for their observations also ; and the result, as might

be expected, is a "zoological miscellany" of unexampled interest.

Still it is not to the point ; it will and must amuse and instruct, but

it cannot convince the most enthusiastic admirer that there is truth

in the hypothesis of evolution ; the concluding part of the first

volume and almost the whole of the second seem to have no

bearing whatever on the question discussed, the ape-origiu of man.

These six hundred pages are full of information, replete with

instruction in Zoology, but I think that the author has received

somewhat too readily and implicitly the statements of others:

I cannot, for instance, agree with the assertion that birds reject

hairy caterpillars, for 1 have long known that the cuckoo, that pre-

eniineully caterpillar-ealiug bird, feeds almost exclusively on the

hairy kinds. The villose coating of this singular bird's stomach

has caused much speculation, some ornithologists contending that

the villosily is natural and normal, others that the hairs of the

caterpillars it has devoured have become fixed iu the coating of the

stomach, and have thus produced the hairy surface in question.

Be this as it may, the fact of the cuckoo's feeding by preference

on hairy caterpillars does not admit of doubt. Any one might have

made this mistake, and I only notice it because it forms the ground-

work of an argument, and 1 desire to press on all speculative

naturalists that the staleiiicuts they receive should be most carefully

considered before they take the form of arguments ; for as facts are

in their very nature the best of arguments, so statements susceptible

of disproof are the worst and weakest; far from supporting, their

tendency is to subvert, the desired conclusions.

Having passed for a moment from Mr. Darwin to his followers

I may mention a weakness which seems common to them all

;

I allude to the extreme irrilability they display when a critic or

opponent suggests that the hypothesis of ape-origin is not original

on Mr. Darwin's part. Why this should be I know not; indeed

1 cannot conceive why it should be either doubted or concealed

that Lamarck expounded the hypothesis of evolution, entering

in a methodical manner into the whole question. This is so

notorious to reading naturalists that to assume the contrary, to

deny to the really illustrious Frenchman any of the merits or

demerits of his extraordinary hypothesis, in order that they may

be bestowed on Mr. Darwin, has always seemed to me a lamentable

mistake.
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To return to Mr. Darwin's volumes, I am not prepared to dispute

his statements as to the structure of the human body : many of

them I know to be correct, others I believe to be so ; and I am
perfectly willing to admit that organs in constant use by man occur

also, in a more or less modified state, in apes, dogs, seals, and even

in animals supposed to be much lower in the scale. But, in the

first place, I contend that this is no new discovery : this homologous
character of the bones and muscles of mammals is the very founda-

tion of the science of Comparative Anatomy. The same obtains in

the insect world. What is a specific character, nomen specijicu7n,

but the admission of this truth. In my younger days I described

some five hundred, perhaps a thousand, beetles : I gave them names,

lamentable ambition ! and I endeavoured to differentiate them
by pointing out peculiarities in the structure of their maxillae,

mandibles, legs or elytra: this very circumstance is a tacit ad-

mission of that truth on which Mr. Darwin lays so much stress,

that the same general plan of structure pervades large groups of

animals. How can I deny the constant presence of an elytron, or

a maxilla, when I have taken so much pains to describe their

differences ? And having admitted this fact into the science of

Entomology, how can I resist it in other provinces of the animal

kingdom ? I neither dispute nor doubt that the bones and muscles
in my arms and face have their exact homologues in the arms or

legs or faces of apes, or dogs, or seals : it is manifest that on this

truth the entire range of descriptive Zoology is founded. But if I

am told that because I possess bones and muscles similar to those

of an ape, a dog, or a seal, or even if I am subject to the same
diseases, or am attacked by the same parasites,—for these facts

are also adduced by Mr. Darwin,—or even if I have instincts or

psychical characters analogous to those of an ape, a dog, or a

seal,— for this is also adduced in evidence, — therefore I am
descended from an ape, a dog, or a seal, I cannot acquiesce in

the assertion; it seems to me a most evident non sequitur. It

were quite as easy, indeed more in accordance with familiar

phenomena, to reverse the series, and to insist that the seal,

dog, and ape are lineally descended from some primaeval man.
The one speculation would be as good, or as bad, as the other :

indeed the very facts adduced by Mr. Darwin, that the de-

scendants of reasoning man occasionally lack reason, and exhibit

ape-like propensities and actions, in climbing trees and walls,
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sitting on the backs of chairs and running up stairs on all fours,

certainly indicate retrogression quite as much as progression

;

they tell us of a tendency downvvards quite as much as a

tendency upwards ; and therefore the hypothesis of advance, the

idea that every change is a change for the better, must fall to the

ground.

Here another collateral consideration crops up out of the

enquiry. How far are we to carry the theory that the existence of

a graduated scale or series of allied forms or structures, can be

admitted as evidence of lineal descent ? Does it apply to organized

beings only ? or does it include the inorganic, the world of

minerals ? The mineralogist, the chemist, well know that there are

affinities, approximations, gradations, in the Mineral Kingdom,

more delicate, more nicely adjusted, more complete, more con-

tinuous, than any that have been discovered either in the Animal or

Vegetable Kingdoms. This may perhaps be ascribed to the

perfect control which man has obtained over the so-called elements,

the elementary or inanimate substances with which he deals.

I think there are said to be some seventy of these, admitting of

combinations almost infinite. The grouping of alkalies, I am told

by chemists, is perfectly marvellous. Had Mr. Darwin found such

gradations among plants or animals, he could not have failed to

conclude that the characters were inherited. The fact of homolo-

gous bones or homologous muscles recurring through a long series

of animals, with modifications more or less obvious, is more than

paralleled, it is eclipsed, by the exquisitely delicate modifications

of the inorganic world. A flake of snow exhibits some of these

wonders; and every thoroughly-investigated series of cognate sub-

stances reveals similar gradations. How then shall we say of the

interrupted series, of the broken and mutilated chain of existing

animals—and we possess no clew to the recovery of the "missing

links"— how shall we say, "Herein is proof of lineal descent;

herein is evidence of the transmission of characters from an ancestry

of immeasurable antiquity," and then forthwith assert that the more

perfect series of inorganic objects has no such teaching; is the

mere work of chance ?

I have given in exleiiso not only Mr. Darwin's own summary of

his own views, but also his own summary of the reasoning by which

he arrived at those views, and 1 have done this with the determina-

tion to place Mr. Darwin before my readers exactly as he would
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place himself. The great point on which Mr. Darwiu relies is

evidently the very rudimentary condition of the human foetus and

its progressive development anterior to birth : he has taken the

utmost pains to place this development before us in the clearest

possible light; and invites attention to its correspondence with

inferior animals at various stages of their growth. Now I would

remark, in the first place, that as the human embryo advances

from the state of what may be called a protozoic spermatozoon,

or from an ovule fertilized by the spermatozoon,—that is from the

most simple, and most imperfect, condition known to the decided and

comparatively complex and perfect condition it has assumed before

birth,—it must of necessity pass through the intervening or inter-

mediate conditions. Then seeing that man, in his consummate
skill, has taken advantage of the greater or less perfection of the

animal, as affording characters for systematic classification, it

seems difficult to conceive anything more inevitable than the cor-

respondence between the two : here, on one hand, is a positively

ascertained progress towards perfection in a living being, and, on

the other, a human classification founded on the degree of per-

fection exhibited by Nature herself. Suppose, however, that

Cuvier had selected some other character for classification than

that of comparative perfection, which he has so admirably carried

out in the ' Regne Animal,' then there would have been no corre-

spondence between the divine arrangement for progressive develop-

ment in the foetus, and the human classification, " according to its

organization," of the animal kingdom. A master mind has studied

with devout attention the steps of the ladder of life by which Nature

mounted from the lowest to the highest, and has selected this

graduated ascent towards perfection as the basis of his system.

Nature supphes the facts, Cuvier arranges them ; and it must be

admitted that he has done so with a sagacity that clearly indicates

the existence of the wide "gap" I have already noticed as

separating ape from man.

I am equally a sceptic as to mental advance, and it will doubtless

be considered that I have already urged my scepticism far enough
on this subject and in this journal. Still it would be scarcely candid

to pass over without comment such a passage as the following,

which is penned to meet, not viy objections, for Mr. Darwin is

scarcely likely to have heard of them, but the objections of those

who think as I think.

SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. 2 E
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" To believe that mau was aboriginally civilized, and then suffered utter

degradation, is to take a pitiably low view of human nature. It is apparently

a truer and more cheerful view that progress has been much more general

than retrogression; that man has risen, though by slow and interrupted

stages, from a lowly condition to the highest standard as yet attained by

him in morals and religion."—Vol. i. p. 162.

Where is that highest standard to be found ? Among the hairy

Ainos of the far east; anaong the Buddhists of India; among the

aborigines of Australia, who Mr. Darwin tells us cannot count more

than teu ; among the Bushmen of Africa ; or in the saloons of Paris,

the empress of fashion, the queen of civilization ; or among the

spas of Germany. Where, I ask, is this highest standard in morals

and religion to be found ? I believe this hypothesis of evolution

will nevertheless prevail, because it flatters our vanity. Though the

Venus and the Apollo, the ruins of Balbec and Palmyra, the massive

masonry of Karnac and Edfou, may ere long serve to mend our

roads, our evolutionists will doubtless still point to the mitrailleuses

and the chassepots, to the electric telegraph and the steam engine,

as unquestioned evidence of progress. But although Mr. Darwin

recoils from the idea of retrogression, he does not refute it: he does

not deny or in any degree invalidate the fact, that when the Muse
of History first unveiled the statue of man's mind, she presented

him in all his glory,—a glory ineflable, indisputable,—a glory that

creates in us an insatiable, an insuperable desire to know something

earlier, and therefore grander and more perfect, and more worthy of

our imitation and admiration.

In the very most remote ages that history can reach, there was
an idea, and in the Bible it is more than an idea,—it is an asser-

tion,—that angels walked the earth, and that men were their

associates and friends. Men dwelt with angels, conversed with

angels, and were deemed worthy the companionship of angels, and
even the companionship of their Creator. The belief in these

assertions was once general ; and it was advocated by some of the

earlier Fathers of the Christian Church, and has been embodied in

the sweetest poetry of modern times.

" When, in the light of Nature's dawn
Rejoicing, men and angels met

On the high hill and sunny lawn,

Ere sorrow came, or sin had drawn

'Twixt man and heaven her curtain yet.

When earth lay nearer to the skies

Than in these days of crime and Woe."
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The sentiment conveyed in these lines is in exact accordance

with those earliest records which prove such sentiments to have

imbued the minds of the earliest writers. It appears to me a proof

of modern decadence, that minds of the highest type should have

existed in the remotest ages. Literature is a telescope that brings

far distant events in close proximity to our mental vision. Assuming
the account of creation to be a myth, a fable, a romance, a poem, a
" rhapsodical fiction ;" supposing Adam to have been " the creation

of a poet's dream," and Eve the " child of a distempered imagina-

tion," can we assume that the genius, call it human genius if you
will, that inspired the Book of Genesis, is also a myth ; assuming

the sufferings of Job to be a fable, his patience an allegory, can we
ignore the existence of that wonderful fable, of that matchless

allegory ? I cheerfidly grant that the Iliad and Odessy are fables,

but the mind that produced such fables cannot itself be a fable ; it

must have existed, and its date must have been remote. No argu-

ment can show that the Books of Genesis and Job, the Iliad and
the Odessy, are non-existent; no argument can reduce their

antiquity ; and viewing them in the most common-place and matter-

of-fact manner, no argument can detract from their literary merit.

Here are the witnesses of my faith in the mental superiority of

my ancestors,—Genesis and Job, Iliad and Odessy, Edfou and

Karnac, Balbec and Palmyra : let Mr. Darwin cross-examine ihera

as he may please. We learn from anthropological and ethnological

societies that a large proportion of the human beings now inhabiting

the earth have no idea of a superintending Providence, that

they slay their own children, fatten and devour their fellow-

creatures : let Mr. Darwin examine these witnesses also.

In closing these volumes, I cannot resist the conviction that

Mr. Darwin has ventured beyond his depth in essaying to apply

his hypothesis to man. I think it next to impossible that he

should make a single convert, except among those— and they,

alas, are too numerous—who are ever ready, like the Athenians of

old, to hear and to tell some new thing. In those matchless tales,

which, under the guise of amusement, and in the garb of fiction,

often the wildest and hence the most attractive, conceal or rather

reveal the perfection of human wisdom, we find one the moral of

which may be safely applied to this new light—this hypothesis of

evolution. The princess who was attracted by the brightness and

glitter of the new lamp, and who readily gave up her old lamp in
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order to obtain it, found to her cost that with her old lamp had

departed all her wealth. The Bible is that old lamp. Evolution

is the new one, and it is pitiful to see how many are willing to

exchange the old lamp for the new.

Edward Newman.

The Triumph of Evolution and other Poems. By Joseph Merrin.

London : Longmans, Green, Reader and Dyer. 1871.

90 pp. fop. 8vo.

Mr. Merrin, whose name is already familiar to zoologists by

his 'Butterflying with the Poets' and ' Lepidopterist's Calendar,'

has here attempted a bolder flight, and has proclaimed himself a

poet and a philosopher. He seems willing to adopt Mr. Darwin's

hypothetical hairy ancestor, and to hymn, as with a band of sacred

music, the apotheosis of this strange creature into the heaven of

literature, the hymn being elicited by the final result and " Triumph

of EvohUiou."

•' Strange, hairy creature,

Eepellant, in feature,

Come forth ! 1 can see, in thine eyes' brilliant rage

The genu of the Hero, the Poet, and Sage

!

Nature will fashion thy limbs into grace.

Blot the brute out from thy strange, cunning face,

Unangle thy brow, raise Thought's lofty dome,

Make every grace in thy soul have its home.

Crown of Creation ! Noble and gi'and.

Gemmed with a splendour, hosts to command

;

Fruit of all time.

Rich and sublime,

Proud may the Universe be of thy prime

!

King of the World ! With flower-ldssed feet

;

Genius, thy mantle ; glory, thy seat

;

Ministers, ever, thy kingdom invest,

Ready to compass thy lightest behest,

Latest equipment of Substance and Force,

Like a bright star, on thy glorious course,

Thou sweepest the verges of time, without tire,

Leaving behind thee a thought-way of fire.

Mystic the alchemy shaping thy birth

;

Mighty the power thoul't wield upon earth

;
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All the grand Forces liold revel in thee,

Proud of the warrant they hold to be free,

Yet prouder to move in marvellous shrine,

Giving assurance of Mind's magic sign,

Bent to win all that is noble, divine.

Time shall, in splendour, thy powers reveal,

Virtue and Beauty, each, setting its seal.

Under thy hand, shall a Heaven appear,

Earth, for thy glory, become fitter sphere."—P. 52.

I should probably have ventured on criticising certain words or
expressions iu Mr. Merrin's poem that appear new to the English
language, but I am still smarting under a severe castigation I have
lately received for a similar ofFence, and therefore only cite, without
condemning, a few of the peculiarities to which I allude : " by
mage dismissed," « dreams of Yon-life," " gairish ray," " rise up, in
startle," all at p. 3 : "storm-fiend's blare," at p. 14; "myriad
Cretacae," at p. 20; "Aurial vapour, undensed into fire, enlucent
and gasial"; *«a deep ocean of sheen," both at p. 22; "amid the
fumy storm," at p. 32 ; "a world new-sainted," at p. 34. " In their
algid armour bound," at p. 35 ;

" through the fusy mass," and
" numberless form," both at p. 43 ;

" the toriidal heat," " Now food,
and now frass," both at p. 44; "he bared his rutilant breast," at

p. 45. I think it will be admitted that my coinage of such words
as "differentiate" sinks into insignificance before such novelties as
these.

Edward Newman.

PFild Birds to be found in the London Markets.
By John Gatcombe, Esq.

As you have kindly inserted my account of the wild birds I met
with in the Continental markets, I venture to send you a list of
those I have from time to time bought or observed in Leadenhall
and Newgate Markets, more especially as I think many ornitholo-
gists are not fully aware of the rarities that might be picked up on
visiting those places.

Peregrine falcon, merlin, kestrel, sparrowhawk ; common and
roughlegged buzzards (the stomach of the latter containing the
remains of several moles); marsh and hen harriers; longeared
shorteared, white and tawny owls; dipper, missel thrush, fieldfare
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redwing, thrush, blackbird, ring ouzel, goldcrest (on one occasion

only), bearded tit, meadow and rock pipits, sky lark ; snow, common,

yellow and blackheaded buntings ; mountain finch, chaffinch, tree

and common sparrows, common and mountain linnets, greenfinch,

starling, Cornish chough, common and hooded crows, raven, rook,

jackdaw, jay, magpie; black, green and greater spotted wood-

peckers, cuckoo, kingfisher, ring dove, stock dove, rock dove,

capercaillie (and hybrids between capercaillie and black cock),

black grouse, red grouse, ptarmigan, pheasants (in great variety,

some pure white), common and redlegged partridges, Virginian

colin, quail; great, golden, gray, ringed, lapwing and dotterel

plovers; turnstone, sandcrling, oyslercatcher, common and purple

herons, bittern, while stork, spoonbill, curlew, whimbrel, spotted

and common redshanks
;

green, common and wood sandpipers

(many of the latter, in full summer plumage, are to be found in

spring among the ruffs)-, greenshank, avocet; blacktailed and

bartailed godwits, ruff", woodcock
; great, common and jack

snipes; knot, purple sandpiper, curlew sandpiper, dunlin, coot,

moorhen, land rail, spotted crake, water rail; graylag, bean, pink-

footed, whitefronted, bernicle, brent, Canada and Egyptian geese

;

hooper and Bewick's swans (which have been particularly numerous

during the past winter), shieldrake, shoveller, wild duck, gad wall,

pintail, garganey, teal, wigcon, eider duck, king duck, velvet and

common scoters, redcrested whistling duck {FuUgula rujina),

pochard, Nyroca pochard, tufted duck (and hybrid between Nyroca

and tufted duck), scaup and longtailed ducks (the latter with the

two middle tail-feathers sometimes exceeding the others by seven

inches), goldeneye, smew, redbreasted merganser, goosander
;
great

crested, rednecked, horned, eared and little grebes
;
great northern,

blackthroated and redlhroated divers ; ringed, common and black

guillemots; puffin, razorbill, shag, cormorant, gaunet; common,

arctic, lesser and black terns; blackheaded, kittiwake, common,

lesser blackbacked, herring, great blackbacked, glaucous and Ice-

land gulls; great, pomarine and Richardson's skuas; Manx shear-

water; forktailed and storm petrels.

I have onjy mentioned the diff'erent species that have come

under my own observation ; but of course many other rarities are

occasionally to be found. Strange to say, I have never met with

the night heron or gray phalarope in the markets, but Mr. J. H.

Gurney did, not long since. Immense quantities of pinnated,
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ruffed and willow grouse are to be seen, but I did not include thera

in the above list, as they do not belong to the British Fauna.

I have also heard of canvas-backed ducks, too, being imported

from America, but I never saw any. Numerically considered, the

small birds named in this list will bear no comparison with those

of the same species to be found in the Continental markets.

The best time to visit Leadenhall is early morning, when the

baskets and boxes of game and wild-fowl which have arrived the

previous evening are being unpacked ; but no time of the day

should be neglected when an opportunity occurs, as fresh things

are continually being brought in, and I have sometimes of an

afternoon found a host of good birds on the stalls, when the

morning had produced nothing.

Spring is (or I should rather say was) the best season for sea-

birds and waders, as they are then generally in full nuptial dress,

when spoonbills with magnificent crests, adult purple herons,

grebes with full ruffs, godvvits, knots and curlew sandpipers, with

their red breasts, with occasionally a spotted redshank in its sooty

plumage, and dotterels are to be seen. This is the time, too, for

cormorants, puffins, guillemots, Manx shearwaters, kittiwakes,

black and little terns, which appear to have been captured when
congregated at their breeding stations. Indeed I have observed as

many as fifty old cormorants, and about the same number of

gannets and maguificent old herons (the latter having four long

pendant feathers in their crests) at one stall ; besides large barrels

full of great crested grebes, the skins of which were destined to be

made into muffs, tippets, and ornaments for ladies' hats. But I am
happy to say that since the Sea-birds' Act has come into operation

this wholesale slaughter appears to have been stopped, for on

visiting Leadenhall last spring not one of the above-mentioned

species was to be seen, and I trust ere long a " close season " will

be observed for woodcocks and all other birds. On speaking to a

dealer on the Sea-birds' Act, I was much amused at the way in

which he told me of his having been brought before the Lord
Mayor for exposing some little terns for sale, and persuading his

lordship that the birds came from Holland and were labelled

" Schneipen," thereby getting off with but a small fine. I thought

the idea of Dutchmen not knowing snipe from terns rather too

good ; but the idea seems to have answered for once with his

lordship.
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My bird-hunting experience among the dealers in the different

markets would furnish no end of ornithological anecdotes ; but

I must be content with relating a kw. On one occasion, asking

the price of a hooded crow, the man, eyeing me rather suspiciously,

answered " That crow, sir ? I suppose you wants it for stuflSng,

but I can tell you it will make a capital grill ! I never eat one

myself, but I know a chap wot has." Another time I met with two

men outside the market, one on either side of the street, each

carrying a large bunch of o^'slercatchers and dunlins in his hand

and a basket containing more on his arm. One of them seeing me
cast a glance at the oystercatchers, immediately held them up,

with "D'ye want any woodcocks, sir?" Just for a joke, knowing

they had none, I answered, "Yes, but where are they V "'Ere,

sir, are the woodcocks," holding up a string of oystercatchers.

" Now," said I, " you really do not take me for such an ass as to

buy those birds for woodcocks ? " " Well, sir, they are Norfolk

woodcocks." Whereupon the other man, hearing the little alter-

cation, immediately came over, and, giving his "pal" a nudge,

whispered, rather loudly, " Come along, Bill, yer fool,

—

he knows."

Passing off dunlins for jack snipe is an every-day occurrence, but

"trying on" oystercatchers for woodcocks was, 1 think, coming it

a leelle too strong.

Inquiring the price of a marsh harrier one day in the market,

the man answered, "Three half-crowns, sir; capital bird for

stuffing." I laughed at the price and went away. On seeing the

bird there the next day, I again asked the price, and was told a

half-sovereign. "Oh!" exclaimed I, "that is worse than yester-

day." "Yesterday—and what wos it yesterday?" I replied,

"Three half-crowns." "Well," said he, "we always rises our

price every day, and if you comes to-morrow we shall ask a

sovereign."

The British species of wild birds I have met with in the Con-

tinental markets, and not in the English, are as follows :—White-

tailed eagle, goshawk, kite, little owl, alpine accentor, crested lark,

ortolan bunting, crossbill, hawfinch, siskin, nutcracker, little spotted

woodpecker, creeper, wren, hoopoe, nuthatch, little bustard and

little ringed plover.

John Gatcombe.
Lower Durnford Street, Stoneliouse, Plymouth,

March 8, 1871.
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Ornithological Notes from the Vicinity of Torquay during the

Winter of 1870-71. By J. H. Gurney, Esq.

In transmitting the following notes, I desire to premise that

I am indebted for most of them to the obliging attention of

Mr. Shopland, bird-preserver, at Torquay, and an intelligent

observer of the birds occurring in that neighbourhood.

November 3, 1870. Snow bunting first observed, a specimen

having been obtained at Widdecombe.

November 26. A forktailed petrel obtained at Paignton.

December 10. During a hard frost I observed about twenty

redwings, in company with a few blackbirds and a single starling,

all busily engaged in feeding on a heap of cyder-apples which had

been allowed to remain on the ground in an orchard at Compton.

December 11. Tufted ducks, mallard and wigeon obtained on

the River Dart.

December 29. Mallard, teal, tufted duck, scaup and curlew

obtained on the River Teign.

December 30. Brent geese observed in Torbay, and nine shot.

Bramblings unusually numerous about Torquay, several having

been sent to be stuffed.

January 3, 1871. A cormorant skinned by Mr. Shopland, in the

throat of which was found a fish weighing a pound and a half.

January 4. A gentleman who was shooting brownheaded gulls

in Torbay observed three gulls sitting on the water by themselves,

one of which he shot, and from its small dimensions I think it

must be referable to that small race of Larus ridibundus (if it be a

distinct race) to which Temminck gave the name of Larus capis-

tratus—the "masked gull" of Yarrell. The specimen appeared

to be a bird of the year, and as compared with an ordinary

specimen of Larus ridibundus of like age, its measurements are as

follows :

—
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On a comparison of these measurements, it will be observed that

the wing projects further beyond the tail in the smaller than in the

larger bird ; and it should also be remarked that the curve de-

scribed by the ridge of the upper mandible is more convex in the

former than in the latter. The supposed mashed gull only differs

in coloration from a brownheaded gull of similar age in the brown

tint of the legs and feet, in the outer tail-feathers being tipped with

brown as well as the interior ones, and in the white patch on the

primaries being divided into two distinct narrow portions by an

intervening broad line of black : of these while patches one runs

on each side of the shaft of the primary to within half an inch of

the tip of the feather, the shaft itself being whits where it passes

through this spot; the other white spot, which is the broader of

the two, is placed higher up in the feather, in the inner web,

midway between the shaft and the edge of the feather. I am by

no means certain that this gull is anything more than an abnormal

specimen of Larus lidibuudus, but have thought it sufficiently

remarkable to make it desirable to place on record the above

particulars.

January 5. An adult pair of smews observed on the River

Dart, and the female obtained. A remarkable variety of the

starling killed near Torquay, with all the anterior portions of

the plumage pure white, and the posterior portions white, mingled

with the natural colour of the species in its ordinary dress.

January 7. An eared and a horned grebe obtained in Tor-

bay : the former species, as I am informed by Mr. Shopland,

is very rare on this coast: both were, of course, in full .winter

dress.

January 19. A rednecked grebe obtained in Torbay, and two

others subsequently, all in winter dress.

February 8. A very large specimen of the glaucous gull killed

in Torbay. The general plumage of this example is pure white,

mingled with slight remains of the immature light brown plumage

throughout, but especially on the tail. On the back a few feathers

appeared to be slightly tinged with the bluish gray colouring of

the adult dress. A glaucous gull in similar plumage, but a

smaller specimen, was killed in Torbay in March, 1868, and was

erroneously recorded by me as an Iceland gull in the ' Zoologist'

for that year (S. S. 1222). The albescent plumage which cha-

racterized both these specimens appears to me to be assumed by
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this species in its passage from its first year's plumage to its adult

dress.

February 20. Magpies commenced building.

March 3. Last woodcock seen.

J. H. GURNEY.
Marldon, Totnes, South Devon,

Marcli 6, 1871.

Birds of the Malvern District, Resident, Migratory or Occasional

Visitors. By Edwin Lees, F.L.S., F.G.S.

(Continued from S. S. 2520.)

Tawny Owl.—This is the hooting owl par excellence, and,

though not often seen, its " tu-whit, too-whoo" is still to be heard

about rural places in autumnal evenings. There is a superstitious

prejudice against it as " death's dreadful messenger," should it by

accident in its nocturnal wanderings flap its wing against any ivy-

encircled window; and woe betide those country folk who receive

this unpleasant " token," as it is called, of some inmate of the

house being summoned to the churchyard.

Longeared Owl.— Mr. Edwards mentions that he has had one

specimen to preserve. It is of rare occurrence.

Shorleared Owl.—Also of rare occurrence.

White Owl.—This species was formerly not uncommon, but

Mr. Edwards says that it is now almost exterminated. A late

evening wanderer may, however, still at times notice its noiseless

flight. Useful as it is in killing mice, it does not deserve to be

destroyed.

Raven.—This well-known bird may occasionally be seen flying

high in air, but does not, I am afraid, now breed in the district.

Many years ago, however, I saw a nest with young ones just

fledged among the firs upon Sara Hill, Bushley.

Hooded or Royston Croiv.—Mr. Edwards testifies to one shot

near Eastnor, but this must have been a wanderer from its regular

haunts.

Carrion Crow.— Occasionally seen, and still builds in secluded

woods. Crow's-nest Wood, between Bransford and Worcester,

off'ers its homely name as an old memorial of the crow's domicile.

Rook.—Rookeries are to be met with here and there in the Vale

of Severn, and the Lower Lode rookery used to be familiar to the
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lovers of rook shooting. That the rook really is a useful bird in

feeding upon noxious insects, especially the larvae of the cock-

chaffer {Melolontha vulgaris), is now pretty generally allowed by

the enlightened farmer, and has been proved by Prof. Buckman

and others who have examined the craws of rooks. Nevertheless,

it is deemed best by many cultivators to "frighten the crows

away," if possible. This is pleasant work for a farmer's boy, and

the rooks are probably not much scared by him. Some varieties

of the rook, mottled with white, have occurred near Malvern, and

one of a dirty white or cream-colour, preserved by Mr. Edwards,

is now in the possession of Mr. J. V. Horny old.

Jackdaw.—A well-known frequenter of old towers and ruins, and

established at Little Malvern. Also builds at Great Malvern in

the Priory Church, but the rocks of the hills are not precipitous

enough for their purposes.

Magpie,—Not uncommon, anrl, according to the number seen,

looked upon as a bird of omen by rustics.

Jay.—Very common in every wood, where they scream upon all

intruders. These woodland sounds, though mostly meant as an

alarum by the birds, are always delightful to the ear of a wanderer,

for, as Cowper writes,

—

" The cawing rooks, and kites that svdia sublime

In still repeated circles, screaming loud,

The jay, the pie, and e'en the boding owl

That hails the rising moon, have charms for me."

Slarling.—Generally distributed, and in the autumn often asso-

ciated with the rooks in flocks ; but what advantage is derivable

from this partnership in pasturage is not very evident, though

curious enough, for wherever the rooks fly the starlings follow.

[The association of rooks and starlings on the same feeding-ground is

familiar to all observers, and there is no doubt both species are attracted

by the same food, viz. the larvte of Agrotis Segctum, Charaeas Graminis,

Tipula oleracea, Amphimalla solstitialis, Meloloutba vulgaris, &c. ; but it is

not clear to me that the rooks act as pioneers, indeed the very converse of

this is sometimes the case, the starlings being the first to discover the

banquet. I have observed a feature in the digging operations of the

starlings that I do not recollect having seen mentioned : this bird appears

to dig with its mouth open, the upper mandible penetrating the ground,

but not the lower.

—

E. Newman.]
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Speaking of the perching birds generally, inclusive of the

Corvidae, Mr. Cecil Smith, in his ' Birds of Somersetshire,' says,

*' Neither the farmer nor gardener is likely to gain much by a

general persecution and massacre of the birds included in this

division. My own belief is that, were such a destruction accom-

plished, the loss produced by it would give both the farmer and

the gardener a very good reason for any amount of grumbling."

Great Gray Shrike.—This bird was shot at Blackmoor Park in

the winter of 1867; and Mr. Edwards says, "Last year 1 saw a

specimen in a hedge near Mr. Bullock's flour-mill." Only of

occasional occurrence.

Redbacked Shrike.—A summer visitant, but not of very common
occurrence. Mr. Edwards mentions "the Pale Farm" as one of

its haunts, where he has seen its nest for the last four years.

[I am rather surprised to see this bird spoken of as " not of very common
occurrence:" on the Herefordshire side of Malvern, in the Bromyard

district, and about Leominster, it is perhaps the most abundant of the

rupestral summer visitors; it arrives at the beginning of May, and im-

mediately begins building its large nest; from which moment its harsh

chidiugs are to be heard from every hedge-row. The sexes are not

generally so readily distinguished as Mr. Yarrell's figures would induce us

to suppose: his left-hand figure is represented in the plumage we usually

suppose that of the young bird. Mr. Hoy and Mr. Blyth, both excellent

observers, have recorded, in Loudon's 'Magazine of Natural History,' the

occurrence of female redbacked shrikes in the plumage of the male, and

have spolien of this as very unusual : I think this can scarcely be the

case ; eitlier the sexes are very similar, or there is a great preponderance of

males on their arrival.

—

E. Neivman.]

Spotted Flycatcher.—A spring visitant, and rather general.

Pied Flycatcher.—Rare, but occasionally seen.

Missel Thrush.—Resident, though rather uncommon.

Fieldfare.—An autumnal visitor in considerable flocks, which

get much diminished by ihe gunner in the course of the winter.

Song Thrush.—Resident and general. The thrush claims a

little fruit in the summer time for his song, but he more than

balances this toll by his raid upon the snails. Mr. Cecil Smith, in

his ' Birds of Somersetshire,' says, " The gardener seldom gives

credit for the number of snails which fall victims to the thrush."

The gardener, he remarks, always says, " It would be better to kill

the thrushes, and pay boys to pick off the snails." Of course the
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master, not the gardener, would have to pay for what the thrush

does gratuitously.

Redwing.—A visitor with the fieldfare iu flocks, and of course

popped at whenever possible.

Ring Ouzel.—An autumnal visitor only. Dr. Nash, and most

writers on Malvern, mention its occurrence formerly, and it still

pays an annual autumnal visit, chiefly for the berries of the moun-

tain ash, which are then ripe. Mr. Edwards says, " I have seen

ring ouzels feeding upon the hawberries in the churchyard, and

upon a mountain ash close to the Promenade Gardens." They do

not, however, remain through the winter.

[The great similarity iu character between the Malvern Hills and the

districts which the ring ouzel habitually frequents, may be supposed to

ofifer it an iuducement to remain a few days in the autumn on its south-

ward migration ; but in this part of England it has never been anything

more than a passing visitor.

—

E. Xeicman.]

Blackbird.—Resident and abundant.

Water Ouzel.— Seen occasionally on the Teme at Bransford

and at Sapey Brook, but becoming rare. Mr. Edwards mentions

one "shot at Mathon," and so, when thus saluted, not likely to

breed there.

Grasshopper Warbler.—A summer visitant, oftener heard than

seen. Its note is a continuous sibillant rattle, which might be

supposed to be made by an insect. In the western woods chiefly.

Sedge Warbler.—A summer visitant, and frequents New Pool.

Nightingale.—Not common about Malvern, but heard occa-

sionally about Cowleigh Park: very general in the vale of Severn,

arriving about the 8th of April. Mr. Edwards states that in 1868

a nightingale located itself close to the stables at Holly Mount,

adjacent to the Worcester road, where it was a source of great

attraction to the visitors of Malvern.

Blackcap.—A summer visitant, widely dispersed: one of our

sweetest songsters.

Garden Warbler. — Less common than the blackcap, and

attached to woods and orchards. Mr. Blylh remarks, " Its song is

not unlike that of the common whitethroat, but is much sweeter."

Whitelhront.—Generally dispersed.

Lesser Whitethroat.—More common than the preceding. Mr.

Blylh, who noticed it while residing at Malvern, observes, "It has
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a low garrulous warble, increasing in loudness, and a ways ter-
minating in a shrill cry, ' qui-qui-qui-qui,' which, like the
whistle of the blackcap, is alone heard late in the season." Both
whitethroats are quite common.
The songsters of the spring give cheerfulness to the country at

that inspiring, time, and the melodious notes heard among the
flowering trees tempt the naturalist to an observing ramble ,° and
thougli watching the development of Nature's mysteries, in his
inmost soul he can hardly fail to agree with the poetic incitation
then called forth :

—

" For the free birds' merry song
Drowns thoughts of many a wrong
Suffer'd in life, iu the jarring strife

Of a selfish worldly throng."

Robin.—A general resident.

Bedstart.—A spring visitant. Often seeu in the pear orchards,
or among tall trees.

Chifc/iaff.-One of the first migratory birds heard in spring in
every coppice.

Wood ^Fmi.-Not "uncommon as a spring resident. Its song is
a peculiar shivering twitter, besides which it repeats " twee-twee-
twee," in a singularly plaintive key.

Willoiv Wren.-Geneva\ in spring, but later in its arrival than
the chiffchaff. The above three migrants Mr. Edwards puts down
as "equally common."

Goldencrested ^Fre«.— Generally distributed, though seldom
seen, except m the winter season, and then chiefly among firs
Mr. Edwards mentions the Firs Common as one of their haunts'
These minute birds are very agile, and are almost continually in
motion, fluttering from branch to branch, creeping on all sides of
the trees, and often hanging like the various tits.

Common fFre«.—Resident through the jear.
Wheatear.~A {e^y of these birds of passage frequent the rocks

ot the hills, where they breed, appearing as early as March.
Whinchai.—Not uncommon among hedges and bushes in the

open country. Mr. Blyth remarks, - Its song, delivered in short
broken staves, is very like that of the redstart, but is distinguishable
by the initiatory note."

Stonechat.~A summer visitant, but a ieyr remain through the
winter. Its clicking note is characteristic.
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Hedgesparrow.—A common resident.

Common Pied Wagtail.—This bird, which is common and widely

dispersed, is now staled to be different to Motacilla alba of Linneus,

and has been designated M. Yarrellii, in honour of Mr. Yarrell,

the author of the * History of British Birds.'

Gray Wagtail.—The handsomest of the family, and not common.

Mostly seen by running water.

Yellow Wagtail.—A spring visitant, frequenting ploughed fields.

Meadow Pipit.—A resident, but not common.

Tree Pipit.—Mr. Blyth has stated that the titlark "abounds

everywhere in the enclosed fields and pear orchards, uttering its

pleasing song commonly from the summit of a tree, then perhaps

rising in the air and singing as it descends slowly to the ground,

again soaring to a moderate height, and singing as it returns

sailing to its perch on the tree."

Sky Lark and Wood Lark.—Both resident, as well as the

five species of tits, which, being of general occurrence, need

no further remark. Parus major is less common than the others.

The nest of the longlailed tit is often brought for sale to Worcester

Market.

Bunting, Blackheaded Bunting and Yellow Bunting.— All

resident; the blackheaded bunting seen only in watery places in

the lower country.

Girl Bunting.—Of rarer occurrence; on the information of Mr.

Blyth, "has been seen on the Herefordshire side of the Beacon,

and also at the Link."

Crossbill.—This curious bird is only now seen occasionally, but

formerly it would seem that its visits were more frequent, as in an

old History of Birds, published in the last century, it is said that

crossbills visit the orchards of Worcestershire and Herefordshire in

great numbers, destroying the apples for the sake of their enclosed

kernels, and hence the bird received the name of " shell-apple."

It has recently appeared at Great Malvern, for Mr. Edwards thus

writes:—"Last year (1869) crossbills made their appearance in

great numbers, and I had them from all parts of the neighbourhood.

In front of ray house is an Arbor-vita) tree, which was covered

with cones, and this proved a favourite resort for them to feed on

the seeds. I noticed that they remained about Malvern from

January to April." I once had a pair in a cage for some time, and

it was very curious to perceive how they broke into a fir-cone with
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their scissors-like bill, holding the cone up with one foot, in the

manner of a parrot.

Bullfinch.—Resident, but leather uncommon.
Grosbeak.—This is a fine but rare species, seen mostly in the

winter, but sometimes staying to breed. Mr. Edwards says that he

has noticed it through most of the plantations round Great Malvern,

but especially at the Firs. It has also been seen near the Wells,

where its nest had been once found. It is a shy bird, so that it is

not easy to watch its habits, but it has a curious alarm-note that

may attract the attention of the observer. I have seen specimens

in the winter season brought to Worcester Market.

Greenfinch, Chaffinch and House Sparrow.— As constant

residents require only mention. Of the saucy sparrow it may be

remarked that in summer his services in destroying insects may
insure him respect ; but he is such a determined breeder that the

flocks congregating in the autumn, ready to seize corn or whatever

they can, require to be thinned, though not entirely destroyed. The
numbers that may assemble in one place is shown by a statement

I copied in January, 1859, that a Sparrow Club at Twyning, near

Tewkesbury, had in that month destroyed 2270 of this bird. In

February, 1856, I observed that 880 sparrows had been killed at

Leigh. If sparrows will neglect the Malthusian principle they

must take the consequence.

Tree Sparrow.—Resident, but local. Observed in the parish of

Leigh.

Bramhling or Mountain Finch.— Quite a common bird about

Malvern all through the winter months, and Mr. Edwards says it

makes its appearance in November.

Siskin.— The siskin appears in a list of birds "found in the

neighbourhood of Worcester," but Mr. Edwards has not noticed

it, though it is probably a winter visitant. Mr. Cecil Smith men-

tions it as "occasionally numerous" in Somersetshire, and says

that " its stay is also somewhat regulated by the crop of alder-seeds

which are then to be found, and which form its principal food

during the winter, and in search of which it may be seen climbing

the slenderest twigs of the alder-bushes, sometimes in small com-

panies of its own kind, and sometimes mixed up with tits and

lesser redpolls." Alders are plentiful enough in the Malvern

district.
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Litter of Foxes.—The following, wliich I copy from my note-book, may

not be uninteresting to those readers of the ' Zoologist ' who are interested in

that lingering representative, in this country, of the canine family—the fox.

The litter, which varies from three to seven, consisted of four cubs, two

dogs and two bitches ; their eyes were hardly open, so that they were under,

rather than over, ten days old. They were dug from a lair on Mount Keen,

Aberdeenshire, on the 27th of April last, to which they were tracked by the

mazy trail of old Lowrie, whose cunning was all the more conspicuous that

the mountain was covered with snow. Fur soft
;
general colour glossy slate,

feet darker ; tail white at the tip, which colour is more extended on the

male than the female, intermediate colour brown, at its insertion as on the

body ; eyes Hght blue ; space between the eye and the ear light brown

;

nose delicate flesh-colour, moustache indicated ; eai-s soft, drooping, silvery

•white inside ; knobs bare on the soles of the feet ; claws white.

—

W, Craibe

Angus; Aberdeen.

Arriral of ffllgrants, &c.—I have noticed the arrivals of the following

migrants this year :— Chiffchaff, March 29th; wryneck, 26th; swallow,

April 9th ; nightingale and redstart, 14th ; mailin, 10th ; cuckoo, 21st

;

spotted flycatcher. May 5th; turtle dove, 6th; swift, 12th. I found a

thrush's nest with three eggs on the 24th of March, and fell in with a flock

of golden plover (an unusual visitor with us) on the 28th. I ehot two,

which had nearly completed the assumption of their spring plumage.

—

TT^. J. Chalk; Wilden Rectory, Bedford, May 23, 1871.

Arrival of Migrants, &c.—I scud a list of arrivals of migratory birds in

Suffolk. Chiffchaff, March 24th ; willow wren, April 8th ; blackcap, red-

start and nightingale, 9th; wryneck, 10th; swallow, wood lark and lesser

whitethroat, 15th; cuckoo and whitethroat, 18th; house martin, 21st;

sand martin, 25th; flycatcher and turtle dove, 28th; wood wren. May 6th;

great gray shrike, 10th ; swift, 15th. It was at Kesgrave, Suffolk, where,

for the first time in this county, I saw that interesting little bird, the wood

wren—such a contrast to the West of England, where they abound.

—

E. 0.

Moor.

niontaga's Harrier and Hoopoe in Deronshire.— On Friday last I

examined, in the flesh, a fine female Montagu's harrier and hoopoe, just

killed in the neighbourhood of Plymouth. The stomach of the hoopoe

contained remains of larvae and the elytra of beetles, mixed with, a few

feathers, the latter no doubt plucked from the bird's own body when

preening its plumage, and swallowed accidentally ; there were also a few

particles of grass.

—

J. Gatcombe; 8, Lower Dumjord Street, Stonehouse,

Devon, May 11, 1871.
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Early NestiDg of the Ring Oniel in Devon.—When fishing with some

friends on Dartmoor, on the 24th of April, we observed several pairs of the

ring ouzel, and found a nest containing three eggs.

—

J. Gatconihe.

Accident to a Missel Tlirnsh,—The followmg singular accident happened

a few days since to a missel thrush at Keswick, in Norfolk, and is perhaps

worthy of record. The thrush, which had built its nest in an apple tree

and had laid two eggs, was heard making a great noise, which attracted my
informant to the spot, when he found that the bird was hanging by one foot

to the nest. On examination it was found that the foot had become entangled

in the lining of the nest, and that the bird had broken its leg in its ineffectual

efforts to withdraw its foot. All four toes of the foot had become wound

roundjwith wool, and the hind toe with moss also.

—

J. H. Gurney ; Marldon,

Totnes, May 3, 1871.

Missel Thrush.—The following incident in the economy of the missel

thrush may perhaps be worth recording. A pair of these birds annually

nest in an orchard of ours, and this year I saw the old bird sitting close on

four eggs the last week in March, and she brought out the young early in

AprU. These having safely flown, I was somewhat surprised to hear my
father say they were again using the same nest ; but on my examining it

this morning I found therein four more young ones a few days old. These

birds come quite into the town to nest, and this particular one is within

easy stonethrow of the Minster.

—

F. Botjes; Beverley, May 19, 1871.

Golden Oriole at Scilly.—These birds are again at the Abbey Gardens,

flying to and fro the plantations. Mr. Smith informs me that the male

uttered a song consisting of deep guttural mellow notes, rather more abrupt

than the blackbird's song, and not unhke the strain of the missel thrush.

—

Edward Hearle Rodd ; Penzance, May 20, 1871.

Golden Oriole near Tamworth.—Last week I was shown the skin of a

golden oriole [Oriolus galhula), recently killed at Barton, near here, by a boy

with a stone. It may interest you to know that I observed my first sand

martin on the 7th of April ; swallow on the 10th of April ; willow wren on

the 16th of April; and swift on the 2nd of May. Cuckoo first heard about

the 23rd of April : aU near here.

—

Egbert D. Hamel ; Tamworth, May 6,

1871.

Grayheaded Wagtail at Brighton.—On the 27th of April a male gray-

headed wagtail was netted near Brighton, and taken to Messrs. Pratt, who

sent it to me in the flesh. I see in the ' Zoologist' (Zool. 7709) that the

same naturalists got one, also a male, on the same day of April, 1861.

—

J. H. Ourney, jun.; 2, Beta Place, Alpha Road, London, N.W., May 3,

1871.

Migration of larks in East Yorkshire.—The first heavy fall of snow in

this district is the signal for a general migration of larks southward. The

migration of this species is interesting, and the reason of it is so obvious
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that there can be no misunderstanding respecting it ; whatever may be its

cause in other species, it can have but one with this

—

viz. hunger : and no

sooner does the ground get well covered with snow, and the stubbles (the

favourite resort of this species in the autumn) no longer visible, than the

larks crowd together in large flocks preparatory to migrating in a southerly

direction. Such was the case on the 7th of December last : I happened to

be out on that particular afternoon, when the bitterly cold wind and driving

showers of thick, heavy snow were alike unpleasant to myself and this

species of bird. The ground was fast getting thickly covered when I heard

the cries of the larks, which towards evening were collecting in large flocks,

and, with shrill screams of alarm, were flying quickly in dilTerent directions,

and in a very unsettled manner. The next moi'ning, as soon as it was light,

huge flocks of them were seen steering their course directly to the southward,

in exactly the same line of flight that I had noticed them take in years past.

No computation of their immense number could be formed—they were

simply incalculable ; for far as the eye could see, both northwtu'd and south-

ward, vast flocks were quickly passing in an almost continuous flock : this

lasted for hours,—that I was witness of,—and how long it had been going

on before daylight (if at all), or whether any had migrated in the night,

I was unable to determine ; but that many thousands passed over this

district whilst I watched them, I can safely assert, and I believe this

migration lasted the whole day. The bii'ds made httle noise while passing

overhead, but seemed bent only on leaving the districts whence they

had come as quicldy as possible; and no wonder, for the whole face of

nature was wrapped in a thick mantle of snow, effectually cutting ofl" their

supplies, and warning them immediately to quit this dreary-looldng country

and seek some more hospitable clime : such is their depai'ture from us here.

Should wc have a thaw, and the ground again become visible, a backward

migration takes place, but only to a much smaller extent, the birds arriving

in small flocks or straggling parties; some of these manage to exist

throughout the winter, if the snow is not too deep, feeding on the tops of

turnips or on the grassy banks where it is thawed by the midday sun. As
spring advances, the males commence singing (this a few will do on a fine

day in winter), but do not rise very high at first : they quickly pair, and it

is noticeable how soon almost every field in this neighbourhood has its

tenants (one pair), the male assiduously attacking and driving away all

othei-s that venture within its limits : this habit is taken advantage of by

the birdcatchers here, who peg down another male with about a foot of

string, and having surrounded it with a circle of thin pieces of brass or

copper wire smeared with bu-d-lime, soon clear many fields of the male
birds.

—

F. Boyes; Beverley.

White Larks.—From some low marshy land near the river Deben I have

obtained three white specimens of the lark. I received two last year from
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the same place.

—

E. Charles Moor ; Great Bealings Eectory, Woodhridge,

May 20, 1871.

Hawfinch breeding in Snffolli.—May 20th. Received a nest and three

eggs of the hawfinch, found on the 13th at Kesgrave, Suffolk. In this

county this bird is considered rare, and I value these eggs highly as

being local.

—

Id.

Wren's Nest on a Pulpit.—I found a wren's nest to-day in a most

singular position. The parish church here had been decorated for Easter,

and on the centre panel of the pulpit was a floral cross, surrounded by

small pieces of ivy. On this cross the nest had been placed, partly resting

on one of the arms and partly against the stem : it was entirely composed

of green moss, which the bird had evidently taken from the reading-desk, as

the flowers and moss with which it had been decorated were considerably

scattered about. The wren could only have obtained ingress and egress by

creeping underneath the south door, where there is a small crevice just

large enough to allow it to pass, and the whole nest had been constructed

since Sunday last (April 23rd). The birds must have worked most un-

tiringly, as the nest is quite complete, except the lining.

—

J. Q. Tuck;

Tostoch House, near Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, April 25, 1871.

Hoopoe near Bridlington.—A very fine female specimen of the hoopoe

was shot at Sewerby, near- Bridlington, by Mr. Wright, on the 20th of

April, and has been added to his collection.

—

T. Boynton; Ulrome Grange,

Lowthorpe, Hull, May 11, 1871.

Sand GroQsc: Correction of an Error.—In the 'Zoologist' (S. S. 2508)

there is an error; instead of having been got in "June, 1866," the sand

grouse were obtained on the 9th of February, 1864, which is one of the

latest dates on record. The above information is taken from the ' Revue et

Mag. de Zoologie' for 1861= (page 127). I have no doubt that the account

there given refers to the birds I saw. On turning to the page of the

' Zoologist,' it will be found that I was careful to state that there was a

probability of an error.

—

J. H. Gurney, jun.

On the Ciular Pouch of the Bustard.—Anyone looking at the Australian

bustard (in the Zoological Gardens) at this season, in one of his paroxysms,

would unhesitatingly say that he was possessed of a pouch of large capacity.

He gets on to a board, turns up his tail until the tip touches the back, and

swells his fore neck out until the pendant feathers trail upon the ground

;

then for a second he opens his mouth and appears to take in a great

breath, after which the throat bulges out to three times its natural size, and

the bird utters a cry of " ook." Now Dr. Cullen says that Otis tarda makes

this sound, and argues that the pouch is to produce it (Ibis, 2nd ser. i. 145)

;

but Mr. Ramsay has stated in the 'Ibis' that the Australian bustard

has no pouch (vol. iii. p. 135). Therefore this upsets Dr. CuUen's theory.

Mr. J. Grant informs me that in skinning the bustard {Otis tarda) shot at
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Berwick St. James, in Wilts, January 26, 1871, the property of Mr. Pinckney

(S. S. 2510), he noticed the pouch in the neck. There was, he informs me,

not the least sign of it until the bustard was skinned, and then it was quite

visible, but quite empty, and outside the neck, and seemed to take up no

extra room. In another letter he adds, " With regard to the pouch, the

nearest thing I can compare it to is the stomach of the heron when quite

empty, which is then very small to appearance, but is capable of being very

much extended, and so was the pouch of the bustard. It was lying close

to the windpipe, of a narrow and wrinkled appearance, but reached nearly

down to the breast, and might be very much extended. I do not think

I am veiy much over the mark when I say I think it may hold upwards of

three quarts." Those who wish to refer to the bustard-pouch controversy

will find, at p. 107 of the 'Ibis' for 1862, a complete history of it, except

that the writer has overlooked a passage in Graves's ' British Birds,' which

runs as follows ;—" In the specimen our figure was coloured from [an adult

male] the pouch was found capable of containing rather more than two

quarts of water."

—

J. H. Quniey, jun.

The Flock of Bustards.—In the April number of the 'Zoologist' you

ask for information as to the occurrence of the great bustards in Cornwall.

I can only help you by saying that the Braunton bustards were seen again

soon after they left Braunton in the neighbourhood of Halsworthy, which is

in Devonshire, but getting very near to the border of Cornwall ; but others

must have joined them before they got there, as 1 am told they still kept

up the number (seven) that were seen at Braunton : as two of these had

certainly been killed, and one was supposed to be badly wounded, the flock

seen at Braunton must therefore have been larger than was supposed or

three more must have joined them. None were obtained at Halsworthy.

—

Cecil Smith.

American Bittern in Guernsey.—Seeing a notice of the occurrence in

Guernsey of the American bittern {Botaurus lentiginosus), I wrote to some

relatives living in the island to make inquiries, and the result was that the

bird was sent over to me, and is now in my collection : it is a very fine

specimen. The bird was shot in Guernsey on the 27th of October, 1870.

The occurrence of this bird so far from its usual habitat seems worthy of

notice.

—

Cecil Smith.

American Bittern in Ireland.—The American bittern shot near Cahir,

as chronicled in the December number of the ' Zoologist' (S. S. 2408), has

lately come into my possession : it is one of the finest specimens I have

seen. Mr. Glenuon, who preserved it, has on many occasions had them

from several parts of Ireland. A good specimen from County Louth is in

the Irish collection of the Eoyal Dublin Society. Thompson, in his ' Birds

of Ireland,' mentions but one as shot in Ireland up to his time, and that

near Armagh, which bird is still preserved in Belfast. Being a sluggish
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and tame bird, any that do visit us could not escape being shot.

—

H. Blake-

Knox; Dublin.

Erratum.—In the 4th line of my previous record of the occurrence of this

bird, /or washing read walking.

—

H. B.-K.

White Storks near lydd.—On the ISih of March (as I learn from

Mr. Gasson) a white stork was shot by Mr. Hearsfield at a low swampy
place near Lydd, in Kent, called " Fairfield Brack," within forty rods of

•where a black stork was shot fifteen years ago (Zool. 5160). These birds

were preserved by Mr. G. Jell, who on the 10th of May sent to me a white

stork in the flesh, which was killed about the 8th, by Mr. James Lording, in

the parish of Midley, also close to Lydd. It was walking about in a field

quite away from any water, and four or five miles from the sea. As noticed

in * The Gardens and Menagerie of the Zoological Society ' (vol. ii. p. 19),

the primary quiUs " offer a very singular and indeed unique disposition,

being separated from each other, so as to leave a vacant space between."

—

J. H. 6rurney,jun.

Brent Geese Inland.— On the 3rd of March a farmer's son named
Grant, residing at Arran, a village near Beverley, some fourteen miles from

the sea, and about the same distance from the Humber, brought me a brent

goose, which he had shot in a field near that place. The bird was only in

poor condition, and perhaps had been previously wounded. He told me it

was the second one of the same kind that he had shot there, having, about

two years ago, killed one out of a flock composed of ten birds. These are

the only instances in which I have known this goose to be shot so far

inland in this district, having always considered it strictly oceanic. I may
here mention that, brent geese have visited the Humber this winter in

greater numbers than for many years past : I myself when at Spurn, on the

18th of January, saw hundreds of them. They are easily distinguished

from ducks by their high sterns and white under tail-coverts, also by the

grunting noise they are constantly making.

—

F. Boyes.

Hoopers in East Yorlisbire.—Since my last communication on the

hoopers in this neighbourhood, in the February number of the 'Zoologist'

(S. S. 2486), many more flocks have been seen and a good number of birds

shot—all of them, I believe, with one or two exceptions, old ones. The
fearful storm which visited this coast on the 10th of February drove inland

many flocks of hoopers, and four or five were shot on our river the following

day. I greatly regret that so many of these fine-looking and harmless birds

should have been destroyed. I hear that two were taken alive in this

riding, and it would appear they were driven about by the storm until

exhausted, and were then found helpless in a small ditch, from whence, by

reason of its narrowness and the height of the banks, they were unable to

rise, and were easily secured : they were not both found in the same ditch,

but under very similar circumstances. To give anything like a list of the

birds slain would be too tedious ; sufiice it to say, that the oldest shooter
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here does not remember so many "elks" having been seen and shot as

during the long and severe winter we have just passed through.

—

F. Boyes.

PS.—Three hoopers, the remains of a flock of seventeen which have

frequented a sheet of water in this neighbourhood a great part of the winter,

are still staying, and seem quite at home, coming regularly with the tame

ones to feed. They are strictly kept from molestation, and it is hoped they

will remain here through the summer.

—

F. B. ; April 20, 1871.

Bewick's Swan near Beverley.—Two flocks of this species were seen on

our river during the winter, one containing nine (out of which one was shot)

and the other twenty-two birds; these last were seen several times, but

I am glad to say they escaped the slaughter that was dealt out to the poor

hoopers. The one shot measured four feet in length, six feet six inches

across the wings, and weighed eleven pounds and a half. I think no one

could possibly mistake a Bewick's swan for a hooper, as, independently of

the character in the beak, Cygnus minor looks a mere goose when placed

beside C. ferus.

—

Id.

Swans in Ireland in the Winter of 1870-71.— As no one has talcen

the trouble to note the occurrence of swans in Ireland this winter in the

pages of the ' Zoologist,' I must not let the opportunity slip by. In the

northern parts of the country the mute swau or the Pohsh (?), with the

hooper, occurred in great abundance, large flocks of Polish and mute swans

being seen on the sea (I &m. not half convinced that the Polish is the mute

swan). In the west, east and south Bewick's swan occurred in many flocks,

even being seen in this county : it was the commonest in the taxidermists'

shops, and exposed repeatedly for sale in our markets : I failed in getting good

market specimens, but purchased from Williams, of Dame Street, a fine

adult, shot at Castlereagh, Roscommon.

—

H. Blahe-Knox.

Gadwall in Dublin Bay.—Shot a fine male and female last February in

this bay. It is one of the very rare Irish ducks. I have heard of a second

pair killed in the County Antrim.

—

Id.

Gargancy Teal in East Yorkshire.—On the 20th of April a fine male

garganey was shot, by a young farmer named Grant, in a low-lying field near

the river side, which had got partly flooded by the late heavy rains. It

was accompanied by a female, which was also shot a day or two afterwards

by the same person. These birds were in beautiful plumage, and had

probably chosen this marshy place, with large tussocks, &c., for the purpose

of nesting, and I am sorry I did not see the female dissected. It is a great

pity to shoot these poor birds, for even if they did not breed here there

would be no harm in giving them the chance.

—

F. Boyes.

Scoter near Beverley.—A common scoter was shot on our river on or

about the 10th instant. It was a mature male. There had been no storm

to drive it inland, so perhaps it had been migrating. Some of these ducks

remain in the Humber throughout the summer.—Ici.; 'May 20, 1871.
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Ferrnginons Back on the East Coast of Ireland.— It is with great
pleasure I record a new bird, not only to the County Dublin, but also to
Ireland, the Nyroca or white-eyed pochard—nor is it a solitary example.
I shot it from a small flock, at a fabulously long range, off this coast,
utterly ignorant at what I was firing: it is a splendid male. I had not well
ceased thinking of my prize, when I got a note from the North of Ireland,
saying tliat a friend had a duck for me, rescued from Leadenhall Market in
this manner: he was in a poulterer's shop getting fowl; the floor was
strewed with game and wild-fowl packing for London; the beautiful ferru-
ginous head and breast of one bird at once struck him as peculiar, and he
bought it for a trifle, and has it for me. " No doubt the duck was packed
up before I came," he remarks, " but I got you the drake. Tell me if it is
worth keeping or stuffing for you." "Assuredly so," said I. It is vain
lamenting one did not see the whole consignment ; but I fancy if any
remain and go to Leadenhall they will not be overlooked, but if such be the
case it is rather hard to put them down as " continental." Both these birds
occurred in March, the northern example probably off the Antrim coast

:

this is then- most westerly range.—il. Blake-Knox.
late Occurrence of the Tnftcd Duck in Devonshire.—On the 29nd of

May, in the afternoon of a calm and sunny dav, I was watching three
mallards, which were resting on the sea off Torcross, when I observed near
them, but not associating with them, a fourth duck, which was occupied in
diymg incessantly. I carefully examined it through a good glass, and
made it out to be a tufted duck- either a female, or a male wearing the
female dress which so many drakes of various species assume at" this
season. It is remarkable that my son, Mr. J. H. Gurney, jun., saw a
tufted duck in the same locahty on the 11th of Aprfl, 1865, audit would
seem just possible, from this coincidence, that these ducks may occasionally
nest m the adjacent reed-beds of Slaptou Ley, which form the breeding-
place of a few wild ducks and of a large number of coots.—J. H. Gurnev •

May )ii, 1871.
^'

Divers at Elstree Reservoir.- On the 1st of March I noticed thirteen
divers swimming about on the above reservoir, but whether they were the
blackthroated (Colymbus arcticus) or the redthroated {C. septentrionalis)
I was unfortunately unable to determine. I had not my gun with me at
the time, so leaving instructions for a small punt to be put on the water,
I returned again the next day; the divers were still there, but with all my
caution I was unable to approach within about a hundred and fifty yards
of them. On my appearance they took two or three long dives, then,
finding me still approaching, rose, and after taking one or two- circles high
in the air, were lost to sight for nearly an hour. They then returned, but
did not settle, and, after another flight round the reservoir, steered straight
SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. 2 H
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away, and were seen no more that niglit. On the morning of the 6th,

hearing that they were still there, I started off with rifle as well as gun,

hoping to get a specimen somehow ; but when I arrived I heard, to my

dismay, that they had just left, and they have not been seen there since.

Tliougli I know the chances are against it, I am inclined to think, from

their size, that they were the blackthroated species. A sporting publican

living on the edge of the reservoir informs me that they have frequented

that water, off and on, throughout the winter, but have always been too

wary to admit of an approach within gunshot.— C. Bygrare Wharton;

Bushcy, Herts, April, 1871.

Eared Grebe in DeTOiishire.—On the 23rd of March a beautiful adult

specimen of the eared grebe (Podiceps auritus), in its perfect breeding

plumage, was killed in the Plymouth Sound. I dissected the body after its

having been skinned, and examined the contents of the stomach, which

consisted only of a little fine sand or gravel and some feathers plucked from

its own body. A few immature examples are occasionally obtained on our

coast during the autumn and winter, but many years have elapsed since

I examined a previous adult specimen.

—

J. Gatcomhe.

liUlc Gull in Dublin Bay and in Londonderry.—A first winter example

in December in Dublin Bay, and another at Lough Foyle, Londonderry.

—

H. Bloke-Kiiox.

M'bolcsale DostrncUon of Manx Shearwaters.—Can anything be done to

stop the destruction of these harmless creatures? This morning (31st of

March) I counted ninety-nine in Leadenhall Market. In 1867, on the same

day of this month, Mr. Gatcombc saw fifty at the same shop, and I have

little doubt that a consignment or two is sent up annually. Had they been

one day later they might have been seized under the new Act for the

preservation of sea-birds. With them was a chough, wdiich indicated their

Cornish origin. On inquiry I learned that they were from the Land's End,

but I think it more probable that they were killed at Annet, one of the

Scilly Isles, where, according to Yarrell, they betake themselves in great

numbers at this time of the year for the purpose of nidification. If my

surmise be correct, I apprehend they were killed without the knowledge of

the " lord proprietor," Mr. Smith, who I cannot think would tolerate such

wholesale raids. The Manx shearwater, hke the common puffin, is a

summer migrant, and is quite unknown on the east coast, except as an

accidental straggler.—J. H. Gurncy,jun.

Por(unns corrugatns near Penzance.— I took the wrinkled swimming

crab [Fortnnus corruyntns) alive in my nets this morning, in shallow ground

with rocky bottom. The specimen was a small male.

—

Thomas Cornish

;

Fenaance, May 5, 1871.
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large Slate Stone iu the Stomach of a Cuttle-fish.—One of our Ssher-

men, a mau on whose word I can rely, has just brought me a smooth slate

stone of irregular shape, four inches long, two broad, and one inch through

in the thickest part, weighing close on six ounces, which he took out of the

stomach of a common cuttle-fish. There are a few small corallines on the

stone, but else the surface of it is perfectly bare.

—

Thomas Cornish.

Toracious and Cauuibalistic Propensities of some Fishes.—While riding

along the Ganges Canal this morning at low-water mark, I obseiwed a fish

struggling in the water, which was just there about a foot deep. On securing

it, what was my astonishment to find that the fish was in its death-struggle,

having choked from swallowing another of its own species, fully half its own
size, the tail end of which protruded out of its mouth by four inches ! The
united efforts of myself and syce failed to relieve the "purun," which is the

vernacular name of this species, and as neither of us had ever before acted

as accoucheur, both creatures died under our treatment. I had to make an

incision in the stomach of the fish before the one that had been swallowed

could be extracted. The former measured 95 inches in length, 5^ inches

at its greatest breadth, and 3 inches at gape, and weighed IJ seer ; the

latter was 14|- inches loug, breadth 9i inches, and weighed one fourth of a

seer. The purun (its scientific name I forget just at present) is very

abundant in all Indian rivers, jheels and nullahs. It is a sort of fresh-water

shark, and is most destructive in preserved ponds, where they live almost

exclusively on the rohoo [Cyprinus rohita). ' They attain to an enormous

size, and I believe have been frequently killed in the Ganges weighing from

30 to 40 seers. To those who do not believe in scaleless fish being good in

this country, all I can say is that, as regards this species, it is altogether a

popular delusion. I found both of these excellent. The purun is certainly

not a very inviting-looking fish, and I confess I was somewhat loth to eat

them, as I had, only a little way higher up the canal, seen a Hindoo that

had stranded high and dry.

—

A. Anderson; Futtehgurh, N.W.P., March 16,

1871.

Frozen Frog restored to Animation.—On passing by a frozen ditch one

morning during the late frost, I observed a frog frozen on the ice : he was

just by a hole that had been broken for dipping water. He had probably

come up to breathe, and was about six inches from the hole when his

progress was arrested by his being suddenly frozen solid : thus he lay,

without the least sign of life ; his hind legs were stretched out, his eyes

closed, and his belly drawn in. I had heard of dead frogs being restored to

life, so I resolved to try the experiment with this one. I took him into the

house, and placed him at some little distance from the fire : he had laid

there for about half an hour when I perceived a slight pulsation at the

extremity of the body ; this gradually increased, one hind leg was slowly
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drawn up, and in a short time the other, and then the pulsation increased

:

the belly enlarged, the eyes opened and became bright, and the skin

beneath the mouth began to puff up and down. He now put himself into

a better position, and in a short time began to hop away, but slowly and

weakly. All this took place in about one hour. In about a fortnight I saw

him again all right.

—

H. J. Harding ; 131, Loiver Street, Deal.

Proceedings of the Eutomological Society.

May 1, 1871.—Prof. Westwood, M.A., F.L.S., Vice-President, in the

Chair.

Additions to the Library.

The following donations were announced, and thanks voted to the

donors :— ' Proceedings of the Eoyal Society,' No. 127 ; presented by the

Society. ' Verhandlungen der k. k. zoologisch-botanischen Gesellschaft in

Wieu,' t. XX. ; by the Society. ' Berliner Eutomologische Zeitschrift,'

1870, Heft 3 & 4, and Beiheft 1871, Heft 1 & 4; by the Society.

' Bullettino della Societa Entomologica Italiana,' t. i. fasc. 2 ; by the

Society. ' Third Annual Report on the Noxious, Beneficial and other

Insects of the State of Missouri, made to the State Board of Agriculture,

pui"suant to' an Appropriation for this purpose from the Legislature of the

State,' by Charles V. Riley, State Entomologist ; by the Author. ' The

Journal of the Quekett Microscopical Club,' No. 14 ; by the Club.

' Rechcrches Physico-chimiqucs sur les Articules Aquatiques,' par Felix

Plateau, le Partie ; by the Author. ' Catalogue of Zygopiute, a subfamily

of Curculionidae, found by Mr. Wallace in the Eastern Archipelago,' by

Francis P. Pascoe, F.L.S., &c., late- Pres. Ent. Soc. ; by the Author.

' Petites Nouvelles Entomologiques,' Nos. 28 & 29 ; by the Editor. ' The

Zoologist' for May; by the Editor. 'The Entomologist's Monthly

Magazine ' for May ; by the Editors.

By purchase ;
—

' Catalog der Lepidoptcren des Europaischen Faunen-

gebiets
;

' 1. Macro-lepidoptera bearbeitct von Dr. 0. Staudinger ; II. Micro-

lepidoptera bearbeitet von Dr. M. Wocke. ' Skaudhiavieus Coleoptera

synoptisk bearbetade af C. G. Thomson,' tom. x.

• Exhibitions, dc.

Mr. Higgins exhibited collections of exotic insects from Natal and

Borneo. In the former were magnificent examples of several of the larger

South-African Bombyces, bred from the larvte ; and he also exhibited a

series of figures of these larvae, executed by what was described to him as a

" chromo-photographic process," the figures having evidently been obtained

by means of photography, and presenting their natural colours.
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Mr. Meek exhibited the example of Nyssia lapponaria (male) of Boisduval,

recorded in the ' Entomologist's Monthly Magazine,' vol. vii. p. 282, as

having been recently taken by Mr. Warrington at Rannoch, Perthshire,

new to the British Fauna.

Prof. Westwood exhibited a collection of varieties of British Lepidoptera,

obtained by Mr, Briggs from an old collection formed in the time of

Haworth. Among them were singular forms of Lycsena dispar, Leucophasia
sinapis, Lithosia helveola, &c.

The Rev. R. P. Murray exhibited a series of Lepidoptera captured in

Switzerland, including an example of Lycaena Euridice (said by Staudinger

to be a form of Hippothoe), in which the spots of the under side formed

long streaks.

Mr. Bicknell (on behalf of Mr. Cowan, who was present as a visitor)

exhibited an extraordinary specimen of Gouepteryx rhamni, captured by

Mr. Cowan at Beckenham, in March, 1870. This example was a male of

the ordinary form, but the costal margin of each anterior wing was broadly,

but unequally, suffused with bright rose-colour or scarlet, and the right

posterior wing was marked in a like manner.

Mr. M'Lachlau suggested that possibly the wings of the insect had come
in contact with some substance during hybernation, which had chemically

altered the coloration.

Mr. Janson said he had noticed that yellow insects killed by cyanide of

potassium became red.

Mr. Cowan said the individual exhibited had been killed by chloroform,

and moreover it was in precisely the same condition when captured.

Mr. Bicknell also exhibited varieties of other British Lepidoptera.

Mr. Stainton exhibited beautifully-executed coloured figures of the mines

of various Micro-Lepidoptera, collected at Santa Marta, by Baron Von
Nolcken, who had proceeded upon an entomological expedition to New
Granada.

Mr. Champion exhibited Scydmsenus rufus, Mull. S Kunze, a beetle new
to the British list, recently captured by him in Richmond Park, as recorded

in the ' Entomologist's Monthly Magazine,' vol. vii. p. 273.

Mr. M'Lachlan exhibited a tusk of an Indian elephant, placed in his

hands by Dr. Sclater, accompanied by the following explanatory note,

extracted from the Report of a recent meeting of the Zoological Society :

—

" Mr. Sclater exhibited a pair of tusks of a female Indian elephant

[Elephas indicus), which presented the appearance of having been corroded

or eaten away in the basal portion, immediately adjacent to the end pro-

jecting from the gums. Just below this, on the outer side of each tusk, was

deposited a mass of egg-like bodies arranged in regular series, ajjparently of

some dipterous insect, and somewhat resembling those of the common blow-

fly [Musca vomitoria). These tusks had been submitted to Mr. Bartlett for
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examination by Mr. G. S. Eoden, of the 1st Royals, lately stationed in

India, who had communicated to Mr. Sclater the following note on the

subject :— ' The tusks which I left with Mr. Bartlett belonged to a female

elephant, which I shot last June at a place called Muddry, at the foot of the

Manantowady Mountains in Malabar. Directly after shooting her I lifted

up her lips to see the size of the tusks, and then noticed the deposit of eggs

on them. I had them carefully cut out. On cleaning the tusks afterwards

I noticed that they had been eaten away at the ends, and also near where

the white eggs were. There tvere no maggots in the grooves at the end of

the tusks ; they were merely filled up with some dark dry clay, just the same

as what you now see the eggs now surrounded by. The tusks have been

shghtly polished over, but I took great care that the eggs should not be

'

touched.' Mr. Sclater remarked that a previous notice of the same pheno-

menon had appeared in a letter addressed to the ' Field' newspaper on the

lath of March last, signed by a well-known Indian sportsman, under the

pseudonym of 'Smoothbore':—'Has any zoologist or microscopist ever

noticed how the tusks of female elephants are attacked and eaten away by

some parasite ? and is it not most singular that this has never been observed

in the tusks of the male ?
' Mr. Sclater added that he had been informed

by Prof. Flower that there was an exactly similar pair of tusks in the

liluseum of the Royal College of Surgeons, but that he had hitherto sought

in vain for any information as to the name of this extraordinary parasite

that was able to digest ivory."

The eggs in question were each about V" in length, hence of enormous

bulk as compared with those of IMusca vomitoria.

Mr. M'Lachlan was of opinion that the decay of the tusk was not directly

traceable to the larvse produced from these eggs, and therefore there was

no evidence that the insect " digested" ivory. He thought rather that the

parasite took advantage of an already diseased condition, and possibly fed

upon the morbid secretions thereby generated. Prof. Westwood thought

that possibly the habit was not a normal one, and that the parasites had

simply been attracted by the disease, in the same way that flies frequent

festering wounds. Dr. Sclater desired information as to what creature

was likely to have produced the eggs, but no Member present had before

heard of a similar instance.

Mr. W. A. Lewis exhibited an earthenware jar, of Chinese manufacture,

about the shape of an ordinary tobacco-jar, and which was being used as

such by a friend some time resident in China, from whom he obtained it.

His friend narrated that the same description of jar was used by the

inhabitants of Pekin for the purpose of confining what was termed the

" great fighting beetle." According to him the Chinese used this beetle for

sporting puqioses. Each was placed in a separate jar and allowed no

nutriment other than water absorbed by the very thick porous bottom of
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the jar. Under this treatment they became very ferocious, and were then

pitted one against the other.

Prof. Westwood reminded the meeting that the Chinese had long been

known to employ Mantidae in a similar manner.

Mr. Lewis, Mr. M'Lachlan and other Members brought before the notice

of the meeting, paragraphs that had been going the round of the newspapers,

concerning a phcenomenon observed apparently on two recent occasions at

Bath ; it appearing that after violent storms the ground was covered with

some creatures, variously described as Anuelides and Insects, which had

baffled the knowledge possessed by the " scientific men" of that city.

Prof. Westwood thought the creatures were probably Branchipus stag-

nalis, a large fresh-water eutomostracon.

Mr. Miiller communicated the following note on a gall found on Pteris

aquilina ;

—

"In March, 1869, Mr. Rothney placed in my hands a chip-box con-

taining a dessicated excrescence of about the size of a very large pea, and

some Cynipideous insects, as well as two specimens of a Callimome. Mr.
Rothney informed me at the same time that he had found this excrescence

on the common bracken [Pteris aquiUna) at Shirley. The excrescence was

bleached to a straw-colour, but its condition prevented my being able to

form a correct opinion as to the plant from which it was taken; and

besides I then knew of no gall on any fern. Un dissecting the gall I found

it composed of an accumulation of small larval cells, some of them stiU

containing dead specimens of the maker. The insects being in a very bad

condition, I did not think it worth my while to examine them, so I carded

them with the excrescence and put them aside.

" Having lately had occasion to peruse Professor Schenck's work on the

Cynipidse of Nassau, I found (at p. 127) the following observation :

—

'No. 69. There is in the collection of Herr von Heyden a gall on the

bracken (Pteris aquilina), similar to that of Diastrophus rubi ; a swelling

on the upper side of the stem, curved, resembling an episcopal staff, 1—2"

long, full of roundish pierced cells, pale yellowish ; a similar straight one in

the same collection has also been taken from that fern. A specimen

agi-eeing with the above curved one is in my collection, but I do not well

recollect on what plant I have found it. The galls on the fern belong

probably to Diastrophus rubi, with the gall of which they quite agree.'

After reading this passage, I at once examined Mr. Rothney 's Cynipidse

carefully, and although they are in a very bad condition I have not the

slightest doubt that they are Diastrophus rubi of Hai'tig and Schenck.

It now only remains, to complete this observation, to breed D. rubi from

fresh undoubted fronds of the bracken. Probably the tips of uuexpanded
fronds are chosen by the insect for the deposition of its eggs ; hence the

subsequent curved shape of the gall, as described by Professor Schenck."
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Papers read, Sc.

Mr. W. F. Kirby cominunicated the following notes on the synonymy of

certain European Lepidoptera :

—

" Pap. (Melitfea) Cinxia, var. B, Geoffroy = Pap. Athalia, Bott. This

insect is referred by Godart to Phoebe, Esp., and by Wemeburg to Athalia,

Esp. Wemeburg 's identification is probably correct; but if Godart is

right, Phoebe, Esp., must fcike the name of Athalia, Bott., and Athalia,

Esp., the name of Leucippe, Schiietd.

" Pap. Podalirius, Linn. Werneburg is wrong in restoring Poda's name

of Sinon to this species. Even if we take the tenth edition of Linnccus'

' Systema Nature' (1758) as our starting point, instead of the twelfth

(1707), still Podalirius is named in the tenth edition, and though not

described, because at first regarded by Linnjeus as a variety of Pap.

Protesilaus, is sufficiently characterized by the references which he

quotes.

" Sesia. In the tenth edition of the 'Systema NatursB' Linujeus

describes the broad-bordered species as bombyliformis, and the narrow-

bordered as fuciformis, besides Sphinx Tityus, which he afterwards con-

sidered to be identical with the former. In ' Fauna Suecica,' ed. 2, he

describes the narrow-bordered as fuciformis ; but in Syst. Nat., ed. 13,

he describes the broad-bordci'ed under that name, placing bombyliformis as

a var. of Sph. Porcellus. Under these circumstances the only way of

avoiding further confusion seems to be to revert to the tenth edition of the

' Systema,' as is done on the Continent, and to apply the name bombyli-

formis to the broad-bordered, and fuciformis to the narrow-bordered

species."

Prof. Westwood read " Descriptions of some new Species of Exotic

Lucanidae."

Mr. H. W. Bates read a description of a new genus and species of

Longicorn Coleoptera, collected in Matabili Land, Southern Africa, by the

well-known traveller Mr. T. Baines. He exhibited the insect, which he

proposed to call Bolbotritus Bainesi. It belonged to Lacordaire's group

• Cerambycides vrais,' and was remarkable for the large and bulbose

third antennal joint, the succeeding joints being much shortened. From

the same locality he also exhibited examples of Onthophagus rangifer,

which, instead of being bright coppery as in the Zambesi individuals, were

bright green, though presenting no structural differences.

Mr. Bates also read a description of a new species of Mallaspis from

Chiriqui, near Panama, allied to M. Beltii : this he named M. prsecellens.

—

B. M'L.
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Ornitliological Notes from North Lincolnshire.

By John Cordeaux, Esq.

(Continued from Zool. S. S. 2596.)

April and May, 1871.

Dates of Arrival of Spring Migrants in N.E. Lincolnshire.—
April 8th, chiffcliaff; 10th, chimney swallow; 13th, willow wren,

redstart; 17th, yellow wagtail; 22nd, whinchat, house martin;

25th, sand martin; 27th, whitethroat; 28th, cuckoo; May 7th,

sedge warbler; 8th, garden warbler; 24th, spotted flycatcher.

Redshank.—April 4th. Are now appearing on the flats, avant-

couriers of the various waders which we may shortly expect to visit

our coast on their passage to their northern breeding stations.

Redshanks, in their habits and mode of feeding, closely resemble

the common snipe. I was particularly struck with this resemblance

when recently watching a fine old bird boring the "warp" at the

foot of the embankment. After watching it for some minutes it

appeared suddenly to become aware of my presence, and then

remained perfectly stationary with its bill still inserted to the fore-

head— exactly the same attitude as I have often seen the snipe,

when boring, assume when suddenly surprised.

Hooded Crow.—April 14th. Hooded crows have flocked much
together during the last ten days, preparatory to leaving: this they

did about the 14th, which was the last day I noticed them in our

marshes ; the wind was then S.W., having gone round from the N.

and N.E., where it had stood for some time. A few " gray-backs"

lingered behind their comrades quite up to the end of April ; and

on the 13th of May I saw a pair iu one of our marsh pastures,

which I suspect may have remained to nest, as at the same place,

on the 23rd, a single bird flew up and took a direct line for the

enclosed and wooded country. I shall look out for the young

coming down to the fore-shore to feed, which they will most

assuredly do (after the manner of the young carrion crows) if any

are bred in the neighbourhood.

Golden Plover.—The golden plover left about the end of March :

a month later—namely, on the 26tli of April— I saw a pair in the

full summer plumage; on the 27th and following days five couples

also (with two exceptions) in nuptial attire. On the 28th a fine old

male iu very perfect plumage was sent me by one of our gunners

;

second BEBIES—VOL. VI. 2 I
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and on the 2ncl of Ma}' I saw a little trip of seven near the

embankment. These were the last seen.

Jack Snipe.— Referring to my previous note on this species

(Zool. S. S. 2596), in the same bog where, on the 22nd of March,

I had flushed four couples, on the 5th of April 1 found three birds,

and on the 25lh one bird. I again carefully looked over this place

on the 2nd of May, but without finding any.

Scaup Duck.—May 2nd. Last observed.

Fieldfare.—On the 25th of April I saw a large flock (certainly

not less than three hundred) in a small " spinney," situated, in a

direct line, about three miles from the coast; and in the same

plantation, on the 2nd of May, a flock of about seventy.

Dotterel (Charadrius morinellus).—I saw five in the marshes on

the 5th of May, and on the lOlh and llth six couples. These very

beautiful and interesting visitors were as usual very tame. On
horseback I easily a])proached within a dozen yards, and by

quietly riding round the " trip " had ample opportunity of ex-

amining each individual bird. This trip was composed of males

and females in equal numbers. When flushed they did not fly

more than thirty or forty yards. In their habits, flight and pretty

musical note they much resemble the ringed plover, so common

on our coasts. The Great Cotes marshes were formerly a very

favourite spring haunt of the dotterel. They appear to be very

partial to certain localities. Here they invariably frequent those

pastures which are most closely eaten down by sheep, and I never

recollect seeing them in any of our best feeding pastures, where

there is, as a rule, generally much grass.

Nightinffale.—The nightingale is evidently extending its summer

range into North-East Lincolnshire : formerly it was only known,

at long intervals, as a very rare straggler. Last year several were

heard, but this season they are quite of frequent occurrence.

Curlew.—May 10th. Still plentiful, both in flocks and pairs, in

the pastures and fore-shore. Are later in leaving than is usually

the case, as they almost invariably depart before the arrival of the

whimbrel.

Bartailed Godwit.—May 10th. First spring appearance on the

flats.

Whimbrel.—Were first observed on the fore-shore, and in con-

siderable numbers, on the 22nd of April. These early arrivals,

1 think, did not remain naore than a few hours, and indeed for the
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next ten days there appeared to be a regular arrival and departure
of whimbrel to some more northern station than the Humber, At
tlie end of the first week in May I found them in flocks of from
fifty to seventy in every part of the norlh-east marshes. They left

between the 17th and 23rd of May, the wind remaining N. to N.E.
during this period, and excessively cold.

Knot.—May 13th. There have been several flocks on the muds
during the last week. In one small flock of forty-five, which 1 had
this morning a most favourable opportunity of inspecting, three

only were in full summer plumage, having the bay under parts;
some of the others were in the transition state, but the greater part
were still in the winter dress.

Wild Duck.—Ma.y 23rd. A nest of young wild ducks in our
marshes came off" about the 17lh of May. The old mallard, who
was on the fore-shore to-day (as seen through the glass), is still in

brilliant plumage, not exhibiting the slightest indications of the
seasonal change.

Grai/ Plover.—A few seqn on the 25th of April : gradually kept
increasing up to the end of the first week in May, when they
appeared to reach their maximum. The flock contains many fine

birds in full breeding dress. I saw from forty to fifty on the flats

as late as the 27th of May, and of these several show no signs
whatever, as far as I can see, of putting on the nuptial attire. The
largest and finest birds are now all in full plumage. Considering
the very backward state of the plumage in this species, as well as
in the knot and godwit, at the time they leave our coasts (the end
of May), it is very probable that many never entirely, or perhaps
not at all, assume the breeding plumage, and the complete change
is confined to the oldest birds, the young birds of these species of
the previous year not completing the mature dress till the third
summer. On the 31st of May, excepting a few dunlins and ringed
plovers, our shore birds had taken their departure.

With somewhat of a feeling of sadness I replace my telescope in
its case. It is the regret that one naturally feels at relinquishing
for a time a pursuit that has been a source of much pleasure and
instruction; for I know that now for many weeks to come this
fore-shore, so recently bright with much of life and beauty, will
have lost its great charm, and relapse into a desolate and silent
waste, reeking and steaming under the blaze of the midsummer
sun, barren of visible life, unvisited by any shore birds, and scarce
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flecked by wing of wandering gull. All the many and varied

groups of waders, which for a time make this coast their temporary

home, are gone,—even the most laggard of ihem,—gone where we

would fain follow, yet can only do so in imagination, as far up, in

serried files, they swiftly cleave their way across the miles of

summer sea, northward, to the island-girt shores, where, amidst

lonely fells and lakes, far from the noisy haunts of men, in Nature's

own wild gardens, gemmed with many a lovely flower, and in lands

teeming with insect-life,—wild solitudes nnvisited, save at long

intervals by the wandering Lap,—through the nightless days of

the sweet arctic summer, they will for a season find rest and

quiet, with leisure for the duties of incubation and the rearing of

their tender young—duties which, in this age, but for these wild

places of the earth, would with difficulty be fulfilled.

John Cordeaux.
Great Cotes, Ulceby, Lincolnshire,

May 31, 1871.

Birds Observed at Rannoch in 1870. By Thomas Eedle.

While collecting insects in Rannoch during the summer of

1870, the following species of birds came under my observation.

Golden Eagle.—This species was trapped by one of Mr. Weut-

vvorth's keejiers, near the Black Wood, Rannoch.

Wltiietuiled Eagle.—Shot by one of Lady Menzie's keepers,

and is now in her ladyship's possession.

Hohbij.— I saw several of these lovely birds nailed to the kennels

of the keepers.

Merlin.—1 am told this species is not so common as it was a

i^yr years ago, but I observed several of their nests in the sides of

the burns.

Kestrel.—Very common on all the mountains.

Sparrowhawk.—This species breeds in most of the woods and

burns.

Buzzard.—Also to be seen nailed to the kennels, but I could

not find their nests.

Tawny Owl.—Of this species I have taken several out of the

keeper's traps. The traps mostly used for this bird are called

]iole-traps ; they are placed on the sides of the hills. Most of the

hawks are caught in the same way.
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White Owl.—I only saw one of this species.

Dipper.—Common on all the rivers and lochs. This bird has

a very bad character, and is consequently very much disliked.

The general impression is that it feeds upon the eggs of the salmon

and trout. Allow me to say a word in its favour : several that I

had I opened, but failed to find the slightest trace of ova of any

kind in their stomachs; J found the larvs of the dragon-flies and

caddis-worms, so I think they do more good than harm. It is well

known to entomologists that the larvEe of dragon-flies are most

voracious, and will eat anything that comes in the way: I think it is

most likely that the larvae destroy more eggs than the bird. I hope

that some enterprising naturalist will enquire for himself, so that

this pretty bird may not be destroyed. 1 have stood on the side

of Loch Raunoch and seen him dive from the rocks into the water

for his prey, up again, preen his feathers, give himself a shake, and

down again.

Missel Thrush.—Breeds here, as I found several nests.

Fieldfare.—I met with this bird in considerable numbers at the

end of April.

Song Thrush.—Common here, and begins to build its nest in

April.

Redwing.—Seen at the end of April.

Blackbird.—Common from April to July.

Ring Ouzel.—Common on the mountains. Builds its nest on

the burns.

Hedge Accentor,—Common.
Redbreast.—Common all the year.

Redstart.—Arrives in May, but is rather scarce.

Stonechat.—Appears in May and breeds here.

Wheatear.—Arrives in April, and breeds on the mountains.

Blackcap.—I only saw one, but I am told it breeds here.

Whitethroat.—Seeu May 11th.

Wood Warbler. — Seen May 17th. It is rather scarce, but

breeds here, as I found its nest.

Willow Warbler.—Observed April 2nd. Common.

Chiffchaff.—Common in April.

Goldencrested Regains, Greater Tit, Longtailed Tit, Blue Tit,

Cole Tit.—Common.
Pled Wagtail and. Gray Wagtail.—Appear in April.

Meadow Pipit,—Common.
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Rock Pipit.—Common on the lower parts of the mountains.

Appears in March.

Sky Lark.—Scarce, as I only saw four of them during a stay of

five months. It appears here in March, but does not seem to sing

as it does in the South of England.

Chaffinch.—Common here all the year.

Siskin.— I saw in April feeding on the berries of alder.

Linnet.—In April, but scarce here, as I only saw one pair.

Lesser Redpoll.—Common in April. I did not find its nest, but

I think it must breed here for 1 saw young ones in June.

Starling.— Common. Breeding in most of the houses in

Rannoch; they do not appear till about the 16th of April.

Raven.—Common. Breeds in most of the high craigs.

Carrion Crow.—Common.

Hooded Crow.—Common. Breeding in almost all the burns.

Jiook.—Common. 1 do not think they breed here, but must fly

a considerable distance, as they come here to feed with their

young, for I saw one on the stump of an old birch tree near

Kinloch.

Cuckoo.—Common. I saw a great many in traps that were set

to catch hawks.

Martin.—Appears at end of April, and makes its nest in the

shooting-boxes.

Swallow.—Very common, breeding in most outhouses.

Sand Martin.—Saw a gicat many in August, but I did not find

any place where they were likely to breed in Rannoch.

Swift.—I only saw one of this species, flying over Loch Rannoch

in July.

Stock Dove.—Very common, breeding in all the woods.

JackdaiP.—Very common. Breeding among the high craigs,

and I believe very destructive to the eggs of the grouse, and

especially the young when they just leave the nest.

If 1 should visit Rannoch another season I hope I shall be

able to collect more important information respecting other

species.

Thomas Eedle.

9, Maidstone Place, Goldsmiths' Eow,

Hackney Road.
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Birds of the Malvern District, Resident, Migratory or Occasional
Visitors. By Edwin Lees, F.L.S., F.G.S.

(Concluded from S. S. 2G37.)

The following FringillidaB may be put down as resident and of
ordinary occurrence :—Brown linnet, mountain linnet, lesser red-
poll and goldfinch. The mountain linnet is perhaps but an
occasional visitant

; but in the records of the Worcester Natural
History Society is a notice of five specimens of the lesser redpoll
received at one time from Mr. W. W. Lewis, of Malvern Wells.

Green Woodpecker.—Resident and general.

Greater Spotted Woodpecker.—Udiihex uncommon. Noticed at
Math on.

Lesser Spotted Woodpecker.—P\e\U\in\ about Madresfield, as
stated by Mr. Edwards, and sometimes seen on trees in gardens.

Wryneck.—Genex&Wy called the "cuckoo's mate," as preceding
the arrival of the cuckoo, and its hawk-like cry of "peer—peer-
peer," denotes it to the ornithologist.

Creeper.—Res\(\eni, though not much observed from its habit of
keeping close to the branches, on which it runs rather than climbs,
flitting off immediately if observed.

Nuthatch.—B^esideni, but shy and not often seen. The tapping
noise in the woods, generally supposed to be made by the wood-
pecker, is often caused by this bird battering at a nut.

Cuckoo.—This summer migrant abounds all over the hills in
spring and early summer, when its well-known note resounds far
and near, commencing even before the dav?n has tinged the eastern
sky.

Kingjisher.—This beautiful bird is only to be found in the
neighbourhood of streams, but though often killed for the sake of
its beautiful plumage it maintains its position.

Swallow, Martin and Sand Martin.—It is sufficient to name
these "summer haunting" birds.

Swi/t.—Bmhh in the Priory church-tower, and a few may be
seen among the rocks of the hills.

Nightjar or Goatsucker.—A summer visitant, and not unconnnon
to the notice of night wanderers, for its habits are nocturnal.
Mr. Edwards states that its rumbling " burr," resembling the noise
of a spinning-wheel, may be heard every evening through June and
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July in the woods round Cowleigh Park, and doubtless in other

woods. I have known it to fly around the hat of a late roaraer in

woodland scenes, apparently for the insects casually roused. Mr.

Edwards, whose entomological pursuits lead hira at night into

sylvan spots, also remarks that he generally found a nightjar in the

same place every night, and, after being accustomed to his presence,

it appeared to be waiting his arrival, flying from one branch of a

tree to another, and watching his movements quite at ease. He

used to " sugar" the trees to attract Nocluae, and the cunning bird,

observing this, was often before him, at the trees thus sugared,

and deprived him of the expected spoil. Mr. Edwards discovered

a nest of this bird, with two eggs, on the ground.

Ring Dove.—Resident, and perhaps too abundant in the autumn,

when large flocks may be often seen, and they then feed a good

deal on farm produce, so that here the gun may be justifiably used,

at least to reduce the gatherings.

Slock Dove.—Resident, but not numerous.

Turtle Dove.—A pretty summer visitant, building its simple

twiggy nest in the thickest part of woods.

Pheasant.—In most of the woods.

ParlriJge.—Resident.

Redlegged Partridge.—Very rare. Mr. Edwards writes, " In

1867 1 had a specimen of the rcdlegged partridge brought me alive,

which had been picked up near Swan Pool. I have never heard of

it in this locality before.

Quail.—Appears to breed in the Malvern country, but only in

small numbers. I have heard its peculiar note about Pendock.

Golden Plover.—About liongdon Marsh, and 1 have a note of

one shot at Braces Leigh, near Bransford, by Mr. W. Winnall.

Dotterel.—Taken at Welland by Mr. Turner.

Peewit or Lapiving.—Rather a local bird. It breeds in marshy

meadows at Colwall, and about Longdon Marsh. Its cry

of " pee-vit, pee-vit" gives a popular name to it, and inspires

superstitious ideas. In * Pictures of Nature around the Malvern

Hills' (p. 294), it is asserted that the country people regard the

lapwing with dislike, thinking its cry is " be-witched, be-witched,"

and shrink from it with dread as an evil thing.

Common Heron.— Seen occasionally in flight, and is a visitant

of Longdon Marsh ; but I am aware of no heronry nearer than that

in Ragley Park, Warwickshire.
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Bittern.—Has become a rare bird, though killed at various times

in the Malvern country, and I have a note of one shot on the pool

before Hopton Court, by Mr. Joseph Featherstonhaugh. There

was another in company with the one too ruthlessly killed, as the

Rev. W. Thorn informs me.

Curleiv,— Occasionally met with on the rivers Teme and Severn.

Widmbrel.—Also a visitor to streams and rivers.

Greenshank.—I have a note of this as " shot on the Teme in

1826."

Wood Sandpiper.—Killed at Longdon Marsh.

Common Sandpiper.—A summer visitant, breeding on the banks

of the Teme every year, but sparingly dispersed.

Bartuiled Godtvit.—A rare winter visitant.

Woodcock.—This long-billed bird is sufficiently scarce in coverts

to be thought an acquisition when flushed, yet there is evidence

that it breeds in the woods of West Worcestershire. The ' Wor-
cester Herald' records that Mr. Walker, of Knightwick, saw two

old woodcocks and three young ones in the Hay Wood, Martley,

and captured one of the young ones, in the summer of 1857. A
female and young bird were also killed at Acton Beauchamp in

May, 1854, and preserved accordingly. I have also a note that in

July, 1857, "a hen bird that had recently completed the process

of incubation was found in an exhausted state on the lawn at

Lulsley Court. A nest of young cocks has been found in the same
locality." This was in July, 1867.

Great Snipe, Common Snipe and Jack Snipe.—All appear when
sought in our damp copses and watery places.

Gray Phalarope.—Of rare occurrence, but one is recorded as

killed on Longdon Marsh in 1854.

Landrail.—A spring visitant, the meadows in the Severn Valley

resounding with its evening cry in May.

" The fairj'-like and seldom-seen landrail,

Utters ' craLk, craik,' like voices under ground,

Eight glad to meet the evening dewy veil,

And see the light fade into gloom around."

This cry is kept up all through the night in the month of May, but

the cunning bird can seldom be induced to rise.

Spotted Crake.—Occasionally met with in watery spots. One in

the Worcester Museum was killed at Powick.

Moorhen.—In all our pools and ponds.

SECOND SERIES—TOL. VI. 2 K
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Water Rail.—Not very uncommon about streams. Mr. Edwards

had one to preserve, which I saw in February of this year (1870).

From its retired habits it is not often seen.

Coot.—Resident, and not uncommon on pools and in the River

Teme.

Great Crested Grebe ami Sclavonian Grebe.—Occasional winter

visitors.

Little Grebe or DabcJiick.—The little dabchick remains through

the year, and I have several times seen it in sequestered ponds,

where, however, it keeps very close.

Wild-fowl.—The Anatidac are only to be seen in watery places,

and, except the common wild duck, scarcely to be met with except

in autumn and winter, so that it is sufficient to state the names of

those observed, as follows:—Graylag goose, whitefronted goose,

bean goose, bernicle goose, brent goose, sheldrake, wigeon, pintail

duck, teal, scaup duck, tufted duck, pochard, garganey, black scoter,

velvet scoter, longtailed duck. Possibly other species may at par-

ticular times be met with, and a blank may be left for the insertion

of others when seen or killed, but these are all to be considered as

birds of passage. To the above may be added the beautiful golden-

eye, which has been noticed at Longdou Marsh. The black scoter

is a rare species that has been killed on the hills. The sheldrake

has been shot on the Teme.

Wild Duck.—This bird is an inhabitant of various pools, on the

margin of which it builds its nest and breeds. I have noticed a

brood of young wild ducks on Danemoor Pool ; and they may be

seen about Madresfield and other secluded watery spots.

Wild Swan or Hooper.—The wild swan appears, though rarely,

in severe winters, upon the Severn and Tome, or where the flat

meadows are overflowed. There is a fine specimen in the Museum

of the Philosophical Society of Bristol, which was shot in February,

1830, by the Rev. H. C. Philpotl, of Severn Stoke, while on the

wing with six others crossing the meadows between Severn Stoke

church and ihe Rhyd. Other individuals have appeared on or near

the Severn since that time.

Goomnder.—A rare winter visitant. A female was killed on the

River Teme in February, 1870.

Redbreasted Merganser.—Only makes an occasional appearance.

Cormorant.—In time of floods of the Severn and Teme the

cormorant occasionally tries the inland waters. One was killed on
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Swan Pool, Malvern, by Mr. Thomas M'Cann, in September, 1859;

and Mr. Edwards mentions one shot at a later date on the Severn,

near the Rhyd. Another was killed on the North Hill by a man
with a stick, a few years since, and the specimen is preserved in

the Worcester Museum.

Shag.—An occasional wanderer up the country.

Great Northern Diver.—Many specimens of this fine bird have

been killed on the Severn waters in the vicinity of Worcester and

Tewkesbury of late years. I have a note of one shot in February,

1868, and another that met the same fate in the winter of

1869-70.

Blackthroated Diver.—A rare vrinter visitor, but it is consolatory

that, with other victims of the gun, it meets the eye of the orni-

thologist in the Worcester Museum,

Redthronted Diver.—This bird, in its matured slate, and its

young (called the "speckled diver"), are recorded to have been

shot a few years since at the Lower Lode, near Tewkesbury, and

were preserved by the late Mr. T. Robinson.

Great Blackhacked Gull.—Makes an occasional foray up the

rivers Severn, Avon and Teme, and generally falls a victim to the

gun, as numerous collections prove.

Lesser Blackhacked Gull.—Following in the wake of the pre-

ceding, and a similar sufferer.

Herring Gull.—The Rev. W. Thorn noticed the herring gull on

the wing near the Link in the early part of 1855.

Little Gull.—This pretty little gull must be looked upon as a

very rare straggling visitor. One was killed some years since near

Upton-on-Severn, and is preserved in the collection of my esteemed

friend the Rev. W. Thorn, at his residence, Ivy Gate, Worcester.

Common Gull.—Wandering inland at stormy times.

Killiwake.—During vernal floods 1 have noticed large flocks of

the kiltiwake foraging on the inundated meadows about Powick,

where, fortunately for them, they are not easily to be got at.

[I think there must be some mistake here : it is quite possible that a few

of these birds should have been observed in the meadows about Powick, but

"large flocks" visiting that locality seems very improbable.

—

E. Newman.]

Straggling Birds of very Rare Occurrence,

Bohemian Chatterer or Waxwing.—At intervals specimens of

the pretty waxwing have been observed in the district.
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Rosecoloured Pastor.—A female of this very rare visitant was

shot in the vicinity of Powick in August, 1855—perhaps intending

to breed here if undisturbed. In the late Mr. Walcott's collection.

Snow Bunting.—This northern straggler but seldom appears,

and the only memorandum I have of his visit thus records his fate

by a Malvern avicide:—" Shot last week (February, 1856), on the

Malvern Hills, by Mr. Archer, who has kindly presented the same

to the Worcestershire Museum." Temminck says of this bird,

" Habite les regions du cercle arcliqne."

Crested Cardinal Finch (Pyrrhula erythrina, Tem.)—Shot at

Powick in December, 1855, and preserved by Mr. Brookes, of

Worcester. A Russian species, according to Temminck.

Golden Oriole.—Seen by the late Colonel Patrick, near White-

hall, St. John's.

Avocet.—Shot some years ago in the Severn, close to Worcester

Bridge.

Sanderling.—A coast bird that has sometimes reached Longdon

Marsh, never to return. I have seen a stuffed specimen in a farm-

house in that Wcinity.

Oystercatcher.—Has been killed on the river Teme, and I have

a note of one " seen flying about the Severn during the flood of

January, 1860."

Crane.—A specimen of this rare straggler was shot by Mr. Joseph

Smith, of Fiddington, near Tewkesbury, in May, 1869, and was

preserved for examination.

Stork.—Shot on the Severn near Tewkesbury, many years since,

but was thought to have escaped from some collection of living

birds.

Spoonbill.—Shot on the Avon near Tewkesbury, several years

since, and preserved by the late Mr. T. Robinson, of Worcester,

and is now in the Worcestershire Museum.

Dunlin or Purre.—A wanderer from the coast.

Knot.—Sometimes seen in the winter.

Common Tern.—A wanderer from the sea-shore, even in summer

time, probably under the influence of a gale. I have observed this

elegant bird careering in graceful curves over the Severn, until,

alas ! its black and white ])lumage rendering it too conspicuous,

the alarm has been given, and, followed up the river, the poor bird

has fallen before the repeated firing of some ruthless avicide.

Several specimens are in the Worcester Museum.
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Black Tern.—The late Mr, Walcott, of Worcester, a good orai-

thologist, observed this bird flying over the Severn some years

since, as he informed me, and did not kill it, so possibly it

got back to the sea. One killed in 1855 is in the Worcester

Museum.

Lesser Tern.— A sea-bird that, according to Temrainck, is

" tres-rareraent sur les lacs et les rivieres." Observed in the Avon

above Tewkesbury by the late Mrs. G. Perrot.

Arctic Tern.—
[No specimen is mentioned as having occurred at Malvern, but the name

is in Mr. Lees' list.

—

E. Newman.']

Fulmar Petrel.—A specimen was taken alive, and was seen by

the late Mrs. G. Perrot, who made a sketch of it.

Storm Petrel.—This bird of the ocean and foreteller of storms

flies before them even inland, and numerous instances of its

pi-esence after gales and furious tempests have occurred. " During

the autumnal races a strange bird was observed to fly several times

over the artificial water-leap on Pilchcroft, opposite to the Grand

Stand. It turned out to be a stormy petrel, or ' Mother Carey's

chicken.' The little creature continued to hover about the Grand

Stand for some time, flying among the people, and eventually took

itself off". No doubt the fearful hurricane of the previous night had

driven it so far inland."

—

Worcester newspaper.

Leach's Petrel.—A very rare wanderer from northern regions.

I have a note that four were killed on a meadow flooded by the

Severn near Worcester, in 1832. One of them was swimming on

the water.

Smew.—Killed on the Severn above Worcester in the spring of

1855.

Summer Duck.—Killed in the autumn of 1846, and shown to

me by Mr. T. Kobinson, who preserved the bird for its destroyer

—

of course a gamekeeper. This is an American species, abundant in

the United States and Mexico, and must have flown across the

broad Atlantic ocean. One is in the Worcester Museum, taken at

Mathon by the Rev. S. Vale.

Eider Duck.— Killed on the Avon, from the information of the

late Mrs. G. Perrot.

Gannet.—This remarkable straggler was met with flying over

an arable field at Alfrick, in the winter of 1833. Killed accordingly,

and deposited in the Worcester Museum. Mr. Cecil Smith, in his
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'Birds of Somersetshire,' says that the gannets have a small

breeding station on the island of Lundy, in the Bristol Channel,

No doubt this bird came from Lundy. Another has been killed on

the Severn at Clevelode.

Cravat Goose (Anas canadensis, Linn.)—Killed at Cotheridge.

In the Worcester Museum.

Egyptian Goose.—Killed at Leigh. In the Worcester Museum.

Shoveller Duck.—Killed at Rosebury Rock, on the Teme.

Little Auk.—This very rare bird was taken alive in an exhausted

state near Tewkesbury in 1841, and two other specimens were

picked up near Worcester, driven inward by the November gales

of that year.

Tropic Bird (Phaeton aetherius, Linn.)— The late Mr. John

Walcott pointed out to me a specimen of this bird in his fine

collection, and stated confidently that it was picked up dead, but

fresh, at Cradley, near Malvern. As it could not have been kept

alive in any collection, it would appear to have been carried away

in the vortex of some hurricane, and so left where it was discovered.

Mr. Walcott preserved it with great care, and relied on the evidence

he had that it was picked up in the flesh, although dead when found.

Whether the tropic bird has been ever before found as a wanderer

in Europe I am not aware, and the fact could scarcely be received

without good evidence •, but the sustained powers of flight in birds

is not generally suflScicnlly estimated, or their migrations and

wanderings need not excite much wonder. Mr. Southwell, in a

paper " On the Flight of Birds," read before the Norwich Natu-

ralists' Society, in November, 1809, says that the flight of a hawk,

when its powers are fully exerted, has been calculated at one

hundred and fifty miles an hour, and the usual flight of the eider

duck at the rate of ninety miles an hour. The carrier pigeon will

make an average speed of fifty miles an hour in a long flight, and

even rooks, when leisurely returning to roost with full stomachs,

fly at the rate of about thirty miles an hour. The powers of pro-

tracted flight that birds possess is necessary, that thus, in seeking

subsistence, they may sweep a wide tract of country when the

supplies of their own vicinage are exhausted, and thus in winter

the frugivorous birds of the north are forced to make distant

southern peregrinations.
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The Biblical Antiquity of Man ; or, Man not older than the
Adamic Creation ; being a consideration of his Biblical,
Archceological and Geological History, and designed to meet
the Theories respecting Man's Origin and Great Antiquity
advocated in recent Geological Works and Papers. By
the Rev. S. Lucas, F.G.S., &c. London : Whittaker & Co.
320 pp. post 8vo.

As Mr. Darwin's work is a confessed and undisguised attempt
to show that man was not created in his present mature and
erect form, but has been gradually evolved through unnumbered
generations from some lower and more rudimentary animal, so
Mr. Lucas's work is a confessed and undisguised attempt to prove
that man was created in his present God-like form as described in
the Bible. Whether it be wise in a clergyman to enter on this
zoological or physiological question, and whether he were not
better employed in teaching Bible truth, without reference to its

bearing on Zoology or Physiology, is I think a matter fairly open
to question; indeed Mr. Lucas himself is somewhat severe on
those of his brethren who have rushed headlong into the war of
words now raging between the evolutionists and their opponents,
the defenders of Scripture. He writes thus in reference to the
latter, and I must say that I entirely sympathize with him in his
objection to this energetic branch of literature. As that noble
animal the bull is said to rush to combat with invincible courage
and all but supertaurian strength, yet still to lake the singular
precaution of closing his eyes, so do these literary combatants
forego the use of reason, that eye of the mind, before tliey rush to
battle. There is an amusing little sketch-book intituled the
'French painted by Themselves,' which seems to have suggested
to Mr. Lucas such paragraphs as the following. T am unhappily,
or happily, as some of ray readers may possibly think, unacquainted
with the publications especially mentioned.

"With just indignation we spurn all such so-called defences of Scripture
truth, and utterly disown all fellowship of sentiment with their authors.
We believe indeed that they cannot be too zealously nor too unsparingly
denounced. We do not hesitate to say that such crudities and vagaries
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as are sometimes dubbed with titles, such as ' Systems of Scripture

Geology,' ' The Sacred Steps of Creation,' etc., are a disgrace, we do not

say to the sacred cause of Truth, for that cause has little or uothiug to do

with them, but to those whose names they bear, and are justly deserving of

the utter contempt with which scientific men treat them."

—

Preface, xi.

Here we hare this tribe of literati painted by one of themselves.

Let not, however, the philosophical naturalist chuckle over the

castigation of his opponents, for assuredly there is a rod in pickle

for himself: let him read this :

—

" That the so-called several types or races of mankind have descended

from some half-dozen species "of monkey, is a speculation too puerile, too

foolish, too degrading, for any sane man really to believe and advocate.

Did the Bible utter such puerilities or sanction such baseless speculations,

we might have some good ground to question its truth, and to demur to its

conclusions. As compared with its simple utterances and godlike majesty

of statement, all such speculations sink beneath the lowest contempt.

What, tliough vaunting in philosophic garb, and emblazoned with lofty

titles, must be the mental degradation or the moral perversity, that can

prefer these gi-ovelling imbecilities to tlie rational and manly statement,

which even a heathen could appreciate and re-utter, that ' we are the

offspring of God.' "—Page 22.

Then again, at p. 47, we find a theory on the subject of the

deluge stigmatized as " the supposition of grovelling ignorance."

From these powerful expressions, it is very manifest that between

the intemperate and injudicious orthodox on one hand, and the

scientific iconoclast on ihe other, Mr. Lucas has worked himself up

into a pretty considerable state of excitement. The " crudities

and vagaries" of the former, and the " grovelling imbecilities" and
" grovelling ignorance" of the latter, appear equally irritating. It

must be an open question whether this language is convincing in

proportion to its strength : if so, the hypothesis of our ape-origin

may be considered still in abeyance, for silence will be imposed on

both its advocates and opponents ^ but will either be convinced?

The too liberal use of fierce invective will, I think, be inefficient

against Mr. Darwin's calm and mild and dignified, though some-

times feeble, reasoning; it is like attacking the Peace Society with

fire and sword.

With regard to the subject of the book, as implied by the title,

I have but little to say. Mr. Lucas seems to dispose of Bible
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chronology in a very off-hand, free-and-easy manner; he proposes

to extend the periods between biblical events in order to prove

that man may have existed on the earth longer by five thousand

eight hundred and seventy-five years: he succeeds in showing

great discrepancy between the dates and computations of various

authorities, but he fails in the application of these discrepancies to

any such extension of time as geological evidence seems to require.

His work would seem by its title to be especially directed against

such volumes as those of Sir Charles Lyell and Sir John Lubbock

;

but the gist of the argument, if so it may be called, is against the

conclusions of Mr. Huxley and Mr. Darwin, concerning which

I have already said enough, and perhaps more than enough, in the

preceding number of the ' Zoologist.'

On the amount of reliance to be placed in Bible chronology,

Mr. Lucas writes thus :

—

" Our present object is to show that the Bible itself does not absolutely

fix the date of man's creation. All that it affirms is, that it was at the

beginning of the present epoch, and dates from the commencement of the

existing flora and fauna. And I need not remind the intelligent reader

that the Divine authority of the Bible is in no direct way connected with

our present systems of biblical chronology. AVhether these systems are

tme or false does not at all affect the question of the Divine inspiration of

the sacred Scriptures. The systems themselves are utterly uuharmonious,

and widely diverge from each other : a conclusive proof that the date on

which they profess to be based is neither clear nor decisive. According

indeed to the opinion of our biblical writers, in nothing has the Bible

suffered so much from change, and from the mistakes of transcribers, as it

has from its dates and numbers. In fact, owing to these and similar

causes, the chronology of Scripture, and especially in its earlier histories,

appears to be thrown into inextricable confusion ; and hence the endless

disputes of the authors of different chronological systems. In reading,

some years ago, a long discussion on this subject that appeared in the

pages of the ' Quarterly Journal of Sacred Literature,' I could come to no

other conclusion than that the whole matter was hopelessly uncertain ; and

as a proof of this, in his ' Scripture Chronology,' Kennedy affirms ' that

there are some three hundred different opinions as to the length of time

that elapsed between the creation of man and the Incarnation of Christ.'

Then, as is well known to all who have paid any attention to the subject,

there is the same discrepancy between the different texts and versions

of the sacred Scriptures themselves. Thus, according to the Samaritan

text or version, the period from the creation to the deluge was only thirteen

SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. 2 L
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hundred and seven years; according to the Hebrew text it is sixteen

hundred and fifty-six years; while according to the Vatican copy of the

Septuagint and to Josephus, the period was two thousand two hundred and

sLxty-four and two thousand two hundred and sixty-two years."—P. 26.

Without expressing any opinion on this subject, or even

admitting that dates both in the text and in the margin are

unreliable and conflicting, there is still another kind of chronology

which can scarcely be disposed of in a similar manner— the

chronology of generations and the ages of individual men : if we

accept the hypothesis of stretching periods, and generations, and

individual lives, as though they were made of India-rubber, and

agree to assign three thousand additional years to Methuselah, and

three hundred to Moses, and so on with all the patriarchs, we shall

not carry the world of thinkers with us, but may possibly get

laughed at for our pains ; if, on the other hand, we dispute the

genealogies, w^e "raise" a ghost which we cannot "lay."

" Incidis ia Scyllam cupiens vitare Chai-ybdim."

Edward Newman.

Entomology in 1709. By Edwin Bikchall, Esq.

An old book intituled " An Essay towards a Natural History of

Westmoreland and Cumberland, by Tho. Robinson, Rector of

Ously, in Cumberland. Printed by J. L., for W. Freeman, at the

Bible agai-.ist the Middle Temple Gate in Fleet Street, 1709," has

lately come into my possession and the few pages relating to

insects contain such curious illustration of the ideas current

one hundred and fifty years ago amongst thinking men that

perhaps you will reprint them.

I am sure I do not wish to raise a laugh at the ex])ense of the

worthy divine : his book proves him to have been a loving student

of Nature, and that his greatest happiness (to quote his own words)

was " to be a Priest in this Magnijicent Palace of the Universe

and send up Prayers and Praises to the great Creator of all things,

in tlie Behalf of himself and the rest of the Creatures under his

Dominion."—P. 81.

" 1 shall begin our Contemplation with the lowest order in this

so ample and large an Inventory, which Naturalists call by the
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" Aristotle, in the first Book of his Natural History, numbers

Bees among Swa UoXiriKo. Civil People. For the Use of Life saith

Pliny, they Labour, Work, and Ordain a Commonwealth ; have

their private Councils, their warlike Actions, and which is strangest

of all, they have their Morals.

"They have their Master-Bee, which assigns Tasks for the

whole Sivarni; some gather Thyme, and bring it home upon

their Thighs, of which they make their Combs ; others bring home

Honey in their Bellies, which they suck out of the Honey-Flowers,

as the Honey-Suckle, Lamh-Suckle, the Clover Flowers, but more

especially in June, July, and the beginning of August, when the

Honey-Dews fall upon the Leaves of the Oak, the Ash, the Palm
Trees, and likewise upon Grass and Floicers: this they suck up,

and fill their little Cells with Honey, and then do so wax it up,

that it may not melt and run out.

*' This year 1 observed several Honey Falls in July and the

beginning of August, when the Ling Heath and Furz were in

their full Blossom; it was most discernable upon the smooth

Leaves of Trees. One might have seen it bright and shining.

"They might have tasted it with their Tongues, and felt it with

their Fingers, to be Unctuous and Clammy. When these Honey-

Dews fall, the Air is always Calm, Hot and Sulphury. It fell this

year so thick, that it sometimes roaped down from the Leaf like

small Tlireads. It seems to be of the nature of that Manna which

fell in the Wilderness. Pliny conceits these Honey-Falls to be

the Sweat of Heaven, or the Spittle of the Stars, or the Moisture

of the Air, purging itself; but these Conceits may be reckoned

among the Mistakes of that great Naturalist; these Honey-Falls

being only the Effluvia of Sweet Flowers, and the Blossoms of

Ling and Heath, &c., extracted by the Summer Sun ; and when

contracted and digested in the warm ^/;-, it falls down in a Shower

of Honey-Dew, uj)on the Grass, Trees, &c.

"The Drones, which are reproached as an Emblem of Idleness,

have their Task alloted them ; for when in the Wars they have

lost their Slings, that they cannot work*; they are kept in the

Hives at home for breeding ; and when their young Brood is ready

for Swarming; they come down from their Cells, fly abroad, and

do not only give notice to the Bee-Master to provide Quarters for

them, but seek about for a convenient place to light on, or incamp

in.
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"Bees swarm twice or oftener in the warm Months of Summer,

aud the Drones being come clown, the Master-Bees, wliich are

supposed to be Male and Female give notice to the Bee-Master the

second time to provide new Quarters for a second Swarm ; and

this thej do by their Tones {Out Out) the Male Tone is Base,

and the Female, Trehhle ; and they call [Out Out) by turns.

"The Master-Bees, which are bigger and differ both in Shape

and Colour from the rest of the labouring jBees, have their distinct

Apartments, which are larger than the rest of the Cells ; and these

are commonly in the middle of the Comb, These Master Bees

come out with the Swarm, and wherever they light, their Swarm
incamps about them.

When Foreign Enemies endeavour to invade their Kingdom,

they fight for their Prince not with their Slings, but their Teeth,

and they know in what part the Eneiiiifs Armour is the weakest;

which is under the Wings and there they give the deadly Bitej

aud then two or three join their strength and draw the Corps out

of their Quarters.

" Sometimes they have Civil wars at home, which oftentimes

prove very fatal aud the ruiu of their Monarchy."

Edwin Birchall,

Miscellaneous Rural Notesfor 1870. By George Roberts.

[Mr. Roberts, in sending me these Rural Notes, is well aware that they

possess no great novelty, but I tbiuk them interesting as a diary of natural-

history events carefuUy observed after the manner of Gilbert White, and

I like to preserve such diaries for future reference. I have ventured to

eliminate a good many remarks on the weather, in the fear of extending the

paper to too great a length.

—

E. Neicman.]

This year I have been obliged with a series of interesting

observations from the neighbourhood of Hovingham, in the North

Riding. The observer, Mr. Peter Inchbald, is a well-known York-

shire naturalist: his records are distinguished by his initials, and

they are also enclosed within parenthesis.

January.

9. Missel thrush in song.

23. Lark, misSel thrush, wren and hedgesparrow in song.
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26. (Crocus appeared above ground.

—

A. F. Wordsworth, Brad-

ford.)

February.

15. (Chaffinch's first song.—P. /.)

17. One of the titmice, I think the small black-headed one

{Parus paluslris), now begins to utter its spring note in the fruit

trees. This note, which I suppose is the call-note to the female,

is very like the spring note of the tree pipit. It may almost be

considered identical in sound.

20. (Ring doves cooing.

—

P. I.)

27. Chaffinch in song. Hazel iu flower.

28. Titmice moving about in pairs. I have frequently seen the

titmice foraging in orchards and woods in pairs in winter. It is

probable that they pair, not only for a season, but for life. The
titmice wander about in pairs of families, but seldom in odd ones,

and never in flocks. When searching for food in dense woods or

gardens, they constantly utter a call-note, which keeps them

together.

March.

1. (Blackbird's first song.

—

P. I.) Robin and lark in song at

6 A.M.

3. Thrush and lark iu full song. Rooks feeding on winter beans.

5. (Celandine fully out.

—

P. I.) Ladycows basking in the sun

on dead wood and herbage in hedges.

6. (Wheatear arrived.

—

P. I.) Buds of gooseberry bursting.

Ivy in fruit.

7. Yellowhammer and corn bunting in song.

11. Wagtail in song. Coltsfoot in flower.

12. (Hypnum triquetrum in fruit.

—

P. I.)

14. Sparrow building.

15. Daisy in flower. Nettle in leaf. Currant-leaves unfolding.

17. (Viola hirta and V. canina in flower.

—

P. I.)

19. Robin and thrush building. Wake-robin and woodbine in

leaf. Wren in full song. Vegetation progressing.

20. (First humble bee. Frogs croaking.

—

P. I.) Missel thrush

and blackbird building.

21. (Squirrel's nest with three young. Muscatel in flower.

—

P. I.)

Song thrush and starling building. Frogs spawning. (Crocus in

flower.—^. F. W.)

23. Elm, pilewort and chickweed in flower.
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27. (Wheateav arrived.

—

J. W.)

30. Thrush laying. Garlic in leaf.

31. (Redbreast's nest with four eggs.

—

P. I.)

April.

1. Robin laying. Bees and other insects abroad.

2. Marsh titmouse in song. Blackheaded bunting pairing.

3. Poplar in flower. Wild mignonette in leaf. Wren, lark,

titlark, thrush, corn bunting and chaffinch in full song.

4. Black currant and gooseberry in leaf. Willow in flower.

(First " weeking" of young rooks. Thrush's nest with four eggs.

—

P.L)
5. Leaves of horse-chestnut unfolding. Heard fieldfares.

6. (Yellow star of Bethlehem in flower. Ten species of Noctuae

on the sallow blossom.

—

P. I.)

7. Saw tortoiseshell butterfly.

9. Sparrows commence building in trees. Thrush sitting.

Anemone and violet in flower. Willow-bloom, which had been

retarded by harsh weather, suddenly and rapidly unfolding.

10. Chaffinch building. (ChifFchaff appeared. First white

butterfly.—P. /.)

1 1. Found several dead humble bees after the showers and cold

of the two previous days. (Redstart and swallow returned.

—

P. I.)

13. Elder in leaf. (Tree pipit and willow wren appeared.

—

P. /.)

14. Sand martins passing northward. Saw yellow wagtail. Crab

in leaf. (Whinchat heard.

—

J. W.)

15. Rooks have young. Heard chiffchaff and willow wren.

Caddis-flies out. Walked along the canal-side from Agbrigg to

Cold Hiendley. Observed the stream bubble-shell, the oblong

limpet, the round-edged coil-shell (P. spirorbis), the flattened coil-

shell (P. marginatns), the amber snail, and Bithinia Leachii on

aquatic plants. Found in the mud the fresh water mussel, and

the marsh shell {Paludina vivipara). (Heard cuckoo. Stonechat

on ledges of rock.—P. /.)

16. First queen wasp. Numbers of bees, ladybirds, and various

other insects on wing. Heard tree pipit. Poplar and rose in leaf.

17. Tortoiseshell and white butterflies abroad.

18. Wild cherry and primrose in flower. (Blackcap in full

song. Curlew's nesting note. Tiger beetles on wing.—P. /.)
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20. Robin hatched. (Whitethroat near York.—P. /.)

21. Larch and horse chestnut in leaf. Heard whitethroat.

(Grasshopper warbler in song. York.

—

P. I.)

22. Flocks of sand martins about. Cuckoo heard.

23. Greenfinch laying. Chaffinch sitting. Ground ivy in flower.

24. Whinchat in song. Saw laraperns, which a friend had

caught in the beck that runs round this village.

26. Saw swallows. (Wood wren arrived. Sand martins on

the lake. Paris quadrifolia in flower.— P. I.)

27. Caddis-worms frequently work the seeds of wild plants into

their cases, together with shells, bits of wood and straw : I have found

germinating seeds, and sometimes living shells, on them. Seeds may

thus be carried away on the empty cases by flowing water, and

distributed.

29. Lesser whitethroat and common whitethroat arrived. Elm

and thorn in leaf. Meadow rush in flower. (Garden warbler in

wood near the Lodge. First blue bells.

—

P. I).

May.

1. Sloe, ground ivy and willow in flower. Various bees at the

gooseberry flowers. (Nest of stock dove, containing two young

ones, built in a hollow oak struck by lightning
;
young birds nearly

fledged.—P. /.) (Saw swallows.—^. F. W.)

2. Heard fieldfares.

3. Alder in leaf. (Nest of oxeye titmouse, built entirely of

rabbits' down. Stitchwort, tricolourcd violet and cowslip in

flower.—P. /.)

4. (Lily of the valley flowering in our woods. Bay willow in

leaf, .^cidium albescens on muscatel leaves.

—

P. I.)

7. Redstart not yet seen ; no martins. Sedge warbler arrived.

Beech in leaf. (Young rooks leaving their nests. Tiger beetles

on Scawton Moor.

—

P. I.)

8. Lime tree in leaf Blue-bell and germander speedwell in

flower.

10. Red rattle and vernal grass in flower. Heard corncrake.

(Heard lesser whitethroat.—P. /.)

12. Yellowhamraer and skylark sitting. Broom and red campion

in flower.

15. Crosswort, buttercup and chervil in flower. (Flycatcher

arrived.—/. W.) (Spotted flycatcher arrived.—P. /.)
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16. Oak in leaf. Garden warbler heard.

17. Laburnum tree and forget-me-not in flower. (Chickweed

winter green, in flower abundantly in high wood.—P. /.)

18. (Goklcrest's nest suspended from Norway spruce, containing

eight eggs.—7P. /.)

20. Wood warbler heard. Thorn in flower.

21. While passing a wood this evening about ten, 1 heard the

throstle and other birds in song, (Bog bean in flower.

—

P. I.)

22. The limestone country, east of Pontefract, is rich in natural

productions. Plants, birds, shells and insects are abundant. The
Went, a small river, winds eastward among fertile pastures and

magnesiau limestone crags. Stapleton Park and the woods

bordering the river are accessible to visitors by procuring a permit

from the steward. Pleasure parties occasionally avail themselves

of this privilege ; but the quiet, rural beauties of Went Vale

deserve to be much better known. The lapidary snail is found on

the rocks and walls ; a white variety of the oblong limpet occurs

on the under side of the leaves of the yellow water lily, which

grows in the river.

(To be continued.)

Ornitbological Notes from Futtehgorh^ N.W.P. India.— Almost all our

cold-weather visitants have left ; only a few wagtails and Totani remain.

I went out the other day, and got very fine specimens of Tringa minuta

and T. Temminckii : the former fly in flocks over the Ganges, just

skimming the surface of the water ; they are awfully fat and in very pretty

feather, some of them ; now that their breeding season is approaching,

assume ruddy brown feathers. I procured also Totanus fuscus (one of

them, a male, nearly ink-black beneath—full breeding plumage), T. glottis,

T. stagnatilis, T. ochropus and T. glareola. The redshank and common
sandpiper seem to leave this country earlier than their congeners. This

morning I got a good series of the httle wren {Burnesia gracilis), our

smallest Indian bird, I beheve : they are very local in tlieir habits, and

I have never met them anywhere but in the tamarisk scrub jungle

(commonly called " Shao ") ; from the dissections made I have no doubt

they breed here : I saw a pair feeding four young ones. The Indian

neophron (P. ginginianus) are now building: I have marked down five or

six nests, and hope to procure several pairs of eggs before the season is

over: I believe P. ginginianus generally lays two eggs, but I have

frequently found birds incubating a single one ; the female begins to sit

immediately the first egg is laid, and from the little experience I have

had I beheve that the second is laid after an interval of several days.
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I happened to be diiviug under a seeso tree at Nynpoory a few days ago, iu

the most public part of the station, when I saw a neophron sitting on her

nest, certainly not more than sixteen feet off the ground ; the bird on seeing

me merely raised herself and looked at me : the nest contained a pair of

eggs of rather a common type—a dirty pinkish ground, minutely speckled

all over with red : one of the eggs measured nearly half an inch larger than

the other, and was so highly incubated as to prevent my blowing it ; the

other I managed to blow, and think it must have been laid fully ten

days later. Our Indian neophron [i. e. supposing it to be distinct from

Percnopterus) breeds generally on trees in the vicinity of towns and villages

:

as the nests I now know of are built on the tamarind, mango, peepul and

burgut, they seem to have no particular fancy for any kind of tree, as some

of our Indian birds have. One pair have actually built their nest close to

my house, and they have been carrying rags now for the last week to line

their nest with, and although the female sits daily for several hours there is

no egg yet. The " koel" (E. oricntalis) and " popiya " (H. variiis) are now

a dreadful nuisance; the former begin their notes at two in the morning,

and should one happen to take up its abode in your compound sleep in the

morning is quite out of the question. The koel deposits her eggs almost

exclusively in the nest of Corvus splendens, and I have frequently had

three young cuckoos (koel) and one young crow brought to me out of the

same nest : there is no doubt that the nest of C. culminatus is also some-

times used, but I should say rarely. It is strange that the latter crow

should build, as a rule, two to four months earhcr than C. splendens.

While almost all our insessorial birds begin to build with the first fall of rain

in June, C. culminatus generally lays in February and March, sometimes

in April and early in May. There is, however, no accounting for eccen-

tricities in the habits of some birds. The well-known Sarus crane {Grus

Antiijonc) generally builds in August and September, when the country is

partially under water : I have seen birds sitting in October, though that

may be considered very exceptional. Imagine my sui-prise when I found a

Sarus sitting on her nest on the 2Gth of Februaiy last ! I was marching

along the old bed of the Ganges (Boor-Ganga), in the Ela district, on a

collecting excursion, and I had just secured a fine specimen of Haliseetus

leucoryphus, which was on the look out for ducks on the swamp, when up

got the crane and walked leisurely away, showing a pair of snow-white eggs,

about the same size as those of G. cinerea. The nest was a large platform

of sticks and dry grass raised a little above the surface of the water, and

quite an island. The piece of water was not twenty yards broad, but I had

to get a boy to swim to the nest. Judging from the time of the year, and

from the eggs being quite spotless, I conclude that they were the first eggs

laid by that pair, and that they were birds that had been hatched too late

the year before to lay eggs at the usual season.

—

A. Anderson; Futtehgiirh,

N.W. Provinces, India, May 6, 1871.
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Ornithological Notes from South Deron.—April 7tli, 1871. Chiffchaff

observed at Marldon ; sand martin seen at the Torquay Eeservoir.

8tli. Freshly-Iaid eggs of the carrion crow, wood pigeon, longtailed tit and

wood lark brought to Mr. Shopland, Torquay. 11th. Chimney swallow

observed near Marldon ; cuckoo seen near Torquay. 16th. Blackcap heard

near Torquay. 17th. House martin seen near Marldon. 23rd. Tree pipit

observed near Torquay. Sith. Redstart seen near Marldon. 25th. A gray

wagtail caught by a boy on its nest, which contained five eggs, had only

partially assumed the black throat : it was a female bird, and I believe the

throat in the female never becomes so black as in the male.

May 2nd. Whinchat observed near Marldon. 3rd. Swifts observed at

Marldon. 4:th. Turtle dove and yellow wagtail seen near Slapton Ley.

6th. A female hen harrier trapped at Haccombe, an unusually pale specimen.

6th. T saw this day several reed warblers at Slapton Ley, where I heard

them frequently throughout the remainder of the month. 7th. Observed the

first male linnet with the red on the breast fully developed. 8th. Observed

a flock of five whimbrel on Slapton beach, and subsequently observed three

others on Eingmore beach as late as the 17th. 13th. Observed four

dunlins in full breeding dress and very tame, feeding together on the

borders of the river Avon, at Aveton Giffiird. During the week ending the

13th a male rosecoloured pastor, in full plumage, was observed, " pecking

about like a starling," in the neighbourhood of Prawle Point : the bird was

not shot, but was satisfactorily described, by the person who saw it, to my
informant, Mr. Nicolls, taxidermist, at Kingsbridge. 18th. A curlew,

caught by a dog on Dartmoor, was brought to Mr. Shopland, of Torquay,

who could discover no signs of its having been wounded when he skinned

it, and who therefore suggests that it may possibly have been caught on its

nest : the sex of the specimen was not observed.

June 4th. I observed a solitary sanderling, in breeding dress and very

tame, feeding along the margin of Slapton Ley. 10th. I observed near

Kingsbridge the only specimen I have seen this year of the spotted fly-

catcher, which appears to be singularly scarce in these parts this spring.

—

J. H. Ourmy; Marldon, Totiiei, June 14, 1871.

Notes from Scllly.— Golden Oriole.— Some of the orioles remained till

the last week in May at the island of Tresco, when they disappeared

without nesting. This has been their practice year after year.

Hooded Crow.—A pair of these birds have been frequenting the sides of

the pond at Tresco.

Turtle Dove.—No less than thirty-four turtle doves were counted in a

flock on the islands.

—

Edward Hearle Rodd.

Arrival of migrants.—I send you a list of arrivals of summer migrants

at Wallington Bridge :—Blackcap, March 30th ; chiffchafr, April 5th

;

swallow, 6th ; sand martin, 8th ; nightingale, 12th ; sedge warbler, 15th

;
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house martin, 16th ; cuckoo, 18th ; swift, May 10th ; spotted flycatcher,

18th; landrail, 25th. We generally have four or five nests of the

nightingale in our garden, but this year, after staying a few days, for

some unaccountable reason, they left us again, returning after ten days'

absence for a few days, when they again disappeared, and have not since

returned.

—

A. H. Sniee; Carshalton, June 3, 1871.

Arriral of Migrauts.

—

Chiffchaff.—Not observed till the 7tli of April—

a

very late date, but the weather had been unseasonably cold.

Swallow and Martin.—I heard of a swallow being seen the first week in

April, but I obsei-ved none till the 14th, and no martins until the 23rd.

Redstart.—On the 16th of April saw first redstart.

Nightingale.—First heard at St. Lawrence on the 13th of April, and they

were in full song by the '25 th in this neighbourhood.

Willow Wren.—Seen in the garden on the 23rd of April.

Gray Flycatcher.—First seen on the 13tli of May.

—

Henry Hadfield

;

Ventnor, Isle of Wight, May 17, 1871.

Arriral of migrants.—March 25th, 1871. Saw wheatear. April 12th. Saw

swallow. 15th. Heard willow wren. 16th. Heard tree pipit and

whitetbroat. 20th. Heard garden warbler. 21st. Saw yellow wagtail.

27th. Heard notes of female cuckoo ; saw whincbat. 29th. Saw blackcap.

SOth. Heard male cuckoo and sedge warbler. May 4th. Corn crake

killed by flying against the telegraph-wire. 7th. Heard wood warbler

and lesser whitetbroat. 17th. Saw flycatcher; a pair of goatsuckers

seen. June 4th. One swift.

—

George Rohsrts; Lofthouse, near Wake-

field.

mottled and Red Owl.—Lord Clifton, in making some further observa-

tions on the little owl seen at Cobham in April, 1870 (Zool. S. S. 2606),

remarks, " Captain Hadfield says that the mottled owl is very little, if at

all, larger than the scops." What I said, or intended to say,—for on

referring to the note in question (S. S. 2181), I find " Strix ntevia" mis-

printed for " Strix asio,"— was that it might be Strix passerina, of the same

size (within an inch or so) as Strix asio. Lord Clifton thinks it might

have been the red owl that he saw—" the httle owl of Carolina described by

Catesby, exactly corresponding to the red owl, and to my bird, of the size

of a jackdaw." But I must remind your con*espondent that the jackdaw is

fourteen and a half inches in length—the exact size, not of the red owl, but

of Strix otus. Lord Clifton quotes more than one writer to prove that the

length of the red owl is ten and a half inches ; but " these authors, gene-

rally very trustworthy in their measurements," must have been mistaken,

as Wilson tells us it is but eight and a half inches. It being now impossible,

as the Editor justly remarks, to obtain any precise information, we must

wait for a second advent of the owl. With regard to the roughlegged

buzzard, Lord Clifton frankly admits that he was in error, as I had
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supposed him to be, having had some acquaintance with the species during
my stay in Ca.ua.da..—Henry Hadfield.

[The correspondence on this subject is now closed ; it ought to have been
so when I last expressed a wish to that eiiect—Edivard Newman.]

Pied Flycatcher iu Herefordshire.—On the 21st of May, whilst strolling

through the wood at the foot of Kuill Garraway, a steep hill near this town,
my attention was called to the strange notes of a little bird, which was
alarmed at my approach. On looking into the branches of a fine old ash
tree,—a favourite haunt of the great spotted woodpecker {Picus major),—
1 had the pleasure of seeing, for the first time, a male pied flycatcher

{Muscicapa atricapilla). After watching the bird, and listening to its Hvely
song for a few minutes, I saw its mate fly from a hole in one of the limbs of
the tree and join her more conspicuous consort ; and the pair kept flying

around the place for some time, the female occasionally entering the hole,

until at last she settled again upon her maternal duties, where I left her,

much gratified with my new acquaintance.—Jaw; es W. Lloyd; Kington,
Herefordshire, June 23, 1871,

dolden Oriole in Confinement.— I have been asked by a lady lately

returned from Italy to communicate the following account of a tame oriole,

brought by her from that country, which is the more interesting as from its

shy nature the oriole is a very rare cage-bird :—" I have at present a
golden oriole in full yellow plumage. It was winged by a lad during the
spring migration at Neroi, near Genoa. When brought to me I was sure
by the eye it was not mortally wounded, though a large spot of blood on its

breast was believed to be from a shot-hole. I put it in a basket, nearly
fainting from fright and the heat; it recovered and tried to escape.

I examined it, and found the first joint of the wing only was damaged. A
email shot had passed quite through, and there was the hole plain enough,
I cut off the hanging part and washed the wound with vinegar to keep off

the flies, which, the last week in April, abound at Neroi, it being warmer
than is often the case in June in England. The next day it ate flies from
my hand, and in a day or so, sop made of bread and water with sugar to

sweeten it
: I tried meat, which it ate only when very hungry. It always

prefers sop, or, better still, orange and figs if soft enough to pick ; any fruit

it hkes. It is exceedingly tame and will eat from my hand, and always
comes to the bottom of the cage when it sees me about to give it food. It

appears to be perfectly healthy,"—J". H. Gurney, jun.; 2, Beta Place,
Alpha Road, London, N.W.

Suspended Jiests of the Sedge Warbler.—On the 13th of June I found
six nests of the sedge warbler, all from two to four feet from the ground

:

two of these were suspended like nests of the reed warbler; one iu a willow,

one of the branches of which passed through the side of the nest, as also

did a dead branch with two twigs which lay crosswise in the tree, while the
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remaining branches merely supported the outside of the nest ; the second

entirely suspended on small twigs of a -willow and without any other support

to the nest. The first contained two eggs, the second one egg, stone-

coloured, and without doubt eggs of the sedge warbler. I observe Meyer

says he has invariably found the nests of this bird suspended, but this has

not hitherto been my experience.

—

John P. Thomasson ; Moorfield, Bolton-

le-Moors.

Ortolan Buntings at Yarmouth.—On the 5th of May one of Mr. Davy's

men caught six ortolans at Yarmouth. Mr. Davy never had so many

before. He says they were wilder than yellowhammers. Two of them

were deposited by Mr. Bond in the Zoological Gardens, and two are in my
possession. About the same time one was got at Brighton.

—

J. H.
Gurney, jun.

Sparrow's Nest in a Slab of Elm Timber.— Through the kindness of

Mr. E. Mackenzie, of Fawly Court, I have in my possession a slab of elm

timber, taken from a tree growing iu the town, in the centre of which, in a

hollow ten inches across, is the nest—or perhaps more properly, an accumu-

lation of nests—of the house sparrow. In it are the broken fragments of

several eggs, and two almost perfect, which, though somewhat stained,

still retain much of their natural colour. The tree was sawn up for planking

:

originally there was six inches of solid timber round the hollow. Judging

from the large size of the tree it must have been some centuries old.

—

Charles E. Stiibhs ; Ileidey-on-Thames, O.von, June 19, 1871.

Hawfinch breeding in Herefordshire.—Early in the present month or

late iu May, a young hawfinch [Coccothraustes vult/aris) was picked up near

the gardens at Eywood, the beautiful seat of Lady Langdale, near Kington ;

and on the 9tli instant Mr. Miller, gardener to her ladyship, showed me, in

an orchard there, a curious nest placed on a horizontal branch of an apple

tree. On climbing to it I found it to be the nest of a hawfinch, from which

the brood had just flown. It was with great pleasure I added this curious

nest to my collection.

—

James W. Lloyd; June 23, 1871.

Starling's Nest in a Fir Tree.—On the 1-lth of May I flushed a starling

from her nest of five eggs, built in a small fir tree, against the trunk, near

a little moorland inn. The nest was much more bulky than that of a

thrush.

—

John P. Thomasson.

Nest of Redlcgged Partridges on a Pier.—I have lately been staying a

few days at Foxboro' Hall, near Woodbridge. I was shown the spot where

a redlegged partridge had a nest with twelve eggs. It is on a pier at the end

of the garden wall : the pier is covered with ivy, as is the part of the wall

immediately under the pier : the ivy grows over the top of the pier to the

height of one foot, and in the middle of the ivy she has her nest, which

seems slightly composed of dead leaves of the ivy ; the top of the pier

is four-sided. From the north side it is near the wall, which runs from
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soutli to north, and is at the north end about ten feet from the ground ; from

the south side it is fourteen feet, from the east side twelve feet, from the

west side ten feet, so that at the very lowest distance from the ground the

nest is ten feet. I got up a ladder to see the bird, but was not able, so I

put my hand towards the middle of the pier-top to satisfy myself as to the

nest and eggs. In so doing I alarmed the bird, and she flew off, then I

could feel the eggs distinctly. My youngest son, who was with me, got

higher up the ladder than I felt disposed to do, and he plainly saw all the

eggs. There is a fine young cedar of Lebanon some ten or twelve yards

from the pier, one of whose branches just brushes the top of the pier. Will

the old bird get the young ones (when hatched) away to the ground by

means of this branch ? or will she be able to work her little active brood

down the ivy with safety? I shall try to get information on this point in

due time, and will let you know.

—

Edward James Moor ; Great Bealings

Hectory, June 6, 1871.

ftuall Nesting between Banipstead and Kentish Town.— Knowing you

have taken some interest in the quail lately, I dare say you will like to hear

that three nests have been taken between Hampstead and Kentish Town,

mown out of the grass ; one had thirteen eggs, and the poor hen was killed

by the scythe. I have five of the eggs from this nest. They were all taken

last week.

—

Frederick Bond ; 203, Adelaide Road, South Hampstectd., N.W.,

June 24, 1871.

(laail's Nest near Bury St. Edmunds.—I had a nest of twelve quail's

eggs brought me to-day, which had been mown over in a field of sainfoin.

There were thirteen in the nest, but the mowers broke one (as they invariably

do) to see if they were fresh. The hen bird was on the nest at the time,

and sat so close that the scythe passed over her, but fortunately without

injuring her, as the nest was in a rather deep depression. I am in hopes

they will build again, as the eggs were perfectly fresh, and if they should

select a corn-field, where they will be undisturbed, we sliall probably meet

with some in the shooting season. This is the first quail's nest I ever

knew in this neighbourhood ; they may certainly be called rare birds here,

for last year, when they were so abundant throughout England, not one was

met with.

—

T. O. Tuck; Tostock House, near Bury St. Edmunds, June 7,

1871.

Uiails nesting near Henley-on-Tliames.—On the 17 th of June nine

quail's eggs were mown out of a large hay-field in the parish of Peppard.

I fancy quails seem getting more plentiful of late years in our neighbour-

hood.

—

Charles E. Stubbs.

A Crane seen in Soutli Devon in 1869,—Mr. Nichols, taxidermist, at

Kingsbridge, informs me that a crane was seen near Start Point, South

Devon, in 1869, about the time when several others were recorded as having

occurred in various parts of Great Britain, most of which were obtained in
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the month of May. The bird observed at Start Point was not shot, but

from the description given of it to Mr. Nichols I have no doubt of its having

been a genuine crane. It was observed in a field, which lies at a consider-

able elevation, but in which is a pond for the use of cattle. Some sheep

were pasturing in the field at the time.

—

J. H. Gurncy.

Sqaacco Heron at the Lizard.—A beautiful example of this small heron,

with the dorsal and occipital plumes three parts developed, was procured

from the Lizard district in the month of May.

—

Edward Hearle Rodd.

Spotted Sandpiper near Bary St. Edmunds.—A very rare wader was

killed about two years ago near Mildenhall, in this county—the spotted

sandpiper {Totanus macularius)^ which was stuffed by the same man who

obtained the stilt. I saw it soon after being mounted, when the flesh-

coloured legs and spotted breast were unmistakable. The rare birds which

have been obtained in Suffolk the last year have been somewhat remarkable,

as in addition to the two above mentioned, they comprise the only British

specimen of the gray redstart {vide ' Field,' April 15th, 1871), the white-

winged crossbill, the Alpine swift, the Californian quail (probably escaped

birds), the shore lark, the little gull, and the pectoral sandpiper.

—

T. O.

Tuck.

Blackwinged Stilt near Bnry St. Edmunds.—In the third week of May

a female specimen of the blackwinged stilt {Himantopus melanopteriis) was

shot at Stanningfield, a village a few miles from Bury St. Edmunds, and

taken to one of the Bury birdstuffers. I was most unfortunately away

from home at the time, or I could have had the bird in the flesh ; however,

the birdstuffer sold it in the flesh for ten shillings, a price very low for so

valuable a bird. I regret that I am unable to give any particulars of the

circumstances under which it was obtained, whether it was alone or other-

wise, its condition, &c.

—

Id.

Black Tern at Hcnley-on-Tliames.—A black tern was seen here several

times, flying over the river, during the first week of this month (June).

—

Charles E. Stubbs.

Terns at St. Albau's Court.—A few days ago, I think either on the 16th

or 17th ultimo, I observed two birds passing over this place that attracted

my attention. That they were terns I feel certain, both from the character

of their flight and from their general appearance, but their size so far

exceeded any of the British tems that I can only form a conjecture as to

their species. They were perhaps two hundred and fifty or three hundred

yards from me, and at an elevation of about one hundred yards. The birds

were travelling from S.W. to N.E., about mid-day, and nearly in the wind's-

eye. I was not sufi&ciently near to see the colour of the bill nor the length

of the tail. They appeared to me, however, so very much larger than the

Sandwich tern, which might reasonably be looked for here, that I could

only refer them to the Caspian tern, certainly a very rare visitor, though it
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has been frequently recorded, I have killed this tern myself on the Nile,

many years since, and the first sight of these birds instantly suggested that

species to my mind. I am well aware that there is not much value in

noting the occurrence of a bird only half made out, and whose identity is

still, as when I saw them, "in nubibus."

—

IV. Oxenden Hammond; St.

Albans Court, Wingham, May 29, 1871.

Note on the Yonng of the Hermit Crab.—On the 5th of May I examined
a mass of the egg-capsules of the whelk, which had been landed in a fishing-

net, attached to a large oyster- shell. Each capsule contained several young
whelks in perfectly-formed shells, varying in size from a No. 9 to a No. 5

shot, the larger-sized specimens being the least numerous. From one of

the capsules (which appeared to me never to have been discharged) I took a

little whelk-shell, not larger than a No. 5 shot, which contained a perfectly-

formed hermit crab about an eighth of an inch in length, and in another

capsule I found a second hermit crab of similar size, but not ensconced in a

shell.

—

J. H. Gurney.

Fossil turtle in the Isle of Wight.—There was in April an extensive

foundering of the Culver Cliff, when many fossils were brought to light,

—

amongst the rest a fossil turtle, which I have had the pleasure of inspecting,

and think it a very fine specimen. It measures about three feet in circum-

ference, and is well nigh as broad as it is long. It was found in the

wealdon deposit, by Mr. Chambers, of Delhi Cottage, Saudown.—iJe/iry
Hadfield.

Proceedings of the Entomological Society^

Jxme 5, 1871.—J. W. Dunning, Esq., M.A., F.L.S., Vice-President, in

the Chair.

Donations to the Library.

The following donations were announced, and thanks voted to the

donors :
—

* Proceedings of the Royal Society,' No. 128 ; presented by the

Society. ' Proceedings of the Scientific Meetings of the Zoological Society

of London,' 1870, Parts 1—3 ; by the Society. ' Annales de la Societe

Entomologique de Belgique,' tome xiii. ; by the Society. ' Memoires de la

Societe de Physique et d'Histoire Naturelle de Geneve,' tomes iii. & iv.,

& tome XX., 2^ Partie ; by the Society. ' Synopsis des Cordulines,' par

M. Edm. de Selys Longchamps ; by the Author. ' The Zoologist ' for June

;

by the Editor. ' The Entomologist's Monthly Magazine ' for June ; by the

SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. 2 N
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Editors. ' The Canadian Entomologist,' No. 12 ; by the Editor. ' The

Silk Supply Journal,' No. 10 ; by the Silk Supply Association.

Exhibitions, dc.

The Secretary read the following letter (dated May 9th), received from

the Rev. L. Jenyns, of Bath, concerning the newspaper reports, alluded to

at the last Meeting, as to the supposed showers of insects, or other

organisms, occurring at that city :

—

" Seeing in the ' Athenaeum ' that mention was made at the last Meeting

of the Entomological Society of a ' so-called storm of insects ' that had fallen

lately at Bath on two occasions, with reference to the inaccuracy of news-

paper reports in scientific matters, I venture to send, for the information of

the Members of the Society, a statement of so much as I know respecting

the phenomenon in question. I did not witness it, indeed I was not in

Bath at the time ; but a person who keeps a small inn neai' the Midland

Railway-station, where the phenomenon was observed, on my requesting to

see them, showed me some of the organisms still alive, which he had kept

in a tumbler of water since the time of their falling. This was several days

after the occurrence of the storm, and, having already parted with a great

many specimens, he would not allow me to take one away with me for

closer examination at home. But I saw enough to satisfy me as to their

nature, if not to identify the exact species. They were not, as may be

supposed, true insects, nor wei'e they Entomostraca, as Professor Westwood

thought they might perhaps have been, but forms of Infusoria, more

especially of the genus Vibrio, large numbers of which were present, some

swimming freely in the water, but the greater part congregated in spherical

masses about the size of a small marble, each mass being surrounded

by a semitransparent filmy sort of skin or envelope, through which the

minute worms might be readily discerned with a pocket lens, tangled

together and in a nearly quiescent state. I beheve them to have been the

Vibrio undula of Miiller ('Auiraalcula Infusoria,' p. 40, tab. vi. figs.

4—0, 1785), or some very closely-allied species ; and his figure gives an

exact representation of the appearance of the congregated masses of worms

as presented in this instance, this habit being characteristic of the species.

He speaks of the masses being sometimes collected round the branchlets of

a confei-va (as given in one of his figures). The surrounding skin, which

I have alluded to above, I suspect to have been nothing more than a pellicle

of scum, &c., deposited from stagnant water, perhaps rendered thick by

evaporation. I was told there had been a sudden squall of wind before there

came on a heavy rain, and my idea is that these organisms must have been

hfted up by the force of the wind, acting in a gyratory manner, from some

shallow pool in the neighbourhood, reduced perhaps to little more than

a large puddle, in the centre of which, from the drying up of the water
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around, the organisms had collected. A boy at the station first noticed

them (i.e. the above spherical masses) falling on his coat, &c., as the rain

came on, and shortly after, as the rain fell more heavily, the platform, so

much as was not under shelter,—so I was told,—was covered with them.

A few had been observed during a storm some days previous to the fall of

of which the above is an account."

Mr. Butler exhibited species of Lepidoptera, upon which experiments had

been made by Mr. Meldola, with regard to testing the effects of dyes. The
insects were Pieris brassicse and napi, Gonepteryx rhamni, Vanessa urticsB,

Pyrameis Atalanta and Arctia caja. The most striking effects were ob-

servable in P. napi dyed black, and A. caja dyed metallic-green and magenta.

The dyes used were aniline. Mr. Meldola dissolved the dyes in spirits of

wine and laid them on with a camel-hair pencil. Not being satisfied with

Mr. Meldola 's experiments, Mr. Butler resolved upon performing others on

his own account ; but being then ignorant of the system pursued, he dis-

solved his dyes in hot water, and discovered that the specimens would not

take them. He then made a solution of soda, into which he dipped

G. rhamni, and found that the yellow pigment immediately united with the

soda, and was discharged into the solution, which it visibly coloured, and he

saw no reason why, if a suificient number of individuals were experimented

upon, the colour should not be collected and utilised. Colias Edusa and

Hyale, Danais Chrysippus and Vanessa urticae were deprived of their natural

colours in the same manner. Mr. Butler had experimented upon G. rhamni
(dyed blue), C. Edusa and Hyale, Papilio Demoleus, Lycsena Corydon,

Danais Chrysippus, Argynnis Adippe and Aglaia, Vanessa urticse, Epi-

nephele Jauira, Arctia caja and vilUca. The most successful results were

obtained with Danais Chrysippus, deprived of its natural colours and dyed

blue, which colour only entered certain scales, whereas magenta, being a

faster dye, entered all : and V. urticae, dyed blue in one case, and magenta
in another; the latter resembled a typical South-African Junonia, the former

a melanitic variety of the same species. The peculiarity in these specimens

consisted in certain parts of the wings not taking the dye, leading to the

conclusion that the scales are more perfectly closed in these parts.

Mr. Meldola (who was present as a visitor) remarked that he had also

made experiments with alkalines ; the yellow of G. rhamni being removed
by soda, and precipitated by the addition of an acid. He possessed an
example of Vanessa lo altered to deep mahogany-colour by exposure to the

fumes of ammonia.

Mr. Bicknell exhibited a number of examples of Gonepteryx rhamni,

upon which he had experimented with cyanide of potassium, as suggested

at the last Meeting. The yellow was changed to orange-red in the parts

exposed to the cyanide.

Mr. F. Smith stated that he had seen a number of wasps that had been-
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killed by cyanide of potassium, and which, in consequence, were changed to

vermilion.

The hope was expressed that these interesting experiments would not be

taken advantage of by unscrupulous persons, in consequence of the prevailing

disposition to pay high prices for vaiieties of common Lepidoptera.

Mr. W. C. Boyd exhibited an example of Rumia crataegata, taken at

Stoke Newington, the apical portion of one anterior wing of which was

suffused with brown, the insect being in that condition when caught.

Mr. Miiller exhibited the bell-shapod nest of the spider Aglena brunnea.

Also fresh specimens of the cabbage-galls formed by an undescribed species

of four-legged Acari belonging to the genus Phytoptus, upon birch ; these

galls were unusually common this season.

Mr. F. Smith exhibited three rare British Hymenopterous insects sent to

him by Mr. J. C. Dale, of Glanville's Wootton, in which neighbourhood they

had been captui'ed. They were Myrmecomorphus rufescens (a remarkable

species of Proctotrupida?), Ichneumon glaucopterus and Osmia pilicomis.

Mr. Holdsworth, of Shanghai, communicated the following notes on the

method pursued in China in rearing the silk-producing Bombyx Pemyi,

extracted from a Shanghai newspaper :

—

"Bombyx Pernyi feeds exclusively on oak leaves, producing a reddish

gray cocoon, from which is spun a fine glossy thread ; breeds and forms

cocoons twice a year, and, unlike Bombyx mori, its chrysalis, after the

second production, remains in the cocoon till the following spring. Two
kinds of oaks are used for its food : one with narrow serrated leaves and

conical acorns, the other with broad and long leaves with short round acorns.

The latter kind is preferred on account of supplying a larger amount of

food. The trunks of the oak trees are cut, as will be explained in the

notes, for two reasons : first, to keep the branches within easy reach

;

secondly, to obtain a better adapted quality of leaves at the requisite time

of the season. The alternate use of the bushes is necessary to keep up the

successive production of cocoons without damaging the bushes, which would

suffer if deprived of leaves twice in the same season, and also to allow

sufficient time for them to grow. The dissimilarity of treatment between

the fii-st and second production is simply caused by the difference of time of

the season in which they take place. At the first production the newly

hatched worms, if transferred at once on the bushes in the open air, would

be liable to total destruction by a too gi"eat fall of temperature ; while no

such danger is incurred late in summer, when the second production is pro-

gressing. It can easily be seen that Bombyx Pernyi could be raised

altogether within doors ; but by so doing it would entail more labour in

keeping it supplied with food, besides requiring the continual cutting of

fresh branches. This would not only cause a great waste of leaves, but

limit the supply.
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"Notes on the Practical System folloioed in the Province of Shang-tung

for the cultivation of Bomhyx Pernyi.

" Five or six years (according to their growth) after the oaks have been

planted, each trunk is cut off close to the roots about November, and in the

following year, the new branches springing out round the foot, the truncated

trees -will form into low bushes. The first year after the oaks have been

cut, the second yearly production of cocoons can only be raised on them, and

they are afterwards used alternately with others for the consecutive

cultivation of the first and second yearly productions. In exjDlanation of

the above, let us suppose we have one hundred oak trees. These must be

divided into two sections ; each section to be cut separately at the interval

of one year. Thus, out of one hundred trees, fifty, cut in November 1870,

will serve for raising the second yearly production of cocoons in August,

1871, and the first yearly production in May, 1872; while the other fifty

trees, cut in November, 1871, will serve for the second yearly production

in August, 1872, and the first yearly production in May, 1873. Once this

system is established, it is followed up by recutting every year that section

of the bushes which has already served for two successive productions of

cocoons within two years. When the second production of one section takes

place in the spring, the recutting is effected in July, directly after the

cocoons are gathered ; and when it occurs in August the recutting is done

in November. In this way both sections are used alternately every year for

each production of cocoons, allowing also ample time for the requisite

growth of the bushes.

" The cocoons retained for obtaining seed must be kept during the winter

at a uniform cold temperature, taking care not to expose them to any heat

above 60° Fahrt.

" On arrival of the spring, whenever the oaks begin to bud, the cocoons

intended for preparation of seed are strung together with thread, in long

rows, and suspended in rooms. Care must be taken, in order to facilitate

the issue of moths, that the point of suspension of each cocoon must be the

same that served to attach it to the leaf-stalk while in course of formation.

If the temperature at this time is not sufiiciently high for the development

of the chrysalis, it must be gradually raised artificially until the moths begin

to issue from the cocoons. When the moths are out it is necessary to wait

till they have well distended their wings before placing them in the coupling-

baskets. Coupling-baskets are lined on the inside with paper pasted all

round the sides and bottom, with the exception of the cover, to allow

ventilation. The same number of male and female moths are to be placed

in the baskets, with sufficient room for free movement. The moths generally

issue from the cocoons between 6 and 7 p. m., and their coupling, which

takes place directly afterwards, lasts about twenty-two hours. The male
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moths are then detached from the females and thrown away. The female

moths are placed in other baskets like the first, inside of which, on the

paper, they will soon deposit their seed. The baskets must be kept closed

to prevent their escaping.

" The baskets containing seed are kept in rooms sufficiently warm (about

70° Fahr., the temperature of the season in fine weather), and after twelve

days the seed will be hatched. When the young worms are all out, oak-

branches with tender leaves are cut and stuck in earthen pots or wooden

boxes, filled with well-moistened sand or mud to preserve the freshness of

the leaves. The baskets containing the newly-hatched worms are then

placed close to the branches, on which the worms will instinctively ascend

in search of food ; more fresh branches are added in the same manner, as

food must always be abundantly supplied. When the worms have passed

the second mitta (Italian term for each successive period of feeding and

sleeping of silkworms), a fine day is chosen to transfer the worms to the

bushes. This is done by holding the branches, on which the worms are,

close to the bushes, paying attention to distribute them weU, so as to avoid

placing too many on some bushes and too few on others. A certain number

of bushes are always to be kept in reserve, in case that it should be found

necessary to remove to them worms which have consumed all the leaves

where first placed. This operation is done by cutting the branches bearing

the worms and transferring them as already indicated. In case it is not

convenient to do so, then each worm must be seized with the thumb and

fore finger by the posterior end, and suddenly pulled off at the same time;

otherwise, such is their power of adhesion, they would be torn to death

sooner than relinquish their hold. All kinds of birds must be kept away,

to prevent the destruction of the worms.

" Eomby.Y Pei'nyi undergoes five rnuta: of the following periods:

—

1st muta from 4 to 5 days,

iind „ „ 7 „ 8 „

3rd „ „ 9 „10 „

4th „ „ 10 „11 „

5th ,, „ 12 ,, Id ,,

having in average, from the hatching to the beginning of formation of

cocoon, a period of forty-five days. The worms, after undergoing the fifth

tnuta, will form the cocoons in about three days ; but as a general rule they

are not gathered till after the fifth day, in order to give time for the perfect

formation of cocoons by such worms as are somewhat later than others.

" The cocoons reserved for obtaining seed for the second yearly pro-

duction are spread out to dry for three or four days, and are then strung

together, as mentioned for the first production. The moths will issue from

the cocoons after twelve or fifteen days from the gathering of cocoons. The
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coupling-baskets used this time are not provided with paper, on account of

the high temperature of the season (August). The females when separated

from the male moths, instead of being replaced in baskets, are fastened with

a thread by one of their larger wings, and tied (leaving a few inches scope)

on bunches of fresh-cut branches with leaves, which are suspended by their

cut ends : on these branches the female moths will deposit their seed. The
rooms where the branches are kept suspended must be cool and well

ventilated. "When the worms are hatched the branches are straightway

carried to the bushes, upon which the worms are transferred at once, to

proceed through their successive stages tiU the formation of the cocoons."

Papers read.

Mr. W. F. Kirby communicated the following " Synonymic Notes on

Lepidoptera " :

—

1. SPHINGIDiJ.

" Under this title I propose from time to time to publish such corrections

of synonymy as may occur to me in the course of my studies, supple-

mentary to the three most recent Catalogues of the Order Lepidoptera—my
own of the Rhopalocera ; Mr. Walker's British Museum Catalogue of

the Heterocera; and Staudinger and Wocke's Catalogue of European

Lepidoptera.

Perigonia (Sphinx) lusca, Fahr. Gen. Ins. p. 272 (1777).

Calliomma (Sphinx) Parce, Fabr. Syst. Ent. p. 543 (1776). S. Licastus,

Cram. t. 381, A. B. (1782).

C. (Sphinx) Pluto, Cravi. i. 216, E. The Pluto of the Mus. Lesk. is

Pluto of Fabricius, not of Cramer.

Chcerocampa Eson, Walk. The synonymy is as follows:—Thyelia,

vel Theylia, Linn. ; Boerhaviee, Fabr. Syst. Ent. p. 542 ; Eson, Cram.

Walker quotes also Sphinx Pluto, Fabr. (nee Cram.), but erroneously.

I should be inclined also to doubt the identity of Thyelia, Linn., but have

not Clerck's figure to refer to. In this case Fabricius' name would have

the priority over Cramer's.

Chcerocampa Clotho, Drury. Sphinx Clotho, Fabr. Syst. Ent. p. 540
(nee Mant. and Syst. Ent.) is synonymous with Philampelus Labruscse.

C. (Sphinx) Oldenlaudise, Fabr. Syst. Ent. p. 542. Chcerocampa

argentata, Stejih.

C. (Sphin.x) Lycetus, Cram. t. 61, D.

Pergesa (Sphinx) Pluto, Fabr. (nee Cram.) Gen. Ins. p. 274 (1777);

Zschach, Mus. Lesk. p. 95, t. 3, f. 184. Sphinx Thorates, Hubn.

DeilephUa (Sphinx) hneata, Fabr. Syst. Ent. p. 541 (1775). Sphinx

Daucus, Cram. t. 125, D (1779). Confounded by Fabricius in his subse-

quent works with D. livornica ; but his original description is perfectly

clear, as remarked by Westwood in his ' British Moths.'
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Philampelus (Sphinx) Labruscse, Linn. See above.

Darapsa (Sphinx) Gnoma, Fabr. Syst. Ent. p. 546 (1775). Sphinx Butus,

Cram. t. 159 (1775).

Zoniha (Sphinx) Didyma, Fdbr. Syst. Ent. p. 543 (1775). Sphinx Peneus,

Cram. i. 88, D (1779). Sphinx Peneeus, Fabr. Mant. Ins. ii. p. 93, must be

a different species.

Zonilia (Sphinx) Hespera, Fahr. Syst. Ent. p. 546 (1775). Sphinx

Morpheus, Cram. t. 149 D (1779).

Macrosila (Sphinx) rustica, Fabr. Syst. Ent. p. 540.

Sphinx cingulata, Fabr. Syst. Ent. p. 545. Sesia cingulata, Zschach,

Mus. Lesk. p. 90, t. 3, u. 193 ; Gmel. p. 2386, is one of the -^Egeriidae.

S. jasminearum. Gray, Griff. An. Kingd. Ins. 83, f. 1 (Walker, xxxi.

Suppl. p. 36).

S. sordida, Ilarr. It has been suggested that this species is identical

•with S. poecila, Steph. (Harris, Correspondence, p. 157).

Anceryx (Sphinx) plebeja, Fahr. Gen. Ins. p. 273.

Smerinthus geminata, Harr. The synonyms quoted by Walker (jamai-

censis, Dru., and cerisii, Kirh.) appear to me to belong to two distinct

species.

S. Timesius, Stoll, t. 40, f. 1 (1790). Sphinx modesta, Fabr. (nee Ilarr.)

Ent. Syst. iii. 1, p. 856 (1793).

Acherontia (Sphinx) Lachesis, Fabr. Ent. Syst. Sujjpl. p. 434 (1798).

Morta, Hiibn. Lethe, Westw. Satanas, Boisd.

Macroglossa?? fimbriata. Walker, viii. p. 261. Sesia fimbriata, Gmel., is

one of the .Slgeriidas. See Zschach's description and figui-e, Mus. Lesk.,

p. 96, t. 3, f. 192.

Sphinx Abadouna, Fabr. Ent. Syst. Siq:)pl. p. 435, is not noticed by

Walker."

INIr. Baly communicated " Descriptions of a new Genus and of some

recently-discovered Species of Australian Phytophaga." The new genus he

named Duboulaia, and considered it to be intermediate be'tween Megamerus

and Prioncsthis. In all twenty-two new species were described, eleven of

tvhich pertained to Ditropidus, eight to Lachnabrothea, and the others to

Carpophagus and Glaphodus.

Mr. Butler read •' Descriptions of five new Species and a new Genus of

Diurnal Lepidoptera from Shanghai." These insects had all been collected

by Mr. W. B. Pryer. The new genus was termed Palseonympha ; allied to

Neonympha. The other species belonged to the genera Lethe, Yphthima,

Neptis and Argynnis.

New Part of ' Transactions.'

Part 2 of the ' Transactions' for 1871 was on the table.

—

B. ML.
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folites ai fel» gelis.

An Illmtrated Natural History of British Bntterflies. By
Edward Newman; with life-size figures drawn by George
Willis, and engraved by John Kirchner. 175 pp. letter-

press, 203 figures. London: W. Tweedie. Price seven
shillings and sixpence.

An Illustrated Natural History of British Moths ; with life-size

figures from Nature of each Species and of the more striking
Varieties

;
also full Descriptions of both the Perfect Insect and

the Caterpillar. 486 pp. letter-press, 1003 figures. London :

W. Tweedie. Price twenty shillings.

The generous notices which these books have received from all

our periodicals has my warmest thanks. I hold myself excused
from saying anything as to their merits or demerits, but in lieu

thereof I take leave to extract one paragraph from the Preface, and
three consecutive descriptions from the text of the ' British Moths '

:

these descriptions are those of our commonest insects, and exhibit
the style in which I have treated the whole. It will be taken for

granted that the account of those insects which are less familiar

are necessarily less diffuse.

" The originality and isolation of my undertaking appear iu my determi-
nation to write all my descriptions, both of the perfect insect and the
catei-pillar, from the objects themselves, and not to compile from any
previously published sources. In this I have in great measure, but not
wholly, succeeded

: a few caterpillars have eluded my most anxious search

;

I have therefore adopted, and always with the fullest acknowledgment,
previously published descriptions. The desire for originality certainly

influenced my great predecessor Haworth, and he succeeded to admiration
in carrying it out as far as the perfect insects are concerned, although he
clothed his descriptions in a language which has greatly restricted their

utiUty. But I think he has not described a single caterpillar : even in the
case of the Deaths'-head Hawk moth, which he not only possessed but
admired, he has preferred quoting the famihai- description written by
Fabricius. Even of such copied descriptions we find very few throughout
his great work : in the majority of instances he makes no more allusion to

SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. 2
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the caterpillar and chrysalis than as if they had no existence."

—

Preface,

Moths, p. iii.

" The Cabbage Moth.—The autennfe are rather long and slender, and

scarcely ciliated in either sex ; the fore wings are dark smoky gray-brown,

mottled and marbled with confused markings, both darker and paler ; the

orbicular spot is inconspicuous, but decidedly to be traced ; the reniform is

delicately outlined with white or whitish gray, and has a pale interior disk,

in which the same pale gray colour predominates : the hind wings are dark

smoky-brown, with rather pale base, and rather darker crescentic discoidal

spot and wing-rays : the head, thorax, and body have the same colour as the

fore and hind wings.

" The egg is Idd on the cultivated varieties of Brassica, as summer

cabbage, brocoli, cauliflower, seakale, &c., and the young caterpillar emerges

in a few days, and immediately commences its destructive career. I am
unable to give a precise date for oviposition, or for the emergence of the

caterpillar, having observed them feeding throughout the summer and

autumn. In a perfectly natural state this caterpillar devours the leaves of

almost every herb, particularly the various species of Chenopodium and

Rumex ; in the garden it is excessively destructive, having an insatiable

appetite, which it seeks to indulge, without intermission, day and night;

it spoils even more than it devours, gnawing its way into the very heart of

our cabbages, and filhng its galleries with watery and disgusting excrement

;

it is next to impossible to rid the cabbages of their unwelcome tenant, which

continually escapes the vigilant eyes of the cook, and, boiled to death in tho

midst of its noxious career, is served up as an almost inevitable concomitant

of summer cabbage. It is, however, by no means confined to the interior,

but may be found feeding exposed on cabbages, dahlias, geraniums, mary-

golds, and almost every plant, useful or ornamental, that the garden

produces. When full-fed, it rolls itself in a compact ring if annoyed, and

remains in that position fer a considerable time ; when crawling the head is

somewhat porrectcd. The head is scarcely so broad as the body, and is

partially received into the second segment ; the body is c^dindrical, smooth,

and velvety ; the twelfth segment is slightly incrassated dorsally. The head

is very glabrous, testaceous, reticulated, or marbled with darker brown ; the

body usually divided longitudinally into two equal regions as regards colour

;

the dorsal region, including the spiracles, is olive-brown ; the ventral region

dingy yellow ; the division between the two colours is usually abrupt and

clearly defined, and extends throughout the length of the caterpillar from

the head to the anal claspers ; on the back of every segment is a somewhat

obscure triangular mark pointing backwards, and rendered more conspicuous

by being bounded by a lighter shade ; in each triangle are two white dots

placed transversely ; the spiracles are also white ; the legs and claspers are
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of the same colour as the ventral surface. Such is a description of the

normal and more marlied colouring of this ubiquitous caterpillar, hut it

varies infinitely ; in some examples there are evident black dorsal markings

on each side of each segment, except the twelfth, and on that a large square

black patch, of which the hinder and lateral margins are well defined, but

not the anterior margin ; in others the olive hue of the back is replaced by

a clear brown, and again in others the entire body is of a pale and perfectly

uniform dingy-green. The caterpillar changes to a brown and glossy

chrysalis in the earth, and remains in that state throughout the winter.

During the autumnal and winter garden-digging, the chrysalids are turned

up by hundreds, and might then be readily collected ; they are a favourite

food of all kinds of poultry—fowls, guinea-fowls, pea-fowls and pheasants

devour them with the greatest avidity.

" The moth appears on the wing continuously during the summer, and

is common in England, Scotland and Ireland. (The scientific name is

Mamestra Brassicse.)"

*' The Dot.—The antennse are long, and very slender towards the tip,

those of the male are very slightly ciliated : the fore wings are ample,

rather pointed at the tip, and slightly waved on the hind margin ; their

colour is very rich dark bistre-brown, frequently variegated with rich

chestnut ; the orbicular spot is circular, but very indistinct, its outline is

sometimes indicated by a few white scales ; the reuiform is very bright and

conspicuous ; it is of a pure white, excepting a cloud in the centre, which

takes the form of the exterior outline, and varies in tint from a dingy

smoke-colour to a rich chestnut-brown ; there is a conspicuous but small

pale spot on the costa immediately above the reniform, and other smaller

ones nearer the tip ; there is also an irregular series of yellowish dots on

the disk of the wing, parallel with its hind margin : the hind wings are pale

towards the base, very dark smoky-brown towards the hind margin, this

colour forming a broad band ; the crescentic discoidal spot and wing-rays

in the pale portion of the wings are darker : the thorax, which has a double

crest in front, is dark bistre-brown ; the body is smoky gray-brown, with a

ferruginous tuft at the base; the tip has a triple tuft in the male, the

median lobe being erected, the lateral lobes arched.

" The egg is laid in June and July, and the young caterpillar emerges

towards the end of the latter month ; when full-fed it rolls itself in a tight

ring if disturbed, and falls to the ground ; the head is rather small, and

partially withdrawn into the second segment when at rest; the body is

smooth, very stout, and somewhat attenuated anteriorly; the twelfth

segment is the largest, tumid and obtusely humped ; the colour is various,

bright green, dingy green, rosy brown, or dark brown; as in many other

cases where this difference of colour prevails, the brown specimens generally
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produce males, the green ones females : in the foUowiug definition I describe

only the intensity, not the colour of the marliiugs. The head shining, pale,

mottled with darker ; the second segment has a nearly square dark velvety

patch on the back, bounded on each side by a longitudinal white line, and

being intersected in the middle by a third longitudinal white line ; a pale

narrow median stripe commences at the termination of this short white

line, and terminates on the twelfth segment ; on each side are two series of

oblique dark markings ; those of the upper series commence on the fifth

segment, and are continued to the twelfth segment, each commencing about

the middle of the side, pass obliquely upwards and backwards to the median

stripe, and there meet a corresponding marking on the opposite side, thus

forming a series of V-shaped markings, the points of the V's directed back-

wards : those V's on the fifth and sixth segments have the greatest intensity

;

the twelfth segment is also much darker than the rest, but the dark portion

has lost the V-shape ; there is a slender dark rivulet stripe on each side

below the V-shaped markings, and from this descend five other oblique

markings, taking an opposite direction to the upper ones, and terminating

in the claspors ; in the upper part of each of these is situated a white

spiracle ; the twelfth segment has a pale squai-ish patch behind ; the anterior

part of the body is dark beneath. It feeds on a great variety of plants, and

is particularly fond of elder ; is full-fed at the end of September, and buries

itself in the earth in order to undergo the change to a chi'ysalis.

" The moth appears at the cud of June, and is common throughout July

in most of our English counties, and extends also into Scotland ; but Mr.

Birchall did not meet witli it in Ireland. (The scientific name is Mamestra

Persicarite.)"

" The Rustic Shoulder-Knot.—The antennae are slightly ciliated in the

male ; the palpi are porrected and prominent, the second joint densely

clothed with scales, the terminal joint very distinct and almost naked : the

fore wings have the hind margin slightly waved; their colour is pale

ochreous-browu, marbled with shades of greater or loss intensity; the

orbicular is rather oblique and very indistinct ; the reniform is more clearly

defined, its border outlined in dingy white, and the lower half of its area

fiUed with smoky-brown ; there is a short black line at the base directed

towards, but not nearly reaching, the middle of the wing ; this black line is

slightly elbowed in the middle, and often emits at the elbow a very short

branch ; the hind wings are more dingy than the fore wings, but of very

similar tint ; the head and thorax are ochreous-brown ; the body rather pale.

" The eggs are laid on the ears of wheat in little clusters, genei"ally in

suCBcient number to supply one or more caterpillars when hatched to every

grain in the ear ; then they penetrate the grains, and consume the contained

flour as soon as it has commenced to become solid, leaving the cuticle of the
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grain, as well as the chaffy hiisks with which it is enveloped, perfectly

intact, with the exception of the very small aperture through which it

escapes. As soon as the catei'pillar is too large for the grain to contain, it

introduces itself between the husk and the beard of the ear, in which

situation it cannot be detected without difficulty, being exactly similar in

colour ; this occurs at harvest-time. It then allows itself to be hidden in

the sheaves, and is housed with the corn : if we examine the floor of the

barn where the wheat is threshed, we find these caterpillars, then about the

thickness of a straw, expelled by the stroke of the flail, crawling about in

multitudes. The time has now arrived when its destructive propensities

have ceased : the grains have acquired the required hardness, and the lower

temperature of approaching winter serving to benumb the caterpillars, each

constructs a little cocoon in which to pass the cold season. No sooner has

the spring arrived, bringing with it a rapid vegetation, than they clmnge

their manner of life altogether ; they forsake the granaries and barns, and,

wandering into the fields and hedge-rows, attack and devour the roots and

lower leaves of many herbaceous plants ; they still grow somewhat slowly,

and now assume the usual habits and appearance of the other Apameas

;

for up to this period they have possessed all the characteristics of the

caterpillars Leucanias or of young Dianthcecias ; so true it is that the food

and economy of caterpillars exercise a great influence on their forms as well

as colours. They now attain their full size, and are, to all appearance,

genuine Apameas ; they feed almost entirely by night, concealing themselves

in or near the ground by day ; they rest in a straight position, but roll

theniselves in a compact ring when disturbed or annoyed. The head is

shining, and rather narrower than the second segment, into which it is

partially withdrawn when at rest ; the body is obese and almost uniformly

cyUudrical. The colour of the head is pale semi-transpai'eut brown, slightly

reticulated with darker brown : there is a rather narrow medic-dorsal stripe

of a dull yellow colour, and a similarly-coloured lateral stripe on each side,

the interspace being occupied by a darker ground-colour, interrupted by a

longitudinal seiies of black spots ; the spiracles are black, and situated in a

palish stripe of a dingy white, the ventral area and claspers being nearly of

the same colour. In this state the caterpillar finally buries itself in the

ground in the month of March, and forming an earthen cell rather than

cocoon, changes to a brown shining chrysalis.

" The moth appears on the wing at the end of May and during June :

the females may then be seen flyiug over the wheat-fields and commencing

the work of destruction by depositing their eggs in the ears. It is but

too common everywhere, and is one of the most destructive of all our

Noctuas. (The scientific name is Apamea basilinea.)"—Pp. 300— 303.

Edward Newman.
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Birds observed in the Vicinity of Glenarm. By J. Brunton.

Golden Eagle.—Two specimens were obtained here about thirty

years ago.

Whitetailed Eagle.— Four specimens obtained here about

fifteen years ago ; one being trapped lost a leg : it was kept in

confinement for a year, then it made its escape.

Peregrine Falcon.—A fevp pair breed annually on the sea-cliffs;

they ai-e not so plentiful as they were a iow 3'ears ago, being

greatly persecuted.

Merlin.—Great numbers of these birds are destroyed annually,

principally females shot off their nests, which they build among
the heath.

Kestrel.—Not at all uncommon, breeding among the sea-cliffs.

Sparrowhmvk.—Plentiful through the woods; they are much
persecuted, indeed all the hawk family are destroyed wheuever

they are met with.

Buzzard.—A few of these birds are shot annually.

Hen Harrier.—Rather scarce in this locality, Ouly about two

pairs breed on the mountains ; both their nests were destroyed

;

one nest with seven eggs, Juue, 1871.

Marsh Harrier.—Was not uncommon and bred on the moun-
tains. Owing to the vigilance of keepers it has been rendered

almost extinct.

Barn Oicl.—Very scarce.

Shorteared Oul.—Occasionally obtained here.

Longeared Owl. — Plentiful through the woods. April 27.

Three young and three eggs from one nest.

Spotted Flycatcher.—Annually migratory.

Dipper.— \^\G\\Uk\\ along the course of the river. April 7. Old

nest of last year with five eggs.

Missel Thrush.—Common.
Fieldfare. — Common in winter, when a good number are

obtained for the table. A large flock seen on the 22ud of April.

Song Thrush.—A common resident.

Redwing.—Common in winter; remain very late in the spring.

Blackbird.—A common resident.

Ring Ouzel.—Annually migratory; breed in uiountain rocks.

May 13. Nest with four eggs.
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Hedgesparrow.—Common resident.

Robin.—Very plentiful.

Stonechat.—Plentiful near the shove. April 19. Nest with five

eggs close to the public road, quite exposed.

Whinchat.—Migratory.

Wheatear.—Annually migratory ; seen here first week in March.

Blackcap.—Occasionally one obtained, very local.

Whitelhroat.— Annually migratory,

Chiffchaff. — Annually migratory. I obtained one of these

birds, picked up in a dying stale, covered with parasites.

Willow Wren.—Common in summer.

Goldencrested Regulus. — Permanent. Plentiful through fir

plantations.

Great Titmouse.—Permanent, most abundant.

Cole Titmouse.—Permanent.

Blue Titmouse.—Permanent.

Longtailed Titmouse.—Permanent.

Pied Wagtail.—Permanent.

Gray Wagtail.—Permanent. April 24. Nest and five eggs.

Meadow Pipit.—Permanent.

Rock Pipit.—Occasionally obtained here.

Sky Lark.—Permanent and plentiful in flocks during winter.

Snow Bunting.—Annually migratory, in large flocks.

Common Bunting.—Plentiful through the cultivated fields.

Blackheaded Bunting.—Permanent, plentiful through boggy

places.

Yellowhammer.—Permanent, common.

Chaffinch.—Permanent, common.
Brambling.—Occasionally.

House Sparrow.—Common. Two white specimens taken from

one nest.

Green/inch.—Common.
Goldjinch.— Not very plentiful.

Siskin.—Annually migratory ; large flocks.

Linnet.—Very common. One white variety in 1870.

Lesser Redpoll. — Common here. Large flocks observed in

winter.

Twite.—Common through the mountains.

Bull/inch.—Very scarce.

Crossbill.—Annually migratory.
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Starling.—Common. Large flocks feed in company with jack-

daws during winter.

Chough.—A few pairs frequent the sea-cliflfs.

Raven.—Not very plentiful here.

Jackdaw.—Very common. Great numbers breed in the sea-.

cliflfs.

Crow.—Occasionally seen in summer.

Hooded Crow.—A few breed in the sea-cliffs.

Rook.—Mo%\. plentiful. Not well liked for their depredations

among the potatoes : they have been occasionally detected sucking

eggs.

Magpie.—Very plentiful. Breed near every farm-house where

there is a suitable bush.

Creeper.—Common.

Wren.—Common.

Cuckoo.—Annually migratory. Heard here first from the aOth

to the 24th of April.

Kinyjisher.—"i^oi common.

Swallow.—kwnwdWy migratory. Seen here first about the 10th

to the 15lh of April.

Martin.—Annually migratory. Seen here first about the 17th

of April.

Sand il/flr/iw.—Annually migratory. Seen here first about the

end of March.

Swift.—Annually migratory. Seen about the first week in May.

Niqhijar.—Not noticed here until May, 1867, when a pair was

obtained in Gleiiarm Park.

Rock Dove.—Permanent; breed in the sea-cliffs.

Ring Dove.—Plentiful through the woods.

Turtle Dove.—Occasionally obtained here.

P/tert.9aH/.—Common.

Red Grouse.—Common through the mountains.

Partridge.—R'ii\^^^ scarce.

Quail. Formerly very common, but has now become scarce

;

last shot here on the 19lh of December, 1855.

Golden Plover.—Plentiful through the mountains.

Ringed Plover.—Common in small flocks along the shore.

Xf/i)?t'<"<7-—Plentiful in boggy situations. April 4. Several

nests with eggs.

jyg,.o„._pieniiful, frequenting the river and shore.
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Curlew.—Plentiful on the mountain during summer, where they
breed.

Redshank.—Occasionally breed in the mountain bog.

Common Sandpiper.—Common along the river, Glenarm Park,
where they breed on the banks. Annually migratory. May 29.
Four eggs.

Woodcock. — Kmrn^Wy migratory. Generally arrive here in

October,

Common Snipe.—Permanent.

Jack Snipe.—Annually migratory.

Z)M«/<n.—Plentiful. A few pairs breed on the mountain, where,
on the 4th of June, I found a nest containing four eggs.

Landrail—Ar\x\ua\\y migratory. First heard in 1867 on the
19th, in 1868 on the 27th, and in 1871 on the 28th of April.

Moorhen.—Not very plentiful.

Water Rail.—Occasionally obtained.

Coot.—Occasionally : rather scarce.

Bernicle Goose.-^Ylocks. frequently seen during winter. Large
flocks seen flying south on the 24th of October.

Wild Duck.—Plentiful through the bogs, where they breed.

Tea/.—Plentiful through the bogs, where they breed.

Wigeon.—Occasionally obtained here.

Goosander.—One obtained here on the 18th of December, 1867 •

river, Glenarm Park.

Great Northern Diver.—Adult and immature birds are frequently

obtained here. I shot a fine adult bird on the 14th of May,
weighing thirteen pounds and a half, after having cast up ten small

fish.

Guillemot.—Occasionally obtained here during winter.

Black Guillemot.—I have obtained a h\v immature birds during
winter close to the shore.

Puffin.—Frequently obtained here during winter.

Razorbill.—Occasionally shot near the shore.

Corviorant.—Occasionally seen near the shore during winter.

Gannet. — Annually. Old and young birds are frequently

obtained, sometimes in the salmon-nets, Carnlough Bay.

Common Tern.—Occasionally obtained here during summer.
Blackheaded Gull.—Plentiful along the shore.

Lesser Blackbacked Gull.—Permanent. A great number breed
on the Owucloghey Mountain, about six miles inland : they select
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the flat boggy ground for breeding, where they make a large nest

of moss, and lay from three to four eggs, varying in colour: their

eggs are much sought after by the country people for eating, and

the birds are much persecuted, as they occasionally prey on the

grouse. When the young birds are reared from the nest they

make great pets, being very hardy.

Herring Gull.—Common along the shore.

Gray Phalarope.—Occasionally one obtained wounded at the

shore.

J. Brunton.

Miscellaneous Rural Notesfor 1870. By George Roberts.

(Concluded from Zool. S. S. 3677.)

May.

22 {continued). On the grassy slopes, near Smeaton, I gathered

the purple milkvetch in fine flower. The cracks in the Clio's are

lined with rue fern, pellitory, and in some places the rock rose

;

the two latter were in flower. The barberry, thorn, spindle, horse

chestnut, white briony and hoary plantain were also in flower.

At the foot of one of the crags, facing the south, I noticed one or

two white hedge roses fully expanded—an early date for the

flowering of this shrub. On the above date the small heath, the

orange tip, the wood argus, and other butterflies were on the wing.

The longtailed titmouse, the tree creeper, the garden and blackcap

warblers inhabit the woods, and in the holes and cracks in the

rocks, starlings and jackdaws had nests. A half-sober lime-burner

told us that Smeaton jackdaws are known all over the world, but

he was unable to tell us how they acquired this "world-wide

reputation." In the drains at Askern the lake mud shell, which is

commonly kept in the aquarium, and the stream valve-shell are

found—the latter abundant. Among the beetles observed or

captured were Chrysomela staphyla3a, and the small, but very

handsome, lemon-coloured ladybird {Coccinella 22-punctata).

23. (Heard song of pied flycatcher : it slightly resembles the

note of the redstart. Noticed three or four of these birds at

Hovingham during May and June.

—

P. I.)

26. (First noticed Mayflies.—P. /.)

29. Observed ten-spotted ladybirds on the gooseberry bushes.

A pair of swallows that nest annually in a shed here appeared.
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80. Found in gizzard of young missel thrushes, caterpillars,

flies, elytra of beetles and numbers of minute, round, white bodies,

resembling eggs of insects.

31. (The yew-gall gnat {Cecidomyia Taxi), hatching abundantly

from the leafy tufts of the yew tree. Lesser whitethroat's nest

found, containing five eggs.

—

P. I.)

June.

2. (Spotted flycatcher's nest in trellis at the Lodge, containing

five eggs.—P. /.)

3. Plants flowering rapidly. Spindle, guelder rose, wild hop,

foxglove, eyebright, clustered bell-flower, great burnet, earth-nut,

sainfoin, milkwort, field madder, red clover and cock's foot grass

in flower. Starlings flocking.

6. During a walk with J: W. on the limestone district, in quest

of anything curious, I found the unfrequent shell, Planorbis

contortus, in a small pond near Castleford, and in a shallow cattle-

pond near Sherburn I discovered the rare bivalve-shell, the capped

cyclas. In this pond were also Planorbis nautileus and Planorbis

albus. Near Sherburn churchyard we extracted from a crevice in

the bark of a rotten beech tree a specimen of Sinodendron

cylindricus. Whilst walking round a large pond we observed

several dark-coloured moths alighting upon and ascending from the

surface of the water. I was not aware that moths could alight and

rest on water without injury. On one occasion a stickleback

pursued one of the moths as it swam, or rather drifted, on the

rippling surface, but the insect escaped by rising. The fact that

insects migrate across the channel from the Continent to this

country is well known to entomologists.

8. (Deadly nightshade in flower.

—

A. F. W.)

9. (First swarm of hive bees.

—

P. I.)

11. Common mallow, small bind-weed and hedge mustard in

flower.

12. Some plants, such as cow parsnep, chervil, buttercups, oxeye

daisy, burnet and autumn saffron, are very injurious in meadows

and pastures. The buttercups are acrid, anfl cattle generally leave

the stalks with grass around them. Grass fields in which any of

these plants have spread should be ploughed up, and others sown

down with carefully-selected seeds. This plan would rest the land

all round, and secure courses of (say) ten or twelve years of grass
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free from the noxious weeds which rob the crop of its nourishment

and spoil the hay.

13. (Young redstarts out of nest.

—

P. I.)

14. Observed grubs of Agrolis Segetum at the roots of turnips.

15. Found nest of whitelhroat, made partially of spiders' nests.

17. Thorn in fruit. Soft grass and elder in flower. Barley

shooting.

20. Poppy and pimpernel in flower. Wheat shooting.

21. Ragged robin, meadow-sweet and trembling grass in flower.

22. The wandering snail {Linmcea peregia) frequently allows

itself to drift on the surface of running water, with shell inverted.

Wheat and cornel in flower. Red admiral on wing.

25. Observed Helix lapicida on the ruined wall at Fountains

Abbey. Bulimus obscurus occurs on the walls near Ripon. Mimulus

luteus and the white water-lily grow in the river near the Abbey.

Hairy St. John's-wort and restharrow in flower. Golden carpet-

moth on wing.

28. Odd fields of grass cut. (Parnassia palustris in full flower

in the valley above the Lodge.

—

P. I.)

30. Bluebottle and common toadflax in flower.

July.

4. Yellow mellilot, houselcek and barley in flower. Heard corn

crake. Haymaking commencing. Catkins of alder forming.

5. Butterflies and wasps not numerous.

16. Haymaking general. Aphides appearing on turnips and

other cruciferous plants. Svvifts, swallows, martins and cuckoos

apparently scarce.

17. Corn and fruit ripening.

18. The ways and habits of our common frugivorous birds, as

exhibited in orchards, arc exceedingly various. The blackbird flies

into a cherry tree, pulls ofl" the cherries, and alights among goose-

berry bushes lo eat them ; it then silently reascends and dresses its

beak on a branch. It is excessively fond of gooseberries and ripe

pears, feeding on the latter on the trees, and also when fallen.

When flushed from the ground it rises to a tree, reconnoitres with

an eye marvellously quick, gives a short " cluck," a shorter curtsey,

and is off. When blackbirds have young they attend them and

feed them some time after they are fledged. The common song

thrush or throstle is very silent when feeding; when frightened it
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utters a soft note and takes wing : it is much tamer than the black-

bird, and is not so destructive among gooseberries. Like the

blackbird, it feeds on fallen apples, pears and plums, in winter. In

hard frosty weather both the blackbird and the thrush become very

tame, and with drooping wings approach outhouses and dwellings

in search of food and shelter. The bird-tender is generally un-

willing to shoot the throstle, its loud, sweet vernal song being

deservedly remembered. The missel thrush is fond of fruit, espe-

cially cherries : when alarmed it utters a loud screech and takes

wing; it does not dive into underwood or among thick foliage in

order to escape by hiding, but flies straight away to some distance.

It never descends to low bush-fruit. It is very wary, and seldom

approaches dwelling-houses to crave food or lodging. Its wild

independent song, sent forth from the poplar in February, may be

called the first song of spring. Rooks are often troublesome when

cherries are ripe: I have not seen them attack other sorts of fruit,

but they are excellent hands at shelling yonng green field-peas in

June, and they frequently steal eggs out of other birds' nests.

I have seen them fly away with hen's eggs, and with potatoes. The
rook can make a dinner of anything; he is a born plunderer.

Starlings have a strong predilection for cherries. Some years since

large flocks were common here in summer. I once shot about

twenty out of a flying flock. They are not now so common, as

there are fewer cherry trees. They are gregarious all the year

round : as soon as the young are fully fledged they form into flocks,

and seek their food in moist meadows. When old ones are building

they do their work in the morning very early, and flock together to

feed. Their singular ventriloquistic whistle is uttered mainly, I be-

lieve, in breeding time. They have a habit of visiting and examining

their nesting-places in autumn. I have repeatedly seen three old

birds to a nest : they are said to be polygamous. They seldom feed

on any kind of fruit but cherries : they do not feed on the ground

on fallen fruit like the thrushes. The whitethroat, the willow wren,

and one or two other small summer migrants, are fond of a little

bush-fruit, such as raspberries, gooseberries and currants : these

birds do not flock together during summer like many of our native

birds, but distribute themselves in pairs over the fields and woods,

as well as gardens, consequently their depredations are never serious

in one spot. The robin is accused of pilfering bush-fruit, but what it

consumes is not grudged : I cannot say that I have seen it feeding
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on fruit. The robin is a great favourite : the author of that

universal nursery ballad, * The Children in the Wood,' whoever he

was, has rendered it inviolable. A happy prejudice saves it from

persecution : tlie rudest schoolboy withdraws his mischievous hand

from its nest, remembering the touching part it played in the ballad,

or bearing in mind the injunction of his elders, that it is not " lucky"

to rob a robin ; so, finding itself a favoured one, the robin becomes

more and more trusting and familiar : this familiarity and boldness,

acquired through ages of favour and veneration, has at length become

an instinct: young robins from the nest have the same ways as their

parents. Man is friendly, and this friendliness is reciprocated;

were he hostile the robin would be as shy as other birds. It sings

" all the year round," but its song is loudest in April. In orchards

it feeds much on the ground, on worms, centipedes and larvae

:

when the gardener is digging in winter it keeps close to the spade,

and picks up the worms and grubs as soon as they are uncovered.

The male bird has a great affection for his mate : in spring he has

a habit of providing food for her before she begins to sit on her

eggs, and also while she is sitting: when he finds a nice portly

grub or caterpillar he repairs to his expectant and industrious

partner, and gently and carefully drops it into her bill : this kind

act is acknowledged by complacent gestures, a soft note, and other

significant signs of gratefulness. It cannot be too often recorded

that farmers and gardeners never shoot this familiar and much-

admired songster.

26. Harvest commencing.

August.

2. Aphides increasing on turnips.

4. Oats cut. Noticed larvae of ladybirds on ears of wheat

infested with Aphides.

17. Observed adult ladybirds creeping up the stems of wheat,

Vnd some perched on the tops of the ears. One beetle, T particularly

noticed, had an Aphis in its jaws. Some of the ears were covered

with reddish brown Aphides.

18. Admiral butterflies abroad.

20. (Destructive power of Cecidomya Tritici evident in the

corn-fields between Hovingham and Malton : the grub feeds on the

anthers of the flowers.—P. /.)

21. Large numbers of sand martins about. Blackberries ripe.
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22. Birds resuming their songs. Titlarks migrating.

28. Starlings passing over in flocks.

29. A few warblers in song. Harvest finished.

September.

2. Flocks of sand martins.

3. Noticed small beds of dodder {Cuscuta Trifolii) among the

clover here. (Young flycatchers still with us hawking about after

flies in shady places.—P. /.)

4. Turnips smothered with Aphides. Slugs and snails not

abundant.

11. Numbers of Aphides on wing; observed great numbers in

spiders' webs. Haws and guelder rose berries plentiful.

12. Large flocks of greenfinches. Heard lesser redpolls. Honey-
suckle, ragwort, St. John's wort, hawkweed, and a few other plants

still in bloom. Many bees and wasps yet on wing.

18. Berries of the elder ripe
;

plentiful. Noticed spiders' nets

fixed on the topmost branches of high trees, with Aphides entangled.

Spiders do not seem to feed much on Aphides : those nets which are

filled with Aphides are apparently deserted. Swallows decreasing.

Large flocks of starlings and greenfinches.

14. The wren has a low under-song, very different from that

which is generally heard ; it is not unlike the under-song of the

hedgesparrow : it is sung on the ground when moving in search of

food,

17. Ivy in flower. Leaves of forest trees falling.

18. Immense swarms of Aphides on turnips and other cruciferous

plants,

21. (Chiffchaff still uttering its bitone in our ash trees. Butter-

flies plentiful.—P. /.)

24. Admiral and white butterflies abroad. (Bramble finch, first

stranger fiom Norway, heard.—P. /.)

October.

1. Bats hawking in the twihght.

3. Brooks and wells low. Butterflies still abroad.

5. Swallows last seen. (Redwings near Hovingham—P. /.)

7. An immense flock of greenfinches feeding among late peas

and knotgrass {Polygonum arviculare).

9. Redwings arrived.
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10. Bats abroad at uight.

17. Observed grubs of Agrotis Segetum feeding on the outside

of turnips : they were also bored internally by the small white grubs

of the root-eating two-winged fly [Anihomyia Radicum).

21. Heard fieldfares.

24. Aphides yet numerous on curled greens, cabbages and other

plants.

26. (Humble-bees last seen, on yellow jasmine.—P. /.)

November.

1. Heard bramblings,

4. Saw small flocks of redwings and fieldfares.

5. (Noticed large flocks of fieldfares coming from the north.

—

P.I.)

10. Saw creeper.

15. Heard bullfinches and bramblings.

18. Many turnips and potatoes yet out.

21. Heard bullfinch and lesser redjJoU.

24. When sparrows assemble in the bushes and trees to roost

there is generally a great deal of chirping and quarrelling. Those

that come early get into the snuggest quarters : when the belated

stragglers arrive they find all the horizontal branches and warm

shielded corners tenanted : they then begin to abuse and disturb

the settlement, and amid much loud chirping and commotion

endeavour to eject the peaceable and orderly citizens from their

comfortable places. Some of the males commence a regular fight;

others try to wedge themselves into places where they are not

wanted, whilst many who have been aroused hop and hover about

in evident disgust at such unmannerly proceedings. At length,

after a world of quarrelling and buff"eting, darkness draws on, the

noise subsides, and only an occasional peevish chirp is heard from

those on the coldest perches.

December.

7. Heard bramblings.

17. Several tree sparrows shot here. This evening there was an

auroral light in the north : streamers occasionally shot upwards

:

the fields were illuminated as if by moonlight. The sky in the

south was very dark, a circumstance which exhibited the aurora to

greater advantage.

30. Saw a small flock of bramblings.
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General Observations.

The months of January, February and March were not very
severe

; but short periods of frost, thaw and rain alternating made
the soil inconvenient to work, kept the roads and paths in an
unpleasant condition, and prolonged the winter. On the 23rd of
March there was a severe dry frost, and slighter frosts, with a little

snow, occurred to the end of the month. Spring opened very late.

My date for the leafing of the honeysuckle in 1869 was the 6th of
February; this year it is the 19th of March. For the leafing of the

gooseberry last year it was the 18th of March ; whilst this year it is

the 4th of April. The sallow and all the other early flowering plants
were kept in check by ungenial weather. The newts and other
animals in the ponds were also very late in appearing. About the

10th of April the weather became finer ; leaves and flowers burst
out suddenly, various insects appeared, the birds began to sing
and build their nests, and the earth to present a more spring-like

aspect. After a term of dry weather the few showers which fell

towards the end of April and the beginning of May assisted vege-
tation. On the 4th of May I have this note:—"Beautiful growing
weather after the showers: bees and insects more abundant." In
May flowers came out very rapidly. The difference in the time of
flowering of June plants was not so great as in that of early plants;
in fact, the difference was scarcely perceptible : my dates for the
blooming of the wild rose [Rosa canina) are June 16th, 7th, 21st
and 11th, for 1867, 1868, 1869 and 1870, respectively. Wheat,
barley and oats came into ear about the same time as last year. As
summer advanced the effects of the drought becanie visible: the
hay crop, the mowing of which commenced about the 4th of July
(the same as in 1869), was very deficient in quantity; peas and
beans suffered for want of rain, and turnips made little progress.
Although spring was late vegetation redeemed itself by rapidity of
growth. Harvest commenced eighteen days earlier than last year,
and was finished nine days earlier: harvest-work began in this

neighbourhood on the 26th of July and ended on the 30th of
August. As the weather was generally fair all the crops were
housed in good condition. Wheat seems to have yielded a full

average quantity; barley and oats were moderate, the grain being
unusually heavy. Potatoes were not diseased, and, considering
the dryness of the season, produced a good crop : the crop of
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mangold wurtzel was also satisfactory. The hay crop and the

turnip crop were failures, the latter especially so. All kinds of

cultivated fruit were abundant throughout the country. The

drought continued to the end of August, when a few timely showers

fell, which revived drooping plants. After the 16th of September

the weather was again dry till the 12lh of October. On the 9th of

November there was a severe hoar-frost, and on the 11th snow—the

first of the winter. From that time the weather was winterly, rain,

frost and snow alternating till the 21st of December, when a severe

storm set in which lasted till the 5th of January.

In April considerable areas of growing peas were attacked by

some insect; the young succulent leaves were eaten ofiF as soon as

they appeared above ground. I communicated the fact to Mr. Rye,

of London, and in reply he said the depredator would probably be

Sitones lineata, one of our commonest beetles : I never saw the

insect; it must have fed in the night, and retired into the earth in

the day-lime. Aphides began to appear on turnips about the 15th

of July, from which date they gradually increased and overspread

all cruciferous plants, both in gardens and fields: turnips were

completely smothered, the foliage beginning to wither early in

summer: a very disagreeable stench arose from the fields of rotting

leaves. Cabbages, greens, and other plants of the same tribe, were

thickly covered and lined with Aphides ; the rain and cooler

weather of the latter part of the year did not seem to greatly

diminish their numbers, for they remained on the plants till the

end of October. About the 1st of August I noticed numbers of a

different kind of Aphis lodged in the wheat-ears; there were also

ladybirds among them. The ladybirds, as usual, were very numerous

among the Aphides on cruciferous plants. 1 strongly suspect that

some farmers consider the larvae of ladybirds hurtful to the turnips,

seeing that they find them in couipany with the destructive lice.

The beetles, in both larval and adult states, feed on Aphides;

birds, to some extent, feed on them ; and large numbers are caught

in spiders' webs towards the end of summer. Insects of the bee

tribe also help to lessen their numbers. At the end of July I found

quantities of Aphides collected in hollow sticks, mostly dead

brambles : these hollow pipes are made by liyraenopterous insects
;

they cut a hole in the side, and then excavate the pith several

inches down the stick : the pith-dust is carried up all the length of

the stick, and thrown out of the little orifice which forms the
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entrance. The white pith-dust lay on the herbage all along the

hedge-bottom from which I gathered the bored sticks. In one,

which I slit open, I found above a hundred Aphides in a mass at

the furthest end of the excavation ; with them I found several four-

winged insects, which I forwarded, with a few particulars, to

Mr. F. Smith, of the British Museum : from that gentleman I

received the following note :
—" This is a most abundant insect,

and found in all parts of the country ; it commonly burrows in dead

sticks, particularly those of the bramble or rose : its larva is orange-

red, and feeds upon different species of Aphis, stored up by the

parent insects. Its scientific name is Ceraonus unicolor." It thus

appears that the enemies of the Aphides are various and numerous
;

still they seem to be totally inadequate to make any noticeable

impression on their enormous numbers. At the roots of turnips

I observed grubs of Agrotis Segetum and Anthomyia Radicum

;

the former was common amongst potatoes. The caterpillars of

white butterflies and the caterpillars which infest gooseberry-bushes

were not abundant. Crops did not suffer materially from any

insect pest except Aphides. It will be remembered that the turnip

crop in 1869 and in 1868 was destroyed by Aphides, the abnormal

development of which, I suppose, is a consequence of drought:

beans, and some other plants that are commonly attacked, escaped

them. I noticed the first tortoiseshell butterfly on the 7th of April,

and the last admiral butterfly about the 5th of October.

The spring birds of passage arrived, somewhat irregularly, a little

later than usual. Swallows and martins appeared very late, in

scanty numbers. The summer was favourable for breeding : there

were no heavy thunder-storms, high winds or unseasonable periods

of cold rain ; hence many species would rear two broods. Our

resident land birds have more time allotted to them for breeding

than the migrants : many of them commence about the end of

March ; but they probably do not rear a greater number of young

in each year, as their early nests and young are much exposed to

the rigours of the weather and to the attacks of predaceous animals.

The rooks about here do not breed twice in a season. In very

stormy weather, in winter, rooks pilfer the grease from the open

boxes of the stationary rail way -trucks. About the middle of August

large flocks of bank martins appeared here: they were seen hawking

in the air, and occasionally alighting on the tops of buildings, till

the 4th of September. In October a flock of greenfinches, a
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thousand or more in number, collected in this neighbourhood, and

fed several weeks in a field of late peas, which was covered with

knotgrass and other weeds: amongst them I heard lesser redpolls,

sparrows and other finches. In spring the winter birds prolonged

their stay ; fieldfares were seen and heard here till the 2nd or 3rd

of May : in October they returned about their usual time. I notice

that redwings and fieldfares arrive very regularly.

lu 18C8. In 1869. In 1870.

Eedwings arrived . October 10th. October 19th. October 9th.

Fieldfares „ . „ 28th. „ 20th. „ 21st.

Bramblings, bullfinches, tree sparrows and snipes appeared in

more than ordinary numbers, but T observed no goldcrests, and the

tree creeper only once. The following note, dated January 4th,

was communicated to me by Mr. C. Forrest, sen., who had received

it from a friend at Doncaster:—"The severe weather has brought

us many uncommon visitors. Sixteen specimens of the waxwing,

or^Bohemian chatterer, have been shot. A swan flew against the

telegraph-wires, and was captured by a railway porter. Hooded
crows have appeared on the high road."

During the year two new shells have been added to the British

list: one was discovered in the Bolton Canal by Mr. Thomas
Rogers, of Manchester ; its scientific name is Planorbis dilatatus:

the other a land-shell, named Zonites glaber, was also brought into

notice by Mr. Rogers, though it appears to have been discovered

in this country, by Mr. J. G. Jeffreys, many years since, and

neglected. Zonites glaber has been found in Cheshire, Westmore-

land and Yorkshire.

George Roberts.
Lofthouse, near Wakefield.

A Natural History Tour in Spain and Algeria.*

By J. H. GuRNEY, JuN., Esq.

(Read before the Norwich and Norfolk Naturalists' Society on the a7th of September,

1870, and communicated by the author.)

I LEFT Bayonne for the Spanish frontier on the 25th of December,

1869, little suspecting that five days would elapse before I got to

Madrid. As the train passed the pretty watering-place of Biarritz,

which lies in a district full of interest, not only as the haunt of the

* I am indebted to my father for assistance in the identification of species.
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stately griffon, but as being the very ground which witnessed some
of Wellington's greatest battles (in 1813), I obtained a fine view of

the Bay of Biscay. I was disappointed in seeing no eagles in the

Pyrenees, but the spectacle of these grand mountains, wrapped in

snow, was surpassingly beautiful. We had the greatest difficulty

in proceeding, and at Sumaraga the train came to a standstill, four

engines being powerless to move her. After passing twenty-four

hours at a village inn the train again started, and, after many
stoppages, arrived at Alsasua, where we slept in the wagons.

It was not until the 29th that I reached the capital of Spain, In

the game markets (at Madrid), which I made a point of visiting, I ob-

tained the pintailedand blackbreastedsand gxowse {Pierodes alchata

and P.arenarius), crested and calandra larks {Galerida cristata and
Melanocorypha calandra), and saw many little bustards {Otis

tetrax), as also the following species :— little owl {Alhene noctua),

bean goose {Anser Segelum), water rail {Rallus aquaticus), thick-

knee {(Edicneinus crepilans), green sandpiper [Totanus ochropus),

corn bunting [Emberiza miliaria), partridge {Perdix cinerea) :

this last struck me as being very oddly speckled. But by far the

most cliaracteristic bird of Madrid is the redlegged partridge {Perdix

rubra), which assumes a brilliancy it never gets in England, and is

much more in request than the tasteless sand grouse. There is a very

remarkable melanism of this species in the museum of the Royal
Academy. Two specimens very similar to it are in the museum at

Paris, labelled as having been " bought in the market in December,
1859." Perhaps it is a race like that variety of the common partridge

which has been termed Perdix montana. I was not a little surprised

to find in the magnificent galleries at Madrid some pictures devoted

to Ornithology. Many interesting species were delineated, but

without much pretension to scientific accuracy. Between the

Spanish capital and Cadiz I saw a gray shrike and many large

hawks, at too great a distance for identification. Between Cadiz
and Gibraltar I saw a skua {Slercorarius catarrhacles) : this bold

bird was swimming about a gunshot from the vessel.

Gibraltar is rather a good place for birds. It has been surmised

that many migratory species take advantage of its proximity to the

African coast, and no shooting is ever allowed on the rock. The
great tameness of the gulls in the harbour {Larus ridibundus and
L. marinus?) arises solely from their never being molested. From
O'Hara's Tower I obtained a view of a pair of Bonelli's eagles
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{Aquila Bonelli). One of these magnificent birds perched on a

rock among the brakes, &c,, at no very great distance. It exhibited

a singular patch of white upon the back. They prey upon the

rabbits, which abound. That handsome species, the blue thrush

{Petrocincla cyanea) is common on the upper parts of the rock:

its flight and manner reminded me of our ring ouzel (Tardus tor-

quatus) : at a distance it looks rather black than blue, unless the

sun happens to shine upon it : it is not easy to get near this shy

and solitary bird. The gay but common tilhys redstart [Ruticilla

tithys) is much tamer : I saw more males than females : as young

males as well have the gray plumage for at least one year, I could

not account for it. One of the most attractive birds on the rock is

the black whealear [Dromolea leucura) ; it abounds. Here are the

winter quarters of some of our common English summer migrants.

Countless willow wrens [Sylvia trochilus) enjoy Gibraltar's sunny

climate, wintering among the Cactus plants ; and I often heard the

Sardinian warbler's {Sylvia melaiiocephala) bantering note, and

detected the black head of this lively bird clinging to a Cactus

stem ; in fact, these hardy warblers enliven every hedge-row : in

several I noticed a brown spot in the region of the chin, which I at

first thought was a stain from contact with the red flowers of the

Cactus, but which Major Irby informs me is really caused by the

berries of the pepper tree. With the Sardinian warblers were many

blackcaps, to which they bear a general resemblance, as also to the

Orphean warbler [Sylvia or/)hea), and I observed the same peculiar

spot on some of these. On the rough stony ground 1 saw the white

wagtail [Motacilla alba) and the crested lark [Galerida cristata),

and, at the rock's summit, that rare bird, the alpine accentor

[Accentor alpinus), and several crag martins [Cotyle rupesiris), the

most stay-at-home of all the Hirundines. The accentor, when first

noticed, was on the outside of the signal station, clinging, within a

few feet of me, to the masonry : it was perfectly tame. 1 observed

Kentish plovers [Charadrius cantianus), in troops often or twenty,

scampering nimbly along the sandy isthmus which separates the

rock from the mainland. A dog disturbed a small covey of Barbary

partridges [Perdix petrosa) near the old Moorish tower, and 1 saw

with surprise that on the wing this species far more nearly resembles

the gray {P. cinerea) than the redleg [P. ritfa).

On the 23rd 1 left for Oran in a French packet, which was to

touch at Malaga. I noticed a dark Lestris-looking bird among some
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gulls, and many a restless flock of what I supposed to be the Manx
shearwater, but I did not on that voyage see any storm petrels or

cinereous shearwaters [Piijffinus cinereus).

To a person setting foot on a new continent for the first time

everything seems novel, and when at length, on the 25th of January,

1870, I disembarked at Oran, capital of that province, my expecta-

tions were at a high pilch. I took the first steamer to Algiers, as

travelling by land is expensive and slow. Ten days passed rapidly

with me at that town : in the morning I generally went out with my
gun, and among other birds I was fortunate enough to shoot a

hooded shrike {Telephonus ischagra). In the vegetable and poultry

market I saw a concourse of birds : it was melancholy to see the

strings of robins, thrushes, stonechats, titlarks, willow wrens,

sparrows, blackcaps, starlings, wrens, sky larks and blackbirds.

Before commencing my journey into the Sahara I visited one or

two towns in "the Tell,"* viz. Blida, Bouffarik, Miliana. The
mountains of the Atlas raise their snow-capped summits behind

Blida, forming the southern boundary of the valley of the Metidja.

Bouffarik is merelj' a village. Miliana is a fortified town on the slope

of Mount Zakkar, overlooking a level plain watered by the river

Chelif. At these places I got the dipper [Cinclus aquaticus), men-

tioned by Loche as very rare (' Exploration sc. oiseaux,' i. p. 306),

and many other interesting birds, such as Cetti's vf&xhlex {Polamodus
Cettii, Marm.), the Spanish sparrow (Passer salicaria), the dusky

ixos {Ixos ohscurus), the lesser spotted woodpecker {Piciis mino?-,

P. Ledoucii, Malh.), the meadow bunting [Emberiza cia) and

Moussier's redstart [Riiticilla Moussieri).

After a month spent in this way, I finally started for the interior.

I need not describe Boghari, the first halting-place: it is an Arab

village, but very poorly represents what I afterwards saw in the

Mzab country. The first " caravanserai," t properly so called, and

the best, is Bougzoul : it is in the Hauts Plateaux. Though but

twelve miles distant from the mountains, the water at Bougzoul is

nearly unfit for drinking. The guide-book correctly states it to be

* Dr. Tristram definea "the Tell" as "the corn-growing country from the coast

to the Atlas." (Ibis, i, 277.)

+ A " caravanserai" is a white one-storied fortified house, enclosing a large court-

yard, with chambers all round for the accommodation of travellers, and stabling for

several horses. The Hauts Plateaux, or Steppes, are interchangeable terms for the

northern portion of the Little Desert (or Algerian Sahara), which commences where

the Tell ends and terminates at Waregla.
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" rare, salee, amere, chaude," four emphatic adjectives which apply

only too truly : I suppose it comes by some means from the neigh-

bouring marsh, where the phenomenon of mirage may be seen

every day. I believe Dr. Tristram found a profusion of water-fowl

at this marsh. When I was there it was nearly dry : the sand

grouse and the desert wheatear had supplanted the waders, and

only the delusive mirage, before mentioned, floated over the hard

mud : I saw, however, what I believe to have been three flamingoes,

and was assured by many persons that they are frequently found

dead here under the newly-constructed telegraph-wire, as well as

"ganga" (sand grouse) and other birds.

I found Ain Oussera, which was the second stage, a very sterile

lonely place. A muddy stream winds its tardy course before the

entrance of the caravanserai, and some attempts had been made to

cultivate the stony soil. Elsewhere, far as the eye can reach,

nought but a scanty lierbage clothes the plain,—a coarse kind of

grass, to the height of two or three feet (different from what grows

in the weds),—forming a bleak retreat for the desert wheatear, the

dotterel and the tawny pipit: sans a camel, sans a trace of cultiva-

tion, the eye finds no relief. As the setting sun sheds a yellow glare

over the treeless ])lain, and the shadows lengthen, one may speculate

on the not distant period when troops of lawless Bedouins roamed

over the desert. The Barbary states are now at peace, from the

palm-shaded oases of Tripoli to the bazaars and gardens of Moorish

Tangiers, and the Nomad is brought into contact with the products

of European civilization. I collected specimens of two rare larks

here,—Galerida macrorhyncha, Trist., and Calendrella rcboudia,

Loche,—and of the desert wheatear {Saxicola deserti), which had

not previously been observed so far north, also some calandras and

common dotterels {Charadrius nioriiiellus), and the first hoopoe of

the season ; but I was not so fortunate as to get the creamcoloured

courser's eggs (Cm^'So/vms' ^a///f««), which were here obtained for

the first time by Dr. Tristram in 1856, having been previously

unknown to Science.

i

Guelt et Stel, another caravanserai, is situate in a pass near

the seven mamelons (which were just visible from Ain Oussera).

It is nearly fifty miles from Boghari, and partakes more of

mountain than of the desert: here I obtained several birds not

in the Sahara catalogue, such as the ring ouzel, ultramarine tit,

linnet, serin, goldfinch, Algerian chaflSnch and greenfinch, which
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last was quite common. The water here was totally unfit for

drinking.

At Rocher de Sel the soil becomes more sandy,—a frost-like

whiteness coats the plain,—but after passing the salt mountains

(from which the caravanserai takes its name) the country assumes

a more Tell-like appearance, becoming fertile and woody. These

remarkable mountains are well worth a visit: seen at a little distance

they present a blue appearance, but it is not difficult to find large

pieces of salt of the purest while, and quite fit for the table : they

have the additional recommendation of being the home of the

kestrel, the raven, the neophron, the kite {Milvus ater f), and of

other birds : I counted thirteen or fourteen kestrels in the air at

one time, and observed that they took their insect-prey upon the

wing. After this the road mends ; lately-built houses, an orchard

of almond trees just coming into bloom, and other symptoms of

civilization are noted ; and, in process of time, our " voiture," if that

miserable contrivance for jolting passengers deserves the name,

passed the eighth halting-place and arrived at Laghouat.

Laghouat, or El Aghouat, according as we prefix the French or

Arab article, is the last French outpost : rendered pretty by the

number of tall palms, it is, in fact, the first oasis in the Sahara,

while to the north stretch plains as far as Djelpha: rocky mountain-

ridges protect it from the wind, which frequently blows the sand in

overwhelming clouds. Nearly all the houses are white, flat-roofed,

and made of mud-bricks : the same materials partition off the Arab

gardens. The coach, or "courier," arrives about 5'30 p.m., just

when the last " red rays" of the setting sun are shedding " a golden

pathway" through the forest of stately palms: these matchless trees

encompass the town to the number of 20,000, and form a noble

belt of verdure, beneath which the vine, the fig, the pomegranate,

the olive, the peach, the apricot, interlace their foliage, mingling in

rank confusion. There is nothing picturesque about the Arabs at

Laghouat: the French have improved away the old stock, and the

present people are their degenerate descendants: not so the wild

tribes of the true desert, who still cherish a jealous hatred towards

that people against whom their hardy fathers swore eternal

enmity.

The beautiful desert bullfinch [Carpodacus githagineus) was

common at Laghouat: its resorts are gravelly steppes and rocky

ground destitute of trees: its trumpet-note is one of the marvels of
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Algeria. The only other birds which T shall notice are the fan-

tail and aquatic warblers [Cisticola sluenicola and Calamodus

aquaticus), which perch upon the reeds, and the Aminomanes

isabellina : this inconspicuous bird is met with on hill-sides and

bare stony plains: in its habits it assimilates to the chats, except

that it runs more. Gazelles and jerboas abound, and in the small

half-dry marsh there are a good many water tortoises. The ant of

the desert digs a curious structure, and perhaps there is not such

another place in the world for Coleoptera : beetles of every size

and shape swaim. The chameleon is also found, and the deadly

viper a come would be common if not rigorously kept down.

Large lizards were often brought to me ; one was upwards of three

feet long.

On the 9lh of April, having engaged Mohammed Belhuri and

another Arab, with mules, a camel to carry the luggage, and all the

necessaries for an expedition into the Mzab country, I quitted the

little hotel at Laghouat. Mohammed had called me early, and we

were en route by 10 a.m. We had guns and pistols, for the Mzab

are sons of desert chieftains, and no Frenchman would think of

travelling unarmed among them. The embers of the late rebellion

still smoulder. As we rode along I shot my first bifasciated lark

{Certhilauda Desertorum). Dr. Tristram truly remarks of this

species, *' that although its uniform of inconspicuous drab renders

it most difficult of detection on the ground, the moment it extends

its wings the broad black bar across the snow-white secondaries

attracts the eye, and renders it an easy mark" (Ibis, i. p. 428). By

sunset we reached some clumps of trees,—jujubes, terebinths, olive,

&c.,—all the large ones having raven's nests ; and I may here re-

mark that the ravens of Algeria appear to be much smaller than the

English ones : they, moreover, breed in society, but this Professor

Newton informs mc they always do where they are sufficiently nume-

ous. Our camel took fright at the assemblage of ravens, and utterly

deserted us with all the baggage, and we passed the night in our

thin burnouses on the ground. Mohammed was well nigh distracted

when next morning there was no sign of the missing beast. We
got breakfast, of which I stood much in need, at some Arab tents

:

it consisted of dry dates, " couscous," and sheep's milk. Couscous

is a kind of broth mixed with half-ground barley, and one of its

ingredients is often camels' grease. The rest of the day was spent

in vainly searching for the lost camel ; at night we were again the
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guests of the hospitable Arabs. I noticed several pairs of bush-

chals {S(ixicoIaphilopJithamua), which, from being unmolested, had

learnt to hop among the Arab tents, feeding upon what they found

among the small stones, &c.

Next morning, to add to our misfortune, the mules had departed.

The intolerable stupidity of the Arabs, in not tying their beasts, is

beyond belief. When at length the mules were recovered, the

wind was so strong we could hardly mount them. We now began

to pass through a vast plain, slightly undulating, interspersed with

dayats, each a mile or half-a-mile apart. I saw many birds which

I did not know, but we could not stop after them. I shot one small

bird not unlike a whitethroat, which, I have no doubt, was a

spectacled warbler {Sylvia conspicillata): I have the following

note of it in my pocket-book :
—" Spectacled warbler, with the

spectacle faint, and a blush of pink on the breast; eye the colour

of a whitethroat's." Nearly every terebinth, of any size, carried

several nests, and the smaller trees wpre occupied in like propor-

tion. I may here give Dr. Tristram's definition of a " dayat."—" An
unimprovable oasis, in which there is no constant supply of water

to be found at any depth." About noon we came to water; it was

dirty, but drinkable : a gazelle quitted it as we approached : we

often saw these graceful animals, but they were very wild. As we

rode along the desert-horned lark {Otocorys bilopha) ran before us

like a little plover. Two birds, which I do not doubt were cream-

coloured coursers [Cursorius isabellinus), flew before our mules,

and I twice saw what, unless I am greatly mistaken, was a benighted

wryneck {Yunx torquilla) crouching upon the arid plain.

'I'hat night we were forced to sleep out again in the open air.

The Arabs kindled a fire, but it was bitterly cold. The wind had

got up during the day, and I had only a thin burnous (for my wraps

were on the camel). At 9 p.m. it rained in torrents ; of course our fire

was speedily extinguished. The wind now howled over the Sahara :

vivid lightning shot across the sky, accompanied by loud peals of

thunder. In vain we shifted to the other side of the bush : every-

thing was a complete sop. We were in the saddle again before

daybreak, but my wet burnous hung on me like a dead weight.

Some enormous griffon vultures were observing us at a little dis-

tance, but my hands were so benumbed that I could hardly hold

the bridle, much less load my gun. The heavy rains of the preceding

night seemed to have converted the Sahara into mud.
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T kept a sharp look-out for ostriches, but had never the good

fortune to see one. From what the Arabs said, I gather that raanj

an ancient haunt of this noble species knows it no longer. Its im-

pending extinction typifies the decay of the nomad: step by step

the hunters will drive it backwards. In process of time its existence

will be a matter of tradition—its appearance, its very name, will be

forgotten. Like every other brevipennate bird, it must one day

succumb to the march of civilization.

At length the v\ished-for landmark of the Mozabite town of

Berryan hove in sight. A carpet was quickly spread for us in an

unoccupied house, and the chief, with about thirty other Arabs,

squatted in a circle. While Mohammed detailed our adventures,

I produced the credentials which had been furnished by the Com-
manflant-superieur at Laghouat, and which were afterwards of the

greatest possible service to us. It was a two-storied court where

we were located, but all the Arab houses are built on the same plan,

viz. open on the inner side, \yith a ladder or staircase leading to the

roof, which is flat and strong enough to walk upon : they are all

full of draughty crevices. In the rafters of the establishment I ob-

served a pair of house buntings {Fringillaria Sahara): the Arab

masons leave plenty of eligible chinks for them to nest in.

I must attempt some description of Berryan. The town is sur-

rounded by a mud-brick wall, with a good many small towers, some
of which I ascended. The fencework upon tliis wall serves as a

favourite perch for the pallid shrike {Lainun dealbalus), which with

difficulty keeps its balance, its tail swaying with every gust of wind.

The tallest building in the town is the mosque ; its tower is in the

shape of an obelisk, and about fifty feet high. But what interested

me most was the wells : every garden has one, and they are ex-

tremely deep. To draw water the method is as follows :—A long

cord passed over the wheel of the well (which is ten feet above the

ground) is fastened to two mules or a camel, which, walking down
an inclined pathway, Ijaul the wateiskin, which is attached to the

other end of the rope, to the top of the well, where it instantly dis-

charges all its contents into a stone tank, and is then let down again.

Little trenches convey the water all about the garden ; as the sand

would soon soak it up these trenches are of plaster. The water is

limpid and tasteless. All day long the Mzab haul it up: they are

all teetotalers and never touch wine, which enables them to work
hard continually. " The Mzab work always," has become a saying.
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Men, women and children toil in the gardens, even in the noon-

tide hours, when no European could venture out of doors without

imminent risk of a sunstroke. A different system of irrigation is

pursued at Laghouat, where the water lies on the surface.

Having with difEculty obtained some gunpowder, for the French

are not allowed to sell it to the Arabs under any pretence, T went

out shooting. The Egyptian turtle dove was so common that I had

only to take my stand in a garden, and load and fire until enough

had been killed. Directly a bird falls the Arabs rush up to it;

their object is to cut its throat before it dies. Of course they ruin

everything for stuffing. I soon found out that they would never

cook a dove which did not die by the knife. Every house was

tenanted by house buntings : they nest in the large square court,

and I think the eggs must be deposited in March; they are rather

like sparrows' eggs, but rounder : the nest is composed of little

sticks and twigs, and lined with hair.

On the 14lh news came that the Touareg, a lawless tribe of

robbers, were assembling in force on the Waragla route: this did

not alarm us, but the following day a letter was brought to me (in

Arabic) with tidings of a great camel razzia at Zergoun (which,

though not in our road, lay to the north of us), in which 2000

camels had been carried off, and, it was said, six men killed ; but

as the Arabs habitually exaggerate I did not place much reliance

on this latter statement. The Spahis* were in hot pursuit, but

with little chance of coming up with the fugitives. Trusting that

they would not come our way, we on the 16lh left Berryan and

travelled to Gardaia, which is the chief city of the Mzab confedera-

tion. Our route lay through a dreary tract of country,—stony,

brown and mountainous,—save, at rare intervals, where the dull

prospect was perhaps suddenly broken by a patch of green, formed

by the rain collecting in a hollow, but these fresh spots were kw
and far between. And now, by narrow defiles, our cavalcade drew

near this Mozabite capital. I could not help thinking, as often as

I reined in my mule, what awful havoc the long guns of the Arabs

would make with an invading army in such a place ; and no doubt,

for them, many a winding pass here teems with historic interest.

The bullet-marks on the walls testify that the city itself has

figured in many a sanguinary conflict. Standing upon a gentle

eminence, crowned by the never-failing mosque, its flat-roofed

* The Spahis are Arab soldiers in the French pay.
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houses rising tier above tier, above the ever-green palm trees,

Gaidaia's exotic aspect can never be effaced from my memory.

Her gardens, indeed, stand at some little distance, but they are far

more extensive than would at first sight appear, and should be

visited in the cool of the morning or in the red blush of sunset;

then the "woods resound" with joyous carols, and the sparkling

bee-eater, the painted roller and the gilded oriole flicker in the

foliage like a fairy scene. Nothing can exceed the fertility of this

oasis: vines, surpassing any which I ever saw in size and luxuriance,

were bent with many an unripe cluster, trained from pahn stem to

palm stem, and the figs dnd apricot trees were loaded with green

fruit. Above them towered 40,000 date-palms, affording food and

shelter to many species of birds: from bush to bush flitted the

subalpine warbler [Sylvia siih(tlpina), and the white shrike [Lanius

dealhatiis) sat on every well, or rose to catch the passing locust;

while here and there I saw the cunning Numidian malurus [Crate-

ropusfulvus) fly with arrowy straightness from the further side of a

bush or thicket : beetles, flies and grain constitute the principal

food of this true denizen of the Sahara. When, as I have said, the

broken rays of the evening sun were viewed through this mass of

foliage the effect was superb.

To return to the city itself: a motley crowd gathered round us

as we rode into the market-place ; brawny men and henna-stained

children pressed forward, or mounted on the bench of justice, with

greetings and cries of surprise. While we waited at the guest-house

for the arrival of a negro with a ponderous iron key I could not

help remarking how many there were in the crowd who were blind

or mutilated : with sunken watery eyes, these poor people presented

a sad spectacle. When we had washed and taken coffee, which is

an indispensable ceremony among the Arabs, the chief led the way

to the Jews' quarter. We entered the house of a wealthy Hebrew:

the rabbi, as I suppose him to have been, was reading in the door-

way ; he seemed most anxious to please, and rose on our entry

with many genuflexions. He showed us his wife, who sat on a

door-mat dangling a door-ke}' : she was handsome, but rather

dirty ; the lower half of her nose was painted black. I was much
interested in all 1 saw, particularly the texts upon the wall, and

many printed books, some of which I should have liked to purchase :

they appeared to be portions of the Old Testament printed in

Arabic. We were invited to partake of the thin Jews' bread and
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some absinth, the most dangerous of all fermented liquors. After
that the chief led the way to where his masons were building a
house. I observed that instead of ordinarj' mud-bricks they were
employing stones and plaster, which are probably found to answer
better upon a rocky surface, where little or no foundation can be
obtained.

In conversation with the Arabs the terra "tair el h'orh " was
often made use of, meaning the falcon par excellence, coupled
with the name of General Marguerite, who formerly lived at

Laghouat, but is now Governor at Algiers, and who is one of the
best authorities on the subject of falconry among the Bedouins.
It is stated, in the ' Chasses de I'Algerie' of this author, that the
hawks trained for the chase are five—El Arem, El Meguerness, El
Bahri, El Terchoun, El Kreloui ; but Dr. Tristram, an equally good
authority, recognises seven sorts—El Sakkr, L'Abli, El Terakel,
Tair el h'ohr, El Bahri, El Bourni, El Zebarbach (Ibis, i. p. 297).
My father has kindly compared the evidence, and he is led to con-
clude that El Arem and El Terakel are the female Sakkr falcon
{Falco sacer), and El Sakkr the male of that species ; El Meguer-
ness being the \aLm\ex ^ {Falco lanarius) and El Bahri the peregrine,
which bears the native name of Byhri in India: he would coincide
with Dr. Tristram in identifying El Bourni with the Barbary falcon
[Falco barbarus), and Zebarbach with the hobby {Falco subbuteo).
There thus remain three names to be accounted for.

The missing camel turned up on Sunday, the 17th, to my great
relief; the Spahis had recovered it for me and taken it back to
Laghouat: several of my things had been lost or injured. With
the camel came a letter from the captain of the " Bureau Arab,"
strongly advising my immediate return, on account of the dis-

turbances at Zergoun
; but Mohammed overruled this, deeming that

it would be better to stay in safe quarters until the country was
quiet. Accordingly we remained with the Mzab for three weeks,
during all which time we were fed and lodged gratis at the different

* Some naturalists have considered the lanner falcon as having a good claim to
be included in the list of British birds, on the ground that the figure of Lewin was
referable to no other species (B. B. i. § 17). AU the plates in my copy of that work
are so poorly coloured that many are not recognizable. There is less fault to find
with the sketch and outline ; but even supposing that the picture does represent the
true Falco lanarius of Schlegel, it wUl be found, on referring to the accompanying
letter-press, that there is no reason to suppose that he either drew or coloured from
a specimen killed in England.
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towns we visited, viz. Mellika, Bou Noura, El Ateuf, Benuisgueu.

These towns are all in the same oasis, and the dry course of the

river winds between them. Bou Noura is a heap of ruins; half the

town has been dismantled, and the crumbling, unroofed, long-

deserted houses have grown brown like the rocks which surround

them. On the other hand, El Ateuf and Benuisgueu are in better

preservation, and contain some shops or magazines where it is

possible to buy European products. Benuisguen has long been

the rival of Gardaia, and that its inhabitants still aspire to the

chieftainship of the oasis was proved by a new wall, which we found

then constructing, and which affords one instance of the intestine

rivalry which has rendered every stand against the French abortive.

Of course I lost no opportunity of taking observations on the avi-

fauna of such a little-known district. I was particularly struck with

the green Egyptian bee-eaters {Merops superciliosus) : they seemed

to affect the graveyards. Two of the handsomest chals which I met

with in the course of my rambles were common at this oasis,—the

whiterumped rockchat {Dromolea leiicopygia) and the whileheaded

rockchat {D. leucocephala),—not so much in the gardens as in the

" weds" and on the walls: they enter towns freely and perch upon

the tlat-roofed houses.

We did not start upon our return journey until the last day of

the month. One of the chiefs was good enough to accompany me

home, and I further availed myself of the convoy of two Spahis,

who had been sent with letters from Laghouat.

The first day's journey lay through the stony Chebka Mzab,

where, among mountains utterly sterile and bare of herbage, our

cavalcade trod foot-sore and weary, and the only rare bird seen by

me was a Houbara bustard ; its flight is almost like that of a bird

of prey : it is the falconer's favourite quarry, and defends itself by

ejecting a slimy fluid. When the Chebka Mzab was passed we

again entered upon the sandy prairie which stretches right to

Laghouat, and 1 had further opportunity of examining the dayats

which had so much interested me. It was just the period of migra-

tion (May 2nd), and wherever there was water they were teeming

with animal life: it was as if all the spring migrants of Southern

Europe had been compressed into fifty acres. Beneath every

jujube tree, at every thicket, were massed and congregated all manner

of rare birds; pied flycatchers (Museteapa liiclnosa), hoopoes

{Upupa epops), doves {Coliwiba Tiirt ur), woodch&is {Latiius niftts)
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—warblers without end, seeking shelter from the burning sun ; the

neophron {Neophron percnopterus) and the raven {Corvus corax)

perched upon the taller terebinths; different sorts of sandpipers

flew before us, mingling with noisy shrikes [Lanius dealhatus)
;

dozing little owls [Athene nieridiona lis) dashed out from the deep

foliage and hid themselves again. I suspect that not a few birds

are tempted by the water and rich foliage to remain and rear their

progeny in these dayats. This is the country to which the Arabs

apply the term Sahara : I know it is the Great Desert which is so

marked in English maps, but this is the true Sahara—the habitable

country which ends where all regular supply of water fails.

We rode into Laghouat at 8.30 on Thursday morning: it was

nearly four weeks since I had seen a European. I heard on all

hands of the camel razzia at Zergoun r I might almost say it had

created some uneasiness. I was not sorry to take the fast " courier"

and return to Algiers, which I did without further incident, and

thence by the usual route to England.

J. H. GURiNEY, JUN.

Birds at Rannoch.—If Mr. Eedle visits Ranuoch another season he

ought, I thiuk, to get further information about the hobby, the rock pipit

and the stock dove. The fact that these species are common in the heart

of Scotland in summer, if correct, is a new and interesting one, and further

particulars will be valuable.

—

J. H. Gurney,jun. ; 2 ^ Beta Place, N.W.

Birds of tlie MalTcrn District.—May I be allowed to make a few remarks

on the last part of Mr. Lees' interesting " Birds of the Malvern District."

In the first place I am desirous of knowing what he means by the " Crested

Cardinal Finch {Pyrrhula erythrina, Tem.)," as under that name are

confounded two very distinct birds. The cardinal finch, or grosbeak, is a

well-known American cage-bird, sometimes called the Virginian nightingale,

while the scarlet bullfinch [Pyrrhula erythrina) is, as Mr. Lees says, a

Russian species, which is gradually extending its range westward as far as

the British Isles (refer. Ibis, 1861, p. Ill; 1869, p. 226; 1870, p. 276),

As Mr. Lees says be is not aware whether the tropic bird has ever before

been found in Europe, I will here point out that Leigh, who wrote in 1700,

includes it in his " Natural History of Lancashire," with a picture copied

from Willugbby. " Sometimes," he says " there are birds not common in

these parts brought hither by storms (as was hinted before) particularly

about two years ago, by a violent hail-storm ; amongst the rest there was a

bird all white (e.xcept only a short red beak) about the bigness of a pigeon ;•

SECOND SERIES—YOL. VI. 2 S
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and by what I observed of it, I could appreliend it to be no other than

what our travellers call the tropic bird, met with usually in crossing that

line," p. 164. Of this hail-storm an amusing picture is given, in which

stones of au immeuse size are represented as killing hares and birds. I

should think Mr. Lees must have had the arctic tern in his district in May,

1842, when they were so extraordinary numerous in that part of England.

The specimen of the crane is in my collection.

—

J. H. Gurney, jiin.

;

Juhj 1, 1871.

Summer fliigrauts iii Yorkshire.—Most of the summer migrants have

been unusually common here this season. The garden warbler, the lesser

whitethroat, the wood wren, the whinchat, the sedge warbler and the tree

pipit have been truly abundant. The lesser redpole has also been frequent

;

I have seen several pairs and found two nests. The blackcap, a bird which

is generally scarce here, has been frequently heard, and nests have been

found. One nightingale has been certainly heard, and two or three

reported from dififerent parts of Yorkshire. Nightingales are now heard in

central Yorkshire every spring, though it is only a few years since it was

doubted whether it came or not to this county : I fancy both the blackcap

and the nightingale are coming northward every year in greater numbers.*

The lesser whitethroat is certainly on the increase. The redstart and the

house martin are tlie only birds which have appeared in scanty numbers.

In early spring starlings were more numerous than I ever recollect to have

seen them. Now, July 3rd, the broods have got away, and there are very

few to be seen. I begin to suspect that small birds are on the increase,

in consequence of the decrease of birds of prey, and secondarily in conse-

quence of the imposition of the tax on guns. I hear that a measure for the

protection of small birds is likely to be passed, but I humbly think that an

act of this sort will be unnecessary, except it be simply to save the birds of

song from the wholesale birdcatchers.

—

George Roberts ; Lo/thotise, Wakefield,

July 4, 1871.

Roughlegged Buzzard.—Allow me to remind Captain Hadfield that the

European roughlegged buzzard is distinct from the American representative

of that species : the latter being only the immature stage of the black hawk,

Archibuteo Sancti-Johannis (Gmeliu). This is one of the many cases in

which the young of one species resembles the adult of another {vide Zool.

S. S. p. liol'i).—Henry Bceks.

Great Cray Shrike near Clifton.—I had intended to notice at the time,

but omitted to do so, that a specimen of the great gray shrike (a female) was

shot at Nailsea, a few miles from here, about tlie end of last March.

—

Marcus S. (J. Richards; Clifton, July 14, 1871.

• I should say that I wrote these remarks before I saw Mr. Cordeaux's note on the

nightingale in this month's ' Zoologist.'

—

G. R.
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Gray Redstart.—The resuscitation of this species must have doubtless

taken more ornithologists than myself by surprise, and I have waited to see

some field naturalist reply to Dr. Bree's observations iu the ' Field ' for the

loth of April. Now, however, that I see such a good practical ornithologist

as Mr. Blake-Kuox coinciding with the views there expressed, it seems

time to lay the ghost of the gray redstart before it gets permanently looked

upon as a " British bird." It has been known for a long time to most

English ornithologists that the so-called Ruticilla Cairii is really nothing

but a stage of plumage of R. tithys, and its case is given up as hopeless by

its original describer. Having applied to my friend Mr. Howard Saunders,

whom I knew to have had great opportunities of observing both " species
"

in life, he readily responded lo my request for definite information on the

subject by sending me the following note :—" I have it on the high

authority of M. Jules Verreaux that both TAbbe Caire and M. Gerbe have

become convinced that the so-called Ruticilla Cairii was nothing but the

first year's plumage of the ordinary R. tithys, some individuals of which do

not assume their full plumage the first spring, but nevertheless breed in

their gray dress. As a corroboration of this, I may mention that I have

myself found the so-called Ruticilla Cairii breeding in Spain, in a hole

which the next year was tenanted by a pair of R. tithys, doubtless the

identical birds of the previous year. The distinction with regard to the

habitats of the two birds does not hold good for a moment ; for R. tithys

not only frequents rocks and ruins, but houses in the most busthng cities

—

as, for instance, Malaga for one, where I saw a jDair of R. tithys breeding

in a hole in one of the main streets. The supposed habits of R. Cairii are

equally inapplicable to my gray birds, which were nesting in a hole in a

very warm locality, in a reft of a rock, close to where T took the nest of

Bonelli's eagle in two consecutive years. I may add that Jules Verreaux

laughed to scorn the idea of these two ' species ' of Ruticilla being clearly

characterized." Thus, it seems that, if Dr. Bree will still hold to the

specific distinctness of R. Cairii, we shall have to quote the species as

R. Cairii, Gerbe 1848, et Bree 1871 [nee Gerbe 1871 !). Dr. Bree will

scarcely feel sui-prised if the ornithologists of the present day prefer to

follow the rules of the British Association to taking his advice as to what

the proper name of a species ought to be. I am writing with reference to

a remark in the ' Field ' of last Saturday, where he criticises the name given

by Mr. Harting to the reed warbler. There is one simple answer to the

question : Gmelin's name of " arundinacea " for the reed warbler having

been pre-occupied by Linnaeus, who gave the same title for the great sedge

warbler, Vieillot's name of " strepera," being next in order of priority,

stands. What one author or another chooses to think the best name for a

species, according to his own ideas, is not to be taken into consideration

when seeking to find the Jirst puhlished name of an animal. Whatever
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" confusion " may have existed is not the fault so much of the original

describer of a species as of careless investigators coming after and ignoring

the labours of their predecessors. No man can be absolutely perfect in his

knowledge of the vast mass of ornithological literatui'e, but many might

easily be more perfect than they are.

—

R. B. Sharpe, in the ' Field ' news-

paper.

[The desultory and somewhat unsatisfactory discussion which has been

carried on for some weeks in the ' Field ' newspaper, on the specific

distinctness of Ruticilla Cairii can scarcely be settled thus. My friend Mr.

Howard Saunders would not have concluded that Pai'us caeruleus was the

same species as Ruticilla tithys on the ground that he found it succeeding

the latter in the occupation of the same hole for nesting purposes. A series

of carefully conducted observations is required before we can establish a

new species or disestablish an old one. I have quoted the latter part of the

paragraph because I never like to cite for comment a portion of a contribu-

tion to another periodical without giving the whole : I am aware that it has

no connexion with anything that precedes.

—

Edward Newman.]

Dooded Crows at Flaniborongh Dead in Juue.—On the 2-2nd of June I

observed a pair of hooded crows at Flamborough Head. One of them had

its leg broken. The occurrence of a pair on the 6th of June, 1858, at the

same locality, is recorded in the sixteenth volume of the ' Zoologist ' (Zool.

p. 6142).

—

J. H. Gurncy,jun.

Pheasant and French Partridge.—At Keswick, in Norfolk, during th6

present summer, a pheasant and a French partridge laid in the same nest.

The eggs of the latter were removed, after which the partridge drove the

pheasant away and sat on twelve pheasant's eggs, five of which it success-

fully hatched, and went off with its brood of young pheasants during the

last week of June.

—

J. H. Gurney ; July 7, 1871.

^uail Nesting in Wiltshire.—A quail's nest, with twelve eggs, was taken

near Marlborough on the 21st of June.

—

T. A. Preston; Marlborough

College, July 5, 1871.

duails Breeding near Bampstead.—We had last year, for the first time

in my thirty years' experience of these parts, a few pairs of quails breeding

(I know of five) in the fields between Hampstead Heath and Hendou. I

did not write to you about these, as I took them to be escaped birds, but

this year T have heard tliem again calling in various localities, and the

labourers employed on tlie grass-farms tell me they are very generally

sprinkled about. They all seemed to drop into the district at the same

time, the middle of May. I much fear the grass will be cut before they

have had time to hatch out their eggs. Last summer they had every

chance, as half the grass-fields were not worth the cutting, and were conse-

quently left untouched. Strange to say I did not hear of one quail being

seen here when the shooting season commenced, and I have found the same
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with regard to landrails in this neighbourhood.— /?u6e;-< H. Mitford

;

Haverstock Place, Ha7)ij)stead,

Ringed Gaillemot near Flamborough.—On the 21st of June I observed,

in company with Mr. Bailey, some "silver-eyed skouts " or ringed

guillemots, at Ranscliff, near Flamborough. It is not difficult to distin-

guish this variety on the wing at twenty yards in summer time, when the

white mark shows out clearly.

—

J. H. Gurney, jun.

Proceedings of the Entomological Society.

July 3, 1871.—A. R. Wallace, Esq., F.Z.S., President, in the chair.

Additions to the Library.

The following donations were announced, and thanks voted to the
donors :

—
' The Journal of the Linnean Society,' No. 51 ; presented by the

Society. 'Bulletin de la Societe Imperiale des Naturalistes de Moscou,'

1870, No. 2 ; by the Society. ' Mittheilungen der Schweizerischen Ento-
mologischen Gesellschaft,' vol. iii. Nos. 6 and 7 ; by the Society. ' Horae
Societatis Entomologicse Rossicae,' t. vii. No. 4, t. viii. No. 1 ; by the Society.

'The Canadian Entomologist,' vol. iii. No. 1 ; by the Editor. 'Beitrage

zur Kenntniss der Kafer (Coleoptera) in den russischen Ostseeprovinzen

Kurland, Livland und Estland,' von J. H. Kawall ; by the Author. ' Fauna
Perthensis; or. Contribution towards a Knowledge of the Animals in-

habiting Perthshire,' Part I., Lepidoptera, by F. Buchanan White, M.D.;
by the Author. ' L'Abeille,' tome vii. livr. 10 & 11 ; by the Editor. ' The
Zoologist

'
for July ; by the Editor. ' The Entomologist's Monthly Maga^

zine' for July; by the Editors. 'Exotic Butterflies,' Part 79; by W. W,
Saunders, Esq. ' Lepidoptera Exotica,' Part ix. ; by E. W. Janson, Esq,
' Catalogue of British Coleoptera,' by David Sharp, M.B., &c. ; by E. W.
Janson, Esq. ' Monographie des Calopterygines ;

' 'Note sur quelques

Nevropteres nouveaux de Port Denison (Australia)
;

'
' Additions et Cor.

rections an Catalogue-raisonne des Orthopteres de Belgique
;

'
' Note sur

une Excursion dans I'Entre-Sambre-et-Meuse ;
'

' Notice sur une nouvelle

Espece de Nemoptere;' 'Note sur quelques Odonates nouveaux du
Mexique ;

' ' Odonates des lies Seychelles
;

' ' Nouvelle Revision des

Odonates de I'Algerie
;

'
' Secondes Additions au Synopsis des Gomphiues ;

'

' Secondes Additions au Synopsis des Calopterygines;' by the Author
M. le Baron Edm. de Selys-Longchamps. ' Stettiuer Eutomologische
Zeitung,' 1871, Nos. 4—9; by the Entomological Society of Stettin.

Twelve Memoirs on Arachnida; by the Author, the Rev. 0. P. Cam-
bridge, M.A.

By purchase :—
' Bericht iiber die wissenschaftlichen Leistungen im

Gebiete du Entomologie wahrend der Jahr 1867 und 1868,' von F. Brauer
& Dr. A. Gerstaecker; Zweite Halfte.
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Exhibitions, dx.

Prof. Westwood exhiliited the miuute-book of proceedings of an Ento-

mological Society existing in London in 1780. The members appeared to

have consisted of Messrs. Drury, Honey, Swift, Fraucillou, Jones and

Bentley. The meetings were held weekly, but, in consequence of some

internal dissensions, the Society seemed to have collapsed in about a year.

The " business " done chiefly embraced notes on the appearance of various

species, and the objects of the members' studies were divided into three

classes, " flies" (buttei-flies), " moths" and " insects."

Mr. S. Stevens exhibited a collection of Coleoptera formed by him during

a recent tour in Ireland. The most interesting species was Chlsenius holo-

sericeus, of which he had captured several examples at Killaloe, near Lough

Derg.

Mr. Champion exhibited Emus hirtus, recently captured by him in cow-

dung in the New Forest ; being the only instance of its occurrence since

the late Mr. Alfred Haward found a specimen many years since. He also

exhibited two new British species of Hemiptera, viz., Corizus Abutilon,

Rossi, and Drymus latus, described by Messrs. Douglas and Scott in the

' Entomologist's Monthly Magazine ' for June and July, 1871.

Mr. Blackmore exhibited a collection of insects of all orders from

Tangiers, including some from Fez. There appeared to he many new

species of Coleoptera, which Mr. Blackmore announced his intention of

describing at a future meeting. Locusts, (Acrydium peregrinum), were

exceedingly abundant at Tangiers, and the pedestrian was often ankle-deep

in the dead and dying on the shore. The natives destroyed them with

wisps of straw, and did not dig trenches to stop their ravages. Mr.

M'Lachlan having remarked that the Chinese held, or did hold, an opinion

that locusts were developed from the eggs of craw-fish, Mr. Blackmore said

that the Spanish word ' laugosta ' was used both for a locust and lobster.

Mr. Druce exhibited several rare species of exotic Rhopalocera, the

most interesting being Euryades Reovi, Westwood, Heliconia Hermogenes,

Hewitson, Heliconia, n. s., Eresia, u. s. ('i), Catagramma, n. s. (2), Agrias

Amydon, Hew., Paphia Panarista, Hew., Paphia nobilis, Bates, Siderone

Mars, Hew., &c.

Mr. Stainton exhibited (on behalf of its captor, the Rev. R. P. Muiray)

an example of Botys fuscahs, from the Isle of Man, to the head of which

still adhered a portion of the puparium. The antennae and haustellum

were free, but the case of the latter projected perpendicularly from the

under side of the head, simulating the rostrum of a Panorpa. The insect

must have been nearly blind, yet it was flying briskly at the time of

capture.

Mr. Miiller exhibited a vine-leaf from Basle, attacked by Phytoptus

vilis, which causes fur-like spots on the leaves, known as Erineum vitis.
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Mr. "Riley, State Entomologist for Missouri (present as a visitor),

exhibited a large collection of North American insects, illustrating, in many

cases, their transformations. Among them was a coleopterous lai"va, which

Di'. Leconte (who was present) stated to be that of Pyrochroa flabellata.

Mr. Dunning read the following extract from the ' Times ' of 27th

June :
—" Under the pressure of necessity a Salt Lake City blacksmith has

invented a machine to kill grasshoppers. It can be manufactured for

seventy-five dollars. It consists of a frame drawn by two horses, having

an apron extending forward close to the ground to scrape up the locusts,

with a hood above it, forming a box open in front. At the rear of the

machine is a pair of rollers geared together, the upper one driven by the

carrying wheels, of which it forms the axle. Whatever may find its way

into the front of the machine is obliged to pass between the rollers at the

back, which, being capable of being forced close together, are described as

completely demoralizing the 'ironclads.'"

Mr. Dunning also read a letter he had received from the Eev. W. H.
Wayne, of Much Wenlock, stating that both this year and last his ripe

strawberries were infested by a small Myriapod, which entered into the

interior; there were often six or eight in one strawberry, and they were

often eaten without detection. Mr. Wayne also stated that his young

carrots were injured by what he seemed to consider the same creature, but,

from examples he sent, the depredators in this case were evidently the

larvae of a Dipterous insect, Psila rosse. The larvEe first showed their

presence by a slightly crumpled appearance of the leaf, which commenced
to drop. On taking up the carrot no root-fibres are observed, the slender

portion being dry and brittle, and in the centre is found the larva. He
observed that all his neighbours' gardens were infested in a similar manner.

Mr. Druce said that the carrots in his brother's garden at Kingston were

destroyed by the same larvae.

Papers read, dc.

Mr. H. W. Bates read descriptions of three new species of Cicindelidae.

Two of these pertained to the genus Oxygonia of Mannerheim, and he

described them as 0. albitaenia and 0. cyanopis, from New Granada. The
third was Cicindela Crespignyi, from Borneo. Mr. Bates entered into an

examination of the afiinities of Oxygonia, and agreed with the position near

Odontocheila assigned to it by Baron Chaudoir in his recent Catalogue.

Mr. C. 0. Waterhouse communicated a paper " On the black Species of

Cantharis with red heads and filiform antennae."

Prof. Westwood read descriptions of new species of exotic Papilionidas.

Having used the term 'sub-species,' Prof. Westwood explained that a

sub-species he considered as a modified form of a species as originally
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created. i\Ir. Jenner Weir objected to the use of the term ' created ' in

scientific communications.

Baron De Selys-Longchamps communicated a paper under the title

"Aper9u statistique sur les Nevropteres Odonates." In this memoir he

enumerated the number of known species of dragon-flies under their

respective genera and subgenera. He estimated the total number at

about 1350.

Mr. S. S. Saundei^s read a paper intituled " Strepsiperidum, pi'o ordine

Strepsipterorum Kirbii olim, mihi tamen potius Coleopterorum Familia

Ehipiphoridibus propinqua, Monographia."

Mr. Saunders divided the groups into four subfamilies, according to the

several Hymenopterous tribes with which they are associated ; namely (1),

the true Stylopidaj, found with the Mellifera of Latreille ; (2) the Myrme-

colacidae, with the Formicidae ; (3) the Xenidse, with the social wasps ; and

(4) the PseudoxenidiB, with the solitary wasps and Fossores ; these latter

tribes coinciding more or less in their habits and economy, and requiring

about eirfht or nine months (from cue year to the next) to attain maturity

;

involving a corresponding detention for their Strepsipterous dependents

;

whereas the true Xenida, consorting with the social Vespidse, must be

reared from their primary hexapod condition in from thirty to forty days.

such being the term within which the larvae of the social Vespidae attain

the imago state ; the females of the latter hybernating with those of Xenos,

which produce their larval brood the ensuing year; whereas the Pseu-

doxenidae, after their long-protracted larval condition as aforesaid, must

produce their young the selfsame year in which they themselves complete

their transformations, in order that their brood may obtain access to the

future larva-cells of their non-hyhernating foster parents.

As a sectional division for those which associate with the Fossores (as

first noticed by Dufour), Mr. Saunders proposed the term Paraxenidae.

The genera and subgenera recorded were eight in number, comprising

21 species, as follows :—Halictophagus 1 ; Stylops 5 ; Hylecthrus 3 ;

Elenchus 3 ; Myrmecolax 1 ; Xenos 2 ; Pseudoxenos 3 ; and Paraxenos 3.

Of these IC were European (whereof 7 British), and 5 extra-European.

Mr. Saunders also exhibited a series of specimens, including two new

species ; Pseudoxenos Corcyricus $ , from Epipone spiuipes L. ; and

Paraxenos Erberi 3', from a variety of the Larra peregrina of Smith (now

appertaining to the genus Bembecinus of Costa) ; one of the former,

together with some others, being retained in situ, when in the act of

emerging from the pupa-cases in the bodies of their foster-parents.

The vexed question of the affinity of this class of insects with the

Coleoptera was adverted to in a preamble.

—

R. M'L.
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A History of the Birds of Europe, including all the Species

inhabiting the Western Palcearctic Region. By R. B.

Sharpe, F.L.S., and H. E. Dresser, F.Z.S. Royal 4lo. In

Monthly Parts, 12s. 6d. each. Published at the Office of the

Zoological Society, 11, Hanover Square.

Those who live ten or a dozen years longer will look back

on 1871 as the annus mirahilis of bird-lore, the great year of

ornithological enterprise. Already we have Cassell's ' Birds,'

Keulemans' ' Cage Birds,' ' Bird-Life,' a fourth edition of Yarrell's

'History of British Birds,' and Sharpe and Dresser's 'Birds of

Europe,' and the cry is still " they come."

It is no part of my duty as a Natural-History editor to explain

the cause of this, or to trace a connexion between what in

Stock-exchange phraseology is denominated the " plethora of

capital" and this excessive exhibition of ornithic enterprise ; but

when I see my waste-paper basket loaded with prospectuses

announcing the most feasible plans for making a fortune, and

pressing me to embark my little all in tramways, railways, mines,

quarries, tontines, banks, insurance, iron, wine and beer, and when

I see these literary productions reposing side by side with others

announcing the advent of bird-books galore, it is difficult to avoid

associating the two classes of venture with each other, and both

with the state of the money market and the " bank rate." " But

then," argues my reader, " the tramways, &c., are projected for

purposes of profit : the wealth that will accrue to the exchequer of

each company is certain, redundant, excessive, and it is only from

motives of pure philanthropy, or better still, of affection for myself

individually, that these gentlemen offer to share their income with

me; whereas the enterprising publishers of bird-books only suggest

the purchase of their productions as a means of dispensing the

revenue which the other investments will supply." Well, well,

I have no skill in logic or in figures : my head is not set on the

right way for either; but still the prospectuses arrive, and still the

bank rate is two per cent., and it seems excusable to have made

the mistake.

Leaving this collateral branch of the subject, for I feel I am
second series—VOL. VI. 2 T
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getting out of my depth, I will endeavour to make my readers

acquainted v>ith the ornithic phase of adventure, and will consider

the bird-books one by one, and first the ' Birds of Europe' : it is

proposed to publish this in monthly numbers at 12s. 6d. each

;

twelve times 12.9. 6d. = £7 10s., and for this we are promised

a hundred figures and a hundred descriptions per annum ; thus, as

there are six hundred birds to be described and figured, it follows

that the entire work will cost, at the retail price, £45, and that this

payment will be spread over six years. It is pleasing to have such

an agreeable mode of disposing of surplus revenue. I heartily

welcome the work, not only on this account, but because the

diffusion of more general and more extensive knowledge in re

Ortiithologica, will be the inevitable result of such a produc-

tion.

And now for the geographical limits of the work and the

meaning of the word "palajarctic," which to some of my birds-

nesting and birdstuffing readers will sound rather formidable ; but

the authors' own interpretation agreeably tones down this im-

pression : here it is.

" The present work is intended to embrace a more extended area than

has hitherto been admitted by any writer on European birds ; for every

previous author has insisted on recognizing as a natural boundary the

political limits of the various European states, and the result has been that

every general work on the subject in the hands of the public at the present

day only imperfectly supplies an idea of the ornithological status of the

continent we inhabit. It is the intention of the authors to draw the limits

of their ornithological boundaries as follows, subject, of course to any

modifications which a more extended study or the future researches of

naturalists may induce, viz.:— on the western side, to include all the

countries bordered by the Atlantic Ocean, embracing also Greenland,

Iceland, the Azores, Madeira, and the Canary Islands ; the southern limits

to include the countries of Northern Africa north of the true desert, where

the Desert and Ethiopian Faunse commence ; on the east the line of

demarcation will include Palestine to the westward of the Jordan valley,

whence an imaginary line will be drawn to the Caspian Sea below the

Caucasus to the foot of the Ural Mountains, thus including the whole of

Turkey in Asia and Russia west of the Ural. The authors have therefore

given this book the supplementary title of the ' Birds of the Western

Palaearctic Region,' as the above boundaries are generally admitted by

zoologists of repute to constitute most natural limits to the Fauna of this

portion of the globe."
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From this it appears that the area is neither strictly natural nor
strictly political, Greenland seeming rather more naturally to
belong to America, and the Atlantic Islands seeming to impinge
rather inconveniently on a subtropical Fauna, to which I may have
hereafter occasion to revert.

Now, with regard to the work itself, I hold that by giving one
example of the treatment of a species I shall impart a correct, and
therefore fair, idea of the mode in which all are treated ; and I have
selected for this purpose a bird with which everyone is familiar,
and one which has been truthfully called "the farmer's friend,"
and is variously known as the stannel, steingall, stonegall, wind-
hover, or kestrel.

"FALCO TINNUNCULUS.
(common kestrel.)

Falco tinnunculiis, Linn. Syst. Nat. i. p. 127 (1766).
Cerchneis tinnuncula, Bole, Isis, 1828, p. 314.

^gypius tinnunculus, Kaup, Natiirl. Syst. p. 29 (1829).
Falco fasciatus, Eetz. Faun. Suec. p. 70 (1800).
Falco brunneus, Bechst. Ornitb. Taschenb. p. 38 (1802).
Cerchneis murum, Brebm, Vog. Deutschl. p. 70 (1831).
Cerchneis media, Brebm, Vog. Deutschl. p. 72 (1831).

Falco rufescens. Swains. B. of W. Afr. i. p. 109 (1837;.
Falco interstinctus, Maclell. P. Z. S. 1839, p. 154.

Tinnunculus alaudarius, Gray, Gen. of B. i. p. 3 (1840).

Faucon-cresserelle, French ; Thurm-Falke, German ; Taamfalk, Danish

;

Tomfalk, Swedish; Taamfalk, Norwegian; Cernicalo, Spanish;
Francelho, or Peneireiro, Portuguese; Oheppio, Italian.

" Adult Male. Head clear blue-grey, the feathers mesially streaked with
narrow black shaft-stripes, these being broader on the nape ; forehead
and eyebrow whitish

; cheeks silvery grey ; a distinct moustache from
the front of the eye blackish grey ; sides of the neck fulvescent, with
narrow little streaks; back, scapularies, and wing-coverts rufous,
marked with triangular black spots near the apex of the feather, some
of these spots being larger than others

; quills blackish, margined with
dirty white, the inner web transversely barred with whitish; the
secondaries rufous, hke the back, the outer ones varied with black
bai-s, the inner ones almost entirely rufous, with a black triangular
spot near the tip ; lower part of the back, rump, and upper tail-coverts

clear blue-grey
; tail blue-grey, with a broad black band running across

the end, the tips of the feathers fulvous ; throat fulvous, unspotted

;
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under surface of the body dull rufous, the upper part of the breast

streaked ^ith narrow lines of black ; the sides of the body marked with

larger pear-shaped spots ; lower part of the belly and under tail-

feathers fulvescent ; thighs pale chestnut ; under wing-coverts white,

with a few irregular black spots ; bill yellow at base, black at tip, bright

blue in the middle; cere and orbital region yellow; feet yellow; iris

brown. Total length 14 inches, culmeu 0-7, wing 8-4, tail 7-0,

tarsus 1'3.

"Adult Female. General colour above rufous, transversely banded with

broad bars of black, the secondaries tipped with whitish ; head longi-

tudinally striped with black ; tail rufous, banded with black, the bars

nearest the extremity of the tail being broadest, the tips of the feathei-s

fulvescent ; chin and abdomen pale fulvous ; breast duU rufous, longi-

tudinally striped with black ; the flanks indistinctly banded ; bill and

feet as in male.

" Youvg Male. Resembling generally the old female, but somewhat lighter

in colour. The first signs of adolescence appear on the upper tail-

coverts, which become bluish grey ; and afterwards the tail itself

gets gradually grey, the black bars by degrees disappearing, while the

blue head is tlie last to be donned. We have seen a specimen shot in

December which had the blue tail of the male, but still preserved the

rufous head of the female, while examples killed as late as May still

have slight remains of black bars on the tail, and a dash of rufous on

the head.

" TuE common kesti'el ranges over the entire Palaearctic Region, being

found throughout Europe and Siberia, visiting India in the winter, and

also migrating, but apparently in more limited uumbei-s, to Africa. In

some southern latitudes, however, where the kestrel is a resident species,

the bird assumes a dark phase of coloration, and thus is represented by

several local r;ices. Professor Schlegel, in his Catalogue of the Leyden

Museum, has drawn attention to these varied forms, and enumerates under

the heading of the ordinary species examples from all parts of Europe,

Africa, and Ceylon; specimens from Nepal, he finds, are rather darker in

tint, and in those from Japan and Northern China he remarks that the

colours are stiU more deep, and the black stripes on the head of the old male

much more pronounced. These latter are the birds figured in the ' Fauna

Japonica' as Tiununculus alaudarius, var. japonicus. In specimens from

Southern China, Professor Schlegel observes that the size appears to be

a little smaller, and the coloration even darker than in the kestrel of Japan.

" The learned Professor, who is one of the first authorities on falcons, is

no doubt right in assigning to these dark-coloured kestrels subspecific rank
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ouly, as even within the limits of the Western Palfearctic Region one of

these races is met with. In Madeira the kestrels are much darker ; and

we are indebted to our friend Mr. J. A. Harvie-Brown for a specimen shot

in that island by Mr. A. J. Grant in November, 1862. Compared with

English female kestrels the bird in question is not only darker in all its

tints, which incline to very deep rufous on all parts of the body, but also in

having the cross bands on the tail much broader, while at the same time

the centre tail-feathers are strongly washed with blue. A female specimen

from Abyssinia exactly agrees with the Madeira skin ; and a male specimen

from the same country, in Lord Walden's collection, is much darker than

European specimens. This curious difference in the resident kestrel of

North-eastern Africa has not been overlooked by Dr. von Heuglin, who also

remarks the broader bands on the tail. Professor SundevaU has likewise

drawn attention to this dark race, but says that the general style of plumage

agrees with that of the European bird, apparently overlooking the difference

in the barring of the tail-feathers. This dark-coloured race is doubtless the

bird called by Piiippell Tinnunculus rupicolus, and alluded to by Bonaparte

as 'Tinnunculus rupicolae-formis, Wilrtemburg,' a name apparently never

published and not alluded to in Dr, von Heuglin's recently published work

on the Ornithology of North-eastern Africa.

" Besides all the examples we have examined in collections of European

birds in this country, we have also seen a large number of Indian specimens

in Lord Walden's collection, and we are further indebted to Mr. Pi. Swinhoe

for the loan of a beautiful series of kestrels from China. We have critically

examined all these specimens, and we believe that the kestrel of China is

the same as the Japanese kestrel, called by authors Tinnunculus japonicus.

We cannot, however, consider this eastern bird to be specifically distinct

from the common kestrel of Europe, although we confess that the dark-

coloured individuals at first sight look very different. But in the series

which Mr. Swinhoe has placed before us all shades of colour are repre-

sented, from very light fawn to very dark rufous. Neither can we satis-

factorily account for these changes ; for specimens of both light and dark

forms occur at Amoy in the same month of the year. We notice, however,

that the majority of the pale-coloured individuals were obtained in the

months of October and April, while most of the dark-coloured specimens

were procured between November and February ; so that the light-coloured

race may be the resident kestrel, and the dark-coloured race the winter

visitant, which would be exactly the contrary to what obtains in Europe

and the Western Palsearctic Ecgion generally. The tail in most of the

dark rufous specimens from Japan and China is washed with blue, as in the

Madeiran and Abyssinian races ; but the breadth of the bars on the rectrices

varies ad mJiniUim, and in the eastern races, at least, does not seem to be a

character of any great importance.
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" In a series of specimens which Lord Walden was kind enough to

submit to us from India, Cejlon, and Burmah, we noticed many very pale-

coloured specimens along with other individuals which it would have been

impossible to distinguish from British-killed kestrels, so that there can

be no doubt that the European bird goes into India ; and it also probably

occurs in Northern China ; but at present we believe that it is the dark

Japanese form which takes its place in Southern China, and thence north-

ward to Japan.

" The present species is a common bird in Great Britain, breeding every-

where. It is to a certain extent migratory, as noticed by Watcrton ; and

Mr. Hepburn, in a note contributed to Macgillivray's ' British Birds,' says

60 also. Macgillivray himself considers that in the districts bordering the

Firth of Forth they are as numerous in winter as in summer, if not more

BO, and that probably, ' like the merlin, this species merely migrates

from the interior to the coast.' In the North of Ireland Thompson con-

siders them to be quite as numerous in winter as in summer in their usual

haunts.

" Mr. Stevenson, in the ' Birds of Norfolk,' says :
—

" ' Migratory specimens from the north also appear on our coast in con-

siderable numbers towards the end of autumn, when many are trapped and

shot on the hills by the sea-side, particularly about Northrepps and Beestar,

near Cromer. It is probable, I think, that some of our native birds proceed

further south during severe weather ; and I believe, as a rule, like our

common song thrush, they quit altogether the more exposed parts of the

country in the depth of winter. In more sheltered localities, however, they

are observed at all seasons. A pair which regularly frequent the ruined

steeple of Keswick church, near Norwich, have been seen, by my friend

Mr. Edwards, skimming over the fields in search of prey whilst the snow

was lying deep ; and the thrashing out of a stack in autumn or winter is

sure to bring them at once to the spot to seize, at a respectful distance, on

the mice thus expelled from their snug quarters.'

" Nilsson writes :

—

" ' In Southern Sweden it is one of our commonest birds of prey, as it is

one of the handsomest. It is found, however, more in the southern than the

northern part of our peninsula. In the north it is scarce, and more so as

one approaches the polar circle, within which it seldom penetrates. Still

it is found far to the north, and is not rare at Trondhjem, and at Tarroch,

on the Bindelsfiord, on the borders of Helgoland, where it inhabits the high

cliffs. I have also found it inhabiting the fells of Western Norway, far

above the tree-growth, and nearly at an altitude where the snow always lies.

Here it inhabits high steep cliffs.'

" Mr. WoUey's collection contained four eggs of the kestrel taken at

Petaja-vaara, Kemi-Lappmark, about lat. 68° N., in May, 1857. The people
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who obtained these did not know the bird ; so that it appears to be a rare

bird in Lapland. In recording the above fact in his ' Ootheca Wolleyana,'

Professor Newton adds the following editorial note :
—

' Mr. WoUey suggests

that " the unusual numbers of several kinds of mice " had attracted this

species so far beyond its usual limits. Previously to 1857, he was aware

of only one instance of its occurrence north of the Gulf of Bothnia. That
happened on the 13th of September, 1855, when he and I were approaching

Haparanda, ou the Swedish side of the Tornea river. We then saw, and

for some minutes watched, an undoubted Tinnunculus alaudarius hovering

over a corn-field by the road-side. Its occasional breeding further north

was, however, known to Herr Wallengren (Naumannia, 1855, p. 134).'

" Von Wright states that it is one of the commonest hawks in Finland

;

and Mayer says it is common all over Livonia, as also in Denmark,

according to Kjarbolling. It is likewise abundant throughout Holland and

the Netherlands. De Selys-Longcharaps records it as everywhere common
in Belgium, inhabiting equally woods, plains, rocks, or old towers, and as

one of the greatest enemies of pigeons. De la Fontaine, commenting on

the above statement, says that he has never noticed the fact, as his expe-

rience is that the pigeons and kestrels live and nest together in the same
walls in perfect harmony. All over Germany, as well as throughout

France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, and Sardinia, the kestrel is a very common
bird.

" With regard to its occurrence in Spain, Mr. Howard Saunders kindly

Bends us the accompanying note :

—

" ' Tinnunculus alaudarius is called in Spanish ' cernicalo ' and ' primilla.'

It is very abundant throughout Spain, great numbers frequenting the wooded

districts, where they nest in the trees, often appropriating old magpies'

nests ; but in many cases they evidently make their own. In the mountain-

ravines, where they deposit their eggs in holes of the rocks, they are

extremely numerous ; but their numbers are particularly displayed in such

cities as Seville and Cordova, where many hundreds may be seen towards

sunset hovering round the towers of the Giralda and the Mezquita, the

belfries being whitened with their excrement and paved with their castings,

which principally, indeed almost entirely, consist of remains of insects. la

the day they may be seen by three or four hundred at a time, now hanging

motionless over the plains near Seville (as the Ettrick Shepherd said of the

merlin.

As if let down from the heaven there

By a viewless silken thread),

now dipping down for a moment upon some beetle on the ground. I am
at present speaking of the winter mouths, when the main arrival of the

lesser kestrel {F. cenchris) has not taken place, as the latter bird does not

generally come till March, though some undoubtedly do remain all the
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time. I fancy that the two species interbreed, or that there is an inter-

mediate race, as on the 16th May I took a white-clawed female off her nest

in the Cathedral of Seville, whose eggs were typical eggs of T. alaudarius, of

the largest description, quite unlike any that I liave ever seen of F.cenchris,

which, moreover, had scarcely begun to lay, whereas these eggs were very

much incubated. In length of wing and other dimensions this female is

decidedly larger than the female F. cenchris, and is barely, if any, smaller

than average F. tinnunculus (female) from other localities. I may add that

in many birds resident in Spain there is a tendency to run smaller in size

and brighter in colour than more northern specimens.'

" Mr. Tyrwhitt Drake considers it to be a very common bird in Tangier

and Eastern Morocco ; and it is found in Tripoli, as recorded by the late

Mr. W. T. H. Chambers. In Algeria, Loche says it is plentiful; and

Mr. Salvin states that it is very abundant throughout the Eastern Atlas.

" In the Sahara, Dr. Tristram observes :

—

" ' The kestrel resorts to every part of the country, except the plains. In

the oases he preys upon the palm-rat, which nestles in the crown of the

date-trees, or he pursues the large beetles at dusk through the gardens. In

the ravines he finds abundance of marmots (gundi) ; and in the dayats I

have often watched him pouncing upon the jerboas as they leave their holes.'

" In South-eastern Europe the present species is everywhere distributed.

Lindermayer says it is a resident in Greece, but much less numerous in the

winter. Lord Lilford, however, found it not common in Epirus and Corfu

during his residence in those countries.

" Mr. C. Farman says :

—

" ' Thoughout the wliole country lying between the Black Sea and the

Danube the kestrel is abundant, and is in fact the commonest of all the birds

of prey. It seems to have no partiality for any particular spot, it being

equally abundant on the shores of the two lakes of Devna, the Pravidy

valley, the moorlands about Shitaugick, and the forest country to the etist

of Rodgrad.'

" Respecting the occurrence and habits of this bird in Turkey, Mr. T.

Robson writes us as follows :

—

"
' This species is numerous in Turkey in Europe and in Asia Minor,

and particularly so during the spring and autumn migrations. In spring

they arrive and pass in small flocks, and during the winter are not so

numerous as at other seasons of the year. During the summer they are

widely distributed throughout Turkey, and are partial to towers, aqueducts,

and large reservoirs for nesting-places ; but they also build in holes in the

walls of houses in villages and populous towns, as also under the eaves of

farm-buildings in the country. The cup-shaped base of the large branches

of the oriental plane-trees often also affords them a secure and unnoticed

nesting-place.
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" ' In localities where a few isolated trees are left standing on mountain-

sides or plains to afford shelter from the midday sun to the flocks, the

kestrel also takes possession of the deserted nest of a crow, hawk, or other

bird, where it rears its progeny unmolested amidst the bleating of the

sheep and the barking of dogs, &c. In the foundation of these nests

occupied by kestrels the Spanish sparrow often builds, and rears its brood

in perfect security, undisturbed by the hawks. In this country the kestrel

feeds chiefly on beetles and locusts, but also on mice and small lizards

:

they hover over and stoop to locusts and beetles as they do to mice.

" ' In the autumn young birds of the year are often taken on limed twigs

by the bird-catchers, as they attack the birds caught on the twigs, and,

becoming entangled, are easily taken. The tail of the old female assumes,

I have observed, the colour of that of the male. They are given to resting

on telegraph-posts and wires, and as many as twenty-four have been counted

sitting a little apart from each other at one place.

" ' In the autumn and winter they roost at night principally on the

ledges and crevices of rocks, and during the day may often be observed

sitting on mounds of earth, and detached pieces of rock which are scattered

about the country, on the look-out for beetles, &c.

" ' With us in Turkey this species is more numerous than any of the

falcon tribe, and is constantly resident in the country.'

" In Southern Eussia Professor von Nordmann states that it is very

common all over the country, as well in the towns and villages as on the

plains and steppes. It generally migrates on the approach of winter ; but

when the cold is not severe many remain. Eversmann observed it in

March in Bokhara.

" How far to the eastward the range of the true Falco tinnunculus

extends we are unhappily in doubt, as in the case of so many of the

Western Palaearctic birds. On this point we can only give the evidence

verbatim of the Russian travellers. Pallas says that it is found throughout

the whole of Russia and Siberia, but appreciably diminishes in numbers

towards the eastern part of that country. From the middle of August, as

soon as the young are reared, they abound in the bare southern deserts,

and in Tauria even to the middle of September, when they fly southward.

In Astrachau they are looked upon as the heralds of autumn.
" Dr. von Schrenck (Amur-Pieise, p. 233). writes as follows :

—

" ' Undoubtedly the kestrel is found at the head-springs of the Amoor
river, as also on the Lower Amoor. On the rocky shore of the Lower

Ussuri, near Dschoada, I saw on the 16th of August a bird which I consider

must have been a kestrel. This seems to show that the kestrel extends

further eastward in Siberia than Pallas supposed ; indeed it probably

occurs up to the east coast of the continent and the islands, as Siebold

found it in Japan.'
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" Dr. G. Radde has more recentlj-- recorded the following notes :

—

" ' The kestrel is much rarer in East Siberia than the other small hawks,

but has been found there by the later travellers. On my journey to East

Siberia I found it common as far as Omsk, but eastward of that only

occasional. During the migration T saw them in the Selenga valley, near

the Gusinoi Lake, early in September, and late in March near the Onon,

between Sasutsche and the new fortress of Tschindautsk, and in July, 1859,

in the high mountains as I passed from the Oka to the Irkut, and had to

pass over heights above the tree-region (7000 ft.). I did not see it in the

Central Amoor ; but it is doubtless found here, as Schrenck observed it on

the Ussuri, and Dr. Maack brought it from the head-waters of the Amoor.'

" We believe that the observations of Pallas regarding the range of the

kestrel are correct, as borne out to a great extent by Radde. The Amoor

bird must certainly be the same as the Japanese dark race, and therefore is

not the true F. tinuuuculus. We believe also that the birds observed by

Radde in the Baikal region belonged also to the Japanese form.

" The kestrel appears to be still an unsettled species, and has doubtless

been at one time a thorough migrant from Europe. In the East it still

follows its migratory instincts, but in the west of Europe has become more

or less sedentary. The great gatherings above alluded to by Pallas seem to

point to the southern deserts of Siberia and Central Asia as the place

whence the southward migration of the kestrel still emanates in full force

;

and from that point the line of flight seems to take a southerly direction.

Part of the migration populates India in the cold season, and part proceeds

in the direction of North-eastern Africa, as we shall presently see.

" Major Irby has stated that in Oudh and Kumaon it is common during

the cold season, and occasionally seen during the rains ; and Dr. Jerdon, in

his ' Birds of India,' writes as follows :

—

" ' The kestrel is a cold-weather visitant to India, one of our earliest,

indeed, and it does not leave till April. It is most abundant, being found

in every part of the country, and at all elevations. Its chief food is lizards

;

but it also eats rats and mice, insects, especially grasshoppers and locusts,

and rarely young or sickly birds. It constantly hovers over a spot where it

has observed something move, and, when certain of its presence, drops down

on it with noiseless wing. BIyth mentions that parties of twenty or thirty

individuals may be seen together beating over the cultivated lands in Lower

Bengal. This I have never witnessed. It does not breed in this country.

Dr. Horsfield, in his ' Catalogue,' apparently quoting from Mr. BJyth, says,

" It breeds in April in lofty trees, and also on the top of minarets." I ima-

gine he must have been quoting from some other naturalist, not an obseiTcr

in India. It used to be trained occasionally in Europe to hunt larks, quails,

and other small birds; but it is scouted by the Indian falconers as an

ignoble race.'

{
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" Following the line of migration in a south-westerly direction, we find

that the kestrel was obtained in Mesopotamia by Commander Jones, and at

Trebizond by Mr. Keith Abbott. The late Mr. Strickland has recorded it

as rare near Smyrna. Mr. Gurney has received iifrom Beyrout, in Syria.

In Palestine it appears to be sedentary ; but the line of migration must

sometimes, if not always, traverse this country. The following are Dr.

Tristram's observations on the bird as observed by him in the latter

country :

—

" ' The kestrel is excessively common in every part of the country

throughout the year, up to the confines of the southern desert. In the

Ghor, and in the eastern foi'ests among the ruins of Amman and Gerash, in

the desolate gorges of the Dead Sea, among the luxuriant gardens of the

coast, and in the sacred recesses of the mosques of Omar and Hebron it

equally abounds. It is geYierally gi'egarious, ten or twenty pairs breeding

in the same ruins, and rearing their young about the end of March. It

often builds its nest in the recesses of the caves which are occupied by the

griffons, and is the only bird which the eagles appear to permit to live in

close proximity to them. At Amman, too, it builds in the ruins in company

with the jackdaws ; and in several places, as at Lydda and Nazareth, large

colonies are mixed indiscriminately with those of the following species

(Tinnunculus cenchris). The number of nests we came across, without

searching for them, was enormous.'

" With regard to its occurrence in North-eastern Africa, Captain Shelley

considers it to be ' by far the most abundant hawk in Egypt. On one

occasion,' he adds, ' we saw at least a hundred in a single group of palm-

trees, attracted there, no doubt, by the locusts which were passing in dense

continuous clouds beneath them. These flights of locusts spread this year

(1870) throughout the country, clearing whole districts of every green crop

as they passed.'

" The following notes have been published by Dr. von Heugliu :

—

" ' In the northern portion of this country the kestrel is sedentary, and

breeds in spring (between March and May) in ruins and rocks. In

September and October they increase considerably in numbers through the

advent of migrants, which spread over Arabia, Nubia, Abyssinia, and

Eastern Sudan, and return early in the end of the winter. In Africa they

feed chiefly on grasshoppers, which in autumn and winter swarm all over

the place ; and then the kestrels may be seen singly, or in flocks, often,

indeed, in large companies, hovering on the steppes. They also collect

round the steppe-fires, where Orthoptera, scared up by the flames, become

an easy prey to birds of prey, bee-eaters, rollers, storks, &c.

" ' The kestrel which is sedentary in North-eastern Africa, is generally

brighter-coloured than the European bird, and has larger and blacker

spots on the back, breast, and belly. The female has the head
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darker reddish gray, aud the baud on the tail appears to he

broader.'

" Mr. Blanford, during the recent Abyssinian expedition, found it

' common both in the highlands and lowlands in the winter and spring.

The bird abounded on the former as late as April. None were observed in

the Anseba valley in July and August.'

" The kestrel likewise occurs in Western Africa, having been received

from Senegambia, and more recently sent from Fantee by Dr. Hinde, as

recorded by Sharpe, in his essays on the Ornithology of the Fantee country.

The last collection sent by the late Mr. Andersson from Damaraland con-

tained a single skin of the common kestrel ; so that it would appear to be

by no means so southern a migrant as the lesser kestrel or redfooted falcon,

though doubtless a few individuals join the immense flocks of the latter birds

which visit Southern Africa in the winter.

" In the Azores the kestrel is resident, and, curiously enough, does not

vary like the Madeira bird. Mr. J. G. Keulemans, who resided for some

time in the above-mentioned island, has favoured us with the following

note ;

—

" ' The kestrel is very common on all the Cape-Verde Islands, aud it may

be seen on the sea-shore as well as near the houses in the interior. I have

often seen it on the tops of the mountains, at a height of more than 5000

feet. It is a resident species, and I often received the young birds. Its

principal food is mice, grasshoppers and beetles. In some localities, like

the plantations along the rivers of the island of St. Jago, many individuals

are seen together, and they are there generally very tame, while on the

mountains of the other islands they seem to be wild and shy. Though

residing in a dry, mountainous aud sandy locality, there is not the slightest

difference in the colours between them and the kestrel of Europe. The

inhabitants of the different islands call it Zchcllinha ; but on St. Jago the

name is Falconha and Francelho. The natives of all the islands eat the

bird, and much relish the flesh of the young.'

" In the Azores it is only an occasional visitant. Mr. Godman has

kindly lent us the only specimen he has received from those islands, and

we find it to be identical with the British bird.

" Of all the hawks this is the one with which we are most familiar.

What dweller in the country but knows the kestrel, and has watched him

poised aloft on quivering wing, scanning with eager eye the ground beneath,

until his prey is spied and secured by his downward swoop ? Were it not

for the mistaken ignorance of the farmer and gamekeeper, this pretty falcon

would be far more common ; and it is small credff to the farmer to allow

this useful bird to be slaughtered by day, and its coadjutor, the barn owl,

by night, both of them subsisting on the field-mice and other small animals

most injurious to his interests. The kestrel is one of the last falcons to
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disappear as the country becomes cultivated, and may be seeeu almost

anywhere, more abundantly perhaps near cultivated ground than on the

moors or barren heaths, carefully quartering the ground in search of prey,

now hovering in the air and scrutinizing a particular spot, now sailing at a

great altitude above the ground, and every now and then pouncing down on

its prey, which if it fails to secure, it recommences its search with unwearied

assiduity. Its food consists chiefly of field-mice, large insects, which it

seizes and devours on the wing, grasshoppers, frogs, young or small birds

;

and it rarely, if ever, attacks anything larger than a lark. Mr. J. H.

Gurney, jun., informs us that a kestrel was once seen engaged in eating a

hooded crow, the largest game we have ever heard of this bird devouring.

It does not, so far as we can ascertain (except on rare occasions), ever prey

on young partridges, though Mr. Stevenson, in his ' Birds of Norfolk,'

states :—
' That some kestrels carry off young partridges as well as other

small birds during the nesting-season is too well authenticated as a fact for

even their warmest advocates to gainsay
; yet still the amount of good

which the species generally effects throughout the year by destroying large

quantities of mice, moles, insects and worms, should entitle it rather to

protection at the hands of the farmer than annihilation for occasional raids

upon the keeper's preserves.' On the other hand, Naumann says, ' It

seldom gets hold of young partridges, as the watchful mother protects them

at the risk of her own life.' There is no doubt strict truth in the statements

of both the above-mentioned ornithologists ; but we think that the capture

of young game by the kestrel is only occasional, and that the bird only does

this when other food is scarce, or, more probably, when hard driven to find

food for its own young; for it will be remembered that at the time the

kestrel breeds there must be a less quantity of mice to be captured, on

account of the long grass and corn. It is generally in the stubble-fields

that the kestrel finds an abundance of food ; and the bird may often be

seen in the twilight, standing out in bold relief against the sky, as it hovers

in the fields of sheaved com, from which the harvest-men have just retired.

The kestrel is more active in the early morning and at dusk than in the

daytime. During the heat of the day it is not much seen, but keeps to the

thick woods, sometimes soaring above them and wheeling in circles.

Occasionally four or five may be thus observed at once in the large woods.

" Ancient ruins near cultivated places, or, in the wilder countries, rocky

localities, are the favourite haunts of the kestrel. In large towns, where old

churches or cathedrals are found, there also these falcons congregate, and

breed in large numbers in the belfries and towers ; in countries where the

lesser kestrel is found, the two species frequent the same localities. It nests

in holes of ruins and in church-towers, or under the eaves of old buildings,

in holes and clefts of rocks, and in hollow trees, sometimes also in deserted

nests of the crow or magpie. In England it more frequently chooses the
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nest of another bird ; but Mr. Gurney, in a notice published in the

' Zoologist,' mentions a nest of the kestrel which was placed in the hollow

trunk of a pollard tree, and Lord Lilford tells us that he has also several

times found it nesting thus on his own estate at Lilford. In Finland and

Northern Scandinavia, Dresser almost invariably found the bird appro-

priating the nest of a crow or magpie. These were but slightly repaired,

and the bird appeared to have used but little trouble in preparing the nest

for its own progeny. When in holes of rocks or buildings, the eggs are

deposited with scarcely anything in the way of a nest, though sometimes a

little grass, moss, &c., is collected together under them.

" The eggs of this bird, four or five in number, are generally reddish

grey, covered so closely with bright fox-red markings that the eggs appear

to be almost uniform dark red. They are, however, subject to considerable

variation, and we may give the following varieties, from a series in Dresser's

collection, as instances of this tendency to variation :

—

" a. Ground colour pure white, with minute reddish dots scattered all

over the egg.

" b. White, with bright red markings collected chiefly at one end.

" c. The ground colour of half the egg white, and that of the other half

dull chestnut, and the markings bright chestnut.

" d. Ground colour dull reddish white, with purplish chestnut markings,

collected chiefly at one end.

" In shape they are roundish oval, and in size vary from H hy l^jV to

144 ty lA inch.

" The kestrel is a great wanderer, and is often found far out at sea.

Mr. F. Du Cane Godman informs us that he has often observed them ; and

Mr. J. H. Gurney has also written to us to say that the bisd has occurred

in the Seychelles. It is probable that this specimen had been blown out to

sea in the course of its southward migration, and had touched at the above-

mentioned islands as its first resting-place. Some idea of the migrations of

the kestrel in the Central Palrearctic Region will be gatliered from the

following note published by Thompson :

—

" ' The first which was seen, on our proceeding in H.M.S. Beacon from

Malta to the Morea, at the end of April, 1841, was a single individual,

which flew close past the vessel when sixty miles west of the Morea, and

forty-five distant from Zante, the nearest land. We saw the kestrel about

Navarino at the period just mentioned, and in the month of June met with

it at the cliffs of an islet north-east of Port Naussa, in Pares, where it was

believed to have an eyry. When Dr. J. L. Drummond was, many years

ago, in the Renown (74-guu ship), ofl" Toulon, some hundreds of male

kestrels, on their way south, alighted, quite exhausted, on the rigging ; and

so many were caught by the sailors, that for some time there was hardly a

berth without its kestrel. The weather was moderate at the time. My

i
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friend kept one of them alive for several weeks by feeding it on salt meat

steeped for some time in fresh water. But none of the birds lived long, in

consequence of no fresh food being obtainable for them.'

" Mr. J. H. Gurney, jun., has very kindly taken the trouble to collect

information for us respecting the food of the present bird.

" ' An instance is recorded in the ' Zoologist' of a kestrel eating a hooded

crow at Faversham : it was not seen to kill it. A keeper at Northrepps,

near Cromer, shot one in the act of pulling an earthworm out of the ground.

The same keeper has satisfactorily ascertained that they take the young

pheasants from the coops when they have nestlings of their own ; but I do

not believe they are destructive to game at any other time, though I once

heard of an authentic case of one killing a quail. On the 28th of November,

1843, my father dissected a kestrel, and found in it the remains of an ear-

wig. They have been shot in the act of sucking eggs of the missel thrush.

Another bird, shot at Hampstead on the 11th of May, 1866, contained the

remains of a rat; but mice are their common food. Mr. Hepburn, writing

in Macgillivray's ' British Birds,' makes a calculation that a single kestrel

will destroy 10,395 mice in 210 days ; but I can hardly credit it. Gunu,

the Norwich birdstuflfer, found frogs in the stomach of one, and, asking in

the ' Zoologist ' if anyone had met with a parallel instance, elicited the fact

that one had been shot at Reading in the act of grasping a slowworm. In

the crop of another, shot in May in the Isle of Wight, were found several

spotted newts. Another, shot not very far from DarUngton, contained

seventy-nine caterpillars, twenty-four beetles, a field-mouse, and a leech two

inches and a half in length. Another was killed when devouring a crab

;

and in that rare book. Hunt's ' British Birds,' the kestrel is represented

eating a mole. Several instances are recorded in which a kestrel ' caught a

Tartar.' The bird, having descended on an object on the ground, was seen

to rise hurriedly, fly right up into the air, and then to drop down lifeless,

when a weasel ran away ; and when the observer picked up the bird he

found its neck bitten out. I am not aware that this singular instance of

instinct at fault, which has now occurred several times, is mentioned in any

standard work. Many instances are recorded of kestrels fighting, and of

their being shot in the act. An old and a young male are stuffed in the act

of grappling one another in the Dover Museum ; and under them is written,

" These two hawks, in a furious fight, clutched one another, and, falling into

the sea, were drowned."

'

" On the nidification of the kestrel, Mr. Gurney adds ;

—

" ' In June, 1847, my father saw a kestrel's nest near Norwich in the

hollow of a pollard oak, like an owl's. The six nestlings and the old birds

are now stuffed, in my possession. I have known two instances of kestrels

laying and hatching in confinement, and have read of a third. They
generally nest in crows' and magpies'_ nests, and will try to dispossess the
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rightful tenants while in possession. In Scotland, according to Macgillivray,

"twenty nests might be pointed out in rocks for one in a tree." In such

places the peregrine is an enemy who often makes a meal of them. The

names ' windhover' and ' stannel' (sometimes written * stonegall,' ' stanchel'

and ' steingall') are of great antiquity. It is probable that they both allude

to its habit of remaining suspended in the air with outspread tail and open

mouth.'

" A curious instance of the breeding of a kestrel in confinement has

been given to us by our friend Mr. Gatcombe, of Plymouth, who writes as

follows :

—

" ' A Mr. Rogers, who has an aviary, and deals in live birds, has had a

pair of kestrels for many years, which are confined in a partition of a cage

only about four feet long and four feet high by two feet broad, the female of

which lays every year ; and a year or two since she hatched five young ones,

but behaved in a most extraordinary manner with her offspring. The eggs

wei'e laid every alternate day, and the young hatched accordingly ; but after

nursing the young one most assiduously for a day, directly another came

out of the shell she would kill and cat the fii-st, and so on to the fourth,

when Mr. Rogers, wishing to save one bird at least, took the fifth away and

tried to bring it up by hand, but, to his great vexation, failed. I myself

saw the female every day pluming the eggs and young, and can therefore

vouch for the truth of this fact. The remarkable part of this statement is

the bird's breeding in so small a space.'

" The kestrel was formerly tried for falconry, but was never well adapted

for the sport, not possessing the fire and dash of the nobler falcons. On

this subject Dr. Edward Hamilton has kindly sent us the following

note :

—

" ' I have trained the kestrel myself to come to the lure, but never could

get it to swoop at birds, although I have starved it almost to death ; but put

a mouse before it, and it would immediately take it. The favourite food

was raw meat or mice. Birds, when given, were always left half plucked

or half eaten, as if distasteful.'
"

As regards the arrangement of the book, there is none at present

;

and, to a printer, there is something excessively objectionable in

the pagination being consecutive only throughout each species:

how this is to be remedied hereafter, I do not clearly see ; and how

the work is to be indexed I am altogether at a loss to imagine

;

but it is useless to anticipate difficulties which after all may be

only in imagination ; no doubt our authors are fertile in expedients

which will tide them over these trifles ; but I should greatly have

preferred having the name of the order or section at the head of
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the left-hand page, and the name of the bird at the head of the

right-hand page ; thus

—

ACCIPITRES.
I

FALCO TINNUNCULUS.

And the pagination, if needed at all, transferred to the foot, where

it would not attract and thereby misdirect observation, and would

certainly be preferable to six hundred repetitions of page 2 and sis

liundred of page 3, at the heads of the pages. However, ia a word,

it may be said that all inconsecutive pagination is objectionable

—

a nuisance to the printer, the binder, and the reader.

On the other hand, one inestimable advantage of comprehensive

works like these is, that they demonstrate the folly and futility of

modern genera. Generic nomenclature has become an Augean

stable which will require a Hercules to cleanse and purify. At

present the hero of the Science is not he who makes the most dis-

coveries, or he who solves doubtful questions of food, economy,

plumage, or migration, but he who invents the greatest number of

names, the longest names, and the ugliest names. We find young

ornithologists speaking with " bated breath" of men who can invent

such words as Thrysaetos, Herpetotheres, Ichthyiaetos, Hypo-

triorchis, Gampsonyx, Polyboroides niadagascarensis, Batrachos-

tomus, Synthliborhamphus, Rhinopomastes, Ptilonorhynchus,

Ochetorynchus, Malacorhynchus, Jacamaralcyon, Brachypteracias,

or Ceratoblepharum. Only think of a robin or a wren receiving such

names as these, either of which dear little birds is liable to this in-

dignity ; but the 'triumph of modern name-giving is to give a dozen

or twenty names to one individual. Our authors give every synonym,

and thus we shall see to what an extent this insane passion for

name-changing has been carried ; and it may be observed that they

themselves have shown remarkable reticence in this respect, not

having added a single generic name of their own, so far as I have

yet ascertained, a reticence which I fear will find scant favour in

the eyes of erudite subscribers. The beautiful tufted duck is the

Anas Stelleri of Pallas.

Clangula Stelleri of Boie.

Fuligula dispar of Stephens.

Macropus Stelleri of Nuttall.

Stellaria dispar of Bonaparte.

Polysticta Stelleri of Eyton.

Eniconetta Stelleri of Gray.
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Harelda Stelleri of Keyserling and Blasius.

Heniconetta Stelleri of Agassiz.

Somateria Stelleri of Newton.

Those who consider this name-changing the chief end and

object of Natural History may take comfort in the assurance that,

although Messrs. Sharpe and Dresser have lost their chance, out of

the next dozen authors who write of the tufted duck at least half-a-

dozen will give it as many new names.

An excellent feature in the work is, that chapter and verse are

given for every record of the occurrence of rarities in Britain : the

long string of occurrences of the black woodpecker is very amusing

;

our authors not only give them without endorsement, but em-

phatically state "we ourselves do not believe in the authenticity of

one of these records." This is only fair to their readers, for were

these statements left without note or comment it is certain that they

would be again and again cited under the authority of two such

good names. The geographical range of Picus martius extends

from the German Ocean to the Sea of Okhotsk; thus its claim to

a place in the * Birds of Europe' cannot be disputed ; but I believe

that it must cease to make its appearance in our British lists.

One word as to the plates drawn by Mr. Keulenians; they are

admirable. It is a favourite idea to represent stuffed birds,—to

give with painstaking accuracy the impressions made by the bird-

stuffer's bands or threads,—and thus to convince the beholder that

the bird was drawn from the object jtself Mr. Keulemans abandons

this course, and endeavours to represent the bird as it would appear

in life : it is true he does not know, in every instance, how the

living bird would deport itself, but he most certainly gives us an

ideal bird which we feel quite willing to accept for the real.

In referring to the actual specimen described, Messrs. Sharpe

and Dresser have done their readers a great service, for there

cannot be a doubt that long residence in an island like ours, and

the continuous interbreeding with relations, is likely to produce a

modified race ; not one indicative of spec-ific difference,—for the

perfect eugenisra which I have described as the only reliable

character ol'a true species, presents an insuperable barrier to tliat,—

•

but that slight difference which enables an expert to say of a tit-

mouse, " That is a British skin," or " That is not a British skin."

In turning over Mr. Gould's magnificent work, we may every now

and then fancy we detect a British skin in his * Birds of Europe,'
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and an European skin in his ' Birds of Britain.' In my quotation

I have omitted this reference to specimens, because of so little

interest to my readers, but this will be none the less acceptable to

the purchaser of the ' Birds of Europe.'

Edward Newman.

Mammalia and Reptilia of Norfolk.

By Thomas Southwell.*

In a highly-cultivated county like Norfolk, where those animals

not actually domesticated, or preserved by the sportsman, are

regarded as " vermin" and ruthlessly destroyed whenever oppor-

tunity occurs, it is not to be expected that a great number of

species will be found ; but even the quiet which is maintained in

our woods and coverts during the breeding season is favourable to

the increase of some species, and the large tracts of reed-beds in

the " Broad Districts," and on the margins of our sluggish rivers,

afford protection and abundance of food for others, particularly for

the otter, which is perhaps more frequent than, from its retiring

habits and stealthy movements, is generally supposed. There are two

families, however, which are particularly worthy of attention, viz. the

Cheiroptera and Cetacea : of the former fifteen species are described

as British by Bell, but we are only able to record five as occurring

in this count}'. Our extended coast line, the most easterly seaboard

of the island, has produced only eight well-authenticated species of

the Cetacea, out of a total of thirty described as British by Dr.Gray;

and, although the majority of the species are of great rarity, it is

probable the number recorded as belonging to Norfolk might be

increased, and light thrown upon this interesting but obscure order,

were those which occasionally come on shore, or get entangled in

the shallows off our coast, more carefully examined.

The reptiles do not receive the attention to which their great

beauty and interesting habits entitle them : there is also the charm

of novelty, and the hope of discovering something before unknown,

with regard to their economy, to act as an incentive. In the

aquarium and fern-case they may readily be studied and soon

* Read before the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists' Society, and printed in their

• Transactions,' p. 71. I inadvertently omitted to say that Mr. Gurney's paper

(S. S. 2712) appeared in the same interesting work.
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become most interesting pets. It is impossible to read Mr. Hig-

genbotlom's admirable life-history of the British Tritons (Ann. and

Mag. Nat. Hist. 1853, vol. xii. S. S. p. 369) without seeing at once

how much may be done for Science by the careful study of a single

family. I regret I am able to give little more than a dry list of the

ten species of reptiles found in Norfolk.

• I have to record my obligations to Mr. J. H. Gurney for his kind

assistance, and much valuable information to be found embodied in

the list which follows ; also to Mr. Stevenson, who placed his notes,

extending over twenty years, at my disposal ; the Rev. H. T. Frere,

of Burston Rectory, Mr. W. M. Crowfoot, of Beccles, Dr. Lowe

and Mr. E. L. King, of Lynn, and Mr. F. Norgate, of Sparham,

have also supplied me with notes from their own particular districts,

for which I beg them to accept my thanks. To Professor Flower,

of the Royal College of Surgeons, London, my best thanks are due

for his kind advice and assistance, particularly in the difficult

order Cetacea, rendered notwithstanding his pressing professional

engagements.

Mammalia.

High-flying Bat.—Not uncommon throughout the county.

Pipistrelle Bat.—Common.
Reddish-gray i?rt/.— Bell (Brit. Quad. 1837, p. 42) mentions

having seen specimens of this bat, belonging to Mr. Yarrell, from

Colchester and Norwich. Two in Mr. Stevenson's possession were

killed at Framingham Pigot, near Norwich.

Lovgeared Bat.—Not uncommon throughout the county. A
cream-coloured variety was killed near Norwich in 1870.

Barhaslelle Bat.— Mr. Gurney has taken this bat once at Easton ;

it has also occurred at Framingham Pigot, and several times at

Beccles. Mr. Crowfoot found one on a wall at Ellingham, on the

2nd of November, 1870, and believes this species to be common in

the neighbourhood of Beccles.

Hedgehog.—Common.
^lole.—Common. Cream-coloured varieties are not infrequent.

Mr. F. Norgate, of Sparham, informs me that a large rusty white

variety was common at Oby ; about ten years ago a shepherd sent

him five males; they were cream-coloured above, rusty yellow

beneath, larger than the common mole, and seemed to have

been fighting. Some of them had old scars and new short fur

growing up.
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Common Shrew.—Common. Local name " rauny."

Water Shrew.—Messrs. Paget (' Natural History of Yarmouth')

say this species is found in " marsh-ditch banks," and that it is

"rather rare." Rev. R. Lubbock ('Fauna of Norfolk') says it

occurs, but not so generally as the common shrew. I have never

met with it in Norfolk, nor has Mr. Gurney, who, however, once

saw one from Oulton, near Lowestoft. The Rev. H. T. Frere saw
either this or the next species in a pond at Roydon Hall a iew years

ago, but although he watched it for some time he was unable to

capture it for identification.

Oared Shrew.—First made known as a British species from an

individual taken by Dr. Hooker in Norfolk. Mr. Gurney has met
with this species at Keswick and Stoke Holy Cross : it has also

occurred at Gillingham, Fakenham and Framingham.

Badger.—At the commencement of the present century the

badger was not uncommon in Norfolk : it is probable the aboriginal

race is now extinct, and that those occasionally met with are either

stragglers or descended from a stock introduced in consequence

of their usefulness in forming earths for the foxes. In 1834

Messrs. Paget wrote, " Thirty years ago these were common,
especially about Bradwell and Browston [Suffolk], but they are

entirely extirpated." T find the following instances of the occur-

rence of the badger in Norfolk :—1857, February 12th, adult, killed

in the railway cutting near Brundall. 1860, March 9th, old female,

at Hickling. 1862, January 4th, one taken alive at Intwood : this

is the one referred to by Mr. Gurney (Trans. Norfolk and Norwich
Nat. Soc. 1869-70, p. 25) as having been dug out of its burrow at

Intwood. 1864, February 11th, an adult at Melton; and 1865,

July 26th, a young male at the same place. 1868, one at Somerton.

Mr. F. Norgate, writing in December, 1870, says, "About four

years ago a gamekeeper told me he dug a badger out of a hole in

the parish of Sail (or Heydon .?), and in a branch of the same hole

was a nest of three young rabbits, alive."

Otter.—The otter is found occasionally on all the streams in the

county, but its great stronghold is in the broads, where it is probably

more numerous than is generally supposed ; its retiring habits and

the silent manner in which it glides into the water upon the first

alarm enable it easily to escape detection. When the snow is on the

ground their " seals" are often observed. In Mr. Stevenson's notes

1 find mention of no less than forty otters sent up to Norwich for
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preservation between the years 1852 and 1867; and a birdstufFer

in this cily told me that in one year sixteen passed through his

hands alone. The weight of a full-grown Norfolk otter appears to

be from eighteen to twenty-eight or even thirty pounds, and the

length from forty-four to forty-eighl inches. One fine fellow, killed

during the present winter on the ice at Ranworlh, is said to have

weighed thirty pounds and measured four feet nine inches in length.

The female does not reach so great a weight as the male. Mr.

Guruey gives some interesting particulars of the habits of the otter

in the ' Transactions of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists'

Society' for 1869-70, p. 24.

Weasel.—Common. The female is locally known as the " mouse-

hunter." The weasel climbs trees with great expertness in search

of food or to escape pursuit. Mr. Gurney saw one which, when

pursued, climbed an oak tree, and curled itself up on a branch fully

thirty feet above the ground : he remarks " that it seemed to climb

as well as a squirrel."

Stoat.—The stoat in Norfolk is called the " lobster," which it is

suggested may have originally been " leapstcr," and have arisen from

its habit of progressing by a succession of leaps or bounds ; another

suggestion is that it derives its name from the red colour of its fur.

It is frequently found in the full white winter dress in Norfolk.

Polecat.—Although generally met with, by no means common
in Norfolk. About Diss the Rev. II. T. Frere finds it common :

he says, " They seem to leave the lower grounds about October.

I once caught seven, two old ones and five young, in a barn at

Roydon. On two or three occasions I have turned out burrows on

the Roydon fen, which have contained eels and frogs, generally half-

decomposed. I saw the tracks of several in the last snow."

Comnwn Marten ?—Paget, writing in 1834, says, " The marten

was formerly found at Hcrringfleet, but is now extremely rare."

Mr. Gurney was informed by an old woodman that " marten cats"

were found in Brook Woods " during the latter part of the last

century ;" and he adds, " It is probably impossible now to ascertain

to which of the two races of martens found in Great Britain those

formerly inhabiting Norfolk belonged."

Fox.—But for the protection afforded by sportsmen the fox

would long ago have been extinct; as it is, frequent importations

are necessary to keep up the stock : it can, therefore, hardly be

said to exist in a stale of nature. Probably the foxes found in
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Norfolk, previously to the re-establishment of the fox-hounds, were

only stragglers. Mr. Stevenson tells me he was informed by
Mr. Thomas Edwards, that when the fox-hounds were given up in

Norfolk some of the foxes were trapped and sent into Leicester-

shire, Bedford, &c. : many of these, having been previously marked,

were again trapped in Norfolk. Daniel, in his 'Rural Sports'

(vol. i. p. 272), mentions a similar instance : foxes taken at Whit-
tlebury Forest, and sent up to London after escaping from the

hounds, were again trapped in their old haunts, and in one

instance this occurred three times : the fourth time poor Reynard
was killed, bearing upon him the signals of his former escapes.

Mr. Daniel also mentions the fact of a fox which littered in a

hollow tree, twenty feet above the ground ; and I am informed

that some of the foxes at Westacre, which I believe owe their

origin to the continent of America, do not take to earths, but

ascend fir trees, and lie on the top branches all day, thirty feet

above the ground.

Common Seal (Phoca vitulina, Linn.) Not uncommon along the

coast, particularly in the estuary of the Ouse. Sir Thomas Browne
mentions a seal killed at Surlingham Ferry, "having continued in

the river for divers months before."

Floe Seal (Phoca hispida, Cuv. Pagomys foetidus. Gray).—In

1846 Mr. Gurney purchased a seal in the Norwich fish-market,

which was obtained upon the Norfolk coast: its skull, he informed

me, was presented to our museuna, and as he was uncertain as to

the species, he considered it worth investigating. Upon examining

the skull, I found it differed in several respects from that of Phoca
vitulina; I therefore submitted it to Professor Flower for identifi-

cation, who expressed his opinion that it belonged to an individual

of this rare arctic species. On so competent an authority I have

much pleasure in adding this species to the Norfolk list, and in

recording what I believe to be the first instance in which it has

been recognized as occurring on the coast of Great Britain.

Squirrel.—Common.
Messrs. Paget include the dormouse in their list of the Mam-

malia found near Yarmouth ; but as I am unable to confirm this,

either from my own observation or through correspondents, I can

only conclude it has vanished from its old haunts, and reluctantly

omit it from this list, calling attention to the subject as worthy of

investigation.
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Harvest Mouse.—Somewhat local, but not uncommon. Mr.

Norgate finds it frequent at Sparhara, and has taken four or five

nests in one day. At Gillingbam Mr. Crowfoot has taken its

nests in the tall sedges by the side of the river Waveney ; also in

the marram-grass on the beach at Kissingland, almost within reach

of the sea-spray. Two females brought forth young ones in captivity

in the Lynn Museum.

Longtailed Field Mouse and Common Mouse.—Both common.

Black Rat.— Messrs. Paget, in 1834, state "It still remains

here, tliough its numbers are gradually decreasing." Mr. Lubbock,

in 1845, says it is " still occasionally found in the city of Norwich."

Twenty years ago 1 saw one which was killed in the coal-house at

the Lynn Subscription Library. It is now extremely rare, if not

quite extinct, in this county.

Brown Hat.— Common, Cream-coloured and pied varieties

sometimes occur.

Water Vole.—Common in marshes and low ground. Mr. T. E.

Gunn records the occurrence of the black variety of the water vole

at Earlham in the summer of 1865 (Zool. S. S. 152).

Field Vvle (Arvicola agrestis, Flem.)—Common. Mr. F. Norgate

found the nest of this species containing six young, which were

blind and naked, at Sparham, on the 27lh of March : it consisted

of a ball of grass placed in a slight depression of the ground.

Mr. Gurney saw a vole which was taken from a kestrel's nest at

Earlham, and which, upon a cursory examination, appeared to him

to be Mr. Yarrell's bank vole [Arvicola pratensis). As this species

has not been observed in Norfolk, he thinks the subject worthy of

attention. The bank vole recorded in the ' Zoologist' for 1865

(S. S. 152) is an albino variety of A. amphibius with malformed

incisors.

Hare.—Common. In Mr. Stevenson's notes several instances of

the occurrence of a very beautiful variety of the common hare, with

" fur like chinchilla," at Burnham Thorpe are recorded. As these

notes occur in 1859, 1864, and again in 1866, it would seem to

indicate something like a permanent variety in that locality.

Mr. F. Norgate also mentions a similar variety, " light gray, very

like the alpine hare in the transition state from summer to winter

coat," as having been met with at Great Witchingham and West

Lexham. He has also seen a hare with a black back at Sparham,

and Mr. Gurney mentions a still more remarkable variety, perfectly
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black, killed at Denham, in Suffolk (Trans. Norfolk and Norwich
Nat. Soc. 1869-70, p. 26). Parti-coloured varieties are occasionally

met with.

Rabbit.—Very common. A beautiful variety known as the
" silver sprig" has long been established in some localities, par-
ticularly on Thetford warren; black varieties also occur; and
Mr. Gurney shot a rabbit on Gorton Denes, Lowestoft, which was
decorated with alternate black and gray markings like a Gyprus
cat.

Right Whale (Balaena mysticetus, Linn.)—Messrs. Paget men-
tion "a small one taken near Yarmouth, July 8th, 1784." In an
editorial note to Sir Thomas Browne's 'Account of Fishes, &c.,
found in Norfolk and on the Goast' (Wilkin's edition, 1835,
vol. iv, p. 326) it is stated that a whale (species not given),

fifty-eight feet long, was cast ashore at Overstrand about 1822,
and another went spouting past Gromer in the autumn of the
same year.

Razor-back Common Fin Whale (Physalus Antiquorum, Gray).
—Messrs. Paget say, "Balaena physalis, fin-backed whale, has
several times been seen and taken in herring-nets." August 27th,

1842, one was taken in the estuary of the Ouse, near Lynn, which
measured forty-two feet in length. January 25th, 1851, another
taken in the same place measured eighteen feet (qy. Balaenoptera
rostrata). January 12th, 1857 (circa), one stranded on Winterlon
beach, and killed by the fishermen, measured forty-five feet : the
skull of this specimen is preserved in the Gollege of Surgeons'
Museum. November 3rd, 1858, one taken off Wainfleet, on the
Lincolnshire side the entrance to the Wash, measured thirty-two
feet.

Pike Whale or Lesser Fin Whale (Balaenoptera rostrata. Gray).—A whale, probably of this species, is mentioned in a note to

Sir Thomas Browne's list, as having been cast ashore and killed at

Runton, near Gromer, towards the end of 1829 : it is described as
'

twenty-four feet long; nose very sharp and pointed; nearly black
on the back and white below in folds; baleen nearly white. In
November, 1860, an adult male of this species was stranded on
Overstrand beach; it measured twenty-five feet in length: the
skeleton was presented, by Mr. J. H. Gurney, to the Gollege of
Surgeons' Museum, where it now is, and a full description is given
by Mr. W. H. Flower in the ' Proceedings of the Zoological Society,'
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May 24th, 1864. Mr. Flower considers thirty feet the maximum
length this species attains.

Northern Sperm Whale (Physeter macrocephalus, Linn.)—Sir

Thomas Browne says, "A Spermaceti whale of sixty-two feet long,

near Wells; another of the same kind twenty years before [Jmie,

1626] at Hunstanton; and not far off' eight or nine came ashore,

and two had young ones after they were forsaken by the water."

(Wilkin's edition, vol. iv. p. 326.) I can find no modern record of

the occurrence of this species on the Norfolk coast. In the Nor-

wich Museum are skulls of Delphinus Euphrosj'ne, Gray, and

D. Delphis, both probably obtained on the Norfolk coast, but I can

find no history of either recorded. Sir Thomas Browne says of

the latter species, " sometimes taken, but many confound it with

the porpoise."

White-beaked Bottle-nose (Lagenorhynchus albirostris, Gray).—
Captured off" Yarmouth in 1845, described, with plate, in the

'Annals and Magazine of Natural History' (vol. xvii. p. 21): skull

in Norwich Museum.

Bottlehead (Hyperodon butzkopf, Lacep. H. rostratum. Gray).

—Under the head of " Delphinus bidens," Messrs. Paget say, " A
large one caught in a herring-net, November, 1816; a smaller spe-

cimen about twenty years before." On the 22nd of September, 1858,

one of these whales was stranded on the " Ferrier Sand," at the

entrance to the Ouse, which measured twenty-eight feet eight inches

in length. Mr. E. L. King also informs me that two others of this

species were taken on the 23rd of September, 1867, near the same

place; the larger one, a female, measured twenty-six feet eight

inches ; the smaller one eighteen feet six inches.

The Killer or Grampus.— Sir Thomas Browne mentions one,

measuring about sixteen feet in length, taken at Yarmouth about

1658. In July, 1823, a specimen, weighing four cwt., and eleven

feet long, was found alive on Yarmouth beach (Paget). In 1830

one was taken in Lynn Harbour, which measured twenty-one feet

(Loudon's Mag. Nat. Hist. vol. v.); and Mr. T. E. Gunn, in the

* Zoologist' (S. S. 1927), records one being brought into Yarmouth
Harbour on the 25lh of June, 1867, which weighhed fourteen

cwt.

Porpoise.—Common along the coast, sometimes coming up into

the harbours.
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Reptilia.

Common Lizard.—Frequent on heaths, hedge-banks and dry

places. Local name " swift."

Slow-worm.—Not uncommon on heaths and in dry woods. The

Rev. H. T. Frere finds it very common at Burston, and remarks a

curious partiality displayed by it for some particular spot. " Every

year," he says, " I see one or two close to one of my gates, and

again on a particular grave in the churchyard; in neither case is

the favourite spot more than a square yard." In Norfolk, Mr. F.

Norgate says, the slow-worm is called the " glow-worm," the real

glow-worm being called the " glaze-worm."

Common Snake.—Not so common as formerly, but still abundant

in places. This species takes to the water readily, and is a capital

swimmer; it is said to swim across Fritton Broad, which is nearly

a mile in width. Mr. Gurney has frequently found the remains of

toads in snakes which he has dissected.

Viper.—Frequent. Heaths and waste places. A red variety

occasionally occurs.

Common Frog.—Common. The edible frog has been found at

large in Norfolk, and claimed as an indigenous species, but there

does not seem to be suflBcient evidence to support the claim.

Large numbers were imported and turned loose by Mr. George

Berney in 1837, 1841 and 1842, previous to which time there is no

certain evidence of their having been met with.

Common Toad.—Common,
Natterjack Toad.—More local than rare, being found abundantly

in many localities in Norfolk.

Great Water Newt.—Common. LocaUy the Tritons are called

" efts."

Common Smooth Newt. — Common. Mr. Norgate has found

them at night-time in winter by the road-side "apparently

migrating." Mr. Gurney sends me the following note on this

species :
—" Although this reptile may usually be handled with

impunity, it is sometimes the fact that its skin possesses a noxious

property which communicates a painful stinging sensation to the

hand and arm of a person handling it, which does not abate for

several minutes and seems very similar to that produced by hand-

ling the common jelly-fish and other Medusae, some of which are

more noxious than others. In the spring of 1869 a well-marked
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instance of this phenomenon in the common smooth newt came

under my notice, and I suspect that it may be more developed in

the breeding season than at any other time."

Palniaied Smooth Newt.—Mr. F. Norgate has found this species

at Spavham.
Thomas Southwell.

History of the Wolf in Scotlavd. A Supplement.

By James Hardy.*

In my ' History of the Wolf in Scotland,' I gave such local

traditions of the existence of that animal, as a native, as I could

find on record. Some others, which I now bring under notice,

supply further details. The first is nearly in the simple language

of the old Highlander from whom I took it down.

A boy travelling througli the wild country between Inveruess-

shire and Argyle, at the head of Glencoe, lost himself in the

moors in a misty day. At the last he came to a shed or hut, and

ventured into it, and there was a bit loft or nest in it where straw

was laid, and a bit ladder to go up. He goes up the ladder and

rolls himself up amongst the straw, and keeps his eye on what was

below. In tioie there came a great big fellow, who, be understood,

was a robber, who struck a light to kindle a fire, and was seen to

have plenty of venison, of which he made ready his supper. He
then stretched himself "on the breid o' his back" and fell asleep.

In time an animal that the boy took for a big dog pushed into the

hut, and though the fire was still "open," he saw the beast's eyes

glancing in the light. It stood awhile, and then came stealing up

to the big man's feet, and slipped along till it reached his neck,

when, in a moment, it laid hold of and rove at his throat, throwing

itself at the same time on to his breast. The man gripped it also,

and fought with it, but he could not rise, and it was all over with

him, and the great dog " sookit his bliiid." It then looked up to

the loft, and the boy was terrified lest it should come up and worry

him also. But it got out at the door, and set up "two or three

great gowls," and he "saw it no more that night." In the

morning the mist had scattered, and the boy, afraid to be beside

a dead man, took to his heels. In escaping he met " the herd," to

• Communicated by the author, and reprinted from the Berwickshire Naturalists'

Club's ' Proceedings' for 1870.
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whom he told what he had seen. He then returned to his home,
and advised his father of what had hajDpened. " Oh, you silly

fool !" cries the father, " what a prize is lost; it would make you
and rae right all the days of our lives." But when they went back
to search the robber's pockets there was not a copper left. Not
long after " the herd" took a farm, and became wealthy. But now
for the wolf (for such it was) ; the country was roused, and they

tracked him with dogs through the Deil's Stairs (the Devil's

Staircase, in Argyle, on the borders of Inverness-shire), and over

the " Speckled Mountains," and found and slew him, and there

never was a wolf in Scotland more. The narrator also gave me
these bits of traveller's lore. Wolves, he said, are the best of com-
panions (ihey don't hurt one, he meant), walking alongside, if you
let them alone, and are not suspicious of them ; but if you lose

confidence they will seize you instantly. If a pack of wolves

come on you, and you carry a stick, if you trail the slick behind
you they will all turn tail and flee. This is worth knowing—if

true.

" There are two races of McDonalds in Braeriiar," says Miss
Taylor, " each with its own distinctive legend. One of them states

that a little boy of the name of McDonald was carried away by a
wolf from Glen Cluny, wolves being at that time very plentiful.

After carrying him off, the wolf did not destroy him, but treated

him instead as one of her own cubs. So he grew up a veritable

wild man of the woods, and not unfrequently joined the wolves

in their predatory expeditions. With such companionship and
designs he often visited the house of his mother, and was hounded
off by the dogs. By some means it was discovered who he was

;

and his relations, having traced him out to his lair, succeeded in

communicating the circumstances of his birth and abduction.

They prevailed on him also to leare his sylvan life, and settle

down in a somewhat tamer manner. He never would return to

his mother, however, being apparently unable to get over the fact

that she had hounded him off with dogs ; and he often reproached
her, it is said, in some Gaelic rhyme, which is a Utile too coarse

for translation. He married at length, and from him proceeded
the race known as the ' Sliochd a' Mhadaidh Alluidh,'

—

i. e. ' The
Race of the Wolf " *

"Between Brabster and Freswick, in Caithness, at a hollow

• ' Tales and Traditions of the Braemar Highlands,' pp. 71, 110, 111.
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called Wolfs-burn, there is a tradition that the last wolf in the

country was killed."* Dr. Robert Brown, who called my attention

to this passage, has also informed me that in connexion with a

tradition of great woods having once existed in Caithness-shire

(as indeed the endless remains in the bogs abundantly prove),

those in the vicinity of Wick were said to have been cut down by

the enraged inhabitants, on account of their harbouring wolves.

James Hardy.

Note on the Habits of tbc Tree Cat [Paradoxurus musanga). — It is

generally believed that this curious auimal—a compound of the cat, civet

aud genet—is purely nocturnal iu its habits. A female, measuring thirty-

seveu inches iu leugth, of which the tail alone is eighteeu, has just been

killed, in the act of eating guavas, in the Public Gardens, close to where

I am living. The gardeners saw the animal up the tree, but before they

could muster sufficient pluck to kill her she managed to get down, but was

soon overtaken iu the long grass. I have examined a good many of these cats,

and find that they are subject to considerable variation in colour : the one

I have just seen is a kind of yellow-brown, with a few black spots on the

flanks; the nose, feet and tail are jet-black. About two months ago a very

fine male, considerably larger than this one, was also killed during the day

in the act of eating peaches. In the roof of the house where I am at present

living there was a colony of these creatures a short time ago ; but, owing to

their oSensive smell and the mess they made, they had to be destroyed.

Immediately it got dusk they used to issue forth, climbing up aud down

the bamboo trellis-work with comparative ease, though they appeared to be

slow and awkward iu their movements.

—

A. Anderson ; Futteltr/urh, N.W.

Provinces, July 6, 1871.

Seal capturing a Herring Gull.—While seated on the bents, watching a

flock of gidls that were fishing in the sea near Don-mouth, I was startled by

their jerking high in the air, and screaming iu an unusual and excited

manner. On no previous occasion have 1 observed such a sensation in

gull-hood, not even when a blackhead was being pursued, till he disgorged

his newly-swallowed fish, by that black-leg, the skua. The excitement was

explained by a seal showing above the water with a herring gull in his

mouth : on his appearing the gulls became ferocious, and struck furiously

at the seal, who disappeared with the gull in the water. The seal speedily

reappeared, but on this occasion relinquished his victim on the gulls

renewing their attack. The liberated gull was so disabled as to be unable

to fly, but it had strength enough to hold its head up as it drifted with the

* ' New Statistical Account of Scotland,' vol. xv. ji. 24.
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tide. On a sunny uoon in the autumn of 1868 I observed a seal, not far

from the same place, with a salmon in his mouth, which he forced through

the meshes of a stake-net. The struggling salmon, whose head was in the

jaws of the seal, struck the water violently with his tail, which gleamed like

a lustre in the lessening ray. The seal rose and sank alternately, keeping

seaward to escape Eleys' cartridges from the shore. When above the water

he shortened the silver bar, which continued to lash his sides long after its

thickest part had disappeared, by rising to his perpendicular, as if to allow

the precious metal by its own weight to slip into his crucible. The seal

evidently swallowed above, and masticated below, water—the process lasting

about twelve minutes, during which the seal had travelled a full half-mile.

—

W. Craibe Angus; Aberdeen, June 10, 1871.

Spider or Mouse.—I must once more return to the old story of " Spider

or Mouse," which I think by this time you must wish at the bottom of the

sea or elsewhere. I have kept the same spider that I last year mentioned to

you, and whilst feeding it a day or two since with a specimen of Polyommatus

Phlseas, I distinctly saw it nip off one of the wings and throw it away with

a sudden jerk. I enclose the wing for your inspection, by which you will

see that it was bitten off, not torn from the joint. Again, whilst out

mothing a few evenings since, I saw a bat (I do not know of what species)

take Ourapteryx sambucata, and then and there swallow body, wings and

all its belongings, without taking the trouble to return to his "den" for

the purpose of devouring it, thus reminding me of the

" Cassowary,

On the plains of Timbuctoo,

Who swallowed up the missionary,

,^.i,, ..Hat and coat, and hymn-book too."

Thus I remain of the same opinion I started with, that spiders had to

do with the deposits of moths' wings in the various places named during the

late controversy ; and without further proof that Mr. Doubleday has seen

bats bite off moths' wings, and Mr. Newman is convinced that bats feed on

butterflies, I must remain unconvinced to the contrary.

—

Stephen Clogg

;

East Looe, Cornwall.

Arrival of llligrauts.—March 19th, chiffchaff. April 2ud, willow wren

;

3rd, wheatear ; 7th, bank or sand martin ; 9th, swallow ; 10th, martin,

cuckoo, yellow or Ray's wagtail ; 16th, nightingale (heard each season, and

generally protected from the birdcatchers while rearing their broods)

;

18th, redstart; 24th, whinchat, whitethroat, tree pipit. May 3rd, spotted

flycatcher; 5th, garden warbler, grasshopper warbler; 6th, landrail or corn

crake ; 11th, wood wren ; 20th, swift. The only summer visitants yet

unreported are the pied flycatcher and the goatsucker or nightjar, which
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are so scarce that the opportunity may not be afforded us. The gun

frequently robs us of the pleasure of observing the habits of our rare birds.

—

T. Lister ; Barnsley, June 12, 1871.

Eagles on the Grampians.—The air was dry, the sky clear, and the sun,

which was hot and bright, lent his lustre to the wings of the eagles, who

•were performing, apparently for their own amusement, beautiful gyrations

in their old haunts. On observing us they made towards us, as if anxious

to ascertain what we were, or what we were about. We crouched, solilo-

quising, " For us you are safe. Come and see us, and we shall the better

see you." Our glass, a DoUond, enabled us to obtain an excellent view of

the eagles, who soared aloft, spreading all the wing- and tail-feathers as in

an extended fan. In the female one of the secondary quills was wanting,

which showed like a gap in the human gum. In the act of soaring the

wings are convex for two-thirds of their length, and showing the tips

reversed, so as to form a hook. We are glad that in this secluded spot the

bird of Jove has at last found a retreat, where neither buckshot nor baited

traps can do him harm. Were the example of preserving the rapacious

birds, which has been given by the present Marquis of Huntly, imitated

by all the proprietors of the Highlands, the Fauna of Scotland might still

be kept in statu quo.—W. Craibe Angus.

Comuioa Buzzard nesting in DcTonshire.— The localities in England

where the common buzzard nests are now so few that a recent instance

may be worthy of record. A nestling of this year has been presented to me,

which was taken from a nest in a wood at Lustleigh, in Devon, where a

pair of buzzards have nested previously, their nest having been robbed

(I regret to say) both in the present and in the two preceding years. I am

informed that it has been observed in the locality to which I have referred,

that a pair of buzzards, if undisturbed, will occupy the same nest for seven

successive seasons. It is said that they very seldom have more than two

young, and often only one, and it is beUeved that when there are two young

they are male and female, and that when there is but one it is almost

always a male. I note these particulars as they have been given to me,

and as I think that the observations of persons on the spot, even though

not scientific observers, should not be neglected.

—

J. H. Qurney.

Ronghleggcd Buzzard.—In remarking (Zool. S. S. 2681) that during my

stay in Canada I had some acquaintance with this species, it merely meant

that I knew enough of it to be quite sure that it could not have been

a roughlegged buzzard observed by Lord Clifton at Cobham. Though

I might readily distinguish, and at a considerable distance, too, the rough-

legged from the common buzzard, I could not, of course, know or dis-

tinguish it from the American species when seen in mid-air, nor am I sure

that it would not have puzzled me to do so with the skins of both before

me. Though referred by Mr. Reeks to his Newfoundland " Notes " (which
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had been duly read), I merely find mention made of a young blaclt hawk,

whose plumage " was no darker than an ordinary specimen of A. lagopus,"

though he says, " I never examined any afterwards but what were, as a rule,

much darker." Allow me to remind Mr. Reeks that the plumage of birds

in confinement is usually much paler, or less brilliant, and not to be

depended on. AVhether the American roughlegged buzzard be distinct

from the European, or the young immature Sancti-Johanuis, I -will not

undertake to determine, seeing that Wilson and other naturalists were in

doubt about it; and, in describing the birds, Wilson makes it appear

that the roughlegged buzzard is one inch longer than the black hawk.

Richardson says " that a pair of roughlegged buzzards were seen at their

nest; and Dr. Toundseud found it breeding on the banks of the Bear

River, its nest in a willow ; it contained two young." Nilsson seems to

consider Falco uiger to be the young of the roughlegged buzzard. Having

shot, skinned and dissected the American roughlegged buzzard, I can only

say that it had all the appearance of being a mature bird, in perfect

plumage.

—

Henry Hadjield ; Voitiior, Isle of Wight, August 12, 1871.

Snowy Owl iu County Illayo.—On the 18th of March a snowy owl was

shot at the village of Dovein, County Mayo, by Michael Hearns, the keeper

at Pontoon Lodge, Foxford. It measured four feet six inches across the

wings, and two feet from beak to tip of tail. It is a female bird, and was

shot with Bristol B-shot. It is now being pi'eserved for me, and may be

seen at George Ashmead's, 32, Bishopsgate Street Without.

—

Richard

Ashby ; Staines.—From the 'Field.'

Golden Oriole at Ixworth.—A beautiful male specimen of the golden

oriole was shot at Ixworth, near this town, in July, 1808, and is now iu the

collection of Mr. E. Greene, M.P.

—

W. Clarke; Bury St. Edmunds.—Id.

dolden Oriole in Warwickshire.—I beg to say that a very good specimen

of the golden oriole [Oriolus galhula) was shot at Ilmington in May, 1870,

and is still in the hands of Mr. Quatremaine, upholsterer and taxidermist,

Stratford-on-Avon.—ilf. E. M. ; Alcester.—Id.

Nightingale in Northnniberland.—My attention has been invited to a

newspaper paragraph bearing this title : it is thought to controvert my well-

known opinion on this subject ; before I can accept the conclusion I must

cross-examine the witness, who is at present nameless.

—

E. Newman.

Rosecoloured Pastor near Bexhill.—A fine male specimen of the rose-

coloured pastor {Pastor roseus) was shot near Bexhill on the 4th instant,

and is in my possession for preservation.

—

Eobert Kent; 13, London Road,

St. Leonard's-on-Sea.

Rosecoloured Pastor in Somersetshire.—I have a specimen of the rose-

coloured pastor in my collection, which was shot in a mulberry tree in the

garden of my relative, the late Mr. Peter Fry, of Ivy Court, Axbridge, about

twelve years since, and brought to me the same day it was killed. Mr. Cecil
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Smith has only recently seen my collection ; but a notice of the bird will

occur in the next edition of his ' Birds of Somersetshire.'

—

Charles Edwards

;

The Grove, Wrinr/ton, Somersetshire.—'Field' of August 12?/i.

Great Black Woodpecker.—It may be interesting to many of your readers

that on Friday last an extremely rare bird was to be seen in the flesh at

Mr. E. Ward's, 2, Vere Street, Oxford Street. The bird in question was a

female great black woodpecker (Drtjocopus martins), in fine condition, fresh,

and apparently without shot marks. Mr. Ward informed me that he had

purchased it the day before, but had unfortunately omitted to ascertain

where and under what circumstances the bird was taken. Mr. Ward is

about to prepare and set up the bird in question, and hopes to be able to

ascertain such particulars as will establish the fact that tlie great black

woodpecker is still to be found amongst our British birds.
—

' Field.'

[I fear this will share the fate of the forty-one other records enumerated in

Sharpo and Dresser's ' Birds of Europe,' of which those sagacious ornitholo-

gists remark, " We ourselves do not believe in the authenticity of one of the

instances." In entire coincidence with this judgment, I would print the

07ie in italics.

—

E, Newman.]

Cackoo in December.— This morning, about half-past eight o'clock,

I heard the cuckoo distinctly five times, and afterwards saw the bird fly over

my grounds towards Hestou. What is this a sign of at this time of the

year? Can any of your readers enlighten us?

—

Peter Watson; Sutton

House, near Hounslow, December 1.— ' Field,'

Cnckoo singing in February.—People seem very much to doubt the

cuckoo being licard in February. In Guernsey, however, I have heard it

at that time : the date in my note-book is the 26th of February, 1870,

when I heard it for the first time that year. I am repeatedly told it was a

boy ; but I am perfectly certain it was not, or I should not have made a

note of it. A friend who wa-s with me at the time heard it, and had no

doubt it was the bird, and we hailed it accordingly in the usual way—by
turning our money and running. This year I did not hear it so soon, not

till April, which is considered late in Guernsey.

—

C. B. Carey; Lydeard

House, Taunton.

[I think I ought to state that although I decidedly disbelieve, and

express my disbelief, of the cuckoo having been heard in England in

February, yet I have offered no opinion as to Guernsey : having no know-

ledge of that island, it would be extremely rash in me to advance views

unsupported by observation. With regard to the abstract observation of

my correspondent, that he is perfectly certain it was not an imitation,

I admit my own inability to discriminate between the imitation and the

reality ; and I may add that I never met with anyone I could not deceive

—

most undesirable accomplishment, and most inexcusable practice.

—

Edward

Neicman.]
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Alpine Swift in Durlianii—I beg to notice the occurrence of a very rare

bird on the Durham coast, on Monday last (July 24th), namely, an alpine

swift {Cypselus melba). I was walking with three friends from Marsden

Rock to Whitburn, and had reached South Point, when we noticed the bird

flying northwards along the cliffs. It passed us, at an easy pace, within

twenty-five yards, and was at ouce recognizable from our common swift by

its size, greater length of wing, and white belly.— 6^eo. Edw. Craivhall.—
' Field ' of August 12th.

? Alpine Swift in Wiltshire.—When staying at Calne in May, 1866, 1 saw

what I thought was an alpine swift disappear under an old roof of a house.

Having procured a ladder I caught the swift on her nest, and immediately

identified it as a female alpine swift. She had then but two eggs, so

I liberated her, hoping she would lay her full number of eggs ; but she

forsook the nest, and, although I made inquiries in the neighbourhood,

I never afterwards heard of her. I have the two eggs in my collection

;

they are long and narrow.

—

A. Sutton; Shardlow Hall, Derby.—Id.

[The eggs have been forwarded to the ' Field ' office for examination,

and prove to be those of the common swift (Cypselus apus), as I confidently

expected.

—

E. Newman.]

Food of the Turtle Dore.-In the 'Field' for July 30, 1870, p. Ill,

will be found a short paper, the object of which was to show that the turtle

dove {Columha turtur), so far from eating peas and corn, as was suspected,

—

though it is true that they are constantly found in pulse and grain crops,

—

do not touch the corn of either. It was then shown that two turtle doves

shot at the end of July contained in their crops, the one 450, and the other

upwards of 1000 seeds of the common fumitory, with a sprinkling of the

seeds of other noxious weeds. Now this summer has been confessedly late,

and yet as early as the 13th of June some turtle doves were shot on my
farm, all of which were gorged with the fumitory seeds ; and in the crop of

one which I opened I counted 700 seeds of this plant, and over 300 of the

seeds of some small chickweed ally, which, judging from the figure in the

new edition of Sowerby's 'English Botany,' by Dr. Syme, was referable to

Arenaria norvegica, only that that plant is not only rare, but a northern

species. It may, then, probably belong to a Stellaria or Cerastium. My
astonishment was great at the number of fumitory seeds, as I hardly thought

this plant had advanced so far in seed ; but on careful examination I found

that the lower flowers had formed their green seeds, but both peas and wheat

had only just started in flower. I am, then, still more convinced that these

lovely visitors only do good, and never mischief, and rejoice to see them

over the farm ; for, though it is true that they visit the wheat- and the pea-

field more especially, it is, as I feel convinced, only because these are the

most common habitats of the fumitory.

—

J. B. ; Bradford Abbas, July 22.

—
' Field ' of August 12th,
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[It is much to be regretted that those who make such careful and useful

observations as this do not give their names at length : it would add much

to the interest of their communications.

—

E. Newman.]

Food of the Wood Pigeon.—The influence of few birds upon our crops

has been made a warmer subject of debate than that of the wood pigeon,

the Columba palumbus of naturalists, the " queest " or " cushat " of our

vernacular. According to one set of writers, it is one of the most destruc-

tive of all birds to the agriculturist ; according to others, one of the most

beneficial. It is so much more pleasant and easy to wrangle and dispute,

to fight for victory rather than for truth, that we can hardly expect the

combatants to have recoui'se to the observation of facts to settle the question,

for surely the question could be settled by observing the food of the bird,

not at one time only, but during the several seasons of the year. I feel

therefore under obligations to E. L., who has forwarded the following

letter ;
—" Sir,—I saw a short time ago a letter in your columns from W. C.

(Dumbartonshire), in which he speaks of the nesting season as the proper

time for destroying wood pigeons, and he seems to join in the common cry

against them. I know the destructive powei's they possess well enough,

but I know also that at this season they do much good, and have taken the

liberty of sending the contents of the crop of the first I could procure, with

the request that Mr. Tegetmeier will kindly tell us what it consists of."

—

E. L. : Litchfield. In reply to a letter of inquiry, some further particulars

have been since furnished by the writer, who informs me that " The contents

of the crop of the pigeon I sent you were not taken for bulk ; I have no

doubt there was half a good-sized wine-glass more; therefore, in counting,

you must not lose sight of that fact. Pigeons abound on my laud. Many
hundreds are shot every year, and there are most just complaints against

them ; but I observe nature rather more closely than my tenants, whom
I have just stopped shooting them for a time, except on the pea-fields.

Tliey say they are eating the corn (wheat) ; I say they are doing incalculable

good, and not touching anything hut weeds, and, to prove it, went out and

shot one, and sent about three parts the contents of the crop to you.

I shall be very glad indeed to see your remarks ; and if you take any

further interest in the matter, and will write to me at the above address,

I will send to my keeper to go at once and shoot three or four after

feeding time, and he shall forward them to yon just as they are killed."

As I have taken upon myself the duty of merely stating facts, I will simply

name the contents of the crop of this one bird, or at least that portion of

the contents forwarded to me. They consisted of two whole acorns, five

halves of acorns, 2IV-ili seeds, or carpels, of the common buttercup {Ranun-

culus hitlhosus or acris), 771 capsules or seed-vessels of the common chick-

weed, containing on an average more than ten seeds each, and therefore

giving at least 7710 seeds of chickweed {Stellaria media), making a
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grand total of upwards of 10,000 seeds of weeds consumed at a single

meal. No other substances were found. Wishing to have the independent

testimony of a competent botanist to the determination of the seeds,

I forwarded samples to Mr. J. Britten, of the Kew Herbarium, who

unhesitatingly referred them to the above-named plants. To satisfy any of

my readers who may be sceptical as to the species and number of the seeds,

I have forwarded them to the ' Field' office, where, to use the phrase of the

old writers, they may be " inspected by the curious."— IF. B. Tecjetmeier, in

the ' Field' of July 15th.

[I am very glad to find the subject of the food of the wood pigeon taken

up by so competent an investigator as Mr. Tegetmeier. It is greatly to be

regretted there should be so much need for the rebuke he administers to

writers on the subject : angry sentences, harsh expressions, random asser-

tions and strong opinions are unavailing ; what we require is careful

observation and equally careful record.

—

Edward Newman.]

Bybrid between a Barn Fowl and a Common Pheasant.—A friend who

has very considerably augmented my collection of birds kindly presented

me to-day with a cross between a domestic fowl and a male of the common
pheasant. This bird at an early age forsook the busy dunghill for the

solitary copse, and the covered coop for the uncovered trees. It had a

wandering disposition, and was very destructive of young birds, particularly

of the young pheasants, which it pecked to death. That it was an object

of dread is shown by the fact that on its approach the blackbird signalled

" danger," just as if a cat or weasel wei'e on the ground. It is a bird of the

previous season, but the sexual organs are undeveloped
;
perhaps its sterility

had something to do with its unsocial and destructive disposition. The

character of its plumage is that of a male pheasant ; weight three pounds

ten ounces ; length two feet seven inches ; length of tail twelve inches and

three-quarters, the middle feathers being the longest by two inches ; extent

three feet; wing from carpus ten inches and a half. Iris light bluish

black. Feathers on the crown and sides of the head white, irregularly

striped with bluish black, frontals dai'ker, those on the nape bluish black,

edged with white and having the shafts white for two-thirds of their length,

and tipped with glossy blue. Uj^per surface of the body brownish white,

barred as in the common pheasant, but with a blackish brown, the true

tint showing only on the tips of the rump-feathers. Tail black below,

barred above, as in the pheasant, but with white. Fore neck with the

feathers white at the base and on the shafts, tipped with glossy blue.

Lower surface of the body dark brownish, white mottled, and tipped with

reddish brown. Bare space at the eye light red, but with feathers sprouting

over its entire surface. The whole bird deep in the moult. Bill and legs more

robust than in the common pheasant ; lower mandible light horn-colour,

the upper darker, more particularly at the base ; nostril bluish black. Legs
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brownish gray, feet darker ; claws brown, those on the smaller toes lighter

towards the extremities. Spurs indicated.

—

W. Craibe Angus; June 10.

Double Embryo iu a Pbcasant's Egg.—The other day I came upon a

pair of common pheasants in the same shell, which were all but hatched.

I have no doubt but they would have separated in due course, but I pre-

ferred keeping them together, and in spirits. The head of one of the

embryos is placed above the posterior of the others, one of the feet of

each being coiled above the head of the other. On a previous occasion I had

a pair of curlews iu one shell, and I once observed seven ducklings following

a hen which was set on six eggs.

—

Id.

Immigration of Great Bustards.—At the same time that the great

bustards appeared in this country they would seem to have been similarly

plentiful at some places on the Continent, and although the dates do not

sufficiently correspond to lead us to the supposition that they were all

member's of one flock, yet I think the coincidence should not be lost sight

of, having no doubt that they were all impelled by the same cause

—

viz. the severity of the weather. In Belgium, as M. Dubois informed me,

about ten were killed, of which three occurred at Gand and two at

Brussels, and one, a female, was sent to him by Count Mens, with a

request to know if it was good for eating: this happened about Christmas;

and on the 17th of January a magnificent female was shot at Nice, which,

through the kindness of a friend, was presented to me. A similar

visitation took place in February at Halle, in Germany, where seventeen

were killed (Wilh. Schliiter in litt. ad R. B. Sharpe); and possibly by

consulting the foreign journals, other cases might be found.

—

J. H. Gumey,

jun.; 2, Beta Place, N.W.

Ringed Plover breeding at a distance from the Coast.—I should be

very much obliged if you could let me know if it is a common thing for the

ringed plover to breed at some distance from the coast. I found some eggs

yesterday on a stony island in the River Dee, at least five miles from the

mouth. A pair breed there every year, and seem to be very late. A pair

of oystercatchers also breed on the same island. —'- Lewis Edwardes ;

3, St. Marys Place, Crotcn Street, Aberdeen, N. B., June 26, 1871.

[I only know of this bird as breeding on the coast, and Montagu's

experience appears to be the same ; but I shall be obliged by the opinion of

others.

—

Edward Newman.]

Waterbens and Wood Pigeons snccessirely occupying the same Nest.—On

the 10th of May, 1871, a waterhen's nest was found at Keswick, near

Norwich, situated in a thorn tree in the rookery near the River Yare, at a

height of seventeen and a half feet from the ground. The nest when

examined was found to contain seven eggs and three young waterhens, one

of which scrambled out and fell to the ground, but was immediately replaced,

and the nest and its contents left undisturbed till the 19th of June, when
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it was again examined, and it was found that the waterhens had disappeared

and the nest was occupied by two young woodpigeons. The uesthng

pigeons were removed to an aviary and the materials of the nest were

examined by my informant, who has sent me the following account of

them :
" The nest is composed, first of sticks at the bottom, then straws and

a sort of bog rush (the latter quite old), mixed with tree-leaves, and on the

top very fine sticks, the latter perhaps added by the pigeon ; the nest is

about one foot across and about four inches deep."

—

J. H. Gurney

;

June 26, 1871.

Early Nest of the Koorhen.—On the 11th of April I was shown a

moorhen's nest containing seven eggs ; the nest was placed in a bush over-

hanging a pond in my neighbourhood. Is not this early breeding?

I also saw a house martin for the first time this season.

—

W. Jesse; Spill-

feathers, Ingatestone, April 14, 1871.

Swan laying nine Eggs.—It may be worth recording that a pair of

swans on our little lake at Bonchurch had, on the 12th of May last,

a brood of nine, but one cygnet died soon after leaving the shell. Last

season none were reared, the whole hi'ood having been killed by rats. In

no work that I have by me are so many as nine eggs given to the swan.

Temminck says, " Pond six ou huit ceufs d'un verdatre clair." Cuvier also

tells us that it " fait six ou huit oeufs gris-verdatres." Bewick that the

swan " lays seven or eight large white eggs." Pennant says " it lays seven

or eight eggs." Montagu, though giving a long and interesting history of

the tame swan, strangely omits saying one word about its eggs, merely

remarking that the " wild swan is said to lay four eggs." Macgillivray is

very guarded, only observing, " the eggs are not very numerous." According

to Jenyns the egg of the wild swan is four inches and one line in length.

The egg of the swan is well nigh as disproportionately small as that of the

guillemot is large, the egg of the latter being three inches and a quarter in

length. That domesticated birds are more prolific is well known, though,

the number of eggs laid at a time may not always be greater—the pigeon,

for instance. The cygnets were first observed on the I4th, when but two

days old ; they then kept close to the old bird, creeping under her feathers

and wings : when next visited there were but seven left, a rat having been

seen by a villager in the act of walking off with one of them ; and subse-

quently three more disappeared, though every precaution had been taken ;

a raft or floating stage being constructed and moored at a distance from the

bank, where a rat could hardly venture without being seen or heard. The

male was standing on the raft preening its feathers,—what a contrast to its

mate floating so gracefully on the water ; no goose could have looked more

awkward, its shapeless unsightly legs and splay feet bending beneath its

weighty and ungainly body ; truly there is but one step from the sublime

to the ridiculous. The swan is never seen to greater advantage than when
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surrounded by her dwarfish progeny ; the neck arched and head proudly

erect; wings gracefully raised, a screen and shelter for the young, who,

nestling beneath, bury themselves in the downy feathers or peer out between

them. At first they fiud a difficulty in making the ascent, slipping back

into the water, though aided by the old bird, who floats more deeply to

receive them, but ere many days they mount readily enough ; and a pretty

sight it is to see them sporting up and down, ducking and splashing

themselves overhead.

—

Henry Hadjield; July 15, 1871.

Name of a Wader.—In examiuing the contents of this Museum my

attention was arrested by a slender long-legged bird, badly mounted and

dirty, but with a label attached to it, " Egyptian plover, shot on Hamsker

Moor,- by Mr. Bond, 1835." It has now been cleaned and remounted,

and T suppose it to be a rare visitant. As I am no great ornithologist

I ought to speak with reserve, but I suppose it cannot be a plover, for it

has a very distinct thumb or hind claw near the base of the foot, the outer

claws webbed, and the nasal groove half the length of the bill {Totanus, Cuv.)

It does not agree exactly wiih any description I have seen, but appears to

come nearest to that you have given of the wood sandpiper {T. glareola,

Linn.) It is certainly not the greenshank. Descr'qMon.—Entire length

from tip of the bill to the end of the tail twelve inches ; tail two inches and

a half; length of bill one inch and four lines; tarsus two inches and one

line ; naked part of the tibia eight lines ; from carpus to end of wing seven

inches and a half, reaching three-fourths of an inch beyond the slightly

convex tail. Bill straight, slender ; it and the legs dark—probably they

may have been green ; a light band over the eyes : neck gray, tinged with

reddish, darker behind ; feathers on the crown of the head dark brown,

edged with reddish ; back dark brown, edged with whitish, passing into

reddish ;
quill-feathers black, shaft white, inner web brownish ; abdo-

men and under tail-coverts white ; upper tail-coverts gray, passing into

reddish ; tail of twelve nearly equal feathers, dark brown, edged with white,

inner ones very indistinctly barred in places. Our collector, Mr. George

Kitching, who has had much experience as a field naturalist, has never

seen such a bird before. I send you this description, thinking you interested

in the matter.

—

2lartm Simpson ; Whitby Museum, June 9, 1871.

[I cannot pronounce on the species. 1 think it cannot be the wood or

green sandpiper. My friend Mr. Bond, on reading this description, suggests

that it may be one of the godwits ; but it is difficult to say without seeing

the specimen.

—

Edward Neivman.]

Errata.—In " Ornithological Notes from Futtehgurh" (Zoo). S. S. 2678),

first line, for Nynpowy read Mynpowy ; twelfth line from bottom, for Ela

read Eta.

—

C. Home.
' A lofty range, five or six miles from Whitby.
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gflta Bi i^to SmIis.

A Natural History of Cage Birds. By J. G. Keulemans. In

Monthly Parts, each containing six coloured Plates, drawn

and lithographed by the Author. To be completed in twenty

Parts. Price five shillings each. London : Van Voorst. 1871.

Mr. Keulemans has selected the best of all subjects for a bird-

book. Everybody keeps Cage Birds : everybody meets with

casualties and difficulties, and everybody wants to know how to

obviate or overcome them. And here I might dilate on the

labours of Bechstein, his disciples and imitators, and might point

out what is left for Mr. Keulemans to do atid what he has to undo
;

but I prefer confining my attention, and that of my readers, to

what he has done and what he is going to do.

The pleasure, the rational pleasure, of watching birds when at

liberty, and when they are following their own devices, cannot be

gainsaid ; and the use of a glass greatly enhances this pleasure,

because it brings the objects closer, and enables us to examine

them more carefully and more minutely ; but there is this dis-

advantage of a glass—the object under inspection may remove

itself out of the field of view just as you are intent on the develop-

ment of some interesting character, or the exhibition of some
peculiar instinct: in vain you sweep the horizon with your

Dollond; the performance that so greatly interested you is pro-

bably in course of being concluded and completed in an adjoining

county. Now the cage entirely removes this difficulty; it keeps

the object within range of your unassisted optics; and it is the

duty of an author on Cage Birds to teach us how to accomplish

this in the best possible manner, and with the least possible

trouble ; for the more time you take up with your pets, or the

more they interfere in any way with other occupations, imperative

occupations, the more likely are you to get tired of them, and in

the end give them up in favour of a new and less troublesome

hobby-horse.

I acknowledge to having a weakness for Cage Birds, although

not of those species generally most esteemed. I possess no parrot

SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. 3 A
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who has studied and mastered the sailors' vocabulary ; no gold-

finch who can draw water or fire a cannon ; no canary who sings

so loud that his cage must be covered by a pocket-handkerchief to

fiighten him into silence ; no sky lark quivering his wings on a

circular turf; yet 1 am quite willing to admit that these are the

most popular of Cage Birds. On the other hand, I possess a little

flock of bedcherrygahs [Melopsittacus undulatus) "to the manner

born," that is, hatched in my own cocoa-nut husk ; a little flock of

yellow wagtails {Motacilla cainpestris); a little flock of tree sparrows,

breeding like rabbits and as mischievous as monkeys, and interfering

with everybody

—

i, e. bird body ; also some ground-searching reed-

sparrows, restless bramblings, shy cirl buntings, a solitary ortolan,

and a iew others ; not one out of the number possessed of any

trick or accomplishmeut whatever. I derive great pleasure from

watching the proceedings of this little family, as I sit in ray chair,

motionless as a statue, while they exhibit their various " ways and

manners," without the slightest restraint. They seem particularly

happy in being allowed to conduct their own loves and quarrels in

their own way, without any interference of mine. Now this is a

sight that only a cage can afford
;
you can never enjoy it when the

birds are entirely at liberty. The only aim you need have is to

make imprisonment as much like liberty and as agreeable as

possible ; and I have succeeded in making it so agreeable that

little prisoners who have occasionally escaped continue to haunt

the premises until readmitted : this is particularly the case with

redpolls and twites.

But I am keeping Mr. Keulemans waiting, and I am very

desirous that he should speak for himself, and lay before my
readers a sample of his own wares. I ought to say that there is

no attempt at a scientific arrangement of the species, but each

seems to appear when he has made its history complete. I will

quote the natural history of the gray parrot, as a good example of

the manner in which each bird is treated : I neither add nor omit

anything.

" Of all the foreign cage-birds that decorate and enliven our dwellings,

few are more common or better known than the grey parrot. Large

numbers are being continually brought to Europe from their native wilds,

and at some places—Lisbon, for instance—they may be seen in large

numbers at the bird-shops, but nowhere is the grey parrot more frequently

found as a cage-bird than in London.
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" The numerous vessels from the African coast thai put into the port of

Lisbon keep the dealers of that city well supplied with these birds.

Scarcely a ship leaves the localities of the parrots without the sailors

bringing a larger or smaller number away mth them, and in this way the

grey parrot becomes plentifully distributed thi'ough France and Germany.

Very frequently the sailors of EngUsh ships touching at Lisbon become

purchasers of these parrots, and sell them, on reaching Liverpool, to the

dealers there, from whom the London bird-fanciers obtain their largest

supply.

" The grey parrot is also a common house-bird in Holland and Belgium,

while in most countries of Eastern and South-Easteru Europe it is rarely

seen, although a well-known bird.

" The range of the grey parrot is limited to the Western Coast of Africa,

and extends for some distance into the interior. It is common on the Gold

Coast and adjacent islands ; but is curiously distributed among these latter.

On Prince's Island we iiud these birds in great abundance, while on the

neighbouring island of St. Thomas not a grey parrot is to be seen—a fact

to be accounted for by the large numbers of the kite [Milviis parasiticus)

inhabiting the latter island.

"Although a familiar cage-bird very little is known about its habits when
iu a wild state. It is therefore with much satisfaction that I find myself

able, from personal observation, to communicate many new and interesting

particulars concerning it, which I liope may prove acceptable to my readers,

and at the same time enable them to form some idea of the vie privee of

this favourite.

" At Prince's Island, which may not inappropriately be termed the

Paradise of the grey parrots, I resided for more than a year," and during

that time I daily carefully observed their habits and mode of life in the

natural state. Nowhere on the continent of Africa are these birds so

plentiful, nowhere so free and undisturbed. On Prince's Island they are

supreme among the birds ; they stand in no dread of the other feathered

inhabitants, but are feared and respected by them. From their own
immediate domain the parrots drive away all other birds, both great and

small,—if necessary combining for that purpose. The only enemy they

meet with are the kites from the neighbouring island of St. Thomas : it

sometimes happens that a kite does, either by design or accident, find its

way to Prince's Island, but no sooner is the intruder observed than the

alarm is raised, the parrots hasten up from all parts, and in a very short

time the luckless bird is either killed or driven awaj^

" During the day, when flying about in flocks, the parrots never settle

on a tree, unless satisfied that it is a safe resting-place. They are very

suspicious, and always on the alert, taking notice of everything that occurs

in their vicinity. They are more prudent and sharp than the native,
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quicker than the monkey ; they require no tools to crack the hard nuts,

and are consequently the most independent of the living creatures on that

island.

" On Prince's Island there is a very lofty mountain, reaching some 1200

feet above the level of the sea, and called by the natives ' Pico de Papagaio,'

or Peak of the Parrot. On the slope of tliis mountain, and extending far

up its side, is a magnificent forest. The trees are of great size and height,

and their tmnks and branches give support to the Liauos and other

climbing-plants, which hang about them in rich luxuriant folds. The

density of the forest is so great that it is only with the utmost difficulty

and toil the explorer can force a passage through it, whUe to the parrots,

who come up there every night, it presents no obstacle, but gives them,

under the shelter of its thick foliage, a secure and pleasant resting-place.

" As sunset draws on, the parrots may be seen in parties winging their

way for the mountain from all sides of the island, and on reaching it take

their places on the trees. Approaching troops acquaint their fellows of

their coming by a loud whistling. Those of them who have found an

approved resting-place warble and whistle as long as daylight continues, but

as darkness closes in, the noise gradually subsides, and all becomes hushed.

Occasionally, however, a few sounds may be heard at intervals after dark,

which most probably proceed from some belated bird seeking a place or a

quarrel : sometimes in the dead of the night the whole colony is thrown

into an uproar, occasioned, I believe, by the visit of bats or of some

predacious animal.

" There was one flock in particular, consisting of about forty individuals,

that attracted my especial attention ; every evening at nearly the same

time, riz. half-past five, they would pass over my house on their way to the

mountain. I used to follow them with the eye, and always found that they

settled on the-same tree.

" My house and plantation were situated at an elevation of some 1200 feet

above the sea-level, and opposite to the Pico de Papagaio, a valley being

between. From here I had an extensive view across to the Pico; and

observing a trail running in the direction of the tree which this particular

flock of paiTots had taken for their resting-place, I determined to pay them

a visit. As the distance did not seem to be very great, I thought that by

following the path visible from my house I should have little difficulty in

reaching the wished-for spot without either guide or assistance.

"Accordingly, on the IGth January, 1805, I set out unaccompanied, at

daybreak, for the place in question, and soon reached the edge of the forest,

but before I had penetrated very far it became evident that my plan was not

so easy of execution as I had imagined, for that which from my window

looked like a path turned out to be merely a rough track or trail, overrun

with rank vegetation, which only served mc for a short distance, and then
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became obliterated : tbis loss of track brought me to a standstill. I was

alone and bad no knowledge of the way ; but being unwilling to return,

having got thus far, I looked about in hopes of discovering in this dense

tarigle some place through which I might force a passage, but in vain : on

all sides the Lianos and other climbing plants grew so thicldy, and presented

such a high impenetrable barrier, that I felt to attempt to proceed further

without a guide would be unsafe, and at once decided to retrace ray steps

and obtain the assistance of a native. From surrounding appearances I was

convinced that many parrots were breeding there already, and the idea of

giving up a trip that promised such interesting results was not to be

thought of. I hastened back, and soon reached my house again. Having

secured the aid of a native, who assured me that he was able to make his

way to the place and find his way back, I set out again the same morning,

with the hope that this time my wish to reach the abode of the parrots

would be realized.

" At nine o'clock we started, and after a very fatiguing journey, during

which we had in many places literally to cut our way through the dense

undergrowth, reached one of the places frequented by the grey parrots. My
gratification at this moment was extreme. What should be done ? §hoot

as many of the old birds as presented themselves, or seek out their nests

and take the young ones home? "We decided to take the young birds.

From the noise we knew that many parrots were in our vicinity : on all

sides their joyful whistling resounded, and the falling of pits, or husks, and

the stones of fruits, sufficiently proved that many were concealed in the

trees about us. Up to this time we had not seen any ; they kept themselves

so well hidden among the leaves that we could not get sight of them.

Thus they remained for some little time, when at last one came down, and

I could not restrain the temptation to shoot it. At the discharge of the

gun a multitude suddenly burst from their concealment and dispersed with

deafening screams. Picking up my prize we walked cautiously forwards

until we obseiwed at a distance in front of us another ti'oop—or it might

have been the one we had disturbed—on the highest branches of an
exceedingly large tree. In half an hour we reached the spot, where we
found numbers of large trees with foliage so thick that we could not see

any parrots. While waiting and eagerly watching we again heard the

falling of empty husks, and at the same time obsei'ved a movement among
the leaves of a palm tree. On closer inspection we could see our birds, and

as we had no desire to cause another parrot revolution we left them to eat

their palm-nuts in peace. It being now about five o'clock in the afternoon,

and the sun setting at six, we had only an hour left at our disposal to seek

after the nests. My companion being more likely, from his experience, to spy

out the nests more quickly than myself, I set him to inspect the trees within

a short circuit, while I remained at that spot, and arranged that he should
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iuform me of the discovery of a uest by imitating the call of the wood king-

fisher (Halcyon dnjas). Soou after the sudden signal of my man informed me
that he had been successful in finding iiests : repeating the call alternately,

I at last got to the place where he was, and the position of the nest was

pointed out to me. A hole in the trunk of one of the trees was, according to

my man, the home of a pair of parrots. Knowing from experience how sharp-

eyed these fellows are, I was quite sure that something parrot-like would be

found inside the hole. Darkness was now coming on fast, and it being too

late to do anything that night we marked the tree by fastening some palm-

leaves on the ti'unk, and left the breeding pair inside the hole undisturbed

till next morning. While thus occupied, troops of parrots approached from

difierent sides and settled among the trees. As for ourselves, we found a

capital shelter under a clump of bushes, where we concealed ourselves, and

from there observed unperceived the doings of the parrots around us.

Some were climbing and hanging on the branches, others flying and

scampering through the foliage ; we saw them perching close to each other,

and afterwards five or six settled just above our shelter. Numbers came

from all sides, and the chattering which we had previously heard at the

distance was by this time close to us. There was a noise of whistling,

screaming, quarrelling, and the breaking of dead branches. We saw them

pass befere us and settle on the trees : at this time we must have been sur-

rounded by hundreds of parrots. Being now almost dark, and having to pass

the night in the open air, it was time to take steps to make our sojourn in

the forest as comfortable as possible. A fire being the first necessity, we left

our shelter in order to gather some of the dead palm-leaves that lay about:

as we emerged from our covert the parrots perceived us, and in a moment

the whole place was ringing with their deafening screams. The fire was

soon made, and, burning up quickly, it cast a cheerful light and warmth

around the spot, rendering our bivouac more agreeable ; and the parrots,

attracted by the unusual sight, kept flying over and around the place thus

illuminated. An hour afterwards, quiet being restored, we proceeded to get

our supper, consisting of roasted bananas : this being finished, we dried

some moss to serve for a bed and retired; but the night was so cold,

and the mosquitos kejit stinging my face so pertinaciously, that it was

impossible to sleep ; so I got up and roasted some more bananas, smoked a

pipe, and then felt quite ready to go in pursuit of the birds. My companion

was sleeping soundly, apparently undisturbed by those causes that deprived

me of my sleep. As it wanted some three hours of daylight, I occupied

myself in preparing limed sticks and making snares. On the appearance

of the first streak of dawn we proceeded to the tree wliei'e a nest was

suspected to be: my black man, being a capital climber, went up to the

hole, and looking in found two young parrots, which he carefully tied up in

a pocket-handkerchief and lowered down to me : the little things seemed to
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be about a fortuigbt old, and readily took some banana I offered them.

The old birds were absent, probably seeking food ; at least we did not see

them. The two young ones we fastened with string to the trunk of the

tree, and placed some limed sticks round about them. In this way we

caught one of the parent birds, the securing of which was a matter of some

difficulty, owing to the resistance it made. We put the freshly-caught old

bird in a linen bag, and fastened it beside the young ones. In a few

minutes our captive began to turn round and round, at the same time

screaming vociferously : this quickly attracted the attention of the parrots

in the neighbourhood, which came near, gazing with astonishment at the

bag which contained their mysteriously-hidden comrade. One more bold

than the rest flew down and settled on a limed stick, but its struggles were

so violent that it succeeded in getting away. I then took my gun and shot

two individuals, the others immediately taking flight.

" On the same morning we discovered two more nests ; one of them con-

tained three very young birds ; the other had only one egg. My man had

previously laid some snares, but no birds had been caught. AVe then

searched about among the trees in this part of the Pico de Papagaio,

and discovered several holes, many of which probably contained nests,

but we were not able to climb up to see, the trunks being so smooth and

thick.

" We set out on our return for my plantation at noon, and arrived there

safely at 4 p. m. Although my excursion had furnished me with the small

result of six living parrots, three dead ones, and one egg, yet the exertion

this had entailed brought on a severe fever, which developed itself as soon

as I got home, and confined me to my house for several days.

" While on the Pico I availed myself of such a favourable opportunity,

and took particular notice of the habits of this bird. The first thing

I observed was that it is always found in flocks, which flocks go about over

the island during the day, returning to their own appointed place on the

mountain in the evening to roost. Their food consists of fruits, such as the

palm-nut, the avocat (Laurus persea), the banana {Musa i^aradisea), goyave,

mango, and many other fruits of a similar kind, but they always give the

preference to palm-nuts. They drink but little, and as no water* is found on

the Pico they must obtain what they require during the day on the low-

land. They make no nest, but deposit their eggs (which are from two to

four in number) at the bottom of the hole. The eggs are in size, shape

and colour smaller to those of the wood pigeon {Columha palumhus) : when

unblown they are of a pinkish hue, which may be owing to the thinness of

the shell. Both birds take it by turns to sit, and while one is sitting the

other often comes and feeds it out of its crop. The young ones are fed in

the same way. In time of danger the old birds defend their progeny

vigorously, and should the enemy prove too strong to be successfully
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resisted by one pair, other parrots come up to their assistance, and joining

forces either kill or put the aggressor to flight.

" The grey parrot delights to dwell in companies : many nests are found

within a few feet of each other, and often in one tree two or more holes may

be seen occupied by hatching pairs.

" The young birds are covered with a long and fluffy down, which after-

wards, when moulting, falls ofi". Their first plumage is darker, and the iris

dark grey, instead of pale yellow. They leave the nest when about four

weeks old, but may be seen looking outside the hole some time before they

are able to fly. They grow quickly, and the feathers get gradually paler

;

when two months old the first moulting begins, which lasts about five

weeks, after which the plumage is similar to that of the old birds, although

the edges of the feathers are not so pale, and the cheeks and forehead not

so white, as in old indi\'iduals. The iris changes gradually and slowly ; the

eyes are dark for more than seven months. The feathers when wet appear

of a dark blueish grey, with a purple gloss.

" The value of a grey parrot on Prince's Island is one dollar (4s. 2cZ.) for

an old bird, and half that sum for a young one. There are not many sold

on the island, owing to the heavy freight charged—about five shillings for

each individual as soon as it is shipped.

" As to the method of treatment, I have always found hemp-seed to be a

very good kind of food, and one that is relished by the bird ; boiled rice is

also very suitable, and a lump of sugar is a source of great amusement.

They will eat canaiy and other small-grained seeds, but these I think are

objectionable, as they keep the bird too much occupied with eating, so that

they lose a good deal of their capacity for imitating words. The best food

is Indian corn boiled or ground and mixed with hemp-seed, and bread

softened in sugar-water. Almonds are not easily digested, and bitter

almonds make them iU. Parsley is poison for a parrot. Fresh fruit, such as

figs, pears, cherries, &c., always give great satisfaction to the bird, but they

must not have too much of it.

" If, while being taught to imitate words or sounds, the bird exhibits an

indifference or unwiUingness to leani its lesson, it wiU be found of service

to cover the'cage with a dark-coloured cloth. If a piano or other instrument

of music is used in the same room, or much noise made in the house, the

bird will never do more than learn parts of words or sounds, and will

generally be confused when induced to talk. Words of the English

language are far more difficult for a parrot to pronounce than German,

Dutch, Spanish or Portuguese. The German language seems to possess

the greatest influence on the parrot's power of speech. There are numerous

anecdotes given of the talking powers of the grey parrot, many of which go

to prove the capacity of this species, but some are much exaggerated.

A grey parrot is certainly the most iuteUigeut of all cage-birds, and when
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carefully taught at an early age much may be expected from it. It is to

be regretted, however, that their first teachers are generally sailors, who

often teach them such words as are not heard in polite society."

The quolalion exhibits the mode in which Mr. Keulemans has

treated each bird. If I were disposed to be critical I might

perhaps express regret that he has not an Englishman at his

elbow just to suggest the advantage of confining himself to English

modes of expression and English idioms : the fact that Mr. Keule-

mans has printed in our language implies that he desires an

English audience and English purchasers ; and it would be only a

reasonable concession to English taste were he to make the work

English in its character. In this respect it improves as it proceeds,

but there is abundant evidence that the author thinks in German.

I only throw out this hint for Mr. Keulemans' consideration.

Only three parts of the work have yet appeared, each treats of

six species. Part 1. contains the gray parrot, the robin, the

goldfinch, the St. Helena waxbill, the magpie and the blue tit;

Part II. comprises the whitethroat, the wood wren, the bullfinch,

the pied wagtail, the wood lark and the fire-crested weaver-bird

;

and Part III. the bearded tit, the nuthatch, the hawfinch, the

yellowhammer, the song thrush and the willow wren.

I have again to record my cordial approval of Mr. Keulemans'

figures : the idea of drawing from the life is not absolutely original,

but I think the practice of drawing all the illustrations from living

birds is entirely new, and this is clearly the course which the

author has laid down for himself. He says that " all the drawings

of the birds represented are made from the living object." I sin-

cerely hope that this will continue to be the case, and that he may
be able to adhere to this announcement from beginning to end

:

as we never see a birdstuffer's bird in a cage, so we never desire

to see its eflBgy in a book on * Cage Birds.'

I cannot lay down my pen without saying how heartily I wish

this work success. It will make its way where the more scientific,

more elaborate, more complete work, noticed in the last number

of the ' Zoologist' cannot penetrate : it is intended for a different

class, a less learned class; for the keepers of Cage Birds are not

necessarily scientific ornithologists.

Edwakd Newman.
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Ornithological Notes from North Lincolnshire.

By John Cordeaux, Esq.

(Continued from Zool. S. S. 2C5G.)

June, July and August, 1871.

Swift.—I saw no swifts in North-east Lincolnshire before the

middle of the month ; since this time they have been as numerous

as usual. The excessive cold and wet of this most uncongenial

season retarded their arrival in this district to an unusually late

period.

Lapwing.—June 22nd. These birds are eminently gregarious

;

hundreds of both old and young have already packed and daily

visit our pastures.

Lesser Blackbacked Gull.—June 22ud. Of much more frequent

occurrence than formerly, and are now, I consider, commoner in

the Humber district than the herring gull. I have seen them about

our fore-shore all through the summer ; these are not mature birds,

but the young of the preceding year, the old birds having gone

northward to their breeding-stations.

Carrion Crow.—Daily at low water visit, with their young

broods, the Humber fore-shore and mud-flats, where they feed on

various crustaceans and shell-fish left exposed by the ebb.

Spotted Flycatcher.—July loth. A nest of young flycatchers, in

a clematis trained against the side of the house, got off early in the

month : ten days later the old birds had commenced a new nest

within a foot or two of the old one, where another brood was

reared.

Redlhroated Diver.—July 20th. When out at sea this morning,

off the mouth of the river, I saw a fine redthroated diver, apparently

in perfect plumage. Redthroated divers may be found off this

coast in every month of the year.

Scoter Duck.—There has been a large flock or two of the

common scoter off the Spurn all through the summer months.

Curlew.—Contrary to their usual habits several curlew have

continued to frequent our marshes throughout the summer, and

thirty or forty may sometimes be seen together on the fore-

shore.

Green Sandpiper.—July 12lh. There was a green sandpiper on

the " beck " this afternoon.
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White Varieties of the Pied Wagtail.—I have lately seen two

white varieties of this species, young birds belonging to separate

broods, the remainder of the family having the normal colouring. In

both cases the birds were a pale buff, or light cream-colour, with

the primaries and tail-feathers about two shades darker.

Common Sandpiper.—July 1.5l,h. Are again appearing in our

marshes, where I have not seen any since May.
Lesser Blackbacked Gull.—July 20lh. Mature full-plumaged

birds, as well as the young of the year, are now plentiful in the

river: they are very numerous about the mouth of the Huraber.

August 10th. This morning very early, before sunrise, I was lying

partly concealed amongst the rough sea-grass on the coast near

Spurn, waiting the passage of some waders, when a large flock of

gulls passed directly over me ; they were all lesser blackbacks, and
seventy or eighty in number; they flew exactly like wild geese, in

a figure of seven. My No. 5 rattled on their stiff primaries, but

failed to induce a nearer acquaintance.

Whimhrel.—July 2 1st. This afternoon, when fishing some miles

out at sea off the Yorkshire coast, near Spurn, several whimhrel

passed over the yacht, flying towards the Yorkshire and Lincoln-

shire coasts. They are the first I have seen on their southern

course.

Dunlin and Ringed Plover.—August 6th. I see there are some
very large mixed flocks of these two species in the marshes. These
are principally composed of young birds.

Golden Plover.— August 6th. Saw three this morning in

company with peewit on some fallow land: they were still in the

full plumage of summer.

Gray Plover and Knot.—Observed a k'^ gray plover on the

Spurn mussel banks on the 9th, also some knot; considerable

flocks of the latter had arrived on the Lincolnshire coast by the

middle of the month.

Sandivich, Common, Arctic and Lesser Terns in the Huniber.—
There have been large numbers of various terns at Spurn during

the month. I have seen the " binks," which are uncovered at low

water, to the south-east of the Point look quite white with the

accumulated hundreds which find a temporary resting-place there.

Besides the terns were many hundreds of "blackbacks" and

brownheaded gulls. These gravel banks are some distance from

the coast, and there is deep water between, so that the various birds
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using them are always free from molestation during the period of

low water. This evening (August 9lh) the shallow water along

this shore was alive with young whitings : as I waded along in my
sea-boots each step disturbed scores of these small fishes, which

leaped and Hashed like bits of silver. Flock after flock of tern

were passing up the coast, all busily fishing along the tide edge

;

now one and then another, sometimes half-a-dozen together, dashed

downwards, each time rising with a little silvery fish held cross-

wise in the beak. 1 saw a few of the large Sandwich tern, many

common and lesser terns, both mature and immature ; but by far

the most numerous species was the arctic, probably exceeding in

numbers all the rest put together : 1 shot some beautifid specimens

of this tern. On the wing they are readily distinguishable from the

common species both by the darker shade of the under parts as

well as the length of the outer tail-feathers. The young of the year

are not so readily distinguishable, when flying, from the common

tern, as both have the under parts white, or in the young arctic

tern very faintly dashed with gray.

Sanderling.—August 9th. Mr. Bailey, of Flamborough, informed

me that he saw some sanderlings on that coast during the last week

in July. I got two at Spurn on the 9th from a flock of about a

score : they were in transition, and had not quite lost the rufous

colouring on the under parts.

Turnslone.— I had an immature specimen from the Spurn coast

on the 29th. Also another from the llumber muds on the 31st.

Brow/illended Gull.—There are now many thousands of these

gulls on our flats, and many young birds : the increase of this

species in the llumber district during the last ten years has been

very marked. In their habits they are the most tern-like of any of

the gulls.

John CoitpEAUX.
Great Cotes, lUceljj', Liiicolusliire,

September 5, IbTl.

Curious Neslin(/-places of some Indian Birds.

By A. Anderson, Esq., F.Z.S.

Thawnohia Cambaiensis.—Two pairs of these pretty little robins

have built their nests close to the church at this station (Fultehgurh).

One ])air took uj) their abode inside a tin watering-pot, which had
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been placed in a slanting direction in a -bush close to the cliiirch-

door, laying the usual complement of three eggs. They were not,

however, allowed to rear their brood in peace and safety, as tlie

cljameleon (C. vulgaris), so common in all the gardens here,

devoured their eggs. The other pair took possession of an old

piece of cloth that had been thrown over the bough of a tree, and
which formed a sort of loop or bag at the bottom, inside of which

the nest was placed. Out of a great many nests of this bird

examined by me this season only two have contained four eggs.

They build almost exclusively in holes of mud walls and banks,

selecting by preference those that have a small entrance. One
nest was brought to me the other day beautifully lined with cast-off

snakes' skins.

Prinia Slewarli.—Owing to the inclemency of the weather, the

geranium pots in the garden were placed in the verandah of the

house I am at present living in, and, strange to say, a pair of these

warblers commenced building in the leaves of one of the plants

immediately under the window. When the nest was about half

finished the birds forsook it, without apparently any reason, as they

were never molested in any way. On examining the nest, however,

the cause was evident, and afforded a remarkable instance of

instinct and sagacity on the part of the little architects. The leaves

that had been pierced and sewn together had actually commenced
to wither, and in the course of a few days later the whole structure

came down bodily. This is the only Prinia to be found here, and
they are one of our most common garden birds. Their beautiful

brick-red eggs and neatly-sewn nests are too well known to require

description, but there is one point in connexion with the withering

up of the pierced leaves that is perhaps worth mentioning. The
dry leaves that are sometimes met with, attached to the nest of this

species, as well as of the tailor-bird {Orthotomus longicauda) and
which gave rise to the erroneous idea that the " bird picks up a

dead leaf, and, surprising to relate, sews it to the side of a living

one" (Jerdon's ' Birds of India,' vol. ii. p. J 67), is easily accounted
for. 1 took a nest of the tailor-bird a short time ago from a brinjal

plant {Solanum esculeutum), which had all the appearance of

having had dead leaves attached to it. The nest originally con-

sisted of three leaves, but two of them had been pierced to excess,

and not only had they separated from the stem of the plant, but had
actually decayed, owing to the rain. 'J'hese were hanging from the
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sides of the nest by a mere thread, and could have been removed

with perfect safety. Perhaps instinct teaches the birds to injure

certain leaves by excessive piercing in order that they may
decay ? Jerdon says that he does not remember ever having seen

a nest made with more than two leaves. 1 have found the nest of

this species vary considerably in appearance, size, and in the

number of leaves which it employs; and, I would also add, in the

site it selects, as well as in the marking of the eggs, which latter

never exceed four in number. The nest already described was

built hardly two feet off the ground, was rather clumsy (if I might

use such an expression), and was composed of three leaves. The
eggs were white, covered with brownish pink blotches, almost

coalescing at the large end. Another nest taken by me this

season, from the very top of a high tree, within ten yards of my
house, was enclosed inside oi one leaf, the sides being neatly sewn

together, and the cavity at the bottom lined with wool, down and

horse-hair. These eggs are covered, chiefly at the larger end, with

minute red S])ots. A third nest seen by me was composed of seven

or eight leaves.

Tintiir camhaj/eusia.—During the last cold season I had occa-

sion to have a standing camp for some ten days, and a pair of

these doves actually built their nest on a double rope in the

verandah of my tent. The nest, which consisted of a few dry

twigs and grass-stems, was finished in three or foiu' days, and the

female commenced sitting imniediately. Unfortunately for them

my tent had to be struck, but how eggs could have been hatched

in such a situation (the ropes being at an angle of 45°) is difficult

to say.

Pnt'O crislaius.—My Shikaree, a man in whom I have the

greatest confidence, and who has been collecting for me for many
years, brought me a iew days ago three eggs of the pea-fowl, which

lie took from an old nest of the common vulture {Gyps bengalensis).

He says that he saw the pea-hen on the nest, which was situated

on a huge horizontal branch of the burgut tree, a species of Ficus.

It would have been interesting to know how the chicks got down, and

if the tree had not been too far olf I would have watched the nest.

My gun-bearer declares thai the parent bird would have removed

her ofl'spiing in her beak, in the same manner as the Indian

perching-ducks [SarkUlioniis melanonolnHy Nellapus coronian-

delianus, ct Dendiocyyna arciiata) carry their young to the water.
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In conclusion, I would add that out of five nests of the last-

mentioned species obtained by me this season, the duck in tliiee

instances had laid her eggs in the old nests of the common crow
(C splendens), and in trees at a considerable distance from any
water.

A. Anderson.
Futtehgurh, N. W. P., August 12, ls71.

Entomology Two Hundred Years Ago.

By George Roberts.

A WORK on insects, which is very old, and I believe very rare,

as only one hundred and fifty copies were printed, having lately

fallen into my hands, I have made two or three transcripts,

presuming that they may interest, if not inform, some readers of
the 'Zoologist.' It is by Johannes Godartins, a Dutchman. From
the preface it appears that it was translated from the Dutch into

Latin, at various times and by various hands, and finally translated

into English from a Latin copy, and many notes added by " M. L,"
who would probably be Dr. Martin Lister, of York. The insects,

spiders, &c., are figured and exquisitely coloured by hand, but no
names whatever accompany them. In almost every plate the larva,

chrysalis and imago are given, and in some cases the ichneumon.
About one-third of the book, at the end, is devoted to dragonflies,

grasshoppers, beetles, bees, flies and spiders, all of which, in their

several stages, are beautifully portrayed in lasting colours. There
are one hundred and forty-four sections, each section exhibiting

larva, chrysalis and imago, with occasionally ichneumons and
plants. The descriptions seem to have been written by Godartius
between the years 1635 and 1665. The title-page bears date 1G8-2.

Besides the notes by Dr. Lister there are marginal manuscript
notes, inserted by the various possessors of the book: one of these

possessors must have been a Sir Thomas Reeve, as there are two
original drawings of larva;, on inserted sheets, with that name
appended.

Peacock Butlerjly.—" The Calterpillar No. 1 is prickle-haired
j

it hath its birth from an egg, which the Butterfly No. 1, haveing

eyes in its wings, like those in Peacocks' feathers, doth lye upon
Netles. This catterpillar I took up the 14th day of May lfi35,-
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and I fed it with the leaves of Netles untill the 11th of June of the

same year. Then it composed it selfe for change, with its head

hanging downwards, as you may see in the Table. It reraaind in

this form 19 days, when a most elegant Butterfly came forth. At

the first coming forth of the Butterfly its wings were like wet paper,

Off" which fell certain watery dropps : But that which did seem to

me worthy Observation, they became in half an houre dry, ex-

panded, and fit for flight. This Butterfly feeds on sweet things,

as Sugar, and the honey of flowers: Also it is mainly dehghed in

rotten fruits, for which they fight among themselves. In winter

time they hide themselves within the Chimuies of poor Cottages,

from whence I have forc't them with a good blazing fire. Also

they are found lying hid in hollow trees."

A Tortoiseshell ?— *' I gave this Catterpillar, No. 5, many plants

to eat, but he refused them all : At length it came into my minde

that he might be dclighed with Netles, which when I had brought

to him he, to my great admiration, rubd his head against them,

and shewed signes of gladnesse, and cat them greedily. After he

had been fed some time with netles, he composed himselfe for

change Oct. 3rd, in the form expressed. No. 3, under a glass, to

which he fixed himselfe with his head downwards. If you touched

the Chrysali/s it moved ilselfe so strongly as made the Glasse ring

like a bell. Out of this change, came the 1st of December, a very

faire Butterfly, Peacock-like eyed. The Butterfly lived 40 days

without food, and dyed for I knew not what to feed him with."

Red Admiral.—" Sometimes I have observed the changes of

Insects to be made into more beautifull animals than I expected,

as in the Caterpillar No. 4. 1 fed him with Elm leaves, in which

he delighed. He halh a very deformed and ugly head, whereas

in most other Cattarpillars the head shineth like a looking Glass.

He purgeth himselfe and beginneth to change into the form No. 4

the 7th of June, and the 20th of the same month came forth a most

beautifull Butterfly marked with most elegant colours. These

Buttcrflys continue to live all Winter unlesse other little animalls

devour them, or spiders strangle them in their webs."

T/ie Swallow-fail Moth.—'' The Catterpillar of the 10th Table

was put into my hands by a couple of friends the 14th day of Oct.

with entreaty that I would observe its ways of living and change.

I undertook to do what lay in my power. I knew not what it fed

on, and therefore I took much paincs to find it out ; to that end
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I put before it leaves of divers Herbs and other things, which

I knew Catterpillars to feed off, but it would not so much as taste

of any of them. Then from its colour, which was not much unlike

the leaves of Elder, I began to suspect that those leaves might not

be ungratefiill to it, being by experience taught that some catter-

pillars are coloured somewhat like the Herbs and leaves they are

nourished with : I gave it Elder leaves to eat; it devoured those

willingly as I thought, but yet once a day only. At evening after

sunset, when it began to be darke, it eat halfe an hour together,

when it once fell on, and being full it stretched itselfe right out,

and in that posture it looked like a stick out of a Faggot, for

I could see no legges at first look, and yet was not without them,

wherefore I have drawn -the feet of the forepart of the Body, in

that also was a rising bunch ; by the help of which it so fastened

itselfe, sucking continually like a Leech, that it could scarce be

plucked away, and wo'd rather suffer itselfe to be plucked in

pieces than be separated from what it stuck to. Also the hinder

part of his body was very tentatious ; it represents a Goldsmith's

Forciples, with the which he is wont to take a crucible out of the

fire, he shutting his hinder feet as Forciples are to be shut, and in

that posture if you shake him and tumble him never so much he

will rest and not move, like a dead thing, sometimes a whole day

together, but when he crept forward he took long strides, stretching

out himselfe at full length right forwards, drawing up the hinder

part of his body to his fore part like a loop, or the buckle of a belt,

and thus he walked. The 25th of October he put off a skin, as

many other Catterpillars use to do when they are about to change,

and hung with Iris head downwards from six a Clock in the

morning untill eight at night, at which time he was alwayes wont

to creep abroad ; he eat at nights, and slept in the daytime. Now
when the Elder leaves were fallen, and being dry had lost their

former taste and virtue, he refused to eat any more the 19lh of

November. He fasted all winter, doing nothing but shifting his

place every night; one night hanging with his head downwards
and another with it upwards, always his body at its full stretch

and length, and thus he passed the time away. All the time I had

him by me I could never perceive any signes of life in him o'th

day time, except that day when he was put into my hands, and

those small signes that were, I observed by the benifit of a light.

The 20th of March the year following I set before him the buds of
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Elder if now perchance he had a mind to eat after so long fasting,

but he would not tast them. The 2nd of May I gave him the full

grown leaves of Elder, and at length I found hira eating of them.

But so it was that 3 days before he fell to eating agaiue he had

drawn a thread along the sand which 1 lay'd for him out of the

saliva of his mouth, and that thread was a long one, and much

small sand stuck to it like so many threded beades; by the help

of his fore feet he drew this thred to his mouth againe, and

swallowed the sand, as I guessed to change his sick stomack, as

certain eels swallow prickly small fish for their stomack's sake.

And that also was worth the noting in him that he was grown a

third part bigger in thicknesse aud length since he eat than he was

when I first had him, that he also I'oled his body in the sand, and

tued him there as oft as he eat. The 16lh May he fastned ihe

hinder parts of his body to the Glasse which I kept him in, his

head hanging downwardes, and he cloathed hira selfwilh leaves,

and a Web woven by him round about his body, in the form of a

little bag or net, into which bag (changing) he put off his skin, and

let go his hold from the Glasse, to which, with his hinder part of

his body, he had held fast, he let himself fall with his whole body,

and in this posture he betook himselfe to change. The day after

he had that forme which is expressed in the table ; the 24th of

June came forth an unusuall and wonderfuU Bulterjiij, of a yellow

colour, golden haired, which, very much shaking his body, dyed

the 5th of July."

Six-spot BurneL—" The Catterpillars of the 37th Table are

rare : I found this in a sand hill the 23rd of June, sitting upon

Grasse, which grows there (called in Dutch Duin Grass), and I

took it home with me to try what cou'd become of it. The day

after a little animall like a beetle crept forth of the hinder parts of

its body, figured in Table 37. The caterpillar after this refused all

food, and contracting and winding its body, it changed at length.

The little animall lived, but stirred not much, only shaked itselfe,

it changed snake-like and the skin being cast, it was of a golden

colour on the fore part of its body and russet the hinder : it had

six feet and two liltle horns; it eat rose leaves and flowers of the

elder. The Catterpillar, the mother of this beetle, changed the

first of July, and remained in that condition untill the 21st of the

same month, then a beautiful Butterfly came forth, which lived

9 days fasting."
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Cockchaffer.—" The worm of the 111th Table is in Dutch called

the Corn wornie, because it consumes the roots of corn ; it is also

found in gardens and orchards. I took this wonxie on the 2'2nd of

August, 1659, and I kept it a whole year in a glasse bottle with

earth put in the bottom : To which I injected the seed of henbite

with a white flower (for there is another herb of that name with

purple flowers), and I observed in the evening the worm to be wont

to come forth, up from the bottom of the bottle that it might feed

upon the herb and Flower before described ; this being done again

it hid itselfe; for never or very seldom it does appear in the day

time above ground. After the ivorms of this kind have eaten enough

and have come to the just magnitude of body they seek high places,

that they may safely quiesce, and that they may pleasingly com-

pose themselves to Transformation, which they expect. This worm

seems to come from the seed of those beetles which eat the leaves

of trees, and which is very frequent in Holland upon the tops of

trees in May, for then their nourishment every where abounds.

This kind is wont to stay above ground two whole months or a

little more; the rest of the months of the year it lies hid under-

ground, and useth no nourishment like to a dead thing, and it do's

always, unmoved, plainly quiesce, but touched with a hot hand, or

otherwise it forthwith stirs, as I have often tryed. And this also of

this kind of Beetle never to be found two or more joyned under

ground, but always solitary. Before the worms hitherto described

were transformed into Beetles they had lived over the fourth year.

The worm of this table did begin to change its form on the 3rd of

September, 1658, and I have described the manner of its Trans-

mutation ; and in May, 1659, from that came a beetle, depicted

also. It lives long provided it be not starved, for want of food,

or through the vehemence of the cold."*

Ladybirds ?—" I find by accurate search that about the middle

of June a greasie and fat substance doth drop out of both the

upper and the under side of the leaves of the Moth mullen. Some-

times sooner, sometimes later, but the I5th of June I found out

this thing. This fat juice did become a living Animall the 20th of

June, to.wit a little worme, which was in the middle of the body

pellucid like water, was of a saphire colour, greenish, which slowly

and gently was agitated by the sun's heat; but the 24th of June it

* The reader will notice a confusion of dates in this description. The author

seems to refer to two distinct experiments.

—

G. R.
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became of a yellowish colour, and the 27th of the same month

I did distinctly see on the hinder part of the body, which was

yellowish, 32 black spots, and forwards on the body 8 more. These

animalls feed of the down only growing on the leaves of Mullen,

and this down, or wool mixed with Venice turpentine and used by

way of suffuraigation in smoke, cures the piles; which I have

tryed. This little animall did give itselfe to change the 30th of

June the same year; but because nothing particular came from it

I have not depicted the forme of the sheath, or chrysalis ; for only

after it had given itself to rest, it grew in its roundnesse as though

it would cliange, and the 8th of August it did creep out of its skin

as out of its shell, yellowish, distinguished with black spots, and

round in figure. It is worlli observing that these creatures when

they first grow yellow, even before they have feet, are besieged by

their enemies, and they are certain little Spiders; which are of the

same colour with them and bigness ; and without doubt deceive

them upon the likeness of them. These Spiders are bred of the

same leaf with" them. Moreover there is another creature of a

black colour with pincers in his forehead, which he opens and

shuts as he lists, witii which he kills these worms and spiders:

This also I guess is bred from the same leaf. All of them feed

of the down growing upon Mullen, and this down is pellucid like

Chrystall."*

Field Cricket.—" For Gryllotalpae or Field Crickets I know them

by many experiments to be very robust and of a firm life ; I cut off

the head of one of them, which after 2 days was wholly eaten by

another field cricket, only two little nerves being left, yet the head

lived 12 hours after. I hanged another field cricket by a string in

the heat of the sun, so that it became wholly black, yet it died not

before the 7th day. They are very ingenious in building their

nest; for that end they do elect a certain Glebe of earth firm and

tenacious, and therein they make themselves a hole to go in and

out at; within they make a great cavilie in the which they dispose

more than 100, sometimes 150 eggs. This being done, the hole of

the ingresse they accurately shut up, and they strengthen the

Glebe as much as may be ; for that being broken all the eggs

perish, and are consumed of certain black flies which lye hid

* Two yellow ladybirds, one with tweuty-two spots, the other with thirty-two

spots, aud two small larvjc without legs, and one with six legs, are figured. Also

two small blueish flies.

—

G. E.
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underground : therefore they are very anxious and solicitous of

conserving, and making firm this glebe ; therefore they prepare for

a certain subteraneous Ductus round about the Glebe, that they

may go round about and preserve it; besides, about this Glebe

they have other holes and hiding places, whither in time of

necessity they may fly. Again, they know how to raise up their

nests by a wonderful industrie, in a hot and dry season that they

may almost touch the siiperfices of the earth, that by so much the

better, and sooner the egs may be cherished with the heat of the

sun and hatch ; on the contrary, the air inclining to cold and
humiditie, they do sink lower into ground their nests. I have
observed also the Field Crickets to have wings, but not to fly, but

for ornament; that with them they may cover and preserve the very

tender hinder part of the body. In the Island Wallachia of Zealand

there are many field crickets, and they do much hurt to the young
and tender corn, which they saw in two with their mouth, and cut

the roots. The Gardiuers, that they may remove them, put into

the ground little pots, that the upper lips may be equal with the

superfices of the ground, the Field Crickets falling into these

cannot get out. Or their nests are to be broken and the egs

spoiled." *

George Roberts.
Lofthouse, near Wakefield.

The Birds of New Zealand. By T. H. Potts, Esq.

[It will be within the recollection of most of my readers that I published

a list of the birds of New Zealand, at p. 7464. of the ' Zoologist' for 1861.

This was from the pen of Mr. J. B. EUmau, who had frequently been a

correspondent of the ' Zoologist ' previously to his removal to the antipodes.

Mr. EUman's observations on the habits and character of birds are far too

curt to satisfy the miuute investigator, but are invaluable as correct informa-

tion, and as dependent for the most part on his own personal observation.

* The mole cricket is represented in the plate. In Curtis's ' Farm Insects,' there

is a description of the nest of the mole cricket, which agrees tolerably well with the

above, written two hundred years ago. Curtis says, " In June, or at the commence-

ment of summer, the female constructs in the vicinity of her burrows a nest half a

foot deep in the earth; it is two inches long and one inch deep, formed like an oval

bottle with a curved neck, which communicates with the surface, and the inside

surface is smoothed for the reception of the eggs, which amount to three hundred

or four hundred, and after they ai'e deposited the female accurately closes the

entrance."

—

G. R.
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They are remarkable also as giving the Maori name of every bird, showing

that this fine race of men, which, alas ! we are endeavouring to exterminate,

have attained a knowledge of native or indigenous Ornithology not possessed

by any other people on the earth. It is true that one or two instances

occur among the passerine birds in which the same name has been applied

to two or three species, but out of one hundred species I think ninety-six have

distinctive native names. How favourably this knowledge contrasts with

the state of our ignorance in Britain, France or Germany, in either of which

countries a gentleman would blush to find himself possessed of such know-

ledge, and would probably defend himself from ridicule by explaining that

when a boy he had stuffed birds for his own amusement : we only tolerate

such attainments in the curators of museums. We are, as a nation, thanks

to the Zoological Society, better acquainted with some of the more remarkable

birds of New Zealand, as the Tui and the Kiwi, than with the more abundant

speties in our native island. This knowledge of native birds on the part of

the Maori has greatly assisted the European ornithologist in compiling

a correct and complete Catalogue of the Avifauna of New Zealand.

Mr. Gray has published ' A List of the Birds of New Zealand and the

adjacent Islands,' and Mr. Gould a ' Handbook of the Birds of Australia,'

in an Appendix to which he has minutely described a few of the more

interesting New Zealand birds. Mr. Potts, at p. 40 of the ' Transactions

of the New Zealand Institute,' has given us most interesting notes on the

same subject, and to this important contribution to Science the present

paper forms a valuable addendum or Appendix ; it has already appeared iu

the third volume of the same ' Transactions,' and a copy has been obligingly

sent to me by Mr. Potts. T regard the addendum as an original contribution

to the ' Zoologist' fron:\ an old correspondent, and only regret that it is too

long to reprint in c.vtenso, and that I am in consequence compelled to make

selections where all is good. The birds whose habits are described in my
extracts are precisely those concerning which information was especially

desired.

—

Edward Xewman.]

The Flycatcher (Rhipidura flabellifera),—To the quiet observer

of the habits of our bird-friends, but few sights can afford more

gratificuiion than watching the patient industry which is displayed

by the very energetic and useful flycatcher in the construction of

its conipactly-fornied nest. The nest is to be found near its food

supply (lor the young will make incessant demands on the exertions

of the parent birds), and it seeks a sheltered position where insects

"most do congregate;" it must at the same time afford " ample

room and verge enough" for the numberless evolutions to be per-

formed by the rapid fluttering of two pairs of most active wings,
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which are soon to be constantly fanning the lazy air. To meet
these indispensable requirements, the security offered by the
densely-tangled thicket is most commonly neglected for the retire-ment that IS to be found beneath the high bank of some shady
creek: the bough usually selected stands out well from the mai^stem not too close to other branches. The foundation of the nest
IS laid by adronly securing the slender chips of decayed wood with
lines of cobweb to the spray selected : this delicate operation must
o necessity be a work of great difficulty

; in places where splinters
of decayed wood were not to be obtained, we have noticed that theglumes of a coarse grass have been used instead. Who could fail
to admire the persevering efforts of these little architects ? what
dexterity and cleverness have been employed in raising the frail
platform on which is to be built the thick-felted wall of the snughome! At the next stage additional exertions are called forth
from the variety of materials required, longer flights become neces'
sary for then- collection, mossy stones and roots are scrutinized,
and places frequented by live stock visited; fine grasses, thread-hke roots dead leaves or skeletons of leaves, hair, green tufts ofmoss with tiny imbricated leaves, and the down of tree ferns arenow wanted, crevices are searched, and the numerous holes beforewhich the murderous spider," lurking in the dark, has spread the
treacherous net.

It is whilst collecting cobwebs that the plumage of the flycatcher
IS exhibited to the greatest advantage; hovering on the wing, the
fan-hke tail outspread to the utmost width, with rapid gyrations
they move round the spot till enough has been secured for a load •

the quantity made use of would surprise those who have not
wi nessed these labours; it is the most important element in
telting-in fact, it is the mortar of the future structure. Whilst
building the exterior of the wall is always kept higher than the
centre of the nest, so that at an early stage of its progress it looks
saucer-hke in shape

;
the birds (for both join in the labour, although

the female appears to undertake the greatest share) try the strength oftheir work in every way; it is well trampled, the webs are carriedfrom the interior to the outside in festoons from left to right, and
right to left, as far down as the beak can reach : this working in ofthe web IS persevered with throughout the entire building of the
tabric, thus the materials are repeatedly braced together. As the
wall rises, the bird, with tail elevated, is itself the mould by which
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the rounded cavity is beautifully shaped : sealed in the centre of

the rising structure, it turns round repeatedly, fluttering the wings,

which action keeps the wall pressed out to its proper shape, the

head and chin are pressed on the top, the materials pulled in

towards the centre : this manoeuvre is performed at iiequent in-

tervals. So earnest are these little workers that they scarcely rest

for hours ; sometimes, by a sudden flutter, they obtain a few insects,

or the creek is visited for water ; the cock now and then finds time

for a brief twitter, moving its head from side io side, as if criticising

or admiring the result of their united exertions, but quickly both

are at work again. Whilst watching one of these birds drinking at

the creek, with an air of such evident refreshment, it occurred to

us that the time of incubation is an interval of 7tecessarrf rest

between building the home and rearing the young, those times of

incessant labour.

Towards the completion of the home, as it assumes a cup-like

form, a still more abundant use of cobweb may be noticed, the

festoons are multiplied, the wall being finished off with numberless

ties and braces ; the interior is now lined with fern-down, the

slender fruit-stalks of moss, or soft material other than feathers,

and the structure is complete and admirably finished ; it is

warm, strong and elastic, and so well felted that it is not easily

pressed out of shape : it is a marvel of construction, eff'ected by the

beaks of two small birds which have had numberless other oflices

to perform ; all their food during the time has had to be found and

caught, assisted by no store of fruit or grain to supply their wants,

requiring only discocenj. A few notes are appended, which touch

on the peculiar form of the nest of R. flabellifera in certain

situations only : as far as our observations reach, several theories

have been aired in order to account for this singular form of

structure.

January 2.—A nest was observed in a small plant of Aristotelia

racemosa, just above the creek, by the farm-buildings; the con-

struction somewhat reseujbles the homes which have been figured

of R. albiscapa, a portion descending in a tail-like form below the

spray on which the structure is built. The use of this appendage

is not very clear, but we have observed that part of the creek where

this uest was found has several bends in it : it is probable that at

such a turn sudden drafts or gusts of wind might, by agitating the

spray, endanger the safety of the eggs in a nest, the cavity of
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which scarcely reaches one inch six lines in depth. Would not

the resistance offered by this peculiar addition lessen any such

danger by diminishing the extent of the vibration ? It may be

asked how it is the instinct of the bird does not lead to the selection

of a spot where such a precaution would be unnecessary : the

answer to this is, that this particular place, from its immediate

contiguity to the stock-yard, bullock sheds, &c., offers special

inducements to a purely insect-eating bird, as it affords an extra-

ordinary food supply from the numbers of small insects which there

assemble.

January 8. The nest contains four young birds and two addled

eggs, and is being enlarged by the addition of a slight rim all round

the wall; the interior is kept clean by the old birds removing the

white pasty excrement as soon as extruded by the young, dropping

it a few yards off.

January 10. The two strongest birds left the nest : a bell-bird,

which made some menacing darts at them, was driven off by the

old birds acting in concert : the young were fed on an average of

about once a minute.

April 26. The fantails now frequent the house, clearing the

rooms of flies, which they effect whilst on the wing, picking them

off the curtains, ceilings, &c. ; the most difficult feat appears to be

in taking them ofi' the side walls.

August 6. Saw R. fuliginosa with a large insect, beating it

several times against its perch (kingfisher fashion) before swallowing

it; have also observed the foot used as a claw when feeding on a

large fly.

October 1. Found on a sapling Fagus a union nest, on which

was the male (R. flabellifera).

October 2. The female (R. fuliginosa) was on the nest : it con-

tained three eggs : these, together with the nest, were taken with

very great reluctance, but it was thought they might help to con-

vince anyone who was sceptical as to the two species breeding

together— a fact that could not be established by the most

assiduous study of preserved skins. So tame was the hen bird

that it permitted the nest to be cut out of the young tree, carried

from the bush over a gorse fence and ditch, without moving from

her position till gently pushed off her eggs with the finger, her pied

mate fluttering near, twittering what was doubtless a reproachful

protest against such barbarous cruelty.

SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. 3 D
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October 22. Saw another nest similar in build to that noticed

under date January 2nd ; depth of cavity only one inch three lines :

from its situation at a hend in the creek, it would appear rather to

confirm the idea that has been suggested as the reason which

guided the little architects in making this curious addition to their

neatly-built home. As far as we have observed, this mode of

nidification is restricted to R. flabellifera, the species that ap-.

proaches most nearly to R. albiscapa. Should not this lead to a

closer examination of the specific differences which separate our

pied flycatcher from its Tasmanian congener ? Perhaps the form

of nest which ornithologists give to R. albiscapa may be exceptional,

as in the case of R. flabellifera.

October 23. Found this afternoon a nest with only the founda-

tion laid, about an inch in diameter, which was being built by birds

that had a brood of three young ones to feed.

October 25. Scattered, in the vicinity of the nest, short lengths

of different coloured wools, worsted, cotton wool, cow-hair, white

horse-hair, &c.

October 26. Saw some of the material supplied yesterday made

use of.

October 27. Nest completed ; contained one egg ; rim of the

wall finished off" with white horse-hair, pink wool, &c.

October 28, Female on the nest, male singing close by : the

female left the nest, when the male immediately took her place

whilst she fed.

October 29. Three eggs.

November 14. Four young hatched.

November 27. Young left the nest.

January 7. A union nest, in which were young birds in this

instance : the male was R. fuliginosa.

January 10. The young birds had left the nest and were flying

about the tree in which it hud been built, with great vivacity : they

exactly resembled the offspring of R. flabellifera, but showed even

a greater share of activity : it was the most vigorous brood of fly-

catchers we had noticed during the season. Was this superior

display of energy owing to the cross between the parent birds .''

Is the alliance between individuals of distinct species at all common

with any other genus of birds ? We noticed that the male bird

(R. fuliginosa) was as assiduous in his attentions to his young

family as the female, notwithstanding the birds were of a different

feather to himself.
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Both of our species of flycatcher remain with us during the whole

year, merely shifting their quarters from near the sea-level to the

higher parts of the bushy gullies.

Tlie Kaka (Nester meridionalis).—Our representatives of the

gorgeously-painted Psittacidge possess little of the brilliancy of

plumage or gracefulness of form which distinguishes so many of

the family in other lands. Our kaka, in his suit of sober brown,

slightly flushed with red, might be passed over in a collection

almost without notice by many to whom his quaint habits are un-

known, and even to those who are most familiar with the bird it

conveys little if any impression in association with the parrot tribe
;

it is never called by that name except, perhaps, there is a desire on

the part of some old settler to impress a new comer with a proper

sense of having arrived in a foreign country, when our noisy kakas

are spoken of or pointed out as "our parrots."

Arboreal in its habits, with truth it may be said that our kaka

lives but amongst trees, not merely seeking the forest for the sake

of the shelter in which to rest or to rear its young, but it finds its

living on and amongst trees, and in the forest it may be found

throughout the whole year; nor is the economy of the bush un-

influenced by the habits of this bird, as we shall presently endeavour

to show. Although noisy and restless, the kaka at times may be,

and often is, observed as quiet as any bird in the bush. Let anyone

ramble into one of our timber forests, far beyond the outside shrubby

zone resounding with the cries of many birds, where all is so still

and silent, and he will find that there are times, about the noontide

hour, when the wanderer might almost dream that he had strayed

beyond the reach of sound, with all its soothing tones and harsh

discordances ; that he might

—

" In this desert inaccessible,

Under the shade of melancholy houghs,

Lose and neglect the creeping hours of time."

All too soon the spell is broken, frequently by the wail of the

ubiquitous vveka, the clear ringing note of the koromako from the

damp moss-clad gully, and quite as often by the hard-working kaka

dropping a chip of the rough hard bark that had been silently-

stripped from some lofty tree. It may be thought not out of place

to make brief allusion to the influence which some of the habits of

the kaka exercise on the condition of the bush : admitted amongst

the TrichoglossinsB as a honey-eating bird, in its search after this
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portion of its food, it may cause the fertilization of the blossoms of

trees, and thus assist in their propagation. Its love of insect-food,

and the toil which it undertakes for the sake of gratifying this

appetite, which Nature has implanted in this bird, materially affect

the economy of the timber forests it inhabits. Although so often

accused of injuring trees by stripping down the bark, from careful

observation we do not believe a flourishing tree is ever damaged

by its beak ; it is the apparently vigorous but really unsound tree

that is attacked, already doomed by the presence of countless

multitudes of insects, of many varieties, of which it is at once the

food and refuge, either in their perfect or larval slate.

In the persevering and laborious pursuit of this favourite food,

the kaka doubtless lends his assistance in hastening the fall of

decaying trees ; the loosened strips of bark, dissevered, admit to the

exposed wood, rain, tnoisture collected from dews and mists to be

dried by evaporation, by the heat of the sun, by the desiccating

winds, only to become saturated again : under this alternation the

insidious Fungi take root, decay rapidly sets in, the close-grained

timber gives place to a soft spongy texture, branches drop off, and

gradually the once noble-looking tree succumbs to its fate ; but its

gradual decay and fall, the work of years, has ])roved beneficial to

the surrounding plants ; the dropping of the branches admits light

and air to the aspiring saplings, assists in checking the undue

spread of Lichens and Epiphytes, and when the old stem falls,

tottering down from its rottenness, its place is supplied by vigorous

successors. In estimating the value of its labours as an insect-eater,

it should not be forgotten that the Picidae family is entirely absent

from our bird system, and that upon this indefatigable climber

devolves some share of the duty of representing that peculiar group

of forest birds.

Living in trees, when disturbed the kaka hops amongst the

branches with much dexterity, beak and wings assisting its awkward-

looking but rapid progress as it threads its way amongst leaves and

sprays with unruffled plumage; the peculiar formation of its grasping

feel enable it to execute wonderful feats of agile climbing. A sharp

short note or two marks its uneasiness when a vigilant eye watches

what takes place below : when really alarmed, after a few hurried

movements, it flies some short distance, at first start usually gliding

downwards rather than flying straight, threading the leafy maze of

the close-growing trees with perfect ease and grace : at this time it
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warns its fellows of impending danger by uttering loud, oft-repeated

cries of " kaka, kaka." In all probability it derived its native

name from its alarm-note. It can readily be imagined that in those

times when only the rudest and least effective weapons were in use,

long prior to the period at which the Maori became acquainted with

the death-dealing gun, how frequently frightened or wounded birds

escaped the uncertain missiles, uttering loud cries of terror : vexa-

tion or hunger would soon impress this call on the mind of the

disappointed hunter. We have ever thought it a miserable sight to

watch the kaka, when severely wounded, uttering its low smothered

cries of distress and pain ; how the wretched bird endeavours to

save its fall from the leafy shelter by clinging to bough and spray

with desperate tenacity, often seizing its wounded limb with its

powerful beak, as if to tear away the burning agony from which it

suffers. Truly gregarious, it is social even in distress ; numbers

gather round their wounded companion to fall easy victims to the

gunner. Often in the bright sunshine scores may be observed,

with loud screams and chatter, flying and circling about, and, high

above the outskirts of the bush, apparently bent on enjoying some

short excursion : now and then an individual more hilarious than

his fellows, after a somewhat slow and laboured ascent, will suddenly

dart downwards, perpendicularly, with almost closed wings : this

feat is doubtless performed to an appreciative and admiring circle,

if one may judge from the clamour of the company.

The kaka we think to be less gregarious when travelling than at

almost any other time : when migrating from one part of the country

to another it proceeds on its journey at a considerable height,

uttering at intervals a brief note that sounds something like "t-chrut,

t-chrut," then perhaps a whistling call of " tweetie, tweetie." Kakas

do not travel in large flocks ; most frequently but two or three are to

be seen in company, sometimes six or eight are seen together,

solitary wanderers are not unfrequenlly observed : when their cry is

imitated it is often repHed to. Their steady, slow and somewhat

laboured flight when journeying is not to be mistaken for that of

any other native bird that we have observed on the wing; there is

a methodical painstaking style that affords quite a contrast to their

gay, rattling, off-hand soaring and gliding about the bush ; it

exhibits the proper difference of behaviour to be assumed under

business-like and pleasure-taking aspects. Man is not the only

biped enjoying the privilege of duality. In dull, moist weather,
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when the strange-voiced tui is silent, the kaka is perhaps more

noisy than usual ; its call is heard at the earliest dawn ; even in the

night it is not always silent.

When matched the pair may be observed constantly together ; if

one moves from a tree its attentive partner quickly follows. The

nesting-place has to be prepared : for this purpose a tree is usually

selected, the heart of which is completely decayed ; it must have a

convenient hole leading from the outside to the bottom of the

hollow ; the interior requires some preparation perhaps, or the

entrance has to be smoothed or enlarged : the pair may be

frequently observed busy for the comfort and safety of their pro-

spective offspring; sometimes a certain degree of fastidiousness is

disclosed in making these preparations.

(To be continued.)

New Species of Tapir at the Zoological Gardens.— One of the most

interesting additions to the Zoological Gardens is a juvenile tapir, purchased

on the 15th of August of the present year: it is very diminutive, very

hairy, and of a dark hrown colour, singularly striped and spotted with

white : the ears are largo and margined with white. It has been named

Tapirus Bairdii, doubtless as a compliment to the illustrious American

naturalist. Dr. Baird.

—

Edward Newman.

Spider or Mouse?— I kept a bat once, and used to feed it on large

moths taken at sugar. Its method ot disposing of them seldom varied ; it

settled on my hand, veiled its head with its wings, twitched the moth from

my fingers, hung from the curtains, bit off the wings one by one, and, as

the fourth fluttered down, rapidly crunched the moth's body. Proof

number two : examine the deposits of moths' wings for the excreta of bats.

This generally settles the question. As for spiders, they can probably

remove wings when necessary; but an examination of their falces is

enough, I imagine, to prove that they do not habitually do so. Habitual

use is always correlated with adaptation.

—

W. F. Howlett ; Christ Church,

Oxford. =_^=.^_
Arrival of Cold-weather Yisitants in India.— The common and green

sandpipei-s {Totanus hjpolcucos and T. ochropus) made their appearance in

this neighbourhood on the 1st of August : the former are now to be found

in the puddles on the roadsides, and are very tame. I can easily under-

stand why this species should return so early, as they were the first of all

the Totani to leave the plains of India (Zool. S. S. 2677), and ray friend

Mr. Brookes, of Etawah, found them breeding in Cashmere during his

recent ornithological excursion into that country. But the case is different
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with regard to the green sandpipers, which did not leave till a fortnight laterand ,hzch go far north to breed. The bluewinged teal iAnas quer.uedula]
commenced coming m durmg the first week of August : it is by far the mosnumerous duck .n this part of the country, comes earliest and remains
bnges

.
As the garganey has been found breeding as far south as Moul-mem (Burmah), I have no doubt that its breeding-haunts may yet befound n. some parts of this country. The glossy ibis ought to arrive in

another fortmght.-.l Anderson; FuUelujurh, N.W. ProvLes, Aurjust 20,

JT'""^ ^fgtt Of Birds at Plymouth.-A gloomy and oppressive
afeinoon on the 11th mstant was followed, at nine o'clock at night, by
a heavy thunder storm, accompanied by torrents of rain and a fresh bree/efrom the south-west The storm continued for a little more than an ho^'when the ram ceased, but the night was intensely dark. Between ten and

dunhn
,
common sandpipers, and a few redshanks, appeared to be passin.^

over Plymouth m a south-westerly direction. The flights came from th^

ZtT\ f' I ^f'''''' ^"^"^'""S ^^"-^ *^^^ q--^^^-' -til theyweie directly overhead, then dying away to the south-westward as the birds

fhe iTiT ;i f ''"f
''"' °' '''''' ""'''' "^^^ ^^^^^-^^^ attracted by

and f r ; '
'"' ''""'' ^^'"§ °^"- ^ ^^"^-^ they wheeled roundand returned, and so met and mingled with other advanced flights, andbecame confused and quarrelsome, for every now and again their cries wereoudei and expressed m angry and clamorous tones. Occasionally thereseemed to be a break in the flight, the cries dying away altogether ; this washowever, but for a shoi. time, as they were so°on to'be hLd again n the

distance. How long these flights took in passing over I cannot say:

addition to the species mentioned above, I detected the notes of the yellow
wagtail.-(?.r.«.. F. Mathew ; AdmlraUy House, Devonport, Septemher SI,

Rare Birds in Nottinghamshire.-We have had a great many hawfinchesn the gardens here this summer: I have killed six, and my brotherhas counted eleven all at one time: they frequented the peas and

have been three or four nests: these birds are rare in NottinghamshireAn osprey was caught iii a hawk-trap at Clipstone Park; and a fine pere:gme falcon shot near Mansfield. A squacco heron was caught by a keeperat Bestwood Park, in this county; it had been previously bounded Xwing, and, after flying a httle way, was caught in someLng gra s on h

Ztf"t;'
^^ "

^°°t
^'""'^°^' ^"' ^^"-^^^^^"^^ -th the^drscriptiL inMorris. The squacco heron is rare in England, and this is the first
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specimen killed in Nottinghamshire ; it has been well set up, and is now in

my collection. A fine male hobby was shot near Nottingham, and a

greeushank at Beestou.

—

J. Whitaker, jun. ; Bamsdale.

Ornilhological Notes from Aldeburgh^ Suffolk.—I fear my ornithological

notes this year will possess but little interest, as, in consequence of the

meres and marshes having been drained, there is no encouragement for the

migratory waders, which hitherto have abounded here. Where last year

there was an open tract of shallow water extending over several acres,

always a certain resort for gulls, turnstoues, knots, &c., the plough has been

at work, and in all probability next year the land wUl be in process of culti-

vation. There are, however, a few small pools of water left in places,

where some few birds have been obtained.

July 28. Walked round the meres ; saw nothing but a large quantity of

gulls of various species, old and young. The beneficial effect of the Sea

Birds Act can be very plainly noticed.

August 4. Saw a quantity of curlews and whimbrels along the river

:

they are very shy and difficult to approach, but I managed to get one of the

latter by stalking it behind the river-wall.

August 14. Flushed a pair of green sandpipei*s and shot one : I cannot

help thinking that these birds breed in the county, and are overlooked on

account of their arboreal habits.

August 22.. Rather a rare bird was obtained to-day at Thorpe

—

i.e.

a blacktailed godwit in very good plumage. I examined this bird in the

flesh, and was informed by the gunner who shot it that it was in company

with two or three more, apparently all of the same kind ; he wounded

another, but, thinking they were only the common godwit, did not take the

trouble to pureue it: the specimen obtained is now in Mr. Hole's collection.

This is one of our rarest waders, as, on reference to Mr. Hele's " Notes on

Aldeburgb," it will be seen that the best specimens were obtained in 1863.

I looked round in the afternoon of the same day, but only saw one large

wader, which I killed, and was disappointed at finding it only a common
godwit.

August 23. A very handsome adult male oystercatcher was shot on the

river, and came into my possession.

September 4. Had a greeushank brought me.

September 1 0. Saw several little stints and a young ruff.

September 18. A flight of eleven teal passed along shore within a

hundred yards of me. I was attracted by the note of a bird which kept

flying round, which I had never heard before—a single note, something

between that of the ring plover and the curlew sandpiper. I could not sec

the bird, but fancy it may have been a pectoral sandpiper, as Mr. Hele shot

one about this time last j'ear, being induced to follow it by its note.

September 22. A gentleman staying here obtained a Temminck's stint.
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Two very handsome immature sanderlings were shot to-day at Thorpe, one

of which I procured: there were no more seen.

—

T. G. Tuck; Tostock

House, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, September 23, 1871.

lloncy Bnizartl iu Bedfordshire. — Mr. Covington, a birdstuffer at

Bedford, received in June last a fine female speciraan of the honey

buzzard, which was taken at Silsoe, and sent to him for preservation.

When he first had it, it was alive, and would readily take and eat pieces of

raw meat which he offered it. He took from it some eggs as large as sloes.

Its crop contained a few grasshoppers and other insects. The scale-like

feathers on the cheeks of the bird, which are numerous and well defined,

conclusively indicate the species. The breast is spotted and blotched with

white. Its dimensions were unfortunately not taken. — W.J. Chalk;

Wilden Rectory, September 15, 1871.

Redbacked Shrike breeding near Wastwater.—I should be glad to know

whether it is a usual thing to find the redbacked shrike in the Lake

District, as I found two nests of these birds near Wastwater in the

beginning of last June.— S. E. Robsoii; 2, Esplanade, Sunderland,

September 11, 1871.

[The nesting of the redbacked shrike as far north as Wastwater is

unusual, but I cannot say it is a sohtary instance, for Yarrell mentions

Northumberland and Durham as counties where it has been met with, and

as this must have been in the breeding season, the probability is in favour

of its breeding in those counties.

—

E. Newman.]

Pied Ring Onzcls.—It appears to be the rule, rather than the exception,

for the ring ouzel to have a few white feathers cropping out on the head.

Since my last note on the subject I have seen many, though by no means

so much pied as those T saw on the Continent. This morning (September

19th) I saw three in the flesh, and two of them were thus marked.

—

J. H.

Gumey, jun. ; 2, Beta Place, Alj^ha Road, N.W.

late Nesting of the Yellow Bunting.—There is at the present time a

yellowhammer's nest here containing three young ones nearly ready to leave

the nest. Is it not very late in the season ? I have not noticed an instance

of this bird breeding so late in the summer.

—

James Murton ; Silverdale,

Carnforth, Sep>tember 5, 1871.

Waxwings at West Hartlepool.—On going at noon to-day into my garden

—the only place in this district where trees and shrubs abound—I was

attracted by a strange twittering sound proceeding from the centre thereof.

Cautiously approaching the spot, judge of my surprise at seeing eight

(evidently two old and six young) Bohemian waxwings rise and fly off.

I am confident I am not mistaken in the birds, as I know them well, having

repeatedly seen and shot them ; moreover, I was not more than ten yards

distant at the time they rose, and the crest of one was plainly visible. Is

this not an unusual time of the year for them to appear in England ? Is it
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not possible they were lost during tlie late prevailing fogs, and were thus

drifted across the German Ocean ?

—

Thos. W. Abbott, in the ' Field ' of

September IQth.

Great Black Woodpecker.—As regards the great black woodpecker which

was to be seen in the flesh at Mr. Ward's shop last November, I did not

think it worth enumerating this instance in mj list in Sharpe and Dresser's

' Birds of Europe,' as it was undoubtedly bought in LeadenhaU Market.

I heard aU about it at the time, and there was never any suggestion that it

was British until some anonymous correspondent wrote to the 'Field'

about it. Nobody ever thought or supposed tliat it was kiUed in this

country. Mr. Sharpe saw it in the flesh, and if he had chosen could have

alluded to it himself. I should not have troubled you with these remarks,

but a friend has written to me to ask if I do not think that it wants

investigation. I have known about four specimens of the great black wood-

pecker in Leadenliall during my thi'ee years experience of that market.

—

J. H. Gurneijjjun.

White ttouse Illartiu.—A house martin perfectly white has been fre-

quenting this neighbourhood lately : it was seen last in my garden on the

morning of Wednesday last, the Gth instant. I shall be glad to know if any

similar- specimen has been seen elsewhere.

—

W. H. Walsh; Alrewas Vicarage,

near Lichfield, September 8, 1871.

RufF and llceve in Middlesex.—I shot a fine young ruff (not reeve) in

the county of Middlesex on Friday last : Burton has it to stuff. I killed a

reeve two years back at the same place, and, curiously enough, on the same

day—the 8th of September. — Robert H. Mit/ord ; Haverstock Place,

Hampstead.

. large Flock of Golden PIoTcr at Bedford.— About a fortnight ago a

large flock of golden plover—recognized as such by their note—passed over

the town of Bedford, probably attracted by the lights. Their numbers

must have been very great, as in the morning the streets and paths were

marked by their excrement.— \V. J. Chalk ; September 15, 1871.

Keutisli PIoTcr near Pcuiance.—This small plover, a bird of the year,

was shot a few days since, by Mr. Vingoe's son, in our bay.

—

Edward
Hearle liodd ; Penzance, August 26, 1871.

The Wader at Whithy.—I think, from the description, that the wader

killed near Whitby may be the Keptuschka lapwing or social plover

(Vanellus gregarius, Pallas), but I cannot speak positively without a skin

for comparison. My father suggests to me that it is a ruff, and, on com-

paring the description, that also appears very possible.

—

J. H. Gurney, jun.

;

September 1, 1871.

[In such an instance of difficulty it would be desirable to show the bird

to an ornithologist. If Mr. Simpson would kindly send the specimen to

London it would be named without difficulty.

—

E. Newman.]
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Ringed Plorer breeding at a distance from the Coast.— Obsemng in

the last number of the ' Zoologist' (S. S. 2770) an enquiry whether it is a
common occurrence for the ringed plover to breed at a distance from the

coast, and an editorial note that no instance is known to you, I write to

remind you that Mr. Scales found the ringed plover nesting on the warrens
at Beechamwell, near Swaffham, and on Thetford Warren, in Norfolk.

Mr. Hoy informed Mr. Yarrell that many breed on the sandy warrens of

Norfolk and Suffolk, at a considerable distance from the sea. Mr. Stevenson
says (' Birds of Norfolk,' ii. p. 86) that a few pairs were observed, in May,
1867, both on Lakenheath and Wangford Warrens, in Suffolk, and that

Mr. Antony Hamond, juu., recently showed him two eggs of the ringed

plover taken from a nest in Water Lane, in the Westacre district, close to

Walton Common, one of the few wet commons still existing in Norfolk.

The late Mr. St. John, in his 'Natural History and Sport in Moray'

(p. 206), observes that ringed plovers in the breeding-season are sometimes

found a few miles up the rivers, and Mr. A. E. Knox informed me some
time since that he had frequently seen ringed plovers in the breeding-

season on the gravelly banks of the Spey, many miles from the sea-coast.

—

J. E. Harting.

Night Heron breeding in Immature Plumage, &c.—I sent out one of

my collectors a few days ago to bring me some eggs of the night heron

{Nycticorax griseus), from a tree where they had been known to breed last

year, with instructions to shoot the birds as well. Had I known that other

Ardeidse had heronries on the same tree, of course I would never have
deputed any native on such an errand. He returned the next day with a

basketful of eggs belonging to Buphus coromaudus, on the point of hatching,

and a few specimens of Nycticorax, and swore that he had shot the birds off

the nest ! One of the night herons brought me, though fully eleven months
old, was still in the immature garb, and resembles the second figure in

Yarrell's work, with this exception, however, that it wants the spots on the

back. My shikaree persisted that the spotted example was a female, and
that those with occipital plumes and black on the head and back were the

male birds ! This is enough to show what little dependence can be placed

on the natives of this country for help in ornithological matters. The
immature bird, in which stage it has been described as the "spotted heron"

(Yarrell, vol. ii. p. 583), proved on dissection to be a male, and the testes

were enormously developed, sufficiently proving that it was breeding.

A few days later I visited the tree myself, and got several nests of

thoroughly-identified eggs ; but, though 1 shot a number of birds, I could

not get another in the spotted stage.

—

A. Anderson.

Yellowshanlied Sandpiper near 9Iarazion.—The yellowshanked sandpiper

{Totanm flavipes) was added to the Fauna of Cornwall, by the capture, on

the 12th instant, of an adult male, by Mr. Edward Vingoe, from the margin
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of a pool in a salt marsh near Marazion, about two miles from Penzance,

a few yards from the sea.

Inches.

Length lOj

Bill black and very slender, much less bulky than that of the red-

shank ItV

Tarsus (longer than that of the redshank, and shorter than that of

the dusky sandpiper) 2ts

Middle toe If

Tail barred as in the redshank ; transverse bar of white on the upper tail-

coverts ; above this white, and extending over the back, body, plumage and

flanks ash-brown, which in the redshank and dusky sandpipers is pure

white. Upper -plumage, scapularies, wing-coverts, &c., hair-brown, with

grayish and black blotches cropping out as if iu moult, the coverts studded

with white spots, very like the same in the adult wood sandpiper. The

breast white, streaked with wood-brown ; the beUy and the whole of the

wider parts unsullied white ; legs and tarsi when first killed pale yellow.

The primary, secondary and tertial quills brown, without any white on

the inner wel)S. In tlie redshank a large portion of white is observable

on the inner webs of the secondaries. The axiUary plume and flanks

very distinctly barred as the tail. YarreU, in liis description of the

so-called first British specimen, gives the colour as white. The red-

shank lias tliese flank-feathei"s, as well as the body plumage under the

scapularies, pure white. The bill of the redshank is quite a quarter of an

inch longer than the yellowsliank's, but from its superior bulk it does not

look so. Tlie general appearance of T. flavipes, alongside the redshank

and dusky sandpiper, is intermediate.

—

Edward HearleEodd; September 21,

1871.

Pectoral Sandpiper at Brauuton Barrous.—I have to record the occur-

rence of this North-American species at 13 raunton Burrows, North Devon,

a pair having been shot there by me on the r2th instant. I discovered

them on the margin of a large fresh-water pool in a marshy field, and, as

they allowed of a near approach, had ample opportunities of observing their

movements before putting them up. They presented a pecuhar and

interesting appearance as they marched about the gi'ass with a very

measured and stately walk, occasionally elevating the feathers on the top of

the head into the form of a crest, much after the fashion of the sky lark, of

gigantic specimens of whicli bird their whole appearance was, strange to

say, at a little distance, strikingly suggestive, the markings on the breast

and general coloration of the plumage helping to complete the similarity.

When tliey rose they uttered a peculiar note, rather weak and feeble for the

size of the bird, and reminding me more of the note of the curlew sandpiper

than that of any other species that I have heard. When flying one of them
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was mobbed and pursued by the swallows which frequented the pond.
They never flew to any great distance, and after the female was shot the
male described a circle round her and pitched a short distance off, rising and
repeating the evolution as I approached within range. The only other bird

at the pond at the time was a little stint, which closely consorted with them,
but was wilder and more difficult of approach : I pursued it for some time
afterwards without success, and was at last compelled, from the lateness of

the hour, to leave it, but returning the next day found it at the same place
and shot it. I took the pectoral sandpipers next day to the Kev. W. S.

Hore, of Barnstaple, who takes much interest in inspecting all local

captures. We found the weight of the male bird to be just two ounces and
three-quarters, and that of the female to be three ounces and three-quarters

;

the former measuring eight inches and a quarter, and the latter nine inches
and a quarter. Eemembering the opinion expressed by Mr. Rodd (Zool.

S. S. 2346), that in this species, as well as the buff-breasted sandpiper, the
male bird is larger than the female (thus exhibiting a character at variance
with the usual rule prevalent amongst the Triugse), I gave strict injunctions

to the birdstuffer (Mr. Rowe, of Barnstaple) to observe the sex of the two
specimens on dissection : he, however, informs me, and I have no reason to

doubt the accuracy of his report, that the larger bird (and it appears so
much the larger as to render it almost difficult to understand that the two
birds can belong to the same species) is a female, the smaller one
being a male.—Marcus S. C. EicJcards ; 37, Cormvallis Crescent, Clifton,

September 19, 1871.

P.5.— Since writing my last letter I have received a letter from Mr. Rowe,
to the effect that, owing to an unfortunate mistake of his assistant who
stuffed the pectoral sandpipers, the labels indicating the sex were transposed,

and "that, in point of fact, the larger specimen is the male. I can readily

believe this to be the case from the superior brightness of the colouring, and
generally from the appearance of this specimen ; and it is very satisfactory

to me to be thus able to corroborate, rather than to have to attempt to

disprove, the theory enunciated by Mr. Rodd in this particular. —Marcits
8. C. Richards; September 91, 1871.

Greenshank and Green Sandpiper near Barnstaple.— On the 30th of

August I obtained a specimen of the greenshank from a large flock

comprising twenty or twenty-five, or possibly a larger number, of these

birds, which had been frequenting the River Taw for some time; and
again, in the early part of the present month, I obtained another specimen,
an adult, from the same flock, which was principally composed of birds of

the year. I have never before observed this species (which, as in the rest

of England, is far from common in this locality) to be gregarious, having
previously seen but a pair, or at most three individuals, together. On the

14th instant I obtained a specimen of the green sandpiper from a pool
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about three miles from Barnstaple.

—

Marcus S. C. Richards; Sept. 31,

1871.

Arocet in Cornwall.—A few days since a very fine avocet was killed on

the banks of the St. Germans River, Cornwall. I saw the skin just after it

had been taken off, obtained the body, examined the contents of the

stomach, and preserved the breast-bone. The body was in very good

condition, and the stomach contained gravel and the remains of some very

small almost transparent sand-coloured fish (I think of the goby species),

some of which were nearly whole ; but I could not find any sign of shrimps

or worms. The smell of the body was exceedingly rank and fishy.

—

J. Gatcomhe ; 8, Lower Durtiford Street, Stonehouse, Devon, September 24,

1871.

Weight of Oraylags.—When the December number of the ' Zoologist

'

reached me, I was encamped on splendid ground for shooting ducks,

geese, Ac, and as Mr. Gurney, junior, alluded to the immense size of some

of these geese seen by him at Leadenhall Market, 1 shot eight, which

averaged eight and a half pounds, unpicked. The vast numbers of graylags

that visit India during the winter months are in prime condition in

February and March. I should be glad to know if the geese referred to by

Mr. Gurney were heavier than our Indian examples, which certainly feed

on the fat of the land.

—

A. Anderson ; August 28, 1871.

Goosander in Oxfordshire.—I was shown, by Skinner, an adult specimen

of the goosander, wbich he had shot on the weir-pool (Skinner's Weir), near

Eynsham, on the 5th of January last. I observed a swift flying about

Eynsham Bridge on the morning of the 11th of September.

—

A. H. Smee;

September 15, 1871.

Number of Young produced by the Mute Swan.—Referring to Captain

Hadfield's notice in the last number of the ' Zoologist' (S. S. 2771) of a pair

of swans producing a brood of nine cygnets in the Isle of Wight, I may

mention that I know of a pair of swans in Norfolk whicb have also hatched

and brought up nine young ones during the present year ; and of another

pair, on the same stream, wbich some years since had a brood of eleven.

—

J. H. Gurney; September 8, 1871.

Black Tern at Elstrec Reservoir.—Although by no means its first

occurrence in the locality, it may be w^orth wbile to record that on the 21st

of August I sbot an immature specimen of the black tern {Sterna fissipes)

at the above sheet of water. I was informed that there were two or three

more about, but I did not myself see them.

—

C. Bygrave Wharton ; Bushey,

Herts, September, 1871.

Cormorant inland in Somersetshire.—The occurrence of the cormorant

as far inland as Cothelestoii Pond, which is situated just under the Quantock

Hills, and about ten miles from the nearest part of the Bristol Channel,

seems worthy of a short note. One of these birds was killed at the above-
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mentioned place on the 23rd of August by Mr. Esdaile's keeper, and sent

to me the same day to be identified. It was a young bird of the year, with

the under parts white ; the irides were gi'ay, instead of the usual bright

green of the adult. I may mention that, even on our coast, the cormorant

is by no means common, the muddy water of our part of the Bristol

Channel being by no means attractive to birds which obtain their food

mostly by diving ; consequently the divers, both great northern and red-

throated, guillemots, razorbills, puffins, &c., as well as the shag and the

cormorant, do not often find their way much above Porlock, about which

place the water becomes clearer, although they are all common a few miles

further to the west on the Devon coast. Of course I am aware that

cormorants have been found much further inland,—to wit, King's College

Chapel, Cambridge,—but in these cases they appear to have followed the

course of rivers, even the muddy Cam having seduced one unfortunate bird

to its destruction ; but in this case there was no such inducement to draw

the bird inland.

—

Cecil Smith; Lydeard House, near Taunton.

Frigate Birds in the Zoological Gardens.—I have been greatly interested

in the exhibition, in the Gardens of the Zoological Society, Regent's Park,

of two young specimens of the frigate bird [Fregata aquila) : five of these

strange birds were taken off the nest in the Bay of Fousecain, Central

America, by Captain John M'Dow, a Corresponding Member of the

Zoological Society, now in the service of the Panama Railway Company,

and are deposited in the Western Aviary. Although having abundant

space, these birds seem to make no attempts at flying, but the keeper can

induce them to display their ample wings occasionally, and their area is

truly magnificent. The birds are as reluctant to walk as to fly, and their

progress when induced to move is a series of three or four hops, the feet

moving simultaneously, as in sparrows. The webs between the toes are

very small, the toes being nearly divided to the base ; indeed the utility of

webbed feet is not apparent in a bird that is rarely known to swim. The beak

is very long and sharply hooked at the tip, and the extreme dexterity with

which these birds use it in catching little fishes thrown to them for food

makes it impossible to doubt what has often been repeated by voyagers,

that they take their prey entirely in the air—whether it be the Hviug

Exocoetus leaping out of the sea to escape the insatiable bonito, or the

falling dainty which some ocean bml has provided for his own eating, and

been compelled to relinquish to this master spiiit soaring over the surface

of the deep. The enormous length of the cubital joint is seen almost to

equal advantage whilst the wing is closed, and is densely clothed with

imbricated feathers, which have the appearance of scales. The cry, which

seems to be elicited by the approach of the keeper, is so like that of the sea

eagle that I could scarcely believe it was not uttered by that famihar bird.

—

Edward Newman.
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Big Fish.—Duiing the last few days fishes of an enormous size have been

observed iu the lake of Walleustadt, one of which is described by those who

have seen it as being six feet long and proportionately broad. A number

of persons have disappeared iu the course of the season whilst bathing, and

Dr, Simon and others think that they were seized by these enormous fishes

by the leg, and dragged under water. No oue can at present give any

accurate description of these monsters of the deep, but the subject is

attracting much attention among scientific men in this country, and we

hope soon to place before our readers a detailed account of the result of the

investigations which are now being made into this, at present, mysterious

subject.

—

Swiss Times. [Communicated by Mr. Alwin S. Bell.]

Large SurniDllet.—About three weeks ago I weighed five surmullet

taken in my nets, and another on the same day, and found them to turn

the scale at ten pounds. They were the five largest surmullet I ever saw

together.

—

Thomas Cornisli ; Penzance.

Galattiea Audrcwsii o(F Lauorua.— I have taken six specimens of

Galathea Audrewsii off Lamorna, in this Bay, in about fifteen fathoms

water. I procured them from the hollows of a clinker which I fished up on

a hand-line.

—

Id. ; Seidcmber 14, 1871.

Polybius llcuslowii o(f Lamorna.—I yesterday took Polybius Henslowii

in a net iu al)out four fathoms water, iu this Bay. The specimen was a

large one, and when caught was of a dull leaden blue over the back.

—

Id.

Description of tbc Larva of Enpitliecia irrignata.—Long, slender, and

tapering slightly towards the head ; ground colour dull yellowish green

;

skin rather rough and wrinkled ; central doi-sal line dull rusty red, very

indistinct, except on the capital and caudal segments, enlarged on the centre

of the median dorsal segments into a somewhat conspicuous elliptic blotch

;

subdorsal and spiracular lines yellowish, the latter very faint ; head rusty

red ; belly greenish, without markings. Feeds on oak ; full fed middle of

June. Much resembles the larva of E. exiguata and consignata, being

exactly intermediate between the two. I am indebted to the kindness of

Mrs. Hutchinson, of Grantsfield, and Mr. Buckler, of Emswortl), for the

opportunity of describing this almost unkno\ni larva. It was bred from the

egg by this most indefatigable of fair entomologists ; and Mr. Buckler has,

with his usual skill, secured a life-like figure. A few years since my friend

]\Ir. Wi-atislaw, of Bury St. Edmunds, bred several perfect specimens of

this beautiful pug from larvse beaten from oak, at Hunstanton, in Norfolk.

—H. Harpur Crewe; The Rectory, Drayton-Beauchamp, Tring, June 19,

1871.
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A History of British Birch, hy the late William Yarrell,

V.-P.L.S., 8)C. Fourth Edition, revised by Alfred Newton,
M.A., F.R.S., &c. London : Van Voorst. 1871.

There are few books on the birds of Britain so familiar as the

'History of British Birds, by William Yarrell.' In the days of our

childhood we had Bewick and Montagu ; the first appealing to the

eye, the second to the understanding ; the first the delight of young

and old, of learned and unlearned ; the second delightful only to

the man who had already mastered the plan, who had grasped the

general idea of the subject, and who had made an outline

map of the country in his mind, but required some one to fill

in the mountains, and lakes, and rivers, and towns. Both works

are very precious, but Bewick's will be the more enduring. Of
Montagu it may be said that no one regards the work as per-

fect; it does not profess to be so; there is a hidden excelsior

for which all are striving ; and no one felt this more acutely

than Montagu himself, or struggled to attain it more assiduously

:

witness the bulky "Supplement" and "Appendix," containing

no less than 472 pages, and published in 181.3, the "Dictionary"

itself having made its appearance in 1802, eleven years pre-

viously ; and the author candidly admits, at the later date, that

" There yet remains much to be done in order to complete the

history of the birds of Great Britain." In contrast with this, no

aspiration of authoi', no vanity of critic, however inordinate, thinks

of improving Bewick. The art of drawing and engraving on wood

seems to attain perfection under his master hand, and while the

labours of George Montagu, and indeed of every writing naturalist,

gradually become less valuable, because of the daily additions to

our knowledge, those of Thomas Bewick have increased and con-

tinue to increase in value as old Time pursues the even tenor of

his way. But if Montagu requires supplements and appendices

and editorial additions, what shall be said of Bewick's letter-press,

or rather of the letter-press which bears his name ? It would be

the greatest compliment that could possibly be paid to this match-

less artist to divorce the letter-press from the illustrations, and

allow the former to sink into oblivion. "Jane Eyre," that original

thinker, that just appreciator of excellence, exclaims, "I only

second series—VOL. VI. 3 F
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looked at the pictures; I cared nothing for the descriptions."

And it is the pictures that will endure, and will be reproduced and

pirated perhaps, as long as the world lasts. I, too, only look at

the pictures : I care nothing for the descriptions. I love the

pictures as the apple of my eye : they are almost destined to

immortality. Haply when Lord Macaulay's Maori shall seat

himself on the relics of London Bridge, like Marius on the ruins of

Carthage, and, contemplating the crumbling dome of St. Paul's,

shall speculate on the probable faith of those who once worshipped

within that glorious fane, the handywork of Bewick, like that of

Apelles, will probably retain a traditionary reputation.

Twenty years elapsed, and in 1833 we had two volumes of

descriptions written to accompany his magnificent figures, by

Prideaux John Selby, and these are the best descriptions syste-

matically arranged of any we yet possess; but very few could

afford to indulge in the luxury of the plates, and although the

letter-press was sold separately, yet in the divorced form it seems

to have met with but few purchasers, and to the large majority of

our collectors it remains to this day a book only known by the

quotations in later authors
;

yet it is a work of the greatest value :

it has all the merit of Montagu's careful descriptions superadded

to the author's most accurate appreciation of character.

Four years later Mr. Yarrell entered the field, and came not

alone ; Professor Macgillivray made his appearance as an orni-

thological author simultaneously, and for a quarter of a century

these two kept their names before our little ornithological public:

the dates of the two bear a singular but not complete cor-

respondence. Mr. Yarrell began his first edition on the 1st of

July, 1837, and finished it in May, 1843. Macgillivray concluded

his first volume in 1837, his second in 1839, and his third in 1840.

A second edition of Yarrell appeared to be called for, and it

appeared in 1845. In 1852 Professor Macgillivray completed and

published his fourth and fifth volumes; and a third edition of

Yarrell appeared in 1856. Considering that he occupied a chair

of Natural History, it is wonderful how small an amount of

research, of book-knowledge, is exhibited by Macgillivray : I do

not say that he did not read Yarrell, and Selby, for the matter

of that, since he has mentioned Yarrell in several places, and

quotes three or four pages at a time from Selby, as in the instance

of the fulmar; but he leaves the vast regions of continental
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literature almost totally unexplored, and he contrasts unfavorably

with Mr. Yarrell in this respect, and still more so with such recent

English authors as Mr. Gray, whose Catalogues show an immense
amount of research, and as Messrs. Sharpe and Dresser, who,
I may truly say, " leave no stone unturned." I have, however, to

bear my very ready testimony to the extent of Macgillivray's

knowledge derived from observation, a quality in which Yarrell

appears sadly deficient. Macgillivray studied living birds in their

own homes, Mr. Yarrell in his own hospitable home in Ryder
Street. But for all this Mr. Yarrell is at a premium, Professor

Macgillivray at a discount, at least with the present generation of

men : and the reason is patent. When I see Macgillivray's five

goodly volumes lying on my table, they remind me of an equal

number of volumes of German newspapers bound in the same way

;

there is no classification of subjects ; there is no general index ; and
the language is one that I cannot understand. Nevertheless, as

some familiar word or name arrests my attention, and I spell out

the context with the assistance of a dictionary, I find there is

much to be learned and much to be valued. I can scarcely read a

paragraph without feeling conscious that my knowledge is improved.

The Professor seems aware of this : he is aware that there is good

matter within, and is also aware that he has made it as difficult as

possible to get at—that he has concealed his knowledge from the

present generation of men. In concluding his fifth and last

volume he writes thus :
" I can look upon my work without much

regard to the opinions which contemporary writers may form of it,

assured what is useful in it will not be forgotten, and knowing
that already it has had a beneficial effect on many of the present,

and will more powerfully influence the next, generation of home
ornithologists." (Vol. v. p. 677). This is hardly what we "children

of the quill " desire : most of us certainly hope to witness the

reception of our lucubrations. Nothing could exhibit the Pro-

fessor's simplicity of mind in a clearer light than his supposing

the next generation will accept his fantastic English names. The
substitution of such names as "black thrush" for "blackbird,"

"chestnut-backed thrush" for "fieldfare," " redsided thrush" for

"redwing," "blueheaded quaketail" for "yellow wagtail," "black-

headed bushchat" for "stonechat," " white-rumped stonechat" for

" wheatear," " whitebreasted warbler" for "lesser whitethroat," will

in all probability sound as strange to our children as to ourselves.
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Mr. Yarrell has ventured on nothing of this kind, or only in one

instance where he has converted "j'ellowhammer" into "yellovv-

ammer," because tlie Germans spell it "animer"—a very insuffi-

cient reason, and involving a principle which if adopted would alter

three-fourths of the names in the English language.

The qualifications of Professor Newton to edit the fourth edition

of Yarrell are many and unquestionable, but I should have preferred

to have seen his name as tlie author of a new and perfectly inde-

pendent work ; still we must accept it as a most welcome addition

to our knowledge of the avi-fauna of Britain. Parts I. and II. are

before me, and bear unmistakable evidence of a master's hand.

I shall adopt my usual plan of making a long extract, and I select

a part that possesses the greatest amount of novelty, and at the

same time exhibits the painstaking character of the Editor. My
readers are, I am sure, jierfectly aware of the manner in which

Mr. Yarrell treats the gyr-falcon. " Some naturalists believe that

the Greenland and Iceland falcons are distinct species ; others with

M. Temminck consider these birds as local varieties only." (Vol. i.

p. 22). In a foot-n(Jtc Mr. Yarrell has added, " See a paper by

Mr. John Hancock, * Annals of Natural History,' vol. ii. page 241,"

a paper which, I may add, seems to be almost entirely unknown.

In contrast to this very summary way of treating a difficult and

interesting subject, I will just say that there are now supposed to

be three species included under the collective name of Gyr-falcon,

that the rightful owner of that name has never yet been obtained in

Britain, and that Mr. Hancock, in the paper to which Mr. Yarrell

refers, most clearly distinguishes the other two, both of which are

known to inhabit, or at any rate to visit, the British Islands; and

having said this much I shall quote Professor Newton's description

of both, which cannot fail to be of infinite value to those of my
readers who have not access to the original.

" Greenland Falcon.—No question in Ornithology perhaps has been so

much discussed as that which relates to the large falcons inhabiting the

northern parts of the globe. By the majority of uaturaUsts they have been

regarded as forming a single species, but of late years there has been a

growing tendency to recognize first two and then three distinct species or

races—according as the idea of what constitutes a species or a race is enter-

tained by the individual writer. It is now proposed to consider these three

forms (two of which have many times occurred in the British Islands)

separately, and it is hoped that the distinctive characters of each can be set
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forth with sufficient clearness. In the former editions of this work all three

were treated as one species, under the name of ' gyr falcon '—a name

properly belonging only to that form which, though frequenting countries

not far removed from the United Kingdom, does not appear to have been as

yet taken within its limits. In Gmelin's edition of Linnaeus's celebrated

'Systema Natuvse,' these three large northern falcons are as sufficiently

defined as many other birds about which no doubt has ever arisen, though

Gmelin did his best to complicate the matter by misapplying some of the

names and descriptions of other authors in the case of two of them, and

while giving to each the rank of a species, ingeniously made it also a variety

of the other. It is the first and third of these three species, as they stand

in his work, which require especial attention in a ' History of British Birds.'

The second may for the moment be dismissed, with the remark that it is

undoubtedly the real Falco gyrfalco, described by Linnteus as a Swedish

bird, and the true gyr-falcon of falconers. It is the third of Gmelin's

species, F. candicans, since named by Mr. John Hancock F. groenlandicus,

which is the subject of the present article. Though this form has been

always clearly distinguished by falconers from the other two, much confusion

respecting them has been caused by the imperfect knowledge of older

writers, which it would be a hard task, if indeed at all possible, to unravel.

Of later authors, Pastor Brehm, in 1823, seems to have been the first who

decidedly distinguished between the two falcons which have been presumed

to have their respective homes mainly, though not, as will presently be seen,

exclusively, in Greenland and Iceland.

"In 1838 Mr. Hancock brought the matter before the British Associa-

tion, at its meeting at Newcastle-on-Tyne, but in the paper which he then

read (' Annals of Natural History,' ii. p. 241), he was led, as Brehm before

him had been, into the error of confounding the adult of the Greenland bird

with the young, and of describing the latter as being brown, like the imma-

ture Icelander. It was the confusion arising from this misconception which

most probably hindered his views from meeting with more general accept-

ance, and it was not until 1854 that he was able to correct himself, but in

that year he announced (Ann. and Mag. of Nat. Hist. 2nd Ser. xiii. p. 110)

that the Greenland falcon was never in any stage dark-coloured, but

invariably light-coloured from its youth. This opinion was grounded upon

repeated observations of living birds, backed by the inspection of more

than one hundred and fifty prepared specimens, and a careful comparison

of no less than seventy. Mr. Hancock's latter paper seems to have been

for some time much overlooked by ornithologists, and hence the erroneous

notions previously existing still retain their sway in some quarters. Of

late, however, Professor Schlegel, Mr. Gurney, and Mr. Gould, among

others, have adopted Mr. Hancock's present opinions, which it may be

added are strictly in accordance with the traditions of falconers, and to him,
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therefore, belongs the credit of first discovering and making public the

exact state of the case. It is to be observed that nearly all the true falcons,

as can be proved by keeping them in captivity, assume the plumage of

maturity at their first moult, which usually takes place when the birds are

from nine to fifteen months old ; and, moreover, that the feathers of the

young are generally characterized by longitudinal markings, while those of

the adult have most of the markings disposed transversely. After this one

change there is no good reason for supposing that the colours of the

plumage materially alter at any succeeding moult. The feathers become

faded or bleached with time, but they are thrown off every year, and fresh

ones take their place, the same in colour and markings as those originally

assumed by the bird at its first moult. This has been observed in several

instances to be the case with the Greenland falcon. The adult so beautifully

figured by Mr. Wolf in the ' Zoological Sketches ' (plate 34), when brought

to the Zoological Gardens was said to have been taken in Greenland the

same year. Its plumage then had the longitudinal markings of immaturity,

which at the first moult changed into the transvei-se ones represented in the

plate, and though the bird hved for several yeai-s afterwards, and regularly

underwent its annual moult, Mr. Wolf, who watched it carefully, and from

time to time sketched it, was convinced that no further alteration in colour

took place. Prior to Mr. Hancock's discovery of this fact, it had been

thought by him and others that the young of the Greenland falcon was of a

dark colour, and resembled the young of the Iceland falcon, next to be

described, and aU the white falcons, whether marked longitudinally or

transvei-sely, were believed to be adult. But this error being con-ected, p,nd

the mode of determining the young as well as the old of each form being

established, it was not difficult to point out the characters which dis-

tinguish the two at any age. The most apparent of these may be briefly

stated to lie in the bills and claws of the Greenland bird being in Hfe of a

very pale hue, while in the Icelander the same parts are more or less of a

dusky horn-colour; and, as regards the plumage, the white in the Green-

land falcon being, as it were, the grouhd colour of each feather on which the

dark marking, if one exist, is displayed, the ground in the other form being

dark, with a liglit marking thereon. In other words, in the Greenland

bird, at all ages, the prevailing colour is white, while in the Icelander it is

dark, being brown or gray according as the example is young or old. The
Greenland falcon seems to be most plentiful in the inhospitable regions

which enclose Baffin's Bay and extend to the westward. From this tract

adult birds seldom wander to other lands, though the young, especially in

autumn and winter, occur regularly in Iceland, and not unfrequently in the

Dominion of Canada, from Newfoundland (where, according to Mr. Reeks,

it is a pretty regular visitant in the fall) westward, the United States, the

British Islands, and even in countries still more remote from the place
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their birth. They are, no doubt, driven away by their parents, as is

commonly the habit of birds of prey, and follow the large flocks of water-

fowl, which are bred in the north, on their southward migration, though it

would appear that the ptarmigan forms the chief sustenance of the old

birds. At the same time, it must not be supposed that in Greenland the

white form only is found. In the southern districts of that country the

Iceland falcon is certainly more numerous, and, on the other hand, there is

good reason for believing that the Greenland falcon bi'eeds in some of the

northern parts of British America, and perhaps even in the Old World."

—

Page 36.

The Iceland Falcon.—" The chief differences between the subject of the

preceding article and the Iceland falcon have therein been succinctly

mentioned. It remains to point out the characters which distinguish the

latter from the true gyr-falcon of the Scandinavian Peninsula, and probably

of countries further to the eastward. In immature plumage the two birds

greatly resemble each other, so much so that it is often not easy at first

sight to separate them, especially as the Icelander, like the Greenland

falcon is subject to a considerable amount of variety in the prevailing shade

of tint, and it is quite possible that examples of the true gyr-falcon have

occurred in these islands, and have been mistaken for the common form.

As a rule, however, it may be asserted that in the Iceland falcon the crown

of the head is lighter, and generally much lighter, in colour than the back,

while in the gyr-falcon the crown of the head and the back are of the same

hue, or the former is darker. In the gyr-falcon, also, there is commonly a

very perceptible black mystacial streak or patch, which in adults of this

form is often as much developed as we find it in the common or peregrine

falcon, and the coloration generally is darker than in the Icelander. The

late Mr. Hoy, who was well versed in falconry, and seems to have been the

first English writer to clearly distinguish the two forms, has pointed out

(Mag. Nat. Hist. vi. p. 108) some other differences. The Icelander, he

says, rather exceeds the gyr-falcon of Norway in size ; the tail is considerably

shorter ; the wings are in proportion longer, and the head is larger, so much

so that, in modelhng the hoods for trained birds of the two kinds, falconers

use different blocks. Whether all these distinctive features can be esta-

bhshed on the comparison of a large series of specimens is perhaps

uncertain, but it does appear that in some parts at least of the structure of

the two forms there exists a remarkable difference of proportion, which

does not seem to have been hitherto noticed. The average length of the

sternum and coracoid in Falco islandus, as ascei;taiued by the careful

measurement of six female specimens, not specially selected for the pur-

pose, in the Museum of the University of Cambridge, is 5.46861 in., while

the average length of the same bones in as many specimens of F. gyrfalco
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of the same sex, and in the same Museum, is 5.06383 in. This would at

once show that the Icelander has the longer body of the two, by nearly half

an inch ; but the difference becomes moi-e striking when it is found that the

breadth of the sternal apparatus does not vary in accordance with its length,

being occasionally absolutely broadest in the gyr-falcon ; and further, that

the disproportion is chiefly caused by the elongation of the coracoid bones

in the Icelander, where the sternum alone has an average length of

3.65008 in., against 3.47143 in. as in the true gyr-falcon. As a constant

inhabitant of Europe, the Iceland falcon is only known in the island whence

it takes its name, and is there by no means uncommon, breeding in pre-

cipitous cliffs or ranges of rock bordering the numerous lakes, which are

thronged during the summer by innumerable water-fowl, and thereby

securing a plentiful supply of food for its offspring, though it is stated that

ptarmigans form the chief prey of the adults and such of the young as pass

the winter in that country, when it is comparatively deserted by aquatic

birds. Most of the young, however, wander southward at that season, and

examples annually visit the Faros, Norway, Denmark, Germany and

Holland. In the British Islands more probably have occurred than is the

case with the Greenland falcon, but of the many so-called ' gyr-falcons

'

recoi'ded as seen or taken here, the number which can be with certainty

determined to be Icelanders is perhaps rather fewer—possibly the less

conspicuous plumage of the latter does not attract so much attention. In

the Shetlands Dr. Saxby states that, though formerly a regular visitor, it is

now only occasionally seen. Mr. Robert Gray says tliat, between 1835 and

1851, several were shot in the northern counties of Scotland, and that

within the last four yeai-s ho is satisfied that four or five have been killed in

the western parts of that kingdom. An Iceland falcon, which had for some

time haunted a farm-yard, preying on the poultry, was shot on Vallay, one

of the Outer Hebrides, in September, 1805. This bird is in the collection

of Dr. Dewar, of Glasgow. Another, a fine male, was shot in the October

of the preceding year iu North Uist, and a third was about the same time

washed ashore on the west side of that island. Mr. Gray also learned from

Mr. Elwes that a fourth was shot on May, and mentions one that was

trapped in 1806 at Gleudaruel, in Argyllshire. As regards England,

Thompson quotes from a letter of Mr. Hancock's the occurrence of a young

bird at Bellingham, on the North Tyue, in January, 1845, which was then

in the collection of Mr. Charles Adamson, of Newcastle ; and this capture

is also recorded by Mr. Bold, in 'The Zoologist' for that year. The same

letter also notices an Iceland falcon, in its first plumage, killed at Nor-

mauby, near Guisborough, iu Yorkshire, iu March, 1837, of which a brief

description, by the late Mr. Hogg, appeared in the volume of the useful

periodical just mentioned. Both these birds are now in Mr. Hancock's

collection. ]\Jr. Borrer possesses an adult Iceland falcon shot at Mayfield,
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in Sussex, in Januaiy, 1845. These, with an immature specimen in the

Norwich Museum, killed at Zuverbroome, in Ross-shire, 1851,—probably-

one of those already included by Mr. Gray,—and a young male from

Scotland, in the possession of Mr. Gurney, junior, are all the British

examples which at the present time can be, with any amount of certainty,

referred to the Iceland falcon."—Page 46.

It certainly is most obvious that a work which exhausts the sub-

ject in this manner, not only depreciates, but really almost renders

valueless, the three previous editions, which are now distributed far

and wide ; but who shall say that this is to be regretted ? We
cannot cling to that which is imperfect or erroneous, merely on the

plea that we have paid for it ; and we must never forget that each

author as he comes before us, puts us in possession of all the

information he possesses : thus Yarrell's third edition was better

than the second ; his second better than his first; and his first, in

its letter-press, infinitely superior to that which bears the honoured

name of Bewick on its title-page. Superior as Professor Newton's

edition is to all of these, it still, in my opinion, is susceptible of

further improvement. For instance, I should prefer having a more

distinct line of demarcation between the respective labours of author

and editor: thus, in the very outset, in the griffon vulture, the first

paragraph is Mr. Yarrell's ; the second paragraph is partly Mr. Yar-

rell's and partly Professor Newton's; and the third and several

following paragraphs are entirely Professor Newton's. This part-

nership will render it difficult to quote the work, or any passage

therein, as " Yarrell's" or " Newton's," and it will be necessary to

compare the third and fourth editions—a work of considerable

labour—before it can be ascertained to which ornithologist the

interesting passages about the griffon are to be ascribed. Again, in

describing the gyr-falcons, and I apply the terra collectively,

Professor Newton's admirable differentiation, which I have ex-

tracted above, will without doubt be cited as " Yarrell, 4th edit. i.

36" by those who lack either the patience or the means of

analyzing the text, yet it is in decided contravention of the

opinions Mr. Yarrell held on the same question.

A word of caution also seems needful on the subject of exactness

in referring to chapter and verse when an extract is made from

another work. Mr. Yarrell was a most industrious, but not a suffi-

ciently careful, compiler: thus, supposing a reader desirous of

referring to Mr. Wilmot's admirable account of the honey buzzard,
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in the 'Zoologist,' to which Mr. Yarrell alludes as so interesting,

he will find that there is no such page as 237 in the volume for

1844, which begins with page 385. Professor Newton retains the

mistake : it should be p. 437. This caution is the more needful,

seeing the omissions and inaccuracies which crept into the third

and previous editions ; for instance, on referring to the Index, on
the subject of the falcons mentioned in this notice, I find, under
their English name of " Falcon," they are entirely absent. It is pro-

bable that Mr. Yarrell employed another and a merely mechanical

hand to perform this part of his task, but I cannot regard this as

sufficient excuse :
" Quodfacit per allerinn facit per *e."

Another word of caution as to promises of punctuality and
announcements of days of publication : no one ever felt the goad
of the inexorablcT?^*/ more than I have done: forty or fifty months
found me up to time with my Butterflies and Moths when ihejirst

came round ; it was of no avail to plead ill health or other engage-

ments—it would come. Knowing the weight of this self-imposed

burthen, I regret that my friend Newton has strapped it on his

shoulders, as it must of necessity be thrown off. I need only quote

the announcements on the wrappers of Part I. and Part II. to show
that this assertion is not prophetic. The first wrapper has this

statement, "Part II. toill be published on the \st oj August, and
future Varts on the \st of each month.'''' The second wrapper has

this statement, " The Editor has to express his regret at Jinding

that the revision of this work requires far more time than he

anticipated, and consequently that it will be impossible for the

Parts to appear Monthly, as was at first announced. He hopes

that Part 111. will be ready in October.'''' There is really no
necessity for punctuality : in a journal like the ' Zoologist' it is

imperative, but in a standard descriptive work like Newton's
"Yarrell" the great objects are completeness and accuracy, and
these must on no account be sacrificed to the importunities of an

unreflecting public.

Edward Newman.

Flamborough and the Bird Act. By John Cordbaux, Esq.

August 2. It was just half-past four this morning, and full spring

tide, as we pushed off our boat from the north landing at Flam-

borough, intending to take the last of the flood to the point, and
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to return with the first of the ebb ; keeping each way close in to

the cliffs, the better to inspect the breeding-station of the puffins.

There was no difficulty in this, with a twenty-one-foot tide washing
the base of the rocks, and a sea literally like a polished mirror, for

there was not a breath of air to ripple the surface, and, but for that

long low heave, like the breathings of a sleeping giant, and the
worn and storm-shattered coast, nothing to say we were floating on
this proverbially unquiet sea. There had been a week of calm
after a wet and stormy summer, and consequently the water was,
for Flamborough, unusually clear—in colour a pale emerald, which
is the true tint of this northern sea. With the slightest wind the
water chafes and fi-ets against the cliff, constantly rubbing off

minute particles of chalk, till it stains itself to a milky whiteness.
This morning, as we coasted along, the bottom was clearly visible:

acres of white, water-worn boulders, or waving with forests of sea-

tangle and dulse,—" gardens of Nereus," haunted with many a
rare form of life,—for the present, without the modern appliances
of a dredge, a sealed book to us.

After rounding the cliff forming the eastern face of the north
landing, we enter a little bay, containing two immense isolated

blocks of chalk, better known to the thousands who visit Flam-
borough in the summer as the " King and Queen." From this to

the lighthouse is the principal breeding-station of the puffins; for,

although they are found in considerable numbers along the whole
of the northern side of the headland, they appear to resort more
particularly to these comparatively lower cliffs, leaving the Speeton
precipices to the guillemots, razorbilled auks and kittiwakes. This
part of the coast does not average more than eighty to one hundred
feet in perpendicular height, and is capped with a receding mass
of boulder-clay, or green cliff, forty or fifty feet higher, clothed with

flowers such as love the sea-breezes, like the bladder-campion,

stonecrop, and short sweet grass, which has lured many an unfor-

tunate animal to destruction. The only tenants of the upper cliff

are rabbits, wheatears, and rock pipits. The puffins never encroach

on the burrows of their four-footed allies, as is the case in many of

the northern breeding-stations, but keep entirely to the perpendi-

cular cliff, so rugged and broken up by deep rents, fissures and

holes, that it would easily give shelter to ten times the number of

sea-fowl, legion though they be, now nesting there. The birds

have certainly greatly increased since I last paid them a visit.
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Four years since I found very few breeding between the north

landing and the lighthouse. On this particular morning they

swarmed, both on sea and rock, by thousands. At one spot, within

a deep fissure in the coast, in looking upwards, after rattliug the

oars in the rowlocks to alarm the birds, the patch of blue sky

which roofed the fissure, seemed scribbled over with the dark

forms of puffins as they dashed to and fro, till the eye grew bewil-

dered in following their rapid flight. It was most amusing to watch

their quaint attitudes and gestures, and note the rapidity with

which they paddled along the narrow ledges. I observed several

young sitting at the entrance of their holes: unlike the young
guillemots, which are carried into the water by their parents, the

young puffin remains on the rocks till he can fly down. There

were comparatively few guillemots, and I only saw two razorbills,

and not more than half-a-dozen during the three days we were at

Flamborough ; I am told they have never been numerous this year,

and the cliff-climbers have taken very few of their eggs. There

were great numbers both of old and young razorbilled auks out at

sea and off the Humber mouth in the last week of August: these

may have come down from some more northern breeding-station

and have followed the enormous shoals of herrings which about

that time appeared oif the coast.*

Numbers of house martins were hawking under the clifis, and

we noticed several of their nests, here and there, snugly attached

beneath some sheltering ledge : it would be difficult to find a safer

and more secure position. The raven once nested at Flamborough :

the last nest was taken about thirty-five years since from the cliffs

near the King and Queen rocks. The disappearance of the last

pair of ravens was marked by a tragic event; the unfortunate man
who descended to the eyrie was killed by the breaking of the rope

on his ascent. Of late years the raven has been only known as a

very rare and occasional visitor : I am told that a pair nested on

the Filey Cliff up to about thirteen years since.

* Duiing the last week in August there were from 400 to 500 Yarmouth and
Lowestoft luggers fishing from twenty to thirty miles of the mouth of the Eiver

Humber, and these vessels came into Grimsby to discharge almost as deeply laden

as they could swim. On the 31st of August and the 1st and 2ud of September there

was a glut in the herring market, the fish selling at £2 per last, and from one penny
to threepence per 100. Upwards of ninety waggon-loads were sold at the dock-side

for manure to the farmers at tliirty shillings per ton. On Monday, the Uh, the

arrival was equally large.

—

J. C.
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Of the birds which each summer visit these cliffs, the puffin is

the last to arrive in the spring, and the latest to depart in the

autumn. I have rarely seen them before the middle of April, the

main body, as a rule, not arriving at their various breeding-stations

till May : Mr. Bailey, of Flamborough, informs me that he has

known some off the coast as early as the middle of February.

Before the end of August they will have packed together and gone

southward : now, as soon as the sun is well up, namely about eight

or nine in the morning, the puffins, excepting the few who have

young to feed on the rocks, go far out to sea, returning only in the

evening to the cliff. The razorbills, kitliwake-guUs and guillemots,

also at this season go out seaward during the day, returning at

sun-down. If the close time was extended for another fortnight it

would on this coast amount to a virtual prohibition of all shooting,

as the bulk of the sea-fowl will have left by the middle of the

month, and even by the first of August they are comparatively out

of danger, for it is then only either early in the morning or late in

the evening that any execution can be done : during the middle of

the day they are miles from land, and consequently at the same

time out of reach of the inevitable excursionist, numbers of whom
have this season also been prevented harrying the sea-birds from a

disinclination to take out the ten-shilling gun license. There were

much fewer shooters than I expected to see, and, considering the

immense number of birds, very little execution done. The Act,

with some exceptions, has given general satisfaction : I think I may

say that nearly all, however they may differ as to the special

provisions of the Act, agree in this, that it was time something was

done to check the reckless and indiscriminate daily slaughter,

throughout the summer months, of the sea-birds—a main source of

which was shooting matches for wagers. The dissentients, as may

naturally be expected, are the plume-makers, and those who

supplied them with birds. The boatmen also complain that the

Act has done them no good, and to a certain extent deprived them

of their summer earnings ; there are not now those boat-loads of

shooters daily leaving the north landing to slaughter and destroy,

and who usually paid well for the use of the boat—not too well,

considering the risk the owner ran from the random firing of his

excited freight.

On the other hand, I was told by one of the boatmen that he

thought he had never in any previous season taken so many people
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out to visit the breeding-haunts of the birds and see them on the

rocks. My own opinion is that each year as the birds increase,

greater and greater numbers of respectable people will be attracted

to Flamborough for the pleasure of viewing the glorious scenery of

the headland, with its countless feathered tenants. The element

of rowdyism was too rampant in the old days of bird-slaughter to

permit any real enjoyment of the fine coast scenery.

The parties who were shooting during the first week in August

did not appear to be out for mere shooting's sake, but mainly to

obtain birds, either for preservation or for their skins. The great

attraction was the immature kittiwake, whose skin is now used, not

for plumes,—for the plume-trade is fast dying a natural death,—but

for making hand-screens. The shooters, however, appeared to me
to meet with indifferent success. The birds were becoming shy

and wary, and, as I have said before, are out at sea during the

day.

My readers must excuse these remarks ; but my chief object in

visiting Flamborough at this season was to hear and see for myself

the practical working of this excellent Act. On the coast to the

south of the headland, this afternoon, I saw curlews, whimbrels

and godwits ; also quite a large flock of carrion crows— there must

have been thirty or forty altogether—feeding on the rocks left

uncovered by the ebb. There were also many rock pipits along

the cliff; and off the point, but some distance out, two gannets

were hovering. Mr. Bailey, who came round in his boat this

afternoon, had seen four Manx shearwaters in the. bay.

We saw very few terns during our visit. Usually in the first

fortnight in this month many flocks appear off this coast. The
Sandwich terns are the first to arrive, preceding both the arctic and

common species.

This evening I visited the caves at the base of the Speeton

rocks, for the chance of picking up a rock pigeon or two. We
found we were too soon ; later we saw them in small parties

dropping over the cliff' to their cotes, which they leave again

at day-break for the Yorkshire cornfields, now fast ripening to the

harvest. On our way out we had laid down a " long line," to

which at intervals was attached short lines and hooks, to the

number of several hundreds, each baited with a mussel ; the

extremities of the long line were marked and buoyed with floating

skins. On hauling in we had taken several cod, ling, haddock,
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whiting and conger; also a fish called by the fishermen a
" megget," not iincomruon on this rocky coast ; but I believe the

proper name is the bib {Gadus luscus, Linn.). It is peculiar for its

very curious habit, when hooked, of protruding or blowing out the

membrane round the eyes: these members look as if forced from

their sockets, reminding one of a snared hare. The fishermen say
" the megget cries its eyes out when hooked." Clinging to the line

were specimens both of the rosy sun-star {Solaster papposa) and a

smaller species.

The sea this evening swarmed with life. Drifting past were

hundreds of Medusae, about as large as a penny-piece, and marked

with delicate purple striae. Also immense numbers of jelly-like

creatures, as large as a good-sized hazel-nut, and much the same

shape ; each had two slender filaments appended. When lifted

from the water they resembled exquisite miniature jellies,

transparent as pure crystal, and delicately moulded into concave

ovate lobes, with rows of minute spots descending from the apex to

the base. They are, I believe, the larvae of some species of

Asterias.

For home, like winged fates, the guillemots had been coming in

from the sea to roost. It would be hopeless to attempt giving any

idea of the enormous body of sea-fowl frequenting these rocks

;

hour after hour they had been passing us in flocks of various

sizes, and their numbers never seemed to grow less. Our man told

me that in the evening, when fishing off Speeton, they have some-

times seen the old guillemots carrying their young one down to the

water, which they do on their back, and that occasionally the

little fellow would tumble off, and fall into the water sooner than

was intended. By the end of the month, and often before the

birds have left their breeding-stations, a strong east wind in

August clears the chffs, and sends their tenants out to sea. The
guillemot may be found in the North Sea throughout the winter.

They often return to the neighbourhood of the headland in

November; the razorbills about Christmas; and both become

common in January. The kittiwake does not breed till the fourth

summer,—or, probably, as Mr. Blake-Knox says (Zool. 2124), the

fifth summer,—the young of the second and third year keeping at

sea, following the shoals of herrings and other fish. I did not

either see or hear any nestling gulls on the cliffs, but young

guillemots were still tolerably plentiful, and we heard the nestlings
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calling from the rocks, as well as seeing several downy darlings on

the water. Sometimes the parent bird gets shot, and the poor

little thing is then in sad plight, too young to dive and procure

food on its own account. The fishermen tell me, however, that

the other birds will "take to" the little orphans, and feed and rear

them. This, I think, is not improbable. The following evening,

when hand-line fishing off the north landing, within the shelter of

the point, the flood running like a mill-race just beyond, we heard

the plaintive cries of several nestlings, as, mere specks on the wide

waste, they drifted past : one little creature, who was particularly

querulous, passed very near the boat and remained long in sight.

Each time a flock of guillemots flew over it sent up cry after cry

;

and not altogether unheeded, for several swooped downwards and

flew over the little bird, as if they meant to alight, yet none seemed

disposed to render assistance. This went on for some time, till at

last an old giiillcmot, leaving a passing flock, dropped in the water

close to the young one, and as long as I could see them these two

liept together; certainly from that time the nestling ceased its

complaining wail, and let us hope found that care and protection

too often denied to man by his fellows.

John Cordeaux.
Great Cotes, Ulceby, Lincolnshire,

September 30, 1871.

Ornithological Notesfrom Norfolk—March to Sejitemher, 1871.

By Henry Stevenson, F.L.S.

(Continued from Zool. S. S. 2504.)

March.

Bewick's Swan.—Two old birds in the Norwich Market on the

2nd : both these birds had a slight reddish tinge on the upper part

of the head.

Blackthroated Diver.—A young bird, shot in the river at

Horning, was brought up to Norwich for sale on the 1st; and two,

about the same time, from Breydon.

Goosander.—A fine adult male was killed at Ranworlh on the

11th ; and two at West Harling early in the mouth.

Smew.—A feniale shot at Wretham.

Shoveller.—A pair shot on the river near Thetford on the 7tb.
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Hen Harrier.—An adult female was killed at Downham about

the beginning of the naonthj and a young male was sent me from

Salthouse on the 31st.

Ruff and Reeve.—Three or four specimens were killed, as usual,

in Norfolk, on their return in spring. When will these, and many
other waders, come under a Bird-preservation Act ?

Grnylag Goose.—An immature example of this now rare species,

which had not occurred throughout the severe weather of the two

preceding months, was shot at Burgh, near Yarmouth, on the 23rd :

the bird was solitary, and no others were remarked in that neigh-

bourhood, either before or afterwards. It proved to be a female,

and weighed four pounds twelve and a half ounces. The points of

the wings were rather dove-colour than blue-gray, as in the adult,

but two darkish feathers were visible on the breast. Stomach filled

with grit and fibrous matter.

(No notes worth recording for April.)

May.

Richardson''s Sktia.—On the 13th a fine specimen, having so far

attained its adult plumage as to have much white about the sides

of the neck, and the tail-feathers elongated, was shot in a strange

locality for such a bird—in Brooke Wood, near Norwich. I can

in no way account for its occurrence so far inland, as no heavy

gales had occurred for some time previously.

Waders on Breydon.—The usual migratory period, on or about

"godwit day," the 12th of May, was marked by the occurrence of

gray plovers, pigmy curlews, knots, bartailed godwits, little stints,

turnstones, sanderlings, &c., in greater or less numbers, and many
of them in the most perfect summer plumage. Amongst examples

obtained by the gunners of these different species, I saw some of

the finest gray plovers that have come under my notice since the

spring of 1855, two male pigmy curlews in full summer plumage,

and several good "red" knots and godwits. Several black terns

occurred about the same time.

Whitewinged Black Terns.—Yarrell records but one example

of this species as killed in this country— an adult male, shot from

amongst some black terns on the Shannon, in 1841. Since that

date two others have been procured in Norfolk ; one on Horsey

Mere, near Yarmouth, on the 17th of May, 1853, which, with a

companion, was observed in company with a small flock of black

SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. 3 H
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terns ; and an adult male, in my own collection, killed on Hickling

Broad, near Yarmouth, on the 27th of June, 1867. I have now to

record the occurrence, on the 26th of May, on Breydon, near Yar-

mouth, of a flock of five whitewinged black terns, of which four,

settling on the " muds," were killed at one shot. The odd bird did

not come within range, and was not seen again, but two birds had

been observed on the same water two days before. The four

specimens thus procured were sent, in the flesh, to Mr. Gunn, of

this city, and proved, on dissection, to be two males and two

females, in full summer plumage. The two males are perfect, and

in plumage resemble my own specimen, as figured by Yarrell, in

his ' Birds of Great Britain.' I was struck, however, with a marked

difference in the female, although the above author states that both

sexes are alike, viz. that the tail-feathers, which in the adult

male are pure white, in the female are light gray, and the feathers

on the back are lighter in tint than in the male. Both females

have a few white feathers on the neck and breast, and the under

parts generally, though of the same greenish black hue, are less

glossy than in the males.

Osprey and Spoonbill.—A fine adult osprey was killed on

Breydon, on the 20th, and about the same time a fine spoon-

bill.

June.

Swallow and Martin.—The mortality which occurred amongst

these birds in May, 1869, owing to the low temperature that pre-

vailed at the time, was again experienced, though in a less degree,

during the unusually cold weather which rendered this month one

of the most unseasonable of the pi'esent year. The combined eff'ect

of cold and hunger, the absence of sun by day depriving them of

insect-food, and the prolonged N. and N.E. winds, in their starved

condition, rendering them powerless for flight, thinned their num-

bers considerably in most exposed situations. At West Harling,

during the extreme cold that lasted from the 1st to the 10th of

June, many of these birds were picked up dead, and Mr. Ringer

informs me that, early in the morning, the men on his farm saw

them clustered together on the sheltered sides of the fences, too

exhausted to move far when disturbed ; but these, if the sun shone

out later in the day, would revive with the warmth and fly feebly

over the pastures after the little insect-life then stirring. Even as

late as the 22nd, when driving from Norwich to Surlingham, a cold
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north wind blowing at the time, I saw two swallows on the road

scarcely able to flutter above the ground. A correspondent of the

'Daily News,' writing from Paris on the 12th of June, was even

beguiled from the all-absorbing topic of the war to remark, "For
several days past large numbers of dead martins (a species of

swallow) have been found in the public streets."

Summer Warblers.—The long duration of north-east winds and
the low temperature during the early summer seemed to have but

little eifect upon the numbers or liveliness of most of our sylvan

warblers. Nightingales were more numerous than usual and full

of song, and redstarts and willow wrens were very plentiful. In

the marshes the reed and sedge warblers, although silent during

the cold weather, were found, later in the season, to be tolerably

abundant.

Garganey Teal.—Several pairs are known to have nested this

year in the Broad district, A female was flushed from her nest on
an open marsh near Horney Ferry, on Whit-Monday, having then

a full complement of eggs laid in a bed of grayish down. Another
was sitting at the same time, on the opposite side of the Bure, at

Ranworth ; and at least two pairs, as shown by the young subse-

quently killed, must have remained to breed at Surlingham.

Hobby.—An adult female that had evidently been sitting was
shot near Belaugh on the 7th.

Nightjar and Cuckoo.—The first-named bird appears to have

been unusually plentiful this summer, so much so as to attract the

notice of country people in many localities ; the latter, though not

scarce, has been extremely silent.

Turtle Dove.—The increase in the number of these summer
visitants during the last three or four years is remarkable. Some
forty or fifty years ago this species was looked upon as a rarity,

and the increase of fir-plantations was supposed the chief attrac-

tion ; but it now nests throughout the Broad district, in the small

bushes—sallow, alder or birch—scattered over the open marshes,

as well as in the adjacent " carrs" and belts of plantations. Indeed

it is one of the most common birds to be seen on the wing during

a day's cruise on our rivers.

July.

Swift.—Probably from arriving later, these birds did not suflFer

the same privations as the swallows and martins, and both around
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Norwich and in other parts of the county they appeared in unusual

numbers. At Cromer, on the 22nd, during a severe thunder-storm,

I was particularly struck with the number of swifts that had left

their nests in the church-steeple and were flitting over the town

and cliffs. At a rough calculation I saw not less than three dozen

on the wing at once. On two occasions also, during this month,

when the common swifts were flying over my garden in the

evening, I am pretty sure that amongst them, from the marked

difference in size, was an alpine swift; but, though flying low,

I could not distinguish the white portions of the plumage.

Garganey Teal.—Saw four or five garganey teals in flight on

Surlingham Broad on the 17th, and on the next day had three

young birds, one male and two females, sent to me froni the same

spot. Ou the wing this species seems to differ from the common
teal in having the head and neck stretched out to the full extent.

Hohhy.—An adult male was shot at Gayton, near Lynn, on the

3rd; and a female, about the same time, near Holt.

Spoonbill.—Two fine specimens were shot on Breydon, and

sent to Norwich, ou the 13th.

Quail.—Notwithstanding the abundance of these birds in the

summer of 1870, 1 have seen but one nest of eggs this season, taken

at Melton, near Norwich. Since the shooting season began I have

not heard of any.

Notes ou Cuckoos.—The following facts, which are perhaps

worthy of record, were communicated by a friend residing at Sur-

lingham, near Norwich. A pair of pied wagtails, as usual, had a

nest near his house this summer, but after a time a young cuckoo
was found the sole occupant : this, however, owing to the cold

weather in June and the absence of insect-food, soon died, and the

foster-parents deserted the nest. Some weeks later, the wagtails

were found to have another nest in a different part of the garden,

and in this subsequently was found a second young cuckoo, which

was eventually brought up by the wagtails, who had little chance
that season of propagating their own species. In the same parish

another pair of pied wagtails have for the last two or three years

regularly nested, though in different situations, iu a brick-yard, and
the men, taking an interest in them, have left their eggs and young
undisturbed. This summer the birds were found to have built iu

the -barrel of a large drain-pipe, which had laid for some time on
the ground, and the men, after a time, wishing to know if the
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young were hatched in their novel situation, found to their surprise

a young cuctoo, of course per se, and apparently filling up the

entire orifice of the disused drain-pipe. In the same locality, later

in the season, I saw several young cuckoos; one, perched on the

tiled roof of a steam drainage-pipe, was attended by a pair of

titlarks.

August.

Rosecoloured Pastor.—A fine adult male, with good crest, was

killed at Reedham, near Yarmouth, on the 17th.

Kestrel.—Since the "ronds" and marshes have been mown this

autumn I have noticed these birds, in unusual numbers, along the

banks of the Yare, between Norwich and Yarmouth. I have had

five or six in sight at one time, attracted, I presume, by the mice

that had lost their shelter since the grass was cut.

September.

Great Snipe.—Two out of four solitary snipes are said to have

been shot on a bog near Cromer on the 23rd. On the 16th a pair

were killed near Breydon, and another at Catfield on the 21st.

Common Crossbill.—A red male of this species, killed early in

the month at Westwick, agrees exactly with the varieties mentioned

by Yarrell, as in the possession of Mr. Doubleday, of Epping,

having "dull white tips to the feathers of both sets of the wing-

coverts." In this respect, but in this only, it resembles the

European whitewinged crossbill.

Autumn Waders.—During this month I have seen a few ruffs

and reeves,—the former, of course, without frills,—and some young

blacktailed godwits, and young gray plovers, with yellow markings

on the back and wings, killed at Yarmouth. On the J 6th an

immature greenshank from Blakeney, and another from Beeston,

near Cromer j also a Temminck's stint from Blakeney, on the

14th.

Gray Phalarope.—One shot at Plumstead, near Norwich, on

the 23rd.

Rednecked Grebe.—A female, but just changing from summer to

winter plumage, was shot near Yarmouth on the 28th.

Henry Stevenson.
Norwich, October 3, 1871.
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Birds of the Upper Engadine. Translated from the French of

M. Saratz, by Peter Inchbald, Esq.

I SPENT last summer in the Eugadiue, and there made the

acquaintance of M. Saratz, the President of the Valley, an enthu-

siastic lover of birds. As his Notes, already published in one of

the scientific journals of Geneva, may prove of interest to the

readers of the ' Zoologist' who are more especially interested in

Ornithology, I venture to enclose them for publication in your

serial, should you deem them suited to your purpose.

With them is a brief notice of some of the leading objects of

interest in the Zoological Gardens at Rotterdam, which may also

be acceptable to your readers.

Peter Inchbald.

The Valley of the Engadine, which is not more than a mile in

width, is watered by the Inn, a tributary of the Danube. It lies,

in the upper part, upwards of 5000 feet above the level of the sea,

and is shut in on both sides by a mountain chain of aljiine granite,

occasionally alternating with limestone and schistous rocks. Winter
reigns here for about nine months of the year, the thermometer
sometimes descending many degrees below zero. The glaciers of

the Bernina form a conspicuous feature in the landscape, and a

rich alpine Flora clothes the sides of the mountains. The birds of

the upper valley amount to 141—a surprising number when we
consider the climatal characteristics of the Pass, and the frightful

destruction of the migratory birds on their passage through Italy,

where thousands perish every year to give flavour to insipid

polenta. I am indebted to ^I. Saratz, of Pontresina, for an

"Ornithological Fauna of the Upper Engadine," which appeared
in the Records of the Societe Ornithologique Suisse, and from

this I can only give such brief notices as may show what a rich

bird-fauna frequents the pine slopes and grassy valleys of the

Engadine. M. Saratz kindly showed me his beautiful collection

of stuffed birds, all mounted by his own hands—all the produce of

his own gun. I could not but admire the life-like character that

was given to them by the chamois-hunter, proving to me that birds

have been long a study with him in their own wild haunts, and not

put up, as is too often the case, for mere artistic effect ! Hence the
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wretched mummies of bygone life we see so often in our Museums.
We will begin with the Rapaces. Be it remembered that I am
simply the translator of the very valuable notes and observations

of M. Saratz, which must interest every lover of birds.

Rapaces. ,

Of the fifteen noticed by M. Saratz I choose out the following:

—

Griffon TM^/j/re (Vultur fulvus).— An individual of this species

was killed on the 12lh of October, 1866, in the Engadine, by

M. Rascher. It is preserved in the museum at Chur.

Lammergeyer or Bearded Vulture (Vultur barbatus).—These
splendid birds seldom show themselves now till after the month of

February. Only so far back as 1840 they used to come to us

regularly with the first drifts of snow, and then they would swoop
down to the villages, nearly touching the roofs with their large

wings. In 1859 a pair of these birds nested in the Camogasc
Valley. A nest was also built above Sils, on a rugged ledge of

rock.

Golden Eagle (Aquila fulva).—Usually appears with us about

February. I have never seen it in winter. This great robber is not

rare with us, and nests every year near Pontresina. It restores its

old nest each year, adding thereto a few branches of the Stone

Pine [Pinus Cemhra). The female begins to lay early in April,

and on the 5th of May I have seen the little ones coming out of

the shell. On the 4th of June I have taken the eaglets still covered

with down, but of fair weight. The young begin to fly between

the 15th and 20tli of July. This year (1867) a pair of eagles nested

in the neighbourhood of Pontresina. The young ones fight some-

times for the prey brought them, aud the strongest gets the whole.

Their food consists chiefly of marmots and ptarmigans. The
fragments of flesh that remain in the nest attract swarms of flies,

which settle on the eaglets and sadly incommode them.

Goshawk (Falco palumbarius).—The goshawk is not rare with

us. His impudence has gained for him the name of " Vautour des

poules."

Eagle Owl (Strix Bubo).—This owl is not uncommon with us,

and his cry is well known to everyone. In December, 1861, I saw

an eagle owl perched on a telegraph-post between Samaden and

Pontresina. Messieurs Biveroni and Krattli say that they have

heard the cry of this bird during winter.
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Passeres.

Nutcracker (Nucifraga cavyocatacles).—This mysterious bird is

especially abundant when the Stone Pines are covered with cones :

it is then found everywhere, in the pine forests as also among the

underwood. They leave us mostly in the winter, but some few

stay with us the whole year. I have never been able to discover

the nest of the nutcracker, but I think it must breed in April,

since I have seen the young in May. In July I have killed young

birds that had not attained their full growth.

Alpine Chough (Pyrrhocorax pyrrhocorax).—These noisy and

suspicious birds live in flocks among our mountains, where they

nestle. [I have often heard and seen them in my botanical

explorations above Samaden.

—

P. /.]

Common Chough (Pyrrhocorax graculus).— This bird is more

abundant with us than is generally supposed, and usually is seen

in pairs. In spring and summer it comes down into the valleys to

seek for insect-food in the meadows exposed to the sun. In

summer it inhabits the forests.

Gray Shrike (Lanius excubitor).—Some few of these birds

remain with us throughout the year, I have frequently seen this

bird perched in the topmost branches of isolated larches in the

months of December and January.

Lesser Gray Shrike (Lanius minor).—I have not unfrequently

seen this shrike in April or at the beginning of May, but always

solitary.

Rock Tlirush (Turdus saxatilis).—This pretty species is rare in

our valley, still I have seen it several times, and the young have

been found in a nest in the neighbourhood of Samaden.

Black Redstart (Sylvia Tithys).—This is the commonest of our

warblers. It inhabits the Alps from the lowest valleys to the

snow-limits, wherever it finds rock-strewn ground. This and

Fringilla nivalis, Accentor alpinus, Saxicola oenanthe and Motacilla

alba are the only warblers which give animation to the solitudes

of the glaciers.

Blueihroated Warbler (Sylvia suecica).—Rare with us. I possess

but one specimen captured in the neighbourhood.

Alpine JVat'bler (Accentor alpinus).—This bird keeps on the

heights, only very seldom approaching the villages. It is common

on our mountains, generally occurring in pairs.
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Aquatic Pipit (Anthus aquaticus).—This species comes to us in

flocks in the mouth of April, and seeks its food, during spring, in

the moist meadows. Later on it goes to nestle in our mountains;

and still later, before emigration, it returns for some time to the

neighbourhood of our villages, and finally leaves us in the middle

of October.

Northern Titmouse (Parus borealis).—This species is common
in the Pass. Like the woodpeckers, it builds in the holes of trees.

I remember finding one so placed, as a boy. In intense frosts this

titmouse comes into our villages.

Crested Titmouse (Parus cristatus).—This bird is found in our

pine forests in company with the northern titmouse.

Meadow Bunting (Eraberiza cia).—This species, rare in our

valley, nestles not unfrequently in many of the Swiss valleys. At

Meiringen it is far from rare.

Ortolan Bunting (Emberiza hortulana).—Has occurred in the

neighbourhood of Saraaden, as authenticated by the chasseurs, who
have known the bird in Italy.

Snow Finch (Fringilk nivalis).—Common on the glaciers of the

Bernina Pass.

Black Woodpecker (Picus martius).—This woodpecker is be-

coming more and more scarce as our forest trees are cut down.

I have killed, however, several examples of this interesting bird,

and seen the female sitting on her eggs.

Wall Creeper (Certhia muraria).— This pretty bird is not

rare, and lives nearly always solitary. It delights on sunny

ledges of rock high up in the mountains, but is driVen into the

villages during snow-storms. I have not yet succeeded in finding

its nest.

Galling.

Hazel Grouse (Tetrao bonasia).—This bird, though so common
in the Lower Engadine, is rare in the Upper.

Rock Partridge (Perdix saxatilis).— This bird is tolerably

abundant. It occurs on the borders of forests, on rocky slopes

exposed to the rays of the sun. In snow-storms it frequently takes

refuge in our villages, where it is sometimes caught alive. It is

more easily tamed than others of the family.

Quail (Perdix colurnix).—The quail is in some years very

abundant throughout the Engadine. It breeds with us, as I
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have often had young quails brought to rae that could hardly

fly.

Peter Inchbald.

Hovingbam Lodge, near York,

September, 1871.

A Visit to the Rotterdam Zoological Gardens.

By Peter Inchbald, Esq.

The few hours T spent in these Gardens were full of interest to

me. It was early in the summer morning, so that I saw the

animals, probably, looking at their best. The birds seemed to

rejoice in the sunshine, especially the flamingos, whose graceful

antics, as they chased each other or stood knee-deep in the water,

pleased me exceedingly.

Mr. A. A. van Bemmelen, the Director of the Gardens, accom-

panied me round, and kindly trotted out the animals for ray

inspection. Probably the most interesting sight, and to me the

most novel, was the flight of the stilling birds. A Roman would

have had no small difficulty in drawing his auguries from their

flight, as each varies its movements in accordance with its habits

of life, from the clumsy adjutant to the graceful Numidian crane.

The house in which they are kept slightly reminded me of the

Palm House at Kew, but instead of glass there was an open

lattice of wire-work. At one side young trees were enclosed, so

as to allow shade and shelter. A large bason of water served

them for a lavatory. The night herons and little bitterns were in

fine plumage ; but the whole collection of these interesting birds

reflected great credit on the curator.

My attention was next drawn to the secretary bird of South

Africa [Gypogeranus serpentarius),— that mysterious link in form

between the stilters and the birds of prey, and whose services are

so warmly appreciated at the Cape. His food in domestication

consists of chopped meat, I was informed, so that he has no

opportunity of indulging his serpent-fancies.

As I alluded to other groups of quadrupeds in my notes on

the Gardens of Cologne, which appeared in the ' Field,' I would

here speak exclusively of the Ruminants, which were in vigorous

health, and seemed, as a whole, best worth especial comment.
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A rare species of eland {Orens Bima ?) Mr. Beratnelen pointed

out to me, as also Damasa Brownii. An Alpine chamois, which

had recently dropped a young one, seemed wonderfully tame and

playful. The Bos Kerabou, from the East Indies, with its

curiously deflected horns, like the eland's, looked very fat and

well.

Several white varieties of the Zebu occur in the Gardens.

Peter Inchbald.
HoviDgham Lodge, near York,

September, 1871.

Notes on the Scilly Isles. By the Rev. F. A. Walker, M.A.

On approaching the Scilly Isles from Penzance, at the distance

of twenty-five miles south-west of the Land's End, St. Martin's

Head, the north-eastern promontory of the island of that name, is

first discerned, and on paying a visit to this place subsequently we

discovered the honeysuckle in bloom on the very summit of its

topmost boulder. The eastern islands then come in view, con-

sisting of strangely-shaped rocks out at sea, only clothed with a little

grass and fern. Hugh Town itself, the chief place in St. Mary's,

is situate on a level spit of sand, the coast rising on either side

in bold headlands or rugged rocks, while the town faces two bays.

One very fine aloe, some nine feet in height, is to be noticed

here, growing in front of a whitewashed coltage and darkening its

windows, on the road to the church, which was commenced by

his majesty William IV. in 1837, and completed by Mr. Augustus

Smith, the Lord of the* Isles. St. Mary's, St. Martin's, Trescoe,

Bryher and St. Agnes are the only islands inhabited. The ruins

of a house are visible on the brow of a hill at Samson, and

St. Helen's contains only a small pest-house, or house of quarantine

in days gone by : with its windows and door fastened up it pre-

sented a dismal appearance, resembling a small morgue or parish

dead-house : near it is a well, some thirty feet in depth, surrounded

by an old iron rail, and fringed with a luxuriant growth of sea

fern all the way down. Dark gray rabbits, as well as a few deer,

have been turned loose on Samson, while ones on a small islet

called Tean, and goats on St. Helen's. Other smaller islets are

termed Castle Bryher, Scilly, Hangman's Island and Round

Island, &c.
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The characteristic feature of the islands is undoubtedly the

universal growth of Mesenibryautheniura, which contributes to

give them a tropical appearance. There are numerous varieties,

differing in size, as vpell as in the colour of the blossoms, which are

orange, crimson, lilac, &c. ; but by far the most abundant sort is a

large species, with long succulent leaves, pale straw-coloured

blossoms, nearly the size of the palm of one's hand, and red seed-

vessels: it covers nearly every garden-wall, which it completely

conceals with its festoons of luxuriant foliage, and often strays on

to the waste ground beyond, and is also found on sand-hills above

the beach : it grows very rapidly, is cut periodically, as hedges

are lopped with us, and is popularly known as " the ice-plant," or

"the ice," when cuttings are given to visitors. Fuchsias, tree

veronicas, a species of myrtle with handsome foliage, aloes, scarlet

and pink geraniums, enliven the gardens in many places, and

often form complete bushes and even hedges. There are also

numerous tamarisks and elms, the former fine, the latter stunted

and cut by the winds. The weather, though never very cold, is

notwithstanding never very hot here, the mean temperature varying

from 55° in summer to 45° in winter.

While on the subject of plants, I must not omit to notice the

gardens at Trescoe Abbey, the residence of the Lord Proprietor

:

they well repay a visit, and most tourists over here for a day or

two make a point of inspecting them, as they are kindly opened to

the public. In addition to the different varieties of Mesembry-
anlhemum, spreading over rocks on undulating ground, may be

noticed the blue gum-tree of Australia, rows of Dracaena, the Yucca
gloriosa, the cabbage palm, a variety of aloes (two or three con-

spicuous from their tall spikes of flowers), the Guernsey lily, a

particularly pretty pink Belladonna, and the yellow lily of Palestine.

Pampas-grass, foreign reeds and canes are planted here and there

in the avenue and on an islet in the large fresh-water pond, and a

hedge-like row of fuchsias and hydrangeas lines the approach by
the same carriage-drive to the pleasure-grounds. The arches of

the old Abbey ruins, clothed with a luxuriant growth of evergreen

geranium, are composed of sandstone imported from Normandy.
A croquet-lawn has recently been made, at one end of which a

shed is supported by the figure-heads of vessels wrecked on
the coast, and an ostrich or two may be seen stalking about the

premises.
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In reference to the Flora of these islands, may be mentioned the
Iris pseudacorus and Arundo Phragmites, which abound in the
marshy districts of St. Mary's; the Asplenium marinum, sea-pink,
and rock samphire (the last in proportions and abundance that
I had never seen it elsewhere) are also plentiful on the coast, and
Euphorbia paralius ?, Lavatera arborea, the tree mallow, Erythrsea
centaurium (on Samson), Trifoliura arvense, the yellow horned
poppy, wild flax, sea-holly, as well as other commoner plants,
are to be found.

Butterflies proved by no means abundant, either in number or
kind. In the first place, the season was well advanced, and the
weather, though mostly fine, was occasionally windy, and there was
no variety of flowers to attract them, as by far the greater part of the
islands consisted of downs covered with heath, bracken or furze

:

I only saw seven common species in all, viz. Vanessa Atalanta,
V. Cardui, V. Urticae, Pieris Rapae, Lycaena Alexis, Polyommatus
Phlaeas and Satyrus Janira. Plusia Gamma was the one moth
everywhere to be seen. I likewise took Phlogophora meticulosa at
rest on a wall, Epunda lichenea, Hydroecia micacea, Sericoris
littorana (on sea-pink), Stenopteryx hybridalis (on St. Agnes),
Pterophorus fuscus, Crarabus geniculeus and Phitella cruciferarum.
Macroglossa Stellatarum was hovering around the geraniums at
Trescoe, and the gardener there had captured Sphinx Convolvuli
outside the greenhouse, and had a fine specimen of Acheronlia
Atropos given him lately by the coast-guard. Caterpillars were
numerous, but they were nearly all those of Arctia Caja, with the
exception of Taeniocampa instabilis, Hadena Pisi (on St. Martin's),
and Acronycta Rumicis; while our old autumnal friend, the fat
and mottled spider Epeira diadema was to be seen as much at
home, swinging in his web between two wind-swept boulders
on the sea-shore, as on any garden flower in the neighbourhood
of town

:
I met with a curious red variety of this species on

Samson.

The geological formation here consists entirely of granite, either
reddish or white, and constituting a continuation of the Cornish
series. Quartz boulders are widely strewn on the summit of Bryher,
and on Trescoe Downs.
The sea-birds which occurred in the greatest number were the

kittiwake, puflSn and cormorant; this last-named bird was un-
usually plentiful. We also noticed the blackbacked gull,
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razorbill, oystercatcher, the gray as well as white gannet, and

the curlew.

A large quantity of shells were scattered on the downs above,

as well as on the sands, but only comprising, apparently, three sorts,

the common limpet, trochus and cockle.

Holy Vale is a pretty spot, situate nearly in the centre of

St. Mary's : it consists of a shady hollow, the only one deserving

the name in the island, " quo frigus captalis opacum," and is

embosomed in apple-orchards, and amid numerous elms, which,

though they by no means rivalled forest trees in size, were yet the

largest 1 had seen. Several willows, from which trees Forth Hel-

lick, " the cove of willows," derives its name, overhang fresh-water

pools and ditches mantled with water-cresses, and the Osmunda
regalis grows on the moors close by. Though the earliest potatoes

and brocoli are sent from Scilly to the London markets, very little

fruit is produced, apples and blackberries alone excepted.

On the rocks, on the side of Trescoe facing Bryher, stands Crom-

well's Castle, a strongly -built edifice in good repair, while of

Charles's Castle, on the hill above, nothing but the foundations

emain. Star Castle, to the west of Hugh Town, and overlooking

it, is no longer the abode of the garrison, who have vacated the

place: the steward of Mr. Augustus Smith at present resides here.

Conspicuous above the rest of the coast scenery may be mentioned

Peninnis Head, the Pulpit Rock, Dick's Cairn and Telegraph

Point, as spots worthy of a traveller's visit. The coast scenery

around Telegraph Point, where the wire establishing communica-

tion between St. Mary's and the mainland is carried into the sea,

and in the neighbourhood of the eastern islands, is very fine.

Dick's Cairn is situate at the further side of Porth Hellick Bay,

and it is in this harbour that, at the edge of the sand just above

high-water mark, may be seen a barrow of small stones, marking

the spot where Sir Cloudesley Shovel was temporarily interred,

after his body was washed ashore here on the raft. An unusually

high tide sometimes displaces the stones, and it is currently

reported that the grass will not grow around this legendary tomb;

at a yard's distance, however, there was not only grass but also the

sea-pink in bloom when I visited the spot. The old town also

stands at the head of a picturesque cove, termed Porth Minick,

and at its western side the little old church, of which one wing

alone is standing, now used merely as a mortuary chapel. The
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ubiquitous Meserabryanthemum lines the walls of the buvial-giound

around, and several aloes had been planted within its precincts,

which in a few years will prove a great ornament.

While traversing the islands, I noticed, on Agnes, part of a

sugar-cane and cocoa-nut that had, no doubt, been washed ashore,

as well as numerous ship-timbers on Aunet : one in particular was

completely honeycombed by the Teredo. I also came across, in

one or two places, sheep's bones aud old limpets covered with the

common orange lichen, either Lichen parietinus or L. Murorum :

I never noticed this growing on animal remains before, but every-

thing may come to pass, as Herodotus long ago remarked, in course

of time, and they had probably lain there for many a year.

When on Agnes I paid a visit to its lighthouse, which is well

worth inspection, commanding a beautiful view, and containing

oil suflBcient for a year's consumption and a revolving light con-

sisting of thirty bright silver reflectors, costing sixty pounds each.

It was on the roclis of this island that I first came across tufts of a

species of yellow lichen, new to me, and of which I have not yet

been able to ascertain the naaie.

North of Annet is a picturesque ridge termed the Haycocks,

from its shape when viewed some distance out at sea. Its eastern

portion, named Gugh, is united to the rest of the island by a

narrow neck of sand, over which, at spring tide, a sea washes of

depth suflBcient to iloat a boat.

It was with feelings of great pleasure that I stood on the western-

most point of St. Agnes, itself the most westerly isle, with the

exception of Annet, of this occidental group. The sun was fast

setting, and darting its rays through a mass of inky black cloud

over the broad Atlantic, and before me lay what are popularly

known as the western isles, but are, in fact, only masses and ridges

of rock, not unfi'equently the resort of numerous seals, and on

which many a bark has been wrecked : it was on the southernmost

of these, termed the Gilslone, that the fleet of the ill-fated Sir

Clondesley Shovel struck, on which occasion two thousand persons

perished : in full view, two miles due west, was the lighthouse

known as the Bishop. A storm in winter oflf this coast must be a

sight indeed at once terrific and sublime. Huge rocks and boulders

of granite, from the fantastic and singular shape they wore, and the

manner in which they were piled and tossed one on the top of the

other, and swathed with long streamers of gray lichen, depending
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everywhere, like an old man's beard, from their rugged surface,

added greatly to the picturesqueness of the scene, and seemed to

carry one back in thought to primitive time. There was such an

aspect of unchanging stability. One appeared, so to speak, to be
standing on the outer edge of the world, and to be gazing on

objects, undisturbed, the same for ages. Any tourist delighting in

coast scenery I would strongly recommend to walk over this side

of St. Agnes. It was the last island I visited. I had seen every-

thing—except America.

F. A. Walker.
15, Eobert Street, N.W.,

October 9, 1871.

Spider, Monse or Bat.—I have constantly observed, during the past

summer, the wings of moths, including those of the "di*inker" and "buff-

tip," lying iu one corner of an outhouse, where I have frequently seen the

longeared bat flying iu and out, and where the excreta of bats may always

be seen, together with the wings, and there is no doubt in my mind that the

wings were left there by bats, and not by spiders or mice.

—

W. Jeffery, jun.

;

Eatham, Chichester, October 2, 1871.

Ornithological Notes from Cobham, Kent,—I know how comparatively

valueless ocular observations of birds are, unless specimens of the bird

observed are obtained, but I send you the following extracts from my note-

book for what they are worth.

Hobby.—I have not observed this bird in this immediate neighbourhood

this year ; but at the beginning of this mouth three hobbies, the invariable

number, were seen at their old haunt, Chatteuden Woods, in the parish of

Frindsbury. As I have before stated, I have, in these woods, seen hobbies

so near me that I have been able to see clearly the black moustache, white

cheeks, and the markings on the breast, so that no doubt as to the species

could remain.

Merlin.—I saw one in January, and another, a very blue-looking bird, in

the spring.

Buzzard.—The last of the extraordinary flight of buzzards that visited

this county during the war disappeared in April. The older keepers were

already acquainted with the bird, having lived iu the days when the

"puttock" and kite were among the commonest hawks, but now we have

not a keeper that does not know the bird. They appeared to roost in

company, for on one occasion six, and on another five, were seen together

in the early morning. Among these buzzards the keepers observed a
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different bird, which was very light-coloured and had a grayish head, flying

also in a different manner. I think this was probably a honey buzzard.

Strange Thrush.—On the 5th of January, 1871, I saw a bird which, on

its first rising from some dead leaves in a wood, I mistook for a woodcock,

to which its flight, or the shape of its wings, or both, gave it a marked

resemblance. On my advancing to the spot the bird again rose from some

dead leaves farther on, and settled in a low tree near me. I then saw that

it was of the thrush family, and resembled the missel thrush in size, though

differing so remarkably from that bird in flight and habits. Disturbed from

this tree the bird flew off with the same rapid, low, woodcock-like flight to

another tree, perching on a very low branch and then dropping down among
the dead leaves again, from which when again flushed it flew back to its

original feeding-ground. I have shot, and shot at, many woodcocks, and

I am quite sure that there are few sportsmen who would not have raised

their gun at it as a woodcock. My own opinion is that this bird was

White's thrush, but I do not wish to force this opinion upon your readers.

I woiUd merely remind them that the woodcock-like flight and terrestrial

habits are among the characteristics noted by Mr. R. F. Tomes, in his

description of White's thrush, quoted by Mr. Gould in his magniiicent

work < The Birds of Great Britam.'—Clifton ; Cobham, September 26, 1871.

Notes from Instow^ North Devon.—On the 14th of September, at Instow,

in company with Mr. Cecil Smith and Mr. Mathew, observed turnstones in

very large flocks, and keeping more to the mud than I should have expected.

Saw the gulls fly about twenty feet up with mussels, and drop them to break

them. The principal capture was a pair of young black terns. As we were
manoeuvring to approach some wigeon, they crossed our boat, beating up
against the wind, and were both brought to bag. A guiUemot, which led us

a long chase, had the quill-feathers only just coming, and could not have
flown ; this circumstance made it look very white in the water. Only one
greenshank was seen, though from Mr. Rickards' note (S. S. 2809) it would
appear that a larger number were about. Oystercatchers, curlews, knots,

ring dotterel and dunlin were in abundance, and it was very pretty to see

the two latter species, from the windows of the inn, as, flock after flock,

they passed up the river. Long after nightfall the whistle of the different

waders could be heard on the bleak flats.

—

J. H. Gurney, jun. ; 2, Beta
Place, N.W.

Noetnrnal Flight of Birds at Folltestone.—In the October number of

the 'Zoologist' (S. S. 2803) a nocturnal flight of birds is mentioned as

having occurred at Plymouth on the night of the 11th of September. It

may be of interest to state that there was a strikingly similar occurrence

here on the night of the 8th : the first" I heard of the flight was at a quarter

before 9 p. m., and I know that it continued till past 11 p. m. It will be

needless for me to mention particulars, as the account given by Mr. Mathew
SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. 3 k
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is a most perfect description of what occurred here. I took down some

notes at the time, viz. the hour, date and names of such birds as I was

certain of, and I find noted the ringed plover, duuHn, redshanlc and whimbrel.

There were some, however (and evidently in considerable numbers), which

I could not make out; a flock of them passed over every now and then,

uttering a low muttering note, as birds often do when flying in a flock or

on the feed by night. I took them to be birds of some size—could they be

godwits ? The flights seemed to be passing over the town in a Une with

the coast. It was a very dark, gloomy night, and rain began to fall whilst

they were still passing over. The note of the common sandpiper I did not

observe, and that of the yellow wagtail I confess to be unacquainted with.

Where is it possible these flights were from, and where bound, supposing

(as is most probable) they were the same flights noticed at Plymouth three

nights after?

—

V. Knight; Folkestone, October 4, 1871.

Extraordinarj' Flight of Birds by Night.—The following communication

from me appeared in our local papers last month. As I see in the ' Zoolo-

gist' for October two notices of the same occurrence, in widely remote

districts (one from Bedford, the other from Plymouth), it is all the more

curious : in the latter it is printed, " after the storm on the 11th " (is that a

misprint for the 6th?), but as they were heard in this neighbourhood for

two days after it was doubtless the same flight.

" To the Editor of the Chronicle (Did Mercury.—During the time of the

remarkable thunder-storm which passed over Leicester, and which was very

general in various parts of England, on the evening of the 0th instant,—the

lightning being very vivid and grand, and such as has not been seen for

many years,—an unusual spectacle was witnessed in this town, and in many

parts of the country, and also throughout the nights of the 7th and 8th

instant. Immense flocks of birds were observed flying about in wild con-

fusion, uttering doleful cries, as though driven by the storm and in distress.

They were either passing or hovering over our town, apparently attracted

by the gas-light. They appeared incapable of proceeding in any direct

coui'se, and at times were close to the house-roofs, and for hours they kept

up a shrill whistling, similar to that made by sea-birds. The same pheno-

menon was noticed at Newark, Brigg, Louth, Grantham, Stamford and

Kettering, a distance from north to south of about fift}' miles ; thus showing

the area of the flock to be enormous, and occupying some hours in its transit.

Various opinions have been expressed as to the kind of birds they were,

—

plover, curlew, gull, wild duck, teal or wigeon, &c.,—but the whistling

shrill tone was by no means indicative that the mass was composed of

various kinds. It would be interesting to know if the nocturnal passengers

were land or sea-birds. Perhaps some of your correspondents more vei-sed

in Ornithology may also have noticed them, and can throw further light on

the subject.

—

Thomas Spencer; The Holly Hayes, Fosse Road, Leicester,

September 18, 1871."
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In the ' Stamford Mercury ' the same -week numerous accounts were

given, from most of the Lincolnshire towns, of the same migration.

—

Thomas Spencer.

Osprey and Rednecked Phalarope in Kent.—On the 8th of September

I obtained a specimen of the osprey on some marshes near Rainham. It is

a male, and apparently an immature bird. When I first saw it some

peewits were following and mobbing it; afterwards it settled on some

saltings near the sea-wall, from which I obtained an easy shot. The

stomach was empty. On the 28th of September, near the same place,

I shot a rednecked phalarope, a female and bird of the year. When shot

it was balancing itself on a reed in one of the " fleets." My attention was

called to it by its note, which was unknown to me. The stomach was full

of Coleoptera.

—

G. E. Power; Ladywell, Lewisham, October 18, 1871.

Ospreys in East Yorkshire.—On the 5th of September las.t a fine female

osprey, a bird of the year, was caught in a trap in the neighbourhood of

Pocklington. On the Sunday following, an osprey was observed sailing

slowly up our river, some few miles above Beverley : it was seen to dash

into the water, and secure what my informant behoved to be either a dace

or bleak. On the 15th a male, also a bird of the year, was shot at

Hotham, a village in this riding, and about ten or twelve miles from

Beverley.

—

F. Boyes; Beverley, October, 1871.

Hobbies in Norfolk.—Two fine adult female hobbies have been recently

obtained in this county ; one on the 7th of June at Beaulaugh, and the

other on the 16th instant at Holt. I have preserved both birds.

—

T. E.

Gunn; 5, Upper St. Giles, Norwich, September, 1871.

Ronghlegged Buzzard near Yarmouth.—A beautifully marked specimen,

a male bird, was shot on the 6th of October in the vicinity of Burgh, near

Great Yarmouth.

—

Id.

Marsh Harrier at St. Mary's, Scilly.—I saw a good specimen of this

harrier in Mr. Vingoe's hands just now, which he received from Mr. Pechell,

who kUled it on St. Mary's. The upper surface of the head and occiput

are cream-yellow, and the same colour pervades the chin and throat. The

whole of the rest of the plumage is a very dark chocolate-brown.

—

Edtvard

Hearle Rodd; Penzance, October 17, 1871.

Marsh Harrier in East Yorkshire.—A young male of this species was

shot in this neighbourhood on the 13th instant—quite a rare and accidental

occurrence.

—

F. Boyes; October 20, 187].

Flycatcher's Nest in the Body of a dead Jackdaw.— Last year the

jackdaws near our place in Kent (West Wickham) were accused of depreda-

tions on the cherries, and two or three were shot by the gardener. One of

the dead bhds stuck in the fork of a filbert tree in the orchard, about six

feet from the ground, the head being turned downwards and the under part

of the body being exposed to the air : this having decayed, a pair of spotted
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flycatchers chose it as a site for their nest in the early part of May, and

hatched their young and reared them. The nest is composed of wool, moss,

a few hairs, &c., and is quite sunk in the body. Should you like to see it,

I will have the bough cut off and sent up to your ofi&ce. This nest is,

I may add, mentioned in the ' Field' of (I think) May 20th, but by some

mistake it is there described as being a chaffinch's.

—

W. A. Forbes;

Culverlea, Winchester, October 8, 1871.

Dipper at Rye aud Bridlington.— Last month, at the house of Mr.

Gasson, naturalist. Rye, I saw a dipper, which had been killed near there.

T deem its occurrence worth recording for the sake of locahty. It possessed

the usual chestnut band on the lower part of the breast. I picked uj» one

which was devoid of this colour,—or possessing only the faintest tinge,—in

a birdstuffer's shop at Biidlington, near which place it was shot. I have no

doubt about this example being the Ciuclus melanogaster of Gould's ' Birds

of Europe,' aud the first recognized out of Norfolk.

—

J. H. Ourney,jun.

White's Tlirnsh in Norfolk.—On the evening of the 10th instant I received

a beautiful specimen of this very rare species from the Rev. S. Micldethwaite,

of Hickling, who, in reply to my communication, informed me it had just

been killed by Mr. F. Borrett in a marsh in that parish. This is the first

instance on record of the occurrence of White's thrush in this county : it

therefore affords me great pleasure in placing this vara avis as an additional

species to our rich list of Norfolk birds. In examining the bird I made the

following notes :

—

Inches.

Total length from tip of beak to end of tail - - - 125

Tip to tip of fuUy extended wings ..... 80j

Wing from carpal joint to tip ..... 6|

TaU ......... 5

Beak : length along ridge of upper mandible - - - ly'j

„ width at base ......
j

Tibia ........ 2|

Tarsus ........ 1^"^

Outer toe and claw ......
j^

Middle „ ....... 1/^

Inner ,, ....... ||

Hinder ,, ....... Ij

Weight, 6 J ounces.

Beak : upper mandible brown, paler at tip ; lower mandible yellowish

brown, with faint pinkish tinge. Irides dark hazel, nearly black. The
feathers of its head, neck, back, scapulars and upper tail-coverts yellowish

brown, tipped with black ; those of the two first-mentioned parts are much
paler ; the primary and secondary quill-feathers are dark brown- on the inner

web and pale yellow-brown on the outer ; the basal half of the inner web,

commencing with the third primaiy, is of a grayish tinge, and each feather

in succession attains a clearer hue up to the seventh, which is pure white

;
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this runs througliout to the last secondary, which is gi'ayish ; upper wing-

coverts hlack, with broad pale yellow ends. Its tail contains fourteen feathers;

the four central are pale brown ; the outer feather on each side is pale brown,

with grayish white tip, the basal half black ; in the next feather the white

tip is more pure, and the black approaches nearer the end ; the third, fourth

and fifth have the white tips smaller in succession, very little brown on the

outer webs, excepting the fifth ; they are also slightly tinged with brown at the

base. Under surface of plumage white, faintly tinged with yellow ; feathers

tipped with black, excepting the throat and abdomen, which are clear ; under

tail-coverts white ; anterior under wing-coverts white at the base, black at

the tip ; under wing-coverts black at base, white at tip. Legs, toes and claws

pale yellowish brown, faintly suffused with a pinkish tinge. On dissection

it proved to be a male, in good condition, and rather fat. I had the breast

cooked, and found the flesh firm and the flavour not unlike that of the wood-

cock. Its stomach was filled with the remains of some small ground-beetles

and some fibrous matter, apparently roots of grass.

—

T. E. Ounn.

Golden Oriole and Iloopoe near Norwich.—Whilst staying at Westwick,

near North Walsham, a few days ago, I was informed that a male golden

oriole and a hoopoe were seen on the estate of Mr. J. B. Petre some time

during the spring. The birds were seen by several individuals, and, being

rather conspicuous, were easily identified, especially as specimens of both

species were preserved in the collection of birds in the Hall.

—

Id.;

August, 1871.

Redstarts at Scllly.—There are a good many redstarts in the islands.

It may be remembered that the redstart scarcely ever visits the western

parts of Cornwall, but is generally found in and about the autumnal migra-

tion at Scilly with pied flycatchers, which are seldom seen in the southern

and western counties— very rarely indeed in Cornwall.

—

E. H. Rodd.

Early Occurrence of the Snow Bunting in Suffolk.— On the 25th of

September I saw a pair of snow buntings, apparently male and female, on

the shingle beach about a mile south of Aldborough. There had been a

strong gale from the north-east early the preceding morning.

—

J. H. Gurney.

Piebald Variety of Blackheaded Bunting.—A beautifully marked piebald

variety of this species was shot at Hickling on the 16th instant. It had a

pure white head, neck and throat,—in fact, quite a whiteheaded bunting,

—

and small patches of white feathers were freely sprinkled all over its plumage

;

most of the tail-feathers also white. The bird proved a female on dissection.

Its stomach I found contained some small seeds, grit, and remains of minute

beetles.—T. E, Gunn; October, 1871.

Rosecolonred Pastor in Norfolk.—On the 18th of August a splendid

male of this rare species was shot by a labouring man, whilst flying over a

field in the occupation of Mr. Jary, of Reedham Hall, in this county. It was

brought to me the following day, and I took the following dimensions, &c. :

—
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Iris dark, with bluish tinge ; beak pale horn, darker on upper mandible,

lower mandible suffused with a pinkish flesh hue; legs and toes pale

pinkish flesh ; claws pale brown.

Inches.

Total length ....... 9|
Extent of ^vings - - . . . . - 16

Wing, carpal joint to tip - - - . . . 5 J

Bill, along the ridge of upper mandible . . . . j

Tail Si

Tibia 1|

Tarsus ........ is
T9

Middle toe and claw - - - . . . - li

Outer ,,-.-.... I

Inner „ .......
i

Hinder „--..... l

Weight, 2J ounces.

The stomach was full of the remaius of some small Coleoptera. The bird

was in good plumage and rather fat, and must be at least three years old.

—

T. E. Gtmn.

Siugiilar nesting of the Nuthatch at East Grinstead, Sussex.— It is

generally believed that this bird usually builds in boles of ti'ees and walls,

and if the aperture is too large reduces it by i:)lastcring it up with mud or

clay, leaving a small hole for entrance or egress. A curious variation from

this habit was brought to my notice by Mr. May, of East Grinstead, who
kindly brought to me the nest as cut from the haystack. The mass of clay

used in forming the front of the nest weighed no less than eleven pounds

when fii-st cut out of the stack. The shape of the mass is somewhat

irregular, being somewhat of the shape of a shoulder of mutton with the

knuckle cut off; the length is thirteen inches; width of the widest part,

which is at the upper end, eight inches ; at the lower end four inches ; the

greatest thickness is at the bottom, which is four inches ; the upper part

two inches. The following is a copy of the letter I received from Mr. May
in answer to some inquiries I made of him :

—

" East Grinstead, 1871.

" Sir,—The height of the nest from the ground was between five and

six feet ; the hning was composed of dead leaves only (enclosed are a few

which fell from the nest during the packing). The birds were observed

pulling the hay from the stack till they had formed a large opening before

they commenced building with mud, which they had to carry about 150 yards,

that being the nearest point they could obtain it from. My informants (two

men working on the farm) say that they (the birds) were building for a very

long time,—quite six weeks or two months,—and they could not understand

what the birds were plastering a lot of mud on the stack for.

" Yours, &c.,

" F. Bond, Esq." " Wm. May.
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There were five eggs in the nest, which was lined with fine laminse or

shreds of the bark of fir or larch trees, not dead leaves as mentioned in the

letter.

—

Frederick Bond; October 11, 1871.

Ringed Plorer breeding lulaud.—Observing some mention made of the

breeding of the ringed plover at distances inland, and finding that the fact

of its doing so does not seem to be universally known, I may be allowed to

mention that there are several locahties in Scotland where it breeds far

inland, and at one of these at a considerable elevation above the sea-level.

In Norway it breeds at a height of 4000 feet above the sea and from

fifty to eighty miles inland.

—

John A. Harvie Broun; Dunipace House,

October 3, 1871.

Ring Dotterel breeding Inland.—I have just read the ' Zoologist ' for

September, and I see you do not seem aware of the fact of the ring dotterel

breeding inland. It has bred from time immemorial on sandy wastes and

heaths, even in the very centre of Norfolk, arriving at the end of March and

leaving again in August.

—

Robert Mitford ; Haverstock Place, N.W.

Dotterel at Dnngeness.—On the 7th of September, at Jury Gap, Dunge-

ness, I fell in with five dotterel at the edge of a brackish pond, which, as is

usual with this species, allowed me to come quite near. They are too fat

to walk about much, and are very conspicuous a long way off, looking very

black when they settle on shingle. I afterwards saw two smaller " trips."

My attendant knew directly what they were, and they are not considered

rare at Dnngeness. Mr. Pemberton Bartlett says of them, " Common in

Romney Marsh " (Zool. 624). The specimen which I obtained was a young

one, very different from the bird in its winter plumage, or as we get it in

spring. I have never seen but three Uke it.

—

J. H. Gurney, jun.

Spoonbill at the Lizard.—A fine young bird was captured at the Lizard

this week, and I have just seen it at Mr. Vingoe's.— Edward Hearle

Rodd; October 17, 1871.

Wood Sandpiper at Branntou Barrows.—I omitted to notice in my last

communication that in the same field in which I obtained the pectoral sand-

pipers, and on the same day (September 11th), and indeed only a few minutes

before they first attracted my attention, I shot a wood sandpiper, a male bird

and in mature plumage. An especial degree of interest attaches to this

specimen from the fact that the two centre tail-feathers, instead of being

barred in the usual way, are of a uniform dusky brown colour, having merely

spots of white on the edges, similar to those on the tertiaries, while the other

tail-feathers are barred very indistinctly and irregularly.—J/arcifs S. C.

Richards; 1, St. Stejihetis Street, Bristol, October 19, 1871.

The Whitby Wader.—With regard to the wader described in the ' Zoolo-

gist' for September (S. S. 2772), I send you an outline sketch of tlie bird,

-which I have drawn to the dimensions given, from which I think you will

agree with me in concluding that the bird is a male ruft' in autumn plumage,
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and from what your correspondent says of colour, we may infer that it had

a rufous frill the summer before it was killed.

—

J. E. Harting; 37, Carlton

Hill,N.W., October 11, 1871.

RufTs.—On the 8th of September, at Romney Bay, near Lydd, I killed a

young reeve, and, out of the same flock three pigmy curlews, a redshank

and some dunlins, which shows how these small waders consort together.

On the 13th I got another rufifat Exeter. 1 also received one from Faver-

sham, in Kent, and saw three in Leadenhall Market. All immature birds,

and very misleading to the beginner.—/. H. Gurney, jun.

Ruff in Middlesex.—On the 16th of September last I shot a good speci-

men of the ruff at Kingsbury Reservoir. It was alone at the time and

e.xtremely wary. Condition very fat. I also saw two little stints, and

secured one.

—

F. D. Power; LaJywell, S.E., October 10, 1871.

Ruffs and Reeves at Yarmouth.—I have this month (September) obtained

several good specimens of ruffs and reeves in the autumn plumage, from the

neighbourhood of Yarmoutli.

—

T. E. Gunn.

Snipe-shooting at St. Mary's, Sciily.—The best bag T have heard of

of snipes, at this or any other season, was the result of a day's shooting on

the moors at St. Mary's, Sciily, a few days since, when twenty-five couple of

full and three couple of jack snipes fell to the guns of Mr. Augustus Pechell

and Mr. W. Pendarves.—Efc^imrd Hearle Rodd ; October 17, 1871.

Solitary Snipes in Norfolk.—Two fine examples, male and female, were

shot on the loth of September at Burgh, near Yarmouth ; a third example,

a female, was killed at Catfield, near Stalham, on the 21st of the same

mouth. All three specimens passed into my hands.

—

T. E. Gunn.

Gray Phalaropc at Boultibrook.—A specimen of the gray phalarope

{Phalaropus lobatua) was seen by Mr. A. Crichton and myself last Thursday

(September 28th) on a small pond near the house. The bird, as usual with

individuals of this species, was not at all shy, and allowed us to approach

very near whilst it was swimming. It was not molested, and probably took

its departure the following day, when we had very heavy rain, which caused

a considerable rise in Norton Brook, which forms the pond.

—

Harford J.

Jones Brydges; Boultibrook, October 5, 1871.

Cormorant breeding Inland.—Mr. Cecil Smith mentions as unusual the

appearance of the cormorant inland, and doubtless such may be unusual in

most counties of England and Scotland, but in wilder parts of the country

the cormorant is known regularly to frequent fresh-water lochs at long

distances from the salt water, not only for the purpose of fishing, but also in

some few localities for the purpose of breeding. Several hundred pairs lay

their eggs annually on the islet of a fresh-water loch in the south of Scotland

(see Messrs. Gray and Anderson's ' Birds of Ayrshire and Wigtonshire ').

—

John A. Harvie Brown.
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The Birds ofNew Zealand. By T. H. Potts, Esq;

TheKaka (continued from S. S. 2802).—After a home is made
ready, it often happens that in place of being occupied it is deserted
for some more eligible locality. It lays its four white eggs on the
decayed wood, without any further supply of softer material by way
of nest. As an instance of devoted attachment to its young, it may
be mentioned that we have found the old bird dead at ihe entrance
of its nesting-hole after a bush-fire, in which it had perished rather
than desert its helpless offspring, yet, from the nature of the
locality, escape would have been easy.

The summer time is occupied by the cares of providing for and
protecting the young; after they are old enough to shift for them-
selves, as autumn advances, the kaka usually becomes very fat : as
it is considered savoury food great numbers are annually destroyed.
It is in winter time that it appears to the greatest disadvantage,'
especially during a severe winter in our southern climate; when the'
bush is metamorphosed with fantastic snow-wreaths, it seems out
of character with the scene ; food may be scarce, for with ruffled
feathers it sits moping and nearly silent—a picture of dull melan-
choly. Towards the close of winter (August) we have known
it devour with avidity the hard seed of the kowhai {Sophora
tetraptera): at this period gardens and shrubberies are visited,
and blossoms of almond trees and flowering shrubs eagerly ran-
sacked

:
as winter passes away, with its coarse fare, returning

spring restores the kaka's spiightliness, and he begins to fare
daintily. In September we have observed it poised on the slender
bough of some tall Panax, luxuriating on the viscid nectar of its

blossoms
:
happy enough it looks when thus seen through some

opening in the bush, its deep red breast-feathers lit up by the
slanting rays of the declining sun ; sated at last, it cleanses its huge
beak against a neighbouring bough, then, with grateful chatter,
glides off to join its fellows.

Insects form no inconsiderable portion of the food of the kaka

:

how diligently they are sought for may be judged from the heaps
of bark-chips that lie beneath decaying trees: often it may be
noticed on the ground tearing away the mossy clothing of the huge
gnarled roots that spread around ; even the soft rotten boughs are
gnawed to obtain the larvaj of some of the larger bush insects.

SECOND SERIES—VOL. VI. 3 ^
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Not only does it regale on flowers and insect-food : in the Fagus

forests, in the bark of the black birch trees, may be found a dull

red fleshy-looking grub, tightly embedded in the hard bark, quite

beneath the black velvetly moss that wraps the Fagus like a pall

:

the wound made by this unsightly insect causes in spring time a

sweet honey-like exudation, most frequently taking the form of

a fine white filament, terminating in a small bright globule, glistening

like a dewdrop ;
glancing upwards the tall slraight-grown stem

appears spangled with multitudes of these bright-threaded beads.

This is a favourite feeding-ground of several arboreals. The varied

modes of locomotion employed form an interesting study, leading

to enquiry and reflection upon their structure, their muscular and

osseous systems, thus opening out a wide field for physiological

observation. Of these hungry climbers, the robust-framed kaka

occupies the foremost rank for size ; its hold on the bole of the

tree is secure, its movements deliberate, whilst its thick tongue is

actively employed in gathering the honey-sweet meal.

The kaka is easily snared, and very soon becomes tame ; if

allowed liberty about the premises, its ready confidence quickly

transforms a pet into a plague. Let those who doubt its om-

nivorous propensities allow it access to a dairy, and watch the deft

manner in which it manages to clear the cream from the pans.

Having entered so minutely into the liabits of a bird so well

known as the kaka, it appears unnecessary to append a description,

further than a kw words about the tongue, &c., as some doubt has

existed as to its position as one of the Trichoglossina;, and whether

its tongue is furnished with a brush-like termination or not. The
tongue is thick, fining down towards the point, not unlike a finger;

the superior side is flatfish, the under side is rounded and furnished

with a row of short stiff papilla), black in colour: this brush-like

apparatus can scarcely be said to form the termination of the

tongue ; it really occupies a similar position on the tongue which

the margin of the nail occupies on the human finger: on the inside

of the lower mandible may be observed, just within the deeply-

channelled lip, a row of minute yellowish dots, very slightly raised

above the surface of the mandible ; at the sides these specks give

way to very faintly marked furrows, probably to clear the papillaj

by the pressure of the tongue against the lower mandible. Those

who have only seen dried skins may not be aware that the upper

and lower mandibles are connected by a thin tough skin, which
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allovTS the beak to open widely, and gives great freedom to the
movements of the lower mandible : about the middle of this skin, in
a line with the gape, a shallow sac or pouch exists, containing a
wax-like substance.

Having only recently enjoyed the pleasure of reading Gould's
'Handbook to the Birds of Australia,' we were not aware how little

was known of the kaka; a desire to carry out a wish therein
expressed for further information about this bird must form the
apology for entering so minutely into its habits. A difficult task it

would be, even for an accomplished ornithologist, to give anything
like a strictly accurate description of the kaka's plumage, which
should at the same time be supposed to represent satisfactorily and
correctly the appearance of that of the species ; so great is the
variation in numerous minor points, that it offers great temptations
to subdivision. As children we used to be told that no two leaves
were precisely alike of the golden and green mass that made up the
foliage of the variegated sycamore ; we have been reminded more
than once of this piece of folk-lore when looking at a number of our
parrots. Mr. Buller, in his 'Essay' (p. 11), alludes to several
varieties in the feathers of the kaka. Most noticeable must this
variation of plumage appear to those who have enjoyed oppor-
tunities of inspecting specimens which have presented a change
and difference of feather so remarkable as in those birds which,
under the names of N. superbus and N. occidentalis, have been
classed as separate species. Here is a change, indeed ; instead of
the accustomed dress of sober brown, relieved from positive dull-
ness by an olive shade, our usually demure-looking friend appears
decked out in bright trappings of canary-yellow, with scarlet
facings. Is it to be wondered at that the assumption of a livery so
gay and parrot-like metamorphosed our kaka past recognition,
even by old friends ? In spite of his beak he was christened
" superbus," and cut off by this distinction from the rest of the
noisy fraternity. It is not known whether this gaudy clothing is

enjoyed by a select body of individuals doomed to a life of celibacy,

but it is certain that their numbers do not increase.

The Kea or Green Mountain Parrot (Nestor notabilis).—In
order to convey a correct impression of the kea and its habits, it

is necessary to give a brief outline of the features of the country
in which it is to be found. Where we have most frequently

observed it has been far above the Gorge of the Rangitata, one of
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the great " snow rivers," as they are termed. This stream, which

derives its source from the glaciers which are embedded in the

gloomy and secluded fastnesses of the Southern Alps, is periodically

swollen by the melting of the snow and by ihe heavy rain from the

north-west, which falls during the spring and autumn months: fed

by numerous creeks and tributaries from every converging gully, its

volume increases ; it rushes noisily and impetuously over its rough

boulder bed, till the junction of the Havelock and the Clyde swells

its waters into a large river. The leafy rugged mountains which

imprison it present almost every conceivable variety of outline;

jagged peaks crowned with snow; countless moraines point out

where the avalanche and snow-slip have thundered down into the

valley below. The river is bordered here and there by grassy flats

or hanging woods of timber trees, in which the brown-tinted totara,

the silvery Phyllocladus with its purplish points, the small-leaved

kohai and the soft bright-foliaged ribbonwood contrast well with

the dusky hue of the dark-leaved Fagus ; far above, dwarf vegeta-

tion, in all the wonderful variety of alpine shrubs and flowers,

struggles up the steepest slopes, adorning the frowning precipice

and foaming cascade, lending its aid in forming scenes of pic-

turesque and romantic grandeur, in which rich and varying tints of

perennial verdure gratify the eyes of the spectator with their beauty.

This is the home of the kea. Amongst holes and fissures in almost

inaccessible rocks, in a region often shrouded with dense mists or

driving sleet, where the north-west wind rages at times with terrific

violence—here the green parrot may be observed, entering or leaving

crevices in the rocks, or soaring with motionless wings from peak

to peak, far above the screaming kaka or the chattering parroquet

;

the swift-winged falcon is perhaps the sole intruder in its wild

domain.

At early dawn its peculiar note is heard, very like the mewing
of a cat, though in some of the more secluded gullies it may be

noticed throughout the day ; it really appears to wake up into

activity at dusk, being, to a certain extent, nocturnal in its habits.

It is scarcely less gregarious than its congener, N. raeridionalis.

In the moonlight nights of winter, numbers have been observed

on the ground feeding. It can hardly be deemed an arboreal bird

in the strict sense of the term.

The rigour of a hard winter, when the whole face of the alpine

country is changed so as to be scarcely recognizable under a deep
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canopy of snow, is not without its influence on the habits of this

hardy bird
: it is driven from its stronghold in the rocky gully and

compelled to seek its food at a far less elevation, as its food supply
has passed away gradually at the approach of winter, or lies buried
beyond its reach. The honey-bearing flowers have faded and
fallen long before; the season that succeeded with its lavish yield
of berries and drupes that gaily decked the close-growing Copros-
mas, the trailing Pimelias, or the sharp-leaved Leucopogon, has
succumbed to the stern rule of winter: nor has this change of
season affected the Flora of the Alps alone ; the insect world, in a
thousand forms, which enlivened every mountain gully with the
chirp and busy hum of life, now lies entranced in its mummy state,

as inanimate as the torpid lizard that takes its winter's sleep
sheltered beneath some well-pressed stone. Under the effects of
such a change, that cuts off" such a supply of food, the kea gradually
descends the gullies, where a certain amount of shelter has
encouraged the growth of the kohai that yields its supply of hard
bitter seeds, the beautiful Pittosporums with their small hard seeds
packed in gluten, and the black-berried Aristotelia; these and
numerous other shrubs, or trees, such as the pitch pine and totara,

furnish the means of life to the parrot. It is during the continuance
of this season that we have had the best opportunities of becoming
somewhat familiar with it.

Within the last few years it has discovered the out-stations of
some of the " back country " settlers. Of course, every station has
that indispensable requisite, a meat gallows ; it has found out and
fully appreciates the value of this institution, as occasionally
off'ering an excellent supply of food : the gallows is generally
visited by night; beef or mutton equally suffer from the voracity of
the kea, nor are the drying sheepskins despised. These visits

may be looked upon quite as social gatherings, as it is by no means
a rare occurrence for a score of noisy parrots to be perched on the
roof of a hut at one time. A son of the writer obtained some fine

specimens by means of a very simple snare—the noose made of a
slender strip of flax-leaf attached to the end of ricker or rod ; he
describes them as exhibiting great boldness and confidence, clam-
bering about the roof of the hut, allowing a very close approach :

when caught they remained quite still, without any of the noisy

fluttering which usually accompanies the capture of birds, even
when managed with adroitness; they preserved this quiet demeanour
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till the noose had been removed. One of these birds was placed

on the floor under an inverted American bucket, the places for the

handle not permitting ihe rim of the bucket to touch the ground

:

the kea, taking advantage of this, wedged its long beak into the

space; using its head as a lever, it moved the bucket, raising it

SLifl^ciently to effect an escape from its prison.

On the other side of the river, just opposite to where this is

being written, one station is greatly favoured by these visitors;

during the winter season they become a perfect nuisance. On one

occasion the hut was shut up, as the shepherd was elsewhere

required for a day or two : on his return he was surprised to hear

something moving within the hut; on entering, he found it pro-

ceeded from a kea, which had gained access by the chimney : this

socially-disposed bird had evidently endeavoured to dispel the

ennui attendant on solitude by exercising its powerful mandibles

most industriously ; blankets, bedding and clothes were greviously

rent and torn, pannikins and plates scattered about, everything that

could be broken was apparently broken very carefully ; even the

window-frame had been attacked with great diligence; in fact the

bird gave a new reading to that moral line of warning,—"For
Satan finds some inisch ief stWl for idle hands to do."

Notwithstanding the high character various individuals of the

species have earned for occasional indulgence in mischief, several

have been kept as pets,—not in wooden cages by-the-bye, for a

kea has been seen by its gratified captor to eat its way out of such

a place of confinement almost as quickly as it had been coaxed to

enter into it. Two which had been tamed by a neighbouring

friend were permitted to wander at large : they regularly returned

to the house for their meals, and then rambled away again,

scrambling and clamouring amongst the trees and outbuildings;

any kind of food appeared to suit their accommodating appetite, but

a piece of raw meat was evidently the bonne houche.

On the level ground its mode of locomotion is very peculiar : it is

not so much a walk as a kind of hopping jump, which imparts a

very odd appearance to its gait ; but when its strong climbing foot

is observed, this is not to be wondered at: at a glance it will be

seen how inferior is the strength and power of the two inside, in

proportion to that of the outer toes; the short tarsi are also unfitted

for walking.

In addition to the superior size of the bird and the colour of its
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plumage, the beak presents a maiked contrast to that of the kaka;

it is smoother, less curved, and much slighter, with a length of two

inches from the gape to the point : the upper mandible, at the

widest part,—that is in a line with the nostrils,—measures 5^ lines

in width, with a height of 7 lines. In flight and voice the two
species greatly differ. There is no doubt the kea breeds in the

crevices of its rocky haunts; the kaka occasionally rears its young
amongst rocks also. The eggs of the green parrot are as yet, we
believe, amongst the desiderata of the New Zealand ornithologists.

Although comparatively few people are acquainted with the bird,

it is not on that account to be considered rare : the reason it is so

little known is, the remoteness of its habitat from the centres of

population ; it certainly appears to be very local in its distribution
;

a straggler now and then has been observed far from its usual

haunts, for in one instance we have a note of its occurrence at the

Hororata, in the Malvern Hills, close to the edge of the Canterbury

Plains. Its beak can inflict a severe wound : a friend of ours,

incautiously handling a pet, had his thumb bitten through by its

powerful mandibles.

Ornithological Notes from North Lincolnshire.

By John Cordeaux, Esq.

(Continued from Zool. S. S. 2784.)

September and October, 1871.

Swift.—September 5th. Last seen ; two birds.

Partridge.—September 5lh. The young birds are most back-

ward, and kw will be ready for shooting before October. This

morning a hen partridge fluttered up before my dog from some

vetches : on looking carefully about the spot I found the young

brood, evidently only a few hours from the shell.

Meadow Pipit.—September 5th. The meadow pipits are now in

flocks of from thirty to fifty, old and young together. They resort

much to the Humber embankments and adjoining "fittie" lands:

before the end of the month they will have left the district, a few

birds remaining to winter on the higher lands. They return again

to their breeding-haunts in March.

Corn Crake.—September 18th. Have only once this summer

heard the corn crake's call. They were, however, rather plentifully
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distributed throughout North Lincohishire in September. The
gizzard of one killed from some swedes tc-day contained exclusively

insect remains, and amongst these the destructive larva of Agrotis

Segetum.

WIteatear.—Although numerous in our marshes in the spring,

few, comparatively, remain to breed, and they, as a rule, keep near

the coast. In the autumn there are always again considerable

arrivals on their passage southward, but ver}' few old males. It is

a mistake to suppose the wheatear rarely perches on trees : I have

very frequenilii seen them do this both on trees and hedges; and

recently, in walking down a field of turnips, no less than three

within a {qw minutes flew up, which perched on the adjacent

hedgerow.

Chimney Swallow.—September 19lh. The wind was north-east

this morning, and the marshes dismally cold, bleak and dreary.

As I rode along, saw the chimney swallows by hundreds hawking

over the stubbles, dipping now and then, tern-like, and taking

insects from the ground. They were beating slowly and wearily,

in a half-benumbed manner, on from field to field, but ever forward

towards the sunny south and the eternal summer, and none turned

again ; and I knew, as I lifted my cap to the fluttering throng and

whispered God speed, that it was bidding them farewell. The
main body left us at this time from the lOth to the 2 1st, some

young birds lingering to the 14lh of October, when I last noted

them.

Wigeon.—September 29lh. We almost invariably find a brood

or two of wigeon on the beck or marsh drains in September. I got

three out of nine to-day, all young birds and very fat.

Golden Plover.—September 30th. The first flock seen, numbering

thirteen birds.

Shoveller.— September 30th. A young male shot on the flats

this morning.

Jack Snipe.—September 30th. We had heavy rains, with much
wind from the S. and S.E., on Saturday night and Sunday, the

30th of September and 1st of October. On Monday, the 2nd, shot

the first jack snipe, and found them in " wisps," both in the marsh

and on the higher middle marsh lands. With the jacks were a few

full snipe. Like the common species, I believe, the jack snipe

comes across in Jlocks. On their first appearance we almost always

find many together.
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Wood Pigeon.—Ocioher 3rcl. The wood pigeon is both an early
and a very late breeder. Saw a nest this afternoon in a pollard
willow which overhangs onr small stream, with a young bird two
or three days old

;
and a week later other nests in the plantations,

with young.

Mountain Finch or Bra?nblinff.—October 3rd. I saw a beautiful
male bird in the marsh to-day, and, from its extreme tameness,
judged it to be quite a recent arrival.

Fern Owl.—October 3rd. Occasionally occurs on the east coast
during the time of the autumn migrations. One was killed on the 3rd
before a party of shooters, in a neighbouring parish, from turnips.

Wild Geese.—October 7th. First flock of geese, about fifty,

flying southward from the north.

Gray Wagtail.—October 10th. First noticed.

Hooded Crow.—October 12th. Saw some hooded crows. The
previous day and night had been very fine and still, with what
little wnnd there was from the land.

Thrush.—I am inclined to think there may be ttvo races or
varieties of the common thrush; the one our familiar garden
friend, the other a dark race or variety which comes only in the
autumn. Along with the common thrushes, which at this season
are so plentiful in the turnips, 1 have often observed many very
dark birds, looking, when they first fly up, nearly as dusky as hen
blackbirds: they are certainly darker than any of our resident
thrushes, with the under parts a richer and deeper yellow-buff", and
the pectoral spots more prononce.

Shorteared Owl—The night of the 16th of October was thick
and overcast, with a drizzling rain. On the morning of the 17th
I flushed a shorteared owl on the embankment: on the 19th
another, with the carpal joint broken, was sent me. I have it now
in a rabbit-hutch in the saddle-room. For seven days it resolutely
refused all food, and on the seventh night ate two sparrows. It

perches with facility. (See also 'Zoologist' for 1866, S. S, 74.)

Snow Bunting.—October 17th. First seen. A large flock on
the 1st of November.

Chaffinch.—October 28th. Several flocks of female and young
chafl5nches have arrived in our marshes.

John Cordeaux.
Great Cotes, Ulceby, Lincolnshire,

November 1, 1871.
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Notes on Indian Crocodiles. By A. Anderson, Esq., F.Z.S.

The fact of a crocodile, no matter what species, seizing its prey

071 sJiore is of sufficient interest to be recorded. It is a common
enough thing for these Saurians to lie in wait at deep pools and

bathing ghats till some victim is by accident brought within easy

reach, and then to seize and take it down ; but I have never before

heard of an instance similar to what I am about to chronicle. Not

long ago I heard from my friend Major Sharpe, who was out on an

ornithological excursion to the north of Oudh, that his dog

had been taken away by one of these scaly monsters. He
writes:—"Just lost my dog, a large spaniel; he went with me
along the little stream Biswee, went up lo a " Nak" and barked at it,

was boned and taken down before I could help him." As the name
" Naka" and " Gharial" are occasionally applied by some villagers

to both species, which are equally common in these provinces,

viz., Gharialis gangeticus (the long-nosed species), and Crocodilus

palustris (the snub-nosed species, the true muggur, and the croco-

dile of the North-West), and as I could hardly believe that the

former could be guilty of such a piece of audacity, I wrote to my
friend for further particulars. The following is an extract from his

reply :
—

" I did not see the muggur, so can't say which kind he was.

He was lying on the bank of the river, a small stream lined with

the wild jamoon trees along both banks. It was just after sunset,

and I was strolling along, when my dog, a large-sized spaniel, very

playful as he always is, was running along the bank, about three

feel above the water. He suddenly rushed on barking, and I

thought he was perhaps after a hare. He then howled out as if

something had turned on him, and as he had'nt any pluck, I

thought that perhaps a pig had frightened him. I thought nothing

more about it, but to my surprise the dog went on howling, and I

saw him striiygling too, but still ofi the ground, and my man
suggested that something had hold of him. I ran up, but only

heard the heavy splash and the drowning howl of the dog as he

went down, and the water closed over them just as I got up to the

spot. The animal habitually haunted that place, as all the long

grass on the bank had been worn away by his daily lying there.

An aheer* told me that a tattoo t had been carried off only a short

time ago." '•

* Cow-herd. + Small pony.
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When mentioning this anecdote to a friend of mine, he appeared
sceptical as to the crocodile seizing the dog on terra firma, and
mentioned that the modus operandi was for the reptile to knock its

victim into the water with its tail, and there capture it. I accord-
ingly applied for further information with the following results :

—

" The muggur seized the dog on the bank, about a yard above the

water, where he was Ijing. I can state positively that the brute
caught the dog with its mouth, most probably by the hind leg or

the tail, which was long and bushy. The poor creature in

struggling to get away fell once and got up again, and it was plain

he was caught behind. On noticing this, we began to run to the

spot, and the muggur, hearing us, dropped over the bank into the

water, his weight pulling the dog with him. You may be quite at

rest about the tail dodge."

There is in the above hardly sufficient evidence to decide

whether this " monster of the deep " was the gharial {G. gangeticus)

or the muggur (C paluslris), as both the vernacular names, nak
and muggur, have been used. Writers on Herpetology have
invariably described the former as purely piscivorous, but this is

erroneous to a great extent. Doubtless this species, in common
with its brotherhood, subsists chiefly on fish, but I know from my
own experience that the gharial is very partial to dogs, goats, and,

I should add, grilled bones, as he is to be found associating with

his more formidable relative, the muggur, at all the burning ghats

along the Ganges and Jumna. In some of the smaller streams,

such as the Cane, Chumbul, &c., if a fire be kindled on the shore

it is quite enough to make them put their noses above the water.

I have heard of a gharial making a sudden dash at a dog that was
drinking water at the edge of a jheel, missing him by some
accident, and remaining motionless, quite paralyzed as it were,

from the strenuous movement, and remaining in that position till

shot, and thus identified. Dogs have actually been carried away

in the Ganges Canal by the gharial, and 1 have seen a native who
had been severely mauled in one of his legs by one of these long-

nosed brutes. As regards the snub-nosed fellows (C. palustris),

they are capable of any amount of daring, and only lately a

case of one having been shot in Lower Bengal, in the act of

stalking a pony in shallow water, where the country was in-

undated by the late heavy rains, has been recorded in the 'Pioneer'

newspaper.
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I am much obliged to "J. C." for noticing my query, but he has

not given me the information required, viz., whether C. porosus,

Schneid, had ever been known to occur in the rivers of the North-

western Provinces. To the three species mentioned by "J. C."

may be added C. pondicherianus, of which species only one young

specimen has as yet been captured, but this has been figured by

Gunther in his work on Indian Reptiles. The crocodile question

is one of the greatest interest, and perhaps there is no branch of

Natural History so little known, and regarding which the synonyms

have been so much confused. A few words regarding the geo-

graphical distribution of the four species of Crocodilidae inhabiting

Continental India, and I have done.

C. palustris, Lesson.—This is the crocodile of Lower Bengal

and Upper India, where it is associated with G. gangeticus. I con-

sider this to be the true muggur, twt "boach " and "kumeer," which

vernacular names are more applicable to the C. porosus, and are

used by the natives of Lower Bengal, where that species (porosus)

is to be found. These two names arc not known in the North-

West, where the crocodile in question has not as yet occurred.

C. palustris is rare in Burmah, but abundant in Ceylon, and it is

very closely allied to C. vulgaris, Cuv., of the Nile. I believe it

does not attain to the same size, nor is it so formidable as the wet

species.

C. porosus, Schneid.—This is the crocodile of Burmah, where it

is abundant, and it is associated, though sparingly in Lower

Bengal, with the preceding species. I believe porosus to be purely

estuarine, and its occurrence anywhere in Upper India will be

accidental. It has, however, a wide southern range, being found

along the East and West coasts, and specimens from Australia do

not differ in any material respect. It is probable that those huge

black monsters one sees in the Sunderbunds, and in some of those

enormous jheels in Lower Bengal, are referable to this species and

not to palustris. Both species are found in Ceylon, and, according

to Sir Emerson Tennant, porosus inhabits the rivers and estuaries

throughout the low countries of the coasts, whereas palustris lives

exclusively in fresh water, frequenting the tanks in the Northern

and Central Provinces. This, therefore, favours the view that the

former does not occur in any of the rivers in these provinces.

C. trigonops, Gray.—This is a species regarding which very

little is known. Gunther unites it with C. palustris ; but Theobald
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is of opinion that " it is an extremely well-marked species," and

further, that " it may very likely be the small crocodile said to

inhabit the streams on the table-land of Rhotas Ghur." A specimen

shot by Theobald in Xerbudda was not more than eight feet long.

It is just possible that the small rocky streams in Bundlekund and

Central India may be the habitat of this species. The subject is

well worth investigation.

C. poiidicherianiis.—Only one young specimen of this species

has as yet been obtained. It is figured in Gunlher's work, and it

is supposed to have been captured at Poudicherry. As it was

twelve inches long shortly after being hatched, it will doubtless

prove a large species. Pondicheriauus may be looked for iu

estuaries and the coasts along Southern India.

We have thus two fresh-water and two (as it were) salt-water

crocodiles, besides G. gangelicus, which is too well-known to

require any special notice.

The above has been published in a local paper. I hope to send

some particulars regarding the nidijication of the last-mentioned

species in a future communication, as I have been fortunate enough

to get several batches of their eggs in one nest : tire young gharials

were on the point of being hatched, and a friend who acted as

accoucheur to one of them got his finger bitten by the little wretch,

which appeared none the worse for his premature delivery. It

measured thirteen inches long on exclusion from the shell.

A. Anderson.
Futtehgurh, N. W. P.

October 10, 1871.

Arriral of migrants at Great Bealings.— March 24th, chiflfchaflf

;

April 8th, willow wren ; 9th, blackcap, redstart and nightingale ; 10th, wr}'-

neck; loth, swallow, wood lark, whitethroat and lesser whitethroat;

18th, cuckoo; 21st, house martin; 25th, sand martin ; 28th, flycatcher

and turtle dove ; May 6th, wood wren (the first instance which has come

under my notice of this bird migrating into our neighbourhood ; a second

seen on the 15th in another locality); 10th, butcher bird and swift;

June 20th, grasshopper warbler, wliich little bird frequented one hedge by

the roadside, and not until I had seen the bird several times, and had been

within a few feet of it, could I persuade myself it was not a grasshopper, so

exactly do the two familiar and curious notes resemble each other.

—

E. C.

Moor; Great Bealings, Woodbridge, Suffolk, November 2, 1871.
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Departure of Summer migrants from the Coast of Suffolk.— Having

passed the last two months on the coast of Suffolk, I have noted the latest

dates at which I have observed the following summer migrants, viz.

:

—
Swift, September 3rd ; cuckoo, 16th ; turtle dove, 22nd ; . wheatear, 25th

;

grasshopper warbler, October 1st ; common redstart, 2nd ; house martin,

7th ; chimney swallow, 23rd. The two last on the list were observed near

Felixstow, the others near Aldeburgh.

—

J. H. Gurnexj ; October 30, 1871.

PS.—On the 12tli of November I saw two swallows flying together at

Felixstow, about a part of the cliff where they had been observed for some

days previously. On the fcllowing day a single swallow was seen at another

spot on the coast, distant about a quarter of a mile from that first men-

tioned. On the 17th of November I saw a single swallow flying during a

snow storm at the same spot where I had seen two on the 12th. I have no

doubt it was one of the same pair, and probably the survivor : its flight did

not appear perceptibly enfeebled. All these swallows appeared, by the

shortness of their tails, to be this year's birds. 1 regret that, having left

Felixstow, I shall not have the opportunity of observing how long the last

of these belated swallows may remain on the Suffolk coast.

—

J. H. Gurney.

Ornithological Notes from Guernsey.—Most of our summer visitants are

now gone, and our winter ones have not yet arrived, so that this month we

get little else but glimpses of those migi-atory birds which may happen to

pass over us on their way to their winter quarters, and the residents which

have been mentioned already in previous numbers of the ' Zoologist.'

September 19th.—Obsen'ed several flocks of ringed dotterel, at low tide,

busy on the sand and amongst the sea-weed. 23rd.—Mr. Couch, the taxi-

dermist, told me that he had a fine hoopoe sent him to-day ; but it was

taken away again before he had skinned it, and he believes it was thrown

away. A knot was shot. Saw a flock of purres. 29th.—A common tern

was shot. In addition to my list of birds for September, I must add a

young ruff.

—

C. B. Carey ; Candie, Ouemsey, October 14, 1871.

Whitetailed Eagle in Alderney.—On the 3rd instant a whitetailed eagle

(Haliaetus albicilla) was shot at Aldeiuey. It was a young bird : the tail

was brown, freckled with white. It measured three feet one inch from

beak to tail, and six feet ten inches from tip to tip of wings : this is larger

than that mentioned in Yarrell. I saw the bird in the flesh at Mr. Couch's,

who has it to preserve. These birds might be called occasional visitors to

these islands, as more than one has been shot before.

—

Id.; Nov. 5, 1871.

Harsh Harrier in Somersetshire.—The harriers, and indeed all the

hawks, except the kestrel and the sparrowhawk, are now becoming so

scarce, owing to the traps and guns of the gamekeeper, that the occurrence

of any one of them is worthy of record. The subject of the present notice,

however, did not fall a victim to the gamekeeper, but (as I am informed) to

the shot of a small boy who was allowed to unload his father's gun. It was
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shot on the 14tli of October, near Stolford, whilst flying up a deep ditch,

and subsequently very kindly sent to Mr. Bidgood to be preserved for me.

Judging from the size of the bird I should say it was a male, but I did not

see it in the flesh, and Mr. Bidgood said it was so high when sent to him
that he was glad to get rid of the body as quickly as possible, aud made no

examination as to the sex or contents of the stomach. The bird is nearly in

the same state of plumage as the " moor buzzard" of Bewick, but there is

more of the light yellowish colour under the chin and throat; indeed,

except for a broad streak of dark brown from the eye backwards, the

yellowish white on the head and back of the neck and that under the chin

and throat would be united ; there are also some of the hghter aud more

rufous feathers of the adult appearing amongst the dark brown of the breast

and belly.

—

Cecil Smith ; Lydeard House, near Taunton.

Tithys Redstart in Suffolk.—On the 25th of October I saw a Tithys red-

start perched on some rails near the cliff at Felixstow, Suffolk. It was

either a female or a young male, and being by no means shy I had an

excellent opportunity of observing it.

—

J. H. Gurney.

Twin Nests of Reed Warbler.—July 15. I had a very curious specimen

of the nest (or, more properly, nests) of the reed warbler brought to me to-day.

There were two suspended between six reeds ; the two middle reeds were

used by both birds, and run through the sides of each nest. The nests

were very neatly built, and did not differ from the ordinary type of the reed

warbler's domicile : they each contained eggs, one four and the other three :

I should think if they had hatched out it would have been very close

quarters for the two families. This is the first instance of a double nest of

the reed warbler suspended in reeds coming under my notice. I have

frequently seen them in evergreen bushes built together.

—

Charles E.

Stubbs ; Henley-on-Thames, November 6, 1871.

late Singing of the Niglitingale and lesser Wliitethroat^ &c.—On the

11th of August T heard a nightingale singing a fair song, though somewhat

feebly. Heard the lesser whitethroat singing on the 11th of September

:

this is late for such a small bird. Saw a young cuckoo on the 13th of

September. Saw a redstart on the 3rd of October.

—

E. Charles Moor.

Song of the Chaffinch.—I have more than once asserted in my corre-

spondence with ornithological friends that I have heard the song of the

chaffinch at intervals, in soft open weather, throughout the autumnal and

winter months in the Laud's End district, but I think some have been

sceptical on the point. This morning, between seven and eight o'clock,

the wind due east, with a mild temperature, I listened for some miuutes to

a chaffinch, which uttered and continued his song at the usual intervals,

and with its usual cadence, but without the vigour of the spring song.

—

Edward Hearle Rodd; Penzance, November 3, 1871.

Hawiiuch Nesting at Resgrore.—I received this season from Kesgrove
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the characteristic nest of the hawfinch, containing four eggs. The nest

was placed in a somewhat unusual place, being built on the flat branch of a

larch-fir and ten feet from the ground.

—

E. C. Moor.

Cuckoo in September.— On the 20th of September I walked from

Leiston to Dunwick, and when near Eastbridge I was surprised to hear

the notes of a cuckoo close to the sea.— H. R. Leach ; Oak Hill,

Hampstead, November 6, 1871.

Food of the ITood Pigeon.—As I see in the September number of the

'Zoologist' (S. S. 2768) a paper of Mr. Tegetmeier's, which you have

quoted from the ' Field ' newspaper, on the subject of the food of the wood

pigeon and the question of how far this bird may be considered injurious or

otherwise to man, I send you the results of a few examinations of the

crops and gizzards of these birds made by myself at various times of the

year. The series of examinations is by no means complete throughout the

year; but as the subject is of considerable interest to the farmer as well as

to the ornithologist, I hope at some future time to make it more so : I also

hope we may get further lists of the results of such examinations from other

parts of the country, as it seems to me the only fair way of arriving at a

just settlement of the question. My own opinion is that these birds do a

considerable amount of both good and harm, the harm, I am sorry to say,

preponderating, especially where they are very numerous, but not to such

an extent as to warrant any extraordinary means of destruction, such as

poisoned grain, shooting the birds on the nest, or any of the other methods

suggested for the entire destruction of the wood pigeon— an event which

I cannot help thinking we should all feel to be a great misfortune. The

dates and results of my dissections are as follows :

—

April 21. Crop filled with clover-leaves ; gizzard the same, with a few seeds

of weeds.

July 4. Crop full of seeds of weeds, especially of a plant here called

"rattle-bags,"* also seeds of various grasses. This bird was

shot in a field of mowing-grass.

„ 5. Nearly the same, seeds of rattle-bags, other weeds and grasses.

„ 11. Crop contained nineteen grains of barley, eight grains of wheat,

several leaves of clover, and one large seed of some weed. The

gizzard also contained barley and wheat. This bird was shot

in a field of standing barley.

Aug. 13. Crop contained 146 grains of wheat and a few clover-leaves; giz-

zard full of wheat. This bird was shot in a small plantation.

Sept. 14. Crop contained sixty-eight grains of wheat, sixteen of barley, and

eighteen seeds of weeds.

* Rattle-box or yellow rattle, from the rattling of the ripe seed in the pods.

—

Br. Prior's ' Popular Names of British Plants.'
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Sept. 15. Crop contained 118 grains of barley and one clover-leaf. This
and the preceding bird were shot in stubble-fields.

„ 28. Crop contained three beans, three acorns and two beech-masts

;

gizzard full of acorns.

Oct. 10. Crop contained thirty-seven beech-masts; in the gizzard were
eight nearly whole, as well as others too far digested to be
counted.

„ 10. A young bird, with down still on its feathers, had thirty beech-
masts in its crop.

„ 14. Crop contained twenty beech-masts.

„ 24. Crop contained seventy-seven beech-masts and one acorn.
Nov. 25. Crop contained wheat, barley and acorns.—Cecil Smith.
Wood Pigeou building in a Tlirush's Nest.— During my rambles, on

the 5th of May, I saw a wood pigeon's nest built on the top of that of a
thrush, and constructed so shghtly that one of the wood pigeon's egf^s had
fallen through into the thrush's nest ; one egg, therefore, was fresh, having
escaped all the warmth of the pai-ent bird ; the other considerably sat upon°
—E. C. Moor.

White Variety of the Wood Pigeon.—I have previously recorded in the
' Zoologist,' the occurrence of a beautiful albino variety of the ring dove.

I have now the pleasure to record a second individual of this variety, which
was shot at Westwick by the keeper, on the 26th of July last. This also

passed into my hands for preservation.

—

T. E. Ounn.

Partridge laying in a Teal's Nest.—The following curious circumstance

has lately come to my knowledge. A gentleman, whoms a sportsman is well

acquainted with both species, this summer flushed a common teal from her

nest, amongst some marram-grass on the sand-hills at Dunwich, Suffolk,

and to his surprise found the nest to contain, beside four or five teal's eggs,

as many of the French partridge.

—

H. Stevenson.

Is the Corn Crake Polygamous?— Throughout the last spring I con-

stantly heard a corn crake in a meadow field near this town, and though

I often passed the field I never at any time heard more than one bird

calling in that immediate neighbourhood, yet when the grass was cut no

less than three nests with eggs were found within an area of about an acre

of ground ; they contained seven, eight and nine eggs respectively, those

with eight and nine being partly incubated, and the one with seven quite

fresh. Another nest of eggs was also found just through the fence in the

adjoining field, and a very short distance from the othei-s. I have many
times called the birds within shot by an imitation of their note, and on

dissection proved them to be all males ; in fact, never knew of a female

being shot to the call. Do not these facts tend to show that the corn crake

is polygamous ?

—

F. Boyes; Beverley.
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The Whitby Ifader.—We have had here a gentleman skilled in Orni-

thology, Mr. S. Gardner, of ShefiSeld, and he is of opinion that our bird ia

Bartram's sandpiper {Totanus Bartramia). On comparing it with Montagu's

description (Mont. 280) and with Yarrell's, it corresponds so closely in mea-

surements and differs so little in colour that I do not see how it can be anything

else. I see you refer to Mr. F. Bond : the bird was shot by Mr. Thomas Bond.

A small label is attached to the bird, probably in his handwriting, " Shot

by Mr. Bond on Hawsker Moor, 1835, named Egyptian plover." In the

Society's Report for that year we find, " Egyptian plover, presented by

Mr. Thomas Bond," whom none of us know anything of. If we are right

in the species, it is a great curiosity, as our Sheffield friend believes that

there are only three specimens recorded as having been procured in the

United Kingdom.

—

Martin Simpson; Whitby Museum, October 17, 1871.

Collared Pratincole at Whitby.—A beautiful specimen of this bird was

shot near this place on Thursday, the 19th of October, by Mr. Kitching : it

was described as very wild and of rapid flight: it would not have been

procured at all but for the tomtits wliich betrayed its presence. It agrees

60 well with Montagu's description (Mont. 257) that it need not be further

described. There are, however, two or three particulars which he does not

seem to have noticed. Towards the base of the upper mandible the arcuated

rounded margin terminates with two slight furrows, on the exterior side of

which is a small beak or protuberance, very like the beak of Patella laevis,

but minute. On either side of the upper mandible at the base there is a

bare impressed parabolic space, but the nostrils are covered with feathers.

The following particulars I had from Mr. Kitching. The bird is a male

:

it had in its stomach ants and a few beetles. The bird was first seen in the

latter part of September, in a ravine near Whitby : it then appears to have

crossed a lofty moor, and was shot on the date above mentioned near the

Whitby and Pickering Railway. I have omitted to say that there is a single

red feather in the lower wing-coverts on either side. The reddish part of

the base of the upper mandible has become light yellow. — Id. ;

November 11, 1871.

Woodcock, Wood Pigeon and Ring Ouzel in Gacrnscy.—We have had a

few woodcocks shot on the island thjs week. On Tuesday a great number

of wood pigeons rested, and several were shot. I have had several ring

ouzels brought me, and amongst them two male birds. One of the ouzels

was shot in a most remarkable manner : the fourth, fifth and sixth primaries

of left wing were cut with the shot, the right thigh broken, and the claw of

the middle toe of the left foot broken oflf close and carried with the shot

under the right ear, and lodged—shot, claw and feathers—on the bone just

under the right eye. In this way I discovered the shot and claw together.

The bird was shot on the wing. I skinned and preserved it.

—

James

Couch; Guernsey, October 21, 1871.
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Spoonbill near Yarmouth—On calling at the shop of Mr. Gunn, of
St. Giles, Norwich, on the 17th of October, I saw on the counter a spoon-
bill, a young bird of the year, which was bought on the 14th in Yarmouth
Market. As it had been killed in that neighbourhood, 1 immediately
secured it for my collection. Mr. Stevenson records forty-eight specimens
as obtained m Norfolk alone (' Birds of Norfolk,' ii. p. 184). The stomach
of the one in question contained good-sized shrimps.—J. H. Gurney,jun.;
Northrepps, near Norwich.

Spoonbill near Aldeburgh—On the 12th of October, in walking towards
Orford over the Lantern Marshes, I saw a spoonbill, which was in company
with four herons, but though T tried for three hours to get a shot, it finally
decamped to the other side of the river with its four wary friends.—If. R.
Leach.

Temniinck's Stint at Aldeburgh.—On the 19th of September my brother
shot a Temminck s stint near the engine-house at Aldeburgh.—7^.

Note on the Indian Adjutant.—A friend of mine allows me to forward,
for insertion in the ' Zoologist,' the following note, just received from a
correspondent at Calcutta, on the Indian adjutant :—

Extractfrom a letter, dated Calcutta, September 4, 1871.

" The number of adjutants is a noticeable feature of Calcutta at this time
of the year (September). It is a species of stork. A specimen, a very
miserable one I expect, may be seen at the Zoological Gardens. A young
male in his second year is a striking, but not a very handsome bird : standing
erect, with his head up, he measures more than five feet, and looks an
awkward customer to have to deal with. But though not a timid bird he
will not allow a man to approach very close, walking away with long strides

in a most dignified manner. Owing to his great size he cannot rise in
flight without obtaining an impetus, so he runs along the ground at great
speed, flapping his wings the while, and after hovering twenty or thirty

yards in this manner, launches himself into the air with a mighty sprint
and sails away, his huge wings creaking like a windmill. His head is

thinly sprinkled with short thin bristles of a reddish colour ; over the
junction of the neck with the body is a tuft of fine scarlet fluff, while under-
neath depends a long bag, the use of which is open to discussion : at times
this is a couple of feet long, at others almost invisible, for the bird expands
and contracts it at pleasure. * * * * His breast is white, and his

wings of a dark bluish gray ; legs very powerful and capable of being folded

up, though in flight they stretch out behind the bird. In the way of food

nothing comes amiss. I have seen an adjutant gulp down a shoe of sub-

stantial native make, and a gentleman of my acquaintance saw one swallow
a live crow which had been annoying him : he said the din raised by aU the

crows in the neighbourhood, on being informed of the tragical fate of their
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dead brother was something awful. Frogs are considered a great delicacy,

and as there are any number of them the adjutants have constant oppor-

tunity of gratifying this refined taste. On a rainy day they wade about the

plains, peering here and there, listenhig for a croak or watching for a ripple

;

one is spied, and down goes the long beak, a jerk sends froggy in the air,

all arms and legs, and facile est descensus Averni. I call frog-catching the

athletic sport of adjutants; they are very dexterous over it and never miss

a fair catch. They roost on the tops of the almond trees and on the higher

houses. On Government House, in the evening, may be seen over a

hundred, looking like sentinels as they march to and fro on the parapets.

They are very fond of ousting each other from favoured high positions : the

aggressor comes up at a rate of fifty miles an hour and brings himself up

with a few back-flaps on the vacated position, for the original occupier,

knowing that he must give way or be knocked over, makes a virtue of

necessity and glides away, either retui'uing to retaliate or going on to play

a similar trick on some one else. Among themselves they are pugnacious,

using beaks and wings with such effect that the latter are often broken,

when the bird is sure to die of starvation."

The subject has been frequently written on, but the above account

appears to me to be a graphic one and worthy of being recorded.

—

J. H.

Gurney; October Zl, 1871.

Rednecked Crebc iu Norfolk.—On the 30th of September a female was

shot at Wiutcrton ; its stomach was crammed with feathers from its own

plumage. A second bird, also a female, two or three days afterwards, at

Beeston Regis, near Cromer. Both birds had red necks, with no indication

of change.

—

T. E. Gunn.

Proceedings of the Entomological Society.

6 November, 1871.—Prof. J. 0. Westwood, M.A., F.L.S., &c., Vice-

President, in the chair.

Additions to the Library.

The following donations were announced, and thanks voted to the

donors :
—

' Second and Third Annual Reports of the Trustees of the Peabody

Academy of Science ;
' presented by the Academy. ' Record of American

Entomology for the Year 1800 ;
'

' On Insects inhabiting Salt Water ;

'

•Catalogue of the Phalacnidaj of California;' 'Bristle-tails and Spring-

tails:' 'List of Insects collected at Pebas, Equador, and presented by

Prof. James Orton;' 'The Early Stages of Ichneumon Parasites;' 'Mor-

phology and Ancestry of the King Crabs ;
'

' The Ancestry of Insects ;
'

' On

the Embryology of Limulus polyphemus ;
'

' The Caudal Styles of Insects

Sense-organs, i. e. Abdominal Antennae;' 'Abdominal Sense-organs in a Fly ;

'

'A Remarkable IMyriapod; ' presented by the Author, Dr. A. S. Packard, jun.
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' Proceedings and Communications of tlie Essex Institute,' vol. vi. part ii.

;

' Bulletin of the Essex Institute,' vol. iv. ; by the Institute. ' Proceedings

of the Boston Society of Natural History,' vol. xiii. Nos. 15—23 ; by the

Society. ' Annals of the Lyceum of Natural History of New York,' vol. ix.

Nos. 21—26 ; by the Lyceum. ' The American Naturahst,' vol. iv.

Nos. 3—12 ; vol. v. No. 1 ; by the Editors. ' Monograph of the North-

American Astacidse,' by Dr. Hermann A. Hagen ; by the Museum of

Comparative Zoology at Harvard College, in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

' Bulletins de I'Academie Royale des Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux-

Arts de Belgique,' xxix. and xxx. ; by the Society. ' The Transactions of

the Linnean Society,' vol. xxvii. part 3 ;
' The Journal of the Linnean

Society—Zoology,' Nos. 52 and 53; 'Proceedings of the Linnean Society,'

Session 1870— 1871; by the Society. 'Proceedings of the Royal

Society,' No. 129 ; by the Society. ' Proceedings of the Scientific

Meetings of the Zoological Society of London for the Year 1871,'

part i. ; by the Society. ' The Transactions of the Entomological Society

of New South Wales,' vol. ii. part 2 ; by the Society. ' The Journal of the

Quekett Microscopical Club,' No. 15 ; by the Club. ' Bullettino della

Societa Eutomologica Italiana,' vol. iii. part 3 ; by the Society. ' Horse

Societatis Entomologicse Rossicse,' tome viii. No. 2; by the Society. 'The

Silk Supply Journal,' Nos. 11, 12 ; by the Association. ' The Canadian

Entomologist,' Nos. 2—6 ; by the Editor. ' Catalogus Buprestidarum

Synonymicus et Systematicus
;

' by the Author, Edward Saunders, Esq.

'L'Abeille,' 1870, livr. 12; 1871, livr. 1—3; by the Editor. 'Remarks

on Synonyms of European Spiders,' No. 2 ; by the Author, T. Thorell.

' Qu'est-ce que I'aile d'un Insecte ?
' by the Author, Felix Plateau. ' Exotic

Butterflies,' part 80 ; by W. Wilson Saunders, Esq. ' Lepidoptera Exotica,'

part 10 ; by E. W. Janson, Esq. ' Rhododendron Excrescences
;

'
' Batoneus

Populi, a Mite injurious to the Aspen in Scotland
;

' by the Author,

A. Miiller, Esq. ' The Zoologist' for August—November; by the Editor.

'The Entomologist's Monthly Magazine' for August—November; by the

Editors. ' Annual Report and Transactions of the Adelaide Philosophical

Society for the year ending 30th September, 1870 ;
' by the Society.

The following books had been added by purchase :— 'A Synonymic

Catalogue of Diurnal Lepidoptera,' by W. F. Kirby. ' Bericht liber die

wissenschaftlichen Leistungen im Gebiete der Entomologie wahrend des

Jahres 1869,' von Friedrich Brauer.

ExJiibitions, ^c.

Mr. R. L. Davis exhibited an extensive series of beautifully preserved

larvae of Lepidoptera and other insects, and a few spiders. Among them

were specimens illustrating the complete natural history of Cossus ligniperda,

and of some other common species.
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Mr. Bond exhibited examples of Zygaena exulaus, a recent addition to

the British Fauna, captured at Braemar by Dr. F. Buchanan White. Also

a specimen of Catocala fraxini, captured in the Regent's Park on the 12th of

September last ; and he remarked that the insect had occurred in that

locahty for three successive yeai-s. Furthermore he exhibited a very

singular variety of Chcerocampa elpenor from Ipswich, in which the central

portion of each fore wing was perfectly hyaline and free from scales, the

insect being in perfect condition, and jiresenting no indication of the

peculiarity having been induced by artificial means.

Mr. Howard Vaughau exhibited examples of the Triphsena from Forres,

captured by Mr. G. Norman, which Mr. Newman had named T. Curtisii.

Mr. Vauglian, however, considered it to be only a dark form of T. orbona.

Mr. W. A. Lewis made some observations on the synonymy of this form,

pointing out that it had been figured by Curtis as T. consequa, Hiibner, and

further thafit was given by Stephens as T. subsequa, W. V.

Mr. Vaughan also exiiibited a nearly black variety of Arge Galathea,

captured in Kent by Mr. Faru.

Mr. E. W. Janson exhibited two new, or recently detected, species of

Coleoptera, captured by the Rev. A. Matthews, as follows :

—

" Throsccs CAiiiNiFRONS, de Bonvouloir, Essai Monographique sur la

Famille des Throscides, p. 20, tab. i. fig. 5 (1859).

" At first sight resembling T. dermestoides, L., J)ut at once distinguished

from it by the ocular depression extending right across the eyes ; more

nearly allied to T. elateroides, Heer (T. gradlia? WolL), but readily sepa-

rated therefrom by its superior size, the promiuence of the lateral frontal

longitudinal ridges, which extend to the anterior margin of the prothorax,

the siuuated sides and prominent posterior angles of the prothorax, especially

in the males, and the somewhat finer punctuation of the interstices of the

elytra.

" Three specimens taken by the Rev. A. Matthews, in company with

T. dermestoides, by sweeping in a plantation near Chiselhurst, in July, 1869,

and shortly after placed in my hands for identification.

" CRYriiALus picE^, Ratzeburg, Forst-Insecten, i. p. 163 (1837).

" Allied to C. abietis, Ratzeb., but larger, less convex, the elevations on

the anterior part of the prothorax larger and arranged in five or six tolerably

regular rows, the striae of the elytra distinct, and the interstices, especially

towards the apex, with sparse erect yellow bristles.

" One specimen taken by the Rev. A. Matthews, many years since, in the

vicinity of Weston, Oxon."

Mr. F. Smith exhibited a large Noctua, apparently an Aplecta, captured

by Mr. J. Gwyn Jeffreys, on the Atlantic, about 220 miles from Nova

Scotia, on the outward voyage. (This has since been identified as the pale

form of Aplecta occulta).
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Mr. M'Lachlan exhibited the remarkable wingless Californian Bittacus,
recently described and figured by him in the 'Entomologist's Monthly
Magazine,' vol. viii. pp. 100—10:2, as Bittacus apterus.

Mr. Albert Miiller exhibited a gigantic American oak-gall, given to him
by Mr. C. V. Eiley, of St. Louis, Missouri. Also the impregnated and un-
impregnated eggs of Libellula flaveola, Linne, the former being whitish in

colour and deposited singly, the latter excluded by a captured female in a
gelatinous yellowish mass.

Prof. Westwood exhibited numerous examples of the true Formica her-

culeana, Linne, an ant not hitherto considered as British, and stated the
circumstances under which they were found, as follows :—It appeared that

very recently a labouring man had brought to a colleague of his, at Oxford,
several birds which he said he had shot in Wytham Wood, on the Earl of

Abingdon's estate, and these were purchased for the insignificant sum of

two shiUings. One of these birds was a great black woodpecker [Picus
martius), which had been considered a very doubtful British species. Upon
dissection the proventriculus of this bird was found to be crammed with the
ant in question, the specimens being in perfect condition and with the
wings entire, and none had passed into the gizzard. Taking all these facts

into consideration, with the freshness of the bird itself, Prof. Westwood
could come to no other conclusion than that the man's account of how he
became possessed of the bird was true, and hence that the ant was a British

species.

Mr. MiiUer stated that he had frequently found this ant in Switzerland,

in winter, in pine-stumps a foot or two in height ; and Mr. Smith made
some remarks on Nylauder's account of its habits.

Mr. Jenner Weir utterly disbelieved in Picus martius having ever occurred

in Britain in a wild state, an opinion shared by several others of the

Members present.

Prof. Westwood further exhibited two males of Papilio Crino from Ceylon.

In one of these the first and second branches of the median vein were
coated with brown hairs, a peculiarity which was the rule in some species of

Papilio, but which had not been hitherto observed in P. Crino. The other

example had these veins naked, as is usual in the species. He was not able

to ascertain if both specimens were from exactly the same locality.

The Secretary of the Haggerston Entomological Society invited the

Members to attend their annual exhibition of insects on the 23rd and 24th
of November.

Papers read, dc.

Baron Chaudoir communicated the following notes on the specific value

of Eurygnathus parallelus, Chaudoir :
—

" In the Transactions of the Entomological Society of London, 1871,

p. ai5, Mr. T. Vernon Wollaston contests the right of the insect I described
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under the name of Eurygnathus parallelus (Guerin's Rev. et Mag. de Zool.

1869, p. 121) to constitute a species distinct from Latreillei. As he states

my opinion to be ' most unphilosophical,' I feel myself compelled to say a

few words on the subject. No one acquainted with both forms could doubt

that the differences between parallelus and Latreillei, and which have beea

remarked and pointed out by the English author as well as by myself, are

far more important and striking than those which, according to Mr. Wol-

laston, distinguish his Pogonus salsipotens from chalceus, Masoreus arenicola

from Wetterhalii, Pterostichus haligena from longulus ; and if we admit with

him and those who follow these new theories that a long isolation has led

to a modification in the form of an insect, we ought certainly to expect

much less similarity between those individuals which live in temperate

Europe and those living in the almost tropical climate of the Canaries, than

between such as inhabit islands so near together as Porto Santo and Deserta

Grande. How much greater still ought to be the difference among indi-

viduals of Pristonychus complanatus from Europe, from Chili, from the

Cape, and from Australia ; of Plochionus pallens from France, California

and Java ; of Loricera pilicornis from Europe and America, &c. ; but, never-

theless, specimens from countries so distant are nearly identical, while

individuals from the same locality show very often much greater difference^.

I do not mean to deny that atmospherical circumstances might influence the

size or coloration of certain species, as we see in several species of Carabus,

Nebria, &c., but we never find among specimens of diverse stations such

striking and constant differences of form as those which occur between

Eurygnathus parallelus and Latreillei. Why attempt to force nature rather

than admit that there can be in that gi-oup of islands two species of

Eurygnathus, as well as there are twenty-three species of Calathus, fourteen

of Trechus, seven of Olistbopus, five of Zargus, and three of Broscus?

" Mr. Wollaston leans on the authoiity of our lamented friend, the late

Dr. Schaum, and I am happy to find such homage to his memory; but

Dr. Schaum might have been in error in this case, as he was in that of

Aptinus cordicolhs, which he believed for a long time to be identical with

pyrenKus until, having acquired it from Sturm's collection, he convinced

himself of the contrary ; and I must say that he was always ready to

acknowledge his errors. In general, he lived in a period of reaction, and

was afraid of multiplying species, in order not to fall into the excesses of so

many entomologists who established species on the most trifling and even

imaginary charactei's."

Mr. T. H. Briggs read a paper " On the Forms of Zygsena trifolii, with

some Pvemarks on the Question of Specific Difference as opposed to Local

or Phytophagic Variation in that Genus."

—

R. M'L.
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